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Tur present year opened, as the last
had closed, amid the violent agitation

excited by the prosecution and issue
of proceedings against an illustrious

member of the Royal House.

The

national ferment, instead of abating,

might be said to have augmented ;
yet its symptoms had undergone a
pretty decisive change. At the first
opening, and during the continuance,
of these unfortunate proceedings, the
‘Queen, as a personal object, absorbed
all the feelings and enthusiasm of the
nation, The regular train and objects
of political pursuit, both among whigs
and reformers, were all forgotten, and
merged in her single cause. This intense personal interest, in itself somewhat foreign to the habitual feelings
of the age and nation, had now very
sensibly abated.
The leaders of faction resumed their usual train of ob-

jects, and sought only to avail them-

selves of the unpopularity contracted

by those in power, to forward against
them

their

own

favourite

designs.

Throughout the whole country, meet-

ings were called, of the same persons
who had formerly covered reams of
paper with signatures of addresses to
the Queen.
‘They were now invited

to follow up that measure, by petitions for restoring her to all her rights
and dignities ; but more especially to

pass votes of censure on ministers,

with earnest petitions for their immediate dismissal. The impulse still con=
tinued so fur as to make these meetings be attended by the majority of
the people, and to give to that party,
in all open and promiscuous assemblies, a great numerical superiority.
They could no longer, however, carry
their measures with the same sweeping and unresisted success, as when
the Queen’s cause first appeared to
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carry before it all the vows and feelings of the nation.

The friends of

government, and the aristocracy in
general, who had looked on with disdainful indifference, or had considered it vain to attempt to stem so impetuous a tide, now took the alarm.

The Queen’s party, emboldened by
the current of popular favour, had
not merely given vent to indiscriminate abuse of all in power, without

excepting those whom the constitution shielded most entirely from personal responsibility. They had moreover taken the opportunity of intro-

ducing all the most violent and revo-

lutionary topics, which derived new
importance from the unqualified assent with which they were echoed by
the misjudging object of this adulation. “I'his class, therefore, now met

in all quarters, for the purpose of preparing loyal addresses, and stamping
with their reprobation, the doctrines
of an opposite description, which had
become so general. Every city, every

town, and almost every village in the
empire, was agitated by these eddying tides of political conflict.

The

movers of the loyal addresses endea-.

voured to disarm opposition, by avoid.
ing all allusion to the Queen, and even

all introduction of the names of the

ministers. They proposed addresses,
containing merely general expressions

of loyalty, of attachment to our glo-

rious constitution, and abhorrence of

the attempts so industriously made to

propagate the principles of sedition
and irreligion. In proof of their assertions, they referred particularly to

the licentiousness of the press—to the
abuse heaped on the most respectable

characters—and to. the blasphemous
publications so zealously circulated
among the lower. orders. If any of
the more zealous speakers could not

be restrained from thrusting into their
harangues an expression of their conviction of the Queen’s guilt, this was
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not at least allowed to find a place in
the address or resolutions. On these
occasions, the whigs declared, that
they were in no degree conscious of

yielding in loyalty to the movers of
the resolutions ; but they were wholly
at a loss to conceive what reason there

could be at the present moment for

coming forth with so ostentatious adisplay of these sentiments. They were

not aware of any general prevalence,

either of disaffection or irreligion.
They considered the allegation as a

libel against the people of England.

Considering all circumstances, they
could no longer doubt, that however
studiously the name of ministers was
kept back, the real object was to at-

tempt to shelter them from the pub-

lic odium under which they laboured,
and to defeat the universal cry of the
nation for their removal. They must,
therefore, object to the address or resolution, unless there were appended
to it an expression of entire conyiction of the Queen’s innocence, a solicitation for her full restoration to
rank and dignity, and, above all, a
prayer for the immediate dismissal of
those ministers, who, by their defiance
of public opinion, had shewn themselves unworthy of their situations,
The results continued to be such as.
were observed in the assemblies at
the close of the former year. In all
privileged and aristocratic corporations—in almost all the Scotch, and

in many of the English counties, the

motions, though vehemently opposed, were carried by large majorities. |
But wherever general meetings of inhabitants were called, the movers
were dismayed by the entrance of an
unbidden and unwished for crowd,
against whom, if they attempted to
make head, they were quickly outvoted. In general, therefore, a secession took place, and, in most places

two several petitions lay for signature in the same town;

in the issue
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of which the loyalists boasted that
their deficiency of number was compensated by superior respectability of
character and property.
In several
of the English counties, the amendment was carried.
—
The most tumultuary proceeding
took place in Ireland, at the meeting

of the county of Dublin.
The ad‘dress being proposed, a member on

the other side began to oppose it;
when the Sheriff, insisting that inde-

corous language had been used, called to order, and closed the debate.
Then, taking the vote, he declared it,
upon the mere show of hands, to be

carried 9n the side of government.

On which side the majority reallylay,

became a matter of vehement contro-

versy, each party declaring that they
were a hundred to one of the other.

The Sheriff then abruptly dissolved
the meeting ; but the whigs, indignant at this certainly very irregular
course, mustered, and calling Lord
Cloncurry to the chair, began forthwith to frame a counter address, ‘The
Sheriff, however, conceiving that such
conduct, after the dissolution of the

meeting, was an illegal invasion of
the court-room, and having in vain
Summoned

the

members

to

depart,

introduced a body of troops, who effected a forcible clearance.
The expelled body retired to a neighbouring
inn, where they passed their counter
address. Another meeting was afterwards held, in which Mr Hamilton
Rowan being called to the chair, re-

solutions were entered into, expressive of the strongest indignation at
the conduct of the Sheriff, and where

deliberation was held as to the mode
of appealing to the legislature for redress.

All this conflict of parties had one

|

object in view, that of acting upon
the meeting of Parliament, which was
now approaching.
The whigs were
prepared for 2 most active campaign.
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They had to propose a series of resolutions in favour of the Queen, which,
notwithstanding the sensible abatement of enthusiasm in her favour,
might still be considered as popular ;
and which, if carried, would soon be

followed up by others, more directly

tending to effect the grand objects of
their policy. On the other hand, the

friends of government predicted, that

in this parliamentary warfare, the
whigs would not only have to encounter the influence by which administration was usually supported ;
but that though the termination of
the bill of Pains and Penalties had
been accepted by the multitude as a

full acquittal, different feelings had
been cherished by the higher classes,

These had been equally manifested by
the adherents of both political creeds.
Even the most zealous of whig mem-

bers continued to decline family introductions ; and all the efforts of the
Queen’s partizans had been unable to
collect a female court, which bore
even the appearance of respectability.
It was

alleged,

moreover,

that

by

this new alliance, formed with a party
that had proceeded to such extremes,

the whigs would lose more on one side

than they gained onthe other ; in consequence of the terror struck into all
that numerous parliamentary, body,

which was attached to established or-

der, and fearful of revolution.
Under these circumstances, Parliament were assembled on the 22d

January.

Ministers had prepared a

speech, in which every thing that
could irritate the present state of the
public feeling, was carefully omitted.
It was as follows :—
'
“ My Lords and Gentlemen,
“ I

have

the

.

satisfaction .of ௧௦

quainting you, that I continue,
to receive from foreign powers the strongest assurances
of their friendly dispo-

sition towards this country.
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«Tt will be a matter of deep regret
to me, if the occurrences which have

lately taken place in Italy, should
eventually lead to any interruption of
tranquillity in that quarter; but it
will, in such case, be my great object
to secure to my people the continu-

ance of peace.
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it will, under present circumstances,
be for you to consider what new ar-

rangements should be made on this
subject.
“* My Lords and Gentlemen,
“J have great pleasure in being

able to acquaint you, that a consider.
able improvement

has

taken

place

“ Gentlemen of the House of Commons,
«The measures by which, in the

within the last half year,in several of
the most important branches of our

Jast Session of Parliament, you made
provision for the expenses of my civil government, and for the honour

that, in many of the manufacturing

and

dignity

of the

crown,

demand

my warmest acknowledgments.
« T have directed that the estimates
for the current year shall be laid before you ; and it is a satisfaction to
me to have been enabled to make

some reduction in our military esta-

blishments.

“You will observe from the ac-

counts of the public revenue, that
notwithstanding the receipts in Ireland have proved materially deficient,
in consequence of the unfortunate
circumstances which have affected the
commercial credit of that part of the

united kingdom, and although our
- foreign trade, during the early part
of this time, was in a state of depression, the total revenue has, neyerthe-

less, exceeded that of the preceding
year.

“A considerable part of this increase must be ascribed to the new
taxes; but in some of those branches
which are the surest indications of internal wealth, the augmentation has

fully realized any expectation which

could have been reasonably formed
of it.
‘The separate provision which was
made for the Queen, as Princess of

Wales, in the year 1814, terminated
with the demise of his late Majesty.
_ T have, in the mean time, directed advances,
as authorized bylaw ; and

commerce

and

manufactures;

and

districts, the distresses which prevailed at the commencent of the last session of Parliament have greatly abated.
« Tt will be my most anxious desire to concur in every measure which
may be considered as calculated to

advance our internal prosperity.

« I well know, that, notwithstand. }

ing the agitation produced by tempo-

vary circumstances, and amidst the
distress which still presses upon a_
large portion of my subjects, the
firmest reliance

may

be

placed

on

that affectionate and loyal attachment —

to my person and government, of —
which I have recently received so

many testimonials from all parts of
my

kingdom;

and which, whilst it

is most grateful to the strongest feelings of my heart, I shall ever consider as the best and surest safeguard

of my Throne.
;
“ In the discharge
of the important duties imposed upon you, you
will, Iam confident, be sensible ofthe

indispensable necessity of promoting
and maintaining, to the utmost of
your power,a due obedience to the
laws, and of instilling into all classes

of my subjects, a respect for lawful

authority, and for those established
institutions under which the country
has been enabled to overcome so many difficulties, and to which, under

Providence, may be ascribed our happiness and renown, as a nation.”

—
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On the following day, the debate,
as usual,

took place. on the address.

It was moved in the Lords by the
Earl of Belmore, and seconded by
Lord Prudhoe; while, in the Commons, the mover was Mr G. Bankes,
and the seconder Mr James Browne,

(member for Mayo).

These gentle-

men, as usual, went over the various

topics referred to inthe speech. They
congratulated the House on the testimonies of loyalty, and of regard for

religion and the laws, which had flow-

ed in from every part of the king-

dom—upon the assurances of amity

received from
whose

foreign

proceedings

powers,

it might

on

at the

same time be necessary to look with

a watchful eye—upon the degree of
improvement which had taken place
in the commerce and manufactures of

the country—and upon the reduction
proposed by his Majesty, in the military

establishment.

Ireland

was

mentioned as the only part of the
empire still labouring under distress,
which, however,

its inhabitants had

borne in the most heroic manner, and

which, it was hoped, would soon be
relieved.
Mr G. Bankes, in his animated
speech, made pretty close application
to events which had caused so much
recent agitation. In a nation, in
which all are free, folly must have
her freedom, and mischief will mark

her for its tool: folly will discharge
her debts of gratitude by denying
their amount, by forgetting the danger from which she has been deliver-

ed, though ever when in peril herself
the loudest to complain, and the fore-

most to despair.

He

afterwards add-

ed, “it is no new thing for slander to
arraign all that is high and holy ; but
the tongue of slander, however ye-

nomous, can inflict no wound—can
effect no puncture in the character
that is sound and whole—itis the pen
of the libeller, against which inno<

u

cence is no shield; and at a time
when the evil eye of discontent not
only envies its neighbour's goods, but
covets its neighbour's character, we

have, sir, to dread and to repel one
general levelling system, both of property and of good name. The barrier
of the Constitution will not fall down

at the first giddy shout of the multitude;

the high tribunals, which

are

its bulwarks, will yet stand, though
treason deny their authority, and eonscious guilt their justice ; blasphemy

may rail at the holy place, and hypocrisy defile it with her pageants, long,
long before the dome will totter ; but
the ruin must come at last, if the re-

medy be not fitly interposed. When
the league of what is base and false,
profligate and malicious,

shall unite

honour and integrity to oppose it,
the evil then works its own cure, and
the remedy is near at hand ; we know
its efficacy, we have proved it scarce
a twelvemonth since. In the shows

and processions of the year which has
just expired, who but must have called to mind the like exhibitions of the
twelvemonth which preceded it? The
music, the march, and the banner,
the meeting, the resolution, and address ; those first were the very proto-

types of these last arrays: the same

in their real origin, and in their real
object, differing only in their method

of pursuing it; the first pursued its
object by denouncing the aristocracy;
the second by denouncing the crown:
the aristocracy was then true to itself ;
the representatives of the people were

then faithful, and if the highest duties

of fidelity be now as well fulfilled, the
country is yet safe, If we turn our

eyes from the cares of domestic 5011eitude

and

look

abroad,

the whole

world is to us a scene of calm, of
tranquillity
; our flag flies on every
sea—our busy industry plies in every

port—our merchants are the rulers
of kingdoms—our character every
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those

senti-*

as an Irish member,

ments of loyalty which the countr
in general had so strongly expressed
it was impossible not to remark, that

he felt so deep an interest, that even

these had in no degree been coupled
with any approbation of the conduct
of ministers. Lord Grey, on the con-

parted a little from the course usual
upon such occasions, he hoped he
should be forgiven. For his part, he

public opinion was most unfavourable

where firm.”
Mr Browne,

dwelt particularly on the state of that
kingdom. Thiswasa subjectin which
if he should be supposed to have de-

could not consider it irrelevant, until

he should believe that there existed a
separate interest between the two

countries composing this empire—

until he should believe that their destinies were not interwoven, and that

they must not stand and fall together.

By some of those infatuations which
sometimes afflicted wisdom itself, Ireland, hitherto, unfortunately, the subject of cold debates and short consultations—what had been her de-

portment during those agitations ?
‘Not the meanest of her populace—
not the most furious demagogue, had
strained his’ voice to applaud depra-vity—none

had

attempted

to

exalt

affronted debauchery into suffering,
dignified virtue ; and, above all, none

had presumed to outrage society by
the introduction of a new doctrine—

new even to the professors of profli-

gacy in this country—that which
granted to female manners the same
licence which society endures in men,
the very distinction between which it

was that stood between society and
national prostration.
In reply to these speakers, it was
observed by the Opposition members,

trary, would

to them;

venture

to assert, that

and he might

have

thence

expected that some intention would
be expressed of changing that fatal
policy so long pursued. Mr Tierney
saw indeed, in the speech, that loyal

addresses were declared by the King

to be most grateful to the strongest

feelings of his heart.

If heartfelt sa-

tisfaction had resulted from them, he

firmly believed it belonged altogether
to the King ; for the addressers had

taken especial care that no attempt

should in any manner bemadethrough

these addresses to give satisfaction to

any other person but the King him-

self; there was not a word of satis-

faction for his ministers, (a Jaugh)—
quite the reverse ; for the only chance
of carrying them was to say nothing
of the acts of ministers; there was
only one man in the kingdom for
whom the heartfelt satisfaction was
intended, and he was glad that that

man was his Majesty.

He should be

glad if any of the gentlemen opposite

could point out to him one word in
any of the addresses which could be
construed into an approval of any of
the measures

of administration; no,

not one word ; and he made the appeal to the present set of gentlemen,
that the royal speech was of so cau- who were so good as to take upon
tious and negative a character, that themselves the care of the affairs of
they found little room to object to -the country. ‘There was candour at
what it actually said, or to propose

any counter address. Its sins were
» those of omission. They found in it
none of those topics on which a British ministry, at such a crisis, might

have been expected to dilate.

While

least in ministers not asking any of
their friends to put in a single word
of approbation of their measures.
Next, as to the improvement in na-

tional industry, it had taken place —
only in a few departments, even of

—
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manufacture, while the vital branch

of agriculture continued still in the
most deplorable state.
Mr Curwen would ask, could the
noble lord be really ignorant that
the agricultural interests were in so
wretched a condition, that even no
abatement

would,

after

some

time,

induce the cultivators of the land to
go on with their labours? Knowing,
as he did, their privations, their dis-

appointments, their sufferings, he
could not but call on every mind to
admire their exemplary patience.—
There were men, however, who arrogated to themselves the monopoly of
all the loyalty in the country; but

the conduct of a community which

ers

had borneunexampled hardships with
an unparalleled spirit of endurance,
proved that loyalty was not an exclusive possession—that it was not confined to this or to that set of men,
but was the great characteristic of the
country. This being the case, he was
sorry to find that the Crown on the
‘present occasion had not expressed
one solitary feeling of regret for the

fallen prosperity of agriculture, and
the ruin of the spirited and hardy

race, whose labours had previously

placed it in so flourishing a condition.
The Opposition members also
strongly expressed their sentiments
on the movements making on the
continent, and the part to be taken
by England.
Lord

Grey

observed,

that,

by

a

question put by him to Lord Liverpool, it turned

out

that

we

had

no

accredited minister at Naples, a circumstance which he then regarded as

ominous to our peace, since we were

nevertheless on terms with that Holy
Alliance which assumed the right of
adjusting the differences of independent states. He hoped we had obser=

veda strict neutrality on this subject,

though

he

could

not

help

stating,

that when the powers now assembled

9

at Laybach had summoned the King
of Naples to answer to a self-constituted

tribunal,

pee

to give liberty to his subjects,

for

haying

thought

e'was filled with surprise and indig~

nation.

If, therefore,

we were

not

passive spectators
of these scenes, we
might have resisted the rivetting of
those chains of misgovernment which
menaced the happiness of other states,
by the extension of misrule on every
side. It was desirable to be informed of the probable effect of an Aus-~
trian army in advance on the frontier
of Naples, while an English squadron
was stationed in the Bay, making us
appear the supporters of an odious sys-

tem, in helping to maintain the sup-

pression of liberty in foreign parts. |

Upon this subject Lord Holland’)

dwelt with peculiar emphasis.
He
could not see what matter there was for

congratulation—what causethe people
of England had to exult, because their
Monarch

was not called before the

Congress of Laybach. Ministers had
plunged this country into wars—they

had burdened it with taxes—and now, »
while they were taking credit for having delivered Europe, the great pow-=
ers of Europe, enriched by our losses,

aggrandized by the possession of territories to which they had no right,
were proceeding to further outrages,

while we must be content with say-

ing, we shall feel regret if you go'to
war, and this shall be the amount of
our remonstrance.
The noble Lord
had amused the House with a set of
abstract opinions as to interference
in the government of other nations,
when it would be right, and when it

would not be right; but what they
wanted to hear was, whether he ap-

proves, ay or no, of the principles
adopted by his pretended allies, who
are bound by treaty to communicate
and to consult with the government:

of this country. He (Lord Holland)

did not think, ill as the noble lord
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had conducted theaffairs of this country, and almost contemptible as his
counsels had made it in the eyes of
Europe, still he did not think that if
a proper remonstrance had been
made, it would have proved unavail-
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step against Naples.
the noble

duke
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He was sure

(Wellington)

must

have felt indignation and disappoint-

ment of another country, but an effort

ment at seeing how the constitution
of Spain was regarded by those —
owers.
That constitution might
ave its defects, but if he were a
Spaniard, he would not surrender.
one even of those defects, while those

to prevent the interference of those
who intruded it. To compare small
things with great, for, with all his

hordes to force compliance.

ing. Such a remonstrance would not
be an interference with the govern-

feeling for Naples, he could not help

feeling that her cause was still inferior to that of France; but still, to
make the comparison, he remember-

ed that the very same language which
they heard that day, had been used
when the Duke of Brunswick was on
his march towards Paris. He would

rather become a party to the infamous

designs of those proud conspirators

against

liberty,

than

exhibit

the

meanness of mere regret when suc-

cessful interposition was practicable.
Was it too much

to say, when Aus-

tria was contemplating a crusade
‘which was likely to engage all Europe in fresh wars—was it too much
to say, pay us our debts, or at least,
while you refuse, do not insult us by

undertaking expensive wars, from
_which justice and humanity should
disincline you?

The noble lord had

_ taken credit to himself for being ex-

plicit upon this point; but he was
only explicit in the assertion of abstract principles.

He had stated that

this country would not go to war,

while his irresolute conduct was of

all things the most likely to involve
us in war.

Would he state candidly

and openly—this is a war of which I
disapprove—it is a war in which you
cannot engage without diminishing
those bonds of connexion which you
have hitherto boasted. That would
_ be-explicit, nay, more, it would be
effectual. If Ministers were to do so,

Austria would not dare to take one

despots, those barbarians of the north,
stood threatening with their savage
In regard

to

the

Queen,

though

this was the point on which parties
were peculiarly mustering
their
strength, it was not much introdu-

ced.

Earl Grey hoped, that the ar-

rangement proposed would be accompanied with some conciliatory steps.

Mr Tierney thought that when the |

crown recommended a provision for
any branch of the royal family, it was
usyal to state the sum required, or

,)

something near it. It was not cus-

tomary for the crown to speak of pecuniary provisions under the inde- |
finite term,

arrangement.

His Ma-

jesty’s Ministers should have. stated
the sum; for it was not the business
of Parliament, and never had been
its practice, to make such arrangements.
i
:
Ministers were not slow in replying to these various topics of animad-

version.

In regard to the tenor of

the addresses, and their total silence

as to any approbation of the conduct |
of ministers, Lord Castlereagh said,
it was always his opinion, that when
the great bulk of the community were
aroused toa sense of the dangers and

difficulties which threatened them,

only one voice would be heard to
pervade the country for the preserva:
tion of its great interests. He knew

that the sound portion of the people |’
only wanted the opportunity of ex- |
pressing their sentiments to make)
their voice loud enough to stifle the |

sound of that of the disaffected, wh?
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were hostile to public tranquillity.
When that infntuation was at its
highest pitch, and before the country
had spoken out intelligibly in the
language of loyalty and duty, he had
always relied that the delusion would
be dispelled, and depended upon the
‘sober and temperate judgments of

Englishmen to defeat eventually the
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to shrink from the discharge of their
public duty. He by no means felt it
as a reproach to be told by the right
honourable gentleman, that his Ma~
jesty’s ministers, at a moment when
they believed in their conscience that
the fate of the constitution was at
stake, and the tranquillity of the
country endangered by the supine-

schemes of their enemies—( Hear.)
Public opinion, when once fairly and

ness of the good, and the activity of

coolly collected, must always have

sentiments of the country at large

its due weight upon the measures of

might be pronounced in support of

the bad, entertained a wish that the

right honourable

his Majesty’s government, without re-

gentleman, however, knew too well
what was the real feeling of the coun-

ference to their share in that government.
This he by no means felt to

public

men.

The

ry ;—he knew too well, that no minister had ever dared to shew his face
in that House, and he (Lord Castlereagh) trusted that no minister would
ever dare to shew his face in that
House, who had lost the confidence

of the country—( Cries of hear, hear.)

The minister who had really lost the
confidence of the country, could not
possess the confidence of that House ;
for the people of the country,—he

meant the rational part of the community—that part which alone ought

to possess any influence over the le-

gislature—always madeits sentiments

as distinctly and intelligibly felt in

that House as if the wildest plan of

reform that was ever proposed had
been adopted. He could assure the
right honourable gentleman, that if
he supposed either himself or his colleapues wished to remain in the service of their Sovereign a moment longer than they possessed the confidence
of the House and the country, he had
mistaken the men he had to deal with.
As long, however, as they possessed

the confidence

of their

Sovereign,

of the House, and of the country, no

difficulty with which they had to con-

be a reproach.

He rather considered

it as a compliment.

But it was a

compliment which he could not re-

turn. The right honourable gentleman and his friends would never
countenance any expression of affection or loyalty towards the Sovereign,
and the constituiion, in whatever
peril, unless accompanied by a declaration of the expediency of a change

in his Majesty’s councils.
In

regard

to manufactures

\

and

trade, ministers appealed to univer-

sal observation, whether there was not

a material change from that state of
distress in which they had been six

months ago ; and whether the cheap-

ness of provisions did not materially
contribute to the relief of the lower
classes. They felt no apathy onthe
subject of agricultural distress ; it had
been alluded to in the latter part of
the speech; and they were ready to
give the fullest consideration to every

plan which might be proposed for its
remedy, though they were inclined to
think,

that every thing practicable

had already been tried.
:
In regard to foreign affairs, Ministers deciaed

entering at length into

nourable gentleman or his friends, no

the subject, but contented themselves
with a few general observations.

al to themselves, should induce them

for us to dictate to other powers, or

tend, no taunts from the right ho-

apprehension
of consequences person-

Lord Castlereagh said, it was

not

EDINBURGH
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able but necessary to do so for our
own security. All that he would state

feel who thought their interests en-

was, the standing policy of this coun-

angered ; if we enjoyed peace ourselves, we should endeavour to preserve it, but not presume to dictate

try was peace, and an abstinence from

intermeddling with the internal affairs
of other nations. The course recom-

arrogate

mended by Lord Grey would lead to

the right of intermeddling with the
affairs of others, which we condemn-

the most serious consequences. With-

to other powers,

and

thus

ed in them. Whenever the proper
time should arrive, his Majesty’s government would be prepared to shew

that the language which had been
held by this country, and the principles on which that language

had

been founded, were perfectly consistent with

its character.

This,

how-

ever, he begged leave at once to say,
that it must not be inferred that Great

Britain was of necessity a party to
all the deliberations and conclusions
consequent

|
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on

those discussions, at

which a British minister might be
present. We had our own interests
to watch over; and in his opinion it

_ was an additional proof of the confidence happily existing among the
great powers of Europe, that they re-

ceived at their meetings the ministers
of powers who were not immediately
connected with the measures in pro-

gress, in order that their respective
governments
might, nevertheless, have
the satisfaction of knowing the exact
nature
of those measures.
_ Lord Liverpool observed, if it was

necessary to engage in war, the system of war in which we should be
most backward to engage, would be
that which had for its object to inter-

fere in the internal affairs of other
states. While he said thus much, he
had never maintained that the principle of non-interference could admit

of no exceptions; that there never
could occur occasions in which we

ought

to intezpose to prevent the

adoption of certain internal arrangements; or that there might not be
cases in which it was not only justifi-

out knowing all the circumstances

that connected therevolution of Naples
with neighbouring states—without

knowing how such an event might
affect them—without waiting for ex-

planation or defence—we were to take
aside. He was not one of those who,
in determining our policy towards revolutionized states, could leave out

of view the circumstances by which

they were accompanied—he was not
one of those who loved revolutions
for themselves—he was not one of
those who viewed with the same eye
arevolution against an oppressive and

a mild government. In viewing such
constitutional changes, he examined

_

the discriminating character of each
particular case; he weighed the pos-

sibility of success; he calculated the
chances of improvement ; and he estimated the effect which the revolution would produce on other goyern= |
ments. What two countries in which

political changesoccurred were placed

exactly in the same situation, and how
could a common course be chalked
out to both ? In these circumstances _
our abstinence from all interference
with either party appeared to him to

be the best policy, as to interfere
would be exercising a judgment without the means of forming a correct
one.
In regard to the Queen, Lord Cas-

—

tlereagh denied there was any departure from the ordinary course or practice observed in speeches from the

throne. The subject was generally

touched upon, and it was left ‘to the
wisdom of Parliament, according to

the corresponding practice, to fix the
\

t
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specific amount. He knew that there
were instances in which a contr
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approbation of the bill of Pains and
Penalties, but at the same time took

practice had prevailed, but they had

occasion to reprobate, ina very mark-

been

ed manner, the political course which
her Majesty had taken. She had ad-

discontinued,

and

the

course

now observed pursued in their place.
Upon the subject alluded to, he might
as well now give notice, that it was
his intention,

dressed a letter to her Sovereign and

husband, which contained sentiments

on Wednesday week,

highly disrespectful and improper,

for a suitable provision for her Ma-

and had followed it by a long series
of attacks on both Houses of Parliament.
Incitements had been held

to submit a proposition to the House

jesty. He was anxious to take as
early a day as possible for his motion.
Monday and Tuesday next were days
on which the House usually adjourned, and therefore Wednesday was the
earliest day he could select for the
purpose of which he had given notice; and he might as well take this
opportunity of adding, that the proposition which he meant to submit on
Wednesday next was the only one

which his Majesty’s ministers intended to submit to the House upon this
anxious and painful subject.
The Opposition, as before announced, did not choose to hazard an encounter on the field of the address,

but allowed it to pass without a division.
The following days (25th and 26th)

were employed in the reception of
numerous petitions, among which
was one from the Common Council
of London, deprecating the proceedings against the Queen, calling for
an inquiry into the conduct of mi+
nisters, and praying that she might
be

restored,

without

reserve,

to all

the rights and dignities of her high
situation.

out to the military, and the people
had been gravely told, that if the

bill passed, it would be a matter of

doubt how far they were bound to

obey it. These sentiments had been
repeated, not once or twice, but five
hundred times. He could not join
in an address to the throne, praying
that respect and honour should be

paid to a person who had so conduct-

ed herself—Mr Hume lamented the
honourable member should thus have
brought forward a general charge of
treason, for he could cali if no less,
against her Majesty. It was most

ungenerous, most unmanly, most un-

fair ; and in the face of the House he

protested against it.

ter; the indignities which had been

heaped upon her; the refusal of a
ship to convey her to England, and
of a house to live in. Was she not
then entitled to make a last appeal to
her natural lord and protector? The
terms’of the letter appeared to him
erfectly

These petitions, being ac- Tenge

companied with frequent comments
by those who presented them, which

drew forth replies from the opposite

side, gave rise to a number of little

skirmishes, attended, in several instances, with a good deal of warmth.

Notice was particularly drawn by Alderman Heygate, who, in presenting
a petition from his borough

of Sud-

bury, stated indeed his uniform dis-

Let the House

consider the situation in which the
Queen stood when she wrote that let-

justifiable,

and he

chal-

the Alderman to point out

a single exceptionable passage—Mr
Heygate had not the letter a him,.
but thought he recollected
the exressions, “ Your court is a scene of

ee debauchery.”

He quoted others

from

to the

the

answers

addresses,

fully. justifying, as he conceived, the
censure he had passed on them.—Mr
Lockhart and Lord Nugent conceived

that any blamable expressions that

14
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excused, considering the hardship of

either radicals or reformers—he was
aware of no danger equal to that risk.

rienced from those who might have

advising the prosecution of the Queen,

her situation, and the neglect expegiven her sounder advice.
In the course of these discussions,

Lord Castlereagh stated, that no far-

ther proceedings against the Queen
were, or, since the withdrawing of the

ed by the ministers of the Crown, in

A worthy Alderman had lately said,
that he—that he, forsooth—regretted

the
the
her
but

omission of her Majesty’s name in
Liturgy ; but then he talked of ©
letter to the King. What was that
trying her then for one thing, and

bill of Pains and Penalties, ever had
been contemplated.
punishing her for another? Before any,
It was on the 25th, that the first trial, ministers proceeded to take her

grand trial of strength was madé on

this important quéstion. Lord Archibald Hamilton brought forward amotion of censure on ministers, for the
erasure of the Qieen’s name from the
Liturgy. Lord A. deprecated the idea

of acting from any party feeling ; he
had from the first taken the same view
of the subject, and had ‘early made a
motion similar to the present. If the
House had then induced ministers to
retrace their steps, would not the
House, the Crown, and the country,
have stood in a much more favourable

situation than they now did? The

Queen, he conceived, could not con-

tinue to exist as she was now placed,
with the mere addition of a pecuni-

ary establishment. It would be impossible in that case to stop those effue
sions of the press, which he deplored,

but which he imputed altogether to
the proceedings of ministers. It was

Impossible to contemplate their conஎன
on the country, and not

feel disgust and indignation at the
conduct of those men who had placed
the country for so many months in
such a state of jeopardy and danger.
The conduct they adopted was not
only unwise and unconstitutional, but
required the strongest expression he
could use to designate it properly—

it was of the most revolutionary description he had ever witnessed. He
did not make use of this term wnadvisedly, it was the only one suited to

the occasion.

He was not afraid of

Majesty’s name out of the Liturgy—

an act not only unwise, but unjust, an

act of gross injustice. For all that folé
lowed fram this, they were indebted
to his Majesty’s Ministers. What was

the situation of her Majesty then?

She was without any court or retinue,

The laws had deceived her.

By law

she was a Queen. In domestic enjoy-

ments she was equally deceived—she
had no husband—no

state, and left

this country with a letter of licence

for her conduct. Abroad she was followed by spies—persecuted by every

thing in the shape of diplomatic funetion—she was forced to go about with

no sort of protection from any one

quarter.

Placed then as her Majesty

was,

this

in

condition,

would

the

House affect to be shocked at her do-

ing what her letter of licence allow-

ed her-—(ifanything guilty were done
by her?) If even all was true with
which she was charged—he still
thought she never should have been

prosecuted in the manner she was.

Why, when the charges against her
were not proved, was not her name
restored to the Liturgy? The fact
was, ministers wished to consider her
as neither innocent nor guilty ; they
grounded their measures

on a vague

idea of her being both. He conceived it impossible to produce any legal
ground which gave them authority te

commit an act of legal degradation
against her Majesty. If there was, let
the King’s law officers come for11
ச
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ward and state it.

Whether it was

considered as a matter of law or justice, ministers appeared to him to
have acted wrong.
He could name
one point in which the order was cer=

tainly illegal. The self same order
which had been issued in England,

had also been sent to Scotland, over

which it had manifestly no power,

and he would therefore say, in the

presence of the Lord Advocate oppo-

site, that the order, as it regarded
Scotland, was either a dead letter, or
a direct violation of the law. What
had been the consequence? In Scot-

land, as it ought to have been in Eng-

land, the order had proved mere waste

paper. Lord A. then adverted to the
absence

of Mr

Canning, which that

gentleman wished to be understood
as arising from a conscientious difference with the other ministers on this

point. Why then had he spoken at
first in favour of the prosecution?
Why had he continued in office while
it was going on? And why did he
not now attend to speak in her Ma-

jesty’s support? Although he merely
moved now for a censure on what had
been done, the House would be call-

ed soon to consider the meais of re=
storing her Majesty’s name to the Liturgy. (A cry of censure at the course
now announced, being raised from the
ministerial benches.) Lord A. felt sur-

prised to see what he had just said received in so unexpected a manner by
the noble Lord. The subject would
engage the full attention of the House
at no very distant day; but was it not
more natural, was it not more con-
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he wished to carry a measure pérsonally offensive to the King. After all,
let it be as it might, he was riot bound
to receive his tactics from the opposite side. He wished to know what

effect the giving up of the measures
against the Queen was to have, if all

due honours were not restored to her.
On what principle would it be contended, that the dignity of the Crown
could remain safe and uninjured,
whilst the Queen was exposed to ca=

lumny and insult. Would it be urged,
that it was in consideration of any per=

sonal quality, or on account of any
merit in private life, that the King

was entitled to be prayed for in the

Liturgy ? No; he held his place in
the Liturgy as a member of the Royal
Family, independently of any merit
or desert of his own. Could any thing

be imagined more unjust and unfair,
or more likely to excite an invidious

comparison, than to say that the name
of one of the parties was fit to be inserted in the Liturgy, and the other

unfit

;_if the House began to set the

example, how far would not the evil

spread itself, or at what limit would
it stop? He was decidedly of opinion,
that the measure would prove injuri-

“ous, not to the Queen alone, but the

whole of the Royal Family. When the

noble Lord said, that he would dono

more against her Majesty, the House
understood his reason for desisting.
The fact was, he could do no more—

the public feeling would not allow
him. He therefore begged the noble
lord not to take any credit to himself for his forbearance ; he had done

formable to the rules of parliament-

his utmost,

ceeded to amend it? He felt convin-

duced to abandon his designs, he now
came forward to argue their legality.
He begged the House to consider how
the country, which took so decided a
part in the Queen’s favour, would en-

ary practice, to notice that which had
already been done, before they pro-

ced, that had he ventured to move an

address to the King, praying him to
testore the name of her Majesty to the

Liturgy, he should immediately have
been taunted by the insinuation, that

and being

at length re-

dure that nothing should be done to
redress her wrongs, or to stop the tor-

rent of calumny poured upon her by

Cap. f.]
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bring the question before the House.
Ministers could not have advised his
Majesty to place the Queen in the
Liturgy, without advising him also to
bestow on her every honour that belonged to a queen.
If they were

guilty of the dreadful charges brought
against

them by the noble lord, how

could he think of compounding for
them by such a milk and water motion as the present? He could have
no object but to catch a few votes.
Yes, to enable the noble lord to gain

17

with drawing the attention of the
House to the extreme importance of
the discussion, which interested all
future queens, and involved the question, whether the Privy Council could
alter the statute law, as well as the

practice and usage of the kingdom

for three centuries. I say, continued

Mr W., that the present is one which

relates to the past, to the present, and

to the future; it is one which

re-

quires this House to say, not whether

fishes,

the present Queen is to be thrown at
the feet of ministers, to be spurned,

punity, the Queen might be betrayed
without fear of observation—the laws

their pleasure, but whether the esta-

possession

of

the

loaves

and

the King might be insulted with im-

might be violated—the country might

become the victim of rebellion or of

anarchy—all those horrors might ar-

to be degraded,

to be dethroned,

at

blished laws of England are, or can
be, abrogated by any power other
than by the legislature ; and whether

not endeavoured to do so, instead of

any future Queen Consort is, or
may become, the victim ot any Privy Council. I take the liberty of declaring it to be my opinion, after a
full and satisfactory deliberation, that
the act of the 12th of February last

satisfied with such a weak, such a fu-

nourable gentleman thought that the
motion of the noble lord to-night was

tile conclusion as was contained in his

one of mere milk and water, he will

motion?

not have to reproach me with using
such language; for I thus openly de-

rive, provided the noble lord and his

friends but gained the object of their
wishes. If the noble lord wished to

do justice to the Queen, why had he
cringing to the gain of a few votes?
Why else had the noble lord been
Perhaps

it was

but a feint,

is grossly illegal.

If the right ho-

to put to the test the feelings of the
House ; but why did the noble lord
anticipate the resolution proposed by
him, or rather, why did he not more

her Majesty from the Liturgy was

finally moved the adjournment of the
House.

ry VIII., to the Act of Uniformity

manfully bring it forward?

Mr R.

Mr Hobhouse strongly supported

the motion of Lord A. Hamilton, and

conceived that Mr Robinson had evaded entering into any proper justification of his colleagues.
In a’mea-

Sure so unprecedented, the onus pro-

bandi appeared to him to rest entirely
upon ministers.
He condemned the
discussion relative to Mr Canning, as

introducing irrelevant matter into so
important a debate.

Mr Wetherell now rose, and began
VOL. XIV, PART I.

clare, that the erasure of the name of

grossly illegal and unconstitutional.
Mr W. then went through the history
of the Liturgy, from the time of Hen-

under Charles II. He had consulted the act, but could not find any position of it, or any clause in it, which
could sanction the act, which he had
already pronounced illegal. The particular clause which had allowed the
alteration or changing of names of
those persons of the royal family
for whom the act required the sub-

jects of the kingdom to pray, was

in substance as follows;—“ Be it
enacted, that the names of the King,

B
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tleman concluded with strongly re-

probating the whole course of the
proceedings against her Majesty.
Dr Dodson maintained the right
of the King to regulate the Liturgy;
and Mr Martin conceived, that, after

the resolution of Parliament last session, the Queen ought to have acquiesced.

The Attorney-General began by
expressing his surprise, that the noble mover, affected apparently by
speech of Alderman Heygate,
directed his attack merely against
expediency of the measure, thus

the
had
the
ta-

citly admitting its legality. If the
act was illegal, why discuss its wis-

dom? Once show this act to be illegal, and no matter what might be
the conduct of the Queen—whether it
was such as the whole nation might

be proud to approve, or such as it
must be compelled to condemn, nothing could justify ministers in having advanced that act ; there

was

litera scripia upon the subject ; there
was a course laid down for them to
pursue ; and to recommend any other
course would be to recommend the
exercise of such a dispensing power
on the part of the Crown, as no minister in his senses could venture to
advise. Mr Wetherell, after first declaring the measure to be illegal, appeared finally to rest his argument
chiefly upon usage. He was prepared, however, to meet the argument
upon both points. The honourable
member for Westminster told the
House, that from the year 1546 to

the present period, there was no in-

Stance in which a Queen Consort had
been omitted in the prayers of the
church. It would be seen by the
prayer-book used in the time of Phi-

lip and Mary, that a Queen, not a
een Consort,

but

a Queen

Reg-

nant, had been in that situation ; for
during that reign the King was pray

ர

ed for, and the Queen, though Queen
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Regnant, was not. (Hear, hear, from
the Opposition benches, and cries of
“ Queen

Consort.”)

did the honourable

Queen Consort,

members

say ?

That was the case of a Queen Reg-

nant ; and that Queen was not prayed for. The book was to be found
in the British Museum ; and the form
stood, “ Pro rege et
principibus suis.”
The honourable and learned member
for Oxford had ascribed to the Act

of Uniformity, that immutable right

of the Queen to be prayed for, which

no King, it was insisted, had power

to take away.

He

(the Attorney-

General) wished to see the enactment; he desired to have the clause

laid before him under which the immutablerightwasto be claimed. Sofar

from the course having been uniform

from the Reformation downwards,
there had been repeated instances of

deviation.

In the reign of George

IL., the name of Frederick Prince of
Wales had been struck out of the
form of prayer.
In the commencement of the late reign, the same mea~
sure had been adopted with respect
to the Duke of Cumberland.
The
words of the act were certainly “ to
alter and change.” The framers of

that act had not probably the copia

verborum of the honourable and learned member for Oxford, and did not
think it necessary to employ variety
of words where the meaning might
be expressed by one; but the advisers of George III., at the period alluded to, men upon whom the honourable and learned member, not
withstanding his aversion to anti-radical and to monarchical administrations, would scarcely pass hasty censure, those advisers had recommended to the King to strike the Duke’s
name out of the Liturgy, he (the

Duke) being still in existence.

He

would now come to that instance,
which he took to be an instance of
the highest value, and which had

20
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irty feeling, not affecting the merits
been described to the House as an
It seemed a ‘very’
instance of no value at all—the mea- of nie question

sures pursued towards oe

George I. ‘Did the honourable and

learned
member really mean to eontend th t the ‘divorce mentioned by

singular charge, that the motion was)

too mild and too respectful’ to” his,
Majesty.
He would now’ tell his
learned

friend,

the ‘Attorney-Genes)

Cox, was a divorce actually annulling ral, that his argument: drawn’ from

the marriage between the parties ?
Why, the’ very ‘same
page which

the case of Philip and Mary had ‘no
force. To prove it, what did his’

Queen was gazetted as Duchéss ‘of
Zell, and as Duchess Dowager of
Hanover. It was said, that the second marriage, the marriage with the
Duchess
of Kendal, was a good and

mass book in the time of Philip and
Mary. He introduced the popisli

spoke of the divorce, stated that the learned friend do? He quoted the

seemed

to

name to be inserted in the Liturgy,

divorced.
His learned friend con
tended, that there was no divorce

who placed her in the enjoyment of
all the rights and privileges of Queen

Consort of these realms!
Sir James Mackintosh declared,
that after the most deliberate consi-

deration of the subject, his mind was
brought to this conclusion, that the
removal of her Majesty’s name from

the Liturgy was a violation of the

coiimon law; that there was nothing
in the Henge wag countenance suc!

e winculo matrimonit,

He (Sir J

re

ately be, What! you who advised her

ப

vorce? The answer would immedi-

estates ? Her being styled Duchess ¢
Zell at her death, appeared to him
pregnant proof of her having beet

Mackintosh) thoughttherewas. Every \
person knew, that, in all protestant
churches, except that of England,

divorce e vinculo matrimoniz might be
obtained ina Consistorial Court ; and
the noble lord himself (வண்ணக்கன்
admitted, in alluding to this subj

last session, that the record of tlthis
divorce was still extant in some of)

the Consistorial Courts of Hanover
ob’
expedient, and a
departure from the tained a divorce’
e winéulo
matrimonit,
principles Sa
te The arguments as a divorce a mensa et thoro; and)
used by Mr Robinson and the Attor- . therefore the probability was that h ப

a proceeding ; that it was unwise,
int George T. could as easily have
ney-General, were mere charges of

obtained it.

eo

which, as we think, forms a ground,
not only for degradation, but for di-

the Attorney-General,

think that she could not have been
divorced, as she was called in the
Gazette by the name of the Duchess
of Zell. Did he forget that she in
herited this title from her father ; that
she was the daughter of the Duke0
Zell, from whom she inherited large

on

ed, with what face could ministers

afterwards come down and say, we
have a charge against the Queen,

He

would now come to the case of the
Princess Sophia. His learned friend,

ES

name of Queen Consort was insert-

tual before the Reformation.

ee

ved they were in possession of satisfactory evidence against her Majesy. When a change in the Liturgy
becamenecessary, while such a charge
was hanging over her Majesty, if her

,

The fact was, that the name of the
Queen was never found in the rie

a

innocence; but ministers had belie-

ed upon as damnable and heretical.|

RSS let Laas

valid marriage. Why, then, was it
not set up as a legal marriage?
It
was not his intention to provoke discussion as to the question of guilt or

ritual, as if Philip and Mary were
supreme heads of the Church of Eng»
land, a title they would have look)

‘This case of a womat,"
¥
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about, whose guilt he had no doubt,
who had been confined eighteen years
previous to, the divorce, and, thirteen

years after, and whose divorce passed

sub silentio, appeared to him to sup-

ply,but a wretched argument. Such
evidence would not be thought suffi-

cient in! a common case of trespass or.
right of way.
The Parliament of
England at the time had no means of

obtaining mformation on the subject,
for'it mever occurred to them that
they,,could send. clandestine commis-*

sions ‘even into Hanover, for the pur-

pose of examining witnesses. (Hear
Srom ம வரக
The weight attached, to

this case appeared to him

most decisive proof that the gentlemen opposite felt the weakness of
their argument. The question for
the House now to decide, was one
which they only were competent to
decide, and which was a question far

more important than the present—
namely,

whether

or not

the Queens

21

mean? That, it was not, fit to leave a
discretion
in the breast of every in-

cumbent ofa parish to decide who

were the King, Queen, or royal progeny. Ifthat
were allowed,
we வ்

about. 70 years ago have heard. இம் en
Clementina,
King James, and

Charles

Prince of Wales, prayed for in most.

parishes in England...The cases
of
George of Denmark and the F ringess

Sophia, appeared to him, by,.their

specialties, rather. to confirm than
weaken the general rule. Was there
a permanent omission,

except in, the

case of the Duke of Cumberl, nd, of

the name of any one branch of the
royal family, who. had ever been

prayed for? Even this instance could

not avail those who were, compelled

to acknowledge that it was the only
permanent violation of the Act of
Uniformity ; it could not avail them,

because, the hostility of George III.

to the Duke of Cumberland was well
known.
. As. a Highlander and a
Whig, he could not, bring himself to

of England should be degraded from
that. constitutional independence in

eulogise and do justice to the charac-

which the wisdom of our forefathers

ter of the Duke of Cumberland,
who

had placed them,

and which they

had enjoyed for centuries, and be re-

duced to be the slaves of every administration? The next passage in
the act was,

“ that the

names

of

the King, Queen, and royal progeny,
shall be changed and altered from
\ time to time.”
He asked whether
the words « altered and changed”

could have any view to delinquen-

cy or moral turpitude? Was it not
More consistent with common sense
Say, that these words had in view
the alterations which must take place
by births, deaths, or marriages? Could

was not

a merciful

commander

in

Scotland, though a good Whig Prince
in England. He never imagined, till
he heard the speech of the AttorneyGeneral,

that

ministers

should not

have had some better authorities to
go upon. As to the intention of effecting an arrangement with the
Queen, it appeared to him a most
strange preliminary to begin by an
insult; by proclaiming her from ten
thousand ie an adulteress. There
was not a man of any party, who

would not lay his hand upon his heart,

and say, that this wasa most unfor-

it,be said, that, coupled with the

tunate measure, The way in which

authority
;” but what did those words

tempted, to,be convicted without suf-

the people
of England received this
delinquency which must occur from, question .was—they thought the
time to.time ? Some weight had been Queen degraded before accusation—
ல்
்
feo
te
attached to the
words
“by. lawful
prosecuted . without, necessity —at3)
words.<< from time to time,” it meant
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wished their conduct had been equally free from party motives; but he
‘believed every unprejudiced man
would allow, that administration had
acted a more pure and disinterested

23

placed her conduct under the inves-

tigation of four commissioners, with-

out informing her of the existence of

such a tribunal. If the King, in the ex-

ercise of his royal prerogative, should

part on this occasion than their oppo- _be forced toinsert'the name of her Manents had done.
The members op- jesty in the Liturgy, that would be
posite, instead of coming forward in

abold way, bad selected one single

point, with the view of picking the
yotes of a few individuals whose opi-

nions were doubtful.

They had had

recourse to a system of management,

which could only be met by manage-

ment ; and when a proposition was
made that could lead to no practical

good, it was fair to meet it by moving

other orders of the day, or by calling

for an adjournment. It was extraordinary that twelve months had been
suffered to elapse, during which ministers were allowed to perpetrate a

great injustice against the Queen,
and at the expiration of that time nothing but an abstract proposition was

brought forward.

As to the law of

found to be only the first step to greater encroachments; for he should wish

to know on what principle, after such
an

advantage were

Queen, she could

be

gained

for the

excluded from

the coronation, and all those privileges of grace and favour which, in

happier times, it wouldhave been the
pride of the King to haye afforded
her.

He allowed, that now that the

bill was withdrawn, the Queen was
in the situation of a person technically innocent, and she was in as full
possession of her rights as Queen
Consort, as if no stain had ever been
cast upon her character. It was one
thing, however, for her to enjoy the

rights to which she was legally enti-

tled, and another to enjoy those honours which had been granted to

the question, he thought that there
was nothing
so decisive in the clause

her predecessors as matters of grace,

so much relied on by the noble lord,

favour, and

as to render

no

it imperative

to insert

the Queen’s name in the Liturgy.

The Act of Uniformity was not pass-

strict

consideration.

right

to have

She

her

had

name

inserted in the Liturgy; and when

therefore, was inserted in the statute

the matter had come to such a pass
as it had done in the Lords, where
123 peers had declared her guilty
upon their honours, he could not, as
a minister of the Crown, allow it to
be granted to her as a boon. The
conduct of her friends in parliament
was very extraordinary; whilst her

to shew,

trial was proceeding,

_ ed out of any jealousy of the Crown,
but to prevent encroachments and
alterations from being made in the
prayers of the church, and to put
‘own heresies and schisms injurious
to the establishment.
That clause,
that. though no

alteration

could be made in the general prayers
of the church, those collects and litanies which affected the royal fa-

mvererdiopen toalteration. The op-

they were ma-

king motion after motion for a prorogation, in order to put a stop to it,
but now that it was over, they wish-

ed again to meet the question, andto

drag the House again through all the
mass of evidence which they had deof ரன
accused பட்ட சல
when they struck the name of Lord clared to be so disgusting. If they
Melville, before trial, out of the list succeeded in their efforts, on their
' of privy councillors; also, with re- heads rested the responsibility. His
gard to the Queen herself, when they lordship then proceeded to state, that
posite

party

had done the very

thing
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vowed prosecutor, was’ represented

rich ‘the. Queen: bad reduced hers by his household, and state officers

sae it, there were 'so-many circum- and dependents of all ranks, and hig.
8
that rendered her dangerous, © power extended as well over those
necessary to tear away

who waited for the highest rewards
a|

entertained: views dangerous to the

could confer upon their adherents. .
Nothing was talked of on the other

தண்

as those who "
the veil from her guilt. She had lent’ monarch could bestow,
herself toa ‘party who, he believed, - accepted even the lowest boons they
established institutions of both church
and state; and he therefore could

honour her as little in a political as
he could in a moral point of view.
He would caution honourable gentle-

men not to be deceived by her advo-

cates, nor to be entrapped into the
support of the present milk and water resolution,

by any rash

declara-

side, but the Queen’s increasing and
inconvenient popularity. Why was she
popular? And why were the hearts

of all classes interested in her behalf?
Because she was oppressed and persecuted; and

if ministers’ wished

sink her into comparative

to

oblivion,

they had nothing to de but to abstain

tion that might have been made in
the country. The country was now,

from that persecution.
The people
had witnessed a woman and a Queen

thank

maltreated, insulted, trampled upon ;

(Hear,

God,

coming

hear, from

to

its

senses,

the Opposition

benches,) and the efforts of that party
which had hitherto distracted the
country, would soon expire if Parliament maintained its present firm tone
of determination.
It ought to support the existing government in undiminished honour and character, or
at once to extinguish the present cabinet as ministers.
Mr Brougham would have taken
no part in the debate, but for the in-

they had seen injuries inflicted where

injuries were possible; and insults
where injuries were powerless. They
felt for her, because they loved the _
monarchy and the persons of their
rulers, with what an historian had
called, with somewhat of a sneer, a

childish admiration of royalty.” For

this the people of England had co-

vered their Queen with the shield of

their

protection,

and

had

covered

themselves—he would boldly say it—

sinuations by which the noble lord with immortal renown, as lovers of |
had revived ‘all the late agitating Justice and detesters of tyranny.
and painful discussions. Little weight
After an explanation from Alder- _
could be attached to the majority in man Heygate, and a reply from Lord
the House of Lords, when its nature A. Hamilton, the House divided,
was examined.
If the House would when there appeared for the original
allow him, he could shew in what way
motion, 209; for Mr Robinson’s —

the majority for the Queen had been

composed ; he could shew how many

of that majority owed their places,
their patronage, their honours, and

their revenues, to the patrons of the
bill; he could prove,

that while the

‘minority could not in the slightest

degree be influenced by the

amendment,

eee

310.

The

motion

was

negatived by a majority of

On the 31st January, Lord Castle-

reagh brought forward his announced

proposition

to consider

ne

into a committee

a provision for the

party Queen. Mr Brougham hereupon imwho was to be the vietim, the Illus- mediately rose and made the follow-_
trious Personage who was ‘the una- ing communication ;:—

ice
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whenthey
+

Queen-of England awadulteress a

at the:same moment-had proposed

make provisionfor
her ? ‘After with: ’
drawing: ‘the<indictment, “and ‘aban’

to”

ர ரர renee
declare, 1126... doning the bill of'Pains
‘and Penaltiéa)*’

necessary
to

ப பக்தனை பண்ன

க எ

was it: time to consider) whether’the *
condescension in recommending ‘an’ Queen \was guilty
or innocent Uae
arrangement respecting her to the at-. der these impressions, ‘he: moved the”
tention of Parliament. She is aware previous question. 1) ௨ ஷம் உவா
Lord Castlereagh conceived, there’
that this recommendation must be un~
derstood as referring to a provision for was not much notice due to! the vars *
_ the support of her estate and dignity; gument of the honourable gentleman,
and from what has lately passed, she that the House should pay: attention
is eeprcliensive that such a provision to nothing except the state of the
may be unaccompanied by the posses- country, and should make it prelimi=,
sion of her rights and privileges, in nary to any provision for the Queen:
the ample measure wherein former
He passed, therefore, to consider the!

Queens Consort, her royal predecessors, have been wont in times past to
enjoy them.
“Tt is far from the Queen’s inclina=

intimation now given by her Majesty.
He apprehended that her Majesty}
would have an opportunity of exereising her right to abstain from bene=»

tion needlessly to throw obstacles in

fiting by the resolution of the House.»

the way of a settlement which she desires in common with the whole coun-

No act of oppression was intended to:
be exercised. by the Crown; her|/Ma-

try, and which

jesty would. be free to act, and would -

she feels persuaded

the best interests of all parties equally
require ; and being most anxious to

avoid every thing that might create
irritation, she cautiously abstains from

any observation upon the unexampled
predicament in which she is placed,

but she feels it due to the House and

to herself respectfully to declare, that
she perseveres in the resolution of deming any arrangement,

while

her

name continues to be excluded from
the நமதா
** Branden urgh-house,

Jan, 31. 1821,”

Mr Western

bitterly reproached

mi
ministers
with at once declaring their

belief
of the Queen’s guilt, and pro| Posing such a provision for her. They
_ Should first turn their attention tothe

te of the country, and inquire into...

exercise her own discretion as to the’
acceptance

of a grant, if the House,

should be disposed to vote one.

Her’

Majesty had been travelling in unconstitutional

paths,

and the whole.

system of her conduct had been: to)
erect a great power toy dispute with)

the Crown the allegiance of its sub-\;
jects. They had lately heard of her»).
Majesty’s subjects, and of the allegi~!)
_ ance owing to herself.

URN’

Here violent cries of order

anv

னல்!

raised, anda discussion of some length!»
ensued, in the course of which) Man»
Hume cried out, ‘‘ It is necessary that!»

the noble lord should state, whether:
he thinks what he: says, or ரகக் i
what he means.” eviow) bf) wae oh hid
Lord. Castlereagh maintained,
that
he had been strictly in order, and un=)';
dertook to prove:it,
by several quotas! ~

the expenditure, with
a view to its re-. tions from the Queen’s speeches andi»
duction, What would the people of answers, particularly where she says,
15
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rather die on a dunghill than sanction

must have been at least as much to
the purpose as the second, Why? bethere. The demand for the restora- ‘cause then he must have acknowledtion of her Majesty’s rights was loud ged that the majority consisted of the
prosecutors only. It would have been
and general throughout the kingdom,
from the north of Scotland to the inconsistent with all that fine moral

auch acts as they had seen performed

[and’s End. But the noble lord had

| judged, and very wisely, that the re~
‘establishment of the Queen’s character, and the restoration of her rights,

would necessarily be fatal to his con-

feeling which the noble lord vaunted so much to have made his statement against the Queen, had he recollected that ministers themselves
formed exclusively that ultimate ma-

tinuance in office. Lord C. disclaim-

jority which pronounced against the

the Queen; but in Mr Tierney’s opinion, the most unmanly attack ever
made against a defenceless woman,

had been declared guilty was monstrous. He was very sure that there

ed any ufimanly insinuations against

Queen.

The assertion that the Queen

was that made on Friday by the no-

was no gentleman—no man of good
feeling—no man who had studied the
Constitution of England, that must
not feel that if a doctrine'such as that

against the dignity and privileges. of
Parliament, it appeared to him ex-

tolerated, there was an end of all the

pressly calculated to obviate any such
charge. Being determined to refuse

the character of every person in this

Parliament the trouble of voting it.

ded the minister of the day should

friends, as having endeavoured to excite agitation out of doors ; he him-

the second reading ofa bill of Pains
and Penalties. He thought, after the
character Lord Castlereagh had given
of the Queen, he had very little reason to complain of Mr Western, at a
period like the present, being unwilof the
ling to vote away to her any part
He agreed with his
public money.

ple Lord. With regard to the Queen’s
message, instead of being an attack

such provision, she sought to spare
He complained of the attack on his
selffhad been complained of as lukewarm in the business, and had been

complimented by the noble lord on
his moderation. He did view with
te
horror the doctrine which he

d heard advanced within the last

the noble lord maintained was to be
security of character;

and, in short,

kingdom might be damaged, provi-

have the good luck to get through

He viewed it, perhaps, honourable friend; he should object
with the greater abhorrence, as ha- _to vote away the public money under
ving himself been brought up as a the circumstances. When he heard
lawyer. It was a doctrine totally ab- the noble lord declare, that though
horrentfrom the principles of any gen- the Queen was “ technically acquitweek or two,

tleman’s education, and one which, so
help him God, he could never have

thought the desperation of the most

ted, she was morally guilty,” he did
marvel at the steadiness of his lordship’s countenance, especially when

discomfited administration could drive
them to. He did not conceive, that

he proceeded to argue, that any man
who doubted the propriety of voting

reading, had pronounced the Queen

guilty, or had given any deliberate

stanced, could have no object except
a disto raise a clamour and make

oe on the bill. But why did not
e noble lord take the third as well

lord exclaimed, “ You are Jeagued

the lords who voted for the third

as the second reading? for the third

50,0001. a-year to a person so circum-

turbance in the country.

The noble

against the public tranquillity.” Now

‘
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he did not think that he;was a likely

man to be accused of having adesign
of the counagain: the tranquillity

that on the
try. Ministers complained
present, occasion they had not been
opposed by a, direct motion of censure, but by,a mere milk and water
mode of proceeding. on amilk. ne
water mode was surely not, one ca’-

the peace of the
eon
country, He could not conceive how
ee le lord, could. assert that the

sroceedings held against the Queen

had been. conformable to the sense of
the country. Where was that sense

collected?,.Was it in the petitions
with which the table groaned? Had
not the petty malice, the persecuting
hostility, exercised against the Queen,

only increased her weight and interest with the nation. Never did he
expect to see and hear what with his

own eyes he saw, and with his own
ears he heard. At one o'clock, in the
House of Lords, it was declared necessary to passa bill, and within half
an hour afterwards, the same bill was
rejected, and declared unfit for enactThe noble Lord seemed to
ment.
think that 50,0001. a-year was a salvo
for every thing; but he was mistaken in his estimate, both of her cha-

racter and of public opinion. He
honoured her Majesty for her mes-

sage of this day, because it shewed

what
tomed

[கே
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persons in office were not accusto shew, that she preferred a

fair character to every other earthly
consideration. The whole of the conduct pursued by ministers towards
e Queen, was marked by a little
petty and rancorous malevolence;

and he would like to see any sign of
a spirit of accommodation and kind-

ness pointed out in one line, even of
the speech from the throne. The no-

॥,

other motion—to restore her Majes-

ty’sname to the Liturgy. It might
be the duty of the minister to defy
to car‘ clamour, when it was intended
ry

some

public measure, but let

great

கன் that the whole -

tenublalord

question with which he was agitating

all England, was, shall an acquitted

Queen have the benefit of her acquit-

tal? The right honourable gentleman

then commented at some length upon
the fatal delusion of ministers, who

appeared to suppose, that because they had committed one error in the
first instance, therefore it was never
to be retracted ; since the dignity and
security of the King’s ministers were

_ concerned, to this consideration every

other was to yield.

(1910

Mr C. B. Bathurst supported themo-

tion

of Lord

Castlereagh,

and

con-

demmed, in many respects, the conduct of the Queen.
Lord Folkestone said, he must, in

supporting

the

honourable

friend, the

amendment, of his
member

for

Essex, for adjourning, .conjure the
House at the last hour to pause be-

fore they proceeded further in the
course they had taken. From the first
step of the proceedings against her

Majesty, from the bringing down of
the green bags, he had never ceased
to deplore the course taken. What
he alluded to particularly in the noble lord’s speech, was, the manner in
வயல் the noble lord had talked of
er Majesty, mentioning

and accusing her of

herby nan

மரா: டண

ance to herself—of exciting a tender
interest in the hearts of the people—

almost accusing her of high treason.

Was this, he asked, fit language for
the noble lord, in the present state of

things ? Petitions
were poured infrom
every part of the kingdom, every one

e a fresh asking the restoration of her Majesble lord seemed to challeng
motion, and a fresh motion he should pean to the Liturgy.) Was)noer motion he must have

—the whole country called for an=

thing due to the people? . Was, no-

thing due to those from whose, impo-

_
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verished pockets 50,0001. was to be - so angry; that those ‘opposed 'to'them
wrung, in order to make provision for
considered the ' Queen’ guilty, “he

the Queen?

The people almost una-

nimously asked for it; and if it was

a favour, that favour ought

manted to the people.

Jord had

to be

The noble

talked of the unconstitu-

tional error into which her Majesty

had fallen. Unconstitutional! Those
ministers complain of an unconstitutional error, who had brought in the
bill of Pains and Penalties; who produced it as necessary, and yet who
refused, when it was lost, to give the

Queen her rights and liberties! Un-

constitutional! This charge to come

from a noble lord who had talked of
a technical acquittal and moral conviction! Was it out of tender com-

passion for her Majesty that they had
abandoned it? Was it from a feeling
of mercy to an unfortunate and injured Queen? It was not. It was because there was no evidence, no reasons, no facts, to support the case

which they had attempted to make

out. The noble lord had said, that
even though her Majesty was con-

victed and degraded, she would have
had a provision. It might have been
less than the one now proposed—it

might have been 10,000I., instead of

50,0001. ; but still, when the Queen
was denied her other rights, and when

she was declared by the noble lord to
be morally convicted, the magnitude

of the sum was to be taken as no
proof of her acquittal. She was put
in the situation of one whose guilt
ad been proved, while she was denied those privileges and advantages

that belonged to her rank and station

—while her name was excluded from
the Liturgy—while she was refused
a palace to reside in, and deprived of

thought he had ‘as good’a right to
complain of their assuming that she
was innocent, after a bill of Pains
and Penalties had been brought in
against her, and carried to the second

reading.

eye

Mr Lamb said, he was unwilling
to utter one word that could reflect

upon the character or conduct of net

Majesty, but he thought it right to

state, that

he was

bound

to respect

those noble peers who heard all the

evidence, and who had delivered their

opinion upon it. The presumption
was, that they had judged rightly, and
he regretted that they had been called upot to pass any judgment at all.
He regretted that when a retreat had
been offered her—a retreat into which
she might have gone without any imputation on her character—a retreat

on which’she might have entered with
the approbation and gratitude of all

whose approbation and gratitude were
worth having; and, in his opinion,
with as much honour as she had found
by pursuing a different course—he

regretted that at that time she did not
retire, and give up the question of the
Liturgy.
He thought that, even on

the termination of the proceedings, a

regard to the peace and welfare of
the country might have dictated the

same surrender, and to-night it would
have given him great satisfaction to

have found her coming frankly for-

ward and making the sacrifice.

He

did not condemn, but he deplored, the

message that had been brought down.

He thought it would be unwise and

impolitic if the House in the least al-

that state which her predecessors en-

tered its course in consequence of
that message.
ar
eer
Mr Brougham had not intended to

Mr J. Browne opposed the grant,

sit silent under the view taken
of the

joyed. —
from

(4

his conviction of the Queen’s guilt

and unworthiness.
௩

When others were

say a single word;

but he could not

subject by his honourable friend. He

must now urge, on the part of her

80
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Majesty, that she had been not only
virtually acquitted, but acquitted in
every sense of the word, and

that a

mostperverse judgment on her cause
had appeared in more parts’ of the

House than one, and just now had
been pronounced from a quarter where
he least suspected it. His honourable
friend seémed determined to render
every thing said or done by the Queen
as wrong, even when she demanded
for herself the most common rights.
Eiven after her prosecutors had been
obliged to abandon the proceedings

[Crap. 1.

the money to her would be useless,
as, with the feelings which she entertained for the treatment

which

she

had received, and the situation in
which she was placed, the acceptance of it’ would be impossible. The
noble lord, on the contrary, said,
« Wait till the money be voted, and
then refuse it.” But if she waited till
then, onthe same authority, she would
be told that it was too late—that it was
disrespectful to the House to refuse

their grant, and that she ought to
have interfered to prevent its being

against her, from their inability to

voted. In the message which he had

substantiate them, from the total fail-

presented there was no disrespectful
expression—no appearance of dictation—no claim of right—no assumption of authority. She only said,
* You wish to make provision for
-meé; in doing so, you mean my ad.
vantage, but allow me respectfully to’
decline it.”
Mr H. Bright and Mr Martin of
Galway opposed the adjournment.
Its movers did not finally push the
question to a vote, but allowed it to
be negatived without a divison.

ure of the evidence upon which the
charges rested, she ought, in the opinion of his honourable friend, to come

forward and to confess herself guilty.
Admitting her to be the aggrieved
party in the omission, he yet threw

upon her the whole blame of the agitation which it had occasioned. Lord
Castlereagh, again, had begun by treat-

ing the exclusion as a stigma, and he

now supported it on a principle of law
entirely new—a principle monstrous
in its possible application to the characters and fortunes of men, and hi-

deous in its consequences—that there

might be a technical acquittal with a
virtual conviction. He was perfectly
astonished at the objections which
had been made to the message, and
atits being considered as disrespectful to the House. The interpretation
of the language of her message was,
that she understood from the votes of
the House, which she was entitled to
read, that. provision was to be made
for her to-night ; and she said, that,

under the circumstances in which she
had been placed, she could not bar~
ter her honour for money ; for, if she
did, there was an end of her character, and with her character her safe-

ty.

She warned

the

House, there.

fore, in respectful language, against
voting the grant. She told them that

The House having now gone into

the Committee, Lord Castlereagh na-

med 50,0001. a-year as the amount of
allowance which appeared to him
most suitable. It was the dower fix«
ed on her Majesty by the marriage
treaty ; it was the sum which Parliament had thought fit to settle upon

her in 1814,

as Princess

of Wales ன்

and it was the sum which ministers
had proposed to her Majesty at St
Omer’s. He therefore proposed that
50,0001. a-year should be settled upop her Majesty for life.
_ The only opposition which this motion experienced, was from the some=
what free opponents of ministers, upon grounds, however, which could not
be supposed very unwelcome to them.

Mr S. Wortley did not view this as
a question of mere economy, nor did
he speak of it with respect to her Ma-

. Cwap. 1.)
ioe
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sty’s guilt or innocence; but, be her

suilt or innocence what it might, he
ig) oul
thought that the language that her
Majesty had been advised to use in
her answers to some addresses, and
yarticularly in her letter to the King,

கர

it unsafe for her Majesty

to be intrusted with the management
of so large a sum.
்
Lord J. Russell expressed surprise

at what had fallen from the honourable member, and conceived that the

popular acts of which the Queen had
been accused, were no other than
those which had been imputed, on
the most trivial grounds, to Cathe-

rine, Queen of Henry VIII.
Mr Hume

insisted, that the pas-

sages upon which Mr Wortley and
Alderman Heygate founded their
charges, had beenerroneously quoted,
though, he admitted,

not intention-

3L

posite, they were to shut their eyes to
the conviction produced, not by hired
evidence, but by her Majesty’s own,

witnesses. Had her Majesty.
any contrition for her con

shewn.
he:

should be the last man in the world to,

say a word on the subject; but she
had no claim to such indulgence. To

his mind, the charge of adulterous
in-

tercourse, and of conduct more degrading than ever was proved in.any

class of life, had been clearly, made

out. The message brought down that
very night breathed hostility, and
shewed a disposition to keep the
country in a state of disquietude.—
With a view even to economy, but

much

more with a view to safety,

great.

Before such a grant was sub=

he thought the sum

proposed too

mitted to the House, ‘they had a
right to be informed of the amount
of advances made to the Queen since

ay. He would admit that some indi‘idual expressions were very strong;
but, taking the general sentiments

her arrival. It became her Majesty
also to furnish, through her legal ad~

which pervaded the answers to the addresses, he contended that they were

in which it had been disposed of. _

visers,

some

account of the manner

- DrLushington started up, and, with

constitutional in the highest degree.
(Hear, and laughter). He contended

indignant derision, spoke of the tem-

that the answers to those addresses
contained the most constitutional

tice, which had

yrinciples and the most sound moralty.—( Hear, hear! and laughter.)
Mr Martin was perfectly astonished that any one could use such language as Mr Hume, with regard to
the addresses.
He had never heard
another individual attempt to defend
them.

per, moderation, humanity, and jus-

so conspicuously

adorned the speech of the

honour-

able member for Surrey—that ho-

nourable member was the first man in
that House who had presumed to utter, who had dared
to declare, that the
Queen had been found guilty of adul-

tery. Having heard, in all probabili-

ty, the evidence
but imperfectly—haMr Holme Sumner now rose, and ving, perhaps, merely read the» evireiteratedin stronger terms the charge dence without seeing the witnesses—
of Mr Wortley. The noble lord op- the honourablemember came forward,
posite, (Lord John Russell,) said it uncalled, unasked, to declare her Mawas unmanly and ungenerous now to jesty, in his firm ponvichion dante
talk of the charges brought against Really, when he looked at the whole
and
thoughtof the
ae oe Such was the language train of proceeding,
eld
aloes from whom they heard opinion which the honourable mem-

conspiracy, ber had pronounced, he did think that
the Queen might have met with.a
a jury of convicted
gentlemen op- fairer trial from

every hour the ery of

ன்

a cry was raised by the
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felons. With:respect

ceived

that
nee oa

tothe sums re-

by her Majesty,
he could state,

ed to 35,0001..a-year.
therstate, that on her first

arrival, Ne had applied in her name for
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would take no money; she had noAt the
thing to do with this grant.
8
same time he must appeal to the honourable member, whether it was
manly, or decent, or consistent with

metely'say,
that they were submitted

the forms of the House, that he, and
other honourable members, should
go
on; night after night, canvassing detached portions of the evidence in
the Queen’s case, all which evidence
had been produced before the other
House of Parliament ? He'wished it,
however, to be now understood, that

was

with

s0.smallasum as50001., and that itwas.
refused. She was therefore:compel-

led to live
for some time on credit.

Mr Broughamalso
rose; and sta-

ted,,that,.as to the law expenses, of
which it, might be expected that he
should know

something, he would

if he heard any other member single
cies of publi¢ accounts. ‘The sums to out parts of this evidence, on which
defray
them were issued by the Trea- he might have formed an opinion,
his judgmentin that House
suryy and the person who received and deliver

to.as strictan
audit as any other spe-

deemed

accountable

for them.

The-sum as already issued to meet

these expenses, was 50,0001., and:he

would say that
it would fall short to
cover them.

If the honourable gen-

tleman should think that they were
too much, he could only say, that her

~~

regretted
as much «as he

could

the absolute necessity there was

for incurring them.

ம்;

(90

After
a good deal of consideration,

the report was brought up, and or-~
dered to be taken into consideration
onthe following day.
On the Ist of February, at the mo-

tion of Lord Castlereagh, the report
was read. Mr Holme Sumner rose,
andjustified the opinion he had yesterday expressed, though without
having heard the whole of the evi-\

reference

to those

particular

parts, it was impossible that the mat-

ter could rest there. Either the Queen.

was guilty, or she was not guilty;
either she was acquitted, or she was:

not acquitted.
10%
Sir T. Lethbridge supported Mr
Sumner’s motion, particularly consi«
dering the use to which there was’
reason to believe the money would be
applied, as he had. been informed
that the courier Bergami was now

living at Paris in the style of a nobleman. This was denied by Alderman.
Wood

and Mr Brougham,

but con-—

firmed by Lord Lowther, who,

in a

late excursion to Paris, had Bergamipointed out to him in the street; hi
style and equipage were on a large |
and expensive scale. Alderman Wood

dence. The testimony of the Queen's insisted that Lord, Castlereagh
had.
own’ witness, ~Lieutenant Hownam, misquoted the speeches made by the
appeared
to him perfectly decisive
of Queen at. Dover and Canterbury.»

her guilt.

He*moved the reduction’

His lordship, however, though he~

of the grant
from 50,0001. to 30,0002. could not pretend to be as well ace”
a
‘not oppose'the - quainted ‘with the answers as themotion.» Whether
30,000/., 10,000, ourable alderman, who had tra-|
or nothing, were voted by the House || இகர through he % country for the,
for her ‘Majesty,
was to himself, and» purpose of knowing them, yet aut
his honourable colleague, whovacted several, very, recent. ones, in. which,
as counsel’ for her Majesty, a matter’) the Queen:had
called. the addressers!’
of அர கக்க தமிய பபபல Queen” her subjects: wor
deal: of»
refused their money altogether ; she desultory skirmishing of this nature,

.
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cleared for'a division,
‘wasery
the gall
to which, however, Mr Sumner did
not press

his amendment ;. and

the

original motion was carried without
a division.

அடியற்ற

--

ase

_ Sir J. Newport now called the at
tention of the House to a breach of
their privileges, in the address pre=
sented by the presbytery of LangHe
holm, on the late proceedings.

observed on the right which was
fully secured to the members of parliament, to debate’ all matters con-=
sistent with public affairs, without
liability to injurious comment. This

right had been violated in the present
instance. Hedidnot, however,somuch
regard it, on account of the petition

as ,of the notice taken of it by
itself
An answer had been
government.
returned, that it had been graciously

received by his Majesty ; and it had
appeared in the Gazette, where, ac-'
cording to the late confession of one
of the ministers, it was usual to insert
only a selection of the addresses.

That in question contained the fol
ப்
lowing passages :—

© We have witnessed with much 600cern, and we strongly deprecate the spi=

rit of disaffection lately become so preva=
lent, from what we would term the violent and unconstitutional speeches of the
பத ப
in both Houses of Parliament,
and the infamous scurrility and misre~
esentation of a licentious press.
“6
.*
With every good citizen and loyal
subject,

we reprobate

Petition of the Common
City
of London,

the Address aud

Council of the

than which a greater in-

sult could not be offered to Majesty, and

which
it behoves all who wish well to

their King and country publicly to condemn; nor can we refrain from repre-

hending

severely the insolence of certain

Members of the Opposition, upon the
late Prorogation of Parliament; for if
such conduct in the representatives of
eople pass unnoticed, what may be’

ectd

from the people themselves?”

VOL. XIV. PART
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“The honourable member
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conelu=

ded. with moving
that ‘this address

was a breach
of the privileges
of the
Blouses ope: einai? Pay oleh
~ Lord Castlereagh and Mr Bathurst

stated, that the address had been ade
mitted by inadvertence, amid a crowd
of others, which there had not been

time to peruse attentively. Its inser-

tion had been avsubject of particular’
regret to the minister of the home

department.

Lord 0. conceived,’

however, that the subject having’
been thus mentioned and aoe
no farther proceedings ought to be’

held. Noman couldfeel more strong=.

ly than he did for the privileges of:

the House; but if they were to no-"
tice every writing that could be‘construed into a breach of the privileges,
their whole time would be occupied:

in such proceedings. If it were laid
down that all publications of this na

ture were to be brought under the

notice of the House, he would by tomorrow select three or four specimens
from addresses in which he, and
those with whom he had the honour
to act, were charged with motives

the most base, with

corruptions the

most disgraceful, with the abandonment of duty,

and with the commis-

sion. of the most flagrant crimes. Now, —
he was persuaded that the honourable
baronet was influenced too much by
the spirit of justice, to think
of throwing his broad shield over his own
friends, without allowing him (Lord

C.} to produce what he might call

his contre-projet, in defence

of him-

1 ஆவர்
selfand of his colleagues. —
Mr Scarlett, however, insisted that
it was not so much the circumstance
of the presentation of the-address, as.

thatofits sanction by ministers, which:
called for animadversion.
It was-fi- |

nally agreed, that there should bean |
entry on the journals, purporting,»
that this publication contained gross\~

breaches of the privileges of Parliament; but that a communication having been officially made, that their

possess any novelty.
Mr Wilber~
force’s sentiments were expected with
some anxiety, but though he voted in

insertion in the Gazette had taken

favour of ministers, he did not speak,

did not feel themselves called upon

noble

placethrough inadvertence, the House
to take any farther measures.

On the 25th of February, another

grand effort was made by the oppo-

nents of ministers. A motion of censure, for their conduct in the case of

the Queen, was brought forward by
the Marquis of Tavistock. The no-

‘ble mover conceived, that the opinion

Lord Castlereagh felt indebted to the
member,

for

the

candid

and

straightforward way in which he had

brought forward his motion, by which

he had rescued his party from the
milk-and-water system with which
they had so long been dealing. He
might have rested upon repeated parliamentary

decisions,

which

would

have made the vote of censure ope-

‘of the public on this subject was so
‘express and decided, that the vote of
the House might be considered as a

this ground, however, and consider

“were represented in Parliament. An-

then went over the whole train of the

test how far the wishes of the people

‘ticipating

an unfavourable result, he

just, and

illegal as they were, as the

hailed these proceedings, rash, un-

rate as severely against the House as

against ministers. _He would wave
the question on its own merits.

He

roceedings, justifying at once their

egality and expediency. Mr Brough-

|

am, as it had been industriously cir-

|

trusted the people would now pour in

culated, that he had formeda private
opinion of the Queen different from

ceedings, all of which he condemn-

judges, he would have conscientious-

bright omen of reform, for which he

Benet from every quarter. After his public one, solemnly declared,
taking a view of the series of pro- that if he had been one of the Queen's
ed, the noble

marquis

concluded by

moving, ‘¢ That the proceedings in-

stituted against the Queen were not
justified by the political expediency,
or necessity of the case, and that the
were derogatory to the dignity of the
crown, and injurious to the best interests of the people.”
A

long

debate

ensued,

and

was

continued for two days, in which Mr
Lambton,

Mr Whitmore,

Sir James

Mackintosh, Lord Nugent, Lord Mil-

ton, Sir F. Burdett, Mr Tierney, and

Mr Brougham, supported the motion,
which was opposed by Mr B. Ba-

thurst, Mr Bankes, Mr Peel, Mr Ho-

race ‘Twiss, Mr Huskisson, Mr Wel-

lesley Pole, and Lord Castlereagh.
The’ subject, however, had already

been discussed so repeatedly, and in_

such multiplied shapes, that an analysis of the debate could no engi

=
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ly given a verdict of Not Guilty.
On

the vote being

called,

—

there

appeared for the motion, 178, agaihst
it, 324; making the majority of 146
in favour of ministers.
_ On the 13th, the last effort was

made by Mr J. Smith, who had an-

nounced his intention of moving an
address to the throne, for the restora-

tion of her Majesty’s name to the
He altered his motion;
Liturgy.

however, to amere resolution, * That

the House was of opinion that het
ப்ர name should be inserted in
the collects, prayers, and litanies,”
&c. The interest of the House was
exhausted, and none of the great po-

litical combatants came down into
the arena. The motion was supported

by

Mr

Tennyson,

Mr Marryatt,

Lord

Mr

Lennard,

Milton,

Sir J.

Newport, and Mr Lamb; while it

CHAP. 1.]
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“was opposed by Mr Legge, Mr C,
Wynn, Mr Stuart Wortley, Mr Wilmot, Sir T. Acland, and Sir J. Marjoribanks. Mr Wilberforce, on this
occasion, delivered his sentiments.
Looking to the whole conduct of his
Majesty’s ministers, he saw nothing
which called for the condemnation of

the House and the country. He felt
doubtful as to the legal question of
the right to omit her Majesty’s name
‘intheLiturgy. He viewed with strong
disapprobation the Queen’s answers
to the addresses, though he was ready
to make allowance for the treatment
experienced by her. At the same
time, he thought that the restoration

of her name in the Liturgy, was a
point to which no objection could be
made, and which might be yielded to

the people, in order to allay their ir-

Yitation,

7

_ In consequence of the view thus

taken by Mr Wilberforce, and some
of his friends, the majority in favour

of ministers was not so great in this

question as in the former.

only 120, (298 to 178.)

It was

Although the general question in
the Lower House was thus closed, a
debate of some interest was moved
by Lord Archibald Hamilton, on the
Order in Council, directed to the
General Assembly of the Church of
Scotland, for the omission of the
Queen’s name in the prayers of that
church. His lordship began with alluding to the extraordinary declaration of Lord

Castlereagh,

that

this

motion was a disgrace to the order

book of the House. (Cries of no ! no!)
The words had not passed from his

memory, and he was anxious to justify himself. This Order in Council
ர ட
to be one to which obedi-

ence was lawfully due.—It was issued

on the same

day with the

English

Order in Council, by virtue of which
the Queen’s name was omitted in the
iturgy; it was drawn up in exactly

35

the sanie ferms, and signed by the
same names, the Archbishop of Can-

terbury, &c. It had, however, re=
ceived a different fate from that issued

in England.

And

he

meant

to’

state, and without using a sarcasm,
that due and proper obedience had
been paid to the order sent to Scotland, by not obeying it at all. In his
opinion the order was either impotent

or illegal ;—impotent, if they knew

it would not be obeyed—illegal, if it
were to be obeyed without any proper authority. So that, in either case,
he must beg leave to say that such’
an order reflected far greater disgrace

upon the book of the Privy Council

which issued it, than his motion could
possibly do upon the order-book, ac-

cording to the opinion of the noble

lord opposite.
land to which
tention of the
arrival of the

The first case in Scot~
he meant to call the atHouse, as following the
Order in Council in that

part of the empire, was that of the
County Sheriff acting at the Sessions
of Kirkcudbright ; and here he par-

ticularly begged

their attention to

the parties who were called upon to
give efficacy to the order. At the
sessions to which he alluded, there
met, the Sheriff, his son, a colonel of
the Yeomanry, and the clergyman.
At that meeting the Sheriff, his son,
and the colonel, agreed, that in compliance with the Order in Council,

they should prevent the Queen from
being prayed for. The clergyman,
however,

dissented

from

their

opi-«

nion, and refused to omit her Majesty’s name. The matter was then 164
ferred to the Presbytery, who approved of the conduct of the clergyman,
disapproved of the Order in Council,
ordered the minute of the Sheriff’s
approval to be erased, and the parties
to appear before them for reprimand,
and the whole decision to be read in

the church, Surely this was throwing great obloquy upon the Order ia
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were:

legal, ‘must, be attended with

some »penalty.:- The:second case ‘to
which he wished to:call the attention
‘ofthe -Houseswas that of another

Sheriff
of a Scotch: county, who was
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‘been “Committed” was an fndividuat

-of the utmost respectab

racter, who, so far from alloy
zeal in political matters to carry hi ம

too far, was one of the most பப
and temperate members in all the

alsoxascolonel
of Yeomanry: The _ church: Bat was a clergyman to be
et
1321
4 தகக ‘
‘coloneljasked the clergyman’
of’ his put under arrest,
because
he024 refuse;

district, whether»he “ar ia

fo

pagreement not to‘omit the prayer
Bo toncd in the ae
serves

clergyman replied very proper.

See

fae

sehereace to

Jandyo The'same வ

gyman,:at the end of a sermon which

he preached-+one
which was,’ as'the

learned Jord opposite: (the Lord ‘Ad-

vocate) must admit, remarkable’
for
nothing but the propticty of its lan.

to pray, as he expressed it himself,

“by

word of command?”

in which the Church of Scotlandw

placed

by this order—a situation

which left the clergy no alternative,

but either to disregard an order of
the King in Council, or to forfeit
respect of a great portion of their
parishioners.

_ The motion was secondedb

uage and sentiments—at the end of Glenorchy,

that sermon ithe» clergyman, ‘after
prendneion: the: King, said, “ and
less likewise the Queen.”

For that

conclusion the clergyman was on the
same day (the Sunday) put under arrest.
He begged to be understood as
not meaning that he was'put under
actual) personal restraint ; but merely

that he was desired to consider himself ‘as arrested, and the arrest was
_ continued forthat day. The order
was made tovalter the prayers of a
church which had no Liturgy, and
was addressed to a body over which
itha
no more
d authority than it would
have at Constantinople. | It might,

Let. the

House on ly reflect on the
situation ;

who

Lor

considered ¢

01.

der as a breach of thefundamenta
rinciples of the Church of Scot

Rate

The

saa)

Lord Advocate

se

conceived,

that the motion did the noble

lore no

with his principle of watching

ove

discredit, and was only consiste
the interests of Scotland.

The speak-

er, however, was prepared to defen
ministers for advising this Orderin
Council. He rested this defence,

ne

merely on usage, though it had su -

sisted for upwards of a hundred y
but also on law.
He oh oa

right on the act of the 10th of. nn

chap. 7. sect. 10. By this e

ethaps, be shown: that Orders in ment,
he conceived that the Order:
Conall had formerly been addressed Counc
il was fully warranted. | e dic
to the clergy of Scotland 3 but of this
he was sure—that whenever such an
orhad
de
produ
r
ced any effect on the

church, it had only been through the
sembly, and not from any force in the

Frecommendation of the General As:

edict, itself; and this, in) fact, had

been the case on the marriage of the
‘Present King. The case’ of arrest
_ Was one which particularly called for
the sympathy of the House ; for the
clergyman on whom that outrage had

not say this on his own authority, but
on such authority as, he believed,

would be convincing to the whole
House—he meant the Decision

0

the Supreme Court in Scotland,b
which individuals had been punished
for
to pray, not
Annerefusing
or

ue

the Princess Sophia, but

George I. He contendedt en,

the act applied to every future

fo1
th

sove
reign and héir apparent. An Order

in Council, dated the 21st of June,

|
]
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1714, was sent down, ordering every

iminister to pray for Queen Anne and

37

‘one which had beenuniversally:prac-.
tised, for a long period
of t

by
the Elector of Brunswick; ( Hear, their. predecessors,’ and jit was e,
‘comr,) and a few months after, on the
Scotland
with by the Chuofrch
plied
1 eath of Anne, and the succession of in
these casesas an'actof due respect
George I, a similar Order in Council and consideration’ forthe authori
ties

was 8

to Scotland, enjoining the

:
டப
ம. The

of England... The present order merefor'-his ‘sacred
Majesty King George:IV:, andvall

tay for his Majesty George
origin of the act of Queen
frie was this: the clergy in Scotland
I lad kKbeen in the habit of praying for
the

ly enjoined. to-pray'\

it

for King George and all the Royal

the

King, but not by name; and as
ell understood

that many of

them
meant the Pretender, this act
was introduced for the purpose of tying t em down, in express terms, to
the name of the Sovereign. It had
been held that that act of Queen
Anne applied to King George, or the
existing
monarch, notwithstanding
‘the

limitation of its terms ; and those

i sons were indicted before the Su-

reme Court of Justiciary in Scotfads for that offence. By the various

lecisions of that Court, it was held
that the statute of Anne was “ not
to Queen Anne alone, but was

to pply to the reigning Sovereign of
ay.”

The

learned

lord

then

went over a number of trials, which
had been decided upon this principle,

Whether the House should consider
these decisions right or wrong—such
as

they were, they were the decisions

of thé, Supreme Criminal .Court of
Scotland, and found under circumstances. in which, if the Court had
entertained any doubts. upon. their

the Royal Family.” He owaseready
to admit, that though the order thus
required that the clergy should pray

Family, they were not excluded from

praying for any particular branch be=
sides. of the Royal Family ‘that they
chose... And:he
was also free to:confess, thatif a clergyman’ might: think
proper to pray for the Queen also,
nominatim, he did. not:see vanything
Ulegal in it. But when itcwas asserts

ed that such a prayer forthe Queen
was the universal. custom*of “the

Church. of Scotland, he must deny it.
When it was said that nine-tenths'of
the, Scottish clergy so. prayed, he
would

venture

believed the
verse. As to
said relative
Secretary of

to observe, that ‘he

ratio to be: just’ the’ re=
what the noble‘lord had
to a letter sent from the
State, that was quite:a

different question, and one into which

he was not bound to enter.

The'two

no sort
subjects, of the motion ha
d ‘of
connexion whatever.»

They related

to\ different circumstances occurring
of that
at different times... The fact
s
case.to which the noble lord

alluded,

Cases, those doubts would have. avail-

had been/ fairly stated by: the noble

alterations of the Liturgy of, the
(Church of England took. place, by
.of an Order, of; the, King in
Council,
a like order had. been. sent
of Scat the Moderatorof the Church
ei cotland, directing him ta take,the
Se a ERs Koni gdopbng ie

ed that two members voted: against
pedient that the clergy should pray for
the Queen.” He was! not -going'to
defend this: proceeding son the eons

Sn fae present government then, was

receion ry;
terwards ?,. The presbyte
ving-intelligence ofthe matter, saw

ed the panels, From the year 1714
own to this moment, whenever any

Hear ate there,

The proceeding

appear+
lord., In the kirk sess‘it:
ion,

the opinion of the! thirdy'<‘that’dus

ring the vacancy,it was highly-inex-

trary, he thoughtit unwise, foolishy
and/illegal. \ But what! happenedsaf.
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The noble lord spoke of

அத் ட் ordered that proceeding of such a communication having been

the kirk session to be erased from the

made to him (the Lord Advocate.)
This was wrong; it wasmade to the

them, and answer for their conduct.
The parties did appear before the
presbytery, acknowledged the irregularity they had committed, and ex-

by him referred to Lord Sidmouth,
as Secretary of State. Lord Sid.

books, but cited the individuals who
had originated it. to appear before

essed their regret; the presbytery
put an end to the whole proceeding,
declaring themselves satisfied with
the மரரகக
that had so been

made,

He could not, therefore, help

saying, that after everything which
had taken place, it was now quite too

late to bring the matter forward in
Parliament.

Then came another cir-

cumstance by no means

with the other.

The

connected

proceeding

against the chaplain had nothing to
do with the proceeding in the kirk

session; they were quite independent

of each other. In this ease, the colJonel of the Yeomanry corps of the
county of Kirkcudbright made application to a gentleman, who was the
chaplain

of that

corps, in

order

to

know whether he should think it his

duty to pray for the Queen in public

or not? The chaplain, for reasons
_best known to himself, did not think
proper to answer that application,

which he (the Lord Advocate) could

not help regretting, as it might have
prevented what followed. In justification of the colonel, he, for one,

could not blame him very deeply for

his extreme anxiety on such a sub-

fe

Upon the return of the chap-

dain, that officer communicated to him
that he must consider himself under

arrest. That arrest was continued;
it was not a close one, but he was

confined

within

county.

It lasted, altogether, for

the limits

of

the

about three weeks, in order to allow

time for the colonel to ascertain the
Sentiments of government upon the

Lord Lieutenant of the county, and

mouth,

undoubtedly,

did communi«

cate to the Lord Lieutenant, that the
government would not interfere. The
colonel of the regiment then informed the chaplain that his arrest was at
anend.

Upon

these facts, and the

refusal of government to interfere,
surely this was a matter not proper

to be brought forward in parliament,
He had been informed that the injured party meant to bring his action
at law against the officer; and surely

this was the legal and proper mode
of proceeding.
ர
Sir James Mackintosh was led to
make a few observations on the candid speeches of the gentlemen on both
sides, by that warm affection for the
interest of Scotland, which neither
the lapse of time, the distance, nor
occupation, could ever eradicate from

hisbosom. He considered the speech

of Lord A. Hamilton as thoroughly
conclusive. He took a view of the
constitution of the Church of Scotland, which acknowledged no head

upon earth, and was entirely inde-

pendent of government.

It was not

his wish to dispute the authority of

an act of parliament; but that of
Anne appeared to him clearly to be
temporary in its nature and provisions. The convictions to which the
learned lord alluded were ill chosen
They took place during the fo
years that passed between two rebel.
lions; before the ashes of one rebel
lion were cold,

and while a new on 3

was kindling—when every thing cons

curred to disturb the calm administration of justice. The whole question
before the House had been waived’

|

by the learned lord, by a piece of
dexterity which his natural candour
sometimes allowed to be seen through.
The question was, not whether they
should blame the issue of an order
directing the King to be prayed for
by name ; it was not in ordering the
King to be prayed for by name, but
the implied omission which gave to
this order its questionable character.
The

39
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order issued

to the

Church

of

Scotland was in the same terms as
that to the Church of England, and
it was certainly understood by the
whole body

: The only remaining step consisted
In the passing of the Queen’s annuity

bill, in the House of Lords. This
question, on that great theatre of

former conflict, did not produce the
warm discussion that was expected.
Lord Darnley agreed for once with

of Eng-

Lord Liverpool, in approving of the
sum which had been proposed. He
could not say, with all due respect

What then was the

agreed: with the other vote, by which

of the

church

land, as an order not to pray for the
Queen by name.

of the law courts, or why was the
House called upon to waste its time,
in discussing such cases 2»
;
After some further conversation,
themotionwas negatived by 110 to 35.

natural construction to be put upon
this order, but that the Church of
Scotland were commanded in the
same manner to omit the name of the
Queen? But the King was not the

head of the Church in Scotland, there
was no Act of Uniformity which could

apply to Scotland, and the statute of
the 10th of Anne gave no authority

to order the omission of any name:

Lord Castlereagh conceived that
the whole question was unworthy of
the notice of parliament.
It related

merely to two slight cases of individual injury, the proper place to try
which was in a court of law.
Such
questions were brought down; the

. business of the Session was delayed
in discussing them, and it must be ob-

for the House of Commons, that he

they had declared that no censure was
to be passed on his Majesty’s ministers. He was afraid, that whether
they acted right or wrong, there was

a strong impression, that under any
circumstances whatever,

the present

government were to be supported.

And though he had reason to believe,
that if he were to move an address to
his Majesty, praying that the Queen's
name be restored to the Liturgy, there
was a number of individuals in that
House, with some of whom he was
acquainted, and others whose conduct

during the late proceedings had shewn

they preferred their duty to their
country to their duty to ministers,
who would favour him with their
votes, yet

he

was disposed

for the

vious, that they could answer no other

present to relinquish that intention.

purpose but that of sending statements abroad calculated to poison the
public mind.
What, he asked, were
ithe cases introduced? They were
cases already settled; one of them
referred to the decision of an inferior

any
pledge against hereafter propo~
ae
ட
which he considered.
highly desirable, and one, the yoluntary adoption of which would do the

court,

which

had

been

disapproved

and set aside by the superior court;

‘and the other was the case of an individual to which his Majesty’s government had given no sanction or
approval. Why, he again asked, were
not such matters left for the decision

At the same time he

து giving

greatest honour to his Majesty.

He

thought her Majesty had been substantially acquitted; but he did not
wish it should be supposed that he
approved of her conduct inevery instance. Had she been better advised,
and had she not suffered certain pub-

lications to appear under the sanction

EDINBURGH ANNUAL REGISTER, 1821.
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y have: when he looked:at her replies to ad~ .
mewould
naclaim'
of her’"her
would) not ' dresses, and her letter to his Majess.
‘he
;
been’ irresistible and
that the mus)
have been under'the necessity of re~ ty, he could not think

pyres present shis motion for

nificent provision now proposed would

itforward» There was a » be employed as it was meant, tosup=))
bringing
of the situation and.)
t
the dignity
not forbear por
point to which’ hé’could
on
drawing the serious'attention of their character of Queen. He feared;

lordships.

“It would be a'great cala-

the contrary, that whether at home,

abroad, so large a provision would...
mity; at least it oughtto-be so appre- =-or
cided
e her to disgrace still more/
only
who*were-anxious” only‘enabl
byall those
she had done, the high,
than
deeply
lishment,
our'estab
of
security
for the
He con~»
if the members “of the “Established -situation which she held.
t find in its bo-» -eeived that motives of economy might
Chureh, who'ought'lit'to
som the oblivion ‘of ‘all political dif. also be taken into. account. At the.

ferencés, were driven ‘out “of its ‘pale. -same time he did not think it expe<.
by being daily reminded, by the omis=

dient to propose a lesser sum, at thes
risk of occasioning a contest between»

unfortunate ‘circumstances in ‘which

the two Houses of Parliament, and|
reviving discussions which the public«
interest demanded should no longer,
be agitated. He wished to do no-

,
of those
sion of the Queen’s namé

the Sovereign
and his’Consort were

placed, and which had disgraced the:
ountry. He was informed that the

consequence of that omission, had al-

thing which might prevent her Ma-

from the Established Church, and he
believed it. He even understood that
one of those reyerend gentlemen who

into that oblivion to which she ought
to be consigned.
When this bill

ready

be n a considerable secession

mingled politics with

their sacred

_ functions, had been under the necessity of exhorting his congregation,
because he had found that a very

great secession had taken place in
consequence of the religious feelings
of pious Christians being shocked by

the omission of her Majesty’s name in

the Liturgy.
. The Lord Chancellor conceived
there could be no doubt whatever as
to the legality of the exclusion. The

esty from falling as soon as possible

should have passed, he trusted that
the House would have got rid of the
subject altogether; that it would no
longer disturb Parliament. This he
thought formed the great benefit of
throwing out the bill of Pains and
Penaltiés, which

pending, the irrita~

tion of the country would never have
subsided. He trusted that the Queen

would not, for the sake of keeping up
that irritation, refuse the magnificent

Archbishop of Canterbury apprehend-

provision made for her by Parliament,
and prefer becoming the pensioner of
a party.
|

this

ground, of which he had never

prepared to accede to the grant, an

cal

ம் not from religious, motives.

was happy that his noble friend, Ear
Darnley, had followed his recom

ed, if there had been any secession on

heard, it must have been from politi-

Lord Ellenborough said, when he
considered her Majesty’s conduct, he
could not see any ground which enti-

The Marquis of Lansdowne was

mendation, of not pressing any mo
tion on the subject. Disapprovin

of the Queen’s letter to the King,’

tled her to such a favour as to be al-

and of her answers

lowed so large an income. When he
looked at that conduct as it had been

still thought much allowance was to

proved at the Bar of the House;

to addresses, h

be made for the situation in which
she had been placed. If, in the pro<
20

~
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counts at what it really was, being
© only the excess of national income
J above expenditure. This view was

ways and means; but they heard not

cellor of the Exchequer observed,

not consent to grant one farthing of
the public money—he would divide
the House upon every vote, until he

seconded by Mr Grenfell. The Chan-

that the country, he was glad to say,
had now arriyed at that period when
_ they might bid adieu to new loans
and new taxes. ‘The expenditure of
the year would be met by the re_yenue; and he had to congratulate
the country on a great increase of the
export trade.

n the course of a desultory de-

bate, Sir J. Newport

complained of

the great rise which had taken place
in the expense of collecting the Irish

revenue.

Since

1808,

it had

from 117. to 25/. per cent.

\

risen

one word about reform—not one word
upon the necessity of retrenchment.

Under such circumstances, he would

had some distinct pledge from those

who took upon them to manage the

affairs of the country, that some plan

of practical reform should be submit=

ted to that House.

He would call

upon

and the

holder

the landholder

to

unite—to

fund-

unite against

monsters—the monsters were not the
fundholders ; the monsters were those

who held places under the crown, and

appeared in that house,

They ap-

Mr Van-

peared in that house under various

sittart explained this to arise, in a
great measure, from a large part of

ralty, as puisne commissioners of the

the expense being no longer charged

manner

in which

less—it was worse than useless, for
there they were to vote on all occa-

the public accounts were made up;

but the old mode, according to Mr

Vansittart, served many useful puroses,

though

it

was

not

compre-

hended by the honourable gentlemen
opposite.
A pretty warm conversation also
took place on the 9th, when the minister moved the appointment of a
committee of ways and means. Mr
இவை

referred to the petitions from

the agricultural and commercial in;
terests, which fully proved the montrous distress under which the counry laboured—distress so great, as to
repare one

part of the

that

they were real pensioners—depend-

Baring and Mr Philips complained of
unintelligible

India Board, but they shewed

but
Mr

on the merchants as formerly,
now defrayed by the revenue.
fhe

characters, as lay lords of the Admi-

community

ents on the bounty of the crown;

their presence in that house was usesions

with

the people.

the minister,

never

with

Let it not be supposed

that he objected to the responsible
ministers of the crown sitting in that
house, their presence was necessary;

but it was a monstrous thing to see
persons holding places at pleasure
under the crown, sitting and voting
in that house ; these formed a part of

the pack which stood firm and united,’

it was found impossible to break in

uponthem. There were 72 persons in
that house who held places to the
amount of 120,000/. a-year, and 40
members were sufficient to make a

to go to war with the other for the

house,

after night they had before them the
old story of committees of supply and

were called independent members ;

to vote away

the public

mo-

ney, or to invade the public liberties!
jn this deplorable state, nothing in Was such an abuse to be endured?
Fhe way of relief was even hinted at Was it possible from such men to exby government—they heard no plan pect the introduction of any plan of
for the amelioration of distress—night economical reform ? There was ano=

Possession of its property; and yet

i

ச்

ther body of men in that house who

thereswere no greater énemies’ to the
country than those independent
members; theit'votes were with the ministers;\\their families’ lived ‘upon ‘the
taxes; and) did ‘any one’ doubt ‘it?
‘could the right:honourable gentleman
deny, iti?The: brothers, sons, and
more! distant:relations
of those members-would be found throughout the
country;holding ‘places in the customsyiin the distribution of stamps,
and in vdrious other departments.
~oPlie:Chancellor:of the Exchequer,
injanswer; took occasion to state, that

a reduction of! 1,000,000. was ex-

pecteditd:bemade:in the estimates
of
thesyear; andithat there would be a
saving»of \130,000/. in the management.of ithe»revenue, without’ dimi-

hishing the efficiency: of the system.
-/Mr:Hiume? complained, that the
estimates) would: still ‘amount to
18}000;0002.;;being: a million more

than liad:beens contemplated’ by the
committee of financein' 1817.
--Golonel Davies and Sir J. Newport
complained of the late period at which’

the estimates» were laid before the
Ouse; 80: that parliament
were obli-

ged) to! vote away almost all the money, before they could be examined
andireported upon. A’ most indecoroushurry was thus produced at the

close..of the! session; and: sometimes
thirty or forty-bills: were passed in a

dayss;Asan instance
of the bad’ ef.
fects, of; this:-system,
he» recollected,
abillJaying a duty upon madder
havingip
both 'Houses, when it was
discovered that: the word “madder’

கச
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double tolls on a certain road on
Sunday, and by a mistake it was so”
framed

as

to import,

that only half

ணை
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could be levied on that as on ‘other |

days.

!

a

The first estimates introduced
to
the notice of parliament, were those
for the navy.
On the 2d February,

Sir George Warrender, in the com-

mittee of supply, proposed a reduction of 1000 in the number of men re-:
quired for this service. His motion
was for 22,000 seamen, including

8000 marines.
a
Mr Hume urged, that the reduc:
tion should rather have been made
in the marines.
ees

The minister said, that this opinio

differed from that of all those whi

were acquainted with the service. In
the event of war, a fleet of twenty sail
could be immediately manned from

the mercantile navy ; whereas, thé

marines could receive no such imme!

diate increase.

ou

On the 4th May, when the nat
estimates were brought up, and p

vious to Sir G. Warrender movin
the grant, Mr Hume proposed a se
ries of resolutions, which, on accoun
of the information contained in them,

we shall here insert.

a

“ That it appears, by the returns

before this House, that the expensé.
of the admiralty office,

of the navy

pay office, and of the navy office ‘esta~

blishments, in the year’ 1792, whe பி

there were 144 ships in commission,

257

ships in ordinary,

and 16,000

seamen and marines in the service,)
was 58,719). that,
year 1813,\
Mr Huskissomrepresented that the when there were 666in the
mode-of présenting the estimates was mission, 855 in ordinary,ships in ¢omand 140,000)
now muchimproved.
He recollected” seamen
and marinés’in
thestime whien:they: were not printed: the expense’ of those the service)
‘offices was!
atall; now: they
wasiosbittedsg

sacidt

பரப்:

விய்லையு

were much clearer
and:in greater detail.» Inadvertencies

189,2270.; and in the estimates’ fo

1821, when there are: only 119 ships
»those«mentioned were»unavoid-" in-commission,
582 in ordinary, 3

nd
able: tide, the last'systenr oflegislax 22,000''seamen ‘and niarines in the’
on; heremembereda bill to: exact service, the expense is 185,000/.
for \

i

Guar. 25]

——

|
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hose offices, being only, a reduction
J of 4,177. in the sixth year of peace,
4 from the year 1813 of extended. war-

re, and the sum of 126,331/. more

நத

ity

|

45

dock-yard: officers :withn avealanyof
o
only 100/.,a-year,mightreceive emolu=

ments to the amount of 10002 a-year's
whereas at presentoall:his emoluments
were known to, and limited: bys:par=

jn 1821 than in 1792 :—That the.exih pe se of the dock-yard establishments liament. Formeso
:far:from bein
rly,
| ட டியர் in the year 1792 was a check:to abuse'in:the yard:to whi
| 95,3521.; in the year 1813 it amount- he was attached, he was! actually ‘bus
ed to 212,143/.; and in the estimate sied in promoting
it.: -At) presentya
. for the year 1821, the amount is
system. had been introduced which
',210,7451., being only 1,398/. less than made it his interest; to look car
_ in. 1813, and of 185,393. more in 1821 after the interest of the public. «i The

than in 1792; that the expense of the
foreign dock-yards in the year 1813
was 52,369/., and by the estimate

tainly introduced new officers into: his

for 1821, the charge is. 53,9511. being

rived therefrom: had) more: thancoms

oe

Majesty’s yards, but the benefits: dex

eace, than in 1813, a year of war :—

pensated the expense they had»oced4
sioned.. On: the return’ of ipeace,it

hat the sum voted

for the ordinary

had been the first objectiof governs

was 1,757,928/.; and that the ordinary estimate for 1821 amounts to
2,484,600/., being 1,812,118/. more
than the estimate of the year 1792,
and 726,672. more than that. of the
year 1813 :—That the total supply

ject had been so far accomplished; that

1,5914. more in the year 1821, a year of
'

plan of task and check work had! ter.

estimate of the navy in the year 1792, ment to place such of our ships:asihad
was 672,482/.; the sum voted for the been for many years at seayin an léfi.
ordinary estimate of the year 1813,
cient state of ordinary ; and thatiob=

voted for the service of the navy in
the year 1792 was 1,985,482/., with
16,000 seamen and marines in the service; that in the year 1819 the sup-

ply voted for the navy was 5,985,451.

with 19,000 seamen and marines in the

Service ; and the estimate for the total

supply of 1821 is 6,382,786/., with

) 22000 seamen and marines in the sereing a charge of 4,397,304.
more in 1821 than in 1792, and of
397,3712. more in 1821 than in 1819.”

orders had already beem issued from

the board of admifor
the discons
ralt
y
tinuance of one-fifth of the menvem-

ployed in the dock-yards. Besides this

reduction, inquiries were: pina
for the purpose of discoveringwl

further reductions cou
be effected
ld

He believed he might promise the
House that a very considerable'redwes
tion would be made with respect: tor
the commissioners of -dock-yards, and?

also to the civil. officers, employeia’
d

them, in the course of the» énsuing?
year 5, and he did not: know whether:
it. might, not, be» found expedient)
to®
reduce one» of the dock-yards\altou’
gether within that period. “The ho-»

After a few words from Sir George

nourable baronet then proceeded ‘tor

Sir George now brought forward
_the navy estimates, He observed, that

of 11,0001. in the salar
and)ies
contin='

‘ectived:by dock-yard. officers,
in, the

of the Hecla-and Griper,and partly

Tutted
to its notice. At that time a.

future period shortly enumerate. T'he

Warrender, Mr Hume forbore to press detail the’ different items inethe ‘estiபத்தி, ்
ம்
Xu
mates. | He’ stated, that the! increase*

genciesof the admiralty-~office wasioe=!

_ It Was கழவ, for parliament
to casioned partly by the reward piven’
judge of the amount of emoluments by the board of longitudetothe crews’:

_ Year 1792,

from any documents sub= by circumstances which he! would'at a:
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disbursements’ of the assistant to the

counsel of the navy in law-suits, &c.

was 11,000/. this year ; last year they
had only been 8000/. ‘There was also

“an increase in the contingencies rela-

tive to the service wherein the hydrographerwas employed; but this would

not be surprising to any member who

recollected that the maritime surveys

REGISTER,
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If the gentlemen opposite could find
any individual who could, without in. !
jury to his health, attend at his office 7
from nine o’clock in the morning

till |

four in the afternoon, and then be in

his place in that House from four in
the afternoon until two in the morns |

ing, to answer such questions as might

time of peace than in atime of war.

be put to him, he, forone, had noobjec- |
tion to let them instal him in the office,
He was of opinion, however, that no

92,0004. to Greenwich hospital, as
also 8000/. to the naval asylum. Last

until such an individual could be found, |
he would maintain that seven lords of i

were more conveniently taken in a
‘He should have to ask for a grant of
year he had asked 14,0007. for that
purpose; but as it was now intended

to unite that establishment with the
school at Greenwich hospital, several
expensive offices would be reduced,
and the sum which he had mentioned
would be sufficiently large for the present’ year. He should now move,
«That the sum of 2,4.84,599/. 11s. 5d.

be granted for the ordinary expenses
of the navy for the year 1821.”

‘Mr Bernal objected to the voting

‘so large an amount in one sum.
Sir George said, that this had been

the uniform practice; but feeling a

presentiment
might

that

be objected

the

to,

old

and

method
being

as

desirous as possible to have these estimates thoroughly sifted, he had prepared them so as that they could be

brought forward ttem by item. With-

drawing his general motion, he therefore moved, in the first instance,

70,5961. 5s. 1d. for salaries and con“tingent expenses of the admiralty of.

such individual could be found; and

the admiralty were not too many for
the office. —
Sir

Joseph

Yorke,

on

the other

hand, who had himself sat at the board, ’
declared that he was sure that the effi.

ciency of the admiralty would not be |

at all diminished, if the number of the

lords were five instead of seven. On’
his faith, his honour, and his con- |
science, he believed it. Until the year
1806, the salary of the first lord was
$000/., when it was increased to 5000)

at the time when Earl Grey held the
office. It did appear to him a little

extraordinary, that the gentlemen over |

the way did not advert to this ‘sub.
ject. Not that it was possible thata
nobleman or a commoner could main«
tain the situation of a-cabinet minister

on 30008 a-year, without great loss,”

but if the first lord had any other

office, he certainly should not take, in

all, more than 5000/. a-year. The Mar-

ர் of Camden had the thanks of the

~ Mr Bernal insisted, that the follow-

ouse for giving up
part of his salary
as teller of the
ட ray ; buta ae .
honourable relative of his own (Mr.
Yorke) had given up the additional

each; vice-admiral
of Scotland, 10007.;

of first lord, and not a word was said

fice.

fet

:

3

ing’ savings might be effected :—Two
lords of the admiralty, 1000/. a-year

paymaster of royal marines, 500/. ; in
115900 :-

2000/. a-year while he held the place

about it.

He meant no personal
fence to any
n ; but he
_ Sir George Cockburn insisted, that of opinion thatgentlema
the
all these offices were necessary, parti- miralty could be as business of the
well
‘cularly the two lords of the admiralty. ‘five as by seven lords. trangacted

o!

wa

ad«
by
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Mr Robinson, who had also sat at
navy board, professed a directly

் / opposite opinion.
| . Mr Creevey observed

to which he and
' duced by such
"It seemed they
| for five members

the dilemma

his friends were recontrary statements.
were voting a supply
of parliament.
He

approved of the heads of offices sitting

The same remark was pressed by
Mr Hume.

Mr Croker again declared, that,
having thirteen years experience of
the labours of the board, he must state
his deliberately formed conviction, that

the constitution of that board was not

| only highly useful, but almost absolutely indispensable. Even if the alteration

were

carried

into

effect, he

could not contemplate any saving to
the public; for, as it would then become indispensably necessary that the
remaining: commissioners should de- |
yote their whole time to the duties of
their office, it would be impossible to
appropriate to them smaller salaries
. than those of the under secretaries of
State,

_ The committee having divided upon this subject, the original resolution

was carried only by a majority of 115
to 77. Another proposed reduction
| of 10007. was negatived by a majority
of 118 to 55.
The next vote was of 38,924. 2s. 6d.
for the navy pay office.
_ Mr Hume observed, that the charge

was only 44.9307. in 1813, when the
establishment of the navy was 120,000

seamen, and the expenditure 22 millions, He conceived, that the reduc.
_ Hon ought to have been much greater,
| when there were only 14,000 seamen,
| and an expenditure of six millions.

|

the cause of the expenditure being still
so high,

It arose chiefly from

two

newand highly important departments,

in the House, but did not see why all
| the minor officers of government
should be there to vote upon the extent of their own emoluments.
_

47

t Robinsonexplained at full length

the inspector’s branch and the prize
branch.
iy

Mr Hume declared himself so satise
fied with the honourable gentleman’s
statement, that he declined pushing

the question to a vote.
புக
On the 7th May, Mr Hume object~

ed to the sum of 955,000. for com

pleting the dock-yards at Sheerness.
He, therefore, moved, * that the
amount of the estimates for completing
these works was 824,999/. in 1814,
and 433,800/. in 1818; and although

the large sum of 1,147,000/. has been
expended, a further sum of 955,421.
is stated as necessary to complete the
improvements in that yard, and which
will make the total charge for one
dock-yard 2,102,421. : That, there~
fore, under such varying and uncertain
estimates, it is expedient

that a com-

mittee of this House should be appointed to inquire into the expenditure and future estimates of all works
in dock-yards.”
}
Sir G. Cockburn, Sir J. Yorke, and

Sir J. Coffin bore testimony to the
great utility of these works, ‘which

would be rendered useless if not speedily completed. Mr Hume’s motion
was negatived by 82 to 27.
' On the ‘same day, 129,3951. was

voted for vessels in ordinary; 970,400/.
for half-pay to officers; 1,094,589/.

for building and repairing ships of war.
Mr Hume moved a reduction of the
last sum to 794,580/.; but on understanding that this could not be done

without the violation of certain contracts, he agreed to the postponement
of the saving till after their fulfilment.
Mr Hume objected also'to the sum of
494,648]. for improvement in the dock-

yards, which he understood was only

part payment of two millions.

=

‘Sir George Warrender explained,
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centre

cen anion greater obstinacy.
= இணய பன்னக proposal

was made for the House going into a

Mr Creevey. opposed such
- committee,
3tep till a strict investigation had

been made into the public expenditure.
itterly reproached: parliament
the insensibility theyidieplaged
the distresses of the nation. He
the House to consider
Sn

கண்மரு வரர்,
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That it

க் ] ti

appea

சப்தம் ப மரன் before this: House

பட கி: for 1792, (excl

the East, Indies, and of the artillery,

litia, and marines,), consisted

‘men, namely, 15,919 for Grea!
Guernsey, resட் 17,825 i

abroad; and 15,282 in In

the total militarye:

Britain and Ireland for 1821, " (extlusve| em

of India, the artillery, the ‘militia; i
number of offices and pensions marines,) consists of 81,106: officers a
பகனக
f parliament; also men ; namely, of 27;852 in GreatBri
Guernsey,
ies532,476, at coloni
2 sinecures, and ension|
vernment

could

secure

the

sa
the great families...
He
Id oppose 1 paltill all பப்
nn 39676 (110101
investigated,
வ or

iB

றும் —

that

if i 6 honoural ible gentleman meant to

abroad ; and 20,778 in Ireland...
mee, ‘Resolved, That the
the expense of the militar ்
blishment
of Great Britain and Irel:

ie

were 2,331,1491.; that the supplies

ர

for the military establishment’ of
Britain. and Ireland, for 1820
9,500,216/.; and that the army.

p ose voting
any, supply till all-the
Jove questions were. satisfactorily for 1821, now submitted
26

adjusted,, oe motion went to put an are

entire stop,t ae வன்ஷைய் of, alee

to theH
only. 167 4987 a than

1820,

:

“3. That there were in the |

Great Britain and Treland, in 1

clusive of the regular cavalry and

n by sur
z டு honourable friend, and. was
not prepared. immediately
to decide

upon so important a question as that
hich

his proposition involved. Nei-

i eats prepared to take a. step
1
it to embarrass, not the pai
பி
ministration, but, the. ge~

try,) 25,757 troops, namely “3780 of
royal artillery, 4425 of royal marin
and 17,602 of disembodied: militia;

in 1821 த shoxelusing of Lae

and. infantry, )

er

of

1

troops ; namely, 7872
ine
and
tillery, 8000 ene marines, 41, oe

embodied militia,a

cavalry and ட்

infant

பர்னாலா
the, country. number a larger force b "132,367m
nuanged tn cminis- available for joe ses of
ஸ்கல்
லல

mode of
4
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பஸ்
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0 ede, publi

வல்

motion |

ut seeking to ims.
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Tecord a.review of the: compata-.

tive: state, of

er
the year 1821,t
in, விரவ படிய)
ait

11065
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to make a lay

ande
ments, andto
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\military,, establish... camel
led eget

ments now and at; a former ,period..
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persis as Tecommend.

ed by the finance committee of 1817,

That committee stated the army L
mates at 8,500,0007., including om
been reduced, and ப்ப result of such cers, and it did not, as would be sch
_ by the11th report, make any ‘provisi
a procee ing was a:
for the training of the embodiedrr
litia. That committee allowed n
thing for the charge of a வ
ates, because a sum of
58,0000, Wywas, voted for clothing i in. staff, and on the return of the an

to its interes Ss நர்ஸை battali

men, and a saving of

ட

mee arene வனா

ie ந year.

Comparing

ன்ப in

the esti-

ates for the land forces of this year

with the estimates |of dast year, the
redu ction _ amounted 1௦ 374,0002.

50,0000. of which arose from adopt-

ing a
ம், recommended two
ears agoby the honourable member

two ne r-generals

North
‘

the
althe
of

in Guernsey and

ritain, In the whole effective

estimates. for

this

year,

there

was

reduction of 367, 0007., compared with

in the military college a diminution
5001,

nd. upon

1720

the~ garrisons

bee was an increase of

4.0000. iin fh full-pay superannuation
retired | ist, and upon the foreign half,
pay a ¢ ‘inution of 40241, “In the
out-pensioners of Chelsea and Kilmainham

an increase of 4569/7.

In

the royal military asylum a diminution of $200/.
In the widows’ pension list an increase. of 6000/., occa-

sioned by the operation of the new
law allowing officers’ widows to marry
again. In the estimates for reduced

adjutants of
bi saad

the re
க

the local militias, there
6761. Upon t the ‘whole

22,0000,, sing
arisi feescere!

taincauses of recentoccurrence, T Chi 18

ameter

266,000/. than the estimates recome

mended by the finance committee,
were—

SWB

Ordinaries

. 1165648) 0001

Extraordinaries
Commissariat
Barracks

ப
ப்
:

a 5020, 000"
201 5091
237 3500" ,

secnunts

ableSAP oda

பகவத் the militia

Rotel

onourable member

வல்வை

or

903000).

ee
So

ae

}

which, considering the proyision: nie
for services not contemplated by. the
finance committee, was less than the
estimates of that committee by
266,0002. The country would oe
the House did not think fit to agree |
to the proposition, that the estimate
for the present year should not exe
those agreed to by the committee of
1817, it was because they had a con-

fidence in the government, which the
present estimates would shew had not

been: misplaced. Comparingthecharge
of this year with the charge of last
years தத was: a பரா
மaN
7

தாப
பப்பட் there was an Upon the ordinaries

formed only one part of the expenditure..,

for the present year were less 5 by

a

the estimates of last year. There was
of

300,000/. in that respect. — neat
standing this increase, the estima

The estimates for the present year

tor Corfe.Coatle, (Mr Bankes,) namely, applying part of the pay of
non-effective to the miscellaneous
lowances.
here nan a saying in
staff of 70001, b the reduction

fend France, there was an inercase

—

Se

als

— extraordinaries—
commissariat
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a
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dy to admit'that the last now hal is 179
ய He tual
He ct
வு as ti os
1795

ரி
é army

Ha

votes

ம ர்
pon ‘the‘whole ie

oe

ofthis ‘year, compared

ith thase of th
year, there was
mh of 707,00
e could not
\ het er er reduction ‘proposed

5
11017

:

government were alive to
The

_ Housewould readily believe such to be
theintention of government, when they
} saw a reduction of 707,0002.. in, one
yearj;and that government had not
_ abuséd'the confidence reposed in'them.
_ Heshould-be content to sit down af-

- ter'having: ‘made these statements, was

: it hot for what passed upon a former
» upon which he should now
make'a few observations. An honout-

nave

t year, wou id leave’
க்
of 37, ie 01 பட்ட excess’ theres ere, ப cluding வி
15,4 ie our new
ie the New
Islands,
i, He
tl Lonian Toland,
ue
eof
Goo d Hope, ‘Ceylon, ‘St’‘Heleiia,

Mauritins, att our ppodséésions in
in AE ம்
hen

of the country, and were
dete fea ழ் do every thing ini their _ whi
power to reduce expenditure.

ve

: state ப oa te
lucted from the nu:

uild “me _the’ views of honourable
ர
rs, as 8
might think that on
shaservice a
ater reduction could

112

ae

he stated ‘this, he must
ee were a stations

“the cout ntry

‘ep 0

:

military. objec

conmereit nd

Ade ‘which! fhe

எம் had sacrificed s0

an

much blood

treasure. This being 1 he’ case) He

could no

டய

a force was too much
ves fe ‘should |
>

he to

sa

himself ‘that! விரு

for these’ Hla :
ae
aoe
H

‘that they we

repel 2, Wiad: cast’ of 4ay

declaration of “wat, 11026

thénteof! 1792 as ithe standard for a’

troops. vere stationed in ‘these’ pl laces
upon a peace ‘pritelple—t at
ae
defend them from any
en

geitleman ‘could not advance a step in

crease of 2614, includin officers, ‘com+

the Works erected’ during the -war'l
‘at the money expended’on the

population was. படர iaeteietF idee

_ able member'had taken the establish:

"peace éstablishment. "The honourable

Upon the old eaisatetieal was. an re

Fis

ig, that the establishment’ for pared with the force £1799) The
old colonies were |Gibraltar ‘Caitada,
“was fit’ for 1821,' without hte
Nova” Scotia, the’ த
‘Islands,
shewitig that: the country had been in
இய ‘North
, thé-same ‘situation now asin’ 1792: and ly! South ae
‘the’ argument failed. Look at America and New South Wales the

by theae
1792, in the latter place

ony
cit
‘of persons from
res accumulated during that time! in out”
2
that circumstance wo
ect
Was it not necessary to protect’ those and
stores? Was it not necessary to pre- fox the increase: ‘of 692 m Tae
IRE
eae டி
_ Yenit'the dilapidation of those, mer 3 ter settlement! pee
~ “ooking
Look
e ofthe Can , an ர
at these things, and_at
thet
ட்ட
:
pereviod
col hial and foreign
டடக்
would ask any man, ¢¢ stot

பி

edt

the ¢ பட்டய

aa wes

was Trea ee up a Cae nt a
| shew ‘that a larger force was necessary

மகக

Bri

ம்ம்
ரட்
டல்
ae
nel, OF that number 8676 were sent
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to Ireland. He would'leaveit to’ those economical than 400, but iless

better acquainted withthe state’6f Treland than he was, to’'say af sucht a

force we சண் பார்க He
nempinas einen01 அதர வ்கர
accounted
for. The duty of the depoteat Plymouth, Chester, Chatham,

Hull, Heliogoland, Guernseyjand
Jersey; required an-addition of 5000 men

and 1000 officers, After these deductions} /theexdess;of
the troops now

employed
above those actually employ:

lect

|

mica} than’800.\ In 1/792 theregimentg

were/not efficient, insconséquenediof
the smallnessiof their: establishments,

but! by the present:establishmentsy;an
௨௦4111௦008 94,000
ஊன: 2018108216

|

by the addition of alieutenarit 1௦ கஞ்.

company,
of infantry; \andséach:tnoop
of cavalry. Establishmentsof
A800;
though more: ¢conomical! than\:650,
were more (objectionable; Becaustyif it

were) necessary to) send yout laxsmall

edlin'1792) was only $226; officers:in« number of troops to.a-foreign:station;

cltidedbss'Phe
clange inthe systertoF those large regiments: mustsbesbrokes |
enlistntentorendéred
this excess ‘neces-

sary. Inthe) year 1'792:a man enlist-

ed generally:for the wholeyarmy j.and

whe | théjnumben/ofya) regiment was

reduced; sthére» wasi nothing necessary
tobe done butito:send:out-d-sufficient

up. In regard to the»public:depaits

mentsithere
wasan increase sineé 1709)
but a great reduction had ‘taken plage

in«them since the termination, of Ang
war. There wasa differenice-of
80,

a-year in those departments, sineei:the
year
1 $14. + Onithis subjectagainy
vice but hows when \avman® enlisted was nothing to say, these:depantmentsdt
for a regiment, itrwas notin the power 0117003680 rnuch 4n)1792,-Thespuby
of the crown; toltransférshim and: the lic' business :was now:
transacted veily
only mode for recruiting aregiment:on differently, ton what» it ‘Wasyatrthidt)per
a foreign’ station wasto btingyit homie. riod—they had then:no
notion, of,the
numbei from:any regiment: in.the/ser-

This being the casey.thé
non-effective
partmustfallheayieron the regimentsin

England:than abroad ; and. whenit was
ரல் க்கப்ப
97676 12.1௭ 018
195988, ‘and: that it;was: agreed upon

accuracy and. the dispatch: thatnoy

prevailed.|, For-this, however, he,

rogated:no:praise either, t

shimsel 19%

’s government}, Tobiason
hishaditMajlajesty
all... This: House

. set commit.
all handsthat
ten years) was the time sionsiandi
igs on footsand the ga,
appointed for ithe residence:of airegi- ‘vernquir
ni
were,ne
compe
nt
lled, from time
mentin:
Indias the: House would agree to time,
their business in a.moye
that the excessof 3200 meh-was rather xegular:matoodo
nner.than was; formerly, the
too'littles
Phe honowrable.gentleman ‘practice.—(Cheers from
the Oppos-

found fablt-with»
the

organization,
of ‘Hon:)-—He| unders
.weny,
too
well,dthe
‘meaning of that cheer—but
when
, ho-

the-végiments/ and said) t at. regimen-

tabestablishments of 650:should: bein. *nourable:gentl
emen came down.ni
¢reasedstd 800. |\«But-in the establish
vafter night with quires of motions
;
ment of regiments three-things must ex
pe
instan
ct
t infor
ed
mation on,evely
be taken intoconsideration—economy; topic, was.it
fait
for
themnow.to sR)
efficiency, andia/quick, cheap, and. efe
round and say,
fective means of. augmentation in case

of war.’

Thevestablishments.
of.

17876 8 1௦௭8.
400, butin,case.of

2

_bour,

accuracy,

for this increased la
and «preci

sion, » you
‘shall obly have the estimate‘of
1792?

thé
expense
ug
a “Tho
sudden war, 6001000866 added. to “the business wash was nidiv greater
muc better
1 :
that number, and: the regiment;.must
nd genuine.sound econo
have the name of yaryoung regiment.
swered by the
An establishment: of 650 was more
than oby, apy. which present method)

1nd Benulggsound eesHp thy

.was,, heretofore \

i
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"adopted ze/Hed couild ostate:toothe,
- Honsesy:that

in ‘the! last ‘two! years:

| eae

been received,im conse=

த

ப பவாவகக் கன்ட

Jers

மணித்

6

okt sbseebtont ்

யரர 19930781ற5ஐ 19195
டண

laniexammatiominto
the ary
. ஜிக்கி! 6ந்காஜசாமீ

கவன்

23

ar=office

| daring? thats period 0 Heiconcladed

நாகர, :an
Making

bare

od asd

inerease) digomyld

38 340m

- with: mlosing his first! resolution for satdibyentni ul); nibh ,099 5 , 010
gMOkEBanemonieldeies’
அப்ல 30 ௨ 0006 1௦ 801716
O€@olone} Davies:said; notwithstand- | <oubeb sasiis 1A தர்ஹா 0021 Bie
ing what: fell fromothe noble:lord;:he And thisowasalsd called areduction!
iwasiperfectly satisfied that»the: states Did noe these things ‘call for ing

mentsimadea
few nights since:by~his toisay-the least? - he noble lordialso.

honovfable*friend (Mr Hume)

oe

took: eredit'to’ himselfi for!a reduction

sibstahtiallycortect! “He* confesse
bitisdlfamable to-follow:the Aes
பட்டானி ‘voluminous: detail 07

௦414400042 in the: barrack:depatt
ment <but ‘he! forgot»
to’ state, oa
when last-year barracks were*built
al
es, ‘andshe should conclude
hisiobs piped the:countrys-he told thesHovise
<withoa» motionyy ¢/That the

atiexpense

chairman report progressyand ask leave

Pho ihoble

tositagain; inorder that the proposed

wouldibe

te

யவற

mah

tice

would! be'now'no:charge
for the:veteestittiatesjshould' bevreferred toa select rans of 80,0001.5:but he (Colonel D.)

_ Wonintittee,‘to\ considerif any diminuee

|

eoild:be? made ins them

He

nild! make this motion without:any

eau

‘whateverto:delay the public buPony while that’ee
was go~
y te should have no objection to
பன் orary’ supplies; until: the

oo

was‘at
a! lossito know: how'they: could

be’ sent home'from the: place
of their
disbandment: without»incurringysome
chargé

‘on’ rapes areata

troublethe

ene

‘that'a reduction might iausbailget

shouldi¢ome: toysome deci- sour military’

ayerse'to'com-

se |

details; but he wooed
mii

ake: plan

any danger'at home, 62 thour colonies.

- hiteees) because they inisonte:degree ‘abroad’; oraf the: House! seemed ito:
| eke from ministers that responsibility thinkean-army of 100,000 meniwas ne~
ன

should always attach’ tothem. ‘cessary in'time of peaceshewas
equal«
‘inthe present case; he wished for ‘Ty prepared
to shew that-such-an army
ட்
ée'to’ inquire into what he scould bemniaittained: ata muchilessexyitermed abirses: ‘Theestimates ipense'than was now called for by:the
“for thier year-were less ‘than thosefor -estittiates! of the noble lord: :«'Thesiothease’ year: but hey and-others'like “Hour
ntleman:
roceeded to’
Relat years what thevestimates ‘for
ண்மை மானவன் ee
\the last
~The accountswere shew!
‘certain reductions
uld:rbe’
“et tow before the House:s# 21 jo!
ea
ரதன
தம
wl baessaacit. air 11ao

ட்ட
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டு
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டி

baver
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daw eeontead oid

513
sum.
oo
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» nea ௨980604௦41 |

-and/at Ho
Seldon

thereby
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ரகக்

nitlemanthen contended, thatithiere

=
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-ém6 wi néarly. 170,000) niensi
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aad theicoléfiés, including the
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was any thing in’the circumstances
of
wa ny hing ince ces re

the'continuance of கடல் orce? The

honpdkablécineaiben th en panted out
a variety of; minor reductions,
which,
hemBAest# Anaguldobe, made

oS

ald கம
Davies,

red ‘his! soe

வட

af

injone= Session of
தத

ட 289 மா2 ௮ மெறவர்பத

the
present
year with;181S, the genes

‘ime

‘the
d decla-

ee

(a
ஜு

te ணாக

nee,

ly to the: motion for reducing
thearmy

by 10,000:mens’ The House would
recollect that’ the \time had) notJong

re

ல்and.-ords

eso were, ans
fs வ
181) 19,616,000/..- ea

கவன

eee

cathe hc

he aN aah
;

reagh), im that
thought
they |
areduction|
கட்த
கைவ்வ
சாலப்
a
Se
ee
as)

enditurexise scion, od mob ral estimates, இ

(Mr go
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1821.

the addition of that

number
of men tothe existing military

hovght necessary5: and if

of 1818,,as settled by the finance coms
Thittees sigan ge tomaltioy sidstvcaod

Mr Calcraft could
not. but.observe, |

that the doctrines of Lord,Castlereagh
were the:same that;

டன

posed to every’ plan of reduc
conceived that.

ae

easily
be reduced, and 10,000,be still

leftdisposable,
for the. relief of the

East Indies and of the colonies, .He

they werdinow to effect that reduction believed that, two. or) one oe
out of the troops at home, he hardly might be saved,and
the duties
vhow+the home: duty»would-be’ service, just-as well performed-as,

formed:
by: those who would, then

had been, .or were யமன்

த
றல பலிரககக் மனை
the extravagant, administration
of ue
Great’ Britain; \consisted: of. 48,000 - noble
lord opposite... The foot-g
menyvinclusive of officers; but, taken வடக் the horse-guar
as rank and-file; not more than 43,000.

He wished the House:to consider, that

if they wereito make-the reduction out
of those: trodps, they would. hardly

sta |

the dragoon-guards, none ,of)-which

tookany share in colonial-service,
form:

eda force; i10/1
0£792,
6374menys the

|

same:indis
posab
force
now-amoule
nted
» While there | to:14,612 men 5; and might not. some
10009 ஐ. 4௦
India,and part of that-excess,an excess of 8006.

would be-17000men
i Lal
$2,000
in the eolonies, numbers;wbich

வ
ட்டன chad been taken
to. sAdded:to this,if they,meantyin
the course
_teniyears,
to reduce the
whole of; their garrisons, \as-had been
onall sides speed upon, the scheme,of

foacleman

by thehonourable

nents ட்ப absolutes

be: converted. »into,such ; di

troops as should be applicable te
Jonial duty, and afford relief-tot
giments
of the line?
He kn
சம்ஸ்

pe sets பல்வகை

ர

Li wi
ee
ee
ducing areduction of 10,01
wand
looked atythat.
‘now. suggested by

்

பன்:

|

arith

great attention
those hs
ம்.
thefi bance committee of 19907௮ 0ல்

» lord. (CG:
which,
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;. but lf
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that! we must yield to necessity 5 that
the happiness, the comfort, the security; and the’ tranquillity of England,
must be’preferred to the maintenance

of armies, or even’ of navies, greater

thanwereabsolately necessary. While,

however; he advocated, and most’ zeal-

ously advocated, the cause of economy,

he begged to say that he would be no

patty to reducing the pay of private

or the salaries of clerks in ofgoldiers,
fices; but he wished to see the right
honourable gentlemen opposite curtailed of their emoluments.

- Mr G@aleraft was answered
by Mr
Huskisson, while the original motion
was supported by Mr Maberly. A division being’

then ‘called, the

ment was negatived

by 216

amend-

to 95.

Four ‘successive divisions were, however, called forth on the same subject,

eachnegatived by large majorities. The
Oppositionseemed
now to amuse themselves with harassing ministers and the
public, by division after division. ‘In
the course of the evening there took
place: sixteen,

the carrying on which

occupied five hours.

Among

these

votes were two, whether the first volume’ of the statutes at large’ be read;

and whether candles ‘should be furnished to members who called for them.
At length Lord Castlereagh, on account of the lateness of the hour, moved that the committee should adjourn. ©
x)
~On'the 14th, Mr J. Macdonald
brought forward his promised motion
fora reduction
of 10,000 men in the
military force. « Feeling that the’ discussion of the other night had been
Most conclusive
in support of the proposition which he now came forward
to make, and knowing that other mem-
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viction’ that:-the: course of argument
adopted by gentlemenjon, the other
side did not justify the existence of a
largerstanding force than 60,000 men,
He

would

allow

25,000: men: for the

service of the colonies,.and $5,000 men
for the home service, exclusiverof the
artilleryand
the irregular troops. Aidding to these, 5000 men for)the sake of
the reliefs, there would be;a total of
€5,000: men; which he thought ‘fully

able'to performall the duties
tor which
they were likely to ‘be wanted at: pre-

sent. With such a conviction) impressed upon his mind, he could not see any
excuse for voting a larger number of
men.

He

would,

however,

confine

himself not:so much to what was pos-

sible as to what was practicable, and

would therefore limit his proposition
to the reduction of 10,000 men instead

of 16,000. Besides the regular troops,
the House had been informed that
there were above 37,000 yeomanry cavalry, and 20,000 volunteers. The
whole force, therefore, would be considerably above 100,000 men; to which,
if he were to add the militia, which

could be easily embodied within three

months, there would be an aggregate
force of not Jess than 200,000 men.

He would implore the House to consider the importance of the question
which they were now called upon finally to settle.

Out of 54,000;000/.,

there were only 6,000,000/. available

for theservice of the year.

Besides

this sum, there was nothing except the

sinking fund, which:ought not to be
touched.
geal
The honourable member was eagerly’ followed up by Mr Hume, who
complained'that all the boasted savings
were only upon the estimates of last

year, and left things .as they had been
© Upon ‘an’ expenditure of
in 1819,
tention-of the House, intended to fol- 9,000,0002. there was only a saving of
low up hisarguments by others of their 145,000L; ‘scarcely the cost of five

bers; whose knowledge and ‘indefati-

gable industry entitled them to the at-

own, he should not preface his motion
with many remarks. It was ‘his con-

battalions.

He had been represented

as inaccurate in saying, that the irre*
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By: such; circumstances
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werealways regulated, and were never
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இர 13, Ferguson and Sir H. Parnell insisted, that Mr Ward had taken

no notice of the main point—the general increase of salariesin the departமன்பஈ
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_Mr Hume’s first motion was nega-

tive
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58 to 445 but two others.
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to without a division.
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hundred and
was by the act of 6nélieutenant
s, and

of their sovereign in the battle of
Leipsic? It was singular that these

d was not
ie conceiveit

est.

one

much for the British government

too

eknowledging

top

volut: n. The ct
tyran

a resuch

promoted disaffection, should now
threaten to decimate troops which
only followed their own example—
The Neapolitans, he conceived, must

concluded
d Icon

of the late pro=

‘towards Sicily.”
on
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sovereigns, who had all in their turn

ongly reprobating
the in¢onid
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the Saxon army to desert the colours’

dragoons, three

fifty
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ultimately succeed. They began the
contest with many advantages, and
they had with them in the struggle
the cordial feelings
of the generous

said,

and the brave in every corner’of the

earth.

dase

விம்

hy:

~ Mr Wilberforce ‘said, Lord Castle.
reagh had very properly divided ‘the
question into two parts, the genefal

principle, and its particular’ applica.

‘Stances.
ones
அப லட்
நர்
puage

]

tion in the present instance, and had

confined himself chiefly to’the latter

We

subject.

ngpemne sone

‘The first part ‘bore’on’ his

mind as infinitely more important

ee

‘That the thrée greatest military
powers
of Europe should’ assume’to

‘themselves’
the right of sayingto

other states—“ You shall form no |
“constitution, except’ that which! we |
please to sanction,” was ‘a principle

‘hostile to every idea of liberty. He
‘could scarcely conceive any principle

. in itself so unjust or so abominable,
‘He felt obliged
to the honourable
and

learned mover for bringing 'the'sub-

‘ject under consideration, in order
that it might receive the utter reptoட

the commission by which bation of the House. They
demned to death, and wit- ‘son to think that Europe wonld

. (Contradicted ‘scene of trouble for some time to
_ Sir Robert
allied

‘come.

bea)

|

They knew that some’ m0

‘narchs, who, ய் their time
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and ‘danger,
had held -out to’ a fie
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‘subjects the expectation of ₹
‘constitution, had not effect

“object. Now, when such ap)

‘as this’ was publicly stated toov thethell

“people--when ‘it’ was said
| that 10

nother
of t Constitution “should: exist ‘but’ tht
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ட which’
which # they’ sanctioned, was it 0!
ion of

giance?
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‘that ‘those people would begit

“to ke the alarm, and feel theit high
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spirits excited .to/action, by the exertions of individuals in other countries

This unto obtain their liberties?
doubtedly might be the case, and war

being oncecommenced, they all knew
show easy it was to continue it. In
such a state of things, it became the

more necessary to object to such a
principle, because the public acts of
monarchs so powerful were in the

highest degree important,

and the

promulgation by them of such a doctrine was calculated to fill. with terror
the mind of every man yho cherished

The li-

the love of national liberty.

wberties of England itself were not
safe, if such a doctrine were admit-

‘ted. . Neither could true morality
nor true religion flourish, where the
people were not allowed, in the
strongest manner, to express their
dissent from it. He would be unjust
and ungrateful, however, if he did
not acknowledge the benefits which

England had derived from the
ance with these monarchs.

alli-

He did

inot, conceive that there was any thing

¢alling for our active interference ;

and, after the explanation which had
been given, he would not vote for the
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act. It appeared, that they had only
a seat in the gallery, to be spectators
of what passed below; and the moment it was settled that the army
should march, “ strangers were or-

dered to withdraw.” Was that the
dignified attitude of Great Britain?

‘There

was

nothing

more than war.

Mr T.

more convinced, that almost unde

any circumstances we should e
vour to preserve peace. But p
was not peace, without honour ; peac
was not peace, if purchased by the
degradation of England ; peace was
not peace, if they did not hold the
commanding station they ought to
hold, should it be necessary
to go to
war.
்
Mr Robinson defended the conduct

of Lord.Castlereagh. =

Mr John Ward, fromhis confidence

in ministers, would vote against the

motion. At the same time, the march
of the Austrian army towards Naples,
and the steps preceding that movement, he looked upon as the most

alarming
circumstances that had oc-iod
curred in Europe for a
of time. He did.

7.

|

might arise to justify the J
of one state with the inter!

ments nearly similar.

ment of another ; but ins
if they ever occurred, the

impossible for the House to passa
judgment on the cirenlar without

gent necessity must ex
ference was the prin

of their remonstrances, but he wished
to;see the remonstrances themselves,

awful phenomenon that மி

Motion.

_ Mr

இ. Wortley expressed senti-

Mr Tierney conceived that it was

further information. Ministers spoke

because there did not appear to him
intheir professed neutrality to be over

dreaded

He was more and

rence, the exception. |

at present called on to conte)

a tribunal of sovereigns instit!

the avowed purpose of contr

nothing themselves, but were very
willing to sanction what Austria was

conduct of other states, and t!
occasionally, or om any pat
emergency, but permanently and

Great Britain appeared to him ina

now heard him, if this was

‘tuch of sincerity.

They would do

doing. The ministers of France and

very humble situation, when they
‘merely went to this Congress without

ee

sy:

He appealed to all who

not :

velty in the history of the worl¢

the tyranny of the holy alliance
ws
the European nations had no reason

Powers to.enable.them to prevent, or thus to be, planted over all Europe,

to accelerate
the performance.of this

100
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Britain not to interfere, unless in the

sé of personal insult and danger to

the royal family of Naples.

It was
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be wanting to involve Great Britain’ \
in hostilities.

Did he think that the

machinations that had disturbed other

hereby implied, that’ in such a case

nations—that had agitated Spain—

of such a power was
The’ assertion

suspénded the Habeas Corpus act ‘in

she claimed the right of interference.

that had distressed France—that had

incompatible with the rights of independentr nations, and most injurious
pende

England, would be wanting in Naples
to compel this country to take part
in the war already commenced? Mr
Pitt had never advanced such a doe
trine. He had merely, in 1792; in‘structed Lord Gower to declare, that,
notwithstanding” the principles ‘of |

to our own; for it
and hazardous
lected, that
we could
ought to be:
ciple of public law to
ly

க

ae

r, that he, inturn, might
o ourselves. 176 would
for

sh aap
neutrality maintained by his Majesty,
நத n the noble lord of a fact,
relative to the internal government of
venture
might
he
which
of
tohe truth
cee, himself, Subsequently to France, he did not thereby abandon

the conferences at Troppau, the divecting
minister of the confederacy

desing Naples had held a conversation with some other distinguished

persons,

which turned on a possible

that solicitude which

he must ever

feel for the personal safety of the king
and royal family of France. Such
was not the language of war, but‘df |

sensibility, of generous sympathy;

change of administration in this coun and the proof of it was, that. a'war
try, by thé introduction’ to office of did not take place in consequence

some members who usually sat on the
opposition side of the House
; that
directing’ minister had not scrupled

then tosay, that if such a change did

take pl ace,

it was the determination
lied powers to treat England
they were resolved to treat Nagle:

s hinted
naparte
had
on

to this minister, that
found the road to

1

ie,” 1) re)

en we ¢an

ad

impracticable.

ined ; “ but even

put England upon the

ting of an infected nation, (nation
iferée,)

anid
‘cat off all communi-

1. —(hedr.) He was prepared
seit, that this was not a loose

It was the more necessary now 'to

come’ to a decision upon’ this point,

because the circular of the noble lord

which was to explain every thing,
had explained nothing, and becatise

it had been so far mistaken, that the
allies had asserted, that though Great

Britain did not engage in the

wa

she acted with an uniformity of prit-

ciple, and an identity of views: The
allies ought now, though late, 6௪16

told that Great Britain would not att |
upon any such gross misunderstand
ing, but held in abhorrence the doc
trinés so newly promilgated as’ the
law of nations,
=”
peepee
Lord Castlereagh said, there’ was

much in the speech of the galla

er of the

sive officer'on which he did not deem onit | |

‘confedertey against

பல்க் principle
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laid down
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necessary to enter into any disctissi

He would not, for instance, make any _
ébservations on the correctnessof Ins

செய்க் statements ; nor would he #-

fer to the rich repast of private com
veérsation which the gallant of icer nae

to retail tothe House)
‘thought properundoubt
edly boastedof
aid’ which
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man was more anxious to s
ce
from. that foul.1, ஹூம் டயம பன்ed,

not apply himself toa review ofithose
cireumstances, which, in the idea of
the, gallant officer and his friends,

which would ever. disgrace

beer ae

ever be viewe

within the pale of possi-

bility
; neither would he adyert to
the prophetic visions with which the

she had un

Pa
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whole of her

gallant officer had that night favoured the House; nor

to. those visions

with which gentlemen opposite

frequently amused
which, :with

so

themselves, and

all due

deference. to

ahem, he was not bound

to consider

as gospel. With regard to Mr Pitt

Baa

abstained

on the occasion

from. interfering

referred

to, it had

been solely on the principle that such

interference would

rather endanger

than benefit. the royal family of
France. Though he quite agreed in,
the;opinion. of Mr Pitt, that, consi-

dering the ‘situation of|affairs, such
oo ertion, would. probably be atwith evil

onsequences,

still
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: sented'othe:/enormous ; accession
of was impossible: not deeply to. repro.
ர hostile to the ப்ட்
swhich» Russia. and. Austria. bate a.
wouldigain by being allowed to make ties of mankind, as that: on which they
themselves. uncontrolled masters: of

were acting...)

were ‘now icome|
to, a) -period;:the

march ofthe Russian: troops. could
have nos object but. against Spain;
andbafter they had put down: the: li-

berties of that country, what could

England expect but to) become the
next victim. = This country, there-

Ist.June, in comment upon the offi.

cial declarations which the-aiassembled
monarchs had issued from] Laybach

at the close of the Congress... »
Mr

fore, should lose no time in) assuming

Stuart

Wortley

before Parliament.

moxads ‘that

It was now eyi-

dently upon the principles contained
in them, and not upon any of the
grounds formerly stated, by the minis.
ters, that, the invasion of}Naples: had
been founded. ! It was time, there,
fore; he thought, for, the.-House:to
express its, opinion, with» regard to
these:principles.. o-rsito To: matayale

of this tyrannical confederacy.) «io
Lord: Castlereagh replied, that;-the

circumstances under which themarch
of the Russian army commenced, were
simply these.s« While; the, campaign
against’ Naples’ was still undecided,

Lond. Groeneneh

the! insurrectionin’.Piedmont broke

out ; and the:first act of tl

ண வவ ய்து

the. general reasoning)
of

tionary government wast

able! gentleman, but diet
itiregulan. for Parliament to corer
fe

war against: Austria; The-latter having the (greater part. of: Her; forces
employed inthe south of Italy, felt

herself under the necessity of apply
thishad

been the sole cause of the march: of
the Russian troops.’ ‘There: was: nothing inthis movement which had the

some practical, abe

In) View;, No!

of general principles demanded, any
counter-declaration, .. He, did. not
scruple to, declare his; disapprobation

of பபபல
the

least hostile intention towards Spain;
' and she would confidently assert, that

வாத

6

_ Deither- of: these monarchs. haduany.
View to territorial agerandizement. .:
«On the 7th May, ‘Lord Castlereagh

pring

(ese was entidled: to inter
> with another,. because changes

eo
‘heowas able officially
to ‘state; that the Russian army had.
feceived orders to stop,-and. would
not pass its:own frontier: This fact
would be sufficient
to:prove how im=

might: be effected’in. its: government |

in-a-way which the former’ state dis; |) _
approved. For: certain states to,eredt
themselves into a tribunal, to judge
of the internal affairs, of others,.w
to-arrogate to. themselves. ட் 0!

properly
and. illibera lly these- two. . whi

-could, only. b: assumed an |des :

great:powers had: been treated in: the fiance of : the law.o
lie tise) yah winks 5 Goer sete de: ர principles,o f common:
eas.‘Milton-and'
Mr Waire; while thought “that: the illustrious
action
ati the in=.

ய Spheeoed

aeitip

shesbs papers should be laid official!

acommanding position,-and opposing
her:
as a barrier: sto theiprogress

ing for aid to her ally; and

i

«The final, iscussion on this subject
the session-took place on, the

the continent.; As the affairs of Italy

tliat thong

had; been

monay

ill advised
in adopting pt

ciples: which were not gone

of sound:policy.;,
but -he. believe
it had.been!guided. mien

oe

மாடும்.
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_ thana real desire to:preserve thepeace: liberty could not be established
witha
¢ of Hurope—that
they had had no view out destroying: monarchy; the people
/ toaggrandize themselves by theacqui- might, in their turn; declare monarchy
sition of territory. There was now a inconsistent with liberty.. It. was,
conspiracy abroad which menaced the then, the duty of England, which had
existence of every regular govern<
ment:
When that was the case, he
was not prepared to say how far ge~

neral principles like those contained
in the declarations of the sovereigns
might not be defended, as the means
of preventing evils with which all'governments were threatened.

dom with monarchical institutions,
to
interfere on: this’ occasion, and shew

to the world how much of national
happiness’and security would be lost

‘which

the

by either extreme,
(at jum igus
On the same day Lord
W. Bentinel
brought forward his motion respect=
ing’the affairs of Sicily: Peculiar interest was attached
to it in the: House,

He was) no

ad-

noble lord’ had commanded
the Bri+

| Sir James Mackintosh rejoiced) to

hear the’ condemnation

noble lord had passed upon the prin=
ciples ‘contained in the declarations
of thé sovereigns.

solong experienced
the union of free= —

mirerof revolutions as such, but he

from the length ‘of time: and the diss
tinguished* ability with’ which», the

was an'admirer of those who created

a system of order out of a'system:
of

tish force by which: that island was
defended: against: Frances It was in
consequence’ of the’ interest thus ins

abuse!’ He could not admit that a
révolution was the greatest of all evils.

had: been’ enabled ‘to ‘overcome: the

‘greatest of evils was to- bea

perpetual slaves © The

‘declarations

_ ofthe sovereigns made no distinction

_ between the most justifiable rebellion

spired, /his'lordship observed, that he

reluctance felt by him to present him
self for the first time before the House. —

He whovhad an opportunity of sees

ing the progressive improvement of

against avcruel and bloody tyranny;

Sicily, andyhad had the mortification
of seeing all the best rights
and privileges of the people taken away—
their prospects blasted, and them=
selves, after the:promises held: out to

ciples on which the invasion of Italy

them, placed in a worseisituation than
they were in before the British were

ae a wanton mutiny against a’ mild
|wellreeulated government. Was
it not true, by the description which
the noble marquis applied to the’prin=

Was justified; that the allied sovereigns

had entered into.a conspiracy against
the laws of nations? Was it not true,
_ that the’attack
on Naples'was an! at=
_ tack on‘all states that attemptediare=

formation
of the abuses ‘of govern=

_ tient? “Could: therein

the whole

த Of history, be found: conspiras

_ tors against
the peace, the
repose;
_ aid the rights ofnations,
if these mie

_ litary despots
were not? ‘He thought

_ the allied morarchs had’not:consult«
ed théir own ‘interests
!itv thelr Jate

among them,he*who: had: seen all

these things, must be supposed'to feel
deeply wpon such an’ occasion. ois

berty had been granted to this people
ow principles’ not’ inconsistent with
thoseof alta naire mee ரங்கம்
been Jegally

pledged, and

upon aus

When he
பண்ன வல ாற்கி
quitted Sicily, there! were:two'condix

for-on the
tions’ solemnly ‘stipulated
part of the Sate One was, that:nb.

individual/should bemolested
for his

with the British while they’
_ Cbnidixéti" By'denouncing allpopular connexion
the affairs‘of the island 5
administered
iples, they

ion fre

might provokevretali2

ண்கள் வடக்கன்

theitpowér. ரப நகல்
த
that

the other, that-their

tighs, and privis

legesishould:not: be!impaired:by the

28.

டப்ப
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Stitution, andinot:effected, ‘as niodern -

-mue
any man,
willingly go back to'that palladium

alterations:in government tere; ¢ither

by the-army,
or by:seciet associations.

‘However,
after working fornean twelve
jnontlis:
in| remodelling: the:constitu-

| ofliberty+to that:invaluableiblessing
_ Scottish independenée. .The-same

tion, the patties: intrnsted:with that

- opinion, insregard'to Ireland, was be-

duty:canieto.ardéads:ea acDherconSequenceswas; thatthe
two2Houses

coming daily more prevalent:among
many
of those who had:most:strenu-

addressed the:cCrown;-andnaiaoyal

,ously opposed the: union- with) that -com mission: was appointed
| to effect
éountry,.'‘Lhe interposition of; the ithe desired: objects :cTbis royal comBritish in’ the’ constitution: of Sicily missionalso failed:;.andithen theking

hhad:been solely with the

view of fit»

‘wascalléd:
on to:rénew the! constitu-

ting that island: fora military station. ‘tion:of oes
been found
| dtimust,) however, have been: unplea- impracticable.
tos earry:cinto veffect.
sing tothe people, and its/result had ‘Bhis) was referred::tox theyeduneilrof
not been happy. As far as he could state;under whose;cognizanceat was

ee

knew a constitution ‘for, several months,.without aby good

Jess suitedto the genius'ofa:people,
i
|

1 less:likely to !work
-for them,
than that which
formed ;. and -he believed

| therecwas
no feeling, more’ general
|

|

whenthe British troops left theisland,
_ thansthat that constitution could not
stands ‘Those-who formed it:affected
' to«take:
the. British

constitution:
for

theirin

believed they

ect,

ble: ‘on which
௦ determined

even in the

' Most minute point of arrangement
(a

laugh);as far

of government, the

administration

raising or thesup=

Porting an army, were concerned,
no

_ eonstitution:could beamore: defectives
and it:was: equally ‘inefficient: for ise
_ curing ‘the happiness: of the people.

க Atslength all: parties determined that

_ afundamentalichange shouldbemade:

்

வக்

being effected:
Soithatifitwere wished to.establish thé: reigmiofichaos
in:
Atalysi those»individuals
appeared to
-have:pursved themost feasiblemeans
for: ithe: accomplishment ‘ofthat: ob»

jecto:He
was not! awarerofthere' ha-

ving:beens:during
the six years that

had elapsedisince: the period»of our
leaving: Sicily,‘a single instancerof a
Sicilian alleging thatihe:had:beenall.
used) on accountof his previous!cons -hexion with:the
British. He.did protest vagainst. therextravagant:notion
thatthe Britishogovernmentiwasite
be
held’ to-ah etérnal:interference imSi-

cilian,affairs:; for:suchowas the effect
‘of that: principle
of obligationcwhich
was contended for by:the

12

It would be perfectly. unjustifiableand
impracticable}:
unless wei had madera
specific contract forsticlvinte

161

nee:

Hewas mot aware; therefo re, ofiany.

now |
ourt-was autho= . circumstance’ by whicheit:could
beéijustifiedicy: sz ai திலி off tdoratet

ர aeeitoexplain tothe people:of Si-

_ clly194/4!othei ற
_ Great Britain to withdraw her: troops

)

ப

ட

கர்

வர

| ன ட்

delay,in bringing»it- forward; ho
ta எனனை
a
_ Ptesented on: that: occasion,
i hecexe by: Britain; :tillithe) papersiwere laid —
__ Pressed a hope, that whatever changes ‘on the table. The question; asreplied
| Were made
nade படத ட பாக்கர் to: byotheenoble\»marquisjcinvolved
by,means
of the cons three propositionsicNirststherewasino
i from,the-island ; and.it was perfectly

| tille;ithat im the memorial:which
he

the

SirsJ.oMackintosh\:strongly

[Cirar. 4,
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try. This main question being cleared away, there remained no longer
- any reasonable pretence for refusing

to the Catholics an equal participation of civil rights. The doctrine

that Catholics did not consider the
oaths made with Protestants binding,
was long since swept away along with

the rubbish of other prejudices ; but

let the House recollect how long they
had suffered from the effects of such

the sentiments of the great body of
am
i
that persuasion.

அட
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After these preliminaries, Mr Plunkett rose to bring forward his grand

motion in favour of the Catholics. He

disclaimed employing any argument
founded on supposed disaffection in
the Irish Catholics. Such an argument their conduct had nobly refuted. Determined as they were to per-

|

severe in their efforts to obtain re.)

dress of grievances and restoration of
rope disavowed the doctrines imputed _ rights, they were equally determined
to them ; in vain had the opinions of never to seek them but as the result
the most learned universities been de- of wisdom and justice in the legisla.
elared ; in vain had the example of ture, in which they knew that they|
could not-be ultimately disappointed,
the amicable manner in which Catholics and Protestants lived together He admitted that there existed an
eager desire for redress, and some:
operated ; the tests which had been
created on the ground of such preju- what of that sickness of heart, which
arises from hope deferred. He did
dices still continued. How absur
not expect that the remedy would at
‘was it to exact an oath, that no menThe} ,
once remove all discontent.
tal reservation was intended, and no
dispensation expected from the Pope,. waves were heard to roll for some) ,
time after the tempest had ceased.) when, if such were the case, no oath

prejudices. In vain had Catholic Eu-

could be binding.

The Catholics,

however, valued the sanctity of an
oath too highly to make it an instrument of political power where they

could not take it conscientiously.

It

was therefore most fallacious and absurd to say, that Catholics did not
regard the sanctity of an oath, and at

the same

time to place an oath as the

only barrier to their power.

It was

arguing in a circle. His lordship quo~<
ted the sentiments of Bishop Hoadly

and Archdeacon Paley, that though
it might be necessary, from urgent
political

circumstances,

to withhold.

for a time certain privileges from the
Catholics, the first opportunity ought
to be embraced of placing them on a
level with their fellow-citizens.

The

motion being seconded by Lord Glenorchy, the petition was laid upon the

table.

Mr Plunkett afterwards pre-

The measure was objected to on ati

,

details, and some want of agreement |
in its friends. Such-a course wie

,
ு

count of the difficulty of settling the) )

fair, manly, nor candid. The Catho-) ;
lies called for concessions which jus: |,
tice required, which the constitution |
,

admitted, and which policy warrant}

ed.

]

If you showed the request to be |

unfounded inargument, he yielded the

}

question ; but if you objected to the

form of the measure, or to the detail
of the terms, he would say it was nol
fair, manly, nor candid, to mect the

uestion so.

Ay

]
mt

|

What right have you) :

Mr Plunkett proceeded, what right |]

have you to neutrality on sucha ques}
tion? Why don’t you come forwalt) ।
to assist us ? Why don’t you remove)
the objections which you are so sem)!

sible of? Why don’t you clear u
obscurities which mislead us 2

Wha

senteda petition, signed by several right have you to wrap yourself Ub
thousands of the Catholics
of
Ireland, - in neutrality on a question ¥ hich,
and which, he could say, contained not bad, is necessarily good?
_, 48
ர
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publican principle; hostile to the very
soul of the constitution; it wrested
the ‘sceptre from

the

hands

of the

King, to strike at the rights of the
‘King’s subjects. The 30th of Charles
Il. was passed upon the principle,
that the prince on the throne was
_ strongly suspected of beinga Catholic; it was a sort of substitute for a bill

of exclusion. It was continued in the

Act of Union, only until parliament

should otherwise provide. “ Backed by these clear proofs of the original nature of our constitution—backed by the plain object and scope of
the reformation—by the plain object
and scope of the revolution—by the

provisions of both the unions—by
the subsequent declarations of parlia-

REGISTER,
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profession and his country, but on)

every thing connected with the inte.#

rests of our nature?

Where is my!

illustrious friend Ponsonby, the con./

stitutional leader of the ranks of op.)

position, revering alike the privileges |
of the crown and the rights of its)
<subjects? Where is the lamented)
Elliot, as noble in his nature as libe._
ral in his sentiments,—the model of a)

true and unaffected aristocracy ?—

Where is the firm constitutional inte.
grity of Pigott?

But, above all, how

shall I deplore that overwhelming
ant} —
inestimable

loss

last sustained, ant

;

with which I dare not trust myself?)

Missing the presence of all these, can},
I feel any thing like triumph? Walk.

ing before the sacred images of these _
illustrious dead, as in a public and)
solemn procession, shall we not dis
loyal subjects ; but, above all, backed by the practice of the last fifty miss all party feeling, all angry pas)
?” Mr
years—by the whole course of the. sions, and unworthy prejudices
late reign—which, if the doctrines P. would now particularly conside
ment, that the Catholics are liege and

now maintained were true, would be

tle speech formerly made by Mr Peel,

an outrageous violation of the consti-

than whom no man’s opinion was like.

tution ; backed, too, by the declared

opinions of all the great men who
have lived since the agitation of this
. question—of Mr Dunning, Mr Pitt,
Mr Fox, Mr Burke, Mr Sheridan, and

Mr Windham; in short, by the authority of every man whose name has had
buoyancy enough to float upon the
stream of time, have I not then tri-

umphantly accomplished what I set
out with asserting, viz. that the

ex-

clusion of the Catholics was no fundamental part of the constitution?

Yet; why do I say triumphantly?
When I miss so many of the orna-

‘ments thatillustrated
this House when
the subject was formerly agitated, I

should feel any thing but triumph.
‘Where
is Whitbread, the incorruptible

.and sleepless sentinel of the constitu-

- tion? Where the more than dawning

_ virtues of Horner ?>—the matured ex-

ly to produce a stronger impressiol
on the public mind. Mr Peel urged,

that in the present state of Irel
and the disproportion which existel
between the Protestants and the|
tholics,

it was

impossible

thi

latter should be faithful to their

.

and should not seekto establish thes

premacy of their own faith.
In thal
case,” said Mr Plunkett, “ Catho
and Protestants are in a state o
minable hostility ; we are be
support our establishment to o

gasp, and they to their latest

bound

to attempt its destr

‘Thus are we lashed together,
struggling, and never in sec’
I could view the question as
honourable member for Oxf

at it, I would at once aband
tention of legislation; not i
that I should bring back t

and the security 0
cellence
of Romilly, that steady light the glory,
that: threw a lustre, not merely on his _ cestors, but because I sho

.
_

ft
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"they were doomed to perish. I should
'f

retire from the question, not like him
to a state of rest, but of torpor—not

‘to repose, but to that insensibility
‘which is the prelude to dissolution.”

_Mr P. would venture to assert, that

the Catholics were wholly guiltless of
such a frightful imputation ; that they
harboured no hostility to the esta-

blishment.

“ Every rational Roman

Catholic feels himself no more at liherty to attempt the subversion of our

establishment, than to entertain the
unworthy purpose of depriving an individual of his property.
He knows
that the same principle gives him and
us life, liberty, and property ; and he

wisely prefers the Protestant esta-

|

|
|
|

blishment in an unimpaired state, to
a Roman Catholic establishment in a
_Subverted one. He is bound by the
oath he takes, both as a man ‘and a
Christian, not only not to make the
attempt, but to resist it, if made in
any other quarter ; and if, indeed, the
oath were, as is contended, so con-

tary to the principles of his religion

and'his nature, it would be as unjus-

tifiable in the legislature to impose it
sit would be disgraceful in a Catholic
to take it. I ask the right honourable
gentleman on what authority he takes
upon him, in opposition to the assertions, to the oaths of the Catholics,

to brand and burn this stigma upon

large volume of human nature any
ptneiple which calls upon Roman
Catholics to subvert that state by
whose laws he is protected, merely

் ‘that the heads of his priests may
be

_ decorated with a mitre. If, however,

s excluded from the privileges of

We state merely on account of his reee
he is made an invidious
வ,

|

i their foreheads? I cannot find in the

| 4.

<Pllon in a country which permits

4.

us; and if this exception extend
Jit natorum et qui nascentur

talents and virtues of all other
ae to advance them to the highest

115

ab illis, they will'indeed have a suffix
cient motive to aim at the destruction
of that state which heaps upon them

onlyso heavy aload of injustice.” The

Speaker proposed to require exten.
sive securities from the Catholics,
particularly in regard to the loyalty
of their clergy; but the grand remedy, in comparison of which all others
were vain and nugatory, “‘is,” said he,
“to incorporate the Roman Catholics .
with thestate, that their interest shall.

beoursecurity, torivet them, asitwere,

to the state, and through the state to

the establishment.

I would unite the

Catholic by every affection and every

good feeling of his nature—by every

motive that ‘can operate upon his
heart and head—by every obligation’

that can bind his conscience, andevery
argument that can convince his un-

derstanding ; not so much by adding
to his power, as by removing every

offensive exclusion—every unworthy
distinction. I do not propose here’ to
strike the shackle from his limbs, for

he is free;

but to remove

the brand

from his forehead, for he is stigmatized. I would not have him a marked man and a plotting sectary, but
would raise him to the proudest rank
man can attain—to the rights and
privileges of a free-born subject. Do
not, I entreat you, as sincere friends
to the Protestsnt establishment, reject

this appeal for justice and grace ; do

not drive your Roman Catholic bro~

therfrom your bar a discontented sec-

tary ; do not tell him who wishes to
bea friend that he is, and ought to be, an enemy.” Could Mr Peelassert,

that Ireland must ever remain’ asi it.
now is, a moral jungle, only fit for
the abode of beasts, and men like
beasts? It might be said, that there
was a point where concession must
stop; but this was not the act of

1793, which placed them in the most,

strange and anomalous situation.—
_They were entitled
to vote for every

:
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of Irland, to restore to her concord
and unanimity, all his fears for the
church would give way, and he would

be among the first to hail the success
£ the present motion. But he beed these evils to arise from a deeper cause. He could not review the
past history of England and Ireland; he couldnot revert to the gallant
struggle for mastery which had long

been carried on between them; he

could not recollect

the perpetual

transfers of power, the repeated con-_

fiseations of property, and the constant bickerings between the Cathoi
Protestant interests of the
out thinking that they

su

to produce that degree

of animosity between the contending
parties, which the honourable and
earned gentleman had attributed to

- the penal laws alone. He did not
think that the repeal cf the laws af.
fecting Roman Catholics would harmonize contending and conflicting

feelings.

He did not wish to touch

prospectively upon the consequences

of intemperate struggles for power ;
he did not wish to use language which

might be construed into a harsh interpretation of the acts and objects of
men who pursued a career of ambi-

REGISTER, 1821.
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only anticipate the revival of animo. |

sities now happily extinet, and the|
continuance, in an aggravated form, |
of angry dissensions now happily
gliding into decay and disuse. Such
were

his

sentiments;

but

he

had|

given no encouragement to the peti-|
tions which had been sent in against
the measure. He told the parties by
whom he had been consulted, that he’
cared not for their petitions—he yalued them not; for, in his view, the

House of Commons were fully competent to decide upon the whole me.
rits of the case, unaided by external

assistance. He thought they required

no illumination from without

able them to form a sound
upon whatever question was
ted to their consideration.
of course, bound to wish

to en-

|

decision
submit.
He was,
that the }

opinions which he honestly felt might
prevail;

but their prevalence

must

still be mingled with regret at the

disappointment which he knew the

success of such opinions must entail }
upon a great portion of his fellows
subjects.

If, however,

on the cons

trary, the motion succeeded, there
was no man who heard him would
more cordially rejoice if his predic.
tions

proved

unfounded,

his argu.

tion; but he must-say this, that if ments groundless, and if the result

parliament admitted anequal capacity
for the possession of power between
Protestant and Catholic in this empire, they would have no means, con=

should exemplify the sanguine ex
pectations of the right honourable

mover, and give an increased confi:

‘between the Protestant and Catholic

dence to all classes of his Majesty's
subjects in that interesting country, |
in which such union and harmony
was most desirable.
(3
Sir James Mackintosh felt all the
disadvantage he laboured under
coming forward after the subject.

ary vepresentation, so far from seeing

ous display of talent by the #
speaker, who had often been admired
for his commanding powers, never s0)
greatly exercised as upon this night,

points of mutual difference, he could

greatest master of eloquence and reas

sidering the state of the population,

of securing that equal division of
power, which was, in his opinion, essential to the stability of the existing
form of government, The struggle

_ would be violent, and the issue doubtful. If they were to be sent forth together as rival candidates, with an
equal capacity for direct parliament- '

_ any prospect of the
the alleviation of

been exhausted with such a prod:

hen he. shewed himself to be the

இ

Cua. 47]
mained in

their present state of ex-

clusion.
- Severalother members spoke, chief
"Jy in favour of the motion for going’

- into a committee, which was carried,

- ina very crowded house, by the narrow majority of 227 to 221.0
On the 16th, Mr Plunkett, in mo-

ving the second reading of the bill,
entered into some explanation of its

nature. It proposed to admit the
Roman Catholic to all political rights

and privileges, with the following ex-

ception—“ That nothing herein contained shall extend,

or be construed

to extend, to enable any person, being a Roman

Catholic,
to hold

and

enjoy the office of lord high chancel_ lor, lord: keeper, or lord commissioner
of the great seal of Great Britain, or

ர்
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throw or distutherbProtestant Gon
of Great Britait! and Treland, or the

vernment, or the Protestant Church,

of Scotland,
ProtChurch
esta
nt as byட்

law‘establisand‘
hed';
that I w

correspond or communicate with

the

Pope'‘or See of Rome, or

any

tribunal established or ‘to be’ ésta-

blished by the Pope or See
of Rome,

or bythe authority of the same, or
with any person or persons autho-

rised or pretending to be

by the! Pope or See of Rome,

authorised

or with

any other foreign ecclesiastical authority, on any matter or thing which
may interfere with or afféct the civil
duty and allegiance which is due to

his Majesty, his heirs and successors,
from all his subjects.”
Here Mr Plunkett

observed, that

or

with respect to the appointment of

other the chief governor or governors
‘of Ireland.” The oath of supremacy
was to be modelled in such a manner

‘Pope; the nomination was formally
made in that manner, but to all in-

of lord lieutenant or lord deputy,

as merely to deny all right of the Pope
to interfere with the civil duty and

the Roman

Catholic

bishops by the

tents and purposes not practically.
In no instance did the Pope, inpoint

obedience owing to the sovereign.—
The following oath was also to be
_ taken by every Catholic clergyman,
previous to his entrance into holy
orders :—=
i
2
ie

of fact, practically exercise this right;
so that.in making any provision re-_
specting the appointment of the கே tholie bishops by the Pope, he was
providing a theoreticalremedy against

_ heyer concur in or consent to the ap-

was no practical evil to be guarded
against, there was yet that sort of

_ “1, A. B., do swear that I will

pointment or consecration of any Ro-'
man Catholic bishop, or dean, or vicar
apostolic, in the Roman Catholic
Chureh in the united kingdom, but

such as I shall conscientiously deem
to be of. unimpeachable loyalty and
peaceable conduct ; and I do swear

that T have not and will not have any
Correspondence

or

communication

with the Pope or See of Rome,

_

ப

or

with any court or tribunal established

to be established by the Pope or
See of Rome, or by the
authority
of
the
‘
same,

a theoretical danger. Although there.

apprehension upon which the Pro-

testant mind had a right to be satis-

fied. As to the actual nomination

of

the Catholic bishops m Ireland

had beena series of disputes,
and |
variety of claims. Tt was first among
the Catholics contended th a the
bishops of the province shoulc

one to fill the vacant see; then;

‘the dean and chapter should

elect

;”

. lastly, the parish priests put in

to the right of election. But, im all
these instances, the nominationb the
Sons authorised or pretending
Pope was practically excluded.’ The :
to
be
authorised
by the Popeor Seeof Rome, Popehad, therefore, practically, as lit-or with any person or per=

tending directly or indirectly to overs

tle to do with originating thenomina-

—
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tion of the Catholic bishopsin Ireland,

as he had with the nomination of the
Protestant bishops in England.
The same speakers were on the
field upon this as upon the former
occasion ; but we can only introduce
those features which possess the cha-

racter of novelty. .
:
* Mr Bankes gave his decided opimion against the motion.
The principle of the measure conceded. the
right of admissibility to every office
in the country as belonging to every
person of every sect. This was a
principle somewhat similar to that
which was held by individuals who
contended for the radical doctrines.
of universal suffrage and annual parliaments—doctrines which he was
conyineed his right honourable friend
held in as much detestation as he
himself did,

Now, he knew no state

that would admit to its dearest privi-

leges, persons who, to be consistent
with themselves, must desire the de-

struction of an important portion of
thatstate. The Catholic church would
allow no communion with any other
church ; it held, that no toleration
should be granted to any other church;
it declared that there could be no sal_ vation out of the pale of that church.
As to a communion with a different
church, it would be considered, as
the Pope himself had said, “ like the
communion between Christ and Belial.” Persons professing this belief
could, in his opinion, have no other

desire than that the Protestant esta-

blishment should not be suffered to
remain as it at present stood. It was
said, that the number of commoners

who would obtain seats in parliament,
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a number as 100 members—nay, less
than that number—when leagued to. |

gether in that House for any specific

purpose, might, within no very long
time, have an opportunity of causing
themselves to be effectually heard in
parliament. Let the House consider,
when they were legislating, how
weak and feeble any such clause
must be, when opposed to new cir.
cumstances, and advanced against all
those occurrences which time might |
roll on them,
There was nothing so
foolish as to think of legislating for

futurity.

If this bill were read a se.

cond time, he would move that a
provision should be made by govern.
ment for the Catholic clergy. The
right honourable gentleman depreca.
ted this measure as premature; but
he allowed that the time would come

when it would be proper to make

such a provision. He, however, would .
tell the two honourable members that
they need not give themselves any
trouble on the subject; because, if
they

once

put

the

power into the

hands of the Catholic church, they
would be able and willing to help
themselves. With regard to granting
the elective franchise originally, he
would say that it was a concessi

contradiction

to all sound policy,’

considering the way in which it was

conferred. It should have been grant:
ed, either ‘in a more full latitude,
or
else those who proposed it should

have stopped short. If it had been
possible for that measure, which was

passed in the year 1798, to have come
before the British parliament, he for

one would never have consented
to |
it. But it might be said, why uot

in all probability would not exceed repeal it if it be so absurd?
100—and that, from so small a body, right honourable gentleman, how
no danger could reasonably be ap- ever, knew that there wexe mally
prehended. The number, however, things which, if once passed into 4
did not at all affect the principle of law, could not be repealed. 1௦18.
~ the measure.

But he would go fur-

ther, and contend, that even so small

peal the elective franchise granted i
the Irish Catholics was impossible;

.
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that measure was in this respect similarto the Union, of which he at the

time expressed his disapprobation,
and with regard to which he stated
that it was an experiment that, if
once made, could never be undone,
whatever might be its consequences.

‘Mr Wilberforce expressed his re-

gret at differing from a gentleman
with whom he generally agreed ; but

123

dignifying,
zing

enlarging,

influence; but

and liberaliin that House

they would be enlightened in the
principles and practical influence of
If they
the British constitution.

owed any servile obedience to the

dictates of their spiritual pastors, in
that House they would have an opportunity of removing such preju-

dices.

They would thus come to

too far in granting the elective franchise, the only safety now was in‘adyaneing further. Undoubtedly one
of the discoveries reserved for late
times, and to be made by those who
were little respected for their worldly

learn the true dignity of their circumstances, and would no longer be
the narrow-minded bigots which they
had formerly been represented to be.
It was also fair to state that the Roman Catholic religion had been professed by men whose characters re-

wisdom, was, that persecution
for reli-

flected

he conceived, that if they had

gone

honour

on Christianity

and

gious opinions was not only one of mankind. He might instance Pascal
and Fenelon, of the latter of whomhe ~
the wickedest, but one of the most
would say, that he had been sent
foolish things in the world. The
treatment which Ireland had exper- * from Heaven to bless mankind with
enced was enough to wake every ge- the mildness of his wisdom and the
nerous sympathy of the human mind. efficacy of his example. If there was
anything peculiarly distinguishing
At the time when Ireland, as had
this country, it was its being a counbeen truly said, was called ‘the mother of the saints,” and possessed try of law; and the meanest of its
more pure religion than any other inhabitants felt proud in submitting —
country in Europe, she was made a to that law. In Ireland, on the contrary, the lowest of the inhabitants
prey to lawless oppression. At a subsequent period, when the liberties of might be said to be remarkable ra~

this country were established by the
glorious Revolution, she was still op-

ட
and those who governed
England acted the part of a step-mother to Ireland. He recollected that

Mr Pitt, in bringing about the Uni-

ther for an habitual abhorrence, than

for an accustomed observance, of the
law. Let not Englishmen suppose,
under such a state of circumstances,
the Irish Catholics were

that when

admitted into a participation of the
blessings derived fromthe British con-

on, considered the incorporation of
the parliaments into one as an ar- stitution, they would not be improved
| Tangement by which the rights of in character, ameliorated in condition,
the Catholics might be granted with and theirrational habitsand prejudices —
He would,
More safety. If there was any Ca- softened and assuaged.
_ tholic who‘had bad feelings towards therefore, in conclusion, only state,

Wilberforce)

he
that with whatever apprehension

bring him into the House, and thus

which the conviction of its great im-

that House, he

(Mr

would the rather on that account

give him an opportunity of correct-

Ing his errors. The Catholics had
not known the constitution in its

approached

portance

the

could

subject—a feeling

not

fail to impress

him with—a feeling, which from his

heart he certainly did entertain, (for

~
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there were many who knew with
what tenderness and caution he had
at length come toa conclusion, which

was somewhat in contrariety to his
former opinion on this matter ;) yet
he thought that he had now ascertained from all which he had heard,
and from much reflection on the subject, that the object of his right honourable friend was calculated to in-

sure the ultimate security of the

country.

Sa

Mr Canning came forward on this
occasion, in strenuous support of Catholie concession. In ridicule of the
declarationagainst transubstantiation,
he employed the following comparison.
A murder had been advertised
by a magistrate who had heard that
.amurder

had

been

committed,

and

that the murderer wore a wig and
spectacles.
The magistrates afterwards found that no murder had been
committed ; but a man had been apprehended who wore a wig and spec-

tacles, and he must be hanged, not

for murder, but for wearing the wig
and spectacles. So it was with the:
Roman

Catholic;

he had

been

for-

merly the object of penal laws, because,

believing

in transubstantia-

tion, he had been attached to an exiled family ; that family no longer
existing, he was now punished for
believing in transubstantiation. The
Protestants, in the time of William

II1., had most severely retaliated the

laws enacted by the Papists against
them. From that parliament emanated a series of laws,

such

as had

_ Not previously existed in the records
of legislation—laws which were of
such a nature as rendered it probable
that the framer

of them

had

taxed

his imagination to find out the sore

_ points of human nature to which he
might apply them as corrosives—laws
which set the son against the father,
the wife against the husband, and

[சேடி

thus counteracted all the feelings of
nature—laws which destroyed all the
comforts of domestic life so long
as
they existed, and exist they did un.
til the 14th.of George III., all in full)

force and undiminished vigour.

|

By),

them the conforming son could seize)

upon the property of the unconform.
ing father; by them the treacherous)
wite could array herself in the riches
of her unsuspecting husband; by
them the orphan heretic could be
robbed by any plunderer of his pa-

_

trimony ; by them there was no faith

in families, no feeling of security, no
permanency of security, no domestic
life. In 1774, began the relaxation

of this accursed system, which might

be said to be completed in 1792, when

the elective franchise was granted to

the

Catholic;

for after

that it was

absurd and inconsistent not to allow
him to sit in parliament. For three
centuries we had been erecting
mounds, not to assert or improve,
but to thwart nature; we had raised
them high above the waters; and
they had stood for many a year frown
ing proud defiance upon all that at-

|

tempted to cross them ; in the course
of ages they had been nearly broken
down, and the narrow isthmus which
they now formed stood between two

kindred seas ; the fountains saw each

other, and fain would meet.

Shall |

we fortify the mounds which are now

|

almost

,

in

ruins,

or shall

we leave

them to moulder away by time an

accident—an event which, though
distant, was certain to happen, aud
which,

when

it did happen,

would

only confer a thankless favour? 0
shall we, as has been advised,

away at once the isthmus that
mains, and float upon

Te

the mingling

wave the ark of our common const
tution ?
.
1
oa
‘This vote was carried by the still

narrow majority of 25810 245... 081.
ச்
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ESTED
I

A CATES

the bill gomg into a committee, a
long series of debates ensued upon
its successive clauses. The most imortant amendment moved was by
Mr Bankes, on the 26th of March,
which went to expunge the clause,

admitting Catholic members to sit in
The amendment was
Parliament.

supported by the Speaker, who, on

this occasion, was exempted from his

usual necessity of not speaking.

He

conceived it a more serious question

whether the Catholics should be ad-

on their country, and enti-

tled them to every concession and favour which

could be granted with-

out affecting the security of the constitution.
:
;
_ Mr Canning considered the admission of Catholics to Parliament as.
forming the most important point, if
not the whole of the bill. It was that
of which, if refused, the refusal would
take much from the value of such
Concessions, and of which, if conce-

mittedto the making of laws thah to

ded, the concession, if other conces-,

nistration was an evil, but a far inferior

also granted, would enhance greatly

saidto be passed permanently; but
why was that language used? He
knew no permanency that belonged
to laws in this country any longer

granting of which, in addition to
other matters to which other mem-.
bers and the right honourable person,
who had last spoken had alluded,
would form the key-stone of that arch
which they were erecting, and’ complete that incorporation of interests
which was the object of those who
took part in promoting this bill. He.
would grant, for the argument, that
onehundred Catholic members should

theadministering of them. Mal-admi-

evil to unjust legislation. Laws were

_ than this—that they were in force as
long as it might please Parliament
not to alter them. An honourable
member, he believed the member for

Bramber (Mr Wilberforce) had said,

that the admitted members, being in
agreat minority, might be expected
to relinquish their faith and to become Protestants. The honourable
member would permit him to remark,.

thathe (Mr Wilberforce) being, for
aught he knew, himself a very good
Protestant, might hope that such a
conversion might take place; but a
good Catholic,
ee ri

and. patriotism had conferred lasting.
benefits

on

the

other

hand,

would say—* Give us free admission.
into Parliament, and all its members
willturn Catholics.” Believing, then,

that it was a proper jealousy which

_ excluded Roman Catholics from the
administration of certain laws, he
“Must confess that he

could

not see

ow the same principle of exclusion
should not apply to the present case.

the honourable gentleman,

at the

Same time, admitted the conduct of
the Roman Catholics had been not
ae good, but highly meritorious ;

and the excellence
of their conduct

sions of preat public importance were
their importance.

It was a point, the

be returned, partly from Ireland and

partly from England

; he would grant _

that they would combine ; he would
grant that they would combine for
overturning

the

ecclesiastical esta-

blishment ; but, granting all this, he

asked how they were to go about it?
It must be—Ist, By force of reasoning; 2d, By force of numbers SOLS
3d, By force alone. Was it then tobe
gravely stated, that the eloquence’ of
the one hundred members would sue-.
ceed in persuading gentlemen attach-

ed to the Frotestant establishment to

join them in destroying it, in order

to make way for the magnificent ediக்
fice of mitred popery?
‘Mr Bankes’s amendment was negatived by 223 against 211.
The third reading of the bill took
place on the 2d of April, whena
warm and lengthened debate again
வ்

ட்.
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ensued;

but

it was

passed

ANNUAL.
with

a

somewhat greater majority than be-

fore, (216 to 197.)

After the pill had been dragged
through the Lower House with such

difficulty, and by such narrow majo-

Yities, it was easy to foresee its fate
in that upper region, where the aristocracies, both

of church

and

were in high predominance.
too,

however,

it had

zealous

state,

There
and

powerful advocates ; and was subjected to a discussion still more elaborate
and extended. ©
The subject was first introduced by
Earl Grey, on the 16th of April, with
the presentation of two petitions, one
from the English Catholics in general, the other from six Catholic peers,
the Duke of Norfolk, the Earl of
Shrewsbury,

Lord

Arundel,

Lord

Petre, Lord Clifford, and Lord Stourton. There did not exist men more
distinguished for the exemplary discharge of their public and private
duties through all the various walks
of life. This would be acknowledged
even by those who felt themselves
under the painful necessity of oppo-

sing their claims.

Earl Grey would

not, unless called upon by unforeseen
circumstances,

take part in the ap-

proaching discussion, as he could of-

fer only an irksome repetition of what

he had often said before.
He referred, in general, to his former opinions,

and with a full conviction, that every

motive of justice and policy, of Christian charity and true religion, and he

would add, of national gratitude, was
in their favour, he could not avoid
anxiously entreating the attention of
the House to these petitions.
On the motion for the second read-

ing, made on the same day, the lead

was taken by the Earl of Donough-

‘more, the staunch and established
advocate of Catholic claims. After a

survey of the successive steps taken
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in furtherance of them, he called the |

particular attention of the House to
a voluntary act which had emanated
from the Papal See. The following
were the important alterations made

by the college of the Propaganda Fide

at Rome, in the oath appointed to be
taken by the vicars Apostolic in Eng.
land, and the Irish Roman Catholic
bishops, according to which the following words, which have caused so
much misrepresentation at all times,
were

omitted,

viz.:—“

Hereticos,

schismaticos, et rebelles eidem Domino

nostrovelsuccessoribus preedictis pro po:

testate persequar et impugnabo.” And
with the addition of the following
words at the conclusion of the oath:

—« Hac omnia et singula co inviolabi-

hus observabo, quo certior sum, mhil
in ws continert, quod juramento fidel.
tatis mew erga serenssimum N. Regem, ejusque ad thronum successores,
debite adversari possit.” He pointed
out also the new character under
which the measure stood, coming as

a bill passed by the other House, af.
ter the most deliberate consideration,
He believed no measure ever passed
through Parliament that was more
completely considered in all its parts,
And what gave greater weight to the
manner in which it passed through
the other House was, that it was not
examined in the heat of passion, but

‘was considered with the utmost mv:
deration and temperance, ‘The bill

effected two objects of extreme importance.

It took away the necessi-

ty of making that declaration which

branded a man for professing thatre-

ligion which was professed by the
greater portion of Europe. The re.
le
modelling the oath of supremacy
approved

of as one of the greatest

beauties of the bill.

a very |
This was

great object, because it shewed, that
that oath, which was the great oath

of fidelity to the state, could be taken

\

நதர
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| by the Roman Catholic as well as by
any other subject, without violating
his religious feelings. \
While Lord D. thushighly approved

of the privileges granted by thebill, he

could not but decidedly object to the

demand of securities appended to it.

He looked upon the Roman Catholic

to be in no respect whatever a suspicious subject. He had proved himself

of concessions that were to be made
to

the

laity.

He

did

not

like the

principle of compulsory oaths. There
was a compulsory oath, and one also

imposed on the Catholic clergy, at the
commencement of the French revolution, which they were obliged to take
under the pain of deportation. But,
thank God, that was not the act of a

regular established government.

The

to be any thing but a suspicious sub-

present oath was not compulsory on
those persons who were to derive be-

eats admitted to the exercise of the
elective franchise, they ought not now
to impose on him what was called an

nefit from the

ject.

Having been for twenty-eight

additional security, but which, in fact,

was no security.

If he were a Ro-

man Catholic, he would

say, “ Take

back your securities, I will not have
| them; and with them also take back
the proffered boon.”
He said this,
because he felt that they wanted no

additional securities ; and they ought
not to insult individuals whom they

_ were about to restore to political privileges. Did they not grossly insult

the Roman Catholics by demanding

those securities?

Did they not say,

_ speaking to the Roman Catholic clergy, “ It is on your account we have

kept the laity so long out of the possession of those good things which

other subjects have enjoyed?”

Did

they not declare to the laity, “ We
have taken from you all your rights

and

privileges, because you have a

disaffected body

of clergy ?”- He

knew, and he could state, from

his

own

the

personal

observation,

that

very reverse of this was the truth,
with respect to the Roman Catholic
clergy in that part of the united king-

dom from which he came; and, as he
believed the reflection cast on the
character of that body was a most
unjust one, he should be ashamed if
ne could for a moment amuse their
lordships with a notion that any
shackles ought to be fastened on the

bill, but on the clergy,

whose situation would not be amelio-=

rated by it. This oath must be taken

by every Roman Catholic clergyman,
though he had been inorders for half
a century, under the penalty of a misdemeanour.
There was nothing in
the oath which any man need be unwilling to swear; but he objected to
it on principle, as a compulsory oath.
The Catholic clergy asked for nothing. They only requested to exercise their functions as they did at
present.
They desired no stipend
from government; they called for no”
extension of privilege. All they wished for was, to be allowed to perform
their duties as heretofore.
‘Their
lordships were not entering into a
treaty with their Catholic fellow-subjects. It was for their lordships to
decide, and it was for them to receive

that decision with deference and respect. The noble earl, in conclusion,
repeated,

in the

strongest manner,

his objections to anything like a negative, or veto, upon the appointment
of the bishops.

_ The Earl of Mansfield opposed the

bill in the strongest terms, and had
been confirmed in his objections by
his long residence in Catholic countries. It would break down all the
securities of the Protestant religion,
without satisfying the Catholics. If
any one supposed that the Catholics
would ever be satisfied without ha-

Roman Catholic clergy as the price ving their laity admitted to all offices,
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without exception or restriction, and in the principles of catholicity, a pre.)
without obtaining for their clergy the dilection for arbitrary power ; in tho
restoration of all benefices and pro- of Presbyterians a democratical ten
perty of the church, and a recogni- ency; while in the Protestant govern.
tion (in principle at least) of the right ment of this country, the great dis. ;
of that family to reign in this coun- tinguishing feature had ever beena
try, which had been set aside by the practical demonstration of all the pri |
Bill of Rights, he was much deceived. ciples of rational liberty, of justic
Tnordinate and reprehensible as his of order, of equal laws, and stead
presumption might be thought, he moderation. Was the glorious bu
wark which exhibited such a spec.
would venture to say, that, in his
judgment, those who expected the tacle to an admiring world, and which
Catholics would be content with less their ancestors had cemented with
than this, shewed little foresight, little their blood, to be now re-modelled? i
knowledge of mankind in general, Was that to be done, too, at a moand of the Roman Catholics in parti- ment when the church establishment |
cular. Jt was plain, that the desire was assailed by open foes, and under |
of controul remained unchanged in mined by secret ones? He gaye he |
=
the church of Rome, though the man- bill his decided opposition.
The Bishop of London felt it 8
ner in which that controul was exercised was changed according to cir- duty not, as on former occasions, to
cumstances. He was ready to believe give a silent vote against the bill, but. i
that the present Pope would not in- to state his conscientious objections to
stigate a massacre of St Bartholomew; it. In taking this course, he begged
to disclaim all hostile or illiberal feel-|
but when had the church of Rome
condemned that massacre? He per- ings towards the Catholic body, for
on
haps would not recommend an edict such he had never entertained;
of Nantes;

but was that edict ever

blamed by the church of Rome? The
present Pope, he would admit, might
grant concessions ; but zealots might
~ rise to the head of the church, anda

the contrary, his feelings and principles were ever to grant to all classes’
of his fellow-subjects the full exercise
of their religion, without molestation’

or insult, while that religion contain-

|

future Pope reverse what the present

ed nothing repugnant to morals

did. The Pope was regarded
as omnipotent, and no arrangement could

always ready to grant the unfettered |

tholics might at one time be directed
to submit to their

lawful

sovereign,

and afterwards be absolved from their
allegiance. The House ought never
to forget the fact, that with the ex-

. isting form of government was inseparably interwoven the Protestant

ம்

To the Catholics he vas |)

enjoyment of their form of wors ம்,
the free disposition of their property, |

the fullest personal protection;
an equal security under the
Beyond these was political pc
and if he could not grant that,

hee

now be obtained which might not be
afterwards subject to reversion. Ca-

decency.

it wa

from a sincere apprehension for the:

safety of the Protestant establish
ment. His great objection was,

church; the one could not be affect-

the religious principle of the Cath

the great characteristic
of an unlimit-

lics—to that-which required, on'
part, unlimited submission to a for

ed without the other. Tyranny was
ed monarchy—caprice
and uncertain-

ty, of arepublic; and with the same:
“unerring Certainty could they trace,

0:
20

reign authority—an authority which,
assumed unlimited dominion overt

consciences, excluding
all
a from them ae

a
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ex

ercise
of their own reason regard-

all matters of religion.

It was a

rinciple of that religion to regard all
jssent in spiritual matters as rebelus contumacy, and to require of its

faries the uniform advocacy of her
interest and power.
That
| genuine doctrine of the

was the
Catholic

J) church, as avowed by her orthodox
I sons. If such, then, was its character, it followed that no oath or con-

judging on such a subject,it was ne-

cessary to examine very carefully the
origin of the penal laws against the
Catholics, and the changes in the
state of society since their enactment.
His historical knowledge led

him to form a conclusion very different from that which had’ been
formed upon the same subject by the
noble

ந cipline, could be deemed by a Catho‘| lic as lawful or valid ; and certainly

ன:

|
நி
)
‘|
||
\)|

none could be understood as being
taken without a reservation of the
nature he had alluded to. Hence it
followed, not that the Catholic, as had
been mvidiously stated, was not to be
believed upon his oath, but that, when

| he took the obligation, he always kept

| in view a reservation for the rights
i andinterests of his church. The great

|| predominating evil of this bill was,

||| thatit divested the established church
| ofthe friendly and direct countenance
| and support of a Protestant govern-
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the duty of arguing this great question calmly and dispassionately. -In

earl who

had

preceded

him;

for not only did past events prove
that the Pope could have no influence
in this country, but also that he ௩௨
ver had any power in any country,
except such as the king of that country had lent himself to support. In
this country it was not likely that the king would lend himself to the support of such power ; for in it the king
must be a Protestant. And whilst
he was on that subject he begged to
remind the House, that the sovereign

; | ment. He hoped their lordships would

in England was not to be considered
as an individual, but as a corporate
body, surrounded and attended by
many high officers of state, responsi-

| | Sovitally altering the controlling prin-

ble, each and all, for the line of con=
duct which he pursued.
Therefore,

|}

bill con-

not only the sovereign himself, but
all his ministers must be Catholics,

ceded everything to the laity unac-

before any support could be given to

j)

tever give their consent to a measure

| || ciple of every branch of government
fy}

athome and abroad.
companied

with

The

restriction;

and

it

|} atiixed securities to ecclesiastical re-

ர

gulations, which, it was

quite

clear,

'¢ ftom the language used by the Ca-

|} tholic clergy, that if carried, they

#) Must eventually be compelled to
ர் abandon. This being his view of the

[)|, C48e,it was impossible he could coun=

f} tenance such a bill. It furnished no
Adequate securities for the safety of
} tte Protestant government, while it
Proposed at once to withdraw from:
Mechurch and the state those barnets with which their ancestors had

“)

[

(snced round the glorious constitu-

tion they had reared.

The Duke of Sussex felt strongly
VOL. XIV, PART

1.

the Pope—a circumstance so improbable, that he considered

the argu-

ment founded upon it as dying away
of itself, and therefore unworthy of
farther attention. The Pope was reduced to that state of insignificance,
or, if he had not had a reluctance to
trample upon the fallen, he would
have

said, to that feeble, ridiculous,

and despicable state, which Sir W.
Blackstone had described as the fit
time for reviewing and softening those .
rigorous edicts against Roman Catholics which nothing but the most
apparent state necessity could for a
moment justify. Feeling that to be
the case, and having

I

an

earnest de-
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sire that his fellow Catholic subjects
should be admitted to a full participation of the blessings of the constitution, he should give his vote in favour of the present bill, especially as
he considered the securities which it
demanded from the Catholics to be
sufficient to preserve the country from
those dangers which some noble lords
feared from the passing of it.
The

strongly

Marquis

of Buckingham,

supporting

emancipation,

the

complained

cause

in’

of

that its

supporters were embarrassed, not by
any increase of talent in their oppo~ nents, but by the perpetual variation
of the arguments to which they were

driven. They took refuge continually

behind

some new intolerance, which

was always found as untenable as the
one they had abandoned.
He was
ready to prove, by historical argument, that the Catholie, as a Catholic, had never been excluded from

office in England.

At the Reforma-

tion, did Edward VI. exclude Catholics from his council-board ? Certain-

ly not; his first council consisted. of
Catholics as well as of Protestants.
He was excommunicated by the Pope

for the share which he took in pro-

moting the Reformation.
Did he
therefore exclude Catholics from of-

fices of power and dignity? certainly

not. A rebellion broke out in the
. north in consequence of that excommunication.
Who was sent to quell
it? the Lord of the Marches, Lord de

Clifford, a Catholic. In the reign of
Queen Elizabeth, when the Spanish
Armada

was

hovering

around

coasts. of England, whom
point to the command of
oppose it? Lord Howard,
ham, a Catholic. Whom
'

did
the
of
did

the

she apfleet to
Effingshe ap-

point to the defence of Dover Castle,

at that time the most important fort-.
ress in the country:2 a nobleman that
was a Catholic. Whom, also, did she
intrust with the office of Lord High
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Admiral of England, an office of suck) jut
power and importance, that succeed,
ing ages have considered it dangerous
to intrust it to any subject, and have
therefore placed it in the hands of
commission? Lord: Howard, of Bf)
fingham, a Catholic nobleman. The
lion-hearted daughter of Henry VIII,
did, indeed, alter the form of the oath
of supremacy as administered to the
Commons ;. but, from a well-founded
confidence in their loyalty, she did
not compel the peers to submit to
that alteration.

She

would

not, as

had been well expressed by lord Ba.
con, place windows

in a man’s breast)

to discover what was passing
and therefore never excluded
tholics from power. JamesI.,
the gunpowder-plot had been

within,
the Cathough
devised

to destroy him, shewed towards them

all

In the reign} to
the same forbearance.
of the second Charles, the Catholics) be
were excluded from power. And) «1

because they had been busily}

tio

engaged, or were supposed to haye)

80)

why?

been busily engaged, in plots to over-} wl
throw the government.

But did that) pr

measure of exclusion extend
Catholics of Ireland? by no
Did William IIT. exclude the
lics merely because they were
lies? No. The preamble of

to the|
means.|
Catho-|
Catho-|
the pe)

pe
52
th
th
Ww‘

nal acts passed in his reign all recited | ha
some positive conspiracy in which the)
Catholics were engaged, and unsuc \
cessfully engaged, to overthrow the 7
government.

2u
Tt
WI
ua

pared decidedly to vote against the)
bill. Disclaiming all reflection agamst
the Catholics as a body, he yet con-)
ceived that their tenets, excluding the)
members of all other churches from
the pale of salvation, formed a wide!
line of separation, and were such &)

°
th
JU
¥8
ky
W!
?

constitution,as settled at the Revo

்

The Bishop of Chester was pre-) %

made them consider all bargains madé A
against the interests of the church0 3
be ipso factoa nullity. The British li

HISTORY.
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|
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|

Jution, was, in all its parts, AntiCatholic; the King must be AntiCatholic; both Houses of Parliament,
Anti-Catholic; almost every oath for

|! admission to office was in its na|) ture Anti-Catholic ; every Peer, and
every Member of Parliament, were

obliged to take an oath which was

Anti-Catholic ; every clergyman, be-

i fore his appointment to a benefice,
was obliged to declare, upon oath,
that no foreign prince had any jurisdiction in this realm.
If this bill
should pass, how could a clergyman
. take that oath? Protestantism was
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session of his own conscience.
The
bill professedly proceeded on the
principle of giving security to a Protestant succession

to the throne, and

to the Protestant churches of England

and

Scotland,

but went on

to

enact what would. certainly undermine the only foundations on which
that security rested. The noble earl
who moved the second reading, disclaimed any wish on the part of the
Catholic clergy of Ireland, or any
disposition to interfere with the emoluments

of

the

established

church.

He said they would rest centent with
the foundation upon which the Brithe alms and free offerings of those of
Whenvhe was in
| tish constitution was raised ; but their communion.
if Catholic emancipation should be Ireland «a: very different sentiment
granted, all which had been done at prevailed: among: some of the most
the Revolution would be undone; and | respectable of the Catholic body. He
was invited toa house where there
all:for. which their lordships’ ances| torshad sacrificed their lives would were present many distinguished persons; he was the: only Protestant
belost:to their posterity.
it
The Bishop of Norwich, an excep- among them: ‘The conversation turn| tion to his brethren, gave.a cordial ed on a provision for the Roman Casupporti tothe bill... He would ask, tholic clergy. . The proposal was, he
believed, 100/. a-year for . parishwhat was the church which. it was
priests, 2000/. for archbishops, 10000.
proposed to secure by disabilities and
penalties2» No one could venture to tor bishops, 500/..for deans, and so
say that it was not that church of which on, the ‘whole amounting to about
the lawgiver and head had. declared
290,000/.. a-year. | He asked how it
ngdom ‘‘ was not, of this was tobe paid? and the answer was,
world. Christianity, prohibited every out of the possessions of:thechunch ;
harshysevere, and uncharitable:
opi- that the Protestant clergy:must:consent to give up sufficientforthat purtion: If no-other passage of the New
inothe shape
| Testament enforced this liberality, it pose 3: that/a provision;
of.a regium-donum, would not::becacwould
be: sufficient to refer to the
terms in which the Divine Founder
cepted, asit.iyould make the Catholic
of, Christianity reprimanded his idis- clergy dependant, om the crown, and
ciples; who had falsely imagined that

their

judicial interposition even from:HeaYen ;, when-he. told. them :that: they,
ew not
«Lord:

Sp
as

lessen;
the: (influence:

they: ipossessed

religion: was to be supported. by

what manner of spirit they
Redesdale took:the

opposite

ide: ;-Exclusion -was..the security,
and ithe only security, on which they
could'rely. “The Roman Catholic re810 allowed no man complete pos-

_oAn opposite

side

was 1

Earl.of > Harrowby; «who: observed,
that ‘one! right: reverend. prelatehad

touched uponithe/intolerantdoctrines

ofthe Catholics, suchias, that theirs
was thesonly:true chatch, and that
. esthere was no salvation.
of its-pal
out
But, was) that the/only church that
entertained such doctrines?

Was net
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change in the constitution as. esta) am

the Presbyterian chureh of Scotland

equally intolerant ? In 1646, it had

blished at the Revolution of 1686) ne
and in-the system which had seated) the

been seen: requiring the Parliament
to put down and extirpate: all heretics }/ and, accordingly, the

his Majesty’s family on the throne}
When

Parlia-

and immi-

nent danger, the Parliament of England consented to take into its bosom 16 Peers and 45 Commoners belonging to that intolerant kirk. Could
any man now contend that that union
had not proved one of the strongest
and firmest supports of the church
establishment of this country?
The Bishop of St David’s opposed,
_ andthe Earl of Darnley strongly supported the bill ; but particular attention| was-drawn
by the sentiments of
the Duke of York, equally distinguished by his present illustrious
rank, and by his situation as heirpresumptive to the crown. His Royal
Highness rose, he said, with the utmost reluctance, to oppose the second

veading of the bill; but there were
- occasions on which it became an individual not to step aside, but. to
come forward and boldly avow the
sentiments which he entertained. The
present he considered to be one of
those occasions;

for, were not

their

Jordships called upoa to sanction a
measure, which, it was admitted even

by its advocates, would effect a great

similar to the pre,

man, who had rendered the most emi)

nent services to his countiy, his Royal) |
Highness said, he had strenuously -

opposed them, on a thorough convic))

tion of their dangerous tendency) in.
The more he had since heard the sub

ject discussed, the more he had beer

confirmed in the opinion which he
had then expressed. He had always)
understood that the church of Bng:)

றா

land was an integral part of the con.) sm

stitution. Long might it remain sol} gic
But let not their lordships imagine} kir

Phe kirk of Scotland solemnly warn-

with this dreadful threat

measures

sent had been proposed by a states\)

ment had passed an ordinance against
heresy. He did not wish torevive unpleasant feelings against that church,
but could any authentic document
be
. produced in which this intolerance
was disayowed? Nevertheless, within
sixty years, on the accession of King
William, an attempt was made at an
union with Scotland; it was renewed
inthe opening of the reign of Anne,
but it was not until some time afterwards, that it was completed. What
took place during those discussions ?
ed the Parliament not te concur in
the toleration of episcopacy; yet,

[Cuav.4) g

é

that he was an enemy to toleration.) all
He should always be happy that every she
sect should have the full exercise of} to:
its religion, as long as it did not affect) wa
the security of the established church,} eve
and as long as its members remained} gio
loyal subjects. But there was a great}
difference between allowing the fret
exercise of religion, and granting poy
litical power.
As he felt himself in|
adequate to the task of entering into
the details of the question, and wish

ed not to detain those noble lords who} sys

were better qualified to take an ex)
pansive view of the subject, heshould

only repeat, that his opposition
to the

bill arose from principles which le!
had embraced ever since he had be t /

able to judge for himself, and whith}
he hoped, he should cherish to the]

last day of his life.
ni ae
The Lord Chancellor made
an eli

borate speech in opposition to the

bill.

As the only lay servant of the)

crown, necessarily a Protestant, lt

felt himself peculiarly called upon
support the Protestant interest, ani)
would do it through evil and througll
good report.
He objected to

committal of the bill, being averse

its principle, and conceiving that 10

தற.
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amendment could make it good.
Holding in the highest veneration
the talents, virtues,

and

wisdom

of

‘Wr Pitt, hefelt it his unbending duty
/ notto surrender his own opinions.
shad always

felt that

it was

one

f his first duties to maintain the established religion of the country. For| ‘tunately for the country, it had adopt-

a) edthe purest system of Christian faith
நி ரெ its established religion; by cony necting with the laws which establish-
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of the world.

No man who would

read it, could fail to feel alive and
tremble lest we should ever again,
open a door for the entrance of that

lion which had nearly devoured us.

The oath now proposed appeared to
him very inadequate.
It renounced
all authority interfering with the al-

legiance due to the crown; “ but itis
obvious,*that this leaves it entirely
with the party taking the oath to determine for himself what dees or does

SoTOE]

nN edits church, Jaws securing a liberal not so conflict or interfere with such
@ and enlightened toleration as to those allegiance, duty, and obedience. Ithas
who dissented from its church, it had also the singular effect, that the Proprobably placed upon the best and testant is now to be required to take a
«| surest foundations, the civil and relistronger oath in support of that which
“gious liberties of all who lived in the his conscience would lead him, with‘kingdom. But they were told that out taking any oath, to support, than
all this was wrong; and that they the Roman Catholic is to take, whose

should allow every body of Christians

‘to take its chance in the world.
He
was of a different opinion. He should
| ever assert, that an established reli-

conscience

might

lead

him,

if not

/gion was a great benefit to a people

bound by oath to support it, to disturb or weaken it. The Protestant
is to swear, that the foreign prince or
prelate has no jurisdiction whatever. —

tical, but to make the state religious.

the jurisdiction which he, the Roman
Catholic, thinks does not conflict or

/=that the object of such an establishent was not tomake the church po-

“Such was his firm persuasion—a per‘suasion so strongly entertained, that
| he would much rather see a less pure
system of Christian faith established,

with a liberaland enlightened toleration of those who differed from it,
under which toleration, we, who adhere to the doctrines of our present

established church, might enjoy shel-

ter and security without power, po‘ttcal power, than see: this coun-

‘ly without any established church,
It was impossible that the supremacy

of the crown could be divided with

that of the Pope.

‘To see what

sort

of supremacy the latter claimed, he

Wished ‘their lordships to read the
Satute of the first Philip and Mary,
fp, 8. Few had read it'; but a more

The Roman

Catholic, that he has all

interfere with

allegiance, civil duty,

and obedience, as he understands
them.”
:
்
The noble and learned lord then
went over the history of England
to
prove the anxious precautions which
had alwaysbeen taken against popery,
and that if these were less at an early
period, it was merely because the
Protestant power was not then fully

established. “ Without meaning to
impute, and disavowing the intention.
to impute, to’ the Roman Catholies of
this day some of the tenets which
some in former times were said to
entertain, their opinions, and those

of their church are yet such as make
it seem to be altogether inconsistent
ina government, settled as essential-

‘umiliating, a more degrading, a ly Protestant, with a Protestant esta=
More debasing national record, he blished church, to grant them politilieved, did not exist in the annals

cal power.

The churches of England
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ment in countries which are not a

and Ireland are now one united Pro-

i

testant church. What endangers the ing to receive them5 and we m ed
one must endanger the other. If the _ask where the person at the
concessions proposed to, be granted af the. Stonyhurst. establishment 1
by this bill, are. granted, and without ஆ sand for hat purpose. he is where he ky
he noble lord finally |
securities, (and what-securities,
that _ds said 4to be?2
inions of Blackstone, i
quote
the
will be given, has the wisdom. ei
Clare and ‘Hardwick, - in ‘support of I
yet devised ?) is it po
that the pee Romar
ing point? Dead eS
from time to time pon, னல்

upon demand, till maine: more «

ன் of addressing t
மு

be asked, for till toleration of the es = பம்ப்
man Catholics in Ireland glyes way

ee ed

the

to Roman Catholic establishment, and
Protestant establishment shall. be suc

ceeded by such a portion of toleration _
of Protestants, as the Roman

Catho-.

™m
lies may be disposed to allow them. ‘proposi ion.
The times, it is said, are changed, measure, tending ‘to such a
and

the

Catholics,

it

is

said,

are

_and brought before them

i

pur

ue

ise, |

changed ;—be it so; but such change
does not affect the ர ர
of the
principles upon which this kingdom
has established itself as a ‘“‘ Protestant kingdom,” with the powers of the

manner,

state in Protestant hands, and with a
Protestant church establishment, and
toleration,—toleration from time to

woolsack had endeavour ed, by pointing out inaccuracies in Janguagt

he_ had

ey

see met by. a discussion

question of the principl
was evaded by verbal object
its clauses.

‘The learned lord on” ‘the

aye

=

ee

asa

=

Pou
lordships not to read
time enlarged to the utmost extent
cond ன
which was a
the public welfarewill adm it—but to" leration only—for those who dissent
from it. It may be that the church.
and பவனி ர
of Rome itself has changed some of oe fsட்
In all that the
‘its tenets. Its Protestant advocates _ sistencies obviated,
learned Jord had said on the subject
tell us so,—its Roman Catholic defenders deny it. But we are led not- of religious belief, i in all he had! adto doubt that the present Pope has vanced, with respect to the importance of religion, in eyery point 0.
re-established the order of the Jesuits,
view that could’ be imagined, on the
—that the Inquisition was revived,—
we have heard of bulls against Pro- prosperity and happiness of every natestant societies distributing the tion, he, for one, was perfectly | preScriptures,—we have heard of trans- pared to agree. In all that the léarnactions respecting bishops in Bel- ed lord had uttered ‘respecting his |
attachment to the Protestant religion,
gium,—we hear of the establishment
at Stonyhurst,—we hear of Jesuits as being, according to his cons
tious feeling, the purest church 1
there, though we are told the Pope
does not consent to their establish- doctrine, and the best in discipline ©

HISTORY.
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that ever appeared in the Christian
world, he entirely concurred.
He

admitted the superiority of the doctrines of that. church,

over what he

considered, with the learned lord, to
be the gross errors of the church of
Rome.
No man could be impressed
with a more deep and decided conviction of the truth of the grounds on
which that belief was built, or of the

firmness of the principles on which it
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tants of both parts of this united kingdom, than at this hour it was: unhappily found to be? It was unhappily
the policy of this country, for a long
course of years, to endeavour, by oppression, by severity, by confiscation,
by punishment of every description,
either to reduce or to annihilate the
religious opinions that prevailed in Ireland 3 or, at all events, to destroy any

and which form of ecclesiastical hier-

facilities that existed for disseminating them, To the success of that experiment he need not call the attention of their lordships. So far from
accomplishing the intended purpose
—so far from putting down opinions,
no method could be more successfully employed by those who wished
to produce a contrary effect than the
method of oppression and persecu-

archy he considered,

tion.

rested,

le

was

as

anxious

as the

learned Jord, or any other individual,
could be, to preserve the Protestant
church in all its purity—No person
‘could feel more strongly the necessity of upholding the establishment
‘under which that faith was adminis-=

tered to the subjects of this kingdom,

as the learned

The noble lord then went over,

lord had done, to be inseparably con- _at great length, the arguments which
mected with the civil government of he had before repeatedly urged in favour of this measure.”
the country. On these points no man
The Earl of Liverpool would have
living held more decided opinions.
And if the question were to be de- been willing to make some addition
cided, whether it was possible to to the concessions of 1793; but the
bill went so far, and, in order to make
unite in one faith, and to rule under
it possible for him to vote for it, must
one ecclesiastical establishment, and
that the ecclesiastical establishment be so completely cut down in the
of the church of England, every heart committee, that he did not think it
and soul that owed allegiance and possible for him to vote for its going
duty to the government of this realm into one. Without prejudging the
—Nothing could be more grateful to question, whether certain minor points
might or might not be granted, his opihis mind—nothing could be more in
unison with his feelings, than to assist nion was this,—that the great direct
in such an effort. But did reason influence of the state in parliament,
and in the privy council, ought to be
teach their lordships that a moral rekept where it was; and so thinking,
volution of this nature could be effected? Did experience give them any the more honest and manly course
encouragement to hope it? And if was, to take his stand upon the principle of the bill, and not to disappoint
not, would they waste in ineffectual
wishes for that which they knew to expectation by suffering it to go into
be unattainable, that time, that la- acommittee. Among otherarguments,
bour, and that exertion, which ought he represented that, though they set
to be applied to the consideration of out with a declaration to maintain the
the means of rendering the difference Established Church and the Proteswhich did unfortunately exist, and tant succession, he was satisfied, ifthe
which it was not possible to remove, bill should pass, that the principle of
less susceptible of evil to the inhabi- a Protestant succession could not be

_
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» The ‘disfranchisement of Grampound had been already determined;

portant business of their committees.
Whatever, therefore, might have been

and this measure had at once punish~

the former transgressions of any of
the'electors'of Grampound, they had
been'sinee amply redeemed by their
subsequent econduct.: They ought first
to.supply theexisting remedy, by administering the’bribery oath.
Ma Lockhart defended the bill,
conceiving that a writ sent to:Grampound’ was considered there asa writ
of venditiont eaponds. « He: objected,

ed ai signal example of corruption,
and cleared the representation of one

of its most unquestionable blemishes.
_ The question arose next, what was to:
be made of the extinguished votes?
The proposal, first made by the high:
advocates of establishment, that they
should be transferred to» the neigh-

bouring hundreds, had gradually died)
away. This went only to maintain however,toithe admission of the printhat bloated excess of representation, ciple of ‘scot and: lot, which would
for which Cornwall was notorious, make, he thought, tooserious
achange
while it withheld representation from in'the mixed monarchical form of the
yw
tit
anumber of districts to which a great British government.
69 )s
modern growth of prosperity and po‘Mr Davies Gilbert-also’ thought
pulation had given a natural claim the fine and! well-tempered equipoise
tovit.

0

ர

ibs]

/Onthe 12th February, Lord John
Russell moved the order of the day
for the House resolving itself into a

committee on the subject. He represented, that out. of twelve of the lar-

gest towns in Iingland, five were totally without representation in that
House. The county of York contained, he believed,

6,000

square miles,

and 1,000,000 of inhabitants, and was
represented by only 30members, while

the county of Cornwall, which was in
every respect comparatively inferior,

had.44: members in that House. He
was decidedly of opinion that Leeds
was the more proper place to fix upon.
_ Mr Grenfell supported the proposition, although he had

been accus-

tomed to resist all general undefined
and visionary plans of reform,
Mr R. Martin was determined to
oppose the bill at every stage.
It
was known that the two or three last

elections which had intervened since

the'acts of bribery were committed,
were conductedin an unexceptionable

Manner, and the two members 7:65
turned were most honourable men, ~

and these whom, perhaps, the House

would first select for any of the im=

would be overturned, if they added
to the scot and lot right of voting in

the country. | Popular opinion had
been well described to have had its
due operation in that House. Indeed
he thought they were rather more
disposed than otherwise to adopt the
temporary opinions of the people out
of doors. He revived the plan of ta| kingin the adjoining hundreds, which
was strongly xeprobated by Mr Philips and Mr H. Gurney.
Mr J. W. Ward supported the mea" sure, conceiving it to be in no degree
one of general parliamentary reform.
Leeds had been suggested, upon the «
an’ increase
principle of thus giving
to the representation of the commercial interest. | Undoubtedly country
gentlemen were among the most‘ re=

spectable classes'in that House, and

yet—(and he might say so without
offering any, even the slightest, dis«
respect to them)—they were: not the
persons who were best caleulated by
their habits, or by their inclinations
the: best disposed, to enter into all
important com- _
| those'complicated but imp

mereial “details and inquiries which formed so large and, so mecessary a
portion of the business:of Parliament.
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What was the great defect in our
‘constitution? This ;—that our extensive manufacturing towns were not
represented. What had been the subject of some complaint against that
House, was, that they would do no-

thing ‘in ‘the shape of a reform or an

improvement.

For his own part, at-

tached as he was to the constitution,
even in its present shape, he would

REGISTER,
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thurst supported Mr D.

[Car 4,
Gilbert’; |

amendment of transference.
to) the .
hundreds ; while Mr Wilmot,
Mr Len.

[

nard, and Mr Littleton, defended the

original motion. ........... >
Aftera reply from Lord John Rus.
sell, Mr D. Gilbert’s amendment was
negatived without a division. Then,
however, Mr Beaumont, member for

not go out of his way to effect any

Yorkshire, rose, and following up Mr
Wynn’s views, proposed the trans-

change in it; but when so salutary a ference to the county of York, which
measure might be adopted without - would thus have two votes for each
the slightest disadvantage, but with
of its two ridings.
ya e
a tendency to remedy a ‘defect, on all
Mr Stuart Wortley, however, rose
hands acknowledged (as in the case in decided opposition to this motion;
of the corruption of this borough) to urging, that in giving two additional
exist, he must give it his support. If members to the county of York, nohe lived in an old and ‘venerable thing was done for the improvement
house, where he had been accustomof the representation. . Every freeed to reside from his infancy, and

a

- holder in’ that, county had some one

part of that house ill-built and ruin- present in the House of Commons to
ous fell down, he should not, in re- speak for him, and to protect his inbuilding or repairing it, feel himself’ terests; but in Leeds, as in other
bound to adhere to its original incon- great towns, there was an immense
venience and ugliness.
ஒப
body of persons in the habit of thinkMr C. Wynn took a different view ing upon political subjects, who had
of the subject. He certainly prefer-. “no organ whatever in that House
red transferring thefranchise to York;
whereby. to express themselves. It
because, by that means, they would was a most considerable advantage
to
get rid of another great inconveni- the House to have within it the imence—and that he would explain. He | mediate representative of a largebody

had no hesitation in saying, that the
number of freeholders in the county

of York was so great that they could
not conveniently exercise their elective franchise in one place within the

usual time. . By the accounts which

of men, and particularly of a large
body of manufacturers. Yorkshire
‘was accustomed to meet as a whole
county, and it was the boast of its in-

habitants that it carried with it mor
weight, from its great extent, than

they had of the last election contest- any county in England. ‘True, there
-ed there, it appeared that the booths were ‘separate ridings, and each 1to the latest moment were quite full ; ding had its separate Jord-lieutenant,
and that even to the close there were and. its separate clerk of the peace}
many individuals who could not. poll. » but there were no meetings of ridings.
At that election no fewer than 26,000 |The gentlemen met at the assizes,
freeholders polled. He did feel that . and upon, grand juries ; and every‘the subdivision of those votes would
where it was a meeting of the county
be a great convenience, in the way vof York, not,of a separate riding. It
‘which had been proposed by the ho- was a mistake to suppose that York,
nourable mover of that clause.

. Mr F. Robinson

and Mr

as a county, hada very great num-

B. Ba-

ber of voters. Upon that point, York-

|

shire was far exceeded by Lancashire
—Laneashire having 60,000 voters,
and York, at the last election, only
26,000.
This amendment was negatived by
the large majority of 70, (136 to 66.)
It still remained, in a town of
70,000 inhabitants, to fix the number

and qualifications of the voters. The
original mover had fixed the payment
of a rent of 10/. a-year. Mr Stuart
Wortley, on the 2d March, proposed
an amendment, making the amount

901., which Mr Peel observed, would

At

the

same

time,

as the power

of

voting was attended with great benefit to the individual, he would not

vote it away upon mere grounds of
expediency; but if a case of abuse
were proved, he would then give his
vote without hesitation. Now, he
certainly conceived, that if ever corruption had been exposed, it was in
the present instance. The usual practice had hitherto been not to transfer
the elective franchise,

it to the hundred.
which

that had

been

but to extend

In the cases in
done,

he had

thousand

highly approved of the enactment;

general admission of all household-

course on this occasion, it should be

still leave
ers.

two

Lord

voters.

or

Milton proposed the

some

After

three

discussion, Lord

Milton’s amendment was negatived
by 116, (182'to 66.) Mx Stuart Wort-

ley’s was then carried by a majority
of 148 to 94.

¢
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After this change,

the bill was

thrown up by the original mover, as
presenting an aspect which no longer
fitted it to receive his countenance
and stipport. It was taken up, however, by Mr Stuart Wortley, under
“whose auspices it passed through its
different stages in the Commons.
’ The bill was now carried to the
Lords, where it had naturally to apprehend a muth more serious opposition: Accordingly, when, on the
10th of May, the Earl of Carnarvon
moved the second reading—an opinion hostile to it was intimated by
the

Lord

Chancellor,

the

Earl

of

Westmoreland, and even by the Earl
of Lauderdale. The Earl of Liverpool, however, supported it. He considered the right of election as a public trust; granted, not for the benefit
of the individual, but for the public
good. The elective franchise had no

analogy to the right of property,
though it had some to the rights of
their lordships as peers ; because they

sat in that House, not for their own
benefit, but for that of the public.

and if he should adopt a different
only because he did not think that
the same remedy would apply. The

-situation of Grampound made it im- —

possible
to throw that borough open
to the hundred without great inconvenience.
It was well known that
Cornwall abounded with boroughs ;
but, though there were more boroughs in Cornwall than in any other
county, there were not more.Cornish °
To throw
members in the House,
open those boroughs to the hundreds,
would be to make that which was
only an evil in theory, one in reality;

for it would make the representation more local, and exclude ‘persons from other parts of the country
from a participation in it! “At ‘the
same time, he had ‘a ‘great’ objection to one part of the'remedy proposed. He objected to the transfer to
Leeds upon an arbitrary qualification,
which would either admit too’ great
a number of electors, or give'rise to
He thought. it’ would,
discontent.
therefore,

be better to have recourse

at once to broad and fixed principles,
which could be done by giving two
additional members to the populous
county of York. So many difficulties
attended the transfer of the elective

franchise to Leeds, that he did not
see his way out of them; but if two
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members were added to the representation of Yorkshire, the House would
then take and transfer the right of

election

as it found

it, without

the

necessity of creating any fresh rules
or qualifications. But, should their
lordships object both to Leeds and to
Yorkshire,

there was another

course

which might be still more beneficial.
Parliament might, after disfranchising Grampound, authorize his Majesty, through the exercise of his prerogative, to order that two members
should be returned for any place which

he might think proper, or to revive
an old borough,
‘
Lord Lansdowne protested against:
the last suggestion of the noble lord ;
but, though

he would

prefer Leeds,

would not object to the transference

to York, if it should appear to be the

sense of the House.
~_
The second reading took place without opposition; but Lord Landerdale, from whom very different views
might have been expected, persevered
* in his opposition.
On the 14th of
May,

he brought forward

a motion,

that a committee should be appointed

to report

the

names

of: the mayor,

aldermen, and freemen of the corporation of Grampound, distinguishing

those against whom

bery had

evidence of bri.

been given,

from

those

against wkom no evidence had been
given. He thought if their lordships

had fairly considered the case, they

never could haye

been

induced

vote for the second treading
bill, whieh appeared to him

to

of this
one of
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considered as corrupt.

But, accord.

ing to the evidence on which the
bill professed to proceed, it appeared

that, of the persons against whom
evidence had

been given,

only nine.

teen possessed the right of voting,
whilst there remained twenty-five’

electors against whom

not a

tittle of |

evidence had been given.
The Lord Chancellor also express-.
ed the strongest hostility to the measure, which he considered completely irreconcilable to the laws and~
constitution of this country.
It was
both a bill of pains and penalties, and
an ea post facto law.
What was a

bill of pains and penalties, if the pres

sent, which inflicted on innocent men
the punishment dueonly to the guilty,
was hot one? and a severer punish. -

ment too than the law had provided

even for the guilty.
Earl

Bathurst

also

contended for *

the throwing into the hundred, and
Lord Redesdale objected to making
population the scale for representa
tion, which would

renew the system

of the French convention.

tion,

however, which

had

The moevidently

in view to defeat the object of the
bill, was opposed by Lord Liverpool,

and negatived.
ப
On the 21st of May, the final dis.
cussion came on,
The Lord Chancellor moyed the transference of the

right. of election to those burgesses
who had not been convicted of bribery. After a short debate, however,

in which Lord Harrowby and Lord

Melville defended the bill, it was car-

the most unjustifiable measures ever

ried by a majority of 60 to 26.

not dwell on the singularity of the

transference to York, which, notwith-

assented to by Parliament.

He would

case.
The bill did not act on any
case of corruption which had taken
place at the last election, or at the
one previous
to the last, but it weat

‘as far back

as the Ist of February,

Lord Liverpool then moved the

standing some objection, was carried
without a division;
The bill thus altered,

Tete
on being

carried back to the House of Com-

He was ready to admit, that

mons, met with a cold reception.
Lord Milton, however, though he

to have received money ought to be

that the franchise should have been

1816.

allthose electors whohad been proved

would have thought it much better

HISTORY.
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transferred to Leeds, did not deem it
advisable on this account to hazard
the loss of the bill.

சீட இல்லாம Wortley,

on the other

hand, thought that the Lords had
placed them in a cruel situation, and

had exceeded their powers by making so great a change on the bill.
He conceived that the county of York

would be more injured than benefited by having

two

additional

mem-

bers; and proposed to reject this bill,
to agree to a second,

for the disfran-

chisement simply ; and afterwards

consider to what place the franchise
should be transferred.
Lord. Castlereagh, however, without giving any opinion on the altera-

tion, defended the right of the Up-

per House to make it; and Lord John
Russell concurring in Lord Milton’s
view of the subject, the Lords’ amend-

ment was agreed to without a division.

This partial success of the principle
of parliamentary reform encouraged
its supporters to bring forward propositions to that effect, of a more
general nature. The first and most
sweeping was introduced by Mr
Lambton, on the 17th of April. He
began with representing, that the increased intelligence of the lower orders, and the attention now bestowed

by them on political subjects, called
loudly for an extension of the right
of voting. To enforce the necessity
of this, he drew a gloomy picture of
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merce in a state of the greatest depression—an agricultural interest petitioning from all quarters, and declaring its inability to exist without
a protection which, if afforded, would
irritate, perhaps greatly injure, a ma-

nufacturing interest already exposed
to the greatest difficulties in its higher

quarters, and whose working classes
are nearly reduced to starvation.

“We have, besides, a standing army
of more than 80,000 men, an object.
always of the most constitutional jealousy to our ancestors, although it
seems of none

to us; the existence

of which was even assigned as one of
the reasons for deposing James II.
We have a system of corruption in
the greatest activity, by which seats
in this Assembly are publicly advertised for sale, and as publicly and
notoriously bought and sold—and, to
complete our domestic picture; we .
are repeatedly alarmed by accounts
of treasons and conspiracies; nay, it was but last night that we were told
by a noble lord, the Secretary at
War,

that we were

only in the first

year of domestic peace! Our gaols
are overflowing; and our eyes are
shocked, and the better sympathies
of our nature disgusted, by the most

barbarous and unnecessary executions—the effect of the impolitic seன்
verity of our criminal laws.
<< Tf we turn our eyes outwards, we

find no accession of national honour
or character to make up for our bankrupt and miserable state at home.
the state of the nation. 4 We have,”
Repeated violations of public faith
said he, “a national debt of more than and solemn pledges, recorded
to our
850,000,000/.—an annwal expenditure
eternal disgrace, in the transfer of
of 53,000,000/:—a taxation the most
Norway—the base abandonment of
burthensome and oppressive in the’ *Genoa—the partition of Saxony—the
known world, and yearly decreasing surrender of Parga—A steady and
In productiveness, in the same pro- undeviating support of all those feuportion that it increases in severity—
dal abuses and despotisms, which it
a sinking fund, which is the veriest is the object of the holy alliance to
lelusion that ever was attempted to bolster up if possible ; evinced, I say,
€ practised on a country—our com- most unequivocally, by our repeated
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adoption of an act the most repugnant to the free principles, although
. not to the present practice, of the
British constitution, [ mean the Alien

Bill—An utter indifference to the
struggles of a people contending for
constitutional liberty; when a firm
remonstrance, breathing the genuine
spirit of English freedom, might have
arrested

the invading

arms

of Aus-

trian barbarism, and prevented a war
which has too unhappily succeeded,
for the moment, in its sacrilegious aim,

the repression of freedom, and the
riveting again of chains which an effort of just and noble resistance had
peacefully broken.
All these, and
many other characteristics of our foreign policy, which I need not now
mention, have degraded us in the
eyes of the people of the continent,

and rendered us with them objects of

distrust, suspicion, and hatred.”
This could not be wondered at,
when the present state of the repre-

sentation was considered; the general result of which was, that, by di-

rect nomination—by the existence
of

boroughs, where some twenty, fifty,
or oné hundred voters are septennial-

ly bought and sold like cattle in a
fair—by the influence of sovernment,
which, owing to the small number of

REGISTER, 1821.
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and the balanee of the constitution
thus restored, it is necessary, in my
opinion, that there should be an extension of the elective franchise to

the unrepresented classes contribyting directly to taxation—copyhold.
ers, leaseholders, and householders:
that all venal, corrupt, and decayed
boroughs, should be disfranchised ;
and that there should be a recurrence
to triennial parliaments, accompanied
by such restrictions on the expenses.
of elections, as could easily be accomplished under a reformed system,
but which now it is quite impossible
to effect, and useless to attempt.”
From a survey of English history,
Mr Lambton was convinced, that

down to the 23d Henry VL., all free-

men had been entitled to vote. It
was then that the treacherous and
tyrannical measure had been adopted
of requiring freehold property to the

amount of 40s. a-year.

ple “of election,

‘The princi-

however,

still’ pre-

served some degree of purity; but
since that time, it had gradually fallen’
into its present lamentable'state of decay and imperfection.
74

The ‘honourable

gentleman then

stated the leading features of his’
which were,—Ist, To divide the coun-

ty into districts ; each of which should

electors, as compared with the popu- return one representative, for which
lation of the empire, can but rarely’ all householders ‘should vote’; 2d,
and partially,’and then most expen- Adding copyholders
and leaseholders
sively, be resisted—a majority is al-

ways to be
procured for the adminiration
of the day—a majority, formthe most convenient, the
ble, the most manageable,
that the wit of man could invent;
sanctioning measures solely on the
principle of ministerial recommendation, without any reference to the expressed wishes of the people.
' The general outline of his plan was
expressed as follows :—“In order that
the people may be fairly and ade-.
quately represented in the legislature,

to the

county

representation
5 and,

8d, Repealing ‘the’ Septennial’ Act,
and limiting the duration of Parliament to three years. He then detailed

all the processes according
to which
the nomination

was to take

place.

“ With regard to eligibility,” he obser-

ved, alllambassadors,
and persons ac-”
cepting offices under his Majesty, the:
duties
of which are to'be executed

abroad, will be deemed ineligible; and

if previously elected, their\seats will.
be vacated on such acceptance ; aS»
under those circumstances, it would

HISTORY.
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be morally impossible for them pro_ perly to discharge their duties to the
constituents.
J have not made any
provision disabling other placemen or

pensioners from sittingin Parliament ;
because, however much such a measure

may be desirable and necessary in an
unreformed, I do not think it required
in a reformed, House of Commons.
' An individual accepting a place or
' pension, will be immediately amenable
to the judgment of his constituents;

who, if they disapprove of his conduct,
will have the opportunity of expressing that opinion in the most efficacious
mode, by ceasing to return him as their
representative.”
This proposition gave rise to a very

143,

light than as tending toa complete re+

volution.
Lord Milton believed, that the opinion of the great mass of the people
was, that there ought not only to bea
change of men, but of measures also.
He nevertheless could not agree to the
motion, which, however beautiful in

theory,

would

be productive

of as

many difficulties as it would tend to
remedy. The House ought to be the
representation, and not the delegation,

of the people.

Captain Maberly strongly objected

to the present bill; it started upon a
wrong principle, by recognizing householders as competent to vote, it made

property the basis of the right of yo-

extended debate, which was continued

ting,

for two nights. It received the unqualified support of Mr Hobhouse,

basis, the number of votes ought to be

Sir Robert Wilson, Lord Bury, Mr

W. Williams, and Mr Bennett.

It was

argued against, 2 toto, by Mr Wilmot,
Mr Horace Twiss,

Mr Stuart Wort-

ley, Mr Martin of Galway, and the

Chancellor of the Exchequer. Other
members, who conceived some reform
to be necessary,

declared

themselves

wholly unable to go the sweeping
length proposed by the honourable
mover,
Mr Abercromby said, there were
two modes of reform for the country

to adopt—one of them calculated to

introduce into the government so many
Important alterations, that he could
Never consider it in any other light
than that of a revolution;

the other,

of such a nature as would repair and

and if property

was

made

the

increased, on a scale graduated accord-

ing to the value of that property, and
in proportion as householders were
taxed ; but to make property the basis, and then proceed on a principle of
equality, was an objection not to be
overcome.
He believed it expedient
that both the Peers and the Crown
ought to have some: influence in that
House.
He did not think it should
too exactly represent the will of the
people.

He

could refer to historicak

facts to shew, that a House of Commons, wholly returned and influenced
by the popular will, was not the best
for promoting the prosperity of the
country.

On

the other

்

hand,

i

Mr

Ricardo’s

only regret was, that his honourable
friend did not propose the introduction
of voting by ballot, which, he thought,
would be a greater security for the

improve, without demolishing, the fabric of the constitution. OF this latter
reform he professed himself a warm
and steady advocate, at the same time,

he felt it necessary to state, that he

full and fair representation of the people than any extension of the elective

Never could, under any circumstances,
Sive his assent to the plan of reform

franchise. The people would then vote
for the man whom they should consider as best calculated to support their

Proposed by his honourable friend, the

interest, without any fear of the overwhelming influence of their superiors.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer

member for Durham.

If carried into

effect,
he could view it in no other
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was almost tempted to allow the question to be decided by the honourable
members on the other side, in the full
confidence that 1t would be negatived,

for certainly no two members on that
side seemed to be of the same opinion

with regard to the plan which had
been detailed by the honourable member for Durham.
From the beginning
of the debate,
Mr Lambton had to complain of an
indifference approaching to contempt,
marked by the thin attendance, especially
on the ministerial side.

The mo-

tion was lost by only 55 to 43; but
the smallness of the majority was pretty evidently owing to the opposite
side not having cared to muster their
strength. A singular incident attended this vote. Mr Lambton himeelf,
with two

or three 'of his friends,

ha-

கேட

vailed in elections, and of the ineffec,
tual nature of the remedies attempted,
he propounded his own views. What

he had now to propose upon this part

of the subject was, that a committee”
be appointed to devise some better me.

thod of inquiring into complaints that
might be made of future corrupt prac
tices in boroughs, than they at present

possessed.

Without laying down any

positive plan

on

the subject,

he was.

ready to state, that he should like to.
see a committee appointed, that should |
be enabled to take evidence upon oath,
whenever a complaint should be made |

of the state of a borough, on sufficient |

authority to induce the House to in.

stitute inquiry. Already the House
had made a precedent of an inquiry
without the report of a select com.
mittee, in the case of Grampound.

ving gone out, as he stated, to obtain’ The noble lord opposite had stated, at
some refreshment, which report stated “the time, that it was a novelty, and
to be obtained at a splendid dinner at had nevertheless agreed to establish
Mr M: A. Taylor’s, the, vote took the precedent. ‘here was another obplace before his return Mr Lambton
stacle, however, to the prosecution of
observing a smile on the face of seve- these inquiries, which was, that all
ral members, complained to the House their exertions might be defeated by ]
of the implied insult. The Speaker subsequent proceedings in the othe
admitted, that no member could receive
House.
Upon this part of the sub. |
any treatment inconsistent with deco- ject he would confess that he should”
rum ; but submitted, whether the cir- wish to see a new tribunal constituted,
cumstance was such as could be pre- capable of determining disputed quesferred as a charge,
tions of franchise, that should be equal |
After some discussion and apology, ly independent of both Houses. The
Mr Brougham declared, that the cir- noble lord, however, did not wis!
cumstance arose from pure accident,
confine his measure to the mere re
which might have happened to the lation of the mode of election.
most attentive member of that House.
wished to call the attention of tl
Indeed, if there was one member more
House to another object—the propri
attentive
than another, to whom such ty of giving representatives to pl
an accident might occur without rai- not at present returning members to

sing a suspicion of neglect, it was to
his honourable friend, the member for

Ditehanise er
Rake aes!
it
On the 9th of May, Lord John
Russell brought forward his more moderate and limited motion for reform.

After taking a general view of the

abuses and corruption which had pre8

Parliament.

In making such a propo-

sition, what he wished to impress upon
the House was, that he was introducing nothing new, which was not cleat=
ly required by the new situation
of the
country—that he was proposing 10,
innovation, where innovation hi
oF

already taken place. Let the Howse
16

1
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Another question, of considerable

importance in a constitutional
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‘He recollected having been eniplojadl é

in one case where the party was charged

view,

was the bill for mitigating the punish-

with

ment against those convicted for forgery, by rendering it no longer capital. This proposition having been referred last year to a committee, and

having

committed

forgery

te.

specting the transfer of stock .to the |

amount of 20,000/. When he looked|
at the preamble of the present bill,”
and found

it stated therein,

that the ©

Mackintosh introduced a bill, founded

existing law was insufficient to repress i)}
the crime of forgery, he thought that|

on that report, and on the 23d of May,

the House had a right to be satisfied|

favourably reported

on, Sir James

moved that it should go into a committee.
‘The Solicitor-General rose and stated, that, though with
ண கப் he
must oppose the motion of
u
ee
Ther

that the new punishment which it was)
called upon to inflict in the place of |
the old one, would not atleast be less

nt
ae

pt to ha

buen
டம
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ட
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of criminals—in
this multitude of poor

moment ; first, by our peculiar treatment of certain offences; and, second.
purpose than to) supply’-your: gaols, ly, by the multiplication
of those very
|
your penitentiaries,' +
thulks,‘ your ; | offences under that very mode of treatcolonies, and, sfinally, ithe gibbets of ment.’? He then animadverted onthe
your country with: their-victims—any » careless and undistinguishing manter in”
thing likea proof of ‘the efficiency of, which such laws had been accumulay’ |)
your law'??s/There was not a foreigner ted. “ Though some records are hand.”
of distinction whovhad.atténded to the ed down to us, of the discussions du-”
subject;iwho had not’ been shocked at ring the last century, in this House,

wretches, who
are rearing for no other

the number and audacity of crimes in

this country:

Such foreigners might

well be ‘supposed’ ‘to’ ask, Has your’
law ‘doné «that» which you’ expected
from your law? Are-your houses safe ?

upon a multitude of points of little sigs

nificance, hardly a reminatit remaiibhipiel

onthe subject of criminal law—“andyet,*

during that period, our penal code“has”

property ‘less; endangered here than” legislature,
as if tired of the tedious reelsewhere
?> Certainly not. Has crime © tail method of confining one capitalidedecreased: ?o Certainly not. ~ Has it re” nunciation to one statute, had heaped”
mained stationary? Certainly not. Has’ together—and faggoted,
for that’ is
it increased? It certainly has—and in © the only term which is applicable!
a prodigious rate.is'th 25
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ee

been quadrupled.
Upon an average,”
Certainly not. Are your streets safe? every year of that period was marked
Certainly not.“ Are’ your gaols empty? by the enactment of a‘capitalvoffénce ;
Certainly not: Is life:more secure, and» besides
those occasions in’ which’ the

~~ fifteen or twenty
of ‘such eractiments®

Mr Buxton'then went: over the se-~ in one heterogeneous mass,
“I remenis!

ries ‘of! British history;\'the examples
of foreigm Enrope, and) of “America, -

and thelrecéntphenomena‘of crime and

ber a case, in which, in! the'same® para
graph, nineteen are thus bundled to2!

gether; one of which is’ for 4! civile
CPU Anne dine in'this country, in ° trespass to the value ‘of sixpencey and!)
order ‘to= shew; ‘that:a law which ex- another for the: worst species! of mur”
ceedéd
ட ee
‘case, - der. Allthese acts, as'far
as Dean learhy’

was always inefficient; and:that a°mi=—

tigation of"péenalty«produced ‘a diminutionsof ‘crimes:

Crime,” said’ he,’

quiry;

0

ilentio, without ‘debate, ine?

examination; “evidence; or any”

இத பட்ட வகைய வ பம்ப்படட

இயை

‘has increased:
ini England; as ‘com-" urged, that under ‘the present
mode of’
pared) with “every other’ country—as" administering’
English law; itowas im”
compared
with itself'at former periods. possible to: execute such acode'as'the!
Now, :what “species:of crime’ has)’
pe “ Hither-you must havea pubcreased? Those atrocious acts of|v
ic: prosecutor—( perhaps the: greatest
lent robbery and:murder, which, in all’
times and in all countries, have been”

innovation ‘on’ British jurisprudence

‘These have decreased... Where, then,

prosecuting
‘is ‘now consigned, to the
discharge
of that duty ; and this you
can do! only by reconciling this law to

that’ could:be devised)}—or you must
punished with death ? By no means.” reconcile those to! whom the duty மி.

has the augmentation’ taken place?!
Precisely in those lesser felonies which’
are capital now, but were not former-

their ‘feelings.

You must have that

ly—which are capital in En gland, but

vexatious, meddling police, which the

from ourselves in former times, and

honourable and learned gentleman so
solemnly deprecated ; or you must re-

in no other country—that is, we differ
from our neighbours at the present

vert to the good old English method

HISTORY.

Car. 4.7]

of repressing crime, which is to be
* found in the hearty disposition of the
public to aid and invigorate the law.

The people of this country have strong
feelings of humanity, and strong principles of justice; and, so long as the
legislators keep within the bounds of

moderation, so long the peaple will side
with the law against the offender. But,
when the bounds of reason and moderation are overstepped, as unquestionably they are in a multitude of your
enactments, the feelings and the principles of the people, which

ought

to

aid, withstand, and rebel against the
operation of the law ; and the very vir-

tues of the people, their sense of true
justice and humanity, which ought to.
be the strength of your law, go oyer
to the enemy, investing the felon with
chances .of escape, and with hopes of
deliverance, which, would never have

belongedito. him, but for the severity
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year will witness its augmentation. Can
you afford to lose the religious man
from your service?

him.

But, you do lose

I hazard nothing when I

that a very religious man

cannot,

say,
in

many cases, be a prosecutor. He deeply feels, that his own dearest hopes depend only on the pardon which he shall
receive ; and he knows, 'that the condition on which he asks forgiveness
to his own trespasses, is the forgive-

ness he extends to the trespasses of
others.

He cannot, therefore, for ma-

ny crimes, call down upon his brother
sinner the exterminating yengeance of
the law. The people have made enormous strides in all that tends to civilize and soften man; while the laws

a ferecity, which did
have contracted
not belong to them in the most savage
period! of our history; and to such ex-

tremes of distance have they proceed~
ed, that I do believe-there néver was a

of your law. And, who are the auxiliaries:whom you thus repel? The very

law so harsh as British law ; oviso'merciful and humane:a peopleas:the Bri-

merciful, and the
conscientious. Youdepend upon the just man; but the just

of that-rigid and: cruel law.” Mr B.
then went over the’ different itemscof

tolaws which violate all justice3) which:

ed to: confirmall.the conclusions which
he had drawn, He strongly called:upon the House to exert: themselves for

persons. whom, of all others, you ought | tish people. And yet, to that-mild and
topsecure on!
your side—the just, the merciful people,‘is left: the execution

mani sees; that his support is demanded
ity of punishm

The
J just man sees.

and-remains inactive. , You/ask the

id. you, But, how can.

the evidence, to prove that: they itend-

the prevention of crime.‘ ‘GLetome

not,” said he, ‘¢ be misunderstood, as'I
sometimes have been, as an’ advocate

any:man, who: loves mercy contribute. for the criminal, or the ‘apologist of

_ crimes,,/ Noone views with more horror than I’ do the crimes) whiéh abound
fiance?,
And then, the religious). man, in| this metropolis 5 butel may’ be exI knowthat,I_am-now, upon delicate. cused, ifI sometimes turn my attention
ground; arid that this is neither. the: from the effect!to the cause—from the
- stream to. its’ source—from» guilt--on

to இர சலன் பச

ன்

லப்

common: principles. of humanity at de-

the part of the criminal, to the neglect

on-our part, which occasions’ it! Let
say, that the number
of p
conntry,:who. square their opinions, by: no,one imagine, that the picture which
the tenor of the doctrinés
of their faith,» Ihavé drawn; is rarely seen, or extra18, very,gneat—that
it. has of Jate:yearsi vagantly.colonred. 1: do: believes that
be
much; increased; and. ferveritly: do-!Le ifthe real: mystericé of crime:could
desite, as Icon fidently trust, thateveryy deyeloped=+if 51௧ secrets: -which vare

_
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depression, he feared, arose more from
general than Jocal:causess..</) «(1 *

agriculture Heconsidéred
ity theres,
fore, vofvimtportance’ that *something); #

He had hea’

turists;-ds that would,no doubt, effect!)

Mr Lawley,-seconded the: motions. should be done :tozassist thevagricul,!) /
diwith-pleasure, and was:

not disposed to-contradict, the state. a material improvement-in theibusinessy,
ment of. ministers; ,as-to the improve-): ofthe: manufacturers. Any improves)
ments in.many; parts of our trade); but; ment! of the agricultural interest; how:

if he were to rest-his opinion upon what«; ever'small,-would:be
most, important}:
he knew of thestate of the trade of Birs): andihe sincerely ‘hoped: that:the serious
mingham,
it was not suchas would bear ) attention of government would be tum!

out those,statements which‘had given) | ed: todthid1e thought that somerelief:

him so.much (satisfactions iy jon-—biuow mightsbe afforded bya revision ofoun'd

io 25%6l-misi eid lip
Mr. Littleton observed,:thatiif simi-:> systemofctaxations

lar inquiries to those made in. Birmings:

Mr :Curwenconsidered the depres.

ham had been instituted: in, thesouth= »sion:-of; $0 umportanta branthias theo
of the gem
west of the county, of Stafford: thes-iron'tradé!las ‘wcleariproof:

same. results. would; have -been:'founds\/ neral:distressofy the: country)? Some!
He: believed,.though thepetitioners:
kind, of cheeringhope had: been cheld 0?
aw amen
out, when: it ewas stated that
it,; that)if,a.committee:
only hintedjat

should,
be appointed, it would be found:: provement chad: taken= place’ imsome0® |
that)a,great-part;-of the distress coms: branches; but hewould askj:was'thisi —
ahoper
to haye:re=| of such a nature as‘to.encourage
்ண்ளை uld ibe found
pla
he: would’ ‘that a favourable change wasiabouttoil)
் sulted, from,w. hat had beén;'

admit, very; properly done:by his Ma». take place
in {he:state
of the country ?/\)

Jesty’s government-with respect tothe

not ;/and if hissMajesty’ dus
He believed

metallic:curreneys ‘he petitionersidid ministers shouldsconsent toinquiry 14
not attribute their distressito the ices- to the subjectyhe-thought
it wouldtbers!

sation .of, the ywang,-but; though! un-- found that there was:more ground: fori!

willing, to, dissent from:so-respectablé alarm than for hope. «1t was:believedwii |
a body, when heoconsideredothe very: that the increase:
imour cottonimanus
|

reat) extent to.which
the trade; invar-) factures:wasia proof of «thisgrowings |

ticles, of omilitary furniture) had sbeen. improvement.1f;however; that-wert 2

carried

quantity;

ப்ர

of sw

ingham;the-great «to be looked: upon’as an improvementyi0”
guns, stirrups,

and: the workmen:would; as omotheroccasill

_ other, such articles,,which :were):con= «sions, have turned:roandandidemand-%!

/of
-stantly jn demand 3.when she consider-! (ed an increase

wages ;’ buti surely! 0

ed the largearmaments,which weresfite >that hadnot been ithe cases: He look= |
ted out. in-every:partiof Europe, land

ed upon:thatiinereasevas the result of)”

the liberal. assistance which: was:given':a speculation from which nov general!’

by this, country ;-when (he consider~'benefit\to the \eountry: would: be deri4i
ed the. great bodies /of militia:
which: ved. <:It was his ‘fear thati government»!
were kept up for:so'long:a time, and» had.not takenthepainstomake them»!

with: the realistate-of |!
de~ »-selves:acquainted
when he recollected the increased:

mand which.those circumstances must > the country udti hadibeen>saidielse~!>”

have created.for articles in the Birming= >: where, that»16,000,0000. of taxes had"

ham trade; he could, not! butsconclude ‘been remitted since the peace’! but the”!
thatit would jrequire :many :years)ito»: fund fromwhich theséicould have been’
fill up, the chasm caused by the: cessasnopaid:had been
reduced:much more! than!’

tion of such aidemand. ‘The dulness of in proportion. \He‘hadno expectation’
|’
the iron trade appeared also in a great) of benefitifromiretiirm to/arsystemiof
measure owing to the depression of restriction upon cash payments. The
ages
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=

remedy which:heithought would
be an tresses of'the:countwere;
iy 'hedid h
|. effectitalnon
wase this,—-acdecrease
of) that the Houseesiota devel pd hice

theiinterest
to the fundholder. -He said » into:rash’ measures that'mighit ‘produce

i
this-was.
the only:rémedy, and the pre-'’ incalculable’and irreparable iniechie

sen was.thé: time-when ‘the’ question -

ரன் அலகை தர்கள் ட

question
mata
could be fairly/met.»Hisiown situation” speaker had ‘evadedsthe
as an/agriculturist
was this:—-He had by! confining ‘his ‘notice jtoione%single

been foradong:series
of years engaged’ proposition
of MrCarwets Upon'that
|

jnagricultural:pursuits, and:hethoughtis Pores indeed; ‘he agreed! athe anne

he might! say-of “himself, that: he! had:=

Robinson!) He 2eGuld ee ae

never beemconsidered:a hard landlord ;> honesty or honour dita" measure that
but; notwithstanding, “hevhad almost: would—notwithstanding't!
at war
all his farm-lands offerediitos beogiveny: carried On‘forisomany-years2notwithup toihin.9:/ Inthe idreadfulvsituation _ standing: theiexertionsimadé diiting the
of the country

it wasithe duty of everys'c war-eand ‘notwithstandin g@ that the

member; tindependently sof salbbparty>'countrphad: beenorelieved ftdm taxa.

feelings, tovsupport=any member,:ahdon tioh during othevwar'byborrowih Pag
to/¢osoperaté
in any measures, where!:! poimtsoutiafraud dah tpublieldvedi.
anyoprospect’ of:-relief was ‘presented.’ torasithe means of relief
Mr Curwen

=

| Somecmembers' were afraid. of ‘parliaci«having interposed, .andi\@aid® that he
mentary=\reform'—=some of Catholic proposed: ‘stich’ a measiiréjonly under
emancipation:;:he--was» afraid: only of
ee
erwise,
the,period. when thesgreat’ majority:of |» Mr Baring declared; ‘he
knéwtio'other

the people-would-have nothing to do,

inability'to "prevent keeping: faith with

-and'tlerefote-nothing-to fear.) > the creditor burthe debtor having paid
Mr EF. Kobinson-was convinced, af-

“allhehady Att the same tithe;
Mi Brcon-

tersthiel most) deliberate consideration, © ‘sidered the petition'as applicable!
to the

that repealof
the act for the resump-'» general’state‘of thecoutitry*"Tt was sin-

now aif Out’ sixth
tio) of ¢ash»payments:would be highly = gular thav:wecwere
inexpediento
The resource which had: yeariof peacéy-witliowpone ofitlié great

beenvalludedito ‘bythe honourable «interests ofthe natiombeingtid settled
gentleman: opposite, was one of fearful “stateyand wi thoutiariything!llike pros-

கதம் கதத
be palatable to © ம
considerations It might
many,-butoitiwould be pregnant with: throne..o lowswastit that thin g@siwere

the atmost:dangery forcibly, by an act “in this:statesin thelsixtlyearof peace?
the rate of in- ‘Theveffects of the transition from war
of legislation; to reduce
, tereston the nationalidebt.. “Such: an» “to peacehad subsided s9yeb every branch
expedient might give temporary
reli

‘of trade, and! manufactures ’and: agri-

butidt:avould create more ‘evil:ithan® culture;,was: carried soniat’ alos, “and

|

could:sibe/ calcnlateds:: When © they«*none» could: tellowhere’ பயல

பப் of

thoughtof
its effects, notion the great things wouldiend. ‘A very considerable
fundholder,: but»on:
the: small -fund->=part
of theidistress,'he
was convinced,
holder,::who wrapped: himself
in per=\' arose
from the nature of the currency.
fect confidences;wheri
he thought of the «He didnop mean'to say, that'we ought
faith pledged’ for his income+-when» | thereforeto. sreturn’ to” an unlimited
; he only wished to call
eee
they: thought: of: the! Bea
breaking faith with the public‘creditor,
tention ‘tor the dangerof a departure

they:could:not view sucha project but) fromaproperstandard
with thesutmost possible alarms! Great
| and pressing; assthe difficulties-and dis-

wT

That departure

had jundoubtedly produced _extravaபட்டப் the publicexpenditure for

2assmivea dese cequ soliorieot
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which we were now suffering so: severe-

ly, and increased the public debt to an
amount so’enormous, as to make a return tothe right standard extremely

ரூடி

}

blished; orin’ a course,of being: esta.
blished, which
was requisite to:these.
curity of the public creditor, Tt-might

hereafter be shewn, however, ‘that per.

difficult:. Yet he was of opinion that

haps; ‘by the»present system, the cord

now buy.as;much cloth, or as much

stain bo idoubth-aeshécsakdebeforesstlatll

the produce)of
the soil was not of much : had: been» stretched ‘a little; too:tight,
less, value, now, when the quarter of It might-even be:shewn:t at the 11,
wheat was sold for sixty shillings, than sterling was now alittle above its nomi.
it had been when the price waseighty. ப nal: or ordinary valiie.; This was-mani.
At wasiess relatively to nominal pounds fest:from: the irise in the foreign: éx.
sterling; but a quarter of corn would changes ;/and he himself couldienter,
iron, as whemit sold for eightyshillings,

Ti they supposed a man to have had no

debt, and to have now an income
of 60/.
instead:of 8Ol.; he wasin the same rela-

tivesituation: But unfortunately many
_ farmers who-have but small sums of

-capital, had been induced, by the rise

the cord was.a little too tight,:and
the
obligations.of
the bank rather (00:06. |

remptory. Whenhesaidthis;hehoped :
he should not be misunderstood;<or supposed to bevadvising, with justice
in his mouth, an act -of injustice,
(If

-

what herecommended icould be:shewn |

im, the: prices
of corn, to take farms

to be unjust, he should b e‘one: of the | !
last men to press it mpon the House; |

thus tampered
with the currency; many

tuating the system of the honourable|: «

honest farmers:-had not sonly) lost all

member, (Mr Ricardo), witha tempo.

jail. “Che Chancellor of the Exchequer

“might be materially lessened 3 /and that
another obvious means of relief and/in.

but his persuasion was, that by: perpe: ’ «

»,iseemed.to be very much puzzled to re-, concile the diminutionyof revenue with

சேப்

_ their property; but were themselves in rary relaxation, the present: difficulty

0

-under\ mortgages for a large portion
of the price. In consequence of having

creased facility would be, to enable the

othe -increased:consumption’
of excise- Bank to pay: itscnotes:either
‘in: silver
able articles. For :his:part, he saw no: or gold, atuts:own-option. «|
» difficulty at;all.in:this apparent: con‘After a few words from Mr Wes
tradiction). ‘The, fundholder, and all tern, vehemently calling for relief to
4 who. had fixed. incomes,’ found: that the agriculturists,
Mr Ricardo rose,
every /1 001; wouldsnow -go:as far as): and expressed: his «dissent: from Mr
-9150/, formerly,, He: thought, there- Baring’s opinion, thatthe falliof prices) «
fores:thatothe increased» consumption was general, and that the:cause arose
of exciseable: articles was:entirely: on from: changes: inthe currency:
He
et the; partiiof !those; who) had fixed: in-

believed thatthe fall in corn had been

« »comess; ‘Fle, meant not ‘to cast!any'« severe obeyond ‘measure; «whilst: there

-» odium),on;\particular:classes as drones’: shad» beew no, fall with’ regard
to many

i» amysociety 3:he »would. only illustrate other articles,:or at ‘any:rate,
no fal

his argument :—-The enjoyment of'the» inthe 'least:degree similar, orthat-could a

~edrone in» society had increased; :while'»’
hei readily traced:to:a'similar cause. If
- everything connected with agriculture! the:ptices, of bullion:
were referred (0. . -and:commerce
was diminished/in'value:: ‘atr formensperiods, «it \s

» de would: now. very. shortly: advert to
_sothe measures which he should
be di
«+ posed, toxrecommend.in a committee:

would ‘Beணை

that the:price of cornhad? altered ம
சகாயம் ௦4 இதறன: ரர்? 1172௮௮

irprised’
to find: his honourable friend
He would willingly give all that’ pers» making» acstatement; from’ which; i
»smanency to the currency as now estas ‘correct, it«must ‘be inferred that’ the

i

|

| Cuar. 5.1
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distresses began at the: moment when
the last change in°the currency took

place. Now, if he looked back to the
rice-of bullion in the flourishing year
of 1818,.and° compared it, with the
‘present: price, it would: be:seen that
| the difference
did not exceed 6 or7 per
‘cent. ‘To this extent other prices might

shave since been affected; and he had no

doubt, though without the means. of

| ascertaining
the fact, that. there had
| -beena considerable:reduction of prices
| .qncother! countries. Wane had: fallen
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to the laws which were enacted for the
purpose of protectingit.It was certainly desirable that those engaged in
the டட பக்தா corn should have a
vent when an’ excess of supply existed.

When two or three பன்மை followed in succession, we might,
if prices

were at all on a level with those‘on the
continent, export it aftera fall of three
or four'shillings a quarter ; but at present there must be a destructive fall
before it could be sent abroad, Neither
could he agree to the plan of allowing

| -cherej and'so had cotton goods, but he ‘payments to be made in two metals,
| ipelieved: that’ fall-was not more than - either in gold or silvers: This appeared
equal to that which had occurred: in to himto be acomplete departure from
| «omost parts of Europe. In: the year ‘the true and‘sound principles of cur<
| \11816:the price of gold was at 4/./an rency: ‘No currency could be of the
| ounce.’ In the following year it was same value perpetually, any more than
| «(4]:and6d. In the year/1818 bullion other articles could always retain'the
same price. « Gold’ bullion, however,
|; still did notrise above 4d. 2s, and 4i.8s.,
) .sandjin'the year 1819, when the plan was the commodity which varied the
. slwhichvhe-had the honour to recom- least sand if a contract\was ‘made to
-omends was-adopted by the House; it pay 100/:at a:future: period, the convi wadab4d.1s-The question then before tract:would be most faithfully perform‘otheckloosewas, whether it was advi- ed by the payment of that sumin gold ;
-sisable ‘tol return to:the old standard, or but it aight suit ‘the purpose’of theso
debtor to pay it in silver, whilst, by
existing market rate, which
the ake
ol tolt
sustain a'loss.
‘sawasrthen about '4: per cent. above that doing, the creditor would:
The two metals seldom. maintained the
«as ithe: measure of value in
standard,
-eeftituré ; but’ his honourable friend had -

o} argued:on this subject as:if bullion had

same proportion ‘to leach ‘other long.
of the one might rise, while
The price

Sothe Bank,
| cabeen’at that time, as it formerly was, _ that of the other felly(‘
on to pay
obligati
aw
o
’
n
a
under
now
under
being:
«
instead
If,
ounce.
s.:an
«ble or'5lc10

of gold, would’enable a peresoof; Beitig’ at 14/.\1s.5 bullion had: been 60 ounces
»omuch, higher, heyshould not have pro-: ‘son’ who-received it to ‘propose’more,
amount of com‘posed.a recurrence to the:mint stand- or a greater nominal
modities; thanyhe would:if he: paid in
ard.; Wihat he was anxious about was,
“not ‘to restore theold, but to establish silvers o'The-relative value of the two
the act of Par| ‘sanfixed: standards for, however desi metals had varied since
| Vorable it-might be: to,a’ body of mera’! Jiament; ‘but what «was the cause of
_ \\uchanté‘or bankers to possess
the power: “that. variation ?—It- was this the
\\ of raising or-lowering a fourth-or fifth’ Bank, ‘being ‘a’ timid body, ‘seldom
y, to make clinging to the true’ principles ‘of cir0) thewalue-of the currencand
$1.21'75. 103d. at: one; times: ,equivalent

' tol, at.another, it wascaspower ide=)
இ
of ,every engagement,!and
«.stritctive
_ | finally ruinous to every interest. With:
' régard to the depression of agriculture,"
ow

he:belieyedit was a:good deal owing

veulation, had taken ‘alarm, and’ had

made:great and unnecessary purchases
‘of gold, although they found, by’ex-

»perience,: that no) person: applied

to

wi
a
tive, blow.
Mr Baring defended his wiews, €X-

them: for any,
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pressing

conviction that the

recent

change of currency had been much
more than 6 or 7 per cent. Every great
commercial state on the continent had

made a double tender, one of gold, the

other of silver. Thebusinessof the great
Banks of Amsterdam, Altona, &c. was

conducted on this principle. One was
undoubtedly a standard that

might

be more pleasing to the critical eye of
his honourable friend, when he discuss-

ed those subjects mathematically in his
closet. But for what useful, purpose of
life could they adhere: to: the, single
tender, when the double} tender was
evidently one that afforded much-great-

[Cuap, 5,

especially that individual amongst them
who

was

so highly cura

his knowledge of political
(Mr

Ricardo,)

would

for

economy,

permit

the

committee to see what good they could

effect by their deliberations. Trade |

and

agriculture

were so. dnterwoven

with each other, that they appeared
to him but as one interest
; and he had

always deemed it wicked. to: consider
them as jarring with each other, The
petitions,on the table were: signed by,
more than 100,000 persons, and were
not got

up in streets and ale-houses)/as_

had too often been the case recently,—,
were not signed

by women:and child.

er facilities, and answered ‘the purpose

ren,;—butby the yeomanry of thecoun-.

a short remark: \from Mr Hume,‘ the
debate closedsiicrm ss» yi 190005 ஒர்
i 3
_ In pursuance:
of the views: now an-

enemy. wished

the

11) - laws, for thereiwas.
system ofcorn

of the public: creditor-equally. well’? >) try—the heart’s blood of the:state—_
After-a reply from Mr Ricardo, and | the most loyaland independent partiof
his: Majesty’s subjects. If our greatest

to: call:do

ir

heads
his heaviest. curse, he could)not.

nounced,.
Mrs Baring afterwards, on , call. down upon them’ a ‘heavier than.
the 9th
of April, brought forward a. this—that the prayer of these petition-.
motion;
*< That @ select Committee be. ers should be allowed to pass unnoticed. ;
appointed to consider the provisions
of » He was sorry to) say, that he did not,
the'act of the-49th, of {his late Majesty, » expect that any great-reliefcould:be.
c249, and)to /report: their, opinion, to extended to ithem under the presenty
Honsej whether it would: be -ex-—

pedient to:make
any alteration in the. something ‘radically wrong: in,them—
said act;/so as:to-alleyiate
the pressure there was some unseen defect ;,inshorts),
eee
they did not work well, Heiinstanced,
isc hkelyitoncontinue; to-produce,, on. the warehousing “systems, ini {conse:i)
the various -branches' of: public: indus- - quence. of which, (800,000 (quarters,
trys?voA ftéra debiateof considerable) were centinually liable, to, be-throwny
the market 5a danger suspended)
lerigthjshoweyer, it‘was: negatived'by a into
. overthe) head of the farmers,
far
like; the) |
majoritysof 14d: too2Fenh ols 02:
oAlthough: the .agriculturists..were * sword'of Damocles; by a, திவ்
of agriculsy
unable; to:
pdintsout sany: ‘specific :or- To. shew. the! importance,
promising’: an: for; their,own drelief, » ture, he stated the-returnsiof propertyl»
of)
there still prevailed amongst them an; made-by the owners .and: occupiers
anxiety:to do something, on at least aq land... The, owners -of land; returned
the occupiers 2,176;228l0)
reluctance to-the idea of doing-nothing. - 4,297;2471,,
‘Impelled by: this|-feeling, Mr Gooch, making, a,.grand.
total jof 6,473,A75l9

The property, returned, bythe, tradesy
.He,didy
appointmeént.of a committee of inquiry not-mention this, for, the .purposesofy
into the subjects 1He.trustedithat.the» drawing; any-invidious: distinction, pat
as; their organ; brought, forward, jon

the 7th: March, a proposition:
for the» was two millions and: upwards.

honourablei gentlemen

wh:

allyiop=»

tween the trading and. the agricultural,

but torsher:
posed the agricultural, interest-—and- interests of the country,

HISTORY.
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that the proportion which the land

tities imported two years ago; and it
was a great error to imagine that the

| bore to'the other branches of the public revenue, was'as’three to’ one

“Sir BoKwatchbull; in seconding the

motion, didnot think the
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_ effects| of “such importations

agriculturists’

were not

felt for'a considerable time afterwards.

He objected to the warehousing sys=

‘had ‘any reason’to»complain’
of minis- tem, on the ground that its*tendency
ters. °Helooked with jealousy chiefly: was to occasion a repetition
of thisievil.
to thesmercantile ‘interest, andoto the: He trusted that every possible teducgenetal suspicion’ whichany proposed tion’ would be made, and » suggested’
alteratiow
in the:corn’
laws was ‘apt ‘to that the committee should havea cer=
excite in'themation. Butshe could assure the Elouse, that’ the:agriculturists

tain power of inquiry
into the«means:

for if'they ‘had: ¢ome forward to injure

currency, nor any violation of faith’
with the public creditor; but thought

had‘no wish
to raise the price of corn;

the interest-of others, they never could
be'entitled'to°thesupport and assistance of*that House.) All: that they

wanted,'was some measure that would

ணா

conduce; to» the general*advantage of

the whole*'community.: “When ‘such
were the ‘difficulties: with which the

agriculturists had to contend; he might

perhaps be asked, why did they presume to call upon the country for assistance? He would:mention the reason, It was necessity—a\ necessity

arising from the general’distress’' which"
prevailed among them, ‘He did not
conceive that the present’ distress could
be imputed to:any excessof produc-

tion; indeed he knew ‘extensive tracts
which had been thrown out of cultiva-

of diminishing the public expenditure.

He neither wished any change in)the

that each class should bear its shareof
_the common burden. “Here
“he ‘could

not help noticing a remark! which’ he
had heard elsewhere, andjwhich’was,

in substance, that the landed:property’_

of the country was mortgagedtoithe
full'extent of the national'debti°This
proposition he begged leave'to'denys”

_landed'*property was no:otherwise!in="

volved bythe claims of the publiccre="
ditor than ‘other species'of property;
nor had'the fundholder! anything like?
“a specific
lien upon’ @ real restate. “As®
faras he was.at present’enabled'to'sug:‘
gest any practical; improvements,” or
point out “any “sourcesof reliefy he»
might’
| shouldsay—sthat great*benefit)

tion. © The causes which,
‘in’ his‘mind, | be expected from thesystemof taking”
averages more fairl ‘yandiéspecially 121
were of ‘a very different ‘na’
> The’ Treland were included: s He! thought?
were likely to’! produce such’ distress,’

difficalties of ‘the farmer:had

compel. -

led him to ‘bring his corn earlier into’
the market, when he sold'it!' to‘disad- °
டத
ட டம வவ பறி
chines: to which’
he was ‘not‘at’ all in-~
debted. This threw too great aquantity™
of grain into'the tmarket,;and therefore®’

lowered ‘the: price of it.“ That, how-"
ever, wasnot the chief cause of the”!
present distress of the agriculturist pit’

wa mote attributable
to the large im="

also that’ there’ might be vaysmall! ads)
dition to the duty on’ imported’ oats:
Iv/appeared ‘to him, -with* regard’to
protecting duties generally; that they»

should be formed'on agraduating scales |

always’ bearinga® proportion ‘to ‘the’
pficesin the home market. "These were®
thevonly alterations’in»the corn: laws*
whichhe felt disposed to’ recommend:
©Mr’Robinson, though ‘hehad‘op-*
posed! last year 'the going ‘into'a coms *

portation of corn whichhad takei pe a mittee, did not think, when there'was®

so'general a feeling of distress; that he’
in”
pa: could be accused of inconsistency,
Steat degree, totheextraordinary quan-— agreeing to it now. He hadno wish”
vO

years ago!’ The present’ pricesof

grain were certainly aes sean
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' to restrain it from any financial inquiries; and he had the satisfaction to

[Cuap. 5,

rate the grower there. Without suc
countervailing
duties, then, how
the British grower compete with
who was made wealthy by selling:
his
grain at 125. per quarter? Tt had been
said that the’poor soils ought
to be

find, from the speeches of his two ho-

nourable/friends, that, with reference
to two subjects, which had been ante-

cedently discussed, it was not propo. sed to advert to them, and that neither
was it in contemplation to disturb’ the
laws relative to our currency, nor to
look for relief through the medium of
any operation onthe public debt.
Mr Curwen'made'a

REGISTER, 1821.

thrown out of cultivation; but

sure
rely:

this recommendation procee
those who had looked at th
very superficially. The annual

pre

i

of grain upon poor soils, might bees e
timated at 1,500,000 quarters, ‘or about

speech; in which,

disclaiming the ‘moderation,’ and the
courtesy towards ministers, which had
been studied by the mover and seconder

two months consumption 3’ and if this

were abolished, from wh

பச்

வற்ற நத ரன்னர் ரதம்
ச்

" to prevent'the'complete’
and irre

able ruin ofthe nation.’ ‘The
farmer,
at present;*lost’ notless’ than’ 3s. by
every bushel of! grain he’ raised.: ‘On

lions of money ; and in what way’ Was
‘that’sum to be added to:
enlormods

‘amount
of existing poor-rates ? Orin

‘what way were those 25௦1781816

othe interest-of the farmer said a'too
low priceagainst'the interest of the mevehahic!) When themembers
for Not_tingham and Southwark were about to

%6 |

டடம ee

the part of the agriculturists, he disclaimed the wish-of ‘any price for grain
that 'could:
bear hard“upon the ‘manu-

«facturets:)A: too high price'was against

ளா

of the address, he called loudly! for ‘1
the most’ vigorous and’ decisive ‘mea- "1796;
mtidt ‘Took with’ terror 4€ diidh’s
sures:for the’relief of ‘the agricultural
. Besides, these poor soils wele |
interests. Fleicalled upon ministers to
y 300,000 labourers, whote |
remove some of the existing
“produc
ney ani wht a

~

first principles
of society, this! Tots

had not the power to make an exemiption of any species of property’fi
the land; he taxation. Whatever bar there
de mig it
beggedto ask them if the low priceof “appear to be to taxing the funds, he
“wictuals:had at any time produccomax
ed ‘would maintain, that not
‘fort tovany branch of'the community ?
» The wantiofa-fair market for the pro-

was a fraud upon’ the people ¢

valbthe other markets inthe kingdom.

pelled'‘to change’ both their tone க

land. The noblelord and his colléa
பாட்டுப்
ductions
of agriculture, wasthe ruinP of | would find themselves, ae
ற

“The President-of the Board of Trade’ their system. Economy they must

‘had recommended ‘countervailing’ duties; in order to! put the British grower
“ona fair footing with his foreign ¢om-

-)petitor.: ‘Thatiwas' all that was re qui-

adopt, for the nation would com “el

“Not
the economy of candle-énds

and
cheese-parings, but ‘a real, effectual,

and substantial economy. The noble
red 5 but this must be granted.’ He’ lord must then become the most radi-

(Mr Curwen) had had‘an opportunity © ‘cal of ‘all the radicals, unless, like he
of seeing: the great landed proprietors’ ‘despots of France, he and’his friends

“of Poland, who: told-him t க
“quarte

‘determined to’ stand தவன்

to the

would prevent!
loss;'
tbut' at’ ‘wishes and to the interests
of the people.
12s. a quarter would ‘amply yeniune- “Tt was ‘useléss'to' go’ into thé’ commib

கட ஆத

“sound! an alarm through
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the members came out of it but that additional price was the price

ong report, that would com-

rs to grant what was requiof. short observations
fferent members.

_

id, the committee would
_MrB
-were merely to raise
the price of bread.
He di entreat of those: gentlemen

to this country,
of security, and of independence—of a} security; which, he
trusted,
he never should see sacrificed

to any visionary project of feeding the
country by the sale of its manufactures.
Bread now was cheapin England, and

be worse than. a delusion, if its object yet the labourer was in a state of great
forward to support the pre-

who came

who had
nf, motion—those gentlemen
up the,
ent theiraid to keep

இட

wretchedness ;,and he (Mr Western)

did firmly. believe that, taking a view
of the prices ‘throughout Europe, in
those countries where bread was cheap-.

ae
de

ழம்

oe

nchor

of the coun-

this subject, references full of jealousy
and_ alarm had. been: repeatedly made,
rose, jand.delivered-his, geritiments:at
some length, Averse as'heialways was

aS

ir, time, and to take

sure

welt

now. very sincerély: to-elaim thesindal-

of the House—he' did beg to
பகர்கின்றதுgence:
say that:he-was nota mercantile man

fe

dyocated the. .present, motion,

பு

gentlemen,
down to the House and2203vote _of the. other, honourable
/addressed) the

t grant, and then the coun- who, had, that-night
enabled to judge of their House... Heialso begged to:say,ithat
_when he, spoke:in; his»place:there, he
spoke.
2 a, member-of | parliament ;
"he censure implic
not look -at the; particular

திதி

»lலy்,

30 ஒண்ட: பிகரு

BUHL STAnEO f money—a grant for
ofanumerousarmy—would not, a, man, of, funded property—
the lands
submitted
to the, House of Com- but that-his| property was\in
he held: ‘and2 hiss antérests,
ns...Let the honourable members _which,
_therefore,/were bound-up; with) those

SR

1a
8
இறட

BE

~riiterxo ஒழு

Tuin,that scarce any measure
devised for its salvation; he to speak of himself—for.which heihad
wal

esuport

of it.. The condition
was to be tried in:this

will his daily wages enable himito pur-

chase,?,

> agricultural interest, as in such
a state of depression, or rather
in such

ஒம்

the least.share
of the labourer

way—not} what. price does’ he pay for
particular. articles, but what: quantity
of the comforts
jor ‘necessaries: of life,

gentlemen, who, on every side
| பயல் வடடல ன் on
a

est, there the labourer,
for himself, had

repelled by Mr W,

இறப்ப
of tenantaj 'or
was. ; jnterests.of landlohisrds;duty:t
o look fur-

but.
Well. to talk of foreign suppli5,es
to the! வ

றhe: youl p

t spoken, whether fo

r

,
it was
_farmers,;
ட என் accordingly he/disdained ‘to

ut
e any other question’bthe
in view
hav

ity.
ever been. found su! great interests of the whole commun
which they
~ ficient when England had been visited. ‘The great -principle-uo ponmake'th
e’ price
» {With scarcity at home... Possibly/a re-, should. go was this—t
as nearly: as
a5
ce upon her: own agriculture might), of, ee approximatebore!
in. other
ait?

ai

ond

்

of bread to England a. po ssible

it
to; the! price

1¢.cost at which it might « countr!123 Fle was: more sanguine, un=t
was'no
but he ny
5: ma
btained from. the foreign. grower ;.»,doubt ly; thai
70

Rae.
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such an enthusiast as to suppose that,

they

suggested

1821.
some

[Cuar.5,
modificati

under present circumstances,
they could

tending to prevent sudden viciss

reach at one step this great and true
principle of all corn trade. Although
a duty on the importation of corn

or revolutions in trade.
thing in these at present
urgent attention; but in
session they afforded the

would, in his opinion, not be so wise a

> measure as the approach to that system which he had suggested,

as con-

stituting the true principle of a corn
trade; yet he did think that a permanent duty upon importation would be
a much wiser measure than that which

had been proposed and advocated.—
Taxation,

undoubtedly,

was

a

very

There was no.
to call for any
the following
basis of some

change in the existing legislative ar.
rangement.

;

The present session was marked by

several measures connected with the
commercial economy of the nation,
Upon this subject, so far as general
principles were concerned, a remark.
able harmony pervaded the different

great evil; no man was more ready to
deprecate the present system, and ex-

parties in the House. That liberal sy
tem, developed in so masterly a m:

tent of taxation, than he was ; but how

ner by Smith, was

did it operate? Take the commonest

article of trade ; a hat for instance. If
the hat. were taxed, the price of the
hat rose of course. Enemy as he was
to all taxation, he must say that it was
not to taxation only that he attributed
the distresses of the farmer; and they
who did so, attributed the evil, he
thought, to a wrong cause. ‘The honourable

member

for Cumberland, in

his argument against the importation

of corn, had proposed this question as
an insuperable difficulty—« Can we
grow corn in England on the same
terms as the foreign grower ?” To this

he (Mr Ricardo) answered, “ No; and

for that very reason I would import
it.’? Something had been said on the
Subject of the national debt.

He had

no particular individual interest in it,
because he derived no revenue from it ;
but he would say, that the landed in-

generally acknow-

ledged to be the only sound rule by
which the intercourses of trade could
be regulated; and the restrictive mea. |

sures against foreign commodities, to |
which national antipathy, and nart
views of interest, had prompted

European nations, were felt as cl

defeating their own object. It was a
the same time acknowledged, that a
cautious and gradual system, and a re-

spect for existing interests, were neces-

sary, even in bringing back affairs
their natural state, and in withdra

that artificial support, upon which
great manufacturing and shipping establishments had been founded,
The timber trade was one of those
to which, under the impulse of national
jealousy and hostility,
the old mercantile system had been recently. applied.

A duty of 3/. 5s. per load,’ had been

imposed upon Baltic timber, while that

of our North American colonies had
ding, and every other public interest, been entirely exempted. The former,

terest, the agricultural interest, the tra-

were pledged to the public debt. - :
AA committee was accordingly appointed, and, in the course

of the. ses-

sion, produced a report, the most material heads of which are inserted in
the Appendix. Without being able to
point out anything that could afford
immediate relief, or by which the price

of grain could be materially affected,

-however, was both superior, and burdened with
freight ; so

a much more moderate
that the nation paid a

higher price for a worse quality of this

most essential article. Mr Wallace now

brought in a bill, in which the liberal
principles were applied to a certain extent; a duty of 10s. per load being.
laid on the colonial timber, while that
21
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country would never be so ungrateful

powers

as toforget that to it we owed the glory
of that navy,

400,000.

*¢ Whose flag had braved a thousand years
The battle and the breeze.”

He denied that either their interests,
or those of the North American colonies, were compromised by the proposition before the committee.
Mr Baring, while supporting the
general principle of free trade, conceived that it could not be carried far» ther in the present instance, than it was

by Mr Wallace’s bill. The question
was, whether the rate of duty proposed by the right honourable gentleman,
was such a rate as would increase the
trade to the Baltic, without

destroy-

ing that to America.
To him (Mr
Baring) it appeared that this would
be the effect of the proposition before
the committee ; and if the duties were
to be altered to a greater extent, that

change should be made gradually ; because, when they had created a great
interest, like that of the shipping, it
was not to be let down all at once. As

to the question between
_ Russia, it was exactly the
between Canada and the
therefore he should not
any length.

Norway and
same as that.
Baltic; and
discuss it at

of Europe,

annually

of that article;

we

[Cuap,g)

we

should save

on the purchase

and consequently that.

were yeerly incurring

a debt to

that amount, in order to put this mo.

ney into

owners.

the

pockets

of

the ship.

If a-bill were introduced for

the specific and avowed

purpose of

granting a sum to that amount to the
ship-owners, he would much rather

agree to it than to the resolutions now.
before the committee, for in that case

the capital thus given to them might
be more usefully employed.
At pre.
sent it was a total sacrifice of 400,000/.

a-year, as much so as if the ships en.
gaged in the coasting trade should be
obligedto sail round the island, in order
to give employment to a greater number. There were exceptions to be made

in cases of very old established arrange.
ments; but this American trade was
not one of them; it was of new date,
and mainly sprung out of a quarrel between England and the Baltic powers.
It was then said, that the latter would

withhold her timber, and that the colonial trade must necessarily be encouraged in Canada. What once
ae
might again happen it was said. Well,
then, his reply was—if ever

it should

happen, it would be time enough to
pay the high price.

Mr Ricardo, on the other hand, urged, in the strongest manner, a closer

_ Mr Marryatt took a directly opposite view of the subject, and said, «I
have listened with great attention tothe

approximation to the general principles
of political economy. ‘They had been
told that they ought to go to the best
and cheapest market, and also that the
timber of Norway and Russia was better and cheaper than that of America ;
and yet they were recommended, as a
practical measure, to take the worst
timber at the dearest rate! His honourable friend, (Mr Bennett,) in a

Hitherto ships, colonies, and commerce,
have been considered as inseparably
connected with each other; but, according to the new system, we are to

speech full of the soundest argument,

sacrifice our ships

and as yet totally unanswered by the
gentlemen opposite, had’ shewn, in the
most convincing manner, that by buy-

better without them. Whenever these
philosophers will illustrate their theory

ing our timber from the

northern

discussion

before the committee,

and

more particularly to the doctrines of

our new school of political economists ;

but must confess that they have produced very little conviction on my mind.

and colonies, in or

der that our commerce may go on the
by experimental proof—if, for example,

they will take off two legs from a three-

foreign powers for correspondent ad-

remaining one leg more firmly than it
before did on all the three, then, but
not till then, will 1 become one of their

have escaped all my researches, while

the
legged stool, and make it stand on

vantages in return; as if history was
filled with examples of national gratitude; though, if such there are, they

Our trade with our own co-

examples of the ingratitude of nations,

always call our own, because we hold
it independent of the will-of foreign

and treasure, abound almost in every
page.” He objected also to some details
of the bill, remarking; < Great Britain adopts various rules in regulating
her duties on different commodities.

disciples.

lonies, and in our own ships, we can

powers ; but in trusting toa trade with

foreign nations; we are leaning on a
broken reed. Have we already forgot- ten the continental system, which, last

war, ctit us off from all communication
with every port in Europe; and the
non-intercourse and non-importation
acts of the government of the United
States, which excluded us from all
America? Or do.we flatter ourselves
that what has been may not again be?
If so, we reason in opposition to experience, and the evidence of facts, and

=e
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to the true rule of judging of the future by the past. Have we any reason
to believe that the jealousy expressed
by foreign powers of our commercial
greatness, which they envy, and of our
naval power, which they dread, is at
all abated? On the contrary, has not
increased cause of dissatisfaction been
recently given on our part, to the great
European potentates, by our declaration
to every foreign court, that the principles laid down andacted upon intheir attack upon Naples, are repugnant to the
fundamental principles of the British
constitution ? It seems impossible that
our good understanding with these
powers can long continue, unless they
or we
adopt our notions of government,
adopt theirs, events neither of which

are very likely to happen. With such
prospects before us, we are called upon, in defiance of every principle of
sound policy, and with total disregard
to the maintenance of our maritime
greatness, to abandon a colonial trade
in British ships, in order to encourage
a foreign

trade in foreign

ships,

and.

are desired to trust to the liberality of

for whom we have expended our blood

Some pay by weight, some by measure, some by tale, and some ad valorem. Deals have always paid by tale,
and the noble lord would now assess
them in their cubical contents. This I
object to, in the first place, because

any sudden or violent alteration of a
long established system, is always atwith great injury to the inte-

tended

rest of individuals, and therefore ought
only to be adopted for very strong and
urgent reasons.
proposed in the

The scale of duties
schedule, lowers the

duty on Norway deals Jd. 15s. 8d. and
raises that on Canada deals 2/. per
load; a considerable disadvantage to
Canada, which, if increased, would
drive her deals out of the market alto-

ether ; and therefore, of two evils, I
shall choose the least. On the same
to
rounds, we might be called upon

make endless alterations in our existing system. For instance, oranges pay
of
duty by tale; and the inhabitants
the Western Islands might as reasonably complain that their small oranges
as the
pay as much duty per thousand
and relarge oranges from Portugal,

be
quest that in future they should all

accordmeasured, and the duty taken

ing to their cubical contents, as the
Norwegians make this application with
respect to their deals.

member
those

who

for

‘I'he honourable

Shrewsbury

reproaches

advocate the cause of the

bad
ship-owners, with supporting a
they
trade carried on in bad ships; and
In
have also been called rotten ships.
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order to show how far they merit these
epithets, I have examined ‘Lloyd's register-book, and find that of 434 ships
that arrived from Quebec last year, 183

are of the very first class, standing letter
A; 249 are of the second class, letter E,

(vessels fit to-carry any cargo to any
part of the world, and only two stand
the third letter, I. The truth is, that
we have now no rotten’ships, and very
few old ships; because, as even’ good
ships cannot all find employment, the
bad can of course expect none, and
therefore are broken’ up much seoner
நக எனல]? உ ய
Notwithstanding so many objections
from opposite quarters, the bill was
passed, and the amendments negatived
by large majorities. In the Lords, however, it met with a pretty rough reception from the friends of the liberal
system.
Lord Lauderdale regarded the bill
as altogether a colonial job. He went
over the report of the committee, and
ridiculed the exceptions made from the
general principle, which was laid down
in the commencement of that document.

It had

been

shewn,

that the

money received for Canada timber, only paid the expenses of cutting and

REGISTER,
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The Marquis of Lansdown also felt
extreme regret, that after all the con.’

sideration that this question had under.
gone; after the assurance so often given
‘by the noble Earl, that whenever an;

arrangements should be adopted for the
purpose of effecting an alteration in thiy
system, they should be on a complete
and permanent scale ; after four or fiye

years of peace had been suffered to
elapse, upon that very ground, with.
out any thing being done,

their lord.

ships were now informed by the noble
Earl

at the head of his Majesty’s 80.

vernment, that they were to pass a bill,
founded, indeed, in an erroneous poli-|,
cy, but one which establisheda system

a little better than what had hitherto

been acted on.
The bill, however, passed, though
with a lengthened and elaborate pro. ,

test against it by Lord Lauderdale,

,

It was not, however, only in a soli
tary and limited measure of this na
ture, that the important principles de

veloped in the reports before'the House,
were to be brought into action. On
the 25th June, Mr Wallace moveda
most extensive series of resolutions,

having in view the complete revisal of
the British navigation laws. The ob.

bill,

ject was, to simplify and consolidate,

therefore, protected no interests, except those of the proprietors of a num-

and thereby to render more beneficial,
the general commercial law of ‘the

sending it to be

shipped.

The

_ber of old ships, and of 150,000/. of
capital, which

had

been

laid

out

in

country, It was intended to do this,
by relieving it from a great part of!

purchasing new ones. He condemned
the preference given to Russia over
Norway by the bill, at the very time

that immense mass of legislation which §

that

and

Russia

was augmenting

the du-

‘ties on British merchandize.
Lord Ellenborough would not obstruct the bill, lest the shipping interest should prevent any improvement
‘at all; but he certainly expected that
ministers would have acted with more
firmness in this business. The effect of
the bill would be a premium to introduce the dry-rot into every building in”

‘the kingdom.

successive centuries had heaped on it}
and by removing those contra
contradictions,

by

which almost

every portion of the existing
law wa
rendered obscure, and difficult of ap!
plication. There were not much shor!

of 2000 laws relating
to the commerct
of the country.

And when he added)

that these acts were passed during al
most every period of our history, Un)
der various circumstances, sometimes?

a mercantile, and sometimes of 8. poli.
tical nature, and that the principle 0
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restriction had always predominated,
and been enforced by the strongest
measures, he thought it could not be
deemed extraordinary, if there appeared in laws so passed, a great deal of
confusion and contradiction.
These
laws might be divided into two parts,

_as they applied to our intercourse with
_ foreign nations, and to that carried on

between different parts of the country.
Pursuing these different heads, a geneyal consolidation of the commercial law
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merce and navigation,
always obliged to give
made a sacrifice to the
vigation. This formed

commerce was
way, and was
interests of nathe foundation

of all the navigation laws. To the general wisdom of those laws, he was
happy to bear testimony ; at the same

time, he must lay it down as an esta-

blished principle, that commerce and
navigation were inseparably connected

with each other. The only true foundation for a powerful marine, was a

of the country, would be effected; and great, flourishing, and extensive cominstead of being dispersed over the merce. They ought, therefore, to use
whole of the Statuté-book, it might, _their best endeavours to extend the
without much difficulty, be brought
commerce of the country, and to retogether in a comparatively moderate move every barrier that stood in its
compass. That which was doubtful way, by rescinding all those restrictions
would be cleared up—that which was which could possibly be given up. It
beneficial would be retained—and that wasvhis desire to afford a greater dewhich was useless or injurious would gree of freedom to the shipping of this
be rejected. A system of law would
country, and also to the vessels and
thus be produced, more befitting the commerce of foreign states. He wishpresent situation of Europe, more li- ed to give to the commerce of foreign
beral to foreign states, more beneficial nations, the freest possible access, for
to England, and in every respect more: the purpose of exportation from Eng-

worthy of perhaps the greatest com-

land.

mercial nation that ever existed.

king this country a general depot, the
great emporium of the commerce of

The

In short, he was desirous of ma-

object he had in view, was to enable
every man to know distinetly what the the world. He intended to propose relaw permitted, and what it prohibited ; . pealing all the laws, nearly two hun80 that it would be in his power to en- dred in number, which had been impoter into any branch of the trade of this sed prior to the 12th of Charles II., in
country, unchecked by any of those which the principle of the navigation
apprehensions by. which he was at pre- laws was embodied. The great object
sent beset. The apprehension that he of these laws had been accomplished,
might incur some penalty, with the ex- namely, that of making us the greatest
Istence of which he was unacquainted, maritime power in the world, The imbut which perhaps lay darkling in the portance of such an object could never
deep recesses of the Statute-book ; the be overrated. The proposition was unfearthat some obscure enactment might

. be enforced
to rob him of his profits,
_ and consign him to ruin, paralysed the

efforts of the merchant.
‘The system
-of our navigation laws had been adopt_ ed with a view rather to naval power,
than to the encouragement of trade.
Much undoubtedly had been done in
favour of commerce;

but, whenever

there was an opposition between com-

questionably correct, that they who
possessed the dominion of the seas,
would command the commerce of the
world; and to command the commerce,
was to command the wealth of the
world. It might also be added, that to
command its wealth, was to command
the world itself. He had two alterations to suggest ; one in the desire of

giving additional freedom to foreign

_
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the other, with the

same

view towards our shipping interest.
As the navigation laws at present stood,
there were certain of them, by which
Holland,

the Netherlands,

and

Ger-

many, as to a variety of articles, were
absolutely excluded from our commerce; with respect to some of those
articles, indeed, they were cut off from
* all intercourse with this country in any
shape whatever. These restrictions he

should propose to do away. He could

- consider them only as the vestiges of
that ancient distrust and enmity which,
he trusted,
in these days existed nomore.

‘This country could no longer entertain
the same ill will towards them. Holland, for instance, had ceased to be the
object of national jealousy—to be the
emporium of the world, or the general
carrier between all nations. The intended removal of certain other restrictions, which

were imposed

upon

our

commerce with Russia and a ‘part, of
Turkey, would have the effect, he
trusted, of leaving the trade of this
country, with the whole of Europe,
infinitely more free and open than it at

REGISTER, 1821.
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resident in any one of such countries,
was desirous of exporting any article,
the particular produce of it, and had q
vessel in the port, but belonging to another state, he could not send it hither
by that vessel, but must take up a Bri.

tish one, or wait till he could charter
one

of his own nation.

This

was at

once vexatious and injurious to the foreign merchant, and inefficient for the
purposes of our own law. ‘The only
effect of this arrangement was, to make
the assortment of the cargo more tedi-

ous and inconvenient. The whole of
this enactment, therefore, he proposed
todo away. Another defect of the present system arose out of the division
of Europe into kingdoms. It was well
known'that there was a great difference

in that division, between the age of
Charles II. and the present time; and
the consequence was, that the law made

distinctions which were perfectly un-

founded. What was France in that day
was not France now.

‘Thus, goods

might come from Calais, a port of

he should proposeto make one or two

France, without any interruption;
which very goods, as coming from’
Dunkirk, now equally
a port of நவ்
were absolutely prohibited by the ex-i

rated, would then be confined all the

stroy these distinctions
of count

restrictions which would, for the future, be laid on the mutual commerce

together, and to substitute for

present was,

By the

bill in question,

additions only to what were called the isting Jaw. Could anythin;
of
enumerated articles
of the statute of absurd? To avoid the recurrence
similar anomalies, he proposed oo
Charles II.-; and to articles so enume-

of Great Britain and those countries.

-There was another restriction which
he also should propose to remove. It
‘regarded our commerce, both with
European

continents.

powers

The

and those

enumerated

of, other

articles

which he had before alluded to, could,

the distinctions of articles of produce.

the ports of those continents directly.

But he should suggest the alte

on

of this ordinance. If Asiatic pre
for instance, were shipped from a port

under the existing laws, be imported

in America, he should propose that it
be permitted to be exported from Ame

countries which such articles were the
produce of, or in British bottoms. This

rica hither. After all the inquiries he
had been able to make, he was pel-

part of the law he was desirous of re-

fectly convinced that the foreign ship

_ pealing, considering it to be of the most
vexatious operation.
If a merchant,

tish ship; but, on the contrary, that,if

into this country only in ships of the

©

As the law now stood, the produce of
Asia, Africa, and America, could 075
ly be brought to this ‘kingdom from

could not trade cheaper than the Bre

-
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the British ship had only fair play, it

could trade much more cheaply than
the foreigner. He would propose far-

been pursued on the present occasion.
Those who condemn our navigation
system, and apply to it the epithets of

ther to secure the preservation of our prohibitory, exclusive, and illiberal, do
shipping by the imposition of a duty Injustice to its true character. The
on all property imported from Africa, leading feature of that system is, that
Asia, or America, in Huropean vessels all commodities shall be imported into
Great Britain, either in a British ship,
not being British ; and this duty would
be put on, not for the purpose of rai- or in a ship belonging to the country
_ sing any large revenue from it; but of which those commodities a re the
ie
with the view of preventing such im- growth, produce, or manufacture,—a
portations from becoming an habitual regulation founded
on the most perfect

trade. His grand object was, to make

Great Britain the general depot of the

_ commercial produce of the world ; and
with this view, he wished to extend, as

far as possible, the benefit of the bonded and warehousing systems.- His ul-

timate aim would be to do away with

every kind of prohibition that now existed in our commercial system.

Ex-

perience had proved that the principle
of prohibition had no effective operation. It raised the

and yet the

price of the article ;

ளி: under that disad-

vantage, and with an additional cost to
cover the risk, always obtained a sale;
instances

were

not

wanting, where

a

commodity was sought after while the
prohibition existed, but of which, when

_ the prohibition was removed, the con-

| sumption ceased. It was to be lamented that the foreign trade of this country had long laboured under very se-

vere burdens, which were in a high degree injurious
to it.

The only speaker who made any

serious ‘objection

to

the

system

here

| laiddown, was Mr Marryatt,who stood
|

upjas firmly as ever, the advocate

of

the old English mercantile system.

** Wherever,” said he, ‘* our navigation laws and colonial policy are the
subject of discussion, they are constantly attacked by certain gentlemen,

who take every opportunity to preach

up the new, but delusive and danger©us doctrine, of free trade, and the

abolition of all restrictions upon fo-

xelgn competition.

‘This course has

Justice and reciprocity, becauseit places
the foreign ships of every country on’
precisely the same footing as British

ships, in the trade with those countries,
and therefore is a principle of which
no power can reasonably complain. It
is certainly not favourable tothe growth
of our own foreign commerce, or of

that opulence which arises out of it;

but while it makes commercial profit a
subordinate object, it lays the foundation of naval power, by securing to
British-built ships, manned with British seamen, the carrying trade of all
the commodities Great Britain imports
from those countries which have no
shipping of their own ; which was the

case when the navigation laws were first
passed, with Asia, Africa, and Ame~
rica, The exceptions which have since
been made in favour of America and
the Brazils, are not relaxations of the

navigation system, but merely adaptations of it to existing circumstances,
lacing those countries, as soon as they
a shipping of their own, on the same

footing as the European powers,which
possessed shipping when the navigation
laws were originally passed. The great

object of our ancestors
in framing those

laws was, to establish a belligerent na-

vy. Although not commercial profit,
but naval power, was the original ob-

ject of those who framed our naviga-

tion laws, yet both have been most .
successfully accomplished by them, in
‘the result. From the extent to which
Great Britain has raised her manufac-_
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tures and her colonial acquisitions, her

imports and exports. far exceed those
of any power on the globe; and, under her navigation system, all her commerce with her colonies and dependencies, and those states in different
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Mr Marryatt particularly entreated the
House, and seemingly with consider.
able reason, to consider how our colo.

nial interests would be affected, by the
adoption of this new: system.
“ At
present, our colonies trade with Great

parts of the world, which have no ship-

Britain alone; they are bound to take

ping of their own, is carried on exclu-

everything from her, and send every.

sively in British ships manned by British seamen. The principle of this system is at once simple and comprehensive, and may be said to apply the
greatest possible extent of human wis-

thing to her, in British ships ; she giving them, in return for this double
monopoly, a preference of the home
consumption of their produce in her
market.

The committee, in their re.

to the widest possible range of _port, talk of preserving the supply of
human action. Surely, then, we should
our colonial possessions with British
dom

been proved by the experience of a cen=
tury and a half, and under which we
have attained to a degree of commercial prosperity and naval power,,.unprecedented in the annals of history. Itis
highly important to bear in mind, that
at some future period we must be again
engaged in war. We shall then have
no nursery for seamen, and our maritime power must be transferred
to those
nations who will have become possessed of our carrying trade. Thus the re-

sult of the proposed measure will be,

the ruin of our naval greatness;

which

will decline gradually in time of peace,
but suddenly in time of war. In the
former state, we shall die by inches ; in

thelatter,we shall be put out of our pain
at once.

We are placed in an artificial

‘state of society, and this must be taken

into account in all our calculations,”

manufactures under this new

system;

but surely this must have been written

without due consideration. But if on
the principle of buying everything
where it can be bought

cheapest, and

taking off all restrictions merely pro-

tective against foreign competition,
you deprive them of the protection
they now enjoy in the home consump-

tion of your market, it will be impos.

sible for them to exist ; restriction
and
protection must go together; either
both must be continued,
or both, aban-

doned.

The colonies must haye the

same privilege of free trade, in the purchase of their supplies, which you claim

in the purchase of your produce ; and

under the same free trade, must
be al-

lowed to find other markets for that

produce which you repudiate.’?
Notwithstanding these observati
no attempt was made to divid
House against the resolutions.

ச்

be careful not to touch with rash hands,

a system, the excellence of which has

ANNUAL
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said he did not mean to contend that,

to improper objects—without being:

by law,

aware that they were lending the cre.

vested

solely

- in the Solicitor and Attorney-Gene_ ral, for he held that, by law,’any man
could proceed against another for a
_ public offence.

After the many asso-

' Giations which

had

existed for the

prosécution of felonies, it would be
hard to raise a question with respect
to their strict legality.

But the pro-

ceedings of these associations hadal“ways been confined to the prosecution

of felonies, or of those odious

crimes which came more immediately under the cognizance of the So‘ciety for the Suppression of Vice,

dit of their names to proceedings, of
which, if they did net hereafter re,
pent, he, knowing their sound consti.|
tutional principles, should be surpri,
sed. Hitherto the office of prosecuting
for offences, to which this society pro.

வ

this right was

OD

ing how likely it was to be perverted’

era

Mr Brougham, on the 23d May,
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fessed to oppose itself, had been vest.

ed in the Attorney-General, who was
open to the influence
of public opi.
nion; which restrained him in the ex.|

ercise of a very high, and, ifsnot
coupled with responsibility, a very)
dangerous political power. Indeed,|

by many persons, it had been deem.

person of respectability could be fix~
ed upon as immediately responsible

for the atts of the'society.

He did

not mean to say there were no respectable individuals connected with
the association. He knew, indeed,
that there were many most’ respectable

persons

connected

indict sundry persons whom it miglit”
choose to proceed against ; and then
threatening the party
with all those
further measures which could bere: |

sorted to by an association backed |
by ample funds, and supported
by all
those powerful names which it;put "|

to

forth. ‘The person proceeded against,

He be-

-such an association ; and the party

with it,

உன்

ed too high a power to be intrusted
which, at the time of its establishment, was strongly objected to, on to any individual, however responsible |
- the ground of its impropriety, but for the exercise of his trust. But here
with respect to which, he wished to was a set of individuals, under the )
be understood to give no decided name of a Constitutional Association,
opinion. The Sociéty for the Sup- proposing to- exercise the functions
of the law- officers of the Crown, with.
pression of Vice, however, by confining itself to the object
of its insti- out any responsibility whatever. Mr
tution, and connecting itself with no Brougham atterwards complained
‘party, had done less mischief than that the association was not satisfied
had been apprehended at the time of with convictions—with the surrender
its establishment, and had even effect- upon oath of the dangerous:stocks of.
ed some good. But there was'a so- the venders of seditious publications,
and with expressions of contrition
to
ciety now in existence, of a perfectly
different nature, which meant to pro- Mr J. B. Sharp; but the கண்னை |
ceed to the prosecution of political required to enter into an engagement |
offences,
to be selected at the disere- ' never again! to drive the same trade}
tion of political feeling. The ‘prose- — Now, here he must protest againsta)
‘cutions ‘were to be conducted by society of this sort attempting toerech: |
a jurisdiction of its own, as it were, to)
means of a common fund, and:no

he held out; )
whom, on the present occasion, he » was menaced with ruinif
t with,
to ruin
wished to address himself only in'the for defence would amoun

- language of expostulation.

lieved that many persons had enter-

ed into this association, without see-

could have nothing else to look to,

unless he came forward and றாவ.
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ed contrition to Mr J. B: Sharp, at

aus

a

of the “ Bridge-street Gang.” There
No. 6, Bridge-street, Blackfriars ; and. _were, however, many persons belonging to the society for whom, indiviunless, too, he gave up hiswholestock
dually, he entertained a very high
of libellous and seditious publications; and even this would not avail respect. To those he should preter
him, without taking an oath to do so using the language of expostulation,

no more.

Not the least evil of that

about 40 peers of the realm, who
were thus lending their names to a
set of men capable of using them for

8

।

rather than that of reproach. He be-

association was, the circumstatice of lieved they had been drawn into the
its numbering among its members “society by designing persons—that

these purposes; for he was far from
supposing that those noble indivi-

duals, in so doing, were aware of the
‘eonsequences of such a permission ;

they were the tools of others, for
whom no one could possibly feel any
respect. ‘ Church and state,” “ social order,” and “ sacred institutions,”
were fine phrases; but, in the presen¢

instance, they meant that it was nes
cessary that a parcel of individuals

they

should swell their own purses, by

were to be the judges in the last resort of those who were to be prose_ euted by such attorneys as these men
were. He afterwards declared that
he thought it was not legal to go to

using those of other people.
Mr Searlett also urged, that the
effect of this society’s labours was, in
fact, to libel the Attorney-General.
They implied that that officer had not
been sufficiently vigilant, and that the
society, therefore, undertook to re-

which

was,

that,

a man’s shop,

and

in

the

end,

say to him,

“ If

you don’t agree to certain terms, I will
indict you—If you do not admit your medy his defect of duty. Now, what
guilt; ‘give up your property to us, would be said of a private gentleman,
who should go about the country
who have no right to ask it, and who
cannot take it without violating the indicting offences, committed, not
law,—If you do not, besides all this, against his interests, but against the
take an oath never to repeat that interests of the public? What anexwhich we pronounce to be a legal traordinary thing this would be!—a
offence;—we will inflict legal ven- sort of perambulating Attorney-Ge- —
“geance upon you, and you must en- neral! In the cases in which the Condure the consequence.” - To do this,
was'to-act more like a robber than
anything else—more like a violator,
) than a protector of the law. This he

stitutional Association interfered, the

prosecutors were unknown, no names
were avowed, and some of them might
be upon that very special jury which
held to be illegal. If this was the law would have to try the offence charged _
_ of England, he had not so studied it ; against the defendant. There was no
_ if it wasia part of the constitution, he _ person who had considered the’ ques_ did not understand it. If these pro- tion in a legal or constitutional point
ceedings were to be supported by of view, whowould not concur in condemning such an association. He afpeers, who might ultimately have to
_ Pronounce upon them judicially, then terwards urged,—Suppose a society
-all/he could say was, that there never were formed to conduct excise pro_ WaS'an association put down as ille- - secutions, and another for customs,
gal, half
so much to be reprobated as and a third for other departments,

this ‘society—this terror to. all: good
Men, commonly known by the name

let the House

which

consider the state in

society would

become: invols

T. Maitland, a very early act of his

government was, to dispérse the senators, who had been sent from the
_ other islands to assemble in Corfu.
They remonstrated against their dismission, but in vain; he sent them
from’ the island, and left the senate
under the control of one Feotochi,

a

creature of his own, to whom much
of the former misfortunes of theisland
were to be attributed.
That individual, whom: the French

government

had removed from the islands, and
whom Sir James Campbell had refused to employ on account of his
misconduct,

Sir T. Maitland.

took into the public service, at the
same

time

that he dismissed from

Stiffanizzi,

and

the

oe

the grossest adulation, by persons who

were always ready to worship then

sing sun. A triumphal arch was subscribed

for in Corfu,

to

perpetuate

services of scarcely two months con- /
tinuance. A colossal statue of Sir T,
Maitland was raised in Cephalonia;

a bust of him, by Canova, was placed |
in a public situation in Zante. “In |

A

PD

லக்

Sir Thomas, notwithstanding hisboasted detestation of parade, had suffered )
himself to be addressed in terms of

Pe

commonest advertisement could not’
be printed without being sent there,

to 1.
Ithaca a monument was inscribed

him, and in Santa Maura he was ho-

noured with a second triumphal arch.
The consequence was, that those who.
had been active in these testimonials |
were selected for reward and office
without mentioning the bands ae

knights of the orders of St Michael

The greatest alarm
and St George.
had been caused in the island bya
plot fabricated by Lepiniotti, a clerk
in the governor's

|

service, who nevel.|

it " was punished in any manner adequate

- the Senators Flamburiari, Roma, Metaxa,

press was allowed to exist, and that
was at Corfu, under the’eye and di
rection of government; so that the)

eels

son and property, under the governIn
ment of his Britannic Majesty.
that situation were the islands in the
year 1816, when Sir T. Maitland went
there as Lord High Commissioner.
His arrival was hailed by the mhabitants with the utmost joy, as it was
‘expected that he would immediately
preside at the formation of a free con'~ stitution. Instead, however, of meeting with a protecting hand from Sir

உடம் டாப் சட்டம

ter was. to make them secure of per-

.

berty of the press was not ae

in the Ionian Islands ; indeed, but one

PR

to retain their form of government
- until a constitutional charter could be
drawn up by themselves, which char-

this fact to shew the despotic manner). ட
in which that officer attempted to go.' ர ॥)
vern the Ionian Islands. The House
should know that anything like |

ராப

States of the Ionian

Islands.
Under the guarantee of his
British Majesty, they were allowed

ca

of the United

former

[ரோடு
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Secretary

Cazzaiti, whom he stigmatized in one

of his proclamations as inert and corrupt. Now Flamburiari was a man of

to the offence.

He now came to the

constitution given to the free inhabit:
ants of this independent state, and
he maintained, that it was a complete

imposition and farce on the part of

wards been reinstated in his office in
consequence of a letter from Lord
Bathurst to the Lord Commissioner.

His first objecb)
this government.
would be, to shew that it was but ay
mockery of freedom, and, in truth,
devolved the whole power into the:

He was now, however,

hands

unblemished character, and had after-

in a dungeon

‘at Zante, because he had signed a
petition to his Britannic Majesty,
complaining of the arbitrary conduct
of Sir'T. Maitland.
He mentioned

of Sir Thomas

Maitland.

AY

copy of it had been laid upon the By
table two years ago, and it would be)
found to give the inhabitants of thes

Ionian Islands, a senate or council of

.
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gour, which gave rise in several 104

ten members, with a president, and a
ம legislative assembly of twenty-nine
© / embers, amounting to forty in the

Sir T.
stances to serious revolts.
Maitland was answerable for all the

Each island was to elect, as

blood that had been shed, and all the

it was called, a certain proportion;

property confiscated, in consequence

by whole.

' for instance,

Zante

was

to

appoint

ம் seven members, but those seven were
©!) to be chosen out of fourteen names

sent to them by the Lord High Com-

The people refused to
| missioner.
vote; they were indignant at such a
farce of representation, and the independent parliament of this free peo-

ple was in fact named by Sir T. Mait-

of the

disturbances

which

resulted

The
from his own ill government.
monopoly of corn, the exaction on
salt, the rigorous system of espionage,
were other grievances’ under which
the islanders laboured. The revenues,
which amounteto
d 432,408/., might

have relieved Great Britain from all
expense in the administration, but for

‘tand. Nothing could be worse but— the scandalous profusion with which
the system of a Scotch borough ; and. they were spent.
Mr Goulburn, in reply, stated it as
the copy nearly rivalled the original.
is‘Having
met on the 23d of April, the object of the treaty of Paris, that
1817, and gone through certain forms the Ionian States should enjoy a constitution founded upon their former
‘onthat day, how did this independent
|) body proceed with regard to the con- constitution, but with greater advan| sideration and discussion occupying tages to themselves, and be placed
thirty-two closely printed pages? It under the protection of Great Britain.
was read over on the 24th, and, with- He denied ix toto that the object or
out any discussion,

it was

adopted,

and signed on the 25th. On the 5th
of May, a deputation was sent to Eng-

intention was to confer on those states

a perfectly free government such as
that enjoyed by Great Britain. What«

land with this glorious free constitu-— ever defects we might see in the Iotion, in order that it might receive ‘nian as compared with the British

* dicial authorities, and indeed no judge
could act’ without his. sanction and
approval. To him was given, in short,

the power of finally deciding every

case that could be brought before any
tribunal of the islands.
He was nothing less than a Roman proconsul,
the alpha and omega in every proceeding, with the advantage of screen=
ing himself from responsibility behind
'P his underlings.
It was a complete
despotism under the disguise of a reresentative government; it was more odious than the tyranny of. Turkey
or Persia, and was a disgrace to Eng-”
land. This power, assumed by the
sovetnor,

had been exercised in the

Most arbitrary manner,

and with xi-

constitution,it by no means followed

that it would be advantageous to the
people of the Ionian States to trans-

plant thither the pure British consti=

tution. It was a very vulgar error in
s go
this country to call all systemof
vernment tyrannical and oppressive, —
which did not exactly resemble the
British, although they might be much.
more suitable to the people among
The
whom they were introduced,
fact was, that the character of the

a

the sanction of his Majesty. The Lord
High Commissioner had the power
of reversing the sentences of the ju-

people

of the Tonian

Isles was

such

as would not allow of the introduction of a free government to be en=
tirely administered by. themselves.
Some external protection was necessary to them. Having been previously.
under the protection of Russia, they »
were placed by the treaty of Paris

under the’ protection of England.

It
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conduct, withrespecttothat reference,

the slightest disposition to arrogate to
himself any undue power. As to the

elections,

he would

ask if it was not

Sir T. Maitland’s duty to assemble

(as he had assembled) in the primary

council, all those from whose abilities

and local knowledge he might expect
-to derive the most beneficial advice
and aid? Let the House look at the
names of those individuals.
It was
“impossible to select men of greater
rank, property,

influence,

and

other

qualities calculated to render them
competent to the execution of: the’
task imposed upon them.
The pro-=
ceedings against individuals had been
all legally conducted, and were justified by the crimes proved against
them.
In regard to the Insurrection
at Santa Maura, although the ostensible causé was the imposition’ of a
new tax, the real cause was, the apprehension that the British govern-

ment were on the point of sending
the militia to the West Indies. On
the 29th of September, a large body
of peasants in arms approached the
_ town. Instead, however, of repelling
force by force, the commanding officer desired them to send the representation of their grievance in the
_ shape of a memorial to Corfu. To.
' this they assented; but on.the following day the resident induced several gentlemen to endeavour to ap-

1821.
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ever,

were arrested,

and a Constable}

was assassinated by the peasants j and
that took place before it was possible
an answer could be returned to the
memorial.
It was not until the day
after the assassination of the Consta.

ble that Sir F. Adam ordered a rein.
forcement of troops from Corfu. On

the 3d of October, the insurgents be.

gan the work of destruction, by rush)
ing down on the town, and setting)
fire to a magazine.
Upon this, the
officer on duty very properly thought
it necessary to act. The moment that!
the insurgents were defeated, all hos.
tile proceedings were stopped ; and
the principal delinquents were arres.

ed and brought to justice.

So fr)

werethe subsequent proceedingsfiom|
being sanguinary in their characte!
that only four of the principal ring-}
leaders were executed. With respect}
to the disturbances at Zante, and the}
prosecutions which followed, the ho.)
nourable member had contended that!
those prosecutions ought not to have|
been instituted, because the distuth.)

ances emanated from the act of go.)
vernment. But even if that had been)
the case, he must-deny that the dis
turbanees were justified. ‘The fict|

ee

pease the people ; two of them, hoy.

aa

was with states as with men.
There
was a period in which they were not
qualified to enjoy perfect liberty. In
youth a human being must necessarily be subject to some restraint and
guidance ; and it was only when a
state had become mature that it could
‘safely be trusted with unlimited liberty.
If in the constitution of the
Tonian Islands there existed a frequent reference either to the Lord
High Commissioner, or to the British
government at home, he denied that
Sir T. Maitland had exhibited in his
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was, that the disturbances originated, > 0

not in any alarm for the interestso!|
the church, but in the alarm of those

who feared that the property which
they had iniquitously obtained, would

The governol
be taken from them.
had been active in suppressing th

monopoly of grain, and had thusbe
the means of preserving the islan

from famine, which otherwise the
could searcely have escaped.
‘
A short conversation ensued, 1

which Mr Bennett characterizedt

constitution given to the’ Ionian |

lands as a mere

juggle.

pompous,

mockery,

a trick,

It was high sounding al
indeed ; something to tli

ear ; a little to the eyes; but, in fa
17

8!

6
டி
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more Sir T. Maitland’s conduct was
inquired into, the better it would ap-

year. The motion was finally negaed bya majority of 97 against 27.
|

In the volume for 1818, we had
occasion to observe, when Parliament

were arranging the incomes of the
yal Dukes, consequent upon their

numerous matrimonial

engagements,

that the Duke of Clarence, being re/ fused the extra allowance of 10,000L.,
asked for him on special grounds, de_ dined accepting the 6000/., offered to

him in common with his royal brothers. This step, however, had given

| tse to inconveniencies, the natrre of

| which may be easily conjectuyed, and

i which at length became so. pressing,
48 to induce his Royal Highness to
| Yetract the measure. He now, there| fore, professed his willingness, not

மரா

played by the Royal Duke, whose
union with his amiable Duchess had
produced blessings to themselves, and
might be productive of great advantages to the nation.
;
_ Mr Hume, though not prepared altogether to resist the grant, could not
omit the opportunity of making a few
strictures.
He had no objections to
place the Dnke-on a level with the
other Princes; but there was a srant
» of 25007. which he had, and the others ©
had not; and therefore, 35001. was
sufficient fo»the purpose! | With reSpec to any arrears, he should stre| palously oppose them.
The Queen
had formerly refused 50,0001. a-year,
and

only

accepted

35,000/.

a-year;

the Duke of Clarence had been also

offered 24,000].

refused it.

a-year,

but he then

The arrears due to the

Queen since her refusal were 90,0007.

படன

If it was right to give the Duke his
arrears, surely the Queen ought to
_ eily to accept the addition offered by get her arrears also; but that cirParliament, but to receive the ar- cumstance entirely escaped the notice
fA rears which
would become due, b
of the noble lord, when he lately proteckoning from the year 1818. In posed a provision for her Majesty.
the committee of the House, form‘The conduct of ministers to another
- ed on the question, the Marquis of branch of this’ illustrious family was
Londonderry said, he hoped there most reprehensible.
He alluded to
_ would be but one feeling in the House
the infant daughter of the Duke of
} onthe subject, and that, in order to Kent, the heir-presumptive to the
Support the dignity of the Royal. throne. She was supported by an ,
| Duke, they would suffer the bill to individual, she was not allowed the
take its operation from the original ‘smallest portion of assistance from
" period of the vote. It sheuld not be the state. He conceived that some
| forgotten that his Royal Highness was parliamentary provision ought to be
நீ the next brother to the Duke of York,

_ and that this provision was absolutei ly necessary to Support his rank and.
ர dignity.

In fact, he required no more

- than was already granted to his young-

் erbrothers.

He did not wish to found

| this application on any personal com_ Patison of the members of the Royal
i Family, but he could not avoid say=

_ ing, that in that illustrious family no
- Steater example of domestic propric_ ty could be witnessed than that dis
VOL. XIV, PART ர,

made

for

her

maintenance

as

well

as for other branches of the Royal
Family. An annual income was, it
was true, granted to her mother; but

those who knew the expenses attendant on the high rank which it was
necessary for her to maintain, would
perceive that of 6000/. a-year little
could possibly be left for the support
of the legitimate infant Princess.

He

could not be answered by being told
that the brother of the Duchess af
M
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Kent had taken charge of this child
of his own free will. He looked upon
the offspring of the Royal Family as

change of circumstance. As to the
will of the late King, he believed he

the

to be an effectual one.
At the same
time, he could assure the honourable
gentleman, that, on a future occasion,

children

of

Great

Britain;

he

might say that it had not turned out

ness, which might be sufficient, in ad-

dition to his present allowance, he
could see no reason for calling on the
House to add to his income.

.

The Marquis of Londonderry explained, that the 2500/. had been
granted to the Duke at an early period of life, to compensate for the
want of any professional income,
which his other brothers enjoyed.
His Royal Highness’s income had
been rendered inadequate, through
the impossibility of residing abroad

in consequence of the state of the
Duchess’s health ; while in the case
of the

Queen

there

was

no

such

S15
ச

On the 15th May,

|

after the pre

sentation of numerous petitions, com.

plaining of the proceedings at Manchester on 16th August, 1819, Sir
Francis Burdett moved, that a committee of the House should be ap-

pointed to inquire into that subject
The honourable baronet supported
this motion in a speech of great
length, and the deliberations en)
continued for two successive

nights;

but an analysis of such long debates
on so beaten a subject, could not, we

apprehend, have much

interest fot

i
on
th en Stet _ all en ir
ei
eee
CU SR

claims which might naturally be sup.

posed to arise.
்
After same conversation, Mr Hume
Duke of Clarence had shewn some of withdrew his motion for reducing the
that delicacy which appeared to have ‘grant to 3500/., making way for
actuated other branches of the Royal another, proposed by Mr Harbord,
Family ? He would appeal to the con- against granting the arrears.
ie
duct of the Duke of Sussex.
Re- however, was negatived by 4 majo.
port said, that a will had been made, ity of 119 against 43.
by which his late Majesty’s property
On a subsequent occasion, (June
was divided amongst his sons, the 18,) Mr Hume again pressed hi
Duke of Clarence being one. This amendment, which was negatived, fils!
fact ought to be ascertained, before by 144 to 18, and then by 167 to 30,
they increased his income ; because,
Mr Bernal then proposed a new
in the event of considerable property motion, throwing out the arrears,3
having been left to his Royal High- which was negatived by 131 against

Lesa
S oie,

almost for life or death, of a near re-

lation ? Would it not have been better, in every point of. view, if the

ee

ae

thought they should, as such, be supported by the public, instead of being
maintained as this child was now sup- there would be no hesitation to lay
ported.
With respect to his Royal the matter before the House. The
Highness’s domestic behaviour and fact was, that all those idle tales which
private virtues, they might bear out were afloat about the 1,000,000/. of)
._ the picture given of them by the no- property which his late Majesty was|
ble lord; he could not, of his own represented as having died possessed |
kno wikulve, agree with, or deny, the as- of, were the mere fabrications of ill.
sertions. I’o these he did not advert ; informed, or ill-designing persons,
- he looked only to the public coaduct The property that his late Majesty |
of his Royal Highness.
Would aay did leave behind him was very trifling,
gentleman stand up, and state mannot much exceeding 80,000/.; and
fully, that he would sit on the trial, that amount was subject to many
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we ee

our readers. The motion was finally
negatived by 235 against 111.

we

Lord King, on the 14th June, made
a motion on a subject which had excited very considerable interest. It re-

ee

lated to the mode of examining

can-

ee

didates for church livings, adopted by
Dr Marsh, the present Bishop of Pe‘terborough. Lord King held in his
hand a petition from the reverend Mr

179

bound by some rules and principles,
otherwise the decision was arbitrary.
If a judge in Westminster-hall committed error, or was guilty of abuse,

his conduct could be brought under
the consideration of that House bya
writ of error; and surely there must
be some remedy in the case of misconduct by an episcopal judge. The
87 questions of the right reverend
prelate opposite, which were printed, sent by post, and answers desired to

soe

Neville, stating that he held two livings in the diocese
of Peterborough, to | be returned in the same manner, could

oneof which it was necessary heshould
present accurate. The Reverend John

Green was accordingly presented. He
> came forward with proper testimoni| als of character and ability. He had
already signed

the

39

articles,

and

was ready to be examined, and to
subscribe them again.
This, however, was not sufficient to satisfy the

tight reverend prelate opposite, (the
Bishop of Peterborough,) who insist-

ed upon answers to 87 questions, previously framed and printed, and, on
refusal to answer them, signified his
determination to exclude the applicant

uF

from the curacy.

This determination

the petitioner remonstrated against ;
but the reverend prelate peremptorily
refused.to relinquish his demand. He
then appealed to the Archbishop of
Canterbury, to whom he wrote on
the 19th of June, but received no answer until the 7th of August, having,

inthe interval, written a second time
to request a prompt decision.
The
archbishop, in his letter, after apolo-

gizing for the delay in replying, by

Stating that he had been more than
usually occupied, observed that there
was no doubt of the right of examination belonging to the bishop of the

diocese, and that that right was so
obvious, that he supposed the applicant must have since complied with

what the bishop required

of him.

Lord King, admitting the rights of a

bishop, still conceived he must be

have no reference to ability; they
were a test, and nothing else. The
noble lord read some of the questions,

and argued, that, from their leading

nature, it was impossible to regard
them as anything else than a test;
and if theright reverend prelatemeant
them as a test, his objection then was,
that the law had provided a much
better one, and that neither the right.
reverend

prelate,

nor

the

whole

of.

the reverend bench opposite, had any
right to impose another. The 39 articles were intended by the law to
draw a line, to a certain‘extent, about
the church, and no other authority

was entitled to alter that boundary.
The

bishop

had

boasted, that, with

the knowledge of these questions, he
had been promoted from one diocese
to another, and seemed

thus

to hint

that they had been adopted as a test
by ministry. Lord King had heard
this new standard of doctrine described.as cobwebs for catching Calvinists, and that it could give pain
to nobody but Calvinists. ‘The comparison did not appear perfectly correct ; for flies sometimes escaped from
a spider, even after being entangled
in his toils ; but, with this cobweb,
the unfortunate Calvinist must unavoidably fall under the fangs of his
powerful antagonist. He regretted

that such a practice had been adopt-

ed, for nothing was more likely to
create a schism in the church. Ano-

|
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revise the Liturgy and Articles, the
specially appointed by the crown,
For an inquiry into the truth or false.
hood of religious doctrines, is not the
proper

business

of either

House of

Parliament, though it would be pre.|__

vacancy in question by an unexcep-

of examination whatever. It has left,
therefore, the mode of examination to

tionable candidate, should, six months

the discretion of the bishop ; and, my

was

reason

to

in a Calvinistic sense.

Upon

the

whole, he thought that a prelate of
the church of England might be content with the articles of religion as
they had been drawn up by the reformers of the church. Certainly he
never could have supposed that the
right reverend prelate, who, he was
told, was the greatest polemical writer of the age, would have been guilty
-of the imprudence of endeavouring
to force on the clergy of the country
a new standard of doctrine.

Mr Neville, having since filled up the
after, come forward with the present
petition.
He then proceeded to the
essential circumstances of the question in the following terms.—‘‘ The
case now submitted to your lordships
is a case of pure theology. For the
questions, which the petitioner submits to your grave consideration, relate entirely to the doctrines contained in the Liturgy and Articles. Now,
my lords, an inquiry into subjects of
this description, is an inquiry which
I believe your lordships’ House has
never instituted on any former occasion. ‘The Liturgy and Articles derive, indeed, their authority, as standards of faith, from acts of Parliament,

which require s~>°-

to them.

But, if it were acemea expedient to

lords, it has wisely done so.

For, in

every diocese, the bishop is most like-

ly to be acquainted with the peculiar
wants of his diocese ; most likely to
understand, and best able to judge
irregularities, either in doctrine or
discipline, to which his diocese may
be exposed ; best able, therefore, to

determine what kind of examinations
will most effectually check them
The examination required for a curate’s licence, is required for the putpose of ascertaining whether his dot:
trine

is “sound

pression

doctrine;”’

5.

there

mero

that

believe that they had been drawn up

ae

The Bishop of Peterborough began by expressing his surprise that

sumptuous to say what they shall or
shall not do. Let us suppose, then,
that the said theolozical inquiry were
instituted in your lordships’ House,
and let us farther suppose, that the
inquiry ended in this result, that it
would be very desirable to make an
alteration in regard to the said questions. I apprehend, my lords, even in
this case, that your lordships’ House
could not, consistently with the constitution of the established church,
interfere for the purpose of correcting them ; and, if not for the purpose
of correcting them, much less for the
entire removal of them. My lords, |
will state the grounds of this opinion,
The 48th canon, which requires an
examination of curates before they
are licensed, has prescribed no mode

observed,

ர

revision would be referred either tp
the convocation, or to commissioners

er

might justly be called articles of peace,
should be the only standard of doctrine.
He referred their lordships
to the history of the 39 articles, and

[ம

Rm

excited.
It was, therefore, most important that the 39 articles, which

1821.
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ther prelate might choose to put a
different construction on the 39 articles from that given to them by the
xight reverend prelate opposite ; and
thus a spirit of dissension would be

REGISTER,
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Now the mode of examination whic!

is best adapted to such a purpose,

unquestionably that which is bes
calculated to detect deviations from
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- sound doctrine. And this is the ob‘| Sect of my examination questions.
| These questions, my lords, are well
adapted to the present wants of my
diocese ; they operate as a check on

some partially prevailing irregularities; and, in the use of these questions, I exercise, I believe very usefully exercise, the discretion intrusted to me by the 48th canon. But
let us suppose, for the sake of argu-

ment, that these questions are objectionable. My lords, I make this sup-

| position merely for the sake of argu-

ment. For the very same questions
which I now use, I have used almost

ever since I have been a bishop ; and,

; though they have been well consider_ ed by very sound divines, I have ne-

ver heard any objection to them, till
a clamour was excited against them,
about ten months ago, by a few persons in the diocese of Peterborough.

_ But, even onthe supposition that they
_ are objectionable, (which, however,

_ Iconfidently deny,) I again ask your
_lordships whether it would be consistent with the constitution of the
established church to grant the prayer
் of this petition ? The canons are laws
for the bishops and clergy, which, ha-

ving passed the two Houses of Con-

| vocation, were ratified by the royal
assent.

If, therefore, the 48th canon

shall be so altered as to remove the
discretionary power which it now
leaves to the bishops, the

alteration

Must be made by the same authority
which made the

canon itself.

And,

solemn

181
declaration,

that

I acknow-

ledge no other standard of faith than
thestandard of theestablished church,
a standard which I acknowledge, because it accords with Holy Scripture ;
and if that solemn declaration derives

no support from the express references to the Liturgy and Articles con-

tained in every chapter under which

those questions are arranged, it was
incumbent on the petitioner to produce some example, in which the anSwers to my questions really had been
tried by some new, some private, some
arbitrary standard. If such examples
exist, they are very easily found. My

examination questions are not an-

swered in a corner.

I do not give

them to be answered in my presence,

and then. pocket the paper, without
giving the person examined an oppor-

tunity of making a transcript.

No,

my lords, the questions are always
sent to the persons to be examined,
who give the answers at their leisure.
If, on the receipt of the answers, I
find any which are at variance with
the doctrines of the church, I never

reject without previousremonstrance.
I shew in what manner the answer
differs from the doctrine of the Liturgy and Articles : I have sometimes
succeeded in recalling persons to the
standard, which they had unadvisedly forsaken ; and those only have
been finally rejected, who have persevered in answers which were irreconcilable with the doctrineof
s the
church, as explained in its Liturgy
and Articles, according to their literal

surely, my lords, as long as that cai
‘hon remains in force, you will not and grammatical meaning. .
Lord Calthorpe, Earl Grey, and
endeavour to deprive a bishop of that.
discretionary power which he exer- - the Marquis of Lansdown, admitting the authority, and respecting the
Cises by virtue of that canon?” The
bishop then endeavoured to shew,
character, of the right reverend prethat the writing answers to questions,

late, could not but consider his con-

and signing them, could, with no pro-

duct as dangerous to the peace of the
church.
:
}
The Earl of Harrowby did not sup- |
pose the church intended to exclude

‘Priety, be considered as subscription

toa test. ‘ My lords,” said he, “ if
ho credit is to be given to my own

=
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tion of Mr Mackenzie, that the public

Parliament could now be appealed

press, in reporting the discussion op

to.

the army estimates, which took place

:

The motion was negatived without
a division.
We shall conclude with a proceeding somewhat below the ordinary level of history, but which caused a
stronger sensation at the time than
many events of much greater importance.
We formerly noticed a
periodical publication, (John Bull,)
which set out on the plan of carrying
on a series of attacks against a royal
personage. Being commenced at the
moment when her popularity began
to decline, it experienced that success
which satire, when conducted with
wit and talent, seldom fails to attract. To vary the scene, it struck
its darts at the different members. of

Opposition with a violence, or at

least closeness, of personality, which
did not fall short of the most irregu-

_ lar of those which issued from the
opposite side. The members of Opposition, however disposed, on general principles, to maintain the liberty

of the press, have the feelings of men.

when it comes to cut across themselves. This series of attacks was
looked upon by them as utterly unprecedented and intolerable, and such
as must, by every possible means, be

put down.
On the 8th May, Mr Bennet
brought this paper before the notice
of the Commons, on the ground of a
direct attack made against his character as a member of the House.

on a former evening, had erroneous.
ly attributed to Mr Bennet a serious
reflection on the conduct of the Lord
President

of

the

Court

of Session,

Mr Bennet expressed himself much
obliged to the honourable memberin
affording him an opportunity of re.

futing what he had been misrepre.
sented in the newspapers to have said
in the

debate

to which

the honour.)

able member alluded. Mr Bennet
denied that he had on that occasion

cast any reflection on the conduct of |
the Lord President of the Court of
Session in Scotland, or of those who ;

had acted with him in the matter that
was
that
have
ing

under discussion. He regretted
anything which passed should
occasioned any unpleasant feelto the Lord President and his

friends.” Upon this passage, the John
Bull

thus

commented.—“

Now, the

truth of this is, that the Lord Presi-

dent has a son, a gentleman of high

honour and courage, who no soone!

heard of Mr Henry Grey Benneti
speech,

in which

he reflected upon

his father, than he put himself into

the

Edinburgh

mail, and_

started

forthwith for London, where having

arrived, he sent Mr Henry Grey Bennet a message. Mr Henry Grey Bennet referred Mr Mackenzie to that
general vouchee for the whole party,
Sir Ronald Fergusson; and the 1
sult of the communication was (a
usual) an apology, which was made)

in a com-

according to agreement, on Friday

“ The following reply made by Mr
Bennet in the House of Commons
last night, was not distinctly heard

night, in the House of Commons,
Mr H. G. Bennet ; but in so low
tone of voice, that, had it not
for the kindness of the Courier, i
might not have been so generally
derstood, and perfectly appreciatet)
as we trust it is at present.”
3

The

libel was

contained

ment upon the following paragraph,
which had appeared in the Courier.—

in the gallery; and, in consequence,

is very imperfectly reported in the
morning papers. It was given by the
honourable member, on the observa-

Mr Bennet began with expressil
his anxiety not to interfere with

)
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When the evidence was closed, Mr
Bennet observed, he would say nother, keep up the high honour of thing of the falsehood displayed, of
' public men in this country, and raise “the perjury exhibited. of the shame-=
the standard of that honour still ful evidence given, by these mere
higher, it was, that, wherever the creatures of straw, in the disgraceful
| English language was read, their fol- exhibition which the House had witlies, their errors, and their crimes, nessed. Nor would he say anything

Jiberty of the press.

If there was

anything which could, more than ano-

_ were held up by the press to public

animadversion. But everything good
| was liable to abuse; and there could
| be no greater abuse of the liberty of
the press, than, as in this instance, to

invent statements which had no foundation in fact, with the malignant
design of representing a member of
, Parliament in the exercise of his
duty, as mean, and base, and. cowardly enough, to degrade his situa-

tion to purposes of detraction, and
then shrink from the consequences
by compromising his honour.
Mr Mackenzie declared, that the

comments were certainly false and

‘malicious. The fact was, that no
apology whatever had been made;
no apology could have been made;
none had been applied for.
The Marquis of Londonderry said,
that the paragraph in question was
certainly a breach of privilege; and,
since the question had been brought
before the House, the printer must
undoubtedly be called to its bar.
On the 9th May, Weaver, the
printer of the paper, was called to
the bar ; but, though he owned himself the proprietor, he stated Mr ArTowsmith and Mr Cooper as having
the chief management, and the latter
as the editor. On the following day,
Arrowsmith and Cooper were summoned, when Cooper owned

the author of the paragraph.

himself

The

whole testimony, however, of these
three persons was so confused and
improbable, as inevitably to force

conviction that they were mere tools,
put forth to hide from view the real
conductors of the paper.

of the character of the paper with
which they were connected. Its me-

rits (if he might use the expression)
were well known to the whole coun.
try ; and there was but one opinion
among honourable minds, namely,

that it could receive its support only
from persons of the basest, vilest, and

most infamous nature.
it, that,

let those

He repeated

persons

be whom

they might, they could be none but
the basest and lowest of their species.
By the rules and practice of the
House, in breaches of privilege of
this, or of a much less serious nature,

there was one course generally adopt=
ed,

namely,

at

once to commit

offenders to Newgate.

the

Since, how-

ever, he had the honour of a seat in

Parliament, he had held and professed but one opinion on the subject of
those summary judgments.
That
which he had stood up to uppose in
other cases, he certainly would not
maintain in his own.
He therefore
moyed, in preference, that an order should be given to the Attorney-GeEs
neral to prosecute.
The Marquisof Londonderry, while

deeply regretting the breach of privilege committed, thought it better
that there should be a day’s delay
before passing sentence. ‘There were,
no doubt, cases in which the A ttorney-

General was ordered by the House
to prosecute ; but he must maintain,
that in this instance it was not the
most proper way of vindicating the ~
character and privileges of Parliament, to send these persons before a
jury, loaded with the condemnation
‘of such an assembly as that. Was
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that the proper course, now that a
person, after examination, had confessed himself to be the editor of the
paper? The honourable member, he
thought, would be the last to desire
anything vindictive or harsh.
- Mr Wynn was prepared to give an
immediate negative to the prosecu=
tion. It would be impossible for a

jury to inquire into the truth of the

yepresentation.
Members of that
House could not go before a jury to
prove what they said in that House.
He could not consent, except upon
the very strongest grounds, to depart
from the usual practice of the House
in such cases—the exercise of the privilege of commitment.
He thought
that,as an éditor of a paper was now
before them, they ought to proceed
against him instanter by a commitment for contempt.
heparin
Mr Brougham took nearly the same
view of the subject.

He

would

not

say that there was no case in which
it might not be more fitting for the
House to proceed by prosecution at
common law, than by commitment;
‘but this he would say, that, ifthe present case was not one in which they
were

entitled

to commit, there

was

REGISTER,
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ing in the usual mode by commit. |
ment.

©
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On this subject, however, the opis |
nion of the highest popular leader
was not altogether united. Sir Fran.
cis Burdett fully comcided in Opinion |
with the noble marquis in the blye i

ribband, that it was impossible for|
the House to agree to the institution

ட

of a prosecution by the Attorney.
General against these individuals, af. |
ter having sifted and examined them

in the most inquisitorial manner, by |
a process which, at the very best, was
equivocal, and which would be most
unjust and intolerable,

i

if it were to

send them for trial to a jury with a

decision of that House against them, /
and with sufficient evidence taken
from their own mouths to substantiate their guilt. Besides, the Attor- |
ney-General, he begged leave to remind them, was not an officer under

the orders of the House;

he was an

officer of the crown ; and, being such,

should they wish him to prosecute,
they ought to commence
by proposing
an address to his Majesty—which, he
was of opinion, they would think
highly objectionable—that he would
give directions to that officer to insti.
tute a certain prosecution in defence
of the privileges of the Commonsof
England.
He must confess, that he
did not perceive that any privilege of |
the House had been violated. ‘The
‘House possessed no privilege by
which it could legally preclude the
publication of such writings as were

no instance on record in which the
right of commitment had been properly exercised.
In his opinion, the
present was as gross a breach of
privilege as had ever been brought
under the consideration of Parliament.
It was as palpable an obstruction to
the free and unbiassed exercise of the
privileges of each individual member then before it. As far as he could
of Parliament, as could be conceived
see, no breach of privilege had taken
by the imagination of man. It stood place, unless it were a breach of priupon all the grounds on which former vilege to make a false report of 4
breaches of privilege had been de- speech delivered in that House. But
clared such by the highest of authorthe paragraph in question was not a|
ities in the best of times ; and, unless false report of what had occurredin
_ the House was determined to aban- the House, but of what had occurred |)
don every point on which their an- out of it. He fully agreed with the|
~-cestors

consent

had

insisted,

to negative

he

could

not

their proceed-

noble lord, that the mode of proceed-

ing now proposed was highly unjust

HISTORY.
‘| the honourable member for Shrews| bury would be disposed, by his in“nate sense of justice, not to press a

proposition upon the House which
| was likely to be so detrimental in its
future consequences.
ம்
_ Sir Robert Wilson again declared,
that his honourable friend, the mem-

ber for Shrewsbury, was making an
attempt to drag to light that miscreant, that base and dastardly assassin,

who, under

the protection

of the

| press, had been waging a savage and
unrelenting war against all whom he
conceived to be weak, defenceless,
and oppressed.
Whatever might be
the issue of the attempt, the gratitude
of the House was due to him for ha| ving made it.

_

On the following day, the debate

was resumed, and Mr Scarlett opposed the measure, yet was fully
satisfied that some means ought to
have been resorted to to find out the
author of the article. He was the
more anxious on the subject, because
reports had gone abroad, and were’
very generally believed, that persons
high in rank, and worthy (if such persons be at all so considered) ofa seat
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still more new to find such a paper
supported as it had been. He wished to God he could believe that the
worthless men who had appeared at
their bar were the authors of the paragraph complained of, and of others.
which appeared in that paper; but
there were certain articles inserted in
it which led him to believe that they
could not be the authors, but that the

authors were some base and cowardly
assassins, who, from

birth and other

adventitious circumstances, mingled
in that society to which they were a
disgrace.
On this point the Marquis of Londonderry could not but observe, he
regretted that the honourable and
learned gentleman (Mr Scarlett) who
had opened the discussion this night,
than whom no member in that House
was better acquainted with the principles of justice, and who ought to
have that innate sense of justice which
belonged to his profession, had suffered himself to make remarks which
were calculated to throw slanderous
attacks on unnamed persons, and
which might give great pain and
occasion much injury to persons to

whom the speculation of the world

might attach the slander. An ho| lending to this publication their full nourable and gallant general (Sir Rocountenanceand support. Whensuch,
nald Fergusson) who had followed,
then, was the beliefabroad, he thought
would forgive him also for saying,
that his honourable friend was doing
that, in expressing his indignation, he
but justice to the House itself, to give ‘had been too partial. He should have
| it an opportunity of refuting the as- been happy, when torrents of libel
sertion, if it could be refuted, that issued from the press against individuals as dignified and as dear to the
such men held a seat amongst them.
This idea was followed up by Sir nation as any individuals could be,
Ronald Fergusson, whose only wish he should have been happy to have
was, that the real author of the arti- then perceived the spirit of genecle in question could be discovered.
rous indignation and loyal abhor_ It was indeed a new era in the his-- rence which appeared on this occa~
_ tory of this country to see a paper sion; he would have honoured the
flourish, which had been started to principle from which such indignation
_ blast the character of a virtuous and
might spring. But he could not admire the spirit which prompted indig~
_ Mhocent woman, and it was an era
in the councils

of the

nation,

were
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nation only against attacks on one’s

friends, and regarded not the attacks

on political enemies.
Scarlett,

pro-

ragraph complained of must have been

written by a member of that House.
He had heard no individual named.
He did not believe it had been written by a member ; and his honourable
friend (Mr Bennet) had vindicated the
House from such an imputation by
proving the contrary from the mouth
of the author at their bar.
Mr Bennet, in deference to the
opinion expressed by several of his
friends, begged leave to withdraw his
motion.

Mr Baring, however, conceiving that
the House was thus left in an awkward situation, and that severe puwas

certainly

[Cuap.6,

«“ His Majesty, however, cannot\
close it without expressing his satis.
faction at the zeal and assiduity with

in explanation,

tested that it had no more entered
his mind to throw a general stigma
on any party, or any class of persons,
than it had entered the mind of the
noble lord. He had heard people out
of doors say, that the particular pa-

nishment

1821.

due,

moved

the committal of Cooper to Newgate.
Lord Castlereagh proposed an amendment, by which he was to be
placed in the custody of the serjeantat-arms, but afterwards withdrew it;

which you have prosecuted the labo.

rious and important inquiries in which.
you have been engaged.
“ He has observed, with particular
pleasure, the facility with which the
restoration of a metallic currency hag

been effected, by the authority given
to the Bank of England to commence) its payments in cash at an earlier pe. |,
riod than had been determined by the |
last Parliament.
«“ His Majesty has commanded us
to acquaint you, that he continues to
receivefrom foreign powers thestrong.
est assurances of their friendly dispo.

sition towards this country.

“ Gentlemen of the House of Com.
mons,
‘« We are commanded by his Ma:
jesty to return you his thanks for the

provision which you have made for
the public service.

|

‘¢ Although the public expenditure
has already undergone considerable

reduction within the present year,
his Majesty trusts he shall be enabled
by the continuance of peace, and of

internal tranquillity, to make such
further reductions as may satisfy the

and the original motion was carried
by 109 against 23. In this minority,
however, were included several of the
most decided popular leaders.
On the 11th of July, the Session
was closed by the following speech

just expectations expressed by Parliament.
“« His Majesty has commandedus

mission to both Houses, by the Lord

Highness the Duke of Clarence.

from the throne, delivered by comChancellor :—

;

to assure youof the gratification which

he has derived

from

the provision

which you have made for his Royal

“ My Lords and Gentlemen,,
“Tt is with the greatest satisfaction
«- We have it in command from his that his Majesty has observed the
Majesty to inform you, that the state - quiet and good order which continue
of public business having enabled him to prevail in those parts of the coun:
to dispense with your attendance in try, which were, not long since, 4
Parliament, he has determined to put
state of agitation.

“: My Lords and Gentlemen,

an end to this Session.

ees

Mr
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«‘ His Majesty deeply laments the
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VII.

EVENTS.

of the King.— The Coronation.—Death of the Queen.— King's Visit
to Ireland—To Hanover.—Disturbed State of Ireland.

Dwurine the whole of this year, the
personal concerns of the Royal Family,

and the feelings of the nation with regard ‘to them, continued to be’ prominent objects. We have already seen,
that the sweeping and boundless enthusiasm, which once absorbed the nation, in favour of one member of that

British public, though they may in
time recognize their errors, seldom can
take any moderate course to correct

them. With a cruel caprice, they took
delight now in trampling under foot
the object of their former blind idolatry. It was by availing itself of this revolution, that aclever, witty, licentious,

house, gradually abated.

Even at the ultra-tory journal, succeeded in foundcommencement of the’ present year, it ing. an almost unprecedented popular.
was kept alive, almost wholly, by curi- ity upon unmeasured abuse of this reosity as to the measures to be taken by cent favourite.
Parliament, and the situation in which
While one side of the Royal House
her Majesty was to be placed. When
thus suddenly sunk, the other as rathe consequent debates were over, and pidly ascended in the favour of the
when it was announced that the Queen
public. There seemed to arise in the
had accepted the provision voted for people an anxiety to atone for the readiness with which they had received,
her, an entire revolution ensued in the
public mind. That impassioned inte- and listened, to the lavish insults pourrest in her concerns, which had perva- ed forth by the enemies of. royalty.
ded the people, suddenly expired.

The

name which had resounded in every popular club and meeting, and filled the
pages of every journal, was heard no
longer. Even the most zealous of the
popular leaders, no longer found that

it could be employed with benefit to
their cause. It had been well enough
if matters had stopped here; but the

These

sentiments,

on

occasion of his

Majesty’s appearance at the Theatres,
and other scenes of public resort, were
testified by the loudest and most enthusiastic plaudits.

Nor did the popu:

lar feeling evaporate with the moment,
or experience that ebbing to which it
is so liable.
On the contrary, it has
ever since flowed on in an uninterrupt

HISTORY.
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ed-and increasing tide.

Perhaps, in-

deed, there never was a sovereign who
IV.
acted royalty so well as George
A deportment, in which majesty and

raciousness are felicitously combined,

which enables him to maintain all the
dignity of the monarch, while it makes

him felt as the personal friend of every

one present, made it impossible for him
to appear in public, without commanding the homage, and winning the heart,
of every spectator.

A few experiments of this nature

189

Due preparation was now to be made

for this august ceremony.

The Hall

and Abbey of Westminster, with the
streets connecting them, were fitted
up with vast galleries and platforms,
capable of containing an almost endless multitude of spectators. All the
dignitaries of the three kingdoms hastened from their remotest extremities,
to claim the spots assigned to them by

court and heraldic laws, on this splendid occasion. All things being duly and

carefully arranged, on the 19th July,

fully established the fact, that the pub-

George IV. was crowned, in full pomp.
‘The order of procession, and other de-

gust ceremony, which it had been hitherto judged unsafe to present to their
eyes; yet, without which, installation
into the office of King was not tho-

tails, belong to a future portion of the

lic were prepared to welcome that au-

The arithmetical

roughly completed.

philosophy

day,

has

and proclaimed

the

of the present

counted the cost,

emptiness of regal pageants.

In this,

it seems to shew itself over wise. Admitting, what may leave room for some

controversy, that the people of England are become more grave and reflecting than heretofore, we may still
doubt whether the mere abstract con-

sideration of the benefits derived by
the constitution from its executive
branch, will maintain the ** reverence
due” in the minds of the multitude.
Besides, though the display be made
in name of, and with reference to, the
person of the monarch, it goes to the
behoof of all that endless crowd who

attend as spectators, and scarcely less
to that of the great bedy of the nation,
to which, for at least a month, it af-

forded an inexhaustible fund of curiosity and conversation.

Thus the peo-

ple were fully prepared to applaud the
ceremony, as made for themselves ; and,

work ; but it must be observed, in ge-

neral, that the success was complete.
England, on that day, made, in honour
of her King, a full display of her modern wealth, combined with all the

pomp of her early chivalry.
ting up was perfect ;

The get-

and not one of

those marring incidents, which are apt
to thrust themselves in on these occa-

sions, and to mingle the ludicrous with
the great, injured the effect of this national festival.
One jarring note alone sought to
break the general hermony. Had the
unfortunate Caroline been in any degree well advised, even as to prudence,
she would have yielded to the torrent,
and waited some more favourable op-

portunity of regaining her lost popu-

larity. Onthe contrary, mortified, and
eager to thrust herself forward, she

formally advanced a claim to a share
in the approaching solemnity, which,
she well knew, if made

good, would

put a stop to it altogether. This claim,

which, of course, had extensive usage
in its favour, was received with that respect, which, in this country of law, is

engrossed its past lucubrations,

held due to whatever comes forward in
a legal shape. The tribunal, indeed, to

turned an undivided attention to the
pompous scene which was to be presented to its eyes.

Council, could not be said to be a very
favourable one. It received the claim,

forgetting allthe doleful subjects which

had

which the decision fell, being the Privy
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however, and patiently listened topleadThe event to which we allude, is the | til
ings continued during several succes- death of the Queen, which took pl
sive days. The decision was, that no at Brandenburgh House on the 7th.
such right belonged to her Majesty ; August, after an illness of a few days) at
and, as her advocates vainly attempted An obstruction of the bowels, follow. 2
to spur on the public to an interference ed by inflammation, and baffling all the |
in the case, the verdict was

evidently

final. Hereupon, this unfortunate lady
was impelled to take, on the very day,
"a measure involving a total oblivion of
the dignity and delicacy suited to her
character; but for the narration of
which, we glady refer to another part

remedies

of art, led to its usual fatal| ve

termination. The death of those who|
have passed through great vicissitudes, vis
are usually ascribed to
and the friends of the
ed, that the series of
fering through which

mental causes;| Pi
Queen exclaim. | ht
wrong and suf.) P‘
she had passed, | t¢

The favourable impression made by

afforded a too ample solution. Obser. |
vers of a different cast might remark, | 2!

these exhibitions, was improved by the
King, in a series of excursions, which

which the mind exercises no peculiar \ 0

்

contributed widely to extend his popularity, and to diffuse through his
people the spirit of loyalty. George
III., even before the malady which
wrapt his last days in gloom, had been
of fixed and local habits. London,
Windsor, and Weymouth, had been
the circle, beyond which he scarcely
moved. ‘The appendant kingdoms had
felt a dissatisfied surprise, that their
royal possessor should not deign even
to cast his eye upon them ; that their
capitals should not be graced, even for
a moment, by the smiles and splendour
of royalty.

It was,

therefore,

nunciation widely grateful to
ple, that the present Sovereign
paring to visit these exterior
of his dominions. Ireland, from

an an-

his peowas preportions
its mag-

nitude, might fairly claim the priority ;

and Ireland was accordingly fixed up- on for the summer expedition. In the
end of August, the King went down to
Portsmouth, and, crossing to the Isle
of Wight, embarked at West Cowes,
on board his yacht.
Thence he proceeded round the western extremity of
England towards Holyhead. Before
he arrived there, however, an event had

taken place at home, which engrossed
for a short time the attention of the
public.

that

the

malady affected organs over | 5!

influence; that a simple physical cause |
was stated, in the taking of an over | 5U
dose

of magnesia;

and

that, as the

|

Queen’s health remained unimpaired | P!
during those critical proceedings which | 5
decided her fate, it was not likely that tt
it should give way from mental agita. | ©
tion, after she was restored to compa-|
rative repose.
This event made a strong impression
on the people. That enthusiastic at- |
tachment which seemed before almost
extinct, was revived, for a time, in all
its force, by this awful and final ca
tastrophe; and manifested itself in an
eager desire to pay to their former
idolized favourite, a last tribute of
homage.
An occasion seemed approaching
when such an opportunity could not

fail to be afforded. The Queen had
expressed her wish to be buried at]

|
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Brunswick, her native place ; and, af

i

ter some discussions as to the day, pre

x

parations

i

were

making
to

carry thi

desire into effect. For this
the body must be embarked
wich for Germany, and, on
must necessarily pass through,
by, London.

purpost,)) |
at Har 4
its ஈர ,,
or close’

The passage through the

heart of London itself was the most di
rect and natural; and, in contemple

son
oc

of our volume.

=!

2.
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tion of its being taken, every prepara-

tion was made for celebrating it with

the warmest testimonies of regret and
attachment.

Ministers, on the contra-

ry, made it their study to cheat this
expectation of the public, and to convey the procession by a track where it
would escape any crowded notice. It

is easy to judge after the event ; but,
deliberation

careful

perhaps,

might

have caused it to be foreseen as more
politic, as well as generous, to give way

toso strong an impulse, which was not

likely to lead to any violent tumult,

and of which the cause was so tran-
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ham Court Road, a broad avenue leading into the heart of the city.

Here

the multitude had rallied, and, seein
that this must be their last stand, had
blocked up the New Road with waggons

laid across,

and

piled

on

each

without

some

other, in such a manner as to render it

impossible

to advance,

very extraordinary effort. A deliberation was held, and, upon the advice of
Sir Robert

Baker, it was

to yield, and to proceed
tenham Court Road to
public, however, deemed
unless the procession

determined

through TotHolborn. The
it not enough,
could be led

‘he most unlimited concession

through Temple Bar, and along St

, could scarcely have led to an issue so

Paul’s. Holborn, therefore, was found
blockaded in like manner; and, after a
little further hesitation, it was deter-

sient,

unfortunate as that which actually ensued,
The public were kept as long as

possible in suspense, being only inform-

ed that the procession would mot pass
through the city. Even on the day of
its departure, the uncertainty still continued, till after it had passed Kensington. It then appeared, that the plan
was, to proceed along the northern
skirts of the city, by what were called
the Oxford, the Edgeware, and the
New Roads. The critical point was,
when,

after

Park,

instead

passing

of

entering

Oxford

Street,

it

to

proceed

through

was

through

Hyde

Cumberland Gate into the Edgeware
Road. The multitude were assembled
here in vast numbers,

and

exhibited

the most determined spirit of resistance. Not only did they obstinately
Tefuse to stir, but threw stones and
missiles of every description at the military. It appearing now impossible to

effect a passage,

unless

by forcible

Means, the riot act was read, and after

a short interval, the soldiers fired. Several among the crowd fell wounded,
two of them, as it afterwards proved,
mortally. The multitudenow fled in the
utmost confusion, and the procession

goton without interruption to the point
where the New Road joins to ‘Totten-

mined to concede everything; and the
direction was taken down Drury Lane
into the Strand. The procession then
went on through the central thoroughfare of the metropolis, by Fleet Street,
Cheapside, and Whitechapel.
‘The
Lord Mayor, with several of the city
officers, joined it at Ludgate Hill. The
progress through the city was attended by vast crowds, who shewed a mingled emotion of sympathy and triumph.
‘The march from London to the place
of embarkation,

was

not marked

by

any events worthy to be here commemorated ; but the details will be found
elsewhere.
It was impossible that the transactions of this day could be viewed by
the eye of power without deep dissatisfaction. The example of a state procession, escorted

by a military force,

successfully opposed and turned aside

by the multitude, was at once irregular, and of most dangerous precedent.
It was judged necessary to make seve-

ral examples. Sir Robert Wilson, who’
was supposed to have encouraged the

resistance of the people, and Sir Robert Baker, understood to have advised

yielding to them, were visited by marks
of royal displeasure, which, however,
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could not be saidito be popular, and

soon part from the public mind of Ire.| h
04
rather tended to prolong the impres- . land.
At the close of the year, the Kine! 1
sion. Even after the day, a ferment
was still kept up among the people, by paid a visit to Hanover, also long he i
the unfortunate catastrophe of two of visited by the princes of whom it ha!
their number. The inquest on these been the native seat. ‘There too hy
men, Honey and Francis, being con- presence diffused the ,highest satisfac.6.1FI

ducted with an evident popular bias,
‘ended in the verdict ‘ wilful murder,”’

tion ; and he was waited on by them).

which might have been productive of
the most serious consequences, had it
not fortunately closed with the words.
<“ by a life-guardsman unknown.” All
attempts to fix the deed upon any in-

ers; among whom was Prince Metter.)
nich from Austria.
That minister jj f
supposed to have held conferences with’ |

dividual proving happily

abortive, the

affair gradually sunk into oblivion.
The melancholy impression made by
this scene, was soon effaced by others
of a quite opposite character. After a
short interval of such decent grief as
could be expected, his Majesty prosecuted his excursion to Ireland, and on

nisters of the great continental poy.|

the Marquis of Londonderry, who ac.
companied the King, in which some
important political affairs were arran.
ged.

We are sorry to be obliged to close

this catalogue of events, by some ofa
most painful nature, which rendered
the sister island a scene of frightful)

disorder.
the

They occurred generally in|

southern

and

south-eastern pro.)

vinces, inhabited by Catholic peasant.

the 1’7th September made his publicentry into Dublin. The events which dis-

ry, always an ignorant, bigoted, demi)

tinguished his stay, though important
by the impression they left on the pub-

sure of the times, with certain change)

lic mind, and the interest they excited,
could not, in their details, find a place
here. The whole conduct of the King

—the union of dignity and courtesy
in his demeanour—the graceful and
judicious

answers

to the

numberless

addresses poured in from every quarter, combined to heighten the delight
which the Irish nation felt at seeing

their Monarch for the first time tread
the soil of Ireland. All tended to call
forth that airy and

which

lively enthusiasm

characterizes the people,

and

those social and cordial emotions which
lace their character in its most amiable light.
It would have been too
much, indeed, to expect, that the valuable parting recommendation of their
Sovereign should have fully prevailed,

and all the deadly feuds generated by
years of strife, been buried in oblivion ;

but

still there remained behind a ge-

neral savour of loyalty, which will not

savage population.

‘Vhe general வ

in the state of property and society,
had involved them in more than ordi) —
nary distress, the source of which they)

were wholly incapable of seeing, in the)

natural and necessary course of things)
The result was less any form of whit
is usually styled rebellion, than a ge
neral unhingement of the whole frame)
of society, and a return to that turbu-

lent state of nature, which certain phi
losophers have supposed to be the ott
ginal state of man.

Scarcely a symp:

tom occurred worthy the notice ol
history ; but the whole territory wa
covered with individual examples 0)
outrage,

murder,

and

pillage.

The

most ordinary business of life could no}
be carried on except by the aid of aml
litary force. The disorder was the mort)
serious, that, presenting no fixed or tal)”

gible point of resistance, it evaded

attempts to strike a decisive blov
against it. A large military fore
1g
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‘\ announced a certain diminution pro-

| posed to be made in the amount of
| the land-tax. The address formed, as
| usual, an echo of the speech, though
\| the left side were understood to have

| proposed amendments, lamenting the
|

changes which had been produced in

| the electoral system ; but these were
| rejected by large majorities. The can| didates for the Presidency were na| med by a vast majority out of: the
} right, or royalist side, the choice fall-

| ing finally upon M. Ravez, the Pre-sident of last session. In order to con| ciliate this all-powerful party, the
| King, on the 22d, named Messrs
) Laine, Vilélle, and Corbiéres, three
{ of its most moderate members, secretaries, though without any depart| ment assigned to them.’ But this boon

was not afterwards found to satisfy

| entirely the party in whose favour it
was made.
ர

Inexamining the validity of the elec-

year. The same motion had been
found necessary at the commencement of each former

session, and no

serious opposition was intended. The
parties hostile to ministry, however,
caught at this opportunity of making
a full expression of their sentiments.
The debate was opened by General
Donnadieu, a high royalist, who testified his astonishment and indignation at the junction which seve-

‘ral of his party had formed with

the present administration. He saw
men, whose principles, sentiments,
and opinions, he had made it his boast

to share, suddenly take a course directly opposite to that, which, for
four years, they had represented
as
alone tending to national prosperi-

ty. Little accustomed to these sud-

den transitions—these unforeseen al-

liances—this fusion of good with evil,

was dis-

all his ideas were bewildered. These
men had declared, and repeated, that
those called to the high functions
of the state, had misunderstood and
betrayed the interests of their country, and all the principles of justice
and honour; yet, when the system,
thus generously, energetically protested against, had produced its natural consequence, in real misfortunes, irreparable catastrophes, felt
by all France, was this the time
to
stretch out the hand to them, and to
commit to them anew the destinies of
this unfortunate country ? “ After being led on,” said he, ‘* for six years,
without plan, without any determmate
principle, we are still led on in the

tant, and of little value.
the first measure proposed to the
““hamber, was what was called the

‘injustice are confounded; all ideas
of order, of reason, are subverted;

Provisional

the

| tions, complaints, which have since
greatly multiplied, were sent from se|
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tributions upon the lists of the former

1

2

ட் ve

| departments,

.

eo.

that individuals,

who, by the amount of their contributions, would have been entitled to
| vot had been struck out by the prefe
while others had been introduced, who had no such claim. It
was justly observed, that to intrust
ங் 6. decision

upon

the

qualifications

of electors to an officer appointed,
॥

removable,

by

the

crown,

was

y to every sound principle of

resentative government. This de=
on, indeed, was only provisional ;
bat still
it was in force, as to the actual election;

the remedy

six-twelfths.

In

conse-

quence of the late meeting of the

Chambers, and other circumstances,
_which had rendered it impossible to
make out the rolls in due time; it was
‘wished to levy six-twelfths of the con1

samemanner.

religion

Allideas of justice and

of the

most

Christian

King is established as a law of the
state, and derision is cast upon its
ministers ; legitimate succession in
the family of our Kings, is established as a fundamental Jaw in our

—
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ated and supported under the auspices
of our ministers; gratitude is now a
vice, ingratitude a virtue.” It was now
time for the Chambers to fulfil the obligation imposed upon it, in the order
of representative government, by refusing to put its treasures into such
hands. The member then threw out
against the ministers

a charge of bri-

bery, which was vehemently repelled
by the keeper of the seals; and a
keen altercation ensued.
M. Villéle complained, that the last
speech had been a mere appeal to the
passions, in opposition to reason; and

[[Cuap,¢,

ger; for it was always in the power
of ministers to change their system,
The most vehement attack against
ministers, was made by Etienne, who.
thus characterized
the plan on which

the country was governed.

systems.

incessantly

Contrary

succeeding

and

thwarting each other; laws destroyed,
when they are scarcely passed; mini-

sters, who change their principles, that

they.may not change their office ; doc.

trines, constitutional to-day, seditious
to-morrow; regiments converted into
legions, and legions converted into re;

would produce endless war, and inevitable ruin to the nation. It was natural
for a royalist opposition, who directed
their attacks against measures, not

giments 5 organizations, of which the
latest is always definitive, and never
the last; functionaries changing so
fast, that the people haye scarcely
time to learn their names, and who are
for the most part only riders for the
Treasury, and commissaries at elec.
tions; interests always threatened;

against men, to rally round

hopes

that

such

a series

of

recriminations

a govern-

ment, which was ready to concur with
them in measures tending to save the
country. [he attempt to remove ministers im the manner proposed, was
contrary to the constitution, which al-

lowed no mode, except that of formal
accusation.

‘¢ Attack them,” said he,

“then they will reply to you; then
you will be obliged to produce proofs;
and should it be under such a pretext,
that you would oppose an indispensable vote, without which the march of

administration would be stopped ?”
M. Constant,

the

advancing

however, urged, that

a formal. accusation

against ministers, was a violent resource, repugnant to the inclination of.
friends to peace and to the monarchy.

Ministers, besides, might follow a dangerous and pernicious system, without
rendering themselves guilty of faults,
which could become the subject

of a

formal charge. In this case, the mild-

est and most constitutional mode of
warning the administration, was by re-

fusing or limiting the grant of supply.
This was not placing the state in dan-

always

கட்

ed at this legitimacy, in doctrines cre-
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code, and the most direct blowsareaim-
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disappointed; promises

always violated ;—is not this, gentlemen,

a thousand times

too much, to

sink all our credit, to shake all our
confidence ?

The Minister for Foreign Afiaits

undertook the defence of the measure,

the necessity of which arose, he said,
from the failure of one which had been
proposed by the ministry, but rejected bythe Chambers. His speech, hows
ever, was mainly directed to the defence of the composition, and acts of

the ministry in general. It consisted,
he said, of men the most sincerely im=
pressed by the same sentiment

of love,

of devotion, totheirking, to thei country, and by a sincere attachment to
the constitution

of that country.

It

was reproached, as containing mem:
bers both of the majority and the mlnority of 1815.
Yes, there had been
a march of events, which had taught
the faithful subjects of the King, the
sincere friends of their country, who,
animated-by the same general sent
ments, were divided by mere shades of
opinion, that the time was come fot

ட
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them to unite upon subjects of essential importance. The first speaker had
said to the ministers of the King,

« Retire.”

No, gentlemen, the minis-

ters of the King will not retire. They
have the feeling of their duty. They
have sworn to the King to support

his authority, to maintain his government, to defend the laws which he has

given. So long as the King shall aprove their services, so long as they
think they can serve him usefully, they
will not believe it their duty to retire.
They would

do

so,

if they thought

they had lost the majority in this Cham-

ber—if they could believe that they
had lost it in the nation—if they
thought themselves obstacles to the
good of their country—if they believed that the royal authority would
be endangered in their hands ; but till
then, invatiably united in the love of

their duty, they will remain firm and

devoted to the post with which the
confidence of the sovereign has deigned to honour them.
The debate continued for some time

with great warmth ; and both parties,
while vehemently attacking each other,
aimed blows at the ministry. M.
Girardin, from the left, used the ex-
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The Prefect of Police and the Advocate-General hurried to the spot, but
could discover nothing except the fragments of the exploded barrel. It was
in vain that, by the most diligent investigation, any light was attempted
to be thrown upon the authors of this
alarming phenomenon.
A message, on the 29th, was brought
down

from

the King,

submitting

to

the Chamber the circumstances of this
affair. It was stated to be happily impossible that the explosion could have

reached the august persons either of
the King or Madame. Such a crime,
however,

perpetrated

in the heart of

the palace, marked an excess of criminal audacity, continuing to attack all
that was

dear and

sacred to France,

and sought to perpetuate the alarms
too well justified by the frightful ca-

tastrophe, since which a year had not
yet elapsed.
The reading of this message was
received with loud cries of “ Vive le

Roi ! vive les Bourbons !” and a com-

mittee was appointed to draw up an
address in reply. This address did not
confine itself to mere congratulation,
but deeply stigmatized the influence of
revolutionary ideas, and the desperate
efforts of a faction, which was described to be in a state of permanent con~
spiracy against the government. The

pression, ‘ heroic Spain,’’ which gave
1186 to considerable agitation. ‘The
law was finally carried, by a majority
tenor of the address seemed not ob=
of 268 to 65.
In the Chamber of Peers the oppo- scurely to insinuate, that certain memby fomenting disconsition was inconsiderable, and the law bers of the House,
* tent, at least fed the flame, from which
was carried by 146 to 3.
guchterrible flashes broke forth. These
A circumstance of an extraordinary
nature now agitated the public mind. insinuations excited the indignant opposition of the left side. Sebastiant,
Onthe27th January, aloud explosion
Foy, and Chauvelin insisted that they
was heard in the interior of the palace,
near the apartments of the Queen, and were equally unjust and impolitic,—
of Madame.
It was found to have that they tended to spread division
through France, and to set loose the
been produced by a barrel of powder,
lodged under a private stair, leading most violent passions. The observato those apartments. The shock was tions of Camille Jourdan drew particularattention :=‘ Do you consider,”
80 violent, that several of the doors
were torn from their hinges, and all said he, “ that rash conjectures in one
the glass in the windows was broken.
direction may provoke others equally

EDINBURGH
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rash ‘in’ another ?Mayit not arise as a
remark, that, if there be a re=

volutionary faction’ capable: of such
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Notwithstanding all opposition,
the |

enormities, there are also intriguers,
violent partizans, capable,in their turn,
of exciting to, and even creating them,
for the ‘purpose of having them imputed to their adversaries? How many
singular circumstances in the last affair seem to indicate the mysterious
agency of such directors; the place
chosen being the interior of a palace,
strictly watched, where it must be’so
difficult for revolutionary agents to
enter, while intriguers of another description could ‘more easily introduce
themselves ; the very nature of the explosion, calculated rather to terrify the

address, in its original form, was cay
ried by the votes of 244; out
of 966
who were present.
sow at

imagination, than to produce any se-

merely prompted

by the ‘deranged

state of his affairs.

) oid to

rious mischief.’ Beware, gentlemen!
lam far from affirming that such conjectures have any foundation ; I am far
from not seeing that they may lead to

serious evils—that they may have the

cruel effect of committing,
opinion, faithful servants,

in public
venerable

men, whom their rank and their virtue
place above every suspicion; but Isay,
that you provoke them by your rash
and hasty conjectures in another direction.””. M. Jourdan then alluded,
with indignation, to the charges
brought: against ministers from the
opposite side, as not having employed

with sufficient vigour their means of
repression, and not having called for
more. He insisted that their measures
. against personal liberty, and the liberty of the press, their interference in
elections, in the formation

of juries,

and the selection of witnesses, were
such as to leave scarcely a shadow of
public liberty. Nothing was now left
but proscription and exile without
trial; and it was to these, he had no
doubt, that the opposite side pointed.
This speech made a strong impres-

sion, being the last that was pronoun_ ced by this venerable and distinguish-

Several other similar detonations
followed in the vicinity of the Tuille:
ries, and one, even in open day,
in the

Royal Treasury, without \ its being
possible to obtain any satisfactory inu
formation as to the author.’ One only
person, of the name of Neveu, having
been arrested on suspicion, வபண்
throat before his examination, andan

indelible suspicion thus rested! on*his
memory; yet there were still’ some
who asserted that this fatal deed! way

The Chambers now occupied them:
selves for some time in considering’in-

dividual petitions, which have ino’ in?
terest beyond the limits of Frances In
the course of them, however, some anie
mated discussions arose on the subject
of the critical events which were marks
ing the political state of the neigh:
bouring countries. Chauvelin,
com
plaining of the encroachments on the
freedom of speech in the Chamber,
particularly alluded to the scandal exs

|)

cited by the epithet heroic appliedta }
Spain.
‘ When we speak,’ said he;
‘of the heroic efforts of the Spanish
nation,

and

of those which the !Nea

politans may soon be called upon to
exert, it is impossible, without afflic:’
tion, to see the French administration
concurring in the measures taken by

absolute governments,

in calling: to

their bar a monarch who had the ge
nerosity to unite himself to the nation

in granting them a constitutional
7¢
gime. It was reported that the French
government had signed the act of the
occupation of Naples, and were con-

curring in measures rejected by the
English government. ues they, who
ர்

|

]
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attention to them,

This explanation

closed the discussion, the renewal of
which was prevented by the rapid catastrophe of Neapolitan affairs.
Public attention was called at this
time to a seditious movement which
took place at Grenoble. That part of

France, which had always cherished a
partiality for the tricolor standard, was
popes agitated by the revolution
tely broken out in Piedmont,
on which
it immediately bordered. A: report
was studiously spread of a. revolution

[Caang,

the Chamber had so often been con.

ducted. Their hall had become a sort

excited interest in the
tors on
in so far as they led to abuse. For
two

months

he had been a silent ob.

server of these calamitous scenes, and
had groaned to see the most respect.
able part of the French nation forget.
ting the sense of dignity, and the laws

of propriety. The precautions hither-

to taken to preserve order were insuffi.

having taken place at Paris. The King,

cient, and even hurtful; for it often
happened that the members called each

it was said, had abdicated ; the Duke

other to order, and the Chamber be.

of Orleans was named regent and head
of the provisional government, which
was to usher in the constitution of

1791.

These rumours led to the as-

semblage, on the 20th March, of some
hundreds of individuals, who crowded

to the house of the prefect, on pretence of inquiring into the truth of the
report.. Though assured that it was
entirely false, they refused to believe
what so little accorded with their inclination, immediately hoisted the tri-

color flag, and carried it through the

streets, calling out, ‘¢ Live the constitution! down with the charter !?? The
military commandant, however, having

assembled some troops, marched upon
the assemblage, and effected its imme-

diate dispersion.

Some were taken,

the rest dispersed and fled. Those taken were condemned to some months
imprisonment ; and the School of Law
- at Grenoble was shut up, on account

of the active part which the students,

as usual, had taken in the affair.

The

Duke of Belluno (Victor) was sent to
take the command at Lyons, and, by

his presence, restored tranquillity to

came

only a theatre of conflict, in

which each made a merit of support.

ing his party by any means. In order
that the course of the deliberations
might not be stopped every instant,
and that the Chamber might not be
condemned to hear doctrines subversive of the throne, and of social order,

he proposed a new regulation. A des
puty might demand that an orator
should be censured ; the demand, of
being seconded, was to be put to the
vote, and, if carried, the orator could

not finish his discourse, nor speak again
on the subject in the same sitting. He
was allowed to speak in his own defence, but no other member could be

heard.

abe

M. Royer Collard took the lead
against this proposition. ‘* The deputy at the tribune,” said he, ‘ exercises
a species of sovereignty, since he pat= |
ticipates in the exercise of the legisla
tive power, and can subject to responsibility, if he pleases, the whole govern

ment.

I do not say that he is ale

gislator, but he gives his opinion a8
such.

His thought is sovereign; all

’ is subject to it, the monarch only exOn the 8th March, a proposition of cepted ; allappears before it,—societys
considerable importance and interest its government,
and its laws,—the pasts
this part of France.

was brought forward by M. Sirieys de
He be-

the present, the future ; it has nothing
to do with codes and jurists, it looks

decent manner in which the debates of

deputy at the tribune has the same

Marinhac, a royalist member.

gan with deploring the violent and in-

்।

of public theatre, and the discussions

down upon them all.

The word ofa

|
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) sovereignty as his thought, of which it
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exercise of sovereignty, only to the

disorder. The orator had admitted
that words might be’ acts, and that
crimes might be committed” in the

eternal laws of truth, of justice, and
of reason.
Doubtless there might be

tribune; yet his whole system tended

committed at the tribune acts declared

to invest words with ai

violability.

The calling to order was

worse than

nothing

is the organ; it is subject, like every

criminal by the laws, which were pu-

nishable here as elsewhere ; but opinions could

acts.

not

be transformed

into

The charter, when it rendered

the sittings public, must have foreseen
the production of mad, insolent, fac-

tious, and perverse opinions ; it would
otherwise have been ignorant of human

absolute in-

to’ orators,

who

regarded it as a kind of prize, which
added to their popularity in the eyes
of their partizans.
With regard to
the abuse which might be made of this
right, he would prefer a Chamber
which abused its rights, to one which

was stripped of all rights, and’ presented only the spectacle of an impotent
(Git ab
s
ours, it not only decreed that the laws anarchy.
should be debated in public, but it reThe motion being referred to a comcommended, by a formal clause, the mittee of the Chamber, came out in
some degree modified.
It’ was now
liberty of discussion, and has thus taken upon itself all the consequences. proposed that the president’ alone
to order ; that
Publicity is then the choice and deed should call a speaker
of the charter ; and any law contrary the only speech allowed should be by
to it would yiolate at once the char- himself, in his own defence 5 that, after
ter, equity, and reason.”? He admitted he should have been twice called to
and deplored the violence and abuse order in the course of the’same speech,
which prevailed in the debates; he the president should consult the Chamknew the serious circumstances in ber, whether he ought not to be prevented from speaking again mm the
which France was placed, but the remedy was not in tyranny, and what course of the same sitting ; and that
the Chamber should vote upon ‘the
was now proposed was pure tyranny.
subject, without any debate. This
‘The keeper of the seals (Decazes)
undertook to answerthis speech. There measure was debated for a number of
was much room to distrust these abso- days with great warmth, and was opposed equally, though on different
lute and categorical maxims laid down
by M. Collard; they sounded plau- grounds, by both the extreme parties
sibly in speech, but they seldom cor- in the Chamber. On the left side, M.
Bignon saw, with grief, ministers deresponded to the reality of things.
Doubtless the Chambers, within cer= claring war against the true principles
nature; yet, with higher thoughts than

>
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tain limits, were, by the charter, asso-

elated in the exercise of the royal authority, or rather they were forms, by

which, in certain cases, the King exereised his sovereignty in a more imposing, more solemn,

manner.

and irrevocable

But to transfer to a deputy

the full plenitude

of a character

in

which the whole Chamber only partiCipated, was an evident error; this
idea of sovereignty, superior to every
Species of discipline, would be mere

of representative government, seeking.

to fix limits to the flight of thought,
to inflict penalties on* freedom of discourse and energy of expression, and
nail, as it were, daily to the tribune

of public
the tongue of the defenders
liberty. Order, in the vocabulary of
governments, to whose car that of
France was unhappily chained,—order

for them was absolute power. Bourdonnaye, on the other hand, insisted
that the necessity for such a measure

HISTORY.
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\ pread in proportion to its bulk, than
the French: grain did. All the central
departments suffered, having no longer
the south to pour their surplus grain

into, while the north was able to supply itself” The ‘committee therefore
proposed,
that the importing price
should be henceforth fixed at twenty- five francs, and the exporting at twen-

ty-four.
==
In| opposition to these views, M.
| Shaforello, deputy from the Bouches
_ de Rhone, supported the cause of the

Lo

manufacturing and commercial inte-

rest. This interest, he insisted, was in
France much more important than the
agricultural ;, he alleged even, surely
with great exaggeration, that it was
fiye times more important.

The cheap-

ness of provisions secured the subsist-

ence of thé people—enabled them to
pay taxes—rendered manufacturing la-

bour'cheap—and even compensated to
the proprietor for the inferior price

which
he obtained

for his produce.

_ The ports on the Black Sea, in re| turn for the grain which they imported, took the wines, the oils, and the
manufactures, of France.
This trade
admitted of almost indefinite increase,

by new connexions formed with the
\ people of Circassia, and the Caucasus,
' aimportant opening, which would be

closed by the measure now recommended.

At

the same

time,

M.

Ganilh,

and other members, opposed the measure, upon the general doctrines of the
economical system, according to which
the trade in grain ought to be left at
entire liberty, and the maxim, Let come,
let pass, let go, admitted of no exception or modification. Notwithstanding
this opposition, and though the minister, in supporting lower rates, observed, that, including freight and duty,

the Russian grain could not be sold at
Marseilles for less than twenty francs,
the proposition of the committee was

Carried bya majority of 282 to 54. Mi_ nisters, appalled by such a minority,

*
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did not carry their opposition’into
the

Chamber of Peers, where the proposi«

tion was carried by 72 a
‘The next measure to
tention

of the A ssembly

Logue!
was called,

and which excited a deep interest, was
a proposition for the enlargement
of
-the funds devoted to ‘the national
church establishment. Count Simeon,
in introducing.this law, dwelt on the
benefits arising from religion, even
to

the state. The present: establishment
afforded ample room for well-founded
complaint.
There’ were: 4000) vicars
who received from the state only 250
francs: (100. 10s.,) and could not sub=

sist without aids from:the districts,

which were often burdensome to'them }

there were 350 villages without pastors; there were a great number: of
churches

to build, or to repair; and,

finally, (the most important question,)
France, which contained formerly 136
cathedral seats, had now only fifty prelates —a number insufficient
for supers
intending the numerous pastors of the
second order. It was proposed; there-.

fore, to employ certain ecclesiastical
pensions, as they fell in, for the endow=

ment of twelve new Episcopal ‘seats;

the improvement of the salaries:of the
vicars and curates, and for the build

2
ing and reparation:of churches.
This proposition, being referred:to :
was report=
an ultra royal committee,
ed upon in a manner reproachful to
ministry, on account of the very limit
ed extent to which it had been-carried.’
« Religion,”

said M. -de Bonald, the

reporter, “is the lesson‘and the example of the sacrifice of self tothe ser=
vice of others ; it is. true liberty,
true equality, the common guarantee
against oppression, the protection of
the weak,

and the consolation of the

He pointed
unhappy.”
persecutions which it had
ring the Revolution, and
it was
ble state to which

out all the
endured duthe deploranow reduced.

The absolute want. of religion in the
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which no other was comparable.
Civilization, which was the perfection of

laws, was only Christianity applied to
the legislation of societies ; it was the
life of nations, and, like life, could not

be revived. It would then perish for
ever, along with religion. He branded
it as inconsistent with the dignity of
religion to be successively making
these limited and provisional arrangements, to be calling it to the bar of
the Assembly; to endow it with the

saw no

use for the

multiplication of

Episcopal seats beyond what the 00.
vernment judged necessary. The coin.
try of Hurope where the morality of
religion is least practised, is precisel

that capital of the Christian world,
that Roman state, whose religious es.
tablishments cover its entire surface,

where everything is in the hands of
cardinals, of priests, and of monks,

General Foy complained that mission.

aries,

without

mission,

went sowin

discord in the cities and in the fields,

spoil of its ministers ; and perhaps to
reproach it with this poor benefaction. If religion was to appear as a

verts, both male and female, had sprung

suitor at this tribunal, let it be for the
last time.” The report, therefore, pro-

drawing from the catechism in use the

servile formulas which despotism had

posed,

introduced, obsolete ones had been 16

that the funds

should

be em-

ployed in the erection of twelve Episcopal seats, “ and of others where it
should be judged necessary.” A clause,
by which there was to be only one
diocese in each

department, was pro-

posed to be expunged.
The minister, in reply; modestly
sought to decline the additional power
thus sought to be placed in his hands.
Such an arrangement would be taking
ecclesiastical arrangements out of the
domain

of legislation,

and

subjecting

it to royal decrees, It was the wish of
ministry to ask for the church what
they considered just and sufficient, and

no more,
The

left side, on

the other hand,

declared without reserve against the
project, and still more against the
amendments proposed by the committee. Keratry stigmatized it as favouring the religion of privilege, more than
the religion of the heart ; as tending
to cover France with bishoprics and
convents,

whose

endowments

absorb the public revenue.
non

could not

would

M.

Big-

conceive, that religion

was brought to the bar of the Chamber, because the legislative power was
called upon to determine the funds

which its support would require.

He

by passionate declamations—that con:
up anew—that instead of merely witht

et

country districts was a calamity to

[Guang

sumed, in one of which, the ministers
of religion prescribe as a fulfilment of
divine precepts, the payment of tithes
and obedience to the lord of the pa:
rish; that the Christian pulpit daily
poured forth with impunity vindictive

attacks on ihaiiseale

and political

doctrines hostile to the charter. Une
der the name of established religion,
France was threatened with the scourge
of a governing religion; this threat
came from violent partizans, aristo-

erats much more than Christians; this

faction, lowering the dignity of the

வள்
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Legislative Chamber, substituted fanatical to constitutional

influences, and

placed this domineering power on the
steps of the throne, and on the throne
itself. In the interest, then, of liberty,
of religion, and of the throne, he held
it his duty'to repel, by words and by
vote, the accomplishment of this sa
crilegious design. On the other hand,
the royalist members strenuously sup:
ported the report of the commission
General Donnadieu, though a Protestant,

considered it necessary to Te

store to the Catholic religion, its lus.
tre, its influence, and its empire.
At the conclusion of the debate;

the ultras yielded so far as to leave

|
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room only for the establishment of
| eighteen Episcopal seats,
above the original twelve.

over and
The mo-

tion, thus amended, was carried by a
majority of 114 (219 to 105.)

In the Upper Chamber, the unanimous report of the committee was in
favourof the project ; and, though op-

posed by several peers, it was carried

by a majority of 97 to 72.

The next question agitated in the

Assembly, related to what was called

of the king,

a debt of the country,

which we ought to compensate at
least, if we cannot repay. Restoration
would only be the confirmation of disorder, if we did not make the just suc=

ceed to the unjust ; if we did not efface from the mind of the people the
fatal idea, that’ there can be legitimate
spoliations.” Claussel de Coussergues
insisted,

that such a measure

as this

would be only telling the youth,—« If

political troubles arise, and you take
This was a the part of your king, you will be
proposal to grant compensation to a stripped of all your goods, exiled, pernumerous class, who, in consequence
secuted ; and, though your party should
of France being driven within her anbe victorious, your children will drag
cient boundaries, had lost sources of their lives in indigence. On the other
income derived from the foreign terri- hand, if you embrace the side of revolt,
tories of an empire, that once extended
you will share the spoils of your citioyer nearly the whole of Europe. Al- zens, of the church, and the hospitals ;
though the property, from which théy and, even though the King should rearose, belonged no longer to France, turn to his throne, you would have

க்

the Lot des Donataires,

yet, as the grants

had

been

made

in

consideration of services rendered to
the state, some compensation was con| sidered due.
There was also a fund
drawn from foreign sources, called the

Domaine Extraordinaire, naturally applicable to this object. It was proposed that the compensation should
be
ப் in pensions upon the great
book

of France,

to

be continued

to

the posterity of the claimants.
The project was favourably reported upon by the committee, It excited,
however, most violent opposition on
the part of the high royalists, who
exclaimed against it as an unheard-of
Injustice, that rebels, the adherents of
Buonaparte, the betrayers of their

nothing to fear,

On the contrary, na-

tional rewards would be decreed to
you.” —* Look,” said Duplessis Gre‘nedan, ‘* at the donatatres, and what
names do you find? They are the ge-

nerals of Buonaparte’s armies, all his

civil and military house, his prefects
and his ministers, his intendants and
his ushers, all his court, even to his

physicians and surgeons, his wife’s lady

of honour,

and his child’s gouver-

nante.” ‘There were even not a few
of those known and designated as the
chief authors and abettors of the rebellion of the hundred days. The orator here began reading a list of those
characters, amid loud cries of reprobation from the left, while the right side

should receive compensation for

listened patiently, but without joining.

the loss of property unjustly held by
foreign spoliation; while the brave and
the loyal, who, in the cause of their
monarch, had forfeited the inheritance

These discourses drew forth the indignation of Manuel, who rose and observed, that two months had made a

king,

derived from a long

line of ancestors,

were abandoned to entire destitution.
“ Repair,” said General Donnadieu,
** repair as much as is in you this

great act of iniquity.

This is a debt

wonderful change in the mode of talking on the subject of the emigrants.
Then the opposite party were silent,
because they doubted of the triumph —
of the holy alliance over the constitutional governments, and they spoke
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were overturned along with the throne ;
the throne has been’ raised ‘again ; it

isonatural, it iscjust, that the clergy
and nobility should be raised alon

with it. ‘The principle’of the throne,

or at least of its ministers, now is, that

what ‘was thirty years ago, has never

ceased to exist, that the King has ne-'
ver ceased to be King. If nothing be
acknowledged of what was’ done’ by

the Revolution; it is quite natural, that
thenoblesand clergy should say, “Our

goods haverbeen

‘taken

must have'them again?

from

|)

us, we

mishes,:they, upon the whole, concur:

viduals charged with the conspiracy of

19th August, 1820, of which we gave
an account in our last. The first question which arose was the propriety of
bringing it under the cognizance of the
Chamber. Talleyrand urged, that it
Was quite irregular to make the Peers

sit in judgment upon all plots which
came under
treason,»

the description of high

‘There were

some so

mean;

The objects of ther

ted by members of the royal! fa

great officers

of the crown,

and “peers of Franée,
nerals,

ambassadors,

vrai

mars

i

ministers,’ ge
and

20

டி

of colonies. These views appeared
meet’ the general sense’ of the Chat.
ber, and a committee of seven was appointed to examine the ‘question. It

nance, fixing the dress in which the
peers were to sit when they acte a i
judges. The discontent was ca
ed, not at all by the trifling nature
the subject, but by the irregular stret 1!h

of power which it was supposed to im.

pl

3

எவ

2௫.

;

Tests)
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All these preliminaries and princi

ples being at length adjusted, the pro.

however, defended
it with’such energy,

to iibetoaili

of the person.

jurisdiction should be crimes commit.)|

description designated by Talley n¢ i
Considerable discussion and dissatis
faction was produced by a royal orc i.

_ Modified, was carried
by a majority of
203. against 125,01
©
bat
~ This law was not at first’ well received in the Chamber of Peers; on
the: contrary, the committee charged
with its examination, made*a unaniz
mous report against'it: The minister,

adi

ting in judgment ought to be founde

conspiracy, it was ultimately arranged,
should be one, though its ‘objects do
not appear exactly to come under the

scale, was also made for the disbanded
troops'of the old army: The law, thus

» During all this period, the‘attention
of the Houseiof Peers had’ been greatly oceupied by the trials of the indi-

்

less on the nature of the crime thiy

itself should decide upon the subjects
which it was to judge worthy of its
own consideration; and the present

red in the measure proposed. According to the final arrangement, the endowment of the four first classes was
fixed at 1000 francs ; those of the fifth
class at 500 franess those of the sixth
at 250francs. A provision, ona'smaller

HityoofiO7 tos Bilos

as'to be beneath the dignity of its a
liberations. ‘The’ determination of ge

was finally fixed, that the Chamber

Although, however, the left side did
not spare the ministry
in these skir-

that it was finally ‘carried ‘bya majo-

1821.

[Cuari9,
and the persons conéérned s6 obscitia”

now;: because they: believed “blindly in

this triumpho:'The clergy and nobility

REGISTER,
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ceedings were opened on the 21st mm,
in the great hall, amid a con
6
the most distinguished public’
ters. “Of seventy-five individu
ginally brought under charge
Attorney-General, forty-one had bee ¥
discharged, and only thirty-fo
tp t
under accusation. Among the formet.

were General Baron Merlin, and Gee

neral Fabvier. The latter were all
officers of secondary rank. After 4
very long investigation, the Chamber
considered themselves justified in con
sidering the conspiracy as proved
though the assertions of its leaders, relative to the high names connecte

ச
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tion, while the superior of the brethren
had admitted, that they could not, for
ten years to come, furnish any beyond
those at present engaged for. M. Cu-

REGISTER, 1821.

tion members

feared

[கேம 8

not to attack oll

openly the intentions of the king’s
go,

vernment, were they not afraid tha|
some one might misinterpret their dis.)
vier observed also, that the brethren’s course, and suspect them of wishin
schools were much more expensive, to corrupt the fidelity of the troops?”
In the mode of raising the supplies,
costing 50/. at the first establishment,
and 75/. annually. After three days the most important particular wasq
proposal for a reduction of 21,000,000
of debate, the allowance was carried
francson the land-tax, which, in France,
by only a very small majority.

state.

General Foy, in particular, re-

forms

the

most

important branch of)

revenue. [his remission was to be em.
ployed in reducing the preposterou

proached the minister with demanding 175 millions for a service which
could not bring 80,000 effective men
into the field. He insisted, that the

inequality, which, from old causes, had
crept into the distribution of this im.

promotion, and other instances of ill
treatment, had caused, deep dissatisfaction in the troops; that you would
seek there in vain for that attachment
to the standard, and that enthusiasm

net income. Little objection was made
in a financial view; though some men.

disregard of the rules laid down for

for France and for their king, which,

post. This had risen to such a height,
that the tax, in some instances, was a
seventeenth, in others a sixth, of the

tioned

other

taxes,

the

வா

On the subject of the army, many

complaints were made of its inefficient

remission of

which appeared to them more urgent.
ly called for. Discussion, however,
was excited by the political effect of

in a French army, are the most sacred the change. The qualification of elect.
bonds of discipline. “ Desertion to ors had been fixed according to the
foreign service, which had disappeared . amount of direct taxes paid; conse.
from our armies since the Revolution,

quently, many persons still enjoying

had recommenced more actively than
before. There are no more materials

the same income, would, by a reduction

to

make

non-commissioned

officers,

since the old soldiers will not engage
anew. ‘The officers, dissatisfied with
the

present,

uncertain

of the future,

fatigued with being organized and disorganized without ceasing, see in their
employment only an insufficient and
precarious means of existence.
In reply to this attack, the minister
stated, that the army numbered 150,000

effective men ; that it was so organized, that it could, in a very short
time, be raised to 250,000.
He denied altogether either the desertion or
the dissatisfaction which was said to
exist init. “* Go, ask of these regiments,” said he, ** and you will find

the most profound indignation at the

manner in which you dare to interpret

their sentiments.

While the opposi-

of these taxes, be divested of their pri

vilege. This measure, indeed, laid
open the precarious basis on which the
whole French representative system \
rested ; for, if, iu consequence of financial prosperity, all direct taxes coull
be taken off, or if they were even com
muted for taxes on commodities, there

would cease to be an individual in the
kingdom entitled to vote fora ப
The left side declared it impossible
to agree to the reduction withoutal
amendment, by which the qualificatiot
might be proportionally reduced, ant
the number of electors preserved ut
diminished.
It was urged, in reply:
that the present wasa very trifling, al
merely an equalizing arrangement,al
was equally beneficial to the elector
system, which at present shared i
inequalities of the fiscal system; tha
13

\
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since the last arrangement, the number
of electors had increased from above
80,000, to 104,000, and, consequently,
was greater NOW than had been contemplated at the first establishment;
finally, that the amendment proposed,
being entirely political, ought, according to the charter, to form a'separate
Jaw from the present, which was strictly financial.
The motion was finally

disposed of by the order of the day,
The entire law of finance

ment, which

limited its operation to

the end of the third month after the
meeting of the following session.
The session was closed on the 31st
July, by a royal message.
The present era was marked by an
event, which caused a deep sensation
in France, and made a material change
in its political attitude.
Its once terrible ruler, whose iron rod had been

stretched so widely over the nations,

was car-

ried in the Deputies by 258 to 43, and
inthe Peers by 99 to 2.
The last important question
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which

occupied the attention of the Chambers, was the proposal made by ministers for continuing the censorship on

the journals.
The committee, however, reported unfavourably on the
project, complaining, that, though mi-

was announced to have tetminated his
mortal destiny. Anevent which brought

into one view a lot chequered by such
mighty vicissitudes, so wondrous a rise,
and so unprecedented a fall, could not
but awaken reflection in the most

thoughtless.

Death

seemed to have

gained a higher triumph than usual,
when he extinguished a soul which,
by its single energy, filled a world,

nistry boasted of the moderation with

and swayed

which this power had been exercised,
it had refused to lay before them the
suppressed articles, that they might

There was something peculiarly wild
and strange in this closing scene of his
destiny, on a solitary rock, bosomed
in the waste of the Atlantic, and so
widely removed from that world, to all
the movements of which he had been

judge for themselves.

Admitting the

evil arising

abuses

from

the

of

the

press, it was conceived, that strict pe“nal laws, after publication, were better
fitted to repress them, than a previous
censorship.
The debate, as well as the report,
went against the project. The ultraroyalists and the liberaux, by a combination which soon proved fatal to
Ministers, united their efforts. The latter employed the usual arguments in

favour of free discussion; while the
royalists

exclaimed,

ship had been

that

employed

the

censor-

to promote

mere ministerial interests, in opposition
to monarchical principles, to the true

welfare of the throne, of religion, and
of the country.
It had studiously
stifled the expression of sound doctrines, founded upon sentiments of fis
delity and honour, to favour subversive
and rebellious principles.
Ministers,

however, succeeded in carrying the
law, but clogged with a severe amend=
VOL, XIV. PART

I.

the destinies of a race.

accustomed to give the main impulse.

Napoleon, in the first periods of his
fall, displayed an equanimity almost
He was then, as it were, a
heroic.

spectacle to mankind;
world was fixed on him
some pleasure might be
relief from the anxious
pire.

the eye of the
3 perhaps even
felt in the first
cares of em-

But, when all these new feelings

were over, and when year after year

of dreary and monotonous existence
rolled on, his restlessly active mind
began to prey upon itself, and the barriers of his rock-prison were felt pressThe
ing on him harder and harder.
violence also of his complaints was
probably a manceuvre, fair and natural
enough, to obtain an opportunity of liberation. Onthe part of the British government, we conceive that it was வ.

together out of the question to afford
that was incompatible
any indulgence
ட்
aoe
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with the most strict guardianship. ‘The
case of one man could not be put in
competition with the welfare of a hundred millions. Beyond this, it was
magnanimous, and everyway right,
that his comfort should be consulted.
How far this was done by the appointment of Sir Hudson Lowe as his
guardian, has been a subject of warm
controversy; and we do not know if
much has yet been got on either side,
except the contradictory assertions: of
parties concerned. It was necessary
to find a man trusty, vigilant, and de-

termined; and it might be difficult, in
so painful an office, to find these qua-

lities in combination with the highest
polish and sauvity of manners. We
have formerly blamed the withholding
the title of Emperor; and, if there was
any wanton neglect or insult, we should

certainly blame it. There does not
appear any deliberate intention of such
on

the

part of government; but, on

the contrary, a considerable wish to
promote the personal convenience of
the illustrious prisoner.
O’Meara,

whom

Buonaparte

had

entirely gained over, represented his
complaints as arising from an affection
of the liver, generated, or greatly ag

REGISTER,
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there were so many by whom it would
have been eagerly received and cirey.

lated.

A life of Buonaparte would be the

history of Europe for the last twenty
years ; and it is scarcely here the place

or time to form an estimate of his cha.
racter. That party spirit, of which
he was so long the main object, threw
mankind

tremes.

into

the

most

violent

ex-

The period is past for con.

sidering him as a monster of crime,
such as the world never before saw,
and as only the abyss of Jacobinism
could have thrown up. On the other
hand, to represent him as a hero, with

whose success the cause of liberty and
the welfare of mankind were identified,
and whose fall left the world in darkness, appears to us the most palpable
extravagance and absurdity. If there
is nothing to sink him morally. below,
there seems as little to raise him above,
the common herd of conquerors and
usurpers, with whom it is not usual
that anything is sacred which stands
between them and the object of their
boundless

ambition.

‘To

liberty, in

every shape, and in every country, he
was an avowed foe. ‘The instances in
which he has been charged with acts
of peculiar atrocity, are not very numerous, and some of them, though not

gravated, by a residence in warm climates. His friends, therefore, urge,
that the prolongation of his residence all, have been cleared up. But the
at St Helena was nothing less than 2 main blemish is, that it is impossible
sentence of death. Five respectable to point out any course of conduct
medical men, however, by whom the Into which he entered with a view
body was opened after death, declared, to the benefit of France, or of any
that the disease had arisen solely from other part of the world.
His every
an ulceration of the stomach, undercare, every thought, every exertion,
stood to be hereditary; and that the were devoted to his own aggrandizeliver exhibited no injury, unless what ment, and that of his family. In priarose from the local contact of that vate intercourse, although he was
morbid organ. It was remarked, in- stormy, and, amid the cares of power,
deed, that this report was not signed reserved and gloomy, yet there appears
by Antomarchi, Napoleons private to have been a good deal of openness;
physician ; but this was probably only amenity, and affection; and he sucin consequence of his not being in the ceeded in strongly attaching to himBritish service, since no contradiction
self those individuals by whom he was
was ever obtained from him, although
immediately surrounded,

௮2...

CHAPTER IX.
SPAIN

AND

PORTUGAL,

Agitated State of Spain.—Commotions at Madrid.— Meeting of the Cortes—
Change of Ministry.— Disturbances in the Provinces.—Murder of Vanuest.
~ Violence of the Clubs.— Proceedings of the Cortes.—Disorder at Saragossa.—
Plague at Barcelona.—Refractory Spirit at Cadiz, Seville, and Corunna.—
Reports and Debates on the subject.— Sanitary Cordon, and Insurrectionary
Movements.
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Tun present year opened, for Spain,
in a general state of interior agitation.
That superficial unanimity, which had
been for some time exhibited, in regard to the new system, had now entirely disappeared ; and two parties
were very distinctly formed, one devoted to the cause of monarchy, and

of the French

desiring the restoration of the ancient

ed with, monks.
The Curate Merino, in Biscay and Navarre, distin-

regime; the other disposed to push
the nation still farther in the career

of revolution. Each party, agitated by
continual wrongs and alarms, worked itself up always to an higher pitch
of exultation. The ejected monks
everywhere called the peasantry to
arms, In the name of the throne, and,
above all, of the altar, which they re-

Revolution,

enabled

them to collect, in various quarters, a
number of bands, which were with

difficulty reached and dispersed by
the regular troops. The Spaniards

had now a complete church militant,

the royalist guerillas being usually
headed by, and their ranks partly fill
guished himself above all the others;
but the Sierra Morena, Old Castille,
and even the environs of the capital,
contained a number of similar part-

zans. The great cities again, the focus
of liberalism, were agitated by the
clubs, who, enraged and alarmed
these

movements,

branded

gover:

presented as trampled under foot by ment as favouring them by its watt
the revolutionary system.
The su- of energy in their suppression, and |
perstitious reverence in which the denounced the highest persons in the
chureh is held, particularly by this state, and the royal house itself, as
class of Spaniards, joined to the ha- lending secret aid to the anti-revoll
bits of insurrection and irregular fight- tionary movements.
Among thes
ing, formed during the long course clubs, that of Malta held now the
)
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first place, destined soon to give place
to the more violent one of the Fon-

determined

tana d'Oro.
One circumstance, which greatly
augmented the ferment in the popuJar mind, was the charge brought
against Vinuesa, the King’s chaplain,

of them

of having been at the head of a plot
destined to overthrow the constitu-

tional system.

He was brought to

trial, but the multitude and the clubs
believed, that influence emanated
from the highest quarters to avert, or
at least to mitigate, the merited sentence. Even the municipality (ayun-

tamento) of Madrid,

in an address

presented to the King, told him, that
the enemies of the constitution were
in his palace, in his house, and in his
chapel. These circumstances work-

ed upon the minds of the multitude,

no. longer

to

spectators of this treatment.
rushed from

be

tame

Thirty

their quarters,

charged the people sword in hand;
and wounded several, among whom
was a corregidor.

The people, how-

ever, mustered in great force, and
drove back the troops to their quarters, where they with difficulty

found

safety. A dreadful ferment now prevailed in the city; the garrison and
National Guard were put under arms,

and the greater number even of the
Guards publicly disavowed the rash
An address
deed of their comrades.

of the municipality, however, and the

popular voice called for the dissolu-

tion of this body, which was supposed
to have shewn an irreconcilable enmity to the cause of liberty. The affair was referred to the Council of

who, whenever the monarch appear-

State,

ed

could be disbanded, unless by the
authority of the Cortes ; but that the
Guards should be provisionally called
upon to deliver up their arms, retaining only their swords, and should be
superseded by another corps in attending upon the King’s person. After this crisis, the popular tumults

in public,

crowded

round

him,

and with acclamations of ‘“ Live the
constitutional King,” mingled threatening eries, in which they demanded
the death of Vinuesa, the disbanding
of the Guards, and the dismissal of
some ministers whom they suspected.
The King, having addressed a complaint upon this subject to the municipality, that body gave instructions,
indeed, to their corregidors to watch
over the maintenance of order, and
published a proclamation, exhorting
. the people to be tranquil, but, at the

same time, in this proclamation, re-

cognized

the justice

of their

com-

plaints, and expressed confidence that
they would be listened to. Such pro-=
clamations had a, very imperfect tendency to allay the public ferment.
Accordingly, when the King next
came out, the same cries still saluted
his passage. The Guards, a body alWays zealously attached. to the person of the monarch, and who could
not divest themselves of the old impression, which viewed every insult

to his person as the greatest of crimes,

which

decided,

that no corps

abated, and tranquillity was in some

்
degree restored.
Amid these agitations, the meeting
of the Cortes was anxiously expected
by all parties. A report prevailing,
that the King would not open it in
person, a deputation of the members

waited upon his Majesty, on the 25th

of February, and expressed their anxious wish on the subject. The King
gave a satisfactory answer, declaring,
that he would attend with great pleasure at the opening of the session.
He added, “I hope, from the wisdom

and prudence of the deputies, that
they will adopt energetic measures,
capable of arresting the evils with
which the nation is threatened, and
the precursors of which I perceive in
the insults and disrespect shewn to
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my dignity and to my person, in despite of the constitution.”
ர
On the Ist of March, the session
of the Cortes was accordingly opened,

with a speech from the King, which
caused a considerable emotion in the
House

and

the

public.

It

began

with the strongest professions of attachment to the constitutional system.
The King said, “In seeing myself

surrounded a second time by the
worthy representatives of this heroic
nation, which has given so many
proofs of its love and its attachment
to my royal person, my grateful heart
cannot resist rendering thanks to the
Almighty, who, having re-established me on the throne of my ancestors
by the valour and constancy of my
faithful subjects, has deigned to consolidate it, in giving it, as a basis, the
_ €onstitution, sanctioned by the extraordinary Cortes,

and to which,

con-

formably to the wish of the nation, I

have freely sworn.

“« The happiness of the people that
Divine Providence has confided to
my care, which is, and always shall
be, the object of my most ardent
wishes, alone decided me to adopt a
system which the nation desired, and
which,

besides,

the

lights

and

ad-

vancement of the age imperiously demanded.
« The effect has corresponded with
my hopes, and I have seen, with the
greatest satisfaction, Spanish loyalty
rallying firmly round the throne of
its King, manifesting every where, and
by unequivocal testimonies, its adherence to the new institutions, which

are to found the future grandeur and
prosperity of the nation, and which
are at the same time the best support
of my throne, and give the highest

lustre to the splendour of my crown,”

A view was then taken of the dif.

ferent branches of administration, and

it was stated, that the finances, though
étill labouring under considerable dis-
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tress, were assuming a more fayour.
able

aspect;

that national

industry

was reviving; and that in America
war had at least suspended its ravages.

He then touched

on the im-

portant subject of the affairs of Italy,
‘The resolution,” said he, “ taken
in the Congress of Troppau, and con-

tinued in that of Laybach, by the
sovereigns of Austria, Prussia, and
Russia, to interpose in the changes
of the political system established in

the kingdom of the Two Sicilies, has _

excited all my solicitude from consideration of that royal family, united
to mine by ties of blood,

and by the

interest that 1 take in the happiness

of that nation, and because it is of
the utmost consequence to the inde.

pendence

of states,

that

the

sacred

rights of nations and their princes
may be rightly respected. I have,
therefore, thought it indispensable to
the honour of my throne, and to the

dignity of the great nation which it

is my glory to govern, to make it”
understood by suitable communications, that I will not recognize anything whatever that may be contrary
to the positive rights of mankind, on
which are founded the liberty, the

independence, and prosperity of nations—principles which Spain, on its
part, will mviolably respect with re-

gard to others.
“ T have the satisfaction

of an-

nouncing to the Cortes that the allied sovereigns, according to all the.
communications that I have received
to the present time, have been and
are agreed in recognizing these principles with respect to Spain.”
But the most remarkable passage

was that in which the King alluded
to

circumstances relating personally

to himeelf, in the following terms :—
“ It is necessary that I inform, though

with much

chagrin, this wise Con-

gress, that the ideas of some ill-disposed persons, who

strive to seduce

|
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5 _credulous people, by persuading them

_ that my heart conceals views opposed
to the system that governs us, are not

unknown tomy mind.

Their object

is only to inspire diffidence as to my
pure intentions, and on the rectitude
_ of my conduct. Ihave sworn to the
_ constitution, and I have always en-
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sensation in the Assembly ; and as
the president, unprepared to make

such an answer as the delicacy of the
cireamstances demanded, replied only
in vague and general terms, it was

resolved, on the motion of the Conde
de

Torreno,

that,

according

to the

example followed in France and Eng-

_ deayoured to observe it, as much as
_ depends on me.
Would to God that

land, a committee should be appointed to prepare an answer.

| rages and the acts of irreverence of
' all sorts committed towards my dignity, in contempt of what order and

singular address, had scareely ‘subsided, when it was absorbed by a greater and more unexpected event. The

_ every one did the same! The out-

respect for my person ought to exact

as a constitutional King, have been
9 published.

“Thave no fears for my life or my
safety;

God,

who

reads

my

heart,

watches both, and will preserve them,

as will also the majority and the sound
part of the nation,
But I ought not
to withhold to-day from the Congress,
as principally charged with preserving the inviolability that it wishes
to be observed towards its constitutional King, that these insults would
not have been repeated if the executive power had displayed all the en_ ergy which the constitution prescribes,

and the Cortes desires.

The want of

firmness, and the little
many of the authorities,

activity, of
have given

room to the renewal of such excesses ;
and, should they continue, it will not
be astonishing if the Spanish nation
finds itself enveloped in numberless
evils and misfortunes.
“Lam confident that it will not be
so, if the

Cortes,

as

1 must

hope,

unites intimately with their constitutional King, occupying themselves
without relaxation to destroy abuses,
to combine

opinion,

and

to repress

the machinations of ill-disposed perSons, who wish only for disunion and
anarchy.”
These complaints, expressed in

terms not altogether compatible with

the royal dignity,

excited a strong

_ The agitation occasioned

by this

same evening, it was announced, that

all the ministers except one had resigned, or, more properly speaking,

had received their dismissal. No hint
was given of those who were destined
to fill their places. Among all the liberal circles,

this

event

extraordinary emotion.
dered the dismissal,

excited

an

They consi-

at such a crisis,

ef men known for their attachment
to the constitutional system, as a direct blow aimed against its continuSo strong was the expression
ance.
of public opinion, that the King
shrunk from this bold measure, and

had recourse to a step equally unprecedented and degrading. On the
$d of March, Jabat, the only remaining minister, presented a message to
the Cortes, requesting their advice as
to the formation of a new ministry.
The King here said, “ Wishing to
give to the nation an irrefragable
proof of the sincerity and rectitude
of my intentions, and desirous
persons of talent, experience,

that
and

probity, should co-operate with me
in causing the constitution to be observed throughout the whole monarchy, and who also may dexterous~~
ly and carefully remove the obstacles
which may occur, and avoid all motives of disturbance

and

discontent,

I have resolved to address myself to

the Cortes on this occasion, and avail
myself of their information and zeal,
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in order to choose the new Secretaries of State. I know that this is a

prerogative of my own; but I am
also aware that it will not clash with

its exercise, if the Cortes point out to
me, and even name, the persons most

deserving of public confidence, and
who, in their opinion, are most suitable to fill these high offices with
utility and merit.
Composed of representatives of all the provinces, no-

body can guide me better in this de-

licate affair than they, and with less

risk of the choice not being acceptable. That advice and information,
which each deputy, individually,
would not refuse me, if I asked it,
they would

not refuse

me,

now

as-

sembled, and I therefore trust they
will prefer motives of public good
to all considerations of delicacy and
punctilio.”
The'Cortes were extremely astounded at a step by which the Monarch
thus threw into their hands the most
essential of the royal prerogatives.
The liberal deputies, however, were
unanimous in considering it as an offer which

ought,

on

no account,

to
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The Cortes ought to act with extreme
prudence in so delicate a subject, |
The King is free in the choice of hig |

ministers ; we can anticipate in no.
thing, either of the information which |

he expects from the Council of State, i

or of the qualities of those whom he
is to select.” He only insisted on the
necessity of the new ministers being
decidedly devoted to the constitu.
tional system.
The Conde de Tor.

reno very clearly intimated, that, if

the Cortes had been to give any ad. |)
vice, it ought, in his opinion, to have |
recommended the restoration of the

ministry who had now been deprived
of their functions, and whom he
sidered as intimately identified
the constitutional system. As
however, would have implied
only

interference,

but

conwith
this, }
not

censure,

he

considered it as still more out of the
question for the Cortes to exercise
the offered prerogative.
As the result of this debate, the

Cortes unanimously agreed to the

following reply :—
«< March 3, 1821.

“ Neither the principles recorded

be accepted. They denounced it even
as suggested by the secret counsellors of the King, with the view of
laying a snare for that Assembly.
“We stand in opposition,” said Martimez de la Rosa, ‘ with the ideas of

in the constitution, nor other consi
derations inseparable from the repre
sentative system and public utility,

and it is important to shew, that we
will never be the instruments nor the
accomplices of those who violate the
rights of the Neapolitan nation. Yet
we must at the same moment resolve

and impress on his Majesty, in ordet

the absolute sovereigns of Europe,

the problem, that liberty and order

are inseparable, in order to destroy
the calumnies against Spain, which
are circulated through all the courts
of Europe.
It is time to shew, that
the King is not under guardianship,
nor a prisoner in the midst of us, as
our enemies attempt to make it be
believed. Let us disarm calumny.

allow the Cortes to take the part the

King wishes in the nomination of
fresh persons for the ministry. The
only thing the Cortes can now advise
to correspond worthily with his august confidence, andthe general wishes
of the nation, is, that the welfare of §
the latter, as well as of his Majesty}

himself, efficaciously require that the

persons who are to fill these highst
tuations, should have given positive
and eminent proofs of their adherence
to the constitutional system, and that
they are, and always have been, fa.
vourable to the liberty and inde
pendence of the nation, and as it®
commanded, with regard to officesless

ர
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important.

By order of the Cortes, right which all nations possess of mewe communicate the same to you, in liorating their institutions, are mo-

ஆ ௭௦ ee:

of messages,

வைய

| transmitted by your predecessor in
office, inclosing the royal decree, &c.
“ Francisco FernanDez Gasco,
Dep. and Sec.

கடைய

| order that you may report the same tives sufficiently powerful
to make
0 | to his Majesty, and in an answer Spain regard, with the most
lively
to the communication of yesterday,

« EsTANISLAO DE PENAFIEL, Dep.

and Sec.

“To the Secretary of Marine.”

Pe

After this extraordinary exchange

Spain

remained

two

days without a ministry, the manage-

சரக

y ment of the public business being left
in the hands of the head clerks. At
|} Jength, in the sitting of the 5th, a

i} message was received, in which the
'} King stated, that, from the purest

|} and most
ட

sincere

motives,

he had

ர nominated the following persons :—

_ Matteo Valdemoros, for the interior ;
Ramon Felin, for the ultra-marine
provinces ; Vincente, Cano, Manuel,
forjustice ; Antonio Barato, finances;

Interest, an event so serious,
and of

such high importance. The resolu<
tion taken by your Majesty to recog=
nize nothing contrary to those principles of the law of nations on which
reposes the independence of States,
and which the Spanish nation will
inviolably respect with regard to
others, the Cortes conceive to be worthy of your Majesty, and of the grand

nation which you govern. They had,
moreover, congratulated themselves,
m Concurrence with your Majesty,
that the Allied Sovereigns, in all
their communications, had hitherto
manifested that they recognized these
principles with respect toSpain. This
recognition has been made in a mans
ner

clear and

express,

such

as the

Cortes desired, as the national digni: _
ty required, and our security in regard to the neighbouring states imperiously demanded. The Cortes conMoreno y Daoix, for war 3 and Paula ceive that it becomes the Spanish naEscudero, for the navy. The greater tion, which has so many claims to the
_ number were absent on different em- gratitude and admiration of Europe
ployments. The composition was of for the glorious part which it took in
a3 mixed nature, such as gave little the emancipation of the continent, and
satisfaction to any party, but in which for the generous efforts with which it
none could find any decided room for
sustained its own independence, and
_ objection.
gave an example to other nations, to
This affair being settled, the Cortes
take such measures as may protect it
' applied themselves to the delicate from all political vicissitudes, and
task of replying to the King’s éxtra- place it in the requisite state of secu=
_ ordinary speech, which they did in rity. The Cortes have heard with
_ the following terms :—“ It ‘was just grief and surprise the conclusion of
‘and natural that the political changes
our Majesty’s speech.
Full of af_ which have taken place in the king- fection, loyalty, and an ardent zeal
dom of the Two

Sicilies, and the in-

tervention which the Sovereigns of
Austria, Russia, and Prussia, pretend
to exercise in that respect, should
டீ have excited the solicitude of your

; Majesty.

for the observance of the constitution,

which so positively prescribes the re-

spect due to the sacred and inviolable

person of your Majesty, they can never behold with indifference any act

The ties of blood which

which should not be conformable to

| your Majesty, and the incontestable

this constitutional principle,—an act
which could not be conceived but by

to
ட

that royal family with that of
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disapproved the principle of interfe,\
ring with the internal affairs of other
nations, which seyeral powers ape
peared to assume, and to invite thet!
government to follow up, with th)!”

a Spaniard unworthy of the name,
and who would for ever merit the
general execration of the nation, and
particularly that of a capital which
has given your Majesty, from the
commencement
of your reign, somany

greatest vigour, the demands for ey,

proofs of affection and fidelity.
The
Cortes, called by the constitution to

made from foreign powers, respecting

jesty,

as supreme

and

sole head

of

the executive power, and as con' centrating in your august person-the
power of causing the laws to be executed, and as extending your authority to everything that concerns the
preservation of public order, which
is inseparable from attachment and
veneration towards the Royal Majesty, will give orders for repressing
with energy every excess contrary to
our institutions, by the means which
those institutions themselves prescribe. They finally hope that by this
conduct your Majesty will consummate the great work of our political
restoration,

and will more and

more

secure the vigour and perpetuity of
the constitutional throne,

conforma-

bly to the general and invariable
wishes of the Spanish people.”
The Cortes took first under its consideration the state of the foreign reTations of Spain. Some deputies demanded farther explanations upon the
objects of the Holy Alliance, and their
engagements. But as the new ministry were not forthcoming, and the
Jast considered themselves no longer
responsible, it was impossible to obtain any satisfaction. Only the most
vehement of the liberal deputies, Romero Alpuente, proposed that'the government should endeavour to put a
stop to the hostilities against Naples.
The proposal was rejected, and the

_ Cortes merely resolved “ to thank the

Zovernment for having rejected and

and

guarantees already

their manner of viewing the affairs

a

the discharge of legislative functions,
rely for the rest on the zeal and wisdom of your Majesty. They expect,
with firm confidence, that your Ma-

planations

Spain.”
The next object of deep attention
was,

the report of the committee on

the subject of internal security.

Tj

stated the existence of a combination)“

of plots for the overthrow of the con. ib
stitution, all directed by a supreme),
junta,

with

a number

of secondary «"!

juntas under it. Centres of conspi.
racy had been established by Spanish
refugees in France, particularly in the!
street Richelieu in Paris, and at Bay.

onne. It had broken forth on severil|
occasions,

particularly

at the com

mencement of the present session, on
the dismissal of a ministry which had)
shewn so much zeal in the mainte
nance of the new institutions. This
ministry was supposed to have the
secret of all their

schemes,

and its

fall was therefore considered as a signal triumph. ‘The object was, to seize
the person of the King, and to restore |
All these schemes,
absolute power.
however, had been hitherto battledby
the good disposition of the army ant
the national militia.

The

circumstance

in this report)

|

which most strongly attracted publie
attention, was a document in the
hand-writing of Venuesa, chaplaint

the King, who, as already mentioned) |)
was under trial for treasonable de
signs. This paper contained the
complete scheme of a plot, which
was to be communicated to the King,
the Infant Don Carlos, the Duke del);

Infantado, and the Marquis of Cas
tillar, and in which their co-operation
The constitl:
was reckoned upon.
tional system, with all its ensigns aut
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“appendages, was to be overthrown,
he principal

liberals

either

put

to

eath, or thrown into prison, and all
things re-established on the footing
‘they

were

before

on

March,

1820,

state of the provinces. In Alava, the
southern division of Biscay, the curate Merino had swelled his force to
700 or 800 men, had entered Salvatierra, where he threw down the
stone of the constitution, and where

he defeated and captured the Nationfooting.
_ Strenuous debates arose upon this
report, which those members who
had a leaning to the royal cause, represented as greatly exaggerated,
nd as chiefly aiming to support the
interest of the former ministry. The
Hiberal party, however, lent it full
evidence, and measures were propoand carried, for averting from
ட்ப
Spain the threatened dangers. In ad-

Ndition to the regular force, a decree

was passed for calling upon the ser-

Viyices of all Spaniards of a military

_Jage, and forming them into two bodies

S5sS)

fof militia, one of which was to be active, and, in case of invasion, to be

Se
BS

ee)
Se

placed on the same footing with the
megular army; the other was to be

local.

Spain was divided into eight

military districts, the head-quarters
of which were to be Madrid, Barcelona, Saragossa, Vittoria, or Rampe‘Jluna, Corunna, Seville, Grenada,
sand Badajos. Other measures were
|prompted by the alarm of the moMent, in which liberty, to a great ex-

அ

டன

} tent, was sacrificed to its own pre-

| Setvation. The penalty of banishMent was pronounced upon every
Spaniard who should propagate maxims or doctrines tending directly to
Joverthrow

the

constitution;

fines

|

all who should be found engaged in
insurrection, who were to be tried by

oe

ia

Were imposed upon those who, by
} satires or invectives, should provoke
to its non-observance.
A summary
~| Mode of judgment was decreed for

forty-eight hours.

ய்

@ council of war, and
ee

executed in

measures were but too na~

“\turally prompted by the disturbed

if

al Guard of Vittoria, which had march-

ed to its defence. He was marching
upon Vittoria, when he was met by
Lopez

Banos,

then

commandant

at

Pampeluna, an original and zealous
champion of the revolution. After a
short,

but desperate conflict, the in~

surgent guerilla was completely put
to the route, and 400 taken prison~
ers; military execution was immediately

who

performed

upon

the

chiefs,

consisted chiefly of monks and

curates, while Merino, with the wreck
of his force, fled into Old Castille.

In the capital, where a great majority of the population had embraced the extreme of liberal opinions,
these anti-constitutional movements
excited an indignation, which was
greatly heightened by another criti‘The trial of Vinuesa tercal event.
minated in his being condemned to
ten years confinement in the galleys—
if
certainly a very merciful sentence,
there was truth in the report of the
Cortes, and if the document laid before that assembly was written by him.
was
By the multitude, this opinion
felt in the most vehement degree, and
to
their passions were soon excited
a fatal pitch. On the following day,
(4th May,) they assembled in vast
crowds, and rushed against the prison. The militia endeavoured to oppose them, by firing from the windows; but the mob, having provided
hammers and otherinstruments, broke
the
open the prison doors, and, with
tersame instruments, executed that

rible sentence which they judged due
on the unfortunate Vinuesa.
All moderate citizens were struck
with terror

at an event, which

calle
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ed to mind, and threatened to renew, the most frightful excesses of
Inquiries
the French Revolution.
wereinvainmade to discover the ringleaders of this enormity; and, indeed,
if discovered, government might have
been afraid to proceed to extremities
against them. The reproachful name

of Martillo was applied to them, from

the fatal instrument ; but from
they so little shrunk, that those
became obnoxious to this violent
tion were warned of it by blows
a hammer,

this
who
facwith

heard under their cham-

ber at midnight.
hese first symptoms of a party of blood, similar to
that of the French Jacobins, were of
fatal portent to the peace and liberty
of Spain. They could not fail to augment still farther the alarm and growing enmity of the body hostile to the
system established by the late revolution. Meantime, some individual;
of high character and moderate views,
was sought for, to still the dreadful
ferment which reigned in the capital.
Morillo, who had so long commanded
in the colonies, was newly arrived,
after the truce there concluded. With
some difficulty he was prevailed upon
to undertake the place of CaptainGeneral of Madrid, a situation which

no one was likely to hold at such a
crisis, without having cause to repent it.
Amid

carried
session.
dificult
that of
budget
penses

these

tumults,

the ‘Cortes

on the usual business of the
The most important and most
point of administration was
finance. According to the
of the present year, the exwere estimated at about

7,560,0001., thereceipts at 6,750,0002,,

leaving anestimated
deficit of 810,0000.
The actual deficit of the past year had
been much greater; and, to cover
the two, a loan was required to the
extent of 3,618,000/. Such a system,
in the midst of peace, could not but
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especially as the hopes of improye
ment held out, proved, as we shally
hereafter see, to be entirely fallacioyg)
The Cortes having, in the two pry).
ceding years, fixed all the grand oy) _
lines of the constitution, employe he
the

present

session

in a variety ம.

:
ட்
ர்
றம
little details and finishings, Strict1
gulations were

adopted

for the Pre ௩,

servation of order during the sitting Sy
Females were excluded from fh
galleries; their presence had bee)

permitted in the Cortes of Cadiz, bi
was said to have been the oceasio; ful

of much

disorder.

The

presiden) ,,

could call to order any deputy whi 5,

might appear to him to offend, and’,

after haying done so thrice, he coulll ;
banish him from the sitting. கர்ம ட,

nal, chosen by the Cortes itself, wa)

appointed to try any criminal charg)

¥;,

against one of its members ; this t y) yi

bunal was to be renewed every tm} பூ

years. It was a subject of discussiot) ,,

whether the ministers should be eval)
permitted to sit in the Cortes ; andil}
was carried only under the conditio)
that they should leave the house be)
fore any vote took place. A salan}
of 400/. a-year was assigned to th
deputies ; but they were rendered it
capable,

during the exercise of ther

4,
1,
4;
},
a

functions, of receiving, or soliciting 4,
for others, any office in the nomint) 4,
tion of the crown.

The contingent) \y,

for the army were fixed at 16,5) pr

men. . Those balloted might provill)

a substitute; but
emption

the system of et) j,

in consideration of a pect) #

niary payment was abolished.) 7
During

this session,

the arrangy

ments for public instruction, whi
had been formed in the last 509801.
were finally fixed. Farther limitation”

were imposed on the power of thee

clesiastics ; they were subjected to!
ordinary tribunals and penalties. |

was no longer allowed to export m
ney to Rome for bulls, dispensatio™

be considered as dreadful and ruinous, © and indulgences, in consideration

q
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of 2000/.,

tude with a body of troops. Madrid
and the clubs were then thrown into
a dreadful ferment, and the most violent charges were advanced against

which,

jowever, was not the half of what he
டட
drew by the other expe-

்
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The abolition of seignorial
ients.
“rights, to a great extent, was carried,
fer much discussion and opposition,

Morillo.

On the 30th June, the King closed
tthe session of the Cortes in a speech,

however, did not satisfy his adversaries, or still the public agitation.

‘yanegyric on the zeal, diligence, and

arose for the convocation of the extraordinary Cortes, which seemed to
afford the only means of placing the
tottering balance of the state in any
steady position. The King according-

® hut rejected by the King.

That

general resigned

his

office, and refused to resume it, till
after he had been declared innocent

:

by

where he pronounced amost pompous

a

formal

trial.

The

sentence,

Amid these tumults, a general call

ட gbility, with which they had execuiN ted their high functions. He congratulated them on the dispersion of the
ஸி single factious band which had made
on the improve-

ly came to Madrid on the 4th, and, on

ment which was beginning to be felt
il jn the national arts and industry ; he
held out some vague hopes of a re-

have assembled much sooner, as most

its appearance,

and

(conciliation with the American proHl vinces; and he anticipated, though

இ without mentioning any precise time,

ரி the meeting them again soon, con-

ol) voked in extraordinary Cortes.
va)
After the close of the assembly,

யி the King retired to the baths of Laceia ‘don, and seemed in no haste to fulfil

bel his last intimation.
In the capital,
i however, the fermentation of parties

UW rose always to a higher and higher

a pitch. A new body, called the Comegmnuneros, carried popular principles
ச் toa higher pitch than any hitherto ;
sol and, in

the Fontana d’Oro,

their fa-

fq) Vourite haunt, the most violent and
| revolutionary doctrines were openly
டடம
Their adversaries, equali y inflamed, branded the whole of this

) faction with the opprobrious term of
Descamisados, (shirtless) as composed
| only of the lowest and most beggarly
ic the populace.

Numerous

and tu-

‘multuary assemblages having taken

Place in front of the place where the

‘guards apprehended on account

1

of

the former attack upon the people,

|

Wete confined, and these assemblages
ee a threatening aspect, Moril-

attacked and dispersed the multi-

the 12th, summoned that assembly
for the 24th September. They could
of the deputies, in presentiment of
such a measure, had remained in the

capital.
From these agitations at Madrid,
public attention was diverted, by still
more threatening movements,
of
which Saragossa was the theatre. In
the more violent of the clubs of the
capital, some hot-headed members
had thrown out the idea of marching
an army into France, and propagating the Spanish constitution. At
Saragossa, this standard was openly
raised by Cugnet de Montarlot, a
French journalist, who had been banished for the boldness of his writings. This person appeared in the
city, in full uniform, decorated with

various orders, and openly announced the design of collecting an army; with which he might re-establish in France the constitution of
1791. He assumed the title of General-in-Chief of the Constitutional
Armies, President of the great mpire
of France, and appointed La Fayette
second in command. Being seconded
by one Villamer, and other leading
communeros, he excited a great agitation. Moreda, the political chief,
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in the absence of Riego, who was governor of the province, judged it necessary to call out the garrison and
militia, and to place the city, as it
were, in a state of siege. Montarlot,

finding himself supported by no adequate numbers, took to flight, and
was taken five or six days after. Moreda, however, in his despatches to government, openly charged Riego with
having abetted, and held intercourse
with,

this

French

malcontent ; but

Riego always declared, that, though
he had shewn hospitality, as to a persecuted man,

he never had the least

idea of Montarlot’s designs, far less
any disposition to support them. Ministry, however, ready, asis alleged, to
listen to any charge against the grand
author of the revolution, deprived
Riego of his government, and assigned Lerida as the place of his exile.
This decision was announced to Riego

as he was returning to the city, where
the state of men’s minds was such,
that his presence threatened to cause
a serious explosion. He behaved on
this trying occasion in a manner calculated to confirm the most favourable impressions of his conduct. After
a little hesitation, he submitted to the

orders of government, and retired to
Lerida.

A

violent

clamour

was

raised

throughout Spain at this treatment of
their favourite chief ; to which, it was
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rible nature, broke out at Barcelona ற!
Opinions respecting its origin, 99) ti
well as that of contagion in gener)! C

are very conflicting; but the mos w

prevalent one makes it the yelloy) ¢
fever, brought by a Spanish brig from
the Havannah. It appeared about tho)
beginning of August, in the suburh)
of Barcellonetta,

but, for some time)

made little progress, and was not eye
supposed contagious. It was not til
the middle of September that its raj)
vages

became

dreadful,

and

were)

spread by the flying citizens to Ton)
tosa and Mequinenza. It continued)

to rage for upwards of two months) |
and is supposed to have carried of\B
90,000 of-the inhabitants

of Barce-/th

lona, and a proportional number of}
the other cities. As winter came on,|
it began rapidly to abate, and, by keep.)
ing vigilant watch, was prevented from}
spreading to other parts of Spain. |
Parties,

meantime,

were

nt
U]
st
ey
se

oO
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running} pl

higher every moment. Petitions were) li

poured in from every quarter, ani}
particularly from Cadiz, demanding} fa
the dismissal of ministers. Ministers, | th
however, determined to face the) at
storm, and, by a course of vigorous} 16
measures, to overawe, if possible) s
the hostile factions. They resolved, (11
that all the high commands should ec
no longer be held by the revolution- |p!
ary leaders, but should be filled with}t¢

persons devoted to themselves. Moreda was maintained in his place,)™
notwithstanding the load of odium ்

=

alleged, he had been exposed solely
by his own attachment to constitutional principles. The disgrace, in- ‘ which he had incurred. ‘The Marquis
flieted upon the bare assertion of de la Reunion, and, on his refusal)"
Moreda, was said to betray the most the Baron d’Andilla, was appointely™
to the important situation of Com i
Discontent thus fermanifest bias.
mented in the minds of the constitu- mandant at Cadiz. This measure)”
tional party, and threatened, at no brought the dispositions of that city)*
distant period, a violent explosion.
to a crisis. The people prevailed! ய!
Attention was for a moment with- upon Jauregui, their present com)
drawn from political dissension, by mandant, to remain at his post, ant)"
one of those dreadful scourges of na- to write a letter, in which, instead 9
ture, by which, happily, Europe is only tendering his obedience, he drew # ந்
partially and occasionally assailed. A glowing picture of the miseries which

contagious distemper, of the most ter-

Spain endured from the arts of het

HISTORY.
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With such admira3 tion did this conduct inspire Velasco,

tion which had always distinguished
them, and would labour to consolial, Captain-General of Seville, that he date the constitution of themonarehy,
ost} wrote a letter to the municipality of which was threatened with approach) Cadiz, congratulating them on their ing ruin, if the evils that began to be
1a, \present ministry.

‘patriotic and heroic resistance, and experienced were not stifled in their
‘entreating to have his name inscribed birth.
‘on the list of their militia, that, “ if
The
Cortes applied themselves
‘the destinies of his country willed it, without delay to the delicate funche might die gloriously in its ranks.” tions which they were called upon to
_ These two great cities were now in exercise. ‘Two commissioners were’
‘a state very little differing from that appointed,—one to prepare an an‘of open insurrection. The people of swer to the King’s message, and the
other to propose to the Cortes the
Cadiz were no worse than their word,
ei} and, on the arrival of the Baron d’An- measures which ought to be taken:
under present circumstances.
is) dilla, shut their gates against him.
On the 9th of December, Calatrava
oft Besides their address to the King,
fe- they transmitted one to the perma- presented the report of the two comof} nent deputation of the Cortes, calling missions. It began with taking a gemm) upon them to place ministers in a neral view of the nature and origin
of the late troubles. The conduct of
yp.) state of accusation. Ministers, howm) ever, held on their course ; they super=
seded Velasco, and appointed in his

ng ப த தடவல்
¢) hope of making good the nomination,

| which, in fact, experienced the same
tate as that of Cadiz.

At Corunna,

;)the people, taking courage by example, equally opposed the order for
us}
le,)
i,
Id

Teémoving’ Mina from the place of
governor, though the rest of the pro|Vinee, which had always distinguished itself by monarchical propensities,
professed its readiness to accept the
70718] appointment.
_ The extraordinary. Cortes being
பரி
sitting, it became expedient to:
tefer to them the critical state in

was decidedly blamed, but more particularly that of the former, who had
originally no real cause of complaint
They observed, that his
whatever.
Majesty had the constitutional right
of filling all civil and military employments, and every Spaniard ought
to respect it, though he had also the
right of censuring the conduct of the
minister who authorized an improper
measure, or of accusing him if he vioHowever,

they

ob-

lated

the law.

the 26th November, the King sent a

served, “ The error in some points,
and the aberration of some persons in
others, are not such that the committee attributes them to the will, and
they cannot but merit the indulgence
of the Cortes. But the national Con-

Inessage, deploring the recent events

gress

cannot

| which the country was

which had taken place

placed.

On

at Cadiz,

ue where, under pretext of love for the
ity) Constitution, it had been trampled
el Under foot. He expressed his conm-| fidence that the Assembly would cond /9perate in Supporting at once the
a )Pterogative of the crown, and the

மியி liberty ; that they would give
ch |* New proof of the spirit of concilia<
ter

the people, both at Seville and Cadiz,

but

expressly

disap-

prove, in the face of all Europe, the
disobedience and illegal proceedings

of those authorities, whieh will doubtless suffice to make them return to

their duty, acknowledging that they
have erred.
« The Cortes may be pleased to examine,

in the first place, this point;

and, above all, let the observance of
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the constitution,
and obedience to the
royal authority,
in conformity’ with
it, be secured. These two things are

inseparable; the question is not of

_ the ministers, but of government, and

of the power which the constitution
assigns to the King.

The ministers

may be culpable; but the govern-

REGISTER,
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that a paternal government should
sometimes hide errors produced
நர 1.

aberrations of opinion, or by an ex.

ultation, proceeding, perhaps, froma |

laudable

zeal.

They

procee

follows :—* The Political Chief and |
Commandants-General of Cadiz and

Seville have not only failed, but haye,
even by their conduct, contributed
to
they remain within the constitution- -legitimate, if it were possible, the
al limits, ought to be sacred to all. malicious assertions by which the fa.
What would become of liberty, if the
vourers of despotism endeavour to de.
_laws did not govern ; and how shall
ery liberal institutions, and persuade
they govern, if it is lawful to disobey that they are incompatible with order,
him who is charged to execute them,
*« The Cortes cannot but express to
when he does not act contrary to his Majesty and the nation, how highthem? Under pretence of supporting ly they disapprove of those events;
the constitution, it has been scanda- and, believing, on the one hand, that ~
lously violated at Cadiz and Seville, the disobedience of the authoritiesof
by creating, under the title of Juntas,
Cadiz and Seville arose principally
authorities unknown to the constitu- from error, and, on the other, that the
tion, attacking prerogatives which loyalty and patriotism by which the
the constitution consecrates, and re- citizens are so distinguished, cannot
sisting orders which the same consti- render the triumph ef the law andiof
tution commands to be obeyed. Ille- order doubtful for a moment, have
ment and authority of the King, when

itimate organs erect themselves into

interpreters

of

the public

opinion,

and usurp the functions of all the
powers of the state. Weakness and
ireflection have yielded to their impulse, and for the first time been
precipitated into disobedience.
The
Cortes may fear that those evils will
increase, unless they are stopped at
their origin.”
ஸு
The

commission

then

presented

their ulterior report, a sealed paper,

which they wished not to be opened

till after the address had been voted.
Much debate ensued on this singular
and mysterious process ; however, it

was at length carried that it should
be so, by a majority of 114 to 64,

The address was ‘then voted, in
which the Cortes expressed to his
Majesty their conviction of the fatal
consequences which must ensue from
such proceedings as had been follow-

ed by the authorities of Seville and

Cadiz;
at the same time observing,
.
1

resolved,

first,

solemnly

to declare,

that both the one and the other ought
to have obeyed, and ought now to
obey, and punctually to fulfil, the mea-

sures of his Majesty which have not

been carried into effect; the Cortes
being sure that this resolution will
be sufficient for those authorities, and

all whom their example has misled,|
to return to their duty, without placing the national representation
in

the afflicting necessity of adopting

other measures.”
ட்ட
The address concluded with assu-

rances of the determination of the
Cortes to unite with his Majestyit
maintaining the constitution.

This affair being dispatched, onthe

following day the mysterious paper
was opened, and was found to con
tain matter which would have beet

little acceptable to the royal ear. It
gave a summary of all the errorsof
which ministers had been guiltyin
the course of these ndoecaate events;
1

§
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particularly their neglecting to follow

¥ out the thread of the plots against the
= constitution which were known to
exist.

The results of the whole were

summed up in the following severe
conclusion: —‘ The committee cannot

refrain from offering to the consideration of the Cortes two observations, on account of the intimate con| nexion which they have with the
principle object of this report:—

1st, The Cortes in the preceding
session determined on the means for
meeting all the expenses ; and, either
from ignorance or some other cause,

those measures have not been put in
execution; so that the public treasury

if is impoverished
to such a degree, that

'

obligations of the most sacred charac-

ter, even those which should furnish

supplies
to the throne, have: not been
fulfilled.
்
2d, The Cortes resolved on a sysfem of taxes and administration, and
that system has not been put
in force,

rather through negligence on the part.
ofthe agents of the administration,
than from any resistance on the side
ofthose liable to contribution.
The
eyentsof which the committee has been.

“அட

informed, and others of which it is still
ignorant, have destroyed all the moral

|

force ofthe administration ; and, what-

ever may have been their origin, their
result is not to be doubted.
;
.“ Wehave

seen civil officers, mili-

| tary corps, and local authorities, have
all demanded the dismissal of the ministry. Addresses far from respect-
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obey the government ; and the mini-

stry have found no other means of
saving the vessel of the state than by
submitting to the Cortes, in the events
of Cadiz and Seville, a new proof of
the obstacles which their measures
experience. Notwithstanding this, the
committee distinguish times, persons,

and affairs. All the ministers have
not equally participated in these
events, but the Cortes cannot allow
themselves to confound the authority
of the King, which is one, indefeasible, and independent, with that of the
persons who execute his orders.
“Themysterious conduct of the ministry,

the state of the finances,

general distrust, and

the

the efforts of

the discontent and ambition of some,

must influence the excited passions.
Ambitious men of little reputation,
and who cannot exist except amidst
disorders,

wish to

drive the people

into the horrors of anarchy. This
evil has produced another. The local
authorities have been compelled to
unite in juntas, which the constitution does not recognize. Chiefs of
military corps, and local militia, and
even prelates, have assisted at these
meetings, formed of persons who dare

to call themselves the delegates of
the people, though the constitution
knows no other delegates than the
deputies to the Cortes. The liberty
of the press has been profaned by the
scandalous abuse made of it. Such
are the evils we experience. The con-

clusion is, that it is necessary to ad-

and to the latter has been added dis-

dress a message to his Majesty, m
which the Cortes shall set forth—

wish to see blotted out of the history

apprehension and distrust of the na-

; for the country, and to whose heroism

quisite influence, it is expedient that
his Majesty should deign to make that

ful haye been succeeded by menaces ;

obedience, which thecommittee would
of the people who have done so much

We owe that glory which will never
decay, and that liberty which we have«

sighed for. _ But the consequence
is,

that we have authorities which do not
VOL. XIV..PART

1.5

i

«Ist, That, in order to appease the

tion, and give to government the re-

yeform in his administration which
circumstances render absolutely nes

cessary-

P
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site for: the remedy of the’ evils and
abuses »comnplained « of, the Cortes

would be ready) to take into ‘consideration any project: of law which his
Majesty,:in his wisdom, should deem
fit to propose,”
atu
In reply to so severe a report, it
was urged, in behalf of ministers, that,
though the constitution certainly rendered them responsible for all the
acts of the executive government, yet
this was not the way in which the
control of government ought to be
exercised ; that a regular accusation
should be brought forward, and definitefacts stated; and thatthey should
not be driven from their places by
vague and undefined charges, which
it was equally impossible to understand and to refute.
The proposi-

those concerned. as tending:to yebel.
lion's and concluded; that't: ere was ]
oom for placing’ them in a. state of ,
public accusation.
©
றே
This report gave occasion to a ver
stormy debate, in which Cortes, Ro.

mero Alpuente, and others of the high

popular leaders, defended, or at least
excused,*the people and authorities

of Seville and Cadiz; and set forth in
glowing colours the misconduct. of
the ministry out of which their dis.
content had arisen. The Cortes; how.
ever, by the large majority of 112 to |
36, adopted the proposal of the com.
imitteer 4

It is impossible not to acknowledge,
that the whole conduct of this Ag. 8
sembly, considered as a popular body, |

a

‘2d; That; if his: Majesty
should
think any législative measures requi-

on so trying an occasion, was mode.

rate,

respectful,

and

favourable

the maintenance of public order.

to

It
was such, indeed, as drew upon them
jority:of 104 to 59...
the indignation of the clubs and en.
After’ this votes it was supposed,
altados of Madrid, Notwithstanding,
that-aichange
of ministry must be the however, the vigorous resoluti
ons into
immediate'tonsequence.
The King, which they had entered, and the
aps
however, appeared:-disposed to make proach
of
a stand, and xeplied to the message - Marquis a body of troops under the
of Campo Verde, the year’
of the Cortesconlyin these wotds: closed
without any signs of submis«
“The affair, is-important ;- I will re. sion
given by the refractory Cities.
flect uponit.” Meantime, new proofs
At the same period, the King; though
of contum
were
acy
given by the ci- calling council after coun
cil, had come
ties of thesouth. Seville and Cadiz
to no decisive resolution respecting
addressed fresh representations to the
the
change
of
ministry so urgently
Cortes, justifying’ their rejection of
demanded by the Cortes and the mchiefs sent: by a ministry whom they
tion.
had everyxeason to suspect, and whom
Contemporaneous with these demo.
the Sevillians said, « they had sworn
cratic movements in the great cities,
to disobey, even ati the expense of
- were others of a very opposite de:
their life...
2101-59134௮
3) 48 105
190:
“Scription, destined soon to assumea
These procéedings called: for
tion, however, was carried by a mas

the

most: serious attention of: the
Cortes,

truly formidable character.

On the

Motive or pretext of the pestilence
which desolated Catalonia, that body
pointed to take the-above addresses
into:consideration. The report, which of-troops, which, under the title of
was delivered next day, characterized “the sanitary cordon, proved the germ
of future mighty evils, was drawn
the representations
ag decidedly: se. salong the Frenc
h frontier. This was
ditious, and the whole
andia committee was immediately ap-

conduct: of

either intended, or accepted, by the

i

=

க. 9.7]

ண்ணா

movement
_ high royalist party, as-a
ation ல
r
-made> to. favour thei

oper

s,
Through all the frontier province

vilthe curates and monks. ran from
le
village, calling on the peop

lage to’

nce of the altary
‘to take arms in defewds
of peasantr
and the throne. Cro
s
at this call in various part

எனா
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should have ‘a permaneiit veto; but

this was negatived
by 78"against.7 ;
and, thoughit was almost unanimous-

ly voted that he should have:

temporary veto, the exercise: of this was

limited to the period of a
ultimately
month...It was only carried by 42

assembled
agon and Ca_of Navarre, Upper Avr ince, Juanprov
mer
for
the
In
alonia.

against 41, that there should bea

_which| marked thecon barb
lowing, Weare:

ward joy, not unmingled with seeret

Council of State; a large party urging

_that the Cortes, and their permanent
ட might be Council suffici» nitoand San Ladron, old officers of Miieee
sake
;
and
.
men,
ent.
na, assembled 1200 or 1500
The
Cortes
had
scarcely
completed
ez
Lop
by
ed
rout
ly
ch
repeated
ugh found
-tho
shelt erwithin the Fren
- these arrangements, when intelligence
மஸ
ied. Thus arrived that the King was abont to
_territories, and again rall
up
g
ngin
spri
dly
the seeds were rapi
return to Europe. The:accounts were
le insurrection
received with an expression of out_ of that- more formidab
folthe
of
history
iopas spies

apprehension.

Although the King

had given his consent to the new sys-

.) In Porter, all opposition to the tem, his sincerity might perhaps be
sconstifutiona]l system having ceased, more than doubted ; and it mighteven
nothing remained but to put it in mo- -be apprehended, that a still greater
tion. On the 26th January the Cortes dislike to a similar system, just estaassembled. The Count de San Payo, “blished, as we shall see; in his’ AmeVice-President of the Supreme Tribu- rican dominions, might be a leading
-nal, opened it with a discourse, in motive of his return... Even’ in: the
-which
he proclaimed as fundamental letter announeing thexayal intention,
»principles, obedience and fidelity to

was found the expression,

my was-

-the King, and the strict profession of sals,” which was! considered as sathe Catholic religion. One of the first youring greatly too) much of the anத
vats of the Cortes was to dissolve the cient order of things, These}
provisional junta, with expressions, spirits even found room for criticism

in the expressions approve, and sanction, as applied tot e constitution,
_ composed, in a great measure, of the when there was room, as they concéived, for nothing more than/simple acsame members.
.., The Cortes now proceeded to fix” ceptance. These objections were even
_ the basis of the constitution, which introduced into a deelaratory protest,
however, of approbation of its conduct; and a Regency-was installed,

they did on a model still more demo-

cratic than that of Spain. An orator,
indeed, (Pirheiro Azevedo,) made a

-which was unanimously carried.

Such was the state of men’s minds,
when, on the 3d of July, it was an-

nounced that the royal fleet had en‘Mediate power between the legislative tered the Tagus. The Cortes immeand executive; which, when closely diately took the strictest precautions
inquired into, was found to mean a to provide for this erisis. Measures
‘second. Chamber ; but. this motion, -were adopted to suppress among the
thoug] taken into consideration,
was people any violent'symptoms of loyal-

»proposal for what he called an inter-

-hegatived by a majority of 59 against
26. Another proposed, that the King

‘ty, which might ‘have been unfavourIt
able to thé constitutional order.
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was decreed, that no foreigner should
hold any office without the consent of
the Cortes, and that the Count de
Palmela, with certain other persons

named, should not disembark along
with the King.
These resolutions
were notified to his Majesty by a deputation, which had instructions to
remain on board till the moment of
landing.
However injurious these
measures must have been felt, no re=
sentment was expressed ; and, on the
following day, before noon, the King
landed in great pomp, and amid the
acclamations of the people. After
the service of Ye Dewm at the cathedral, he repaired to the hall of the
Cortes, and made oath to the constitu-

tion with every shew of sincerity. Mutual speeches of congratulation then
passed between the Président and the
King. Some expressions of the latter, however, appearing to imply, that
he considered himself as sharing the
legislative power with the Cortes, a
representation was drawn up, point=
ing out the discrepancy between these
expressions and the articles of the
constitution. The King, in reply,
used every assurance by which he
could satisfy them of the absolute and
unqualified manner in which he acz
cepted the code presented to him.
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As soon as the King had named 9
ministry, the Cortes dissolved the Re.

gency, and declared him in the exer.
cise of the executive functions of the
government.
ம்
This change in the Portuguese constitution produced, from the first, a

difficulty in maintaining diplomatic
relations with the great monarchical
potentates. This was increased by
some accidental circumstances.
In
one of the constitutional rejoicings,

the delegate from Rome, and, in another, the Russian

consul,

had

their

windows broken in consequence ofa

refusal to illuminate.

Warm

remon-

strances were hereupon made by the
Russian and

Austrian

ambassadors,

who stated their determination not to
illuminate on any such occasion, and
demanded security, that they should
experience no molestation.
Receiving none which appeared to them
satisfactory, they took their depar.
ture on the 22d of August, with all
their suite, except a consul to watch.
over their commercial concerns.

Ap-

prehensions were entertained, that a
rupture might be the consequence;
but, theugh the relations with these
powers remained in a precarious and
unfriendly position, nothing occurred
that amounted to open hostility.

[ 2294

CHAPTER

X.

ITALY.

King of Naples arrives at Laybach— Yields to the Views of the Confederates.
— Austrian Army passes the Po.—Preparations at
ற்
of General Pepe.—Dissolution of the Army.—Austrians enter Naples.—Re-csta-

blishment of the King—Measures taken by him.— Discontents, in Piedmont.
—The

Students at Turin.—Revolutionary Movements.—Abdication of the

King.—Spanish Constitution proclaimed.—Desertion of the Prince of Carignan.— Action at Novara.—General submission—Treaty of Occupation.
Tue last year closed that critical period which was to usher in the final

catastrophe of the Neapolitan reyolu-

tion, The King, whom we left at
Florence, did not linger in that city,
but, proceeding, even at this rigor-

| ous season, through

the Venetian

States, and across the Noric Alps, ar-

tived on the 8th January at Laybach.

The Emperors of Russia and Austria
} were already there. No negotiation
ensued, The King was informed that
ho room was left for deliberation or
discussion. The purpose of the monarchs was irrevocably formed,’on no

account to acknowledge or permit the

state of things established in the kingdom of the two Sicilies.

If, therefore,

therevolutionary government, as there

Was reason to fear, should refuse to un-

do all its acts, and to resign its self-as-

sumed existence, all the resources of
oth empires were to be employed in
putting it down by force of arms. It
was added, that the alarm and danger
Into which this revolution had thrown
the neighbouring states, rendered it
Indispensable that they should call up-

on Naplesfor some guarantee of itsfu-

ture tranquillity. This could only be
afforded by the temporary occupation
of its territory by Austrian troops; a
measure which would in no degree
touch on national independence. This ~
measure was at all events finally resolved upon; but, in case of unconditional
submission on the part of the Neapolitans, the troops thus quartered would
be maintained at the expense of the
power to which they belonged; while,
in the event of resistance, the funds

must be supplied by Naples herself.
The King having then inquired, what
system was to be substituted for that
which the monarchs were determined
to overthrow ; the reply was, that it
must rest solely and absolutely with
himself, acting on theadvice of thepersons whom he might judge best qualified to give to his people the constitution which might to him appear best

calculated to promote their welfare.

The King represents himself
earnestly attempted to obtain
dification of these purposes,
mating to the engagements

as having
somemoapproxiwhich he
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had so solemnly taken ; but, finding
the determinations of his august brethren immovable, he gave his oaths to
the wind, and meekly resigned him-

[Cuar. 10,

acting upon the principles thus peremptorily announced, and which she
justified, in a long declaration, pub.
lished at Verona on the 13th Febry.

self to the fatal necessity of being reary. Thearmy in\Upper Italy, amount.
established in all the plenitude of ab- ing to between 50 and 60,000 men,
solute power.
was placed under the command of Ge.
Theunfortunate Neapolitans,meanneral Frimont, and received imme.
time, were awaiting, with intense andiate orders to pass the Po. It was in
xiety, theissue, which they might have
the most formidable state. The long
so well foreseen, of this inauspicious
continued war, so recently terminajourney. Little satisfaction was afford- ted, had given to it a completely
ed by the King’s first letter, in which
hardy and veteran character ; while a
he merely spoke of the amusement
he
sufficient interval of peace had elapfound in hunting, and the superiority
sed, to fill up its ranks, and place it
of his dogs to those of the Emperor
in the highest state of equipment and
Alexander. The want of information discipline.
was fully supplied by the next, dated
On the 4th February, Frimont, from
the 20th January, in which he comhis head quarters at Padua, published
municated all the above particulars,
a proclamation, announcing to the arstating, that it was out of his power,
my the immediate intention of crossand, he believed, out of any human
ing the Po. They were strongly re«
power, to obtain a different result;
commended-to maintain orderand dise
and that no alternative appeared to be cipline, both in passing through the
left, but that of seeking, if possible, to territories of friendly powers, and afavert the calamities of war, by an un- ter they had crossed the Neapolitan
qualified acquiescence. The Duke de frontier. Only the enemies of public
Gallo, minister at war, who had actranquillity, only rebels to their King,
companied the King, wrote soon after would oppose any resistance; but
to the same effect. He had been de- they would in vain attempt to obstruct
tained from proceeding to Laybach
the salutary object which this army
till everything was fixed. The King
was destined to accomplish.
The
then, in reply to every argument he
consequences would fall on their own
could use, urged the total impossibiheads, not upon those of loyal and
_ lity of altering the determination of peaceable citizens.
ஸி
the Congress. The Duke was also adOn the following day, the whole
mitted to a general meeting of the mi- army broke up and passed the Po, at
nisters plenipotentiary, but merely to or near Cremona, where the entire.
hear from M. de Metternich, the im- body directed its march upon Bologmutable determination formed by the na. Onreaching that city, it split into
allied courts, without being allowed. two great divisions, one of which proto urge anything in reply. He found ceeded east wardthroughthe
Marches,
that Russia, Austria, and Prussia,
upon Ancona, while the other 011606...
took the lead in this resolution, and
ed its course to the west, by Florence
were prepared to support it by the
and Rome.
most activemeasures. France passive- ் These communications, and the mealy concurred. Britain professeda strict sures founded upon them, could not
neutrality; and her minister was pre- fail to throw Naples into the utmost
sent merely as a spectator.
agitation. All hopes of preserving her
Austria no longer lost any time in
constitution, at any price but that of

» HISTORY,
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accepted, as ending to the destruction
of the constitution, and the ‘occupation

of the kingdom by foreign’ t
that every

erfo

contrary to the o:
inies of the naட ie and whe

by him, was to be cons
under constraint; and ‘that

vigorous steps should: be
the nation,

8

The parliament now began instant-

ly to apply themselves to military pre-

Unfortunately it was for the
ng, as not haying emanated first ‘time; for everything’ ‘most urfree will, and consequently gently required for the national deg upon, his subjects. At the - fence, had been hitherto: omitted. No
ime, orders were issued for pla- commander in chief wai | appointed ;
egular army in a full’s state of no plan of operations had
en form.
nd for reinforcing it. with ed; no magazines, no hospitals, nc
ilitia, or legionary soldiers,

50,

வணர jealousy was inspired by the
presence both of a French and English
in the Bay, the ambassadors
wo powers were called upon to

the motives for which they
stationed there. Both replied,

heir instructions, in the event of
proaching war, were to observe
the strictest, neutrality, unless, contrary

to” expectation, any steps were taken,

fecting the personal safety of the
royal family,
_

The session of. Parliament had clon the $1st January; but, accord-

means

of subsistence.

determination to adhere to the national
. The deputation lost no time in
oking an. extraordinary session,

was effected, without delay,
as

he members, foreseeing such a call,
had remained in the capital. The parliament accordingly met on the 13th,
and was opened by a speech

from the

Prince, in which he reiterated his exBee 10

of attachment to the co sti-

aad

the militia, Letters from London, offering supplies of arms ai
i

tion, tobe paid for at a convenient ti
had ர டட unanswere
“anc
service had met with’ th

tion. The treasury was

emp

forced loan of 3,000,000°ducats

1
was

found difficult to levy. Elowever the
government seemed now resolvéedto do
its utmost to repair forme
a
militia, whatever thi

duct might be, were
to the constitution, a permanent ing the call to repair
putation was left, to which the ‘Al large force, such a
Prince immediately communicated the - quently assembled, andi
dis atches. from Laybach, and his own

Nothing

been done to clothe, arm, or di

960

ed to distribute it in t
and advantageous manner, —
“The frontier line'to be defended, bes

gan at Fonde, and extended first

ward along the southern bot
the Terra di Savoro, then, chan;
ae

the’ ‘western fro
With” a vie

west-

y of
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road, which was partly cut through
extensive marshes, had been inundated

States to the capital. The

my’s flank ; but this would have lef;
open the road to the capital, upon
which the Austrians would probably

and broken up in such a manner, as to

have marched, without any apprehen.

render

This army was the most numerous,
and contained the largest proportion
of disciplined troops; it was com-

sion from so undisciplined an army behind them. The best plan, therefore,
after all, would probably have been,
to
concentrate all their regular and effec.

manded by General Carascosa, having

tive force in front

under him Filangieri, Ambrosio, and
other officers of some distinction. The

militia corps to. occupy the fortresses

the approach

very

difficult.

second corps occupied the Abruzzi,

and

of Naples,

leaving

defiles of the Abruzzi, which
it

would have been contrary to the policy

and was commanded
by General Pepe.

of the Austrian troops to spend their

Though inferior in number, and composed chiefly of militia, yet, from the

time in forcing.

strength of the country, the bravery of
its peasantry, and the reputation of
the general,it was supposed by many
to present the most formidable barrier

தரார்...

ட

efensive line thus occupied by
the Neapolitan armies, might, in some
respects, be considered as strong ; yet

it laboured under a deep and almost irremediable defect. The Abruzzi, by
their position, form scarcely an integral part of the kingdom of Naples.
They are about an hundred miles in
advance ofthe rest, occupying one
side of Italy ; while the Roman States
fillthe other. The consequence is, that
the corps defending these provinces
was almost entirely insulated from that
which covered the capital, as it was on-

ly by a very long and circuitous line,
that they were able to communicate.
It was difficult to devise a scheme for

remedying this disadvantage. The main

army might haye advanced upon Rome,
and thus placed itself in a line with that

of General Pepe; but, besides that

fot

There are only two modes of wat.

fare in which

new

troops

can

make

head against disciplined armies. Oneis,
in the defence of fortresses; the other,

in irregular warfare, among mountainous tracts... _In attempting
to: engage
on the plain, they are. inevitably, overs

whelmed. The Neapolitans, who had
few strong fortresses, ought to have
looked

upon

the

mountains,

which

cover so great a.part of their kingdom,
as their main bulwark. They ought either to have abandoned the capital, or

to have converted it into an entrenched camp,

and

defended

it like Sa.

ragossa. But there was no command.
ing mind, to take a bold. and decisive
view of their situation, They thought
only of carrying on war according to
its regular routine between disciplined

armies ; a system which they could

not adopt with any chance of success,
The Austrian army, meantime, was

proceeding by forced marches through

Italy. The right wing, under the commander in chief, took its course by
Florence, Sienna, and Rome. This

there was scarcely time for such an
operation,
it was inconsistent with any
plan of defensive warfare, and could

last cityit did not enter, at the parti

troops immediately in a general en-

the Adriatic, to Ancona, then turned.

only be supported by committing the
gagement.

The

whole

force,

cular request of the Pope, but passed
close to its walls. The left wing, under Count Walmoden, proceeded along

again, ~ to the left, upon Urbino and Spoleto.

might have pushed forward into the
Abruzzi, and placed itself on the ene-

Before the end of February, the whole
Austrian force was concentrated in the

=
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southern part of the Roman States, between the province of Abruzzi and
the Mediterranean.
The King, meantime, openly espoused and supported the views of the al.

lied powers. In order to dissipate the
salutary fiction of the government, by
which he was held to be in a state of
_ restraint, he

set out for Naples,

and

sent before him a proclamation, in
which he ordered all his subjects, and
his armies by land and sea, to consider

w

and receive the Austrian

army advan-

cing towards Naples, as friends, who
acted only for the true interests of the
kingdom. Far from intending to punish or subjugate them, they had no
view but to unite themselves with the
. Neapolitan armies, in securing tranguil-

233

proclamations of the King of Naples
and the allied sovereigns. He made
here a considerable pause, the object

of which was, doubtless, in some degree, to await the effect of these pro-

ciamations; but there are appearances

as if he felt also the Neapolitan preparations as somewhat imposing. He
seems at length to have formed the resolution to avail himself of the insulated position of the Abruzzi, and began to draw all his troops round the
entrances into that province, with the
view of separately attacking and de-

stroying the army of General Pepe.
He could then march down, though
by-a circuitous route, upon Naples,
and would only have to cope with the
army of Carascosa, discouraged by the

lity, and protecting the true friends of disastrous opening of the campaign.
the good of their country, the faithful
It was in these circumstances that

subjects of their King.

Under these circumstances, General
Pepe, whose disposition impelled him
to enterprize, had obtained permission
to make inroads into the Roman States,
and endeavour to excite them to insurrection. Already a band of 300 or
400 refugees had entered from the
north of the Abruzzi, and, under

the

title of the * Patriotic Union for the
Roman States,” had hoisted the standard of the Carbonari, and proclaimed
the Spanish constitution; but they were

soon dispersed and driven back by-a detachment of troops. On the 20th February, however, General Pepe advan-

ced and occupied Rieti; thence push-

General Pepe determined to make an
attack on the Austrians. No argument
which he has used in his narrative can

convince us, that this step was not as
imprudent as it provedto be fatal. The

plan of committing his tumultuary militia to a conflict in the field with so

fine a veteran army, is so palpably erroneous, that he does not even attempt
to defend it in the abstract. The only
statement to which we can attach any
importance is, that, in consequence of
the Austrian proclamations, and of the
new hardships of a military life, there
had been some disbanding in the mili-

tia, and he apprehended that a few

days of inaction, or of retreat, would
ed forward to Terni, and even threathave rendered that disbanding general.
ened the bridge of Otricoli, when a | If this was so, the case was at all
body of cavalry, forming the vanguard
events desperate, and he might take
of the Austrians, made its appearance.
the possibilities of an engagement. But
The Neapolitan general then prudent~ we doubt the strict precision of these
ly withdrew, evacuating all the posi- statements, when we find him, in the
tions which he had occupied beyond
same breath, declaring that his system
his own territory.
was defensive, and that he had in view
i
timont now advanced, and, on the merely a reconsotssance ; a term sure-

24th, established his head-quarters at
jet. From this point he immediately began to disperse on all sides the

ly never before applied to a general at-

tack with a whole army. Even a partial advantage, we suspect, could have

'CHISTORY, |
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dispersion, represented, ‘in

exaggerated colours, the dis-

\bruzzi. ‘There appears)

ML

935

that anéw army should bereonganized

at Salerno; and, if ‘necessary, should re-;
tire upon the Calabrias, where they:
might reckon uponia general: rising.

i to have
to the
disperWolke?prevailed, prior
E
்
:
sion, a total confusion and insubordin= These views were. overruled);:-and,,
ation; and, though General Pepe de-' thoughthe general receivediatfirst per=
nies the factof the troops having turn+ mission to assemblea corps.at Salerno,
‘ed their'arms against their officers, it

seems confirmed
by a dispatch published at the'time by Carascosa. Before

the Austrians reached the Garigliano,
nothing yemained of that: mighty arma-

ment, except the royal guards, who
shut themselves up in Capua, declaring

their

intention to obey the orders of

the King’s and two or three battalions,
fhich embraced the same ‘party, and
joined the invaders. The war was ter=
கன்சி
is 22280) Ot as gels
east
At Naples, during this series of disasters all was confusion and agitation.
An individual, Gian Pietro,

who had

made‘a festival to celebrate the approach
of the Austrians, was stabbed
witha dagger marked with the num-

ber I., as if to intimate that more were
in readiness against those who should
manifest a similar disposition. On the

8th, the Prince, who, to display his
zeal, had undertaken to place himself

counter-orders were afterwards

issued.

On the 12th, the ‘parliament were induced by the Prince andthe royalist par-

ty, to writea letter of submission to the

King. After expressions
of the warme

est and most dutiful attachment, they
recalled to him,
ina respectful mannery,

allthe pledges which he had given in fa~
vourof the constitution. These they

gaveasareason forbelieving him tohave

been ina state of constraint, when he

made Communications of so contrary a
tenor. They then concluded: “If your
Majesty now thinks it desirable that
we should deviate in some points from
the system previously adopted, conde-

scend to appear once more in the midst

of your people—disclose'to us, in full
confidence, your real inclinations—and
state frankly what ameliorations you
think necessary in our:present system.
But let not foreigners, 'Sire—let not,

at the head of the army, set out for

foreigners imterpose between the people and their ruler. Let it not be said,

9th,he ‘learned the disaster at Rieti.

that their presence was\necessary
1௦ 102 spire withidevotion, obedience, and 82

Capua

There, during the night of the

Next'day, General Carascosa proceeded'to ‘change shis position in consequence, when his army

fell into.a confu-

sion, which prognosticated the entire
breaking up which followed. The
Prince returned to Naples, and, on'seeing the disastrous turn of affairs, seems

‘tohave thought only of effecting a reconciliation with his father and withthe

allies. He was aided in these views by

Florestan Pepe,

who

had adopteda

delity,: a people who love and respect
their monarch. Let not our code:bé

stained with the blood either of our
enemies orof our brethren. Let your

Majesty’s throne be founded upon the
hearts of your people, not upon the
sword of the Oléramontani.” It was
far too late now to entertain any such
hopes.. The powers at Laybach had
decided, in the most peremptary manner, that even'the
most unqualified sub-

course of policy quite opposite
to that mission :was mot to exempt Naples

of his brother William. ‘The latter hastened to ‘Naples, and urged the forma-

from:the'doom of foreign occupation.
Having: made the full attempt to re-

tion’of'a new plan for the defence ofthe sist, and failed only. from want of cou-.

kingdom

5/that’the parliament! andthe

Toyal family should retire! into Sicily5

_

rage,
they (became diable to all the penalties. pronounced)
iby, that. si~preme

_

—
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violation of the law of nations: were.

letter was carried by General Fardella,
to the King, who was then at Florence.

serve the rights of the nation and the

The Monarch received him well, and
sent a courteous reply ; in which, how-

Royal Highness,

so strongly, but vainly, urged by the
parliament.

The unsatisfactory return of Gene-

ral Fardella, and the approach of the

Austrian army, were nearly simultaneous.

Onthe 20th, a suspension of hos-

tilities with

General

Carascosa

was

agreed to ; and, on the same day, the

capitulation of Capua and Averza was
signed.
The Austrians were within
only a day’s march of Naples, when the

final operation took place, of signing
the capitulation of that city, including
those of the fortresses of Gaeta and
Pescara. In all these capitulations, the
surrender was made to the King, and
the ‘garrisons introduced consisted
partly of Austrians, partly of that part

of the Neapolitan troops who were
considered as worthy of confidence.
The fatal moment now approached,
when the short-lived flame of Neapolitan freedom was to be for ever extin-

guished. The greater number of the
members of parliament had fled, either
to retired situations in the country, or

beyond seas. There remained, however,
a few firm spirits, who resolved to hold
their station to the last. On the 19th

and his august fa

ther ; and we commit the cause of the -

throne, and our national independence,
into the hands of that God, who dj.
rects the destinies of kings and people”
This chosen remnant were still sitting,
while the Austrian vanguard entered

the capital; and they remained till two, |
the usual hour of parting.
separated

They then

for the last time;

and an

hour after, an armed force entered the _
hall.
,
|
The entrance of the Austrians into
Naples, was accompanied by a royal
edict, emitted at Florence on the 10th,
by which six persons were named to ad-

=

ever, he took no notice of the demands

King ; we appeal to the wisdom of his

minister the government till the arrival
of the King. The utmost activity was

now employed to undo all that the parliament and the chiefs of the revolution
had done, during the last eight months, |
A

decree

of the

28th

March,

pro. |

nounced the sentence of death against |
all who, from

this date, should enter |

the sect of the Carbonari, or who, 0௨

ing members,

should

continue to at.

tend any of their meetings.
volunteer

and

free corps,

All the

which had

been instituted in the course of the re-

volution, were abolished, and the mem:
bers ordered to give up their arms ;—

though ‘the ‘unheard of catastrophes
which had befallen the army had depri-

domiciliary visits were
search for arms, and the
ties decreed against any
session they should be
sures were at the same

appointed to
severest penalin whose pos
found. Mea
time taken to

fore, a foreign army compelled them to

porters of the revolution.

prosecute the authors

and chief sup:

March, the Deputy Poeirio urged, that,

_ ved them of their strength, they had not
diminished their rights. Before, there.
separate,
he called on them to protest

before God and man for the independ-

ence of the nation andthe throne. A
protest was therefore drawn up, in

‘The moit

obnoxious, among whom was General

Pepe, had already left the kingdom,

and repaired to Barcelona, where the)

experienced, not only protection , bute

which, after stating the rights by
which they exercised’ their ‘functions,

cordial welcome,
:
Naples, notwithstanding

were about to compel their suspension,

dissolution of its armies, was not eltirely tranguil. Morelli, Coneiliri, Mi

and the deplorable circumstances which

er oes

EDINBURGH
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they added, * We protest against the © nichini, and other heads of the revolu-

of Sees
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\ tion, endeavoured to, collect the scat‘tered, fragments,

to form

them

into

uerillas, and carry ona desultory warie
The Austrian troops, however,
forming themselves into movable columns, and traversing the provinces

here this new war was attempted, in

a short time reduced them to subjecion. A more serious eflect was produly.

The Archbishop
of PalerdG eneral Rossaroll proclaimed

olition of royalty, and the estaRossaroll, ha-

lent of arepublic.
Hving
i obtained
possession
ப்ட்

27.

of Messina, as

sumed the title of General of the ட
stitutional Army of Sicily and Calayria.. He embarked on the 2d April,
with the view of carrying the war into Calabria; but, being opposed by a
flotilla, which he had expected to aid

him,

he was obliged to return. On at-

"tempting to enter Messina, however,
he found the gates shut, and the cannon turned against him. He had then
nothing left but to set sail for Spain. In
the view of keeping down similar movements, a detachment of 8000 men was
immediately embarked for Palermo.

- On the 15th May, the King made
his entry into the capital.

He

now

published a proclamation, in which he
expressed,

}

in very

severe

terms,

the

light in which he viewed the. recent
proceedings. The calamities and crimes

only bitter regret and lengthened ad-.
versity... They were warned, however,
that nothing could ayail without anin-.

violable attachment
to the rights of the

legitimate sovereignty, and.to the order of things legally established.

The first steps taken by the King

were, as might be expected, rather con-

formable to the temper which this proclamation displayed, than to the actual
professions which it contained. ‘Three

days after, four courts martial were
formed, to try the officers accused of
being concerned in the affairs of Nola,

Monteforte, and Aguillino; while the
members

of the parliament; who

had

distinguished themselves most by their

patriotic zeal, were delivered into the
hands of Austria, which immured them
in strong castles on the German frontier.

ச

Agreeably to the promise made by
the King, a junta of consultation was
immediately

appointed,

to prepare

a

new constitution ; and it soon produced one as free certainly as the Neapolitans had reason to expect, after the

valiant stand which they had made for
their rights, This deliberative assembly was indeed appointed, witha member for each district in the kingdom ;
but when we state, that all these mem-

bers were appointed by the King, and

removable by

him,

nothing

more need

which had taken place were numerous

be said on the subject. . This paternal

adeep affliction. He professed, however, that no personal resentment would

Prince, indeed, exercised his administration with suchadegree of rigour, that
even Austria thought herself bound to

and grievous, and had produced inhim
influence his. decisions.
thought

which

would

The

only.

occupy

him,

would be to banish, by days of peace
ind prosperity, the memory of. those
disastrous errors, by which some guilty

men had stained the last pages of Nea-

1 politan history. A council of enlightened men would be immediately form-

ed; who, by sound fundamental laws,

Would secure to them every real good,

and banish from their mind those. chi-

டா
3
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Projects, which could occasion

interfere, and urge theadoption
of more
moderate policy as the only security for
the maintenance of tranquillity. But the
King, however acquiescent to the demands of his allies, when they went to
re-establish and enlarge his own power,,

madea bold stand when they went to
limitit inany degree. Austria could not
insist,in any accordance with her prin.
ciples, and was therefore obliged toleave
the King to govern his dominions as he

chose. Se

was now sepa~

t
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rated from: Naples ;: but,aa it was only were the class among whom the first
to haye imposed upon it a government
equally absolute, this change afforded
thats

their friends insist, that it was. wom |
merely
by accident, and as.a piece of |,
dress common.in same parts. of
the|
neighbouring country. The unfavonr.
able inference, however, was rendered|
probable by the tumultuary expression

=

Towards the close of the Neapolitan contest, the opposite quarter of
Italy experienced a grand movement,
which, had it been in any degree: se-

conded from the quarter which gave it
birth, might have produced extensive
and permanent effects. The fine kingdom of Piedmont had fully shared the
general impulse, which, during the last
twenty years, had been given to the

which could be considered as haying

any political allusion. The disturb.

ance which they excited, was so. con.
siderable, that a despotic police judged |)
itself called upon to interfere. They |

Its union with France,

though not affording any practical experience of a free system, had yet broken the habit of submissive reverence
for the aristocracy, and had excited
men’s minds to reflection on political
subjects. Generally speaking, the spi-

attacked this youthful. party, as. they

went out, dispersed them, and carried ரி
off two as prisoners. All the students
were

that the examples of Spain, of Portugal, and of Naples, countries closely
connexion, should powerfully influence
the minds of the Piedmontese. An-

came emboldened

selves in it as a fortified position,
They
compassed the court, threw ae

of the ultramontane powers. It was
not without deep umbrage, then, that

benches in the form of.a
li, and
walking under the piazzas, like mad i
men, exclaimed, “ We demand.
on | 4ழ்

‘Austria was seen pouring in army after army, and carrying forward opera-

comrades, and

tions, the success of which would fix

will have them, cost

what it may ;”’ then wrung each othe |

her sole and sovereign arbiter of Italy.

hands, and swore to live and digo)
gether, Count Balba, minister of the|

These dispositions had been for some

time fermenting among a considerable

Interior, and also president.
of the ai

number of the citizens and military.

versity, repaired
to the spot;, and, en
ances,

the

troops, tending to inflame their hatred

against Austria, and to excite them to

vindicate the independence of Italy.

nent, are foremost in the popular cause,

by impunity.; they

worked themselves up.to akindof |
boyishfrenzy,and, repairing tothe uni. |
versity, determined to establish them

at seeing so large a portion of that fine
country trampled beneath theiron yoke

The students, who, all over the conti-

imed |

disorderly behaviour, the students be- |

other sentiment gave new force to their
present feelings. They shared the general indignation felt in Northern Italy,

among

they e

carabineers who escorted them. Noo. |
tice being taken by the troops of this |

united in national character, and local

circulated

at this treatment

comrades;

through the street to the state prison,
they assailed with cries and-hisses,the

deep root. It was not wonderful, then,

were

a ferment

against it, as contrary to the
11.
of the university ; and, seeing,, next |
day, the arrested individuals conyeyed

rit both of Italian independence and of
constitutional government had taken

Writings

in

of their

ககன

Italian mind.

of their sentiments at. every, passage,

eed at

_

onc

SSeS nln

very little satisfaction.

movement: manifested itself, A. party j

of them went to the theatre, attiredin
red caps, arevolutionary ensign, though ||

extremitie®

mpanies of grenadiers Wel?|
ordered to the spot, to put down this

ந்

௮. 10.]
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_ javenile insurrection. The commander,

port; and an ally, even in the royal

) in advancing, called upon them to yield, house, The young Prince of Carignan,
put was answered by a shower of stones, who, after the King’s uncle, Charles
|| The order. to charge was immediately Felix, Duke de Genevois, was nearest

‘| given; the feeble entrenchment was

“at onee carried; and theunfortunate
| youths, feeling the bayonets at their
breasts, fled in every direction. They
are said to have been pursued with
vindictive fury along the stairs, into
the lecture rooms, and even into the

chapel.

It was remarked by their

friends, that many of the wounds inflicted on this calamitous occasion
were

with

the

sabre,

which

shewed

that .they were given by officers.
Twenty-five were carried to the hos| pital; others, though wounded, were
able to make their way home.
This disturbance, which

| anything formidable

never had

in its physical

character; left, however, deep impres-

sions on the

minds

of many

principal inhabitants, who

nected with the

sufferers,

tended to heighten

of the

were

con-

and thus

that effervescence,

which so many circumstances had united in exciting. The mission of the
Austrian

|
|

|

|

Count

Bubna

gave

rise to

the report, that the cession of some
fortresses was about to be demanded
from Piedmont.
Men’s minds were
worked up to a high pitch, and were
evidently ripe for some desperate enterprize. According to the testimony
of a personal observer, “ they silently
watched each other, and asked questions with their eyes oftener than their
voice, with a view to discover each
other's sentiments.” Several daring
‘young men, immediately connected
‘with the court and the ministry, had
“determined to take the lead in the imPendin g revolution. Among these were
Count Santa Rosa, the Marquis of St
“Marsan, son to the Minister for Fo-

reign Affairs, the Chevalier de Colleg-

nO, equerry to the Prince of Carignan,
and Count Lisio, commander of the

light horse, They hoped to find sup-

heir to the throne, was

a young

man

of a popular and aspiring disposition.
He was, indeed, only seventeen, and
wanted the energy and steadiness ne-

cessary to guide him through any great
political crisis. The conspirators, hows.

ever, found it easy to inspire him with
enthusiasm,

at the idea of becomin

the hero of renovated Italy. With the
plan of making Piedmont a constitu-

tional kingdom, they combined that of

extending it over Lombardy, the inhabitants of which they trusted were
ready to rise in support of any power
which afforded the hope of delivering
them from the hated yoke of Austria.

The kingdom of Piedmont was to have

become the kingdom of Italy, and,
thus enlarged, would, in fact, have
held an almost uncontrolled sway over
that fine country.
What we are now to state was necessarily secret, and rests only on the authority of a pamphlet since published,
ahd understood to be from the pen of
Santa Rosa. Everything having been
arranged for a rising on the 8th, the
Prince was told that his consent only
was waitedfor. He gave it; Santa Rosa
shook his hand ; and this ardent enemy
of Austria, this gloomy enthusiast’ in
the cause of Italian independence, left
the palace full of the most sanguine
hopes. The evening of the 7th arrived,
and everything seemed to insure the
approaching

was

spread,

success, when the report

that the Prince had re-

tracted his word.

It was true ; he had

declared to Marsan and Collegno the
failure of his resolution; or at least he
was in such a state of confusion and
indecision, that it was considered im-

possible to carry into effect any measure which depended upon his concurrence, Scarcely was the moment past,
when the Prince appeared to repent of

they renewed their plan, and fixed it
for the 10th, though concealing from

the Prince the precise period.

Mean-

time, they learned with dismay that
he was secretly counter-working them;
that, at his warning, measures were
about to be taken for rendering their
designs abortive, and even for securing
their persons.
On this intelligence,

they, precipitately left the capital, and
proceeded to Alexandria, Wossano,
Pignerol, and other points, where they

had influence or secret understanding.
Fossano was the first point where a

revolutionary. movement took place.
Its garrison began their march for
Alexandria; but, before their arrival,
the revolutionary standard was already

hoisted in that city.

The Count de

ர
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cavalry instantly set off, with Lisio at
ரய

their head. They halted fora few hours
during thenight, at Carmagnola,where
they drew up, and sent to Alexandria, |
a declaration, importing that they took t
arms solely to rescue the nation from }
Austrian influence, and to secure to it"

சய

abandoning their purpose. Encouraged
by, the display of such dispositions,

16821.
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this indecision, and even reproached the
conspirators witha want of courage in
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a just and honourable liberty ; at the
same time, that they would defend, |:
against every enemy, the person of the |

sovereign, and the dignity of his crown,
At Asti, they were'joimed by St Marsan, and were received with enthusiasm)
by a vast crowd of the citizens,; Passing by the house where Alfieri was

born, they hailed
“ they thought,
that the era of
Italy by the poet,

இவ
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it with acclamation;
in their enthusiasm, |,
glory, predicted to
was opening before|

them.”

(iiss

eat

On the morning of the 12th, they.
entered

the

citadel

of Adexandria, |,

Palma, commanding a company in the

the town, De Varax, to: enter int

claim the constitution. ‘The rest of the
garrison making no resistance, he in-

capitulation, in virtue of which ti
troops which still adhered to him eva
cuated the place. At nocn, the cons |).

citadel, caused it to take arms and protroduced a detachment of dragoons

and federal volunteers. Avnsaldi, lieutenant-colonel of the regiment of Savoy, quartered in the town, though
able to prevail with only a small part
of it to follow him, placed himself at
the head of the insurrection, and constituted a junta. . Meantime the revo-=
" lutionary, chiefs from ‘Turin. were bu-

sily at work,

At Ferielli, St Marsan

failed with his regiment, to whom

was scarcely known;

he

but Lisio, ac-

companied
by Santa Rosa, was more
fortunate with his regiment

horse, stationed at Pignerol;

of light-

On his

arrival, he sent for several of the officers who were devoted to him, and

stitutional troops made their entry, and!

proclaimedthe constitutionin the great)
square, where it was hailed by the’
upbounded plaudits of the multitude,|)
though sadness was impressed ‘on the! ies

countenances of a few still attached to:
the ancient order ot things.
மித்
Alexandria being thus established
as|
the headquarters of revolution, while)
the royal party were still masters of
Turin, these opposite powers were em-|

ployed inconsidering how to overthrow
each other. A royal council was immediately called, in which the plan of
granting acharter similar to that of the:
French, was brought under considera);

tion. Against this were urged, not

called the troops instantly to horse.

only ancient engagements entered into

delay, but Lisio exclaimed, « No; we
must depart this instant. Mount, my

sions of faith emitted from Maybach)

The major attempted to procure some

friends,» mount,

in the name

king and country.”?

of your

Three hundred

with Austria, but the uniform profes-

which anathematized in the strongest!

terms every change originating m mich

litary interference, or which was not
9

10. Guar. 10.4
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at |prompted by the spontaneous will of
178 |the monarch. Concession was there‘Te lfore rejected.

A

proclamation

was

™ \published, in which the King enumeok Jrated all the benefits conferred by him
™ lon the nation, and represented, that
\' \the change

now

demanded

was im-

« possible, without involving Piedmont |

‘“? lin foreign war. An amnesty was, how© lever, offered to those engaged in the

9: \conspiracy ; an increase of pay was
“7 |granted to the army;

and the King

i |declared his intention of placing him** \self at the head of the troops, to march

a8 Jagainst Alexandria,
1?
‘These troops could be little depended on, either for acting against their
'0'lcomrades, or remaining steady themmM jselves. Ferrero, a captain of light caF ‘lvalry, having

been

sent to Carignan,

‘stopped his troop, and, having gained
4 |them to his party, marched them back
ipon Turin.

He entered the suburbs,

jwas joined by a few students and zealous patriots, hoisted the tricolor flag,

‘|ind proclaimed the constitution,

The

people were well disposed to second

this daring

movement,

but durst not
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retreat of Ferrero, hoisted the tricoloured flag of the Carbonari, and open-

ed the gates to a party of students and

patriotic citizens. Desgeneys, major
of artillery, making a courageous resistance, was unfortunately pierced ‘by

the bayonet of a soldier. A discharge

of three guns announced the event to
the population of Turin, which thronged in vast crowds to the foot of the

ramparts.

Soon, fromthe garrison and

the multitude, was heard, mingled with

the roar of artillery, the united cries
of “The King !” « The Constitution!”
«War with Austria!”
The court,
struck with alarm, sent the Prince de

Carignan to treat with its mutinous

subjects, and learn their demands, The

officers of the citadel professed
strictest fidelity to the King, but
clared that nothing could satisfy
nation but a change of counsels,
Spanish constitution,

and war

the
dethe
the

with

Austria. The Prince, on his return,
was accompanied by the crowd, eagerly entreating him to intercede with
Victor Emmanuel to comply with their
wishes. A regiment of cavalry, which

|trust themselves to the slender means

was under arms in the Place Royale,

JA considerable

with difficulty prevented the multitude
3
from entering the palace. .
The court now felt itself called to

iby which it appeared to be supported.
body

of troops was

; 9 [ent against him, but, fearful of contaas|

|gion, hesitated to attack. The two
{parties remained for some time in presence of each other, when Ferrero, seeing no prospect of success, drew off,

and marched to Alexandria.
The Alexandrian patriots now bean to move, with the hope of speedii y inducing Turin to follow their example. Before they reached that city,

jfowever, all was decided.

The gar-

1son of the citadel, which alone conptitutes Turin a military position, con-

tamed several officers who had warm-

bil embraced the principles of the reWolution, These, havin g made the preous arrangements, at one in the afteroon of the 12th, the day after the
VOL. XIV. PART 1.

deep

and

solemn

deliberation.

The

commandants of corps, being asked
how far they could depend upon their
troops, replied,
fully, so far as
personal safety,
night was spent
Marquis

that they could do it
regarded the King’s
but no farther. The
in deep debate. The

of St Marsan,

foreign

mi-

nister, and just returned from Laybach,
is reported to have taken

the lead in

opposing all concession to the popular
party, though’ his son had placed himself at their head. The council closed,
however, with a very different resolution on the part of the King, which
was, to abdicate the crown, and ap-

point the Prince de Carignan regent
9
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in the absence of Charles Felix, his
brother and heir. He reserved to himself merely the title and dignity of
King, an annual pension of a million
of livres, the right to all his private
property, and liberty to choose his
residence. Having put forth the act
of abdication, in which these articles
were contained, he departed without

delay for Nice. He travelled slowly,
from illness, and was viewed by his
subjects with respect and regret.
This measure struck the reyolutionary chiefs with the deepest dismay.
Most of them appear to have been personally attached to the Sovereign, and,
with the desire of a free constitution,

to have combined extensive plans for
the aggrandizement and glory of the
monarchy.
All these vanished, when
its only representative was a weak, volatile young man, not even the rightful heir. However, the career was entered upon, and could not be stopped.

The multitude, with loud and confi-

dent cries, called upon the Prince for
the Spanish constitution, which he

seemed placed there for the sole purpose of granting. The Regent, how-

ever, paused.
He held out, that he
could fix nothing definitive, without
the orders of Charles Felix, now Kin ஐ.
Meantime, the impatience and irrita-

tion of the multitude daily increased,
and the palace was with difficulty defended against their entrance. At

length Crivelle, a physician, found admittance to the Prince, in the charac-

ter of deputy from the people. As the
Regent urged all the motives which
put it out of his power to.grant immediately the wishes of the people, Crivelle answered only, “ But blood is
about to flow!” Although this argument was repelled in the first instance,
it gradually made its impression, The
Prince agreed to receive a deputation
from the municipality ; and, in a council composed of them and of the ministers, it was at length determined to
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grant the Spanish constitution. At!)
eight in the evening, this was announ.
ced from the balcony, and was recei-|_
ved with loud acclamation. ° Illumina. |)
tions, and every form of public rejoi.’
cing, terminated the day, which, not.\
withstanding its tumultuary and event.
ful character, had not been stained with

any species of outrage.
In the pro.|
clamation issued next day, the Prince
pretty strongly expressed the reluc.
tance he felt to change the fundamen.
tal laws of the kingdom, without know.
ing

the

intentions

of Charles

Felix, |

The exigency of circumstances, the
safety of the kingdom, and the com.|
mon will, expressed with indescribable }
ardour, are the grounds on which he
rather excuses than adopts the mea-|
sure.
ப
The Prince now proceeded to or.
ganize anew the different branches of
administration, A junto of fifteen,
afterwards augmented to twenty-four,
was appointed to exercise the func.
tions of parliament, previous to its
convocation. A new ministry was also
formed, at the head of which was pla.
ced Dalpozzo, a man who had filled
the first offices under the Imperial government. He was generally and highly esteemed; and,

though

not at all

instrumental in bringing about the re.
volution, his appointment gave entire
satisfaction to the constitutional chiefs,
The next measure was a general am-

nesty toall who had taken any sharein
the revolution ; but this term displeased the Alexandrian

chiefs, who sent),

a deputation to say, that, far fro
considering their conduct as standin
in need of pardon,

they accounted1

their glory. The expression was the
explained, as having applied to thosy,
irregularities, which, in the tumult o
so sudden

a change,

could not fail to

have occurred. These chiefs were com
tinued in their military commands, and

employed themselves activelyin spread’
ing the range of the revolution. 8!

| Cuap. 10.7]
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Marsan marched on Novara, where La

Tour, who commanded the garrison of
1500 men, agreed, after some discussion, to accede to the new order of
things.
The constitution was proclaimed at Novara, amid the acclamations of the troops and inhabitants,
and La Tour was continued in his
' command, a measure of which they
found afterwards reason bitterly to repent.

The tidings of this revolution caused an extraordinary agitation in the
| north of Italy. To the inhabitants of
the Lombardo-Venetian kingdom, who
were attached to Carbonaric prin{ ciples, the moment appeared now come
when their vows were to be fulfilled.

_ Numbers of Milanese, and particular-

; ly of Pavian students, hastened to offer their services to the new government of Piedmont. The Vice-Queen,
at Milan, had packed up all her effects
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ders that the army on the frontier of

Poland should put itself instantly in

motion upon Italy.
All the force of
both empires seemed scarcely sufficient
to put down a movement, which threat-

ened to assume so formidable an aspect.

In the Duke de Genevois, who stood

now as King of Sardinia, the allies
found

a

most

determined

adherent.

Having received from the Prince of

Carignan intelligence of all that had

taken place, he readily, indeed, accepted the crown, but disowned entirely
whatever had been done relative to
granting a constitution, or calling a
parliament, and declared all rebels who
continued attached to the party at present In power. This proclamation being circulated through Piedmont, caused a deep dismay in the adherents of
the revolution. The Count de la Tour
immediately declared for Charles Felix,

and placed at his disposal Novara, and

to set out, though the alarm was al-

the troops there stationed.

bach, the Piedmontese revolution was

Meantime, the military chiefs at
Alexandria were by no means satisfied
with the conduct of the central go-

layed, by subsequent advices.
Tn the junto of Sovereigns at Lay-

felt asa subject of extraordinary alarm.
The issue of the expedition to Naples

_ was yet unknown; and there was
_ probably no anticipation of the instant success with which it was to be

vernment.

They

complained,

that,

though the ministry contained able

men,

yet the two most efficient de-

partments, those of war and of foreign
affairs, were not filled, in consequence

To the hostile party there,

of the illness or the refusal of the in-

' the accession of Piedmont was likely
to inspire extraordinary courage ; and,

dividuals appointed ; that the military

crowned.

in the present temper of men’s minds,
a

nothing less could be anticipated than
the general insurrection of all Italy.
Austria was, at the moment, without
afield army ; but the Emperor ordered a body of troops to be formed by

Ts

draughts from the Italian garrisons. It

was placed under the command of
Count Bubna, on the left bank of
the Tesino, to guard that boundary

between Lombardy and Piedmont.
Orders were sent to reinforce it with
whatever troops could be spared from
the German and Hungarian territories,

_ At the same time, Alexander sent or-

preparations were on no scale adequate
to the emergency; that the junto,
though honest and well-meaning, were
ill fitted to guide the vessel of the state
through the midst of the tempest.
They

exclaimed,

that

the

first step

which should have been taken, was, to
declare war against Austria, and to
pass the Tesino; that this bold proceeding would have called out the Mi-

lanese, given new courage to Naples,
and moved all the States of Italy. To
attempt, by pacific measures, to soften
that haughty confederacy, was altogether chimerical.
்
Impressed

with

these

views,

the
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Alexandrian patriots determined, that ‘on his companions
in arms. He could
Count Santa Rosa, accompanied by

Lesio

and°Colegno, should repair to

point out only one means.of deliver.

ance,—it was, to rally round their co.

Turin. They arrived’ on the 21st, and

lours,

immediately craved an audience ‘of the

them on the banks of the Tesino and
the Po. He encouraged them to hope
for'the aid of France, and of all Ey.
rope, in'so heroic an effort.
.

Prince, who declined
the interview, on
pretence of illness’, He immediately,
however, appointed Santa Rosa Minister of War.

But this step was ta-

ken only to’ cover his'real'design.
At
the beginning of the following night,
he collected
‘all the ‘cavalry that! were

attached’ to ‘the royal’ cause, ‘and» set
3

t
்
vas” He reached
afety, and proceeded to theAuustrian camp,’ ‘where Count’ Bubna ‘re.

to seize them, and fly to plant

- This' bold'step electrified the Pied.
montese, and, in the absence. of any

other power, commanded general obe.

dience.» Fresh encouragement
was de.
rived from events;which took place
at
Genoa: ’ The revolution:there had been

effected in a:manner remarkably tran.
-quil, under the-auspices of Desgeneys,

ceived im’ politely, yet scarcely:ma-

‘the governor.;, Desgeneys, however,

‘The unfortunate“Prince, overwhelmed
with universal: contempt, went to hide
his shame’at' Florence.
200% 0 coy |

taken place, and commanding the citi.

The revolution, which had stood go

assemblages took place, and, consider.

}

king a secret of his contem ௦0,116 19 on learning the proclamation of Charles
reported to have*said
‘to his army; in Felix,:and'the flight of the Prince of
the Prince’s ‘hearing, “See the King Carignan, determined
to restore the
of Italy!?? “The Prince went onto Mo- ancient regime, which, from the trandena, the residence
of Charles Felix’; quil deportment. of the Genoese, he
but he had already offended beyond hoped to effect without difficulty..On
forgiveness that lofty assertor
of abso- the 21st, therefore, he issued a procla.
luté power, ‘who ‘refused ‘to’ see him.
mation, declaring illegalall, that. had

zens to submit to the orders of Charles
Felix.

Upon this announ

ment, large

many terrible shocks;seemed about to able discontent was manifested by the
populace. The following day, they
fendersformedthedesi gnofabandoning took a still more formidable attitude;
Turin, aiid retiring to-Alexandria, as and, the military shewing
a manifest
the last citadel
of hiberty.. At this mo- reluctance to act against them, affairs
ment, however, news arrived: that the
remained during the day in a/state of
Queen’s regiment of dragoons
had quit- alarm and uncertainty. On the 23d,
ted the'camp'at Novara, and joined the

constitutional cause. Emboldened by

this event,

the multitude carried all before them;

we

sink under*this. (!Hven its: boldest de-

they burst into the governor's palace, |

Santa‘Rosa seized the float= and would have sacrificed him ‘to, their |
ing reins of government, and published fury, had -he not been saved by some
a proclamation, in which he announced,
young men of the popular party, who}
and excused, asfaras possible, byreason
conveyed him to a place of safety. A|
of youth and evil counsel, the departure

of the Regent. The King, a prisoner

in the hands of Austria, could not be
considered as the author of any pro-

clamation that might appear’ with his
name attached to it. In these terrible
cireumstances, he, legitimately appointed War Minister, felt it his duty to call

junto was immediately installed, இ
the constitutional system restored.
Santa Rosa, meantime, shewed himself determined to be no longer accu-}
sed of taking timid or indecisive mea-

sures.

Everything possible was done}

to infuse activity into. the system of

government. All the troops in the

(ம. 10.7
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ட kingdom were ordered to march upon
Alexandria, with the’ view of carrying
the war beyond the Tesino.
They
obeyed with tolerable alacrity; and
the cause of revolution seemed beginning to present a fairer prospect, when
it was etruck by its final and fatal blow.
Tidings were received of the sudden
and total cessation of Neapolitan resistance. From that moment hope expired'in the breasts of all. but the most
sanguine.

Every one, of whom

inte-

rest was the ruling motive, hastened to
make their peace, by a timely desertion to the cause of which they foresaw the triumph. Several of the military chiefs in whom most confidence
had been placed, repaired to Novara,
and joined their troops to those of Lia
Tour, whose detachment soon swelle

‘toa little army.

In this extremity, an overture was
made, which it might have been wise
and fortunate

haveaccepted.

in the Piedmontese

‘The Count

to

de Mo-

cenigo, Russian ambassador at Turin,

made proposals to Dalpozzo,

and to

Marentini, president of the junto, from

himself, indeed, but with a pretty confident assurance that they would be
supported by Alexander.
In case of
submission, he held out that the Austrians would not enter Piedmont ; that

a general amnesty would be extended
to all who had been concerned in the’
teyolution ; and they might even hope
for “a statute that might guarantee
the interests of society,’’—in’ plain
terms, for some kind of constitution.
In the desperate circumstances of
the nation, the minister aud the junto
made no hesitation in accepting the
above offer. They signed a declaration
to that effect, insisting particularly up=
onthe importance of the statuie. Santa

Rosa was
diency of
consent;
Signature,

not insensible of the expethis step, and gave a passive
but he declined affixing his
fearful that it would commit

him with the chiefs at Alexandria,
அ.

“=
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which was still-considered as the focus
of revolution. Accordingly, these rash
young men loudly protested. against
any agreement which. should admit an
abatement of the strict articles of. the

Spanish

constitution. ; Santa . Rosa,’

yielding to theirs his own better judg-

ment, determined to, make a

arms,

Having
troops,

to retrieve the

collected

which

did

not

cause.

disposable

exceed

he marched against Novara.

aware

trial, by

sinking

all the

6000,

He was

that La Tour was now at the

head of upwards of 7000; but he entertained sanguine hopes that they
would) not fight against their countrymen, and that there might be even

a general desertion to his side, which

would place him again in an imposing situation. Ia/lour, besides, had

commenced offensive operations, jhad
crossed the’ Sésia, established himself

at Vercelli, and pushed his:advanced:
்
1:
posts towards Turin.
ட மிழரு29 ௦0 the morning: o:
!
April that the constitutional. troops,

under Colonel Regis, presented them10.
selves beneath the..wall
void, if
Their instructions were,|

possible, comto
action with, their
ing
countrymen ; merely
selves, and to ‘receiv

tojshew them-

the army begun to‘ file;beneath

0

ramparts, when they were saluted with
a brisk fire; but, to their utter amazement and ‘dismay, it’ was from) Auustrians.
Ia Tour, dreading the effect
of his troops being brought into con-

tact with their countrymen,
had invited
over the Austrians, who, in the course
of the préceding night, ‘crossed the

Tesino, and:reached Novara at two in
the morning. The constitutional troops
were now exposed to too fearful an
odds to leave any hope in the continu-

ance of the contest. They began their
retreat, which they continued in good
order as faras the Bridge of Agagna ;
but, being to pass there through a nar-
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row defile, repeated charges of cavalry
threw the

rear-guard

into confusion.

The disorder was soon communicated
to the rest of an army composed partly of new levies ; and, before reaching
Vercelli, the whole was in a state of almost total dispersion.
‘The catastro-

phe of the Piedmontese army was less
dishonourable than that of the Neapolitan, but it was equally complete.
When these fatal tidings arrived at
Turin, Santa Rosa gave up all hopes
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confirmed, by a new deed, his act of
abdication.
Charles Felix then took
up the reins of government, though he

did not quit Modena till the month of
October.
From every feature of the
Prince’s
conduct,
the unfortunate
Piedmontese had reason to expect

whatever was most hostile to their li.

berties. This expectation was not dis.
appointed. A commission was imme.
diately named to prosecute, with the
greatest rigour, all who had been con.

of maintaining that city, which contained numerous votaries of the old

cerned in leading or promoting the re.

system.

Marsan, &c. were executed in effigy,
and all their effects sequestrated. The

Hopes were, however, enter-

tained of making a stand at Alexandria and at Genoa, both which places
had displayed much revolutionary energy; but, all the royalists now declaring themselves,

and the well affected

shrinking from the support of a hope-

volution.

Santa

Rosa,

Ansaldi,

St

Universities
of Turin and Genoa were

shut up for the space of a year. Then,
indeed, an act of amnesty was published; but there was appended a list of

the

exceptions, which, as it included all
who had written, done, orspoken, any-

to be abortive. All except the most
marked chiefs hastened to make their

thing in favour of the revolution, it
became a mysterious question what
the class of citizens was to whom the

less cause,

and of sieges without

chance of relief, such plans were found
submission ; these, in their extremity,

amnesty could apply.

After all, the

were hospitably sheltered by the Genoese, and provided with the means of
retreat into Spain.
Austrian troops
occupied Alexandria, Voghera, Tor-

main reliance was to be placed on the

tona,

pied by 12,000 men, whose pay and

Casal,

Vercelli,

and

Novara.

Turin and Genoa, occupied by native
royalist troops, were spared the humiliation of their presence.
்

Charles Felix had thus the thron
open to him, but he declined to occupy it, still continuing to invite his bro-

ther to resume the reins of government,
Victor Emmanuel, a mild dnd easy
prince, shrunk from the idea of reascending the throne in such painful

circumstances.
1

On the 19th April he

Austrian
October,

bayonet ; and, on the 28th
a treaty was concluded, by

which the kingdom was to be occu

equipment were to be provided for at
300,000 livres a-month ; besides which,
they were to be supplied with lodging,
fire, light, food, and forage.
The

number of rations issued was to be for
13,000 men, and 4000 horses, The
Occupation was to continue till September, 1822, when the question of

its prolongation was to be decided by
a new congress. .
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XI.

REVOLUTION.

State of Turkey.—Improvement of the Greeks—Their Plans of Emancipati
—Movement of Ipsilanti.—General
ண
ற
Te pina
Outrages at Constantinople.—Eaecution of the Greek Patriarch——March of
Ipsilanti—His Defeat.—Satling of the Turkish Fleet, which loses a Ship of
War—Its return.—Subsequent Operations —War in the Morea.—Proccedmgs at Patras.— Demetrius Ipsilanti.— Capture of Tripolizza—of Corinth.—
Athens. — Thessaly.— Macedonia.—Western Greece —Operationsagainst Ali.

—Capture of Arta by the Greeks.—Proceedings in Candia—Cyprus—

_Rhodes.— Negotiations mith Russia.

Wauze despotism in the centre of
Europe was riveting afresh her chains
upon mankind, in the east, her long
established seat sustained a shock, at

once unexpected and terrible.
volts,

and

even

successful

Re-

revolts,

were nothing new to the Turkish empire; they were of perennial growth.
No former one, however, had ever
the interests of the people, or the
rights of mankind, in any degree for
115 object. Pachas, who had acquired
a footing in the districts intrusted to
them, who, by their valour and largesses, had secured

the attachment

of the army, and inured the people
to a habit of obedience, endeavoured
to establish, not free and well ordered states, but despotisms more entire

and uncontrolled than that exercised
by the Sublime Porte itself. These
ephemeral dominations, having no
Toot in the popular feeling or intetests, vanished whenever the Porte

could play off against them a more
popular chieftain, or could bribe the
nearest friends or humblest slaves to
step in and draw the bow-string round
the neck of the usurper. He was
usually a fierce and bloody tyrant,
from whom the people were happy to
be freed ; and their transference to.a

new master was viewed with pleasure,
or at least with indifference.
There is scarcely, perhaps, an example of an empire so extensive, so
powerful, and sowealthy, as the Turkish, which has admitted so little of

any kind of improvement.

The Ma-

hometan religion, indeed, as compared at least with the Christian, has

everywhere shewnitself hostile to the
liberties and improvement of mankind. Yet every other Moslem throne
and dynasty had its illumined period.
The courts of Bagdad, of Ispahan,
of Cordova, and even of Fez, could

boast of their ages of classic glory,
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and threw in«their contributions to
‘the great'mass of human intelligence.
But the most powerful and the ablest

of the Ottoman princes never distinguished themselves as the patrons of

1821.
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the ages of Mahomet: and Solyman,

Greece; Syria, and Egypt, were al.
ways rather appended conquests, than

the main body of their empire.
integral mass was always
Asia Minor and Rumelia,
main entire portions of it.
of this region, comprising

Its

situated
in
which te. |
The whole
a popula.

any elegant art or pursuit. Their
gratifications consisted solely in barbarous pomp and sensual indulgence,
In continual intercourse with the tion of ten or twelve millions, may be
most civilized states of Europe;
considered as a huge barbarous camp)
Turkey remained impenetrably shut Allthe people are:armed, and ready
against their arts and knowledge.
ona call to fly to the field. The call
She remained still entirely Asia, not is even welcome to many, particular.
self among the predatory hordes who

rove over the expanse of its high
land plains. They present still
aspect of a mere camp, covering
and burying all the brightest

inthe
up.
and

most favoured seats of ancient great-

ness and refinement,
i
While we thus.admit and proclaim
the sins of the Ottoman system, our
readers must not consider these observations as prefatory to sounding a
crusade against it. It is not intended
to join with those modern statesmen,
who call upon ‘the powers of Europe
to arm for the purpose’ either’ of annihilating the Turk, or even of driving
him beyond the precincts of Europe:
We do not think it either desirable

or likely that Christianity, or civiliza:

tion should extend their empire by
such means. The prevailing impression of the Turkish empire as-an edi=
fice which would fall to pieces at the
first external shock, is founded perhaps upon very superficial views. Its
councils, indeed, compared with those
of European cabinets, are now blind
and stupid. Its army, though brave,
is undisciplined, and cannot cope in
the field with that highly effective
regular force which follows the Rus-

sian standard.

Considered as a na-

tion, however, the Turks still retain

much of that fierce and warlike energy which distinguished them during

ly to:those tribes, which, in the high
interior plains of Asia Minor, unite
the character of shepherds and rob.

bers, and forma cavalry, which, though

unable to stand the shock of regular

battle, is equal as light horse to any

in the world. These hordes may not
hesitate, at the instigation of a fa.
vourite

chief,

to

turn

their

St

;

arms

against the Sultan, and to seek war.
like occupation and plunder in the
very bowels of the empire. But a
war, which had for its object to im.
pose upon them an European and
Christian yoke, would

be to them a

more than national war. It would be
inflamed by the fiercest religious an
tipathy. Rather than submit to the
execrated yoke of the Giaour, they

would brave perils to which no na
tion was ever impelled by the mere |
sense of national independence. Rus-

sia, besides, has most powerful natu

ral barriers to overcome, before shé

Si

refined, polished, and effeminate Asia

but such as that continent presents it-

ean execute this boasted scheme of
seating herself on the throne of Con:

stantinople.

She must possess the

line of the Danube,

guarded

by4

chain of fortresses, which the Turks

have always defended with obstinacy:
She must transport not only her ats

my; but her artillery and magazines, |
acrossi the cliffs and eternal snows of
Haemus: and Rhodope.
She would|
find it, we are convinced, a worse

undertaking than the conquest of
Spain was found by Buonaparte. In

- HISTORY.
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q frontier war, the

Turkish army,

“destitute of discipline, is almost al-
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of slaves ;

and this beneath a people

much»inferior even to what Greeks
_ ways beaten5 destitute:of commissaare now. | We do think, then, that it
yiat and supplies, it cannot long keep would be a most unwarrantable exten' the field: But, in the ‘imterior, the sion of the laws of legitimacy to debar
beaten troops would continually ralthis high-sprung and long-suffering
ly, and «be reinforced: by successive race from the benefit of any means
swarms; they would rise like a hydra by which they can extricate thembeneath the sword of the invader.
selves from the oppression under
Byen after their territory was regu
which they have groaned. Admitting,
larly conquered, it would® contain! a however, this right to exist in the
fountain of “perpetual insurrection, Greek people, it is a different quesand would, prove a source of weak- tion whether there is any right, much
| ness rather

than

of strength,
to the

power by:whom it was occupied.

Having thus; in ‘our apprehension,

more any'call;'for the nations of Eu-

rope

Nearly

‘to interfere in their support.
four

centuries have

now

disposediof the question ‘relative to elapsed since ‘the ‘conquerin
Mahog
overthrowing) the Ottoman empire, met subverted the:throne of Constanand expelling the Turks from: Eu- tinople; and coveredothe’ Morea with
rope, the inquiryis narrowed’ to the his:armies. Since that time, the Turks
part which ought ‘to be the policy of have been left in’ the uninterrupted
the powers of Hurope in favouring or
notthe efforts made by the Greeks

for their) own emancipation: » Have

dominion

of Greece *for the: occu-

pation of the Morea’ by the Vene-

tians at the end of the seventeenth
the Greeks aright’ to! shake off the “century; could not be*considered ‘as
yoke under:which they have groaned more than'a:temporary/inroad. They
forso many ages? Or must the shield have been recognized asiits'sovereigns
of legitimacy protect the successors by repeated treaties.:In short; though
Greece, considered within itself; may
of Othman! in ‘the perpetual possession of the vast’ tracts which they havela full right:tojseekits own emanhave conquerediand desolated?! How= cipation|it is; guoad the other powers
an‘ integral’ part ‘of the
ever little we are advocates for rash of Europe,
revolution, or for governments purely Turkish empire: For them) therefore,
and supporti
ng a Greek
popular, we cannot be very vehement the foment
ing
sticklers) for the: right divine of the insurrection:would ‘be an interference
Turk to govern so very wrong. as he in\the: internal“concerns.“of another
by actual
has hitherto done. If for the subjects state, only to be justified»
‘of such an administration there exist- hostility, or; by some ‘other very peடப பதத ம்
ed any means or materials of placing culiar circumstance.
Many causes had’ at this time conthemselves under a:better rule, we
should think them very fairly en- curred ‘to ‘rouse’ the’ Greeks: ‘out of
titled to avail themselves of such. that overawed and benumbed state,
‘The: Greeks, however,

can-advance

into which they had been thrown by
the: first torrent of Ottoman’ con-

other strong claims, quite peculiar to
themselves. Subjected by mere brute
force, to a race strange, foreign, and

quest. Connected with the Euro-+
pean nations by’ties of ‘religion and

odious, they have never received the

of ancient alliance, they imbibed some

treatment of subjects, or even of men:
They have been treated as rayas, an

of those lights of science which were
jealously excluded from the Mussulman world. * Silently and cautiously,

abject and degraded

race, the

slaves
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schools and little colleges began to be
founded.
formed

The first of the latter was
at Scio, with

the consent

of

Sultan Selim ; it was followed by one

at Kidonia, a large town of Asia
Minor, composed almost entirely of
Greeks ; by one on a larger scale at
Smyrna,

and

by others

at Salonica,

Mount Athos, several towns in the
Morea, and even at Constantinople.
Of late, schools on the Lancastrian
system have been introduced into

many of the villages.

Not content

with this, the more opulent Greeks
sent their sons to the European universities, particularly those of Italy
and Germany.

Here, being initiated

1821.
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ruins of that of Constantinople, led hep |
anxiously to cultivate and strengthen /
the national attachment. ‘he Greeks
were encouraged and favoured in
every possible manner ; at St Peters.

burgh, a college was formed, and
handsomely endowed, expressly for
their education. As that people in
general

had

more

cultivated minds,

and more aptitude for business than
the Russians, they made their way at

court ; and many of the leading po. |
litical characters in the Russian ¢abinet have been Greeks. The Greeks
thus found in Russia a prop, and, as
it were, a country; they established
themselves in great numbers in her
southern

provinces,

and

carried on

into all the branches of human knowledge, they attached themselves particularly to philosophical and political inquiries, which made them feel
with peculiar force the evil condition
of their country and race. Everywhere they heard the name of Greece
pronounced with the profoundest*

maritime war which shook the continent, the Porte was long the only

veneration; and, contrasting that an-

neutral power ; and, as the inhabitants

cient glory with its lost state, when
the Greeks were no longer accounted

of the Grecian coasts and isles were
the only part of her subjects who cul.
tivated marine affairs, they had the
liberty of navigating seas in which no
other flag could fly without danger.
They soon engrossed the pilotage of
the Levant; and, having accumulated
some capital, began to employ it in
greater enterprizes. In process of

a people, they felt every day deeper
regret and indignation at the fate of
their country.

ச

A new feature which, during this
age, has marked

the politics of the

east of Europe, tended to raise the
condition and hopes of Greece. The
preponderance of Russia, and the success of her arms, humbled

the Otto-

man Porte, and stripped its name of
the terrors which it had hitherto
borne. This new power was united
to the Greeks by the tie of a religion
which, being exclusively professed
by these two nations, and calculated,

from its very defects, to exercise a
powerful influence on superstitious
minds, formed a closer tie than per=.

haps could have been produced :by

any other coincidence.
The ambition of Catherine, wholly directed to
the raising her own empire on the

great part of the trade in her ports on
the Black Sea. This leads us to
another circumstance, which tended ¢

greatly to improve the condition of
the Greek nation. Amid the great

time, their transactions extended overt

all the Mediterranean.

At Malta, in

even at London, Greek

houses

the ports of Italy, at Marseilles, and)
were

established. The three small islands
of Hydra, Spezzia, and Ipsaria, were
the

centre

of this trade ; and these

spots, before scarcely noticed by the
geographer, had become possessé
of an extensive

navy, and contain

a number of individual merchants of
large fortune. Commercial wealth,
especially when newly acquired, 1505
ally generates feelings of independence. It strengthened in the Greeks

|
the sentiments of national dignity ;
“gndit made them feel more strongly
the precarious tenure by which their

3 possessions were held, under so desotic a sway.

/ ~ These various motives and impressions were

gradually condensed

and

_ organized into a general combination
of all the Greeks of the empire to
throw off the Ottoman yoke. Associations, formed originally for literary
or religious purposes, are supposed to
have been employed for secretly planning and maturing the conspiracy.
. Many in- particular of the opulent
| families in the Fanar, or Greek quar-

» ter of Constantinople, the descendants of the ancient princes of the
Greek empire, were afterwards char, ged as having been deeply implicated

' in these designs. The war in which
the Porte was engaged with Ali, the
discontents in Servia

and Wallachia,

and the general distracted state of the
empire, appeared all to render the
present a favourable moment.
Rus| sia again, now
| dangers in the

extricated from all
west, would, it was

| prematurely supposed, be ready to
embark anew in her favourite scheme
of subverting the Ottoman power.
M. Raffenel, in his “ History of the
Events of Greece,’ asserts, that the
6th of March was fixed for the geeral rising of the Greeks throughout
the empire; and that the central
movement was to have been made at
| Constantinople.
The Greek population of that capital, amounting to
| 30,000 souls, was to have risen at once,

| and surprised the three points of the
Seraglio,
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the

Topana,

or

depot

of

reported by an individual belonging
to the English embassy. The ringleaders, finding ther intentions discovered, hastily embarked, and sought
safety in the ports of Russia, particularly at Odessa.
Whatever we may think of this report, which is not given even by its author as very positively ascertained, it
is known, that, on the following day,

(the 7th March,) the standard of in-

surrection was first raised in Moldavia. Theleader here was Alexander Ipsilanti, a Greek of noble birth, whose
tather, after being named hospodar of
Wallachia, had been expelled by the
Grand Seignior, and had died at Kiono, under the protection of Russia.
Alexander, educated at Petersburgh,

entered early into the Russian army,
distinguished himself there, lost an
arm

in the service,

and rose to the

rank of major-general. These circumstances at once gave him distinetion among his countrymen, and were
supposed to secure at least the tacit

approbation of the Czar.

Proclama-

tions were circulated in every quar=
ter, and even posted in the streets of

Jassy, by which he offered himself to

his countrymen as their leader in the
glorious undertaking which was to
Kindle anew the flame of liberty, and
to break the shameful yoke under
which they had groaned. At the
same time, he assured the native in-

habitants who did not belong to the

Greek nation, that they might repose
in perfect security, and that their persons and property would be strictly
respected.
\
This call was answered with en-

thusiasm by the Greeks, not only in
artillery, and the harbour.
They
would thus have obtained posses- ‘the principality, but throughout the
Sion of the capital, and the Greek whole of southern Russia. All who
Corps from every quarter directing were of an enterprizing and military
_ their march upon this point, would,. character hastened to the scene of
_itwas hoped, have crushed at once’ action; and among the merchants of
the Mussulman power.
The plot is Odessa large subscriptionswere raised
asserted
to have been discovered and for their equipment and supply. The
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courage’of the expedition was raised
by séeing, under the banners of Ipsi-

lanti, ‘numerous officers in’ the Rus-

sian service; and éven Prince Canta+

cuzene, though holding a higher rank,

hesitated not, amid the general enthusiasm,
to place himself ‘under his

command.’ “Michel Suzzo, a prince

who boasted’a descent from the Constantinopolitan dynasty, held, under
the Porte, the place of hospodar of
Moldavia. His feelings as a Greek,

however, and probably the hope of

establishing himself
as an independent'sovereign, prevailed over this connexion. He’ embraced the cause of
Ipsilanti; and, on’his arrival at Jassy
with a bodyof Greeks and Arnauts,

immiédiately joined him. They carried éverything before them ; the few

Turks inthe city were either expel-

led or cut to pieces. Already, in the

city of Gulacy, on the other side of
the Danube, an insurrection had broken out, whether in’ concert with Ipsilanti or not, is not certainly known.

The Turks were overcome, and most
of them massacred, it is to be feared;
with ‘cireéumstances of very sérious
atrocity. ©
Ipsilanti was now in a full train of
success.’ Multitudes espoused his
cause, not only as popular, but as promising tobecrowned with success. He
soon found himself at the head of upwards of 15,000 men, and directed his

mareh upon Wallachia, where a force
nearly equal, though roused by very
different motives, was already in arms

against the Porte. That province
had been driven almost to despair by

the joint oppression of the boyars or

nobles, and of the Greek hospodars,
who, being elevated by the Porte ac-

cording to the amount of revenue
which they undertook to pay, had'recourse to every exaction in order

to

fulfil this engagement. - Theodore, a
young soldier of low rank, having collected

a few disbanded troops, esta~
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blished himself in a fortified convent,
and

summoned

his countrymen
{/ |

seek by arms the redress of their giie

vances. He was soon joined by crowds
of Pandours and peasants ; the troop
sent against’ him either: joined his
standard or fell back. | Finding him. |

self at the head of 12,000 or'13,00) |
men, he marched’ upon a
ந
the capital; which he entered in ‘tr,

umph. “Although his views bore‘oy

affinity, but were in ‘some’ respect |

hostile to those of Tpsilanti, yet the
latter, hoping that the- common’
ha. |
tred and fear of the Turks would form.
a sufficient tie between them, pro}
டட
ceeded to join him at Bucharest. —
The insurrection was not now con |

fined to Moldavia.’ The standardof |
the cross already waved on theie ¢ classic
shores of the Aigean. “Alt
h
Greeks were generally considered
in
Europe as a degenerate race, and
those who in the great cities crouch

aS
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ed under the tyranny of the Turks}
really were so, there were still por)

tions who retained an ample portion |

of that energy which made’ the’ ty}

rants of the

ancient

world ‘tremb

It was not long since the Suliotes'had |

justified their descent by the terrible |
resistance which they had made)

against Ali.

In Peloponnesus the

Maniotes or Moriotes, inhabitantsof
the mountain district of ancient La
conia, had repeatedly proved that the
Spartan spirit still lived among them
Tenants of the rocks and caverns of
the Taygetus, they had never fully

yielded, even tothe most powerfulof
the Sultans. Still living nearly in
dependent, they were governed, ant

a small tribute drawn from them, by

beys of their own race. Unfortunate)

ly, their love of liberty was combined |
with fierce and predatory habits, and
with a thirst of blood which renderet

them too apt to stain with crimes any
cause of which their valour rendered
them the support. Their Bey, Matt

HISTORY.
‘Guar, 11]
"joம் Michale,
had eagerly embraced the fell immediately
ause of emancipation.

. In .conjunc-

with Colocotroni, formerly a mation
jor in the Russian service,
he employre

d himself, during
the winter, in proing the materials of success. The
of these mountain districts
rded the means of collect-

் ing and concealing, a quantity. of arms

and ammunition. Although they un-

doubtedly carried on their measures
‘in concert with Ipsilanti, yet they do

பத

bap

into the hands of the

The whole
of the

Morea,

like Western Europe during the middle ages, was studded with little fortified castles, seated on. racks, and
erected. during former insurrections,

with the view of keeping in awe the
Greek inhabitants. Long security,

however, had led to the neglect either
of keeping in repair or provisioning
them.

The Greeks, therefore, though

destitute of every means of siege, soon
appear to have moved till a time _reduced almost the whole, either by

not
when they must have heard

of his

movement. It was on the 30th March

that the Messenian Senate constituted
itself at Calamata,
with Mauro, Mi-

_ chale.atits head. . In his name,
and

"thatof the Spartans, two declarations

were. issued, one addressed. to. the

people

of Europe, calling upon them

to aid, at least with arms ‘and money,
fo deliver from tyranny a land once
so illustrious for genius and valour,
and
to-which Europe itself was inde11 te filfor arts, knowledge, and all

the benefits of civilization.
|

Maniotes.
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Another

ene was addressed to the
ks, making to them, in case of
Bu! b ssion, promises of protection

and of een
security to person and proper-

ere never fulfilled... - __
»/ Thes e proclamations did not eva10180 in empty words; but were the
prelu to. immediate action. . Responsive,
asit were, to one cry, all the
mountain sons of Greece rushed down
to assert.
anew her Jong-lost liberty.
On the same day that the senate of
ty, whic

_ Messenia met, the Archbishop Ger-

mano raised the cross, as an ensign
of independence, at Patras, a large
town.
on the Gulf of Lepanto. He

was driven’ out in the first instance ;

surprise or famine ; and it is feared
that only, the bloodiest laws of war
were observed, and with unrelenting
rigour. ‘Thus, however, ina very

short. time, the whole peninsula was

in the possession of the. insurgents,
with the exception of Tripolizza, the
Napolis, Modon, Coron, and a few
more of the large fortified places.
The monk Gregoras had already col-

lected a body of men, with which he
occupied..the isthmus. of Corinth.

Athens was not forgetfuof
l her name ;

the standard of liberty already float-

ed in the city and.on.the Pireus,

was. still
though the Acropolis

occ

pied by a Turkish garrison. The Su-

liotes.and Acarnanians roused themselves. to equal deeds of val

those. which they

had displayed. i

their vain contest against Ali.

Beotia

extendedto Thessaly, and

Greek troops threatened Larissa.
_ But there was no part of Greece

in which the flame of independence |

blazed with

such enthusiasm

energy, as in the Cyelades.

and

The

but, returning soon after with Proco- little rocky islets of Hydra, Spezzia,

| ius, Bishop of Calavrita, and a number of Achaian peasantry, he sueceeded in. occupying the town, and
forcing the Turks. to retreat into the
citadel. Misitra, the ancient Sparta,

and ,Ipsaxa, were the first to hoist

the. blue and white flag of the He-

lairia. . Their merchants, many of
whom, from causes already mentioned, had acquired considerable for-

to commence a maritime war against
the

whole

Ottoman

empire.

In

Hydra a single house, undertook to

arm thirty vessels, mounting each
from fifteen to twenty guns. In Spezzia, a lady, Bolbina, whose

husband

had been killed by the Turks, not
only equipped three vessels, but personally commanded and led them to

action.

Here, as elsewhere, repre-

sentative assemblies were formed, the

principal seat of which was establish~
ed at Hydra. In a short time, they
had equipped a marine of from one

[Cuap. 1],
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to collect all the troops within his

reach; when his arrival would soon {
be

marked

by rout

and

massacre,

and his success announced by the |
suspension of several hundred heads |
from the gates of the Seraglio. But
the

present, it

was

evident,

came

from a deeper source, and was not
likely to yield to the application of }
Fiven if no |
these simple remedies.

(
le

tunes, devoted them entirely to the
cause of liberty. These three little
rocks immediately made preparations
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positive information had been obtain.
ed, the universality of the movement

in all the raya territories, with the
confusion and flight of the Greek in.
habitants of Constantinople, left little

the maritime skill, and almost all the

doubt that these troubles were the) ~
result of a general plan, and one}
|
which only the whole united powers
of the empire would be sufiicient
to crush. Measures were instantly \
adopted, which shewed fully the depth
of the alarth with which the Divan}

capacity of navigating ships, in the
empire, they were not afraid to face

ard of Mahomet, never hoisted unless

to two hundred armed vessels; and,

though these were far inferior in magnitude to those of the Imperial navy,
yet, as the Greeks monopolized all

those huge masses, which had nothing

to give them life and activity. They
immediately detached four squadrons,
one to shut the entrance of the Dardanelles, another to the coast of Syria, a third to the Gulf of Smyrna,
while a fourth remained to guard the
coasts of Attica and the Morea. Vessels were at the same time despatch-

had been seized.

The black stand

in signal of extreme danger to the|
empire, was exhibited from the towers
of the Seraglio, and was accom.)
panied by all the insignia most venerable in the eyes of a Mussulman. An
address was published from the Sultan to his minister, in which he com:

plained, that the effeminate conduct
of the Ottomans had given rise to
ed in all haste to Leghorn, Trieste,
this unheard-of audacity on the part
and Marseilles, and other ports on
of their slaves. He called upon them
the Mediterranean, with which they to resume those hardy and active hacommunicated, to procure supplies of bits, which distinguished their ances- ¢
tors, when, under Archanes and Maarms and ammunition.
The intelligence of these events homet, they subverted the empire of
was received at Constantinople with the east. The whole nation were
a mixture of alarm and maniacal fu- called upon to arm, and take the field |
ry- The tidings, indeed, of the dis- against those impious rebels, who}
sought nothing less than the common
turbances raised by Theodore, which
arrived first, caused very little dis- overthrow of their empire and their
்
composure. A popular insurrection, faith.
The hatred of the Turks to the
excited by the misconduct and extorGreek name was like a torrent pent
tion of the chiefs, formed part of the
regular system of the Turkish empire;
up by the strong sluice-gates of state
and it was only supposed necessary policy ; but which, when these fora

‘to give orders to the nearest Pacha

moment gave way, threw open all

|
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parriers, and burst forth with irresistible fury. The whole population of
Constantinoplerose, not tocombat the
Greeks in the field, but to massacre
them inthe streets. All of that unfor=
tunate race who were met were immediately surrounded, and; after a
series of tantalizing torture, were sa-

luted with the ery of Me bolze, (fear
not,) when their heads were immediately struck off.
Those who could
remain in their houses, were for some’
time safe; but soon muskets began to
be discharged into the windows; and

at length the houses themselves were
violated; the

whole

Greek

quarter

of Constantinople became like a city
given up to pillage. The mandate
was daily called for, and expected
from the Divan, for the general extermination of that impious race; and
it was loudly boasted, that the sword

of the faithful would never be sheathed, till the last drop of Christian blood

in the empire had flowed beneath it.
During

these

dreadful

days, the

European residents, and particularly
those attached to the different embassies, were in a state of the most
mortal alarm.
Individuals belong-

ing to them were frequently insulted; and the moment’ seemed on
the brink of arriving, when all the
forbearance hitherto shewn would
cease. The country house of a member of the Russian legation was
broken into, and plundered; and
it was supposed to be only by escaping

by the

saved his life.

roof,

that

the

owner

An attack was made

upon the hotel of the Spanish ambas-

sador, though without effect ; and it
was only wondered that the mob
spared that of the Russian

ambassa-

dor, M. de Strogonoff, who was peculiarly odious to them. Meantime,

this ambassador, as well as those from
the other courts, made incessant re-=

Monstrances upon the state of frenzied anarchy in which Constantinople
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was allowed to be plunged.’ Exertions were at length made to restore

tranquillity ; the

police

resumed

its

activity ; and the outrages became at
least less frequent. The Vizier, being
supposed

destitute

of the vigour re-

quisite for such a crisis, was removed,
and Benderli Ali Pacha appointed
in his stead. The new Vizier arrived
from Asia, and made his entry on the
2186 May. His presence was marked
by the immediate dispersion of the
bands of murderers, who had hither-

to roved uncontrolled through the
streets and villages. His administra.
tion, however, was immediately distinguished by an enormity more monstrous even than any which had yet
marked this era of crime.
The Patriarch of Constantinople,
the head of the Greek church, was an

old man of eighty, who, by his character,

had

commanded

|

the venera-

tion and esteem even of men of the
most different creeds. In a country
torn by the most furious bigotry, he

had always observed and promoted

toleration and forbearance. His influence had been often powerfully exerted in maintaining the authority of
the Porte amid former partial revolts.
On the first breaking out of the present insurrection, he liad fulminated ©
against all who should engage in it,
an anathema, expressed in the strongest terms, and which had produced a
considerable effect. Yet it was pretended that the Porte had obtained
the clearest proofs of his having secretly’abetted the conspiracy. No
such proof was ever laid before the
public ; nor was there ever any appearance of inquiry or examination.
It was

therefore

inferred,

that

the

purpose was merely to inflict, in his
person, a signal vengeance on the
Greeks, and to paralyse the whole
nation by such a terrible example.
The 22d of May was Easter Sunday ; yet, notwithstanding the super-
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stitious veneration inwhich the Greeks
hold this high festival, every mind was
so frozen with terror, that only a very
few attended.

The pontiff, however,
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nation, seemed only to be accounted

for by supposing both devoted to
final destruction.

A

universal

i=
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cry |

for vengeance arose ; and there seem.

faithful to his high functions, notwithstanding the sinister rumours that
were circulated, proceeded to the
metropolitan church, where he duly
performed all the august ceremonies
of the day. On leaving the church,
in his full pontifical robes, accompa-

ed even no safety but in the last ex. |
treme of resistance. Inflaming their

nied by three archbishops

‘could have been more impolitic,
or

flicted. A rope being fastened round

his neck, he was suspended in front

~ of the great portico; and the vener-

‘able head of the eastern church suffered there the fate only destined for
the vilest of criminals. The three
archbishops were also hanged in front
of their respective churches, or pa‘laces.

The bodies were then left for

three days, without one of the hor-

.ror-struck Greeks attempting to re“move them.

Turkish ingenuity then

_ invented a refinement of insult. The

© bodies were taken down, and deliver-

"ed to the Jews, the basest part of the
populace, and who surpassed even
the Mussulmen in their animosity

against the Christian name.

These

wretches dragged the bodies through
the streets, amid outrages and imprecations, from which even Mussulman
ears revolted. They then threw them
into the canal, whence, however, they

were secretly taken by their countrymen, and conveyed to Odessa, where

they were interred with every funeral
honour.
The whole Greek world was frozen
with dismay and horror at this dismal

catastrophe.

Such

a treatment

of the august head of their name and
12

too terrible retaliations, by which
their cause was stained. On the part |
of the Turks, however, no measure
more fatal to their hopes of bringing

back the Greek nation to a state of
submission.

3

The proceedings at Constantinople

(

were followed up by the execution,
at Adrianople, of the arch-priest (yril, who had formerly held the office
of patriarch, and of twenty others of

the principal Greeks in that city,

a

eight

and in some degree palliated, those

Adrianople became also the scene of
massacres,

which

only

the

smaller

number of Greeks there resident ren.
dered less dreadful than those of Con.
stantinople. This catastrophe of the
heads of the Greek religion was the

signal for the fanatic multitudeto)

profane and subvert its temples.

In

a few days, the magnificent churches

of Constantinople were stripped of all |

their wealth’; polluted by every spe- |
cies of profanation; and, finally, the
greater part of them razed to the
ground.
'
During these dreadful scenes, the
European ambassadors, and particu:
larly that of Russia, ceased not to ad:
dress to the Porte the most urgent remonstrances on the conduct which it
was permitting and pursuing. It was
stated as impossible, that the other
powers could maintain any relation,
even of amity, with one which thus
trampled upon every Jaw of nature
and humanity.
Cessation of farther
outrages, reparation for the past, ant
mercy even to her offending subjects,
were stated as the only conditions

யனா

and

priests, he was met and surrounded
by a band of janizaries, whose ferocious looks indicated the most fatal
purpose. The aged prelate gave himself up to death, but without yet suspecting the unworthy and ignominious form in which it was to be in-

zeal beyond all bounds; it impelled,

which

could

ayert

measures

that

HISTORY. .
might issue in the»total destruction
ச் of the empire, To these warm and

| menacing notes, the Porte replied in
i a polite but haughty manner. . The
_ executions ordered by itself, it justi-

fied as rendered

necessary by the

் proofs of treasonable correspondence

which had been laid before it, and
_ of which itself was the only judge.
Some excesses,

it was

allowed, had

been committed by the. populace,
which would be speedily repressed.

The Porte claimed to herself the entire right of putting down, by force
of arms, the insurrection which: had
_ spread so wide among her Greek sub_ jects; and, for the period when that

object should be completely accom-

| plished, she reserved the rebuilding
| of the demolished churches, and the
) restoration of the Greeks to their po-

| litical rights.

The

sequel

of these

" negotiations, however, we must post-

| pone, in order to proceed now to-the
| more active operations of this terrible

் conflict...
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gatory any treaty which could restrain
-her from taking instant measures to
crush so formidable and urgent an insurrection. The Asiatic troops were,
therefore, pushed forward to the Danube, and the Pachas of Ibrail, Silistria, and Widdin, were ordered to

€o-operate with them.
:
The hopes of the Greek cause on
this side of the empire were already
onthe wane. These hopes rested from
the beginning entirely upon the support of Russia. The insurrection had
no proper root in these countties.
Their population was not Greek, and
the Greek name was even odiousamong
them.

By treaty with Russia, it was

required that the hospodar should be
of this nation ; but this hospodar was
a mere despot, who, in order that,
after paying an enormous tribute, he
might enrich himself, practised every
species of extortion. Ipsilanti, therefore, from the first, proclaimed his
confidence in the support of the Emperor Alexander; andhe lost notamo-=

ment in sending a deputation to that
against itsunarmed subjects, the Porte monarch, then in congress at Laybach,
| is Not inactive in preparing to take entreating him to extend hisaid, inthis
| the field against the portion which
extremity, to the Greek nation, and
| wasin arms. She derived a strength, particularly to the two principalities,
| for some time unknown, from the cir- which, if freed from the Turks, would
be placed under his protection and
| cumstances which. gave to this the
| character of a religious war. ‘That virtual sovereignty.. ‘The messenger
ferocious bigotry, which forms the could not have arrived at a more un=
leading feature of the Turkish, cha- fortunate place and time. The ob=
_ Amid

the fury of its proceeding

; Tacter, made.

the whole

| to fly*to arms, when
| the Giaour,

and

the

nation

eager

a conflict with
extermination

ject now presented
to view was, of
all others, the most favourite, both

with the court and people of Russia,
and there was scarcely a former pe-

| of the Greek name, were in, question,
| From the heart of Asia Minor hordes

riod, unless

Re

barbarians rushed to the shores of

diate pressure of the French arms,

ந the Bosphorus, eager, in the cause of
' God and his prophet, to satiate their

that it would not have been eagerly

“thirst for plunder and massacre. The
Russian ambassador. urged, that the

every other sentiment was swallowed

Turkish armies should not enter the

Principalities, or, at least, should. act

only in concert with the Russians.
The Porte, however, treated as nuVOL. XIV. PART

I.”

grasped

at.

when under

But,

the imme-

at this moment,

up in the mind of Alexander by that
dread of popular encroachment, and of everything like popular insurrection, with which Austria had succeed

ed in inspiring him. Thus prepossess«

R
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ed, and in council with a power which
was the sworn enemy of innovation,
Alexander formed the resolution to
strike with his decided reprobation
the movements taking place-in the
east. Ipsilanti received immediate orders to repair to the Russian territory, and there wait the orders of his
majesty; in failure of instant obe_ dience, he was stripped of all his
employments, his name erased from
the military list, and even his charac-

ter as a Russian citizen withdrawn.
The same anathema was pronounced
against all his Russian partizans.
Even the Greeks inhabiting along the

frontier were ordered into the interior; the Moldavians were admonish-

ed to return to their duty; and all

the Russian authorities were carefully
warned against giving the smallest
countenance or support to the insur-

rectional movements.
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‘would take arms against them. டி.
Greeks replied with enthusiasm {o,
this address ; they declared their fim
adherence to the cause; and thei

courage only rose to a higher pitd

when they found that they were ழ்
contend alone for the liberties of their, !
nation.
்
ந்து
The main object of Ipsilanti wal
7

now

to secure the co-operation¢

Theodore.

That chief, as alread

-served, had taken the field witl
-parate and, in some respects, oppo
site views and interests, and he sh

ed now no inclination to enter into)
any combination with him. Some dis.
position even appeared, on the ap.)
proach of Ipsilanti, to fortify Bu
rest against his entrance. On his ar
rival, however, an apparent change|,
took place, and his army was received,
and even welcomed.

He had then an)

interview with Theodore, who agreed,

These decisions, so fatal to the
cause of independence, were announ-

or at least pretended, to make com

bellion, that they were in a state of
entire submission to the Porte, and

mand of the Pachas
tria, and Widdin.

mon cause with him, and share his)
ced at Jassy on the 1]th April. Mifortunes. A much closer union, hoy!
chel Suzzo, on receiving the commuever, than really existed, would hav
nication, immediately renounced all been necessary to meet the cr
hope, threw up his command, and which was now at hand. —
வ்
sought to secure the protection of
The barbarous levies, which the)
Alexander by repairing immediately Porte had summoned by such ex
to Odessa. The Boyars then assumed
ordinary calls and denunciations,
wet
the administration, and, sending a denow arrived on the Danube. Thre
putation to Constantinople, representcorps, of about 10,000 each, wer
ed that they had no share in the replaced respectively under the com)
were ready to receive any hospodar
whom it might choose to appoint.
The same tidings were communicated
to-Ipsilanti, while he was in full march
upon Bucharest. The blow could not
butbe severe ; but hewas still too high

in determination and hope, and felt
too full confidence in the steadiness
of his followers,
to sink under it, He
even ventured to read the proclamation of Alexander to his little band, at
the same time expressing his assuYance that no European sovereign

of Ibrail, §

operation was made by the former!
these chiefs against the fortressdl) la

Garlacy, which had been so early) hi

theatre of insurrection.

The'Greek})

in garrison made a desperate but val) b
resistance; the place was taken,

the Turks commenced a dreadful an)
indiscriminate

slaughter, im reveng)

|

for that which their countrymenhil vi
suffered when the place was
wrested from them. Moldavia hi

hoped, by the flight of Suzzo,al!
the abject submission of the Boys!

} car. 11.)
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to escape the horrors’ of a Turkish
'/ visitation. The Barbarians, however,
|| were not to be cheated of those hoped| for spoils which had

attracted

them

from their distant plains. A numerous
| body entered Moldavia, laying all
- waste before them with fire and sword,
and Jassy, though it yielded without

resistance, was treated as a town taby storm. At the same time, the.
main
body was advancing upon Bucharest. Ipsilanti, who had marched
towards the Danube with the view of

opposing their progress, found his

force inadequate, and could only hayass them by occasional skirmishes.
_He had made preparations, however,
to defend Bucharest ; but finding that
no reliance could be placed on his
| Wallachian confederates, he abandon) ed it to the Turks, and retreated to a
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selves under the standard of Ip8ilantis
their co-operation was destined to be ~
more fatal to him, than their enmity —
could have been.
The Pacha of Ibrail, having occupied Bucharest, delayed to attack Ipsilanti only till he had established

such correspondences in his army, as
might render victory secure. He then
put his troops in motion, and came
up to his antagonist, who had taken a
strong position at Dragaschan. Ip-_

silanti displayed a skill and activity,
worthy of an occasion which was finally to decide the fortunes of his
cause. By a feigned retreat, he drew

the Turks into an ambuscade, when
two Wallachian chiefs, Kaminari Sawa
and Constantin Douka, were to-have
fallen on their rear, and their total

Theo-

destruction was confidently anticipated. But. these traitors had already.

. 0076) at the same time, retired with

sold themselves to the:Porte, and, in-

knowledge of the circumstances could

youth, who had been sent to study in

strong position at Tergonitz.
his corps upon Pitesht.

He was al-

stead of falling on the Turks at the
critical moment, went over to them,
“ready, however, in secret communication with the Turks, to whom, it is and joined in attacking the Greeks.
At a desertion so unexpected, dis் said, he had disclosed all the movements of Ipsilanti, and, in feward of — may and confusion spread themselves
his treachery, had raised his hopes through the troops of Ipsilanti, and
_eyen to the hospodarship
of Wallachia. the greater part took to flight. One
_ Ipsilanti, informed of these intrigues, small and sacred band still stood. It
took a step, on which only a full contained the flower of the Grecian
enable us to decide. Ghiorgaki, one
of his most faithful and enterprizing
_ officers, set out secretly for the camp

jyof Theodore, surprised him in his
tent, and brought him bound to Ipsi-

anti’ The latter immediately caused

him to be tried by a council of officers, and a sentence of high treason
being forthwith

pronounced,

he was

shot in an hour after. After this proceeding, which was at least very
‘Prompt, the Wallachian army was invited to join the Greek standard. A
great part, however, disbanded;

some

Joined the Turks ; and, though a con-

siderable proportion ranged them-

the universities of Europe; and who,
at the first dawn of their country’s
liberty, hastened to constitute themselves its champions. The vicinity of
the principalities, and the*early intel~
ligence of Ipsilanti’s movements, directed them to. this quarter. They
might have enlightened Greece by
as well as defended
their knowledge,
it by their valour, had fate conducted.

them to a more auspicious theatre.
Here they could only shed a bright

expiring lustre on a ruined and diss
Surrounded and
honoured cause.
overwhelmed by vastly superior num=

bers, they still disdained to yield,
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the field of battle.*

former state, and which had proved
so fatal to his hopes, disinclined him

Ipsilanti, with only a scattered
wreck of hisarmy, among whom were
Ghiorgaki and Cantacuzene, who still
remained faithful to him, effected his

retreat to Rymnick.
Here he emitted a proclamation, upbraiding in the
bitterest terms the greater part of his

or of Austria.

The

experienced from the monarch of the
to throw himself upon his mercy. He
did not consider that Alexander, how.
ever devoted now to the principle;
of the monarchical alliance, had pers

sonal clemency and amability, and |
would not probably have proceede( |

troops, who, in the hour of need, had

to any extremities.

betrayed or deserted him.
He gave
up to the contempt of mankind,
to

other hand, considered

“divine justice, and to the malediction

severit

“<

and the greatest part of them, like
the band of Thermopyle, perished on

=
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Austria, on the

no severity

too great for the votaries of innova.
tion.
Although
Ipsilanti reached |

of their nation, Kaminari Sawa, and

Trieste, he was there discovered, ar. |

the other chiefs, whose treason had
blasted his hopes. The cowards who

rested, and thrown into the castle0
Munkatch,

had fled at that critical moment,

chiefs of the Piedmontese revolution. |

of the name of

soldiers, renounced the title of their

chief, and exhorted them to place
themselves under the Turkish yoke,
for which they were alone fitted.
« But you,” said he, “ shades of the

true Hellenians of the Sacred Battalion, who have been betrayed, and
have sacrificed yourselves for the de-

liverance of your country, receive
through me the thanks of the Greek

nation,

who

will soon

raise

monu-

ments that will render your name im-

mortal.”—As it was necessary, how-=

ever, to lose no time im providing for
his personal safety, he hastened to
pass the Austrian frontier, and to

along

with

some

of the

|

So closely was he immured, that the

place of his confinement was not
known till four months after.
Although Ipsilanti had thus given |

me

declared unworthy

he

up the cause in despair, Ghiorgaki, |

and some other chiefs, resolved to
make another effort in its support,
Having collected some of their scattered adherents, they carried on a
partizan ‘war for some months with
considerable vigour. This desultory |
contest cost the Turks a considerable
number of men; but it could pro- |
duce no permanent effect, and Wal- |)

lachia was finally reduced to a state
of entire submission.

om

While the Porte was thus carrying

|

throw himself into the defiles of Tran-

on these successful operations against

obliged to respect the cordon, which
secured the neutrality of that district.
Ipsilanti now only sought to reach
Greece, which he might do by pass-

was not neglectful of that equally for-

midable one, which had broken out
in the Morea and the islands. To

ing through the territories either of

indispensable; yetthemeans of equip-

-sylvania.

The pursuing Turks were

the

first theatre

carry it on

with

¢

of insurrection, it

success a fleet was

ர்

* Amid conflicting statements, we have
given that which appeared to us the most
probable, of

|)

the catastrophe of the Greek ¢
jority of narratives, there were two battles, ause in Wallachia. According to the maone at Tergonitz, and one at Dragaschan; |
but, from the reported circumstances of bo th
being identically the same, as well a3
from the whole aspect, we give more cre dit
to a writer who professes to have beet
an eye-wit

ness, and asserts that there wa: 8 30 battle, unless one at the Jatter place. »
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ping one formed the greatest difficul-

movements to attack it ; while they,

was no deficiency, indeed, of the ne-

selves with following the track of the
Turkish fleet, and watching its course.
The Turkish admiral continued to
move slowly along the coast, till he
arrived in the anchorage of Mytilene.
Disconcerted then at seeing and hear-

ty under which it laboured.

There

cessary materiel ; but there was an

_ absence of any living instruments, by
which it should have been moved.
The Greeks, who were the only sail-

ors in the empire, having all disap-

on the other hand, contented them-

ing nothing of the Captain Pacha,
In this extremi- — he took the extraordinary measure of
the imperial navy.
ty, various shifts were resorted to. sending back a seventy-four to the
A few Barbary sailors were found Dardanelles, to inquire after the rest
and employed. The boatmen on the of the fleet. The captain set sail
canal of Constantinople were’ then with fear and trembling, but, on enpressed into the service. A certain tering the strait which separates My| number of deserters from the Euro- tilene from the main land, he was
pean navies, who had repaired to agreeably surprised not to discover
' Constantinople, were induced by high a single hostile sail. He was not
_ pay and privileges to.go on board. aware that the Greek squadron kept
There being still a great blank, a itself earefully concealed behind the
number of the troops, newly levied numerous rocks by which this chanfor the land service, were thrust on nel is bordered. In this ambush they —
board, and obliged to practise sea- remained till they saw the ship so
manship as they best could. Still far advanced, that it could no longer
the vast mass was little more than a receive succour from the rest of the
body without a soul, and had nothing fleet. A signal being then given,
in its superior force which could en-_ they were all in motion, and four of
able it to cope with the vast supe- the most active were soon in close
| wiority of skill and address on the pursuit. The Turkish captain, struck
with alarm, instead of making for the
part of their adversaries. The comopen sea, where everything would
mand was intrusted to an able man,
newly raised to the situation of Cap- have been in his favour, had the intain Pacha ; but, as the accounts from credible stupidity to throw himself
Smyrna represented the state of af- into the Gulf of Adramyti, which
fairs as urgent, and pressed the send- scarcely afforded secure navigation
for large merchant-vessels. The ship
ing of vessels to convey the troops
destined against Samos, T'ombek Zade, soon ran aground on a spot whence,
_ peared, left no resource for manning

the

second

in

command,

was

sent

of the line, three large frigates,

and

_ forward with a squadron of two ships
_

five transports. The Captain Pacha
promised speedily to follow in person. Tombek Zade appears to have
been a person of very inferior cou‘Tage and capacity. He spent nearly
a fortnight in coasting along the Bos-

phorus. Passing Cape Sigeum on the

~ 19th May, he descried the numerous
flotilla of the Greeks, but made no

from

its bulk

and

unwieldiness,

it

could not be extricated for several
days. It remained motionless, exposed to the attack of the pursuing
squadron. The Greeks were thus enabled to escape the terrible discharge,
which would have ensued from theartillery ranged along its sides. Dividing themselves intotwo parts, placed

at opposite ends, they directed their
fire at once against the poop and the ~
stern, where there wére only one or
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two guns to answer them. The huge
vessel agitated itself like a whale under the multiplied strokes of the harpoon. All its artillery on both sides
was

furiously

discharged,

as

if its

mere sound rolling through empty
air couldhave intimidated the Greeks.
An attempt was also made to reach
them with musketry; but those skilful mariners kept beyond its reach.
They. maintained an unremitting fire,
which raked the vessel from end to
end. The Turks maintained the combat with frantic courage, till the ship
was completely perforated with balls,
its masts cracking, its deck: covered
with dead ; when they set up frightful howlings, and demanded, that the
boats should be launched, that they
might make for the shore. The boats
were launched, but the fire being still
kept up, many of them were sunk;
and it is not supposed that of one
thousand men, of which the crew ori-

ginally consisted, two hundred ever
reached land. The captain, before
leaving the vessel;having failed in an
attempt to blow it up, set it on fire
in numerous places, and it was consumed to ashes. No sooner did the
Turkish

admiral,

still at anchor

in

the road of Mytilene, receive intelligence of this catastrophe, than, instead of seeking to avenge the loss,
he thought only of his own safety,
and resolved on making the best of
his way back to the Dardanelles. In
passing through the channel of Mytilene, he descried the four Greeks
employed in dragging up the cannon

of his lost ship; but, far from his

thinking of attacking them, notwithstanding his vast superiority, they
commenced a pursuit of him, from
which

he fled with

considering

himself

all speed ; and,

too

happy

to

avoid any rencounter, never slacken-

ed sail, till he found himself under

the cannon of the castles of Asia.
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This victory was celebrated with
unbounded exultation in all the shores
and havens of Greece.
Thus easj] ;
with their flotilla, to have discomft.

ed the grand

-ப
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imperial fleet of the

empire, seemed almost

to renew the

glory of their ancestors, when they
vanquished,

at Salamis and Mycale,

the navies of the great king. They
deemed themselves now the undis.
puted masters

of the

sea, and equal

toany enterprize, the success of which
could be attended with benefit to the }
general

cause.

In

this view, their

eyes were attracted by the coasts of
Asia Minor, which, even amid their
decline, were still fertile and populous, and contained several commer-

cial cities of great importance.
No modern city has risen more
rapidly to such a height of prosperity, as Aivali, or Cydonia, situated on
a little bay in the Gulf of Adramyti,
Forty years ago, it was a mere fish.
ing village, inhabited by a mixture|_
of Turks and Greeks, who were engaged in continual conflicts with each
other. Economos, a Greek native,

having insinuated himself into the
favour of some individuals who were
all powerful at Constantinople, had

the address, not only to obtain for
himself the government of the place,
but a firman, by which no Turk was
to reside there in any official capa-

city.

This happy immunity drew

from all parts of the empire the mem:
bers of this nation, who were suffer.
ing under persecution, but who here
dwelt insecurity, and carried on without interruption their industrious
pursuits. Cydonia also shared in its

full extent the general commercial)

prosperity of the nation. It thus at:
tained a population of 40,000 inhabitants, had established large manu:
factures of oil, leather, and soap, and

carried on a very extensive trade
It had become a sort of capital of the

௯௪
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Greeks; and

the

college, founded
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The dismal result of this expedi-

tion proved to the Greeks that they
wished in Asia. On the approach were proceeding on an erroneous sysof the troubles, the Pacha of Boursa,
tem, in attempting to form establishwithin whose jurisdiction the place ments on the main land of Asia Miwas, sent a corps of 600 men, to nor. That region contained a nuuard against any sudden landing. merous and warlike population, fanatically attached to the Mussulman
The inhabitants, however, unaccustomed to such occupants, and to their - faith. These now poured down in ~
tumultuary licence, rose and drove vast crowds upon the coast, demandthem out. Hereupon the Pacha sent ing the means of transporting thema body of 3000, which overpowered selves to the islands, where they
all resistance, and forcibly occupied might bathe themselves in the blood
the principal positions of the place. of the infidels. The catastrophe of
Amid these conflicts, the principal Cydoniainflamed the passions of these
inhabitants hastily sought refuge in barbarous hordes, and placed all the
the small island of Mosconissi at the Asiatic Christians in the most awful
and alarming situation.
mouth of the bay, whither the Turks
Smyrna, the capital of Asia Minor,
were unable to follow. Notice was
and the commercial metropolis of the
also sent to the Grecian fleet, then
hoyering near Smyrna, but which empire, could not long escape those
immediately preferred this as a more violent agitations. Its situation was
urgent call. In the morning of the the more critical, from being the ren15th June, the bay appeared cover- dezvous of all the levies made in the
ed with numerous barks filled with interior, to be employed against the
’ troops. The Turks endeavoured: to islands. The administration, indeed,
prevent the landing, by occupying in kept them carefully encamped withforce all the houses bordering on the out the city, and exerted itself, with
quay; but their efforts proved vain very considerable diligence, to preagainst the Greek artillery ; and, af- serve internal tranquillity. Their viter a desperate resistance in thestreets_ cinity, however, and the ravages comand houses, they were finally obliged mitted by them in the surrounding
districts, kept up a continual appreto yield to the superiority
of numbers
and valour. Before evacuating the hension. The crowds of Greeks, who
city, they set fire to it in more than embarked at Smyrna, both from the
twenty places. The flames, favoured city itself and the interior districts,
by a violent wind, rapidly spread ; expressed and spreadtheir own alarm,
and every effort was vainly made to and fed the irritation of the Mussulstop the devouring conflagration. In mans, who suspected them as going
to join the insurrection. In such detwo days, Cydonia was no more.
That splendid city of the Greeks pre- licate circumstances, the slightest acsented only a heap of ashes. The cident, a momentary quarrel between
] there in 1803, was

the most

distin-

Turks avenged themselves by pilla-

ging the adjacent villages, and carrying off the inhabitants into slavery.
The population of the city were conveyed awayby theGreeks, with all their
movable: effects, and were distribu-

ted in the islands and in the Morea.

the governor and the French ambassador, a single gun discharged in the
streets, spread universal dismay, and.

drove crowds of the inhabitants to.
take

refuge

in

the

neighbouring

mountains, No actual violence, however, ensued till the month of May,
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when single murders began to be com' mitted. The bands in the vicinity, being straitened for provisions, and ha-

ving exhausted the country, stole into
the city, and plundered a number of
the shops. Once, upon a false alarm,
a dreadful tumult arose, all the houses

in a particular quarter were sacked,
and about twenty Greeks murdered.
The alarm of the Greeks was now unbounded ; all to whom

it was possible
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force all the Greeks to come out, and
be massacred.
The venerable pontiff
and magistrate, indignantly refusin
their demand, was struck, and fell be.

neath their daggers.

The Ayan-ba.

chi, or chief of police, and several other
officers, who attempted to resist them,

suffered the same fate ; while the cow.
ardly Pacha, hiding himself in his
house, left them undisturbed masters
of the city.

had already left Smyrna, and about
The anarchists, after striking these
2000 sought shelter in the quarter of terrible blows, suddenly stopped short,
the French Consul. Authority, howThey gave up all thought of the me.
ever, was still maintained, and the tu- ditated enormities, and, finding the
_mult confined

to individual and tran-

sient impulses, till news arrived of the
destruction of the Turkish vessel in
the Gulf of Adramyti.
The fury of
the Turks then rose to the highest
pitch. United in a body, they scoured
the streets, putting all whom they
met to the sword, It was in the middle of a night, when their passions had

been worked up to this state of frenzy, that the additional accounts arrived
of the combat and fate of Cydonia.
Smyrna, next morning, became one
scene of blood and massacre ; neither

power in their hands, began

ட

to use it

for the protection of the city. Anend
was put to bloodshed,

and some kind

of regular police established. But just
as Smyrna was beginning to breathe,
the plague, too natural a consequence
of the scenes that had just passed, came

to complete her calamities.
i
The fate of Scala Nova was, if pos-

sible, still more disastrous than that of —

Smyrna. This city, which, though on |

a much

smaller scale,

was. tolerably

rich and prosperous, enjoyed a lot pe-

culiarly fortunate.

It was governed

age nor sex were spared ; not content by Elez Aga, a chief far superior to.
with slaughtering their unhappy vic- the rest of his countrymen in equity
. tims, they mutilated and disfigured and humanity. Under him, person|
the lifeless bodies. The infuriate crowd and property were respected,
and equal |
rushed to the consular residences of justice rendered to Turks and Greeks,
Russia

and France,

demanding

that.

the unhappy Greeks who had taken
refuge there, should be delivered up
to them ; and, on refusal, force would

have been employed, had not several

armed vessels been brought up in front
of them. Soon all Smyrna became
like a field after a battle, strewed with
dead, and through which bands of murderers still wandered in search of further

victims,

that were

no longer

to be

found. Still thirsting for blood, they
hastened to the Molah, or chief of the
Mahometan religion, and demanded,

with loud cries, a hilam, or permission

to set the city on fire, that they might

He

had

not,

however,

influence or

energy sufficient to restrain the hordes"
of tumultuary militia, who poured in

from the interior, for the purpose of
being employed against Samos,

That

island is separated from Scala Nova
only by a narrow strait, across which,

however, the Turks had not skill sufficient to transport an army, till the ar-_

rival of the fleet, which was in vain
expected. The troops, meantime, suf=
fering many privations, and seeing be=
fore their eyes a rich city, partly in-

habited by Greeks, eagerly sought.

permission to plunder. They first entered in small parties, then in greater

| Caar. 11.]

numbers, and at length a general sack
of all the Greek quarters of the city
took place, not without including some

rE

- of the Mussulman population. When
| they had finished, they set fire to it
at several points, and the Turkish in| habitants being unable thoroughly to
protect their own quarters, a great

aes

part of Scala

ashes.

Nova

was

reduced

to

Having achieved this exploit,

_ the troops, now set loose from all dis-

cipline, broke up, and returned to their
homes, without inquiring farther as to
- the objects of their expedition.
Meanwhile, the Porte bestirred themselves to put forth again their squadron, which had returned to them in
so shameful a plight. The whole fleet,
consisting of thirty-two vessels, now
sailed, under the command of the Cap‘

_|
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gained the land, after having set the
squadron on’ fire.

This action being

reported through Greece, and over all

Europe, as a general victory over the
Ottoman fleet, spread over their arms
an illusory lustre, which, however, was
not unproductive of some advantage

to the cause.

At Rhodes,

வி

the Turks met with a

squadron sent by the Pacha of Egypt,
as well as with some vessels from Tunis and Algiers. Thus reinforced, they

made sail for the coasts of the Morea.
The Greeks having made an unsuccessful attempt to employ fire-ships

against them, were seized with a panic,
and dispersed each to their respective
ports.

The

Ottomans,

without

at-

tempting to pursue, proceeded along
the coast of the Morea, victualled’
anew Coron and Modon, and went on

tain Pacha, and directed its course, in
two divisions, towards Samos.
The

to Prevesa.

Greeks merely followed its traces, and

fleet, commanded by the Captain Bey,

_ kept themselves

in presence, without

either attacking or being attacked.
The Turks attempted to disembark
some troops at Samos, but, as the party
which commenced the landing were immediately cut off by the brave island_ ers, they desisted from the attempt.
After remaining about a month in pre_ sence of the Greek fleet, without any
movement, they weighed anchor, and
_ sailed towards Rhodes. Meantime, the

authorities at Smyrna had been busy
in embarking troops on board some
merchant vessels, to act in concert with
the fleet, thinking Smyrna happy in
being delivered from their presence.
Such, however, was the tardiness of
their movements, that the fleet was already set sail, and they attempted to

follow it under the guard of only two
or three small armed vessels. ‘This advantage was immediately espied by the
Greeks, who bore down and attacked
them. The Turks employed with cou-.

rage their feeble means of resistance,

but, being soon overpowered,

they

threw themselves into their boats, and

Here they extricated a

which was blockaded by the Greeks,
who retired on their approach. ‘The
united squadrons then entered the Gulf
of Lepanto, where they discovered six
Hydriote

vessels so enclosed between

them and the land, as to be unable to
gain the open sea. The Greeks were
quickly worsted, and two of their vessels destroyed, while the remaining
four sought refuge in the road of Galaxidi.

As this port, however, had no

toman

admiral considered

defences, they were obliged to abandon these vessels on’ the approach of
the enemy, who took them, with a
number of smaller craft, and reduced
the town of Galaxidi to ashes. Proud
of this trifling achievement, the Othimself

as

having made a brilliant campaign, and
determined to return to the Bosphorus.
‘After rounding the Morea, he passed
close to the island of Tino; the inhabit-

ants of which, struck with dismay, fled
into the interior ; but the hostile fleet,

carried forward by a rapid gale, did
not even attempt to land. On the
92d of October, it entered the Bos-

1
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phorus, making a parade of the small
number of Greek vessels which it had
taken,

and

the sides of which

were

adorned with a number of Greeks suspended by the hair. The populace of
Constantinople, to whom such spectacles were always agreeable, applauded;
but the Sultan, on inquiring into the
particulars of the expedition, was so
ill satisfied, that he disgraced the Captain Pacha and several of his officers.
_ However favourable and satisfactory
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to distribute them

[சே

De

through ‘the

several territories of Greece, they |
brought a large accession to her po.
pulation and resources. A great pro.
portion, destitute of any regular sub.
sistence or employment, were ready to
enter the ranks of the army; while|
those who preferred pacific occupa-

tions, filled the void left by the na.
tives who had joined the’standard of
ineurrection. At the same time, a high
enthusiasm was kindled in Western Eu. |
rope, at the promised revival of the
existence and glories of Greece. The
mighty wars which had shaken that

these operations were, it was in the
Morea, and in Thessaly, that the question was to be decided, whether the
Greeks were to be again a people? - region, left still an internal heaving and
Having, therefore, surveyed the mari- agitation, which sought for vent. The
time and insular campaign, as well as bold and romantic spirit of the Ger.
that unfortunate one which opened on mans found here a quite congenial
the Danube, we are ready to take a
connected view of the transactions on
that main and decisive theatre of con-

cause. In France, the disbanding of
the imperial army left many who were }
ready to seek in a foreign theatre ad.

flict.

vancement and employment.

_ After the first enthusiasm had

sub-

sided, and when the Porte, recovering
from its surprise, began to muster its
strength, the Greeks could not but

feel their inadequate means to meet the
force of a great empire, roused by fanaticism to a sort of preternatural en-

Of the |

numbers who flocked with these views

to the Greek standard, many were severely disappointed. Instead of regular professional employment, and of
those accommodations, and even luxu-

ries, to which our troops are now ac-

ergy. The Morea, Thessaly, and West-

customed, they found a mere barbarous crowd, without pay, clothes, or

ern Greece, could not contain above a
million of inhabitants, and these, when

even food, except what their own shifts
could procure. Many were soon dis:

they attempted to form an army, had

-gusted, and returned to Europe, where |

few

they spread the most unfayourable
reports of the Greeks and their cause,
But others, supported by a genuine

none

of the

supplies and resources of war.

arms,

For-

tunately

no discipline,
the

chief

attention

of

the

Turkish armies was engrossed, in the
first instance, by the operations on the
Danube. A small interval was thus
allowed to prepare, in the course of
which, resources came in from several
quarters, The terror inspired by Turkish cruelty, produced, as already observed, an immense emigration from
Constantinople, Smyrna, and all the
coasts of Asia Minor. The fugitives,
‘ being: at first accumulated in the small

islands, appeared in danger of perishing by famine;

but,

when

there was

|.

enthusiasm, braved every hardship, மாம்

|

not only fought themselves, but im- |
parted some portion of their own mk

litary skill and discipline to these tumultuary levies.

்

The Morea, which formed the main
theatre of action, was in so far favour.
ably situated, that the outer districts

of Thessaly and Macedonia broke the
first force of Turkish invasion; andit

reached the isthmus of Corinth only
in shattered

fragments.

The Greeks)

were therefore unopposed in the first

|

|
| Cuar. 11.)
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instance, unless by the garrisons of the
fortresses, which were numerous in a

country that had been long the thea‘tre of warfare between

the Porte and

the Venetians. They were in very bad
condition, indeed, but they were not
the less impregnable against the total
want of all means of regular siege on
“the part of the assailants. The Greeks,

however, were masters of the whole
open country, and of all the unfortified towns. Among these were Argos
and Calamata, where Senates were form-

ress. Animated by a sort of preter.
natural courage, they rushed upon the
batteries of the enemy, and, bursting
open the gates, made their way into
the place. A terrible combat was
maintained in the streets and houses ;
but, at length, after dreadful slaughter
on both sides, the Turks retired into
the citadel, and left the Greek army
masters of the town. Wondrous, however, are the vicissitudes of barbarous
warfare. The victors, intoxicated with

they had no allies in the country to

success, lost all fear, and gave themselves up to inconsiderate joy. This
was soon espied by the Turkish chief,
who fell upon them in the middle of
the night, and forced them to evacuate
the place with total loss and discomfiture. Germano had only time to cause
the town to be fired in different places ;
in consequence of which, he had the
dismal satisfaction of seeing it reduced
to ashes.
.
:
3
After this disaster, a considerable
dispersion took place in the Greek

assist in throwing in provisions, were

army,

ed, composed of the leading men in the
country.

At the same time, they found

themselves numerous enough to lay
siege to the fortresses of Napoli de
Malvasia, Navarin, Tripolizza, and Pa-

tras. These sieges, indeed, were only
loose blockades, formed by crowds of
half-armed peasants, whostrolledabout
the ramparts, firing shots at random.

Thus, however, they confined to their
fortresses the Turkish troops, who, as

and

Germano

was

obliged

to

retire. By the month of July, howsoon reduced to considerable straits.
Patras was the first scene of active ver, he had reassembled and reinforced
operations. The Archbishop Germa- _ his bands, and was able again to march
no, combining the sword with the mi-

tre, had placed himself at the head of
a large body of his militant flock.
The Turkish Aga defended himself.

with skill and vigour, so that the place
was exposed to danger only by the
_ extreme zeal of the Governor of Co‘rinth, who, supposing it in real distress, sent a detachment

to reinforce

the garrison. This body, as it arrived in
sight of Patras, was surrounded, overpowered, and entirely cut to pieces.
The Turkish troops beheld this disaster of their comrades; they heard the
shouts, and songs of joy, which echoed
during the whole night in the Greek
camp.
These circumstances struck
them with discouragement and dismay,
while they worked up the minds of
the Hellenes to the daring purpose of

next day attempting to storm the fort~

to the attack of Patras.

For undis-

ciplined troops to attempt storming
the citadel, now

better fortified than

ever, seemed a most hopeless under-

taking ; but the governor, trusting 6௦ the precipitous character of the rock
on one side, had left it without any
defence but that of nature. The agile
mountaineers, taking advantage of a
stormy night, made their way up these
formidable steeps, and burst on the
astonished garrison. ‘The place was
soon taken, and only a few Turks made
their escape by sea to Lepanto. After
gaining, however, this important advantage, the Greeks were so careless
in keeping it, that Jussuf Pasha, having entered the Peloponnesus with
4000 or 5000 men, and pushed into,
Patras, found it unguarded, and retook it without resistance; nor have the
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Greeks ever since been able to regain
this important place.
At the first commencement of the insurrection, the Greeks had been head-

ed by Colocotroni, Mauro Michale, the
Archbishop Germano, and the Monk

Gregoras, and any person of talents

and note who happened to be at hand.
About the beginning of July, how-

ever, a new and more dignified person-

age appeared on the scene. This was
Demetrius Ipsilanti, the younger brother of Alexander. Demetrius, full of
the claims of his house to the throne
of the east, demanded the chief com-

mand, as his right in the room of his
absent brother, whom he almost an=
nounced as the future Emperor. Such
claims were not found to suit the views
of the rising republic ; but his name,
and the lustre which still surrounded
the enterprize of his brother, induced
the Greeks to invest him with the'title
of Generalissimo of the Morea. This

arrangement was of great advantage to
the cause. Demetrius, though young,

. was a man of cultivated mind and enJarged views; he aided greatly in combining into one plan the hitherto de-

sultory and merely local efforts of the

insurrection. At the same time he laboured, with slow but gradual success, to impart to his barbarous countrymen some portion of civilization,
and to infuse into their proceedings a
measureat least of that humanity which
characterizes the system of modern
warfare,
Soon after the arrival of Demetrius,
the Hellenic arms were crowned with
their first permanent success.
The

castle of Napoli de Malvasia, having

been closely invested since the beginning of the insurrection, was reduced
to the last extremities of famine. After having consumed every species of
food, even the vilest, which the place
contained, they seemed at last disposed
rather to perish than to yield to the
infuriate Greeks, Demetrius, how-

[Cwap,

ever, by pledging his honour, prevail.
ed upon them to accept a very favour.
able capitulation, by which the garri.
son were to be transported to the coast
of Asia. ‘The Greeks, however, were
too much disposed on these occasions
to act in such

a manner

as to afflict

their best friends. Fired with the dead.
liest antipathy against their oppressors,
scarcely were the keys of the place
delivered up to them, when they rush.
ed forward, to commence an indiscri-

minate massacre. It was at the hazard
of his own life that Demetrius was
able to save the Turkish garrison ; nor
was he able, though contrary to the
provisions ‘of the treaty, to preserve
the place from general plunder. At

length the garrison were embarked;

but the sailors, instead of conveyin
them, as promised, to the coast af
Asia Minor, threw them on the little

rock of Casso Nissi, where they must

have perished, but for the interposition of Bomford,

the French consul,

who procured their conveyance

to Scala

Nova. About the same time, the fort
of Navarius, on the eastern coast of
Messenia, surrendered, after a siege of

four months.

A similar capitulation

was granted, but was equally ill observed. Demetrius was so indignant
at this repeated infraction of engagements, that he publicly threatened to
desert altogether the cause of Greece.
These menaces stimulated the senates

to form a general Congress of the Morea, and the three islands, which constituted itself at Calamata, and did

everything in its power, to invest him
with the authority requisite to preserve discipline and subordination. — —
The Peloponnesians were now able
to turn their undivided attention to the
most important object which the peninsula presented—the reduction of
Tripolizza, its capital. In this capacity, as well as on account ‘of the
strength of its fortifications, it had
been the common centre, to which all

Car

11.4

the’ most

ன
opulent

்
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and distinguished

Turks resorted for refuge, and lodged

their treasures, as in a place or security. ‘The population was thus swelled to about 36,000 men, a large proportion of which were in arms. Nazir

Bey, the governor, considered himself
in full security. Besides the strength

- of the garrison, the place. was surrounded by fortifications, which, however imperfect, were completely proof
against the Greeks, notwithstanding

the acquisition of battering cannon,
which they had recently made at Malvasia and Nevarius. The scarcity of
provisions, though beginning to be
somewhat felt, was expected to be soon
relieved by the Ottoman fleet, which
-was already cruizing in these seas.
Amid this security, however, danger
was coming from an unforeseen and
unsuspected point. One quarter of the

fort was held by about 3000 Alba-

nians, a race inured to treachery, and

who, feeling little or no zeal in the
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night. The triumph of the Greeks
was at length complete; but a fatal
scene followed, over which liberty and
humanity must seek to draw a veil. It
is impossible

to’ deny

or to palliate

atrocities, which the enemies of the
Greeks made to resound throughout
Europe ; yet it is but fair to remark,

that the capture of a city by storm

can scarcely be made, even by a civil-

ized army, without serious excesses;
the soldiers claiming, even by the laws
of war, an almost unbounded licence.

In the present instance, the Greeks

were goaded, not only by the terrible

wrongs already enumerated, but they

had recently seen eighty of their
priests, that had been detained in the
fortress as hostages, inhumanly put to
death. The highest estimate of those
who perished is eight thousand, not

quite a fourth of the supposed’ popu-

lation, though it is added, we fear
with truth, that a proportion were of

the toils and privations to which their

a sex and age which ought to have
exempted them from every species of
outrage; and that death, in many instances, was aggravated by torture.

believed,

It is asserted

Turkish

service,

were

soon

tired

present situation exposed them.
that, under

of

It is

the influence of

to have

been the last

these motives, they entered into an en- very flagrant instance of this nature;
gagement with the Greek commanders, the troops becoming thenceforth more
to deliver up the place, upon being amenable to the voice of their chiefs,
merely allowed to march off with their. which continually urged a more civilarms and baggage. On the evening ized and humane system of warfare. —
of the 5th of October, a select body
_ The taking of Tripolizza formeda
of Greeks suddenly scaled the ram- new era in the history of the contest,
parts at this point, and hoisted the and brought a great accession: of restandard of liberty. Amid the dismay source and consolidation to the rising
occasioned by this spectacle, Coloco- state. They found in it very consitroni and Mauro Michale succeeded in derable treasures, and an’ ample store
forcing their. way into the city, and of all the munitions of war.
Their
turning against it the cannon of its troops, which before were only irreown batteries. The place was now gular assemblages of half-armed peataken ; but the Turks, as usual, still
maintained a terrible resistance in every

Street and in every house.

The as-

sailants were repeatedly forced to make
their way by setting fire to the houses ;

and, by the light of these flames, the

contest was prolonged throughout the

santry,

could now be equipped in the

full style of a regular army. A: gene=
ral amelioration was observed in the
whole aspect of the nation ; and, from

a horde of insurgent banditti, it began
to acquire the character of a regular
and civilized society.
ப் 2
்
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"The troops rendered’ disposable by
the reduction of Tripolizza, were di-

succeeded, with difficulty, in penetra.
ting through Thessaly. ‘The Greeky

rected partly upon Patras, and partly
upon Corinth. _ The siege of this last
place was pushed with peculiar vigour,

prepared themselves for a vigorous re.

on account of its forming, as it were,

the key of the Morea, since its possession would, in a great measure, shut
the peninsula against the invader.

The

town had been repeatedly penetrated ;
but the surrender of the citadel, named

the Impregnable, formed the brilliant
close of the present year. The gene- ral Congress, which had been transfer=
red from Argus to Epidaurus, was now
removed to Corinth. This body had
- just completed the plan of a general
constitution for Greece, which was not,
however, promulgated till the close of
January in the following year.
_ Thus the campaign in the Morea

had been almost one continued train

of success, which issued in the con=
version of a tumultuary insurrection,
into a regular and organized republic.
In the outer parts of Greece, more
directly exposed to Turkish inroad, the
scene had been much more chequered.
Athens, whose mighty name and monuments seemed to present almost entire the image of her ancient glory,
௫
shared the earliest movements of the
Greek nation. In the beginning of

May, the inhabitants, by a general ri-

sing, drove the Turks out of the city,
and obliged them to take refuge in

the Acropolis.

Although this point

could not be forced, yet the standard

of liberty floated on the Pirzus, and

a senate was installed, under the vene-

rable title of Areopagus.

Presently

the inhabitants of A ttica,arming them-

selves, to the number

of about 8000,

laid close siege to the Acropolis. These
antique bulwarks presented an impregnable front to the rude assailants ; but
the continuance of the blockade had

ண: it be இ
னப
distress,
when, in the
beginning
of July, a

Turkish division, under Omer

Beni

=
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sistance; yet, on the first approachof

the Turkish vanguard, they were seized
with one of those sudden panics to

which raw troops are liable. They fled |
in confusion, either to the mountains,
or to their ships. Athens returned
under the full dominion of the Turks, |
except that the flag of independence
still waved in the Pirzus.
In the
course of some months, however, the

Turks, receiving no reinforcements,
were gradually worn down by disease

|

and partial conflicts ; while the Greeks

rallied, and were reinforced by their
victorious countrymen in Thessaly and

the Morea.

They were at length ena-

bled to advance upon Athens in such
force, that Omer judged it necessary
to evacuate the

the citadel.

town,

and retire into

The Greeks made despe-

rate efforts to carry it ; but, though
they had established themselves at the

very foot of the parapet, they were
unable to mount the rock, and were

obliged to trust to blockade for the |.
reduction of this post.
In this state
of things, the year closed.
Ttis gras |

tifying that the war at this point was
marked by no violence or atrocity on
either side. At the instance of the
British ambassador, the Porte had
given directions, that the magnificent
ruins of Athens should, if possible, be

kept entire. This direction was strictly observed; and what was still more
important, the laws of humanity were
respected in all the combats which
took place on the spot rendered sacred
by the remains of Athens.
ட்
That extensive territory, reaching
from the Morea to Macedonia, which
was chiefly occupied by the ancient

Thessaly, had made no delay in declaring for the cause of independence.
The wide plains, of which it was chief
ly composed, were

traversed in many

parts by lofty chains, which afforded

|
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| favourable points for the operations of
irregular infantry. A chief here arose,
exactly suited to the wants of this rude
warfare.
Odysseus, or, as we still
translate it, Ulysses, notwithstanding
his celebrated name, had been hitherto

distinguished only as chief of a band
of robbers, who haunted the mountainous tracts between Thessaly and
Albania.
In this character he might
have lived and died, had not propi-

tious fate given him a cause to defend,
his exploits in which raised him to the

rank of a hero. As soon as the standard of independence was raised, Ulysses was acknowledged as its chief ; and
the numerous forces assembled under
it, soon enabled him to overrun nearly
- the whole of Thessaly, and to threaten
Larissa, its capital. This territory,
however, lay too near to the centre of
Turkish power, to be abandoned to its
fate. Successive reinforcements were
poured in from Macedonia and Roumelia, which relieved the capital, and

obliged Ulysses to take up a defensive

position. The train of events is now
indistinct and various. The steeps of
Tempe, of Parnassus, and of Pindus,
once the chosen seats of the Muses, now

afforded a sacred refuge to the cham‘pions of liberty. Thermopyle again
became the bulwark

of Greece;

and

its defenders, if they could not altogether bar the passage of the invader,
at least made him suffer such loss, as
to cripple his subsequent exertions.
The close of the year found the Greeks
Masters of the greater part of Thessaly; they had reducéd

the citadel of

Thebes, recovered Levadia, and began
to place Larissa again in a state of
alarm.
Macedonia,

;
in its plains, and in its

mountains of Athos and Olympus,
contained a numerous Greek population, which rose in arms as soon as the
trumpet of liberty was heard to sound,
Having assembled a numerous force,
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they prepared to form the siege of Salonica. This city, enriched by an extensive trade, particularly that carried
on by land with the interior of Austria, formed a sort of capital of modern
Greece. It is supposed to contain a population of 70,000souls. The capture of
sucha place would have been a decisive
blow in favour of the cause. The enemy, however, made immediate exertions to avert this catastrophe. All
the disposable troops were drawn from
Roumelia ; the whole Mussulman population of Salonica were put under
arms ; even the Jews were induced, by
their superior hatred of the Christians,
to enlist for the first time under the
banners

of Mahomet.

The

Greeks,

though still superior in number, yet,
being ill armed, and wholly destitute
of artillery, could not resist the shock
of the Ottoman force. They were defeated with great slaughter in two
successive actions, and finally obliged
to take shelter in the peninsula of Cassandra, which they had fortified. The
Pacha, having

attacked them

in this

position, was repulsed with loss, and
obliged to give up the attempt.
It was very difficult, however, for
the Greeks to maintain themselves in
a quarter at which all the reinforcements from the interior of Turkey first
arrived. In the end of October, a large
army was formed, and placed under
the command

of Mahommed,

a new

Pacha, possessed of uncommon vigour
and energy. This chief proceeded to:
attack the intrenched lines, with which

they covered the peninsula.

On the

9th of November, the first assault was

iven ; but so obstinate was the deence, that he was obliged to retire in

disorder. On the 12th, however, he
returned with fresh troops, particularly of horse. After a desperate struggle, the line was forced, particularly
by
a charge of cavalry. The Greeks then
could no longer contend against supe=
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they made desperate at-

chalic of the Morea, Chourschid, once

tempts to defend the village of Cas-

Grand Vizier, and a chief of high re.
putation. They placed under his com.

sandra,

and ‘several forts which

they

had erected’; but this vain resistance
tended only to prolong the slaughter.
Three thousand of this unfortunate nation are supposed to have perished in
this dreadful combat; a vast number
were taken, and sold as slaves in the

mand all the troops and Pachas in
Ma.
cedonia, Thessaly, and Albania, and
assured him of having 50,000 men at
his disposal. Chourschid made no dev
layin assuming the command, and pro.
ceeding to the theatre of action. Ha

market of Salonica; a few escaped by

ving placed himself at the head of

sea to Skiothos. வ்
:
The Pacha now turned his arms:
against Mount Athos, called by the

troops, he was not long of driving bac!

Ali into his own fortresses, Letharit.

moderns Monte Santo; to whose re-

na,

Just, however, as the cld tyrant

cesses a considerable portion of the
Greeks, after their original defeat, had:
fled for shelter, Before proceeding to
action, however, he made them an of-

was

reduced

fer of being allowed to depart upon the

payment ௦8 250,000 piastres. The
Greeks, though intrenched in very
strong positions, were so overawed by
the fate of their countrymen, that they
accepted the'conditions, and hastened
their retreat to more fortunate climes.

The Pacha, by a mixture of vigour and
clemency, succeeded in putting down
all the minor insurrectional movements; and Macedonia was finally reduced'to a state of full submission to
Turkish dominion:
,
The only remaining continental theatre of war was in Albania.. We have
formerly seen’ how Alli, after being reduced to the last extremity, had succeeded in’ obliging the Turkish commander’to raise the blockade of Jani_ ha, and to retire upon Arta; and had
thus begun in some degree to retrieve
his affairs. At the same time, a differ-

ence arose between Ismail Pacha and
the Suliotes, who demanded a greater
measure of independence than he chose
to consent to; and they were thus in-

duced, if not to act in strict concert

with him, at least to operate a diversion in his favour.

The Porte, mean-

time, dissatisfied with the slow pro_ gress of this war, called from the Pa-

the

za, and the castle on the lake of Jani

to extremity, the great

Greek explosion burst forth ; and the
attention of Chourschid was distracted
by the blaze of insurrection on every
side. Ali, a second Proteus, proclaim.

ed himself the champion of liberty ; it
was even published, that he was ready
to become

a, Christian, and to devote

faith. The
how their.
the sword
ous chief,

Greeks, however, mindful
blood’ had flowed beneath’
of this cruel and treachers!
declined, imprudently pers

himself to defend and avenge this new

haps, to enter into any close combina:

tion, or. even to take any direct mea

sures for his relief. They, therefore,
merely pursued their own private ends”
against the now common enemy; lea
ving him to reap the benefit as he best
could.
ரி
The whole nation of the Suliotes,
so

well known for the most desperate bra-”
very, were now in arms. ‘Fhey redu- }
ced Salona, and were preparing to form
the sieges of Arta

and Preveza.

To

relieve these places, as well as to throw
succours into Thessaly and the Morea,
Chourschid was obliged to detach large
portions of the force with which he:

was acting against Ali. He thus pres

vented the Suliotes and their allies
from effecting anything of imports
ance; but, at the same time, he had
his own operations crippled; so that
the greater part of the year passedin
1%
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mutual marches and movements, without any decisive result. The confederates, however, benefited greatly by the
arrival from the Morea of Alexander
Mauro Cardato, a Greek of high fa-

mily, and whose ancestors had reigned
over Moldavia and Wallachia. Though

not possessed of much military expe-

rience, he was a man of extensive information, and great political address.
He had, therefore, a most beneficial in-

fluence in combining and directing the
varied elements, of which this western

confederacy was composed.
auspices,

a senate,

Under his

consisting of the

principal inhabitants, was formed, first
and a

Se

at Suli, and then at Urachori;

communication for mutual aid was
formed with Thessaly. Mauro Cardato himself was afterwards raised to the

nae >

On
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Senate of Greece.

presidency of the General Legislative

Sn

Towards the close of the campaign,

both parties seemed to determine upon
performing some exploit of imports

ance. Chourschid, having obtained reinforeements,

pressed Aliso close, that,

in the end of November,

he became

master of Letharitza, one of his two
remaining fortresses, and left him only
his last hold, the castle on the lake of
Janina. While he was busy in’ this undertaking, the confederates, on their
side, were no less active. They united
all their forces to attack Arta, the

most important sea-port on this coast.
It was defended by

a large force, un-

der the command of Hassan Bey, and
of Ismail Pascho Bey, who had been
now long employed in this quarter.
The Turkish troops came out and gave
battle, which was most furiously contested. The left wing of the Greeks
was nearly overwhelmed by the numerous cavalry of Hassan; but the

nght wing, being victorious, came to
its aid,
in their
general
VOL,

and finally decided the battle
favour. Next day, they made a
attack in thetown; and, though
XIV. PART 1.
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the Turks defended themselves with

the greatest

obstinacy

in the streets

and houses, the desertion of a body of
Albanians turned the day entirely
against them, and they were obliged
to retreat into the citadel. The Greeks,
having received some reinforcements,

and having unsuccessfully offeredterms,

hesitated not to undertake the storm
of that fortress. It was tolerablystrong,
and well defended by cannon; but the
assailants had established themselves so

close to the rampart, that the artillery
could not play with effect.

The two

Greek chiefs, Ranghos and Hiscos,
placing themselves at the head of their
troops, scaled the heights, and hoisted.
the ensign of the cross on both sides
of the fort. The defence was still des-

perate; but the place was finally carried, a great part of the garrison put
to the sword, and the rest made prisoners. ‘Che Greeks, unable to forget
old enmities, treated very ill the Albanians who had come over to them in
the course of this conflict; and, by this
repetition of a similar conduct after the
siege of Tripolizza, imprudently cut
the thread of an alliance which might
have proved of the greatest benefit to
the cause. The present campaign was
terminated by this exploit, destined to

be followed, in the commencement

of

next year, by other events still more
critical.
Having thus traced the varied for-

tunes of continental Greece, we have
now only to notice some detached in-

sular theatres of war.

The principal

was Candia. The Candiot Mussulmen
were distinguished, beyond all the other
Ottoman subjects, by an excess of bi-

gotry and ferocity.

The unfortunate

Greeks, who inhabited the cities and
sea-ports of this large island, were
held in the most cruel thraldom, and

exposed to every species of outrage.

In the interior, however, there was
quite a different Greek race, called the
s

*
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occupied the moun-

tains and high. plains, and subsisted by
pasturage and hui ting. Brave,and con-

stantly. au REP bey maintained. a rude
an
a Ind pendence, 1 in which the
‘urks we ch
ed to acquiesce., Nei~
ae lasses shewed < at. first any

tion to, share the general move»

ment FoF0 sh ain “The
eitondage
ANGIEunder
A Rant
fo
which

Greeksof the
ust. bythe

they. groaned;

their spirits, brooken
by slavery,had not
energy enough tomake

any

attempt to

effect their own deliverance. "Che Sfac-

chiotes again, $0 long ;as they were deft
முல்க்

in the; possession, of their

ative plains, at (ப ‘Aills,. made little in-

படட as to, what was,

passing in other

parts |

he tyrannical

“empiri

Ba
the government broke this
eee
general order, issued
al
D
of the revol ution, to
வஸு al the Cree
in the empire,

reached Crete only about the beginning
of
June ; and
it was put in execution
without, ciesulty,.in
regard to those
iakehiing the towns.and, sea-coast.
Turk 85, however, had the teme-

a SAEED 1 at enforcement also
against th e, Sac chiotes.... Notice was

ie

்

thechil
chi
of their tribes, that

the arms in,their possession should
os
கண்வ
ணன் eure ttn at
severest.chastisement.

The
abe Sesh
1

ms at first, a cour-

எவ்வம் the ex2௨ was impossible,

‘or at et fatal to டட that, without
எலினா cand, not டர் themselves
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but were defeated with great slaugh.|
‘ter; and in a short time Canea, and,
-all the towns in the island, were close.
ly blockaded, and were kept in.that

state through the rest. of the year,
without either the Turks being: abl
to relieve, or the Greeks to red: ட்
one of theme...

tall

_ Cyprus, the ancient
sures. and graces, was st

aril

ed by the indolent and voluptuoous cha,

racter. of its inhabitants.. The TTurks
and(Ce who were-here nearly. jy ;
equal number, lived ina state of unin

unknown in,any, other part either
of the
islands or continent. There, was.evey

appearance, therefore, that. the, storm,

which was desolating the rest.
of the
empire, would, pass., oer shale beady
It.came upon them, however, from an

unexpected quarter.. ‘The. Pachas:al
Syria, dreading a rebellion.
ர

similar to that of Samos andC
collected a force of 12,00
ine
threw it upon theisland. T 26¢ troops,
either old soldiers of Dijezzar, or bane
ditti from the bordering, Arab deserts,
arrived in full confidence of havi

portunity to satiate themselves with

ood and plunder. They soon: begat
to commit. individual assassination, an

acts of rapine; and, finding:|
Aga had not firmness to punish these,
gradually went into a system oe
criminate pillage.

The Greeksw

-not only robbed, but treated with every)
species of outrage, and ere
|
the slightest provocation.
enmity was shewn towards their priests) _

gainst the wild beasts with which: all | , the

objects of their highestve

எவன்

ir quarters,were infested, This re- . These excesses, which began
ply was met. by reiterated menaces, ca, were spread to Neiosiaand. Tan
unless . he. mandate ofthe Por
gusta, by detachments, which soon
immediately௦complied..with,.,
ted the original Mussulman: garrisons|
Fire now, struck into the Sfacchiotes ;. they imitate their enormities. ‘Thus Cyprvs
:
ene with each,other, and de- merely. iin consequence of its passive
termined. to | vindicate. by. their. arms and. unoffending character, continued
themselves, ththe continued possession during the whole year, a prey to!
of them. | "The, Mussulmen met them, _ greatest calamities, Rhodes experiet
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sat

and theTurks,
how,

: aoe ra

ted

readful: “pate awaited

e ௦. “ 1. :

nity mansion of
ம fan leo tion
at Pera’and retired’ to: his’ ¢osityty
house, where; dei sey by i ng all 3communi:
nie

submitted; than

“others who opposed’ the most violent
‘and determined resistance, ©.

மே

While? all'the mountains; seas, “a
_ ed the arrival 4
‘ ‘islands of Greece, were the theatre: of The ் 8060100004 ati
se
cage ‘Bee
: fierce and terrible~ conflict; the Divan come more distant than பம ல
the
12 Tage ‘of the people, inflamed
பக
ated |‘by negoti tioni
meee

j These

of the: Sere

‘interests “

were viewed

w:

a of the’ fleet,
i,

giety by | Greece, and b

On‘ them wai
tion, whether’

‘suspen
ussia| was to

fail hers

ambition, when, byந் joining *héer’arms

‘to'thosé of the Greeks;

she:

was supposed, imare!

fo ‘the Ottoman’ capital.

ரreiteratin

~

ight, it

at +t

கண்ணன் அமிthe மேல)

ர that religion »

|

proud

C=

‘the

denn

eH 83

121102
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ட

mentation was: excited. I w
ingly a
and would”:
Peper
நக
corpo
ae i and tro
Fale have “beer” c
0 10

_justifyiin aeits

‘Seven Towers and ர் iat
Sof
she probably’ floated inthe

wh

coer

‘ministerey: Serious ¥e

ited to the fugitive revolter
Falflment of the treaties regpectin the
(Greeks; and ‘the reparation of the in| juries which they had suffered, she referred |to the period when’ the’ whole
of that rebel nation’ should have laid
down their arms.

‘silence ;’ but’ ae

ed his ' pass;

நி? “The “Ba

Rass with’
ela

ஆசா

mleéss a
mi
ved ‘it
e,s with his

of that't

shared’ with

iy ‘ust:

ormer

specified, and for two da’
க்ப் ca the
Ottoman “government
Pe

த பப்டி instance,

the highest indignation

ae a

1
immediately
gai cancion For ‘the period

Th

‘sion'seemed the more’ “probable, “as
| ஞ்ச்ணன்1 26ம்)

jean Sb saath es

6

ed

gave rise

“The Russians, on

assadorsy

“ports:
°t
|

the other hand, announced; ‘that, so
long as the Porte persevered-in« ‘her

é

ப்பட career, Russia would not cease
to
afford shelter to the victims of her

©

ey ‘The continued exchange of suc

induced

©

ப odereccting

excesses committed

-by the lowest popu ces whichtl
considerable pitch of irritation, which vernment had neers prevent.
roMises
was heightened-by several-acts:of vio- ‘“At>the) same time,

“hotes worked up the two parties toa

69
lence towards: individuals, whom Stro- were sreiterated,-which had- பயில்
1

been. made, eventual upon the final
putting

the

down of the insurrection, and

பன்ற

up of Michael Luzzo

and his adherents. The Russian ambassador, however, conceived, that this
note, having been delayed beyond the
time prescribed, could not now be received, or even afford a ground for de-

laying his departure.

On the 31st

July, he set sail for Odessa.

An extraordinary emotion was felt
throughout Europe at this event,which
seemed to prognosticate an immediate
rupture, and the approach of the fatal
era of Ottoman downfal. England
and Austria, above all, the one in a
maritime, the other in a territorial

view, trembled at such a gigantic accession to the already colossal power

of Russia, Their ambassadors at the
Porte spared no pains to induce this
haughty and barbarous potentate to

adoptaconciliatory course, more suited
to his weakness and the perilsby which
he was surrounded. Lord Strangford;

who, by his address, had succeeded in
gaining an influence beyond that of
any other diplomatist, obtained several
important concessions. An embargo,

which had been laid upon the Russian

vessels at Constantinople, was taken

off, and a general amnesty proclaimed
for the Greeks who should submit.

The Pacha of Ibrail, who had been

guilty of the most horrible outrages in
allachia,was changed. Lord Strangford then undertook to transmit to St
Petersburgh the note intended for, but
refused by, M. Strogonoff, with such

observations from himself as might favour its acceptance.
. Whatever might be the skill and di.
ligence employed to. avert the dreaded
rupture, they would probably have been

unavailing,
had not other circumstances
produced an entire change in the views

of the Russian cabinet. The ambition

of conquest had yielded to the dread

of losing actual power, in consequence
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of the popular spirit, now fermenting
throughout Europe. Alexander, esta.|
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blished as head of the monarchical al.

liance, placed now his glory in the ful.)

filment of the obligations imposed by

A
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this character.
Instead, therefore, of}
catching at the tempting prospects of)

fered by a Turkish war, he sion
a note to the cabinets, stating’ his rea)
diness to abstain from hostilities, pro.
vided they could point out any other
method, by which he could obtain}
those conditions which the honour of
the crown, the maintenance of treaties,
humanity, and the protection of the
Christian religion, rendered it his duty

to exact from the Porte.
This note drew the anxious consideration of the European cabinets;
and, in a meeting, which took place at
Hanover,

between

Prince Metternich

and the Marquis of Londonderry,
measures were concerted for fulfilling
its object. Instructions were sent to
their ambassadors to use every means,
at once of obtaining concessions from
the Porte, and of

persuading Russia to

be satisfied with them. In the month)
of October, a note. was transmitted
from

Russia,

repeating

the demands

formerly made. More than a month,
however, elapsed, before Lord Strang: | ford could prevail on the Turkish cabinet to send an answer. He obtained,
however, the dismissal of the Reiss
Essendi, and the substitution of a more

moderate character. At length, onthe
10th December, the new Reiss Essendi delivered to Lord Strangford a note,
couched in more moderate terms than
any hitherto communicated. The Porte
now agreed to waive, for the present,
what it called its just pretensions, relative to the delivery of its rebellious
subjects who had found refuge in Russia. Although it could not evacuate

Moldaviaand Wallachia, without delivering up those provinces to anarchy,
it promised’ to maintain in them only
17

்

்
a
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circumstance.
bear the blame of all the disasterswhich
The revolutions of the peninsula and ‘ befal under his sway. The high parof Italy, had suggested to all armies tizans of Spain ascribed to the weakthe idea of becoming the champions
ness. of A pedaca the distressed state of
' of liberty. This impression, blended, their affairs. They were thus impelperhaps, with hopes of personalaggran- led into measures very inconsistent

ஷாக்

eS ஆ

by a very unexpected

dizement, worked on the mind of Don
_ Augustin Iturbide, a native of Mexi-

co, and commanding a regiment almost
_ entirely composed of Creoles. About
_ the beginning of January, he and this
| regiment suddenly disappeared, and
were soon after announced as having

joined the insurrectionary bands in the
province of Mexico. Another colonel,
of the name of Cavaleri, followed his
example, and, on the 24th February,

So unanimous was this resolution, and

they published the basis of a new political arrangement for the Mexican
empire. The terms were, that New

so well concerted the plan, that Apodaca found himself in no condition to

old, under a limited and constitutional
monarchy; that the King, Don Fer-

claration, in which he professed himself content with the safety of his person and family, and with having the
means provided for him of returning to

{| ‘Spain should be independent of the
dinand VII.,

should

be

Emperor

of

‘Mexico, provided he should choose to
come and reside there; if not, the crown

should be conferred upon any one of
the princes of his family, who might
_ comply with this condition. An army
_was to be formed, called the Army of
the Three Guarantees, which were of
_the Catholic religion, of the indepenlence of Mexico, and of the union be_ tween Americans and Europeans.

le

with those high principles of authority

and subordination which it was their
pride to support. An association of
the principal officers was formed, in
which it was determined to divest
A.podaca of all his functions, and send
him back to Spain, nominating in his
room Don Francis Novella, whom they
highly esteemed for his popular talents,
and attachment to the mother country.

_ After this declaration, all the Inde-

resist, and was obliged to publish a de-

Spain ; and

that he left all power in

the hands of Signor Novella. Novella

then gave out a proclamation, in which

€ felt on
35201 1

he expressed the satisfactic
account of the ‘confiden 6

him ; exhorted all classes
to c na
of
for the maintenance
)

the் good cause,
ற்

Brav

stancy an

் 600204 1010689120 ged themselves, with- integrity
(
out
hesitation, tinder Iturbide, who _ glorious
found himself soon atthe headof20,000
௦

or 25,000 men.

The governor Apo-

_ daca lost no time in sending agai

.,, allthe disposabletroops, compo

_a force with which Iturbide.

‘

ture to cope in the field ழம்!
;

ven=
opera=

& On a vast extent of territory, he.

ried on with such advantagea deultory and skirmishing warfare, tha
royalists were soon obliged to give

up the open country, and shut them-

“selves up in the fortified towns.
An unfortunate ruler must usually

09]

0

fait

abe

|

O’Donoju,

exp

fact, before the installatic

jal
| Novella,

he had landed at Vera Cruz. He found
that place closely blockaded

by the

ndependent force, under St Ana,
‘which had even more than once penetrated into the city; and, though it

had

been

hitherto

repulsed

by

the
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brave exertions of

General

Davilla,

yet the whole country, between. the

sea-port
and Mexico, wasin the hands
of the enemy, and the communications

cut off. Even if he could penetrate to

Mexico,
he had no means or certainty

of enforcing his authority against No-

vella, whom his fellow officers had

:

chosen in a manner which they. were
not likely easily to retract... Under
these considerations, O’Donoju formed the resolution, cereals yery con-

to the

purpose of

his mission, to

ae with fence ; and this step he

endeavoured, though, as might have

been foreseen, without success, to jus-

tify to the government, at home.

He

ரல

chief,,.and/the real: directioniof) al]
i
dogo» ot
airs.
[
ஈரம்ம்
ஊறு

This agreement: being. concluded; it
was announced; to Novella, ‘who was |
called upon.in.consequence
to lay:down |

his usurped-authority, and:to:open the
gates of the-capital. “Novella held this
demand greatly at nought, and de.
nounced O*Donojuias) the real traitor

to.his country.) [turbide; whovexpect. |

ed nothing: else;.was already:in march

to. carry the treatyintoveffect,
by force |
of.arms.| A. check,, however, which he

experienced in» the neighbourhoodof

Mexico, taught) him: the: necessitylof

adhering
to his former:system
of ha. |

rassing and desultory warfare.

The

alleged the hopelessness of a successful details are not known ;\but the result
issue, and the calamities in which it was, that Novella, finding himself near.
involved thousands of opulent families ly blocked up in Mexico, with all the
in both continents. In pursuance of inhabitants of the country, and the
this resolution, he repaired to Cordo- majority even of those in the capital,
-va, where an agreement was formed, hostile to him, judged it necessarto
y ॥
which was less a treaty than an un- give up the cause. On the 27th Sep.
qualified acquiescence in all the views tember, he entered into a capitulation
,|
of Iturbide. The basis was similar to ‘by which he merely stipulated
the !

that of the project already formed on safe embarkation of himself
and his”
the 24th February,

by

a member

of the royal family

of

Spain, only on condition of residence.

AA junto, composed of the chief per-

sons in the empire, was to be formed,
and to take immediate steps for assem-

bling the Cortes, At the same time,

itsons,
wag into name a regency of three perwhose hands the executiv
e go-

vernment was to be placed, till it should

be seen how the Spanish princes would

receive the offer made to them. Q’Do-

troops.

On the 27th September, the « Army

| of the Three

Guarantees”? made its

triumphal entry into the capital of |
Mexico. A complete apparent unani«
mity marked this. great crisis in the
history of the western hemisphere. As
the successive divisions, upwards of

15,000. strong, passed through the

streets of the celebrated capital, they
were hailed by the universal acclamatiens of the multitude. The event was
celebrated by a grand

festival, andit
- Roju agreed to, use his authority with all those religious. ceremonie
s whi
the troops then in Mexico, to induce the
Catholic religion appropriates
to
them to quit it on an honourable ca rejoicing. Iturbide issued:a
proclama

gh he reied the le of Vicemethouro
sply

pitulation. For himself,
Scenes

PEED

SW it
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tion appears to haye

ஆகு

|
ப

tion, in which he congratulated the

Mexicans on the peaceful manner in

e n made in his which
so great a-revolution: had. been
favour, except that he should be a effected,
exhorted them to strict union,
member of thehe junto, while Iturbide
speedy convocation
promised
and
retaine
d the office of commander-in- of the Cortes, the
we
and the formation
ofa

ee

establishing Mexico as independent, and to be governed

ரி
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code of laws, which should secure the
national liberty. He concluded with
a declaration, probably very little sincere sf All ask is, that you respect
the laws ; that you allow me'to return
to: the bosom of my beloved family,
and that you sometimes recollect your
friends’? 3820104
(145
பப
. ஒடுஉல்£80௦ன,

‘only ten days

after this revolution, O’Donoju died.
This:event, occurring at 'so‘critical a

moment, could not, it was supposed,
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in haste to ‘commit itself against the
other ;—on the one side, San Martin,
with the Chilian army, and the fleet
under Lord Cochrane; ‘on the other,

Pezuela, the viceroy, with ‘a superior

military force, but’ with the disadvantage of acting in a country, of which

the inhabitants were generally hostile
tohim. The Spanish officers, not duly
allowing for this circumstance, imputed it to Pezuela’s want of energy,
‘that he had not before triumphed over

be ‘imputed: to mere natural causes.
Some ascribed it to poison, administered by-Iturbide, in order to rid himself
of a dangerous competitor;
while

the inferior forces of the enemy. By
a' conspiracy similar to that, which

others supposed. that O’ Donoju him-

to abdicate, and ‘placed
in his room

ken; and mortified at the little consideration with which he was treated,

full confidence. Lia Serna’s first movement was, to send a detachment, under
General Ricaforte,
to attack the body

self, repenting the course he had ta-

fell a victim to his chagrin.
Iturbide,

thus freed

from

rivalry,

disposed all things at his pleasure. His
, Partizans even held out the idea of
| proclaiming him Emperor; and for this
| there appeared more room, when there
_ was received from Spain an entire re| jection of the arrangement of the Three
Guarantees.

Nothing, however, could

be done, with any shew of legality, till
the assemblage of the Cortes, which, at

the close of the present year, the Mexi-

can people were busied inelecting. Iturbide, meanwhile, lost no time in taking

Measures to revive industry and commerce, which had suffered deeply under the continuance of internal commotion.

His most important measure,

and one highly useful, was, to allow the
free import and export of all goods,
- with very few exceptions, among which
bullion (that jealous object of Spanish
Testriction) was not included. |
In-Perv, the other’ grand branch

of the Hispano-American empire, the

some months afterwatds took place at

Mexico, they compelled the Viceroy

La Serna, a general who enjoyed their

of troops

stationed
at Pesio under

Arnales.

San Martin, however,

had

time to reinforce them with three battalions before the enemy came up. At
Pisco a battle took place, which was

maintained on both sides with the
greatest obstinacy, but it terminated
in the total rout and destruction of
the division of Ricaforte, He himself
was wounded, and his whole force
either killed or taken, with the excep-

tion of a yery few detached cavalry,
who made their escape to Lima. At
that capital, the dismay of the one
party, and the exulting hopes of the

other, knew then no bounds. San Mar-

tin did not allow his foes to breathe,

but marched direct upon Lima, scattering proclamations, addressed கடு...

every class of the inhabitants, even
the women. La Serna, in these circumstances, judged it-no longer possible to attempt maintaining himself at
Lima; but, on the 6th July, evacuated
that city, and marched to take up @

power of the mother country was;even

position in the mountain tracts of Up-

Were in presence, without either being

in Callao, the post which was capable
of standing a siege.

at the.commencement of the year, ina
tottering condition. ‘The two parties

_

per Peru. He left a garrison, however,
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“On the: 10th July, San Martin, with
the liberating army; entered Lima, and

-was hailed by the sincere acclamations

of the majority of the inhabitants. He

assumed the title of Protector
abolished all distinctions of
and colour, and declared free
should be born thenceforth in

pire, of whatever parents.

of Peru,
country
all who
the em-

At the

same time, he nominated a junto, un-

der whose auspices the Act of Inde-

pendence was drawn up, and signed

by the principal inhabitants, at the

head of whom was the venerable Archbishop of Lima.
்
La Serna, meantime, being joined
by another division, under Canterac,
conceived himself in a condition to at-

. tempt offensive operations,

Canterac,

being dispatched with a large force,
ட threw succours
into Callao, and mena- ced Lima, which was filled with alarm.

» A difference
of opinion now arose be© tween Lord Cochrane and San Mar» tins: thecformer, ‘always bold and en» terprizing, urged an immediate attack

upon: the; royalist. general, while San
“Martin conceived that this would be
_ putting ‘affairsto unnecessary hazard,
»and that want of provisions would soon
oblige Callao .to:surrender.- It surrendered,in fact, onthe 22d: September,

REGISTER,
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[[Caap, 19
freed from

the

presence of a troublesome rival, now
arranged everything according to hig
own views. He formed a marine, the
command of which he gave to Captain

Guise, a personal enemy of Cochrane,
On the 8th October, he issued, from
his protectorial palace, a ‘* Provisional
Statute for the Administration of the
Free Departments of Peru.”
This
statute consisted in centring in him.
self, without control, all the powers
of administration. He commanded the

forces by sea and land, could increase
or diminish the military and naval
force, impose taxes, contract loans,
-conclude treaties, make peace or war,
Thisconstitution was saidto “ emanate

from the empire of necessity, and tlie
exigence of the public interest.” It was \
to continue till independence should be
‘declared through the whole extent of
Peru, when a Congress was to be call.

ed to establish a form of government

which might appear best suited to the
welfare of the state...
Hts

i

1

of

We left Cozumsra in such,a state, |
that only one finishing stroke;
was
wanting,

pendence.

to put the seal to/its, inde-

That finishing stroke;was

given in the battle of Calabosa,,...Bo-

_the garrison:
being: allowed. to march livar, having refreshed) and recruited
yout with-their arms:and effects, ).The ! his army, advanced such demands,a
“capitulation,
however; being concluded induced La Torre the Spanish .gene»without:any concertwith! the admiral, ral, on the 10th April, to declareithe
proved amew, source of discord, Lord
truce at anend. By the 23d June, Bo‘\Cechrane>also complained’ that. his livar had united his three divisions in
crews had obtained no share of that the plains) of Tinaquillo, while: La
booty;in hope of which they had:cros- Torre held his army in a position al»sed'so many seas, and endured such hard- most innaccessible, and strengthened
ships. Seeing no prospect of obtaining - by artillery, near Calabosa. The forces
-redress
from the ‘‘ Protector of Peru,’

» which were. to. decide ithe destiny of
this great country were about 6000
of 600,000; dollars: which. he, held. on each side.
‘The daring Paez'sucfrom the government of Chili, and:sent,, ceeded in guiding his division through

he idistributed among: his) sailors part

' back the rest ;\he then set sail inisearch.,
of-some Spanish ships»of war which

a narrow. ravine. to, ‘the left, which
brought him upon the right flank of

were understood ito: be cruizing in. the enemy... This division consiste
those seas.

18.

320

»,only of two battalions of Spanish foot,

12.]
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‘under Colonel » point of his'accepting-its General San-

olPérriers 3 yet, without waiting for the
iyest/of ‘the troops, he threw himself
eapon them.” In half an hour the conflict
was decided. The Spanish army
in
tally routed, and fled, with the
is of more than half i
killed; wounded, and’ prisoners. €
888௦,
commander of ‘another Columbia divi My in despair at seeing’ it
“ijmpossible that “his ‘troops’ should’ar{

-‘tander was appointed’ Vice-President.
‘The seat of government ‘was'transfer‘red to Santa Fé de Bogota, ‘probably

“in order to be’ nearer the frontier of
Pern
sat

'

Bsisinsh
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Buznos Ayres shared in the gene~ral-good fortune of America, by seeing the termination of its internal dis-

»*sensions,’ Ramirez, commander of the

slfive intime, and impélled by ‘headlong “ provineial; or federal army, having apstwalowr, ‘rushed forward*‘individually,: “proached Buenos Ayres, was attack‘sand, coming upon amass of hostile in- ed, totally defeated, himself killed, and

“Mfantry;*perished
on the field, “It was
with difficulty that ‘the Spanish

-shis’ head

sent into Buenos Ayres,

com- “token of victory.

in

A negotiation was

“mafider, with a wreck of his’ troops, ~ then entered into with the provincial

‘could regain Puerto Cabello.
‘The war might now be considered

authorities,

the result of which was,

that the whole of the provinces, with

as ended.
Bolivar, however, still’ offered an armistice to La Torre, but
on such terms, that it was rejected by

the exception of Monte Video, should
be united into one republic ; that the
first federal constitution, which had

dent army then invested at once Car“thagena, Cumana, and Puerto Cabello, The first yielded in the end of
September, the second in the end of

Provinces of La Plata, should be provisionally established; that deputies
should be immediately named for a
general congress at Cordova, for the
purpose of revising the ancient constitution, and making the requisite mo-

the Spanish general.

October.

formed the republic of the United

‘The indepen-

Puerto Cabello,

however,

now the last strong-hold of Spanish
domination,

held

out,

and

the

difications, before:submitting it to the

inde-

pendents were even obliged to raise

the blockade of this place.”
The General Congress met, according to appointment, on the 1st January, ~
1821, at Rosario de Cucuta. It sanc- «
tioned the union

of the whole of this

general accéptanceoof=the: provinces.
A’ good» understanding»:
being thus

established,
Buenos Ayres, which, for
more> tham a” year, had been’ like a

blockaded’ city, opened its ‘communi“cations anew with the'vast provinces

"Partof America into one republic, un- “of the interior

‘de the name of Columbia.

by which
the pitacies:

It loaded ts coasts had: been ‘infested were supநாகம் ‘commerce; andievery branch

* with honours the generals, ‘who; under®

‘public prosperity,
began to'revive.

tg eyé, achieved the final independence

SOF the state.
© iborganized
‘ed nearly
"the United®

300 10
0௦4
ய்
8
In the course of theiyear, |"
oBrazis, though the: present year
@ néw constitution, form
didi not? closevits connexion’ with:the
aceording
to the ‘medel o
States. ‘The ‘legislative » lsmother*country; sexperienced yet the

“power “was'

vested’

௦

in’a “Senateand‘

3

inomost importantirevolutions/incher

‘Representatives’; ௭6 ௦2 ternal ‘economy! ! ‘The King; though

© Cutive;
in’a President’and Vice-Presi-!

othe had

ஜவ

énforced ‘consent to

ygoofia®
popular
“dent? The first’ of these dignities was the sestablishment)
“conferred upon Bolivar ;and, though

he modestly wished to decline so ar-

vernment in Portugal, sought still to

keep his Transatlantic subjects beneath -

*
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the yoke of absolute power.
however,

was out

of ‘the

This,

question,

when, to their former eager desire for
liberty, was’ added the example of European Portugal.) Bahia, the'city of
Brazil which ranks next in importance
to Rio Janeiro, was'the first in which’

the flame burst forth:

On the: 10th

February, at five’in' the morning, a

regiment of artillery seized the pow-

der magazine sin /a’short time, all the
troops in the'city rallied’round it.) A

military council was immediately formed, and was called the Senate. It be-

ing understood that the governor was
preparing opposition, a detachment
was immediately sent to arrest him.
Resistance being made by his servants,
five or six of them were wounded, and

[Cuap, 19,

This dilatory and evasive course wag
in no degree suited to the present tem.

per of men’s minds. A general under.

standing prevailed amongall
the troops;

and, in the morning
of the 26th Feb.
ruary, they “assembledinthe /preat

square of the’ theatre, which’ echoed

with cries of “The King!”? «' Phe
Constitution!” “At'the same time;a
council of the leading’ supporters;
of
the’ revolution was’ met i, the great
rd Boasorauit
-hall of the theatre.’ ‘When the news of this’ tumult were
conveyed to the King, then-residing
at his country-house of ‘San Christos
vao, it was

resolved

that the’Prinee

Royal, who was somewhat'a'favoutite
with the people, should repair to the
spot, and endeavour ‘to treat! withi
them. The Prince was received with

the governor himself, obliged
to yield,
was carried to the public square, where
he agreed to all the’ terms demanded.

loud cries of ** The King! the Constitution !” and, finding’ the ‘troops

These

and people firmly bent on theirputs

were, that a junto

should

be

immediately named, and should give
directions for electing deputies to the
Portuguese Cortes, who should be
sent with instructions to accept the
constitution settled by that assembly.
All, however,

was to be done in the

name of King John VI.
These tidings being conveyed to
Rio Janeiro, it was easy to foresee

that the example would not be long

of being

followed.

A council

was

held at court, and different opinions
were

given.

The Conde

dos Arcos,

though understocd to be attached to
the system of absolute power, advised
the King to yield for the moment, as
to an inevitable necessity. But the
lingering love of power induced his
Majesty to prefer the counsel of the
Conde de Palmela, in pursuance of
which, it was announced, that he would

immediately call a congress of all the
authorities

in

Brazil,

to

deliberate

pose, agreed to convey their wishesito
the monarch.

After passing and re-

passing several times, he at’ length
came and read a royal decree, which
terror had wrung from the ‘Kingyand

by which he gave his full consent that
Brazil

should

enjoy

the: constitution

which was to be made’ for Portugal’

His Majesty, moreover, acceded
‘to
the wish of the now all-powerful'mul:
titude, that he should’ remove’ from

his country-house to his palace inthe
city. Thither he was drawn by'a’band
of negroes, yoked in the chariot, amid

the acclamation

of vast multitudes)

but, amid all their delight, it was im

possible not to perceive visible marks
of paleness and agitation on the royal
visage.

On the King’s arrival at the

palace, however, repeated. marks were

given, by himself and the rest of the
royal family, of a fixed acceptance
of
the constitution, and determination
to

upon the changes which were proper

adhere to the oath which he had taken.

der which the constitution of the Cortes might be applied to that country.

ministry, and issued decrees, suppress

to be made, and the modifications un-=

The King immediately changed his

ing the censorship on the press; ale

Cuar
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ordering the election of deputies to the
Cortes.
But, a few days after, the
ublic were electrified by another, in
which he stated, that, “ to prove his
entire and absolute attachment to the

aa
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portance could be determined. > Explanations relative tothe massacre at

the Town-house were also demanded,
which the Prince contrived to;elude.
After

this revolution; the Prince’s

he

had resolved to set

popularity at Rio Janeiro daily in.

out for Lisbon,

to sanction it in per-

creased. The junto of Bahia, on the
contrary, maintained that his authority was illegal, since, by the letter of

' constitution,

90022 ‘This unexpected step, unwelcome in itself, and imputed to motives
yery opposite to the professed ones,
excited a great agitation, which was
increased by the replacement of the
|| Conde dos Arcos in the ministry, The
| consequence was, that, when the citizens met in the Town-house for the

the

constitution,

the-Cortes

alone

they prolonged

could appoint a regency. "The Cortes,
on being acquainted with this view of
the subject, highly approved
it, and,
seeing the inevitable tendency in the
colony to separation; they entered upon
a series of measures, which, in endea-

their meeting beyond that object, and

vouring to avert that issue, tended, in

mand the formation of a provisional government, which, in his absence, should

fact,to accelerate it. Theydivided Brazil into four provinces;
which ‘were to
have all their communications with the

purpose of election,

sent a deputation to the King, to de-

share the authority with

the Prince

mother country, and none with each

Regent.
This deputation received
at first, a tolerable reception; but,

other ; they deprived Rio Janeiro of
its Supreme Court of Justice; its Chan-

determined to resist the overture, and

ment which rendered it a capital; fi-

upon farther consideration, the court

sent orders

to empty

the

by: military. force... The

Town-hall

troops em-

ployed, after summoning the citizens
to,iretirey,commenced. a, general dischange against the Town-house, which
was pierced with bullets on every side.
Forty,were, in consequence, killed,
and-two or three huadred wounded,

the rest, in dismay, sought their homes.

The very day after this dreadful scene,
the King’ set sail for Lisbon.
| This catastrophe impressed for some

time
a sort of speechless terror upon
Rio de Janeiro ; but, as that feeling

abated, rage

and

discontent

began

more and..more to ferment.
The
Prince-Regent, Pedro d’ Alcantara,
in yain\ attempted, by. a number, of

popular) acts,/to appease the people.
On-the 5th May, a fresh military: re-

volution broke forth, by which he was

obliged
to dismiss the Conde dos Ar-,
cos,|.and.to send him to Lisbon, and

to create a, junto of nine members,
without whose consent nothing
of im-

cery, its Treasury, and.every establishnally, they ordered the Prince-Regent,

without delay, to return to Europe.

These decrees: roused the highest: in=
dignation at Rio Janeiro.-,The junto
presented a petition to the Prince, entreating that he would not, by his departure, expose the state to the evils
of anarchy. The Prince,allowed
himself tobe persuaded
to what, probably,
he most wished, and agreed to remain

till their remonstrances could be trans=
mitted to the Cortes, and an answer
received. The results of these discon-

tents will appear hereafter.
Sr Domineo was this year threats
ened with a fresh revolution. In the
former territory of Christophe, avery

extensive combination

was. formed,

headed by Richard, Duke of Marmelade, to) re-establish this territory as a

separate state, and as amonarchy. The
vigilance, and activity of Boyer crushed. the conspiracy in its bud. The
ringleaders were: apprehended, and a
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partial insurrection which broke out
was speedily suppressed.

The Spanish part of St Domingo

imitated, this year, the example of the

other

Hispano-American

states.

It

shook off, without difficulty, the yoke

of the mother country, and the only
question was, what state it should
join? A pretty strong party was in
favour of Columbia; but a majority
preferred the republic in their immediate vicinity, and overtures to that
effect were made to Boyer. No final
arrangement, however, was concluded

during the present year.
The Unirep States enjoyed, du-

ring the whole of this year, a profound
tranquillity. ‘The treaty for the ces<
sion of the Floridas was at length ratified, and, on the 17th July, General
Jackson took possession of St Augustin and Pensacola.
He was accused,

REGISTER,
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both towards the inhabitants and the
Spanish authorities who were left
there, and complaints were transmitted
to Congress, in consequence of which
he was induced to resign.
The only distress to which the in.
habitants of the United States were
exposed, during the present year,
arose from the stagnation of commerce,

and the want of demand for the pro
duction of their soil. These eyils,
which had been felt for several years
preceding, rose to their utmost height

at the commencement of the present,
but, in the course of it, began sen.
sibly to abate. The revenue, which
arises

almost

entirely from

the cus-

toms, bad fallen so low, that, in the
month of March, it was necessary to
raise a loan of five millions of dollars,
Matters had, however, so far improved

with the increasing prosperity of the

country, that a surplus of revenue for
next year was confidently anticipated,

ATID
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| Mr Grattan.—Earl of Sheffield —Sir Home Popham.—Earl of Malmesbury.
Kellermann.—Lefebvre.

ple. In 1772, he entered on his career
as an advocate ; but, like many young
men of superior abilities, he had for
some time to struggle against the

Awone the public men of whom Britain was this year deprived, the first
place may
Gratran,
years, had
and one of
tors.

be assigned to HeEnry
who, for more than forty
been the greatest of Irish,
the greatest of British ora-

His father was

frowns of fortune, and obtained scarce-

ly any practice. In time, however, his
powers must infallibly have penetrated
through the prejudice felt against the
young candidates in this profession.

a barrister, re-

corder of Dublin, and representing
that city in Parliament. By his mother’s side, he was grandson to Dr

But an event occurred, which gave-a

Marley, a man of great wit, and a fa-

vourite, as such, of Lord Townsend.
Having entered a fellow commoner at
he made

a

distinguished figure, and obtained

the university

a

premium

of Dublin,

at every

public exhibition.

He at one time entertained the design
of competing fora fellowship; but, ter
rified by the enormity of the labour,

and at the same time dissuaded by his
friends, he preferred the bar. Repairing to England, he spent the requisite

time as a student at the Middle TemVOL. XIV. PART I.
:

different and higher colour to his future life.
Ireland at this time began to feel

strongly the chains in which she was

held by the sister kingdom, and strenuous exertions for emancipation be«
gan to be made by her most distinguished citizens. A weekly meeting
was held for the purpose of debating
these subjects;

and Grattan, who was

a member, soon made his oratory be
felt on this theatre. He was particularly distinguished by the late patriotic
ம்
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Lord Charlemont, who also frequent-

ed as the most eminent member of the

ed it, and who soon afforded a substan-

Irish Commons, had not Flood started

tial testimony of the high idea he had

formed of the young speaker.

His

brother, Colonel Caulfield, being unfor-

up to dispute with him the palm of
eloquence. ‘The rivalry of these great

orators was unfortunately carried op

tunately drowned in his’ passage from
Parkgate, the borough of Charlemont,

with that personal animosity and un.
measured invective, which have always

which he had represented, became vacant. Lord C., by bestowing it on
Grattan, enabled him to emerge from

Ireland. Flood endeavoured to proye,
that the merit of Mr Grattan’s exer.

obscurity, and opened an ample sphere
to his ambition.. He broke forth at
once one of the foremost leaders of the
whig interest in the Irish House of

distinguished the political contests of

tions in the cause of Irish independ.
ence had been greatly overrated;

and

as this was perhaps in some degree the
case, it had considerable influence on
Commons. The moment was critical ; the public mind, and diminished the
Ireland, favoured by the distress in * popularity of his rival. On occasion,
which Britain was involved towards however, of Mr Orde’s celebrated pro.
the close of the American war, was positions, Grattan exerted himself with
straining every nerve to extort a de- such vigour and success, as completely
claration of right, by which her legis- replaced him in the character of leader
lature and courts of law might be ren- of the whig interest in the Irish Com.
dered independent of the sister coun- mons. He did not, however, carry on
try. The efforts of her parliamentary an indiscriminate opposition. In par.
advocates were seconded by those of ticular, on the great and trying ques.
the nation, which, associating itself in ‘tion of the war with France, he joined
volunteer corps, seemed determined with ministers in justifying its neces.
to assert by arms those rights which
sity; and he maintained this opinion
should be denied on any other footing. whenever it came under discussion,
Mr Grattan stood forth, the leading
He never slackened, at the same time,
"parliamentary advocate of this great in his pursuit of internal reform, and
cause, and, from the brilliant eloquence
of concession to the Catholics. During
with which he supported it, became
Lord Fitzwilliam’s administration,
he
the pride and idol of the nation. To
came into office, and enjoyed a large
his oratory was, in a great measure,
share of the confidence of that nobleascribed the resolution to which go- man ; but when a change of. policy led_
yernment at length came, to grant to
to his removal, Mr Grattan was again
Ireland the main points for which she thrown into the ranks of opposition.
contended. With the exulting joy of Accordingly he condemned the mea-the nation at this crisis, were mingled
sures of government prior to the insurexpressions and marks of gratitude to rection of 17985 but, after the com:
Mr Grattan, the most extraordinary,
Mmencement of that fatal period, he
that were ever shewn to any individual withdrew into retirement. He wasonly
statesman. Not only were addresses
called forth anew by the proposition
poured in from corporate bodies of for the Irish Union ; a measure which
every description ; but parliament vo- he strongly reprobated, and vainly
ted the sum of 50,0001. to purchase _exerted all his eloquence to oppose
an estate and house for himself and his Since he could not succeed, however
heirs, in reward of so signal a service

to the nation.
:
:
Mr Grattan would now. have rank

there was

no inconsistency in his ac-

cepting a place in the Imperial Parlia-

ment; and pleading before it the inte
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were afforded

by all descriptions. of

for Malton; but, in 1806, he was
named among the representatives of the
Irish capital.
In the British Parliament, his main efforts wére unremit-.
tingly devoted to the cause of the Catholics.
He came over, in 1820, to

ட்
public men.
Mr Plunkett-afterwards, in introducing the bill for relief of the Catholics, on the 28th February, said,« A
similar petition had been presented in

of health which

tioners had come forward to that
House with all the eloquence, with/all

resent their petition, though ina state

an exertion.

ill admitted of such

Accordingly, soon after

his arrival in London, he expired at
his house in Baker Street, on the 14th

that House the year before last. On‘
that occasion, the prayers of the petithe experience, with all the authority
of the late Mr

Grattan.

11

with each other in honouring

which he had followed

the me-

mory of this great man on this solemn
occasion. A number of the most illustrious members of the House joined in
addressing a letter to the family, re| questing their consent to a public fu-

In now un-

dertaking the duty devolved on him,

May, 1820, in the 70th year of his
age.
;
Political men of all parties vied

he felt his heart melted with the pub-

sorrow

and private regret, with
to his grave,

that great man, by whose confidence
he had been honoured—by whose wisdom he had been encircled—by whose

example he had been guided.
the

warm

and

unrivalled

After

eloquence

for the

with which he had been lamented in
that House, and after the distinguished honours with which the justice and
liberality of Englishmen had accom-

to express a wish, common to us with

panied his remains to the tomb—for,
at his death, as during life, he had

neral.
The letter is expressed in the
following terms :—

« Filled

with

veneration

character of your father, we venture

many of ‘those who most admired and

been the bond of union between the

loved him, that what

two countries—after these tributes to
his virtues—tributes as distinguished
as they were merited, he would not

remains

of him

should be allowed to continue among
us.
_ “Tt has pleased Providence to de.
prive the empire of his services, while
» he'was here, in the neighbourhood of
that sacred edifice, where great men,

from all parts of the British dominions,
have been for ages interred. We are

desirous of an opportunity of joining

in the due honour to tried virtue and

disturb the solemnity of his obsequies
by his feeble praise and unavailing sorrow.”’ His opponent, Mr Peel, replied,
‘In attempting to follow him,, he
would first allude to that subject with

which the right honourable gentleman
had prefaced his powerful speech,
when he paid that feeling and eloquent

tribute to the memory of the departed
genius. Mr Grattan. belongs to us
also ; and great would be our consola- senator under whose auspices this question, were we permitted to follow him ‘ tion had been first brought before the
tothe grave,

and to place him where

he would not have been unwilling to

he; by the side of his illustrious fel-

low-labourer in the cause of freedom.”
At the motion

also of a new

writ

for Dublin, the most warm testimonies

English Parliament.
He wished, and
felt it his duty, to state, that all which
that eulogium said of the late Mr
Grattan, had his full and heartfelt
concurrence ; there was not a word of

it to which he did not fully subscribe.
It might seem presumption in him to
ச
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follow the orator who had so well characterized departed

worth,

and arro-

“gate to himself the right of praising so
great

a man.

He

had

not, like the

' right honourable gentleman, enjoyed
with the man who was the subject of
‘his eulogium those early habits of intimacy—he had not maintained with
him that political relationship—that
unity

of political

cessitudo

object—that

ne-

sortis, as it was expressed

by an elegant writer, which tended to

diaw so closely the alliance of the intellect and the heart. Though such
was not his knowledge of the late Mr
Grattan, he knew him well enough to
be able to concur in anything which
his eloquent friend said of him; and

‘he felt that he had not exceeded.the

strictest truth, in bearing testimony to
the lustre of virtue and of talent by
which he was so eminently distinuished.”?
The following

during

character, written

his life-time, seems the produc-

tion of one who had: closely observed

him, and marked with a good deal of

[Caap,

ர
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of tones, but these neither rich nor ‘t
mellow; and, though not harsh, its |y

want of an harmonious modulation iy

often striking. Unequal to impassion.,
ed energy, itis shrill when it should!

be commanding, and in its lower notes}

is sometimes scarcely audible, from itshy
hollowness of sound. His management) c

of it is but ill adapted to remedy iti} ¢
natural defects or to supply its def.jl]

ciencies, as he allows it to'expatiateal
large, unrestrained by any curb’ from
rule;

now raising it to an elevation

that it cannot bear, and then sinking
it'to a depth where its distant mur

murs can be barely guessed at.
‘« His language is lofty, magnificent)
_ copious, and peculiarly his own. Not
tricked” out with the gaudy dress of

poetic phrases, nor fatiguing the atten

tion with pompous terms, bigh-sound:

ing and unmeaning;

but familiarly

combining strength with beauty, con
ciseness with ornament, and sublimity

with elegance.

Adapted to the exi.

gence of the occasion, it is now a wide.
spreading conflagration, and anon4
consecrated fire: now abundant ant
splendid, then brief and pointed;

discrimination :—
«¢ No man, perhaps, was ever raised
60 such an astonishing height of po- equally fitted to instruct, delight, and
pularity as Mr Grattan. Perhaps the agitate; to soothe the soul to peace,
unblemished character of his acknowor to awaken and arouse all its exalted
ledged patron * was not a little instru- and elevated energies.
்
mental towards uplifting’ him, in the
« His பணத் admirably accords
opinion of the idolatrous multitude, with the style of his oratory ;* nevet
inasmuch as a part of the highly vene- _ languid, insipid, or cold, but always)
rable properties of the good old peer, possessing a pleasing warmth, expres
» was collaterally reflected ‘upon him- sive of feeling and imparting spit:
self; and the public gave him credit whilst his pronunciation,. genera
for a participation of those laudable correct, though frequently rapid,i
opinions, which were known so purely never crowded or redundant, but
to exist in the bosom of his illustrious tinct and articulate, leaving amply)
protector.
ais)
space for strength and propriety 0
“Asa public speaker, Mr Gratemphasis. In his manner, life, anim
tan’s voice is thin, sharp,®and far tion, andardour, predominate, and t
from powerful ; not devoid of a variety to such a degree, that they
fase

_ * The Earl of Charlemont,

உ
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more of the broad and coarse ribaldry
of the bar, than of the’ pointed, elegant, and witty raillery of the senate;

க

To the praise of grace, his action

has few pretensions; always forcible, « whilst his reproaches had a sting that
and often expressive, it is seldom elegant : with much of that vehemence
which all must condemn, it has little

refused to be healed, which Cicero
“must have told him the orator should
avoid.
of that delicacy which the judicious
« His fund of knowledge is great,
can admire, and, when it offends not, is and his diligence of acquisition still
hardly pleasing. With comprehensive
greater; hence the matter of his
intelligence embracing a great object, speeches is ever of the first impres-

‘not catching at its parts by detail, he
takes in the whole at one glance, and

sees instantly the pivot whereon it
turns with almost intuitive acuteness.

In argument he is strong,

pointed,

sion. Barly in life distinguished as one
of the best scholars in the university
of Dublin, which had the honour of
his education, no time since has been
lost to increase his first acquirements,

and to add to classic and scientific lore
a competent skill in the law, a prosearch of extraneous matter, but ex- found acquaintance with the constitulaining with success what he under- tion, and a mastery of polite literature.
stands with facility. He conducts not Thus, to every subject of discussion,
the mind to the conclusion he aims at he comes perfectly prepared, familiar
by along train of abstruse disquisition, with what it requires, and instantly
but guides it with seeming ease through bringing it forth as the contingence dei) the pleasing path of natural illustra- mands ; instructing the youthful, and
tion. Every man thinks he could rea- delighting the aged, with the mature
son like him, but when attempted, it fruits of a capacious mind, rich in its
is found to be the bow of Ulysses. In native produce, and richer from carethe refutation of his opponents, he ful cultivation.””
Mr Grattan, early in life, married a
puts forth all his might, and accumu|} close, and conclusive, never deviating

from his subject,

never straying

in

lates his force to overwhelm and oppress them ; but his superior greatness

1s most apparent

when

he

enforces

what cannot be denied ; wheti he defends the rights of a nation ; when he
‘portrays the hopes, the fears, the ex-

pectations of a magnanimous people;
when hé threatens the vicious and appals the proud; when he pronounces
the panegyric of departed excellence ;

Miss Fitzgerald, by. whom he had:
thirteen children, one of whom now
represents the city of Dublin in the

Imperial Parliament.
The following

view

of shis private

life is also given by a cotemporary
:—
« Of his private life there is but little generally known, because little has
occurred in it to interest attention. It
has passed on in a smooth manner,

—then, indeed, he is magnificent, sub-

marked

lime, and pathetic.
. “Tninvective,a species of elocution,

every

in our epinion, ill suited to the pur-

which verges on the confines of vice, it
is his economy, of which it has been

poses of public deliberation, he has

endeavoured to excel, and, we think,
4 very unsuccessfully; as his weapons,

though sufficiently sharp, were totally
destitute of polish ; and the composi-

4on of his famed philippic had much

equally by the practice
conjugal

and domestic

of

virtue.

If there be any of his good qualities
asserted, that it approaches

towards

penuriousness, if it doesnot reach that
point. It has been often said, that,

though he received, in early life, from

the liberality of his country, a very
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addition to his patrimony,

tainly of use in drawing the attention |

he never displayed, either in private or
ublic, a munificent disposition.* But

ofthe public to these important ob.|
jects. He was ofa Yorkshire family ;

handsome

it should be remembered, that the fortune which Mr Grattan obtained then,
constituted nearly the whole of his ac-"

quisitions: he practised in no profession, he accepted no place, and he soon
saw a young family rising around him,
for which the whole was not a very

ample provision ; for he has four child-

ren; the eldest a boy of fifteen years
of age.
:
“Tn private’ life, Mr Grattan displays manners that are in a high degree pleasing. Wit he seems not to
possess, and he has a cast of mind too
lofty for humour ; but, if he does not
‘set

the table in

a roar,’

or dazzle

with the radiance of fancy, he diffuses
over the convivial hour the mild charms
of good-humour, and softens society
with unassuming gentleness.
‘© In conversation he appears to
great advantage; for, with a mind
well stored with useful learning,

and

conversant on every topic which ocurs, he has a felicity of expression,

which communicates his meaning in
the most concise and impressive man-nér;

he

is

not

argumentative,

but

when an argument is instituted, his
opinions are urged with great modesty, but with

great strength;

and,

if

victor in the contest, he generously relinquishes the field to the vanquished.”
Joun Baxer Hotroyp, created
Ear or SHEFFIELD, deserves notice
as one.of the first British statesmen
who devoted themselves to the promotion of British commerce and national

industry; and though he did not always embrace the most enlarged and
liberal »views, his exertions were cer~

but his fortune came chiefly by his

mother. At an early period of life,
in
the course of his travels» ‘he visited
Lausanne, where Gibbon resided. He
became the intimate friend and corre.
spondent of that celebrated historian,
whose posthumous works he after.
wards gave to the public,and by whom

his political opinions appear to have
been considerably swayed. On te.
turning home, having imbibed some of
the views of the French economists,
he applied with great zeal to agriculture,—a pursuit hitherto not viewed

with the respect due to it ; and he set
an honourable example of that ardour
to promote

it which has since so dis-

tinguished the British landed interest.
At a

critical period of the American

war, his loyalty was proved by raising
at his own expense a legion of hussars
and light infantry, of which he recel«
ved the command.
In this capacity
he .was very active in suppressing the
riots raised by Lord George Gordon,
whose proceedings he viewed with peculiar antipathy,—always declaring
there was in them more of malice than
of madness.
்
This tenor of life was not favourable tostudy, yet Mr Holroyd, created
in 1780 Lord Sheffield, pursued without intermission

his researches, parti:

cularly into commercial subjects. Af-

ter the peace, he opposed thé bill by
which Mr Pitt, as he conceived,
ap-

-plied in too unqualified a manner the
principles of free trade enforced by
Smith. He argued, that it would have
deprived the navigation laws of thei’
efficacy, and thus impaired the naval

power of Britain ;-and his remonstran-

* « Tt is but candid here to state, in opposition to the above, that Mx Grattan has

patronized and assisted a painter of great expectation, now in Italy, who had no other
glaims on his generosity, than his merit, his youth, and his poverty.”
-
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ces had a powerful

influence

in pre-

venting the bill from passing into a
law. The mercantile interest consider-

ed itself highly indebted to him for his
exertions on this occasion; the city of
Glasgow presented him with its freedom; and afterwards, supported by
the influence of Dean Tucker, he was
elected member for Bristol. This character he supported rather too well by
his opposition to the abolition of the
slave trade. At the same time it must
be noticed, that he supported with
zeal the proposition of Lord Melville
for the gradual emancipation of the
-slaves in the West Indies.
Lord Sheffield incurred some rebuke

- ~
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வி his works is from the pen of Gibon.
;
_ “The sense and spirit of his (Lord
Sheffield’s) political writings have decided the public opinion on the great
questions of our commercial interests
with America and Zealand.

The sale

of his Observations on the American
States’ was very considerable; their

effect beneficial: the navigation act,
the palladium of Britain, was defended, and perhaps saved, by his pen; and

he proves, by the weight of fact and
argument, that themother-country may
survive and flourish after the loss of
America.

My friend has never culti-

partiality in favour of the French revolution, This opinion had been formedon very hasty and erroneous grounds.
His lordship, on the contrary, peculiarly reprobated the excesses attend-

vated the arts of composition; but his
materials are copious and correct, and
he leaves on his paper the clear impression of an active and vigorous
mind. His ‘Observations onthe T'rade,
Manufactures, and present State of Ireland,’ were intended to guide the in-

ant on that convulsion, and extended.

dustry, to correct the prejudices, and

from:his friend Gibbon fora supposed

very ample bounty to the sufferers
under it. Here he was peculiarly seconded by his lady, a person described

as of uncommonly amiable and humane

to assuage the passions, of a country
which seemed to forget that she could
be free and prosperous only by a friendly connexion with great Britain. The
concluding observations are written

dispositions.
ட
_ Lord Sheffield interested himself with so much ease and spirit, that they
particularly in the sufferings of the may be read by those who are the least
_nation from the scarcity of grain at interested in the subject.”»
அ
the close of the last century. He ap' pears to have been more alarmed than
Sin Home Porm, who combined
_ there was room for at the sums of mo- ; the character of an enterprizing naval
' ney paid for foreign grain.. In other officer with, in some degree, that of an
respects, his views were sufficiently- li- adventurer, was born at Gibraltar on
beral. He repelled the vulgar clamour the 12th October, 1762, his father
against rich farmers as hoarders of being then consul at Tetuan, in Mo-~
rocco. After studying at Westminster
grain, and turned his attention chiefly
to the enclosure of waste lands, and the

Setting asidea part of them for the
clergy, so that the rest might be exempted from: tithe.
.
In July 1802, Lord Sheffield’s services had been rewarded with a British

peerage, and on the $0th May, 1821,
he closed his life, with the reputation

of an intelligent and public spirited

Statesman,

‘The following character

school and Cambridge, he went to sea

under the auspices of Commodore
Thompson, who employed him as a
maritime surveyor, a branch in which
he ever afterwards excelled. Receiving
an appointment to Bengal, he was employed by the Marquis Cornwallis to
survey

New

Harbour,

in, the

river

Hoogly. Afterwards,
when command“inga country ship, he rendered an im௪

e
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’ portant service,
by tracing the practicability of what was called the ¢ southern passage,”’ by which the China vessels might pass Prince of Wales's
island, and that place be rendered a
convenient station for the formation of

a great marine yard. For his services
on this occasion he received the formal
thanks of the East India Company.
Mr Popham was now known as a
meritorious officer. During the campaign in Flanders he was attached to
the Duke of York’s army, performing
on the coasts and rivers many services
which could only: have been executed

by a naval engineer. He distinguished

himself particularly at Nieuport and
Nimeguen. In April 1795, he was
named post-captain, and, in 1798, com-

REGISTER, 1821.
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on the coast of Arabia,

by which he conceived Britain might

have obtained the monopoly of the
coffee trade.
The plan was at one
time entered into by Marquis Welles.

ley, but it was laid aside from some
unexpected causes. Fle was afterwards
employed on missions to the states of
the interior
of Arabia, with the view

across that continent; but they were
found too ignorant and barbarous to.

appreciate the value of such a scheme,
Sir Home, however, repaired to Cairo,

where he concluded a very advantage.
ous commercial treaty with the Pacha
of Egypt.
ட
Sir Home, having now returned to

Europe, found in power the Adding.

manded the flotilla conveying the ex-

ton administration, with which he had

pedition destined to destroy the canal
of Bruges. Notwithstanding a very
_ heavy surf, he landed the troops successfully, and does not seem to have
been responsible for the ultimate fail.
ure of that undertaking.

no connexion ; and he was charged by
the Commissioners of Inquiry with exorbitant charges on the repair of the

In 1799, Captain Popham was em-

ployed at Cronstadt to superintend the
embarkation of the Russian army destined against Holland.
Here he obtained the cross of Malta, an elegant
gold snuffbox, and other marks of
the favour of the Emperor Paul. The
* knighthood thus conferred was recognized by the court of St James’s. Sir
Home

again rendered essential service

to the Duke of York in the campaign
in Holland, particularly inthe manage-

ment of a small flotilla on the canal of
Alkmaar.
‘ In 1800, Sir Home

‘gis
was employed

in conveying from India the troops
destined to co-operate in the expedition against Egypt. He landed them
safely at Cossair on the 7th June, 1801 ;
but, the object being already accomplished, it was not necessary
to march

them across the desert.

During his

|

of obtaining their consent to a trade

‘Romney.

He was thus several years,

out of employment;

but, on the re-

turn of Lord Melville to power, he
again obtained a command, and undertook several expeditions against the
French coast, though withlittle success.

In 1805, Sir Home was appointed
to the situation which brought him
most prominently forward to the pub- —
lic view. He received the naval command of the expedition destined for the reduction of the Cape of Good Hope, while Sir David Baird was at’

the head of the troops.

‘The under=

taking was successful, and, on 8th Ja-

nuary, 1806, Cape Town capitulated.
Here Sir Home conceived a daring and
brilliant scheme.
Having prevailed
upon Sir D. Baird to give him

tachment

of troops

Beresford, he

under

a de-

General

set sail to make an un-

authorized attack upon the Spanish —
settlement at Buenos Ayres. The expedition made its way to that city
across considerable difficulties, and on

continuance in the Red Sea, he form-

its approach the’ Viceroy evacuated

ed the plan of carrying by a coup-de

the place, and retired into the interior.
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When the despatches, however, arrived in England, the state of affairs was

many hardships and vicissitudes, was
farther affected by the deaths of a son

eatly changed. ‘The administration
which had employed Sir Home was
succeeded by one diametrically hostile,

and daughter in the East Indies. Repairing to Cheltenham for the benefit
of his health, but without effect, he

and by whom his actions were scrutinized with the utmost rigour.
His
conduct in undertaking such an expe-

closed there his active life on the 11th
September, 1821, at the age of fiftynine.

dition without authority from home,
and he was

The present period was marked by

immediately recalled to England. The

met the severest censure,

the death of an individual, who was

public, however, dazzled by the splen-

considered at one time as holding the
first place among British negotiators.
James Harris, Eart or MatmesBURY, was the son of an untitled father of the same name, who is well
known to the public as the author of

dour of the acquisition, which seemed
to open to them the vast region of
South America, took part with the
conqueror, and regarded his treatment
as the result of party spirit. Sir Home,
however, was brought to trialin March

several ingenious works on philology

1807, before a court-martial, which’
decided, ‘that such conduct was reprehensible in a British officer, and lead-

and the fine arts. He was also amem-=

‘ing to a subversion of all military discipline, as well as subordination to government.”?
Sir Home seemed now thrown finally out of employment; but the
change of ministry which soon ensued, reinstated him fully in his former

was born on the 9th April, 1746, was
educated at Winchester school under
Dr Wharton, and studied afterwards

favour. In the expedition against Co-

penhagen, he was appointed Captain
of the Fleet, and received high testi‘monies from Admiral Gambier for his
conduct in that capacity. On the 8th
January, 1808, an elegant sword was
. presented to him by the Corporation

of London,

He performed several im-

ber of Parliament, and filled several
officesunder government. Young James

at Oxford and Leyden.
He made
early choice of the diplomatic line, and
was first initiated into its mysteries by
Sir Joseph Yorke, with whom he spent
some time atthe Hague. He was then

appointed Secretary of Embassy, under

SirJames\Gray, at Madrid; upon whose
recal he was left charge-d’ affaires at
the Spanish court. This situation became avery delicate one, in consequence
of the discussions which arose immedi-

ately after, relative to the Falkland

On this occasion Mr Harris
Islands.
gave proof of those qualities which
afterwards recommended him tov the
highest employments in this departharassing the French invading army. ment. ‘To a thorough knowledge of
and relaDaring the last years of his life, the all the complicated interests
annihilation.of the French naval power - tions connected with European diploleft no longer a theatre on’which his , macy, he added manners that were at
once dignified and engaging,—a comtalents could be exerted.
He combination of firmness and decision, with
manded for some time in the West Tndies; and was employed in 1815 in a courteous and conciliatory deportextending an improved telegraph from ment. He displayed, above all, that
Bridport to the Land’s End. His con- most important requisite, a presence
portant services in the unfortunate expedition against Antwerp, and afterwards commanded the Venerable, on’
the coast of Spain, with the view of

‘stitution, however, weakened

by so

of mind, and command of temper, which
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never failed on the most trying occasions. These qualities appeared particularly meritorious when displayed by
$0 young a man, as he was not then
twenty-six. In 1771, his services were
acknowledged by the title of Minister
Plenipotentiary, and he continued ever
after in full employment as a negotiator. In 1772, he was sent as Plenipo-

tentiary to the Court of Berlin; and,
after

holding

this

appointment

four

years, was despatched, in 1777, to Petersburgh.
The negotiations there,
which terminated in the formation of
the armed neutrality, gave scope to all

his dexterity and address. In 1784, he
.was

sent to Holland, where

he emi-
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circumstance necessarily unfavourable

to the popularity of his lordship with

a large proportion
of the public, Those,

however, of both parties, who exami.
ned the subject, were obliged to admit,
that the failure had arisen from the too
high ground taken either by one orthe
other party, and not from any blame
on the part of the negotiator.

His lordship, being now advanced
in years, spent the rest of his days in
retirement. He edited, in 9 vols, 440,
an edition of his father’s works, witha

well written life prefixed. He married,

in 1777, Harriet Mary, daughter
of
Sir George Amyard, Bart., by whom
he had three sons and two daughters,

nently distinguished himself during the His death took place in London on
troubles of 1797, and was supposed to “the 21st November, 1820, in the 7éth
have mainly contributed to the wished- year of his age.
for restoration of the power of the
Stadtholder. He was decorated with
In France death triamphed oyertwo
honours by the King of Prussia and of Buonaparte’s commanders, who,
the Prince of Orange; and, on the 19th

theugh

home with the peerage, under the title

foremost place, were yet eminent—
KeLiermann and Leresyre. The

September

1788,

was

rewarded

at_

of Baton Malmesbury of Malmesbury,
in the county of Wilts.
Theoccasionon which Lord Malmesbury came most conspicuously before

the eye of the public, was when he was
appointed to conduct the negotiations

opened by Mr Pitt with the French
Directory at Lisle and Paris. His

lordship

was

placed

here

new and trying situation.

in

a very

He had to

deal with persons, who were not only

strangers to the rules and courtesies of

diplomatic intercourse, but freed from

the restraints of honour and principle,

and ready to embrace every means of

taking advantage of an opponent. This
was strikingly exemplified in their pub-

dication of a pretended intercepted letter from his lordship, in which his”
views, and those of his government,
were studiously represented in the most

odious light.

ho

time

calumny.

Lord Malmesbury lost

in indignantly

repelling

this

Both negotiations failed—a

they did not occupy the very

former was a complete veteran, being
born at Strasbourg in 1725. In 1752,

he entered the army as a common soldier; but, in the great German war, in
1758, distinguished himself so much,
that, even at that era, he was raised to

the rank of officer. He afterwards distinguished himself in the Polish cam-

paign.

No

farther opportunity offer-

ed of displaying his military talents
till 1791. He made himself conspicuous here by his, attachment to repub‘lican principles, denounced the inet
vism of the other officers, and, at Landau, received a civic crown, for having
induced the soldiers to frequent popular societies. In August 1792, he obtained thé command of the army of the
Moselle, where he formed a junction
with Dumourier; and, having oceupied the position of Valmy, maintained
it with such vigour against an attack
of the enemy, as to make this be con-

sidered the most brilliant action in the’

|
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and the name became after-

‘wards the foundation of his ducal title.
He was

_

afterwards

successively em-

ployed on the Moselle, in the Alps, and
atthe siege of Lyons. Underthe reign
* of terror, however, he was accused of
weakness, and confined for some time

in the Abbaye, but was acquitted before the revolutionary tribunal. In
1795, he was appointed to the army of
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Lrrrpvre was born in Alsace, in
1755, and was the son of a mason. In
1773, he entered into the guards, and
rose to the rank of serjeant. Indignant,
probably, at occupying a place so inferior to his talents, he embraced with
ardour the revolutionary cause, and
obtained rapid promotion.
In 1793,

he was employed as general, and distinguished himself insuccessive actions.

the Alps and of Italy; but, being su~
perseded by Buonaparte, who was to
open his career on this theatre, he sunk

At Charleroy, in 1794, he commanded

into the command of the army of re-~
serve. In 1797, he was employed by
the Directory in organizing the body

shewed no less courage, first in the pas-

of gendarmes. Buonaparte, on coming

to power, though he had in some measure superseded Kellermann, found him
in some respects a most valuable coadjutor.

Invall his campaigns, he was em-

ployed along the Rhine in organizing
the reserves and provisional regiments,
and gave so much satisfaction in this
capacity, that he received all the honours of that ephemeral empire, being
created Duke of Valmy, Marshal of
the Empire, and Grand Cross of the
_ Legion of Honour. In the revolution
of 1814, having adhered to the cause
of the Bourbons, he was, on the 4th

June, created’ a peer, and, on the 23d
August, had the Grand Cross of St
Louis conferred upon him.
He was
also

sent to

Metz

as

Extraordinary

Commissary of the King.
After retaining his faculties of mind and body
to the advanced age of eighty-six, he
died

on

the

15th

September,

1820.

He left the following letter, addressed
to the Mayor of the commune :—‘“ I
beg that the Mayor of Valmy will buy
me two feet square of earth, to bury
therein my heart after my decease. My

son will be charged to carry my heart,
which cannot be placed but in the
midst of my brave brothersinarms
who
fell on the glorious 20th of September,

1792, and under the safeguard of the

brave.”

்

the right of the army of reserve, and
sustained several bloody attacks. He

sages of the Rhinein 1795and 1796, and
afterwards on the retreat which Jourdan was obliged to make. In 1799, he
commanded the advanced guard of that
general in Suabia, and covered himself

with glory at Stockach, where he was
seriously wounded.
On his return to
Paris, he was named one of the candidates forthe Directory, and afterwards
appointed commandant of Paris, On

the arrival of Napoleon from Egypt,
Lefebvre yielded to, and aided, all his
views, and attained thus the entire confidence of the future emperor. In 1804,
he was created Marshal of France, and
successively obtained every honour
which his master could bestow. In all
his campaigns he accompanied him,—
at Jena and at Eylau his conduct was

particularly noticed.

Early in 1807,

he was intrusted with thesiege of Dantzic, and compelled it to surrender on

His conduct on this
the 20th May.
occasion was so highly approved, that
Dantzic was fixed upon as the place
from which he was to derive the title
of duke, conferred upon him on the
He accompanied Buona98th May.
parte into Spain in 1808; and, during
the campaign against Austria in 1809,
had the command of the Bavarian

troops. Attempting with them to pe-

netrate into the Tyrol, he sustained a

signal defeat ; but this was always

ascribed, not to any failure on the part

of the general, but solely to the daring
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Sir Joseph Banks.—President West.—Mr Arthur Young.—Mr Hayley.—
Volney.

Sir Joserpx Banxs, whose name has
for so many years stood in the front of
British science, was the son of William
Banks Hodgenkson, Esq., of Reresby

“Abbey,in Lincolnshire, a gentleman of
considerable property. The estate had
been purchased by the grandfather,
‘with the fruit of his labours in a respectable profession. Joseph, the el‘dest son, thus enjoyed from his earliest
years, leisure and the means of study;

and these, which, in others, are only
the source of idleness and dissipation,
were indefatigably employed

by him

in extending his own and the public

Knowledge. After a regular course of

education at Eton and Oxford, he was

left at. full liberty to choose his own
line of pursuit. The circumstances:of
the times,
cide him
of science.
mechanics

were such as strongly to detowards a particular branch
Amid the splendour which
and astronomy had derived

from the discoveries
of the Newtonian

school, natural history in England, and
even over Europe, had sunk below its
natural level.
The attractions, how-

ever, of this interesting

branch

of

knowledge were now beginning to be

felt.

The

new

and

scientific

form

given to it by the creative mind of Linnzus, the exertions made by his disciples in every quarter of the globe, the
splendour thrown around it by the eloquence of Buffon, gave to natural
history, a pre-eminence

in the eye of

the public over every other pursuit.
The young student, emerging at this
moment

into

intellectual

existence,

could not resist a science recommended by so many attractions ; he devoted
himself to the study of it, and particularly. to botany. In its pursuit he
braved hardships, which few of those
who have support and fortune to earn,
are willing to encounter. He pursued
it over mountain,

waste,

forest,

and

thicket. His zeal gave rise on one occasion to a ludicrous accident! An
alarm of robbery being given, and the
officers of justice being in full pursuit,

they found our young botanist buried

in a mass of rank vegetation, as if for

the express purpose of concealment.
They concluded it-not doubtful that
this must be the culprit, and dragged
him before the nearest justice of peace.

‘On examining the spoils, however,
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they were found to consist, not of
money, plate, or jewels, but of various
species of plants and wild flowers. On
the rank and character of the supposed
thief being explained, every apology
was, of course, tendered.

Mr Banks succeeded to his father at
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80 fully the means of reclining at home
in the lap of ease and luxury, shonld
have braved such a voyage, is perhaps

one of the most signal examples of de.
votion to science,

that has ever been

given.

4

Although

the

expedition,

by

the

customed to pursue it on the broad

skill and enterprize of Cook, was safe.
ly steered through the usual perils
which beset such an enterprize,the
enthusiastic enterprize of Mr Banks,

surface of Whittlesea-mere, situated in

involved

the age of eighteen, and went to reside at his native seat.
Being fond of
the amusement of fishing, he was ac-

the neighbourhood.
This light circumstance led to an important connexion, for he

here

met

the late

Lord

him

in others

that were not

foreseen. In sailing along the fright.
ful and inhospitable codst of Terra del
Fuego, he was tempted by the view of

Sandwich in eager pursuit of the same

a mountain

amusement.

en-

ty of plants. A party being formed, he

gaged in London, they were accustomed to pursue it, sometimes for

and Dr Solander set out, but found the
route more tedious and difficult than

Afterwards,

when

covered with a rich varie. ©

whole nights, in fishing on the Thames.

they

Lord Sandwich becoming subsequently
first Lord of the Admiralty, the intercourse thus formed proved highly beneficial, by securing his cordial co-operation in every project formed for the
advancement of science.
Mr Banks’s zeal’ now led him to
prosecute knowledge beyond the limits of Europe.
In 1763, he undertook a voyage beyond the Atlantic,
and surveyed the dreary shores of

mountain, however, and were amply
gratified; but, on their return, though

Newfoundland

and Labrador.

But

a bolder and grander scene of discovery now opened. Under the impulse
of that zeal for discovery which animated his late Majesty, an expedition
was fitted out to perform, under Lieutenant Cook,

the cireumnavigation of

the globe. This was then a very dif.
ferent undertaking from what, chiefly
by Cook’s exertions, it has since been
rendered. The navigators before him
had scarcely stripped it of any of its
terrors.. The very idea still presented
to the mind nothing but unknown and
dangerous seas, coasts beset by savages, the mortal and almost inevita-

ble ravages of one of the most fright-

ful diseases. That one, who possessed

had expected.

it was midsummer

They reached the
day in this dreary

climate, a storm of snow came on, ac-

companied with a cold so excessive, as
fave

rise to the

of perishing.
ence enabled

most

serious danger

Dr Solander’s experi.
him to warn

them, that’

their only hope was to keep awake
and moving, and that, if they yielded
to the propensity to sleep, which inevitably arises in such

circumstances,

their fate was certain. Dr Solander
was the first to verify his own warning, being overcome with sleep to such
a degree, that Mr Banks’s utmost.
exertions were necessary to make him
proceed, and thus save his life. During the residence at Otaheite, Mr
Banks’s figure and manners made him:

a favourite with the’ principal people
in the island, particularly

the ladies.

He omitted no opportunity of adyan=
cing knowledge, and made important
discoveries, even in seas and coasts that

had before been repeatedly traversed.
Mr Banks, not satisfied with this
adventurous voyage, undertook soon

after another to Iceland, which, by the
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striking peculiarities

of its physical

structure, presents an object so interesting to the man of science. On his

way, he visited the western and nor-

thern islands of Scotland, a region
then almost strange to the tourist.
He discovered and observed the celebrated cave of Staffa, which, unless by a slight, and scarcely credited notice of Buchanan, had remainOn reached hitherto undescribed.
ing Iceland, the party saw, with as-

tonishment, its craggy cliffs vitrified
by fire, and its lofty mountain rocks
covered with eternal snow. They flattered themselves with having been the

first who ever reached

the

summit of

Hecla, the natives being deterred by
superstitious fears from attempting
such an achievement.
They would
ச் willingly have stood a little singeing
for the satisfaction of seeing the flames
vomited from its crater; but the yolcano was then quiescent. A narrative

of the voyage was published in 1780,

by Dr Von Troil.
'
‘i
Mr Banks now established himself
at home, and spent his time between

the metropolis and his seat in Lincolnshire. His ample fortune continued
devoted to the same objects, in promoting

ployed.

which

his life had

been

em-

He founded a noble library,

and rendered his house the rendezvous

of learned men.

He now became a

constant attendant on the meetings of
the Royal Society, and presented to
that body many valuable communications on the subject of natural history,
which, from that and other circum-
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This shower of honours gave no lit.
tle umbrage to that
including several of
ments, in whose eyes
natural philosophy,
appropriate objects

ciety.

class of members,
very high attainmathematics, and
formed alone the
of the Royal So-

‘The lead among them was ta-

ken by Horsley, afterwards Bishop of
St Asaph, who made no secret of his
indignation at the elevation of Sir Joseph to the Presidency.
He declared
86 that science herself, had never been
more signally insulted, than by the
elevation of a mere amateur to occu- py the chair once filled by Newton.”
These grudges soon broke out into

open hostility, in consequence of some
mvasures proposed in the Society, and

upon which the parties differed. On
this occasion, Horsley made a memorable attack, in which he said,— We

shall have one remedy in our power, if
all others fail ; for we can at least se-

cede, sir; when the hour of secession
comes, the President will be left with
his train of feeble amateurs, and this
toy upon the table, (pointing to the

mace,) the ghost of that Society: where
science once reigned, and Newton presided as her minister.”

Notwithstanding

these dissensions,

the public soon acknowledged and appreciated the merits of Sir Joseph in

his character of President.

By open-

ing his house not only to the members,
but to every person of distinction, both
native and foreign, he rendered it, as it
were, the seat and centre ‘of science:
His connexions with government .ena-

bled him to procure the most powerful patronage to any undertaking,
_ stances, began to take the lead among
the objects of its attention. The con-. which promised to extend the boundaries of human knowledge. He was
sequence was, that, when Sir John
Pringle, the President, determined, in
1777, to retire to Scotland, Mr Banks

was chosen to fill the vacant chair. At
the same time, the King, in testimony
of particular favour, conferred on him
the honour of knighthood, and elected

im a member of the Privy Council.

one

of

the

most

active

in planning

and forwarding the scheme of the
African Association. At the same
time, the connexions maintained by
him with Uterati and scientific societies of France, even amid periods of

the most inveterate national animosity,

-
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afforded means of protection to many
distinguished individuals, and presented an honourable exception to the fury
of the hostility between the two countries. In 1802, being named a member
of the French Institute, he appears to
have felt very peculiar gratification at
this honour, and wrote a letter, inwhich

his feelings are somewhat too strongly

expressed. He termed it “ the
est literary distinction which he
possibly attain,” and named the
tute ‘the first Literary Society
» world.” His old enemy, Bishop

highcould
Instiinthe
Hors-

ley, took this occasion of privately cir-

culating aletter, in which he branded
these expressions “‘ as a compound of
servility, disloyalty, and falsehood ;
sentiments which ought never to be
conceived by an English heart, never
written by an English hand, and least
of all by yours, distinguished as you
are by repeated (out of respect to his
Majesty, I will not say unmerited)
* marks of royal favour, and elevated to
a station, in which the country might

be excused for looking up to you as
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fens of Lincolnshire, which operation
nearly doubled the value of his estate,
His attention to the introduction of
the Merino breed of sheep, was so
great, that the King confided his flocks

to Sir Joseph’s care. The Board of
Agriculture, and the Horticultural
Society,

were

indebted

in

various

shapes to his aids and communications,
Sir Joseph enjoyed sound health to
an advanced age; but he then became
liable to attacks of the gout, andfi. |)
nally proved a complete martyr to that
disease. Large dozes of ginger, and
the celebrated Zau Medicinale were
successively

resorted to;

but, while

they relieved the paroxysms, they probably weakened his constitution still
more, Yet, in the most exhausted state

of his frame, his mind remained unim.
paired. By the author of this memoir,
he was seen, for the first and only time,
in-bed, and unable to move; yet dis-

playing still an unabated interest inall
those objects, which

it had been the

‘ambition of his life to promote. Wor

out at length with age and illness,he

the jealous guardian, not the betrayer,

_expired on the 9th of May, 1820, in
the 81st year of his age.
the Royal Society, he insisted that the
Sir Joseph possessed a manly form;
cultivation of science was more indebt- his countenance was energetic and in.
ed to its exertions, than to those of telligent, and often beamed with pecuany other institution whatsoever. “But liar kindness and courtesy. His» will
Lam yet to learn,” said he, 4 the mebore strongly the stamp of his love of
rits of this novel association of revo- science. ‘I’o Robert Brown, Esq, his
lutionary philosophers, into which you librarian, a gentleman pre-eminently
have been enlisted. What acts, but distinguished for botanical knowledge,
acts of robbery, have we seen of theirs? he bequeathed 200/. a-year, with his
Where are the proofs of their pre- library, herbarium, and every kindof
eminence?” In the dogmatic style of scientific apparatus, to be used during})
the time, he arraigned Sir Joseph’s his life, and to go at his death to the
professions of that esteem, which, in British Museum. To Mr Frederick
the most disastrous periods, he had alBauer, of Kew Green, whom he had
ways preserved for the ‘Trench na- employed for thirty years as a botank
Referring to

=

=

of her literary credit.”

tion, and some compliments which he

cal draughtsman’ he left an annuity of

of

300/., provided he’continued to employ

paid

to» the existing government

“France.
ia
Sir Joseph Banks bestowed particular attention on agriculture, and actively assisted in the drainage of the

himself in the same manner, and in the

same place.

To his Majesty, he be

queathed all the drawings and sketches
made under his direction
by Mr Bauer
18

i
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_ In the same year, Britain sustained
the loss of another individual, who

stood equally at the head of his own
department—Brnyamin West, President of the Royal Academy
of

Painting. The rise of this great artist
was attended with some very peculiar
’ circumstances.
Benjamin West,

born

on

the

10th

October, 1738, was the son of John
West, a quaker, residing at Spring-.
field, a village in the interior of Pennsylyania.
His father might be considered

as

illustrious

in the

annals

of

philanthropy, if, as Mr Galt seems to
intimate, his example and exhortation
had the chief influence in producing
the noble decree of the Pennsylvanian
legislature, for a general emancipation
of the negro slaves.
_ Tt was scarcely possible, that any
human being could be less favourably
situated for the culture of any of the
arts which embellish human life, than
young Benjamin.

‘The sect to which

he belonged, noted for so many estimable moral qualities, had adopted in
excess the austere creed, which con-

demns as ungodly and perilous, every
art which aims only at amusement and
ornament.
He was therefore bred up
under the impossibility of seeing a single specimen of the imitative arts. Only the most irresistible strength of na-

tural genius could have enabled him to
break through such a host of discou. Taging circumstances.
It was at the age of six, that the disposition of the young painter first dis-

played itself. Being left to rock the cradle of an infant sister, he saw her smile
_ inhersleep, and was so struck with the
beauty of her countenance at that mo-
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has made a likeness of little Sally.??
Maternal sanction being thus given to

the art, the boy was allowed full liberty to pursue it in the intervals of his

school, and to delineate with the pen
every object which struck his eye. A.
party of Indians who happened to visit
Springfield, taught him to prepare the
red and yellow, with which they painted their ornaments; and, his mother

having presented him witha

of inpiece

digo, he was thus in possession of the

three primary colours. A painter,as Mr
Galt justly observes,who would embody the metaphor of an artist, instruc-

ted by nature, could scarcely imagine
anything more picturesque than this
real incident of the Indians instructing
West to prepare the prismatic colours.

About this time, he heard the description of camels’ hair pencils, and instantly saw how superior these must be to

the rude machinery of a pen.

The

world, however, with which he was
acquainted, presented no such object.
The only substitute he could contrive,
was obtained by the following expedient. He cast his eye on a favourite
black cat of his father’s, and, having
privily obtained the use of his mother’s
scissars, employed them in cutting off
the bushy extremity of the tail. As

this lasted only for a short time, he
was reduced to the necessity of making
large inroads on the back of Grimal‘kin. The worthy man inwardly mourned this naked and altered appearance

of his favourite, and could only ascribe

it to some serious malady; till the
youth, on hearing these lamentations

repeated, blushingly confessed the
wrong he had done. He obtained an
easy forgiveness from the surprised and

_ Ment, that he snatched up a pen, and

gratified parent.

_ entering, shame led him to conceal
what he had been doing ; but she, per-

Pennington, a merchant of Philadel-

_ attempted to delineate it. His mother

ceiving his confusion, insisted to see it,
and, viewing the drawing with evident

t

pleasure, exclaimed,
VOL. XIV. PART I,

«“ I declare
;

he

West was eight years old, when Mr

phia, came to visit his father, and,
struck with the drawings of birds and
flowers which hung round the room,

inquired about the boy, and promised
U
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to send him a paint-box: This he fulfilled, and accompanied it with six en-

ravings.

The sight of these objects

ormed a master-era in the existence
of
the young painter. Enraptured with
the view, he could not cease touching
them, unable to believe that they were

real. They made him a culprit with

regard to school; the whole of several
days being spent in the garret with his
box and canvas. The schoolmaster
lodging a complaint of his non-attendance, his mother hastened up, and surprised her son, but was soon appeased
by the view of his work, which consisted not in a bare copy, but a composition from two of the engravings.
It was so well executed, that he afterwards declared there were some touches
in it, which ke had never been able to
surpass.
j ‘

A few days after, Mr Pennington
again visited Springfield, and, delighted with the result of his presents,
took the boy with him to Philadelphia.
Here, in passing along the street,
West saw one Williams, a painter, carrying an object which he had never
before seen—a picture. The emotions.
which he betrayed at this moment were
so extraordinary, that Williams was
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painting, he produced the ¢ Death of
Socrates,” which drew so much admi.

ration, that Dr Smith, Provost of the
College at Philadelphia, undertook his
tuition. This judicious scholar direct.

ed his attention particularly to those

objects and incidents which tended to
fire his imagination, and to furnish fu, _

ture subjects for his pencil.

Young West had now reached the
age of sixteen, and the time was come

when he must make choice of a pro.
fession.

His father, however gratified

by his son’s display of genius, felt still
some seruple at making him a painter,
Many of his most respected neighbours
pressed upon him the duty of givin
the youth a sober and godly trade, an
not allowing him to exercise an 0001

pation which ministered only to the
concerns of sin and vanity. The worthy man, troubled by these meditations

and

discourses,

determined

to call a

general meeting of the Friends of
Springfield, and to submit to them the
future destination of Benjamin. A cons
siderable difference of opinion prevail.

ed ; but at last a venerable friend rose
and argued, that the talent of the
young man was a manifest gift of God,

delighted, took him home, showed him
his pictures and drawings, and gave him

which must have been bestowed for
wise ends, and that painting, though
liable to abuse, might be employed for

three weeks in that character, an intelligent lady, who acted as governess,

thing good that came under

the works of Fresnoy and Richardson. . the noblest purposes
.
These reasons
There was no longer any doubt as to ‘were pronounced satisfactory
by the
his destiny. On returning home, he Meeting ; an inspired sisterpronounced
announced himself as a future painter,
a blessing upon him;
laid
and seems to have formed the loftiest their hands upon his head,theand men
the 1105.
ideas of the profession. Fired by his men kissed him; and the young artist
enthusiasm, all the boys of the school
was sent forth into the world to exer
began daubing pictures, but without cise his vocation.
being able to rival their model. He
At Philadelphia and New York Mr
now began to obtain some employment
West found considerable practice asa
in portraits ; and, in the house of a Mr
portrait painter; and he, at the same
Flower, where he resided for two or
time, busied himself in copying every
initiated him into the first elements of
history and general knowledge. Being

advised by a friend to try historical

He

produced,

moreover,

his eye,

an origin

work on the subject of the ‘¢ Trial of
Susannah.”

:

- Having raised by his labours

small |
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sum of money,

Mr West

determined

to embrace an opportunity which of.
fered of visiting Italy. At Rome, the
arrival of an American quaker to study the fine arts, caused an astonishing
sensation. He was introduced to Cardinal Albani, and through him to the
most distinguished persons then in

Rome. Having painted the picture of
Mr Robinson, afterwards Lord Gran-

tham, it was shown to a large circle as
the production of Mengs, the most
eminent painter then in Kome, and was

at first imperfectly sensible to the beau=
ties of Raphael and Michael Angelo,
of the latter of whom he never became
any peculiar admirer. Accustomed to
the quietude of a Pennsylvanian life,
the agitations of Rome threw him intoa fever, from which the physicians

declared that he could only recover by
removal to a more tranquil scene. Af.

ter his recovery, ‘he visited all the
great schools of Italy, and made a
copy of the famous St Jerome of Cor-

regio.

pronounced superior to the usual per-

Mr West repaired, in 1763, to England, where he soon became acquainted

80 generous as not to be mortified, but
contracted a friendship for West, and
gave him his best advice.
The artist

with Sir Joshua Reynolds and Richard

was strongly impressed also by an in‘terview with a famous improvisatore,
to whom the Romans gave the flattering name of Homer, and who, delighted with the novelty of the subject presented to him, pronounced an extem| pore oration, which, if we may judge
by the following specimen, must have
possessed considerable beauty. ‘ Me-

tions were to Dr Drummond, Arch-=
bishop of York, who engaged him to

formances of that artist.

thinks,”

said

he,

Mengs was

‘¢ I behold

in this

young
man an. instrument
chosen
by
4,
1.
.
க
ட்

Hléaven, to raise in America the taste

for those arts which elevate the nature
of man,—an assurance that his country
will afford a refuge toscienceand knowledge, when, in the old age of Europe,
they shall have forsaken her shores.
But all things of heavenly origin, like
the glorious sun, move westward; and

, truth and-art have
shining” and

of night.

their periods

of

Rejoice then,

oh venerable Rome, in thy divine des=
tiny! for, though darkness overshadow
thy seats, and though thy mitred head
must descend into the dust, as deep as
the earth that now covers thy ancient

helmet. and imperial diadem, thy spiit, immortal and undecayed, already
Spreads towards a new world,—like the
|
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soul of man in paradise, it will be perfected in virtue and beauty more and
More.” Mr West, like Reynolds, was

Wilson, and was introduced

eminent men.

to other

But his chief obliga-

paint for him the story of «* Agrippina
landing with the ashes of Germanicus.”
The Archbishop was so gratified by
the performance, that he immediately
introduced

both

the picture

and the

artist to the notice of his late Majesty.

‘That monarch, endued both with taste
and discernment in the fine arts, was
so delighted with it, that he thenceforth made Mr West the object of his
He
especial favour and patronage.

suggested to him the subject of “ the —
Final Departure of Regulus from
Rome ;”? and the applause which the
picture received at the first exhibition,
was equally gratifying to the artist and

துல்
2
to the royal patron.
_ MrWest wasnow frequently invited
to spend the evening at Buckingham-

house ; and his Majesty held long conversations with him on the best means
of promoting the arts. It was to these
that the plan of the “ Royal Academy
owed its origin; an institution equally
creditable to the nation and beneficial

to art.

The name of Reynolds, how-

ever, was too high to admit the idea of
any other person being appointed pre=

sident; but, on the death of SirJoshua,

in 1791, Mr West, with universal ap<
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probation, succeeded to that high place.

He painted for the King “the Oath
of Hannibal,” the ** Death of Epaminondas,”” and several other subjects.

For Earl Grosvenor, he painted the
“Death of Wolfe,” so well known from
the fine print of Woollet; but the novel introduction of coats, breeches, and
cocked hats, into a heroic picture, was
censured by the King, and by several

of the best painters.
His Majesty, continuing to bestow
his patronage on Mr West, employed
him in a truly magnificent work.
It
was to adorn a private chapel, or oratory, at Windsor, with a series of thir-

ty-five paintings, illustrative of the history of revealed religion. On this
work, with the exception of a very
short suspension, seemingly occasioned
by

the

influence of the

Queen,

Mr

West was employed without intermission till the Monarch’s: last illness.
Then, being deprived of royal patronage, he made an appeal to the public,

which was completely successful. His
celebrated picture of « Christ healing
the Sick’’ was purchased by the British Institution for three thousand gui-

neas; while his subsequent works of
«Christ Rejected,” and ‘« Death on

the Pale Horse,” have produced large
sums by their mere exhibition. Mr
West had received from the King
34,1871. for various pictures ; a bounty, we suspect, surpassing even the
boasted generosity of Leo X.
Our artist was now far declined into the vale of years.

His wife, an Ame-

rican lady, and the object of an early
attachment, died on the 16th December, 1817, and thus closed a union of
fifty years. This loss was deeply felt,

and accelerated
the declineof his health,

which went on increasing till the 10th
March,

1820, when

he expired with-

out a struggle. His remains were interred in St Paul’s Cathedral, and were
honoured with a public funeral, which
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was attended, not only by all his bre.
thren of the art, but by many of the
most. distinguished personages of the
kingdom.
~
The following character of Mr West
as a man and a painter, is given by his

ingenious friend Mr Galt.

« In his deportment Mr West was

mild and considerate : his eye was keen,

and his mind apt; but he was slow and
methodical in his reflections, and the

sedateness of his remarks must often,

in his younger

years, have seemed to

strangers singularly at variance with

the vivacity of his look.

That vi.

vacity, however, was not the result
of any peculiar animation of tempera-

ment, it was rather the illumination of |
his genius ; for, when his features were

studiously considered, they appeared
to resemble those which we find associated with dignity of character, in the
best productions of art. As an artist,
he will stand in the first rank. His

name will be classed with those of Mi-

chael Angelo and Raphael; but he
possessed little in common with either.
As the former has been compared to
Homer,

and

|

the latter to Virgil, in

Shakespeare we shall perhaps find the

|

best likeness to the genius of Mr West.

He undoubtedly possessed, but in a
slight degree, that peculiar energy and
physical expression of character in
which Michael Angelo excelled; and,

in a still less, that serene sublimity
which constitutes the charm of Raphael’s great productions.
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But he was.

their equal in the fulness, the perspi-

cuity, and the propriety of his compo:

sitions.

In all his great works, the

scene intended to be brought. before
the spectator is represented in sucha
manner, that the imagination has no-

thing to supply.
time,

and

The incident, the

the place,

are there a8 we

thik they must have been; and it is |
this wonderful force of conception
which renders the sketches of Mr West

BIOGRAPHY.
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so much more extraordinary than his
finished pictures. In the finished pic‘tures, we naturally institute comparisons in colouring, and in beauty of figure, and in a thousand details, which

are never noticed in the sketches of
this illustrious artist. But, although
his powers of conception were so su_ perior,—equal in their excellence to
_ Michael Angelo’s energy, or Raphael’s
grandeur, still, in the inferior depart-

_

ments of drawing and colouring, he was
‘one of the greatest artists of his age;
it was not, however, till late in life that

he executed any of those works in
which he thought the splendour of the’

|

‘Venetian school might

imitated.

be judiciously

At one time he intended to

collect his works together, and to form

|
_

ageneral exhibition of them all. Had
heaccomplished this, the greatness and
versatility of his talents would have
been established beyond all controversy; for unquestionably he was one of

-

those great men whose

i
|
_

genius cannot

think in a region of their own.

They

are the architects who design, not the

masons who build; and, till the principles they have explained and enforced, are carried into effect, and their
designs realized in materials of enduring substance, exposed to the cogni-

zance of every eye, it is often difficult,
sometimes

impossible,

to fix the

ber of their productions.”

provements.

Artuur Youne, Esq.—In sketching the biography of men of genius

Josopher. His object is, in general, not
so much to discover as to realize; to
bring down science from heaven to
earth; to render knowledge an instru-

It is not so with the practical phi-

_
்

firmation of the conclusions to which

_-we are conducted. The different states
" of the public mind cannot be measured,
and the exact amount of their difference,

at different periods,

ascertained

by geometrical rules; nor, in endeavouring to appreciate the extent to
which works of taste and imagination,
or the abstract speculations of philosophy, have operated, in ameliorating,

ந

timate is an exercise purely intellectual.
The mere philosopher, and the mere
man of genius, are seldom identified
with public monuments, the self-evident proofs of public improvement, or
national greatness. Such men live and

importance of their discoveries and ims

frequently extremely indefinite. We
have generally nothing marked and
tangible to which we can refer in con-

॥

to its power, its enjoyment, its capacity, and its dignity. Hence, this es-

the variety, the extent, and the num-

the data upon which we proceed are

|

territory, already explored and appropriated, must inevitably contribute
something to the progression of mind,

and

fects produced by their writings on the
opinions and condition of mankind,

|

lic mind, have we any other principle
to guide us than that consciousness
inseparable from our being, and that intuitive observation which assures us,
that whatever enlarges the empire of
human knowledge, or embellishes and
adorns the different regions of that vast

be justly estimated by particular works,
but only by a collective inspection of

and talents, and in estimating the ef-

|
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enlightening, and liberalizing the pub4

ment of public good ; to conquer prejudices, remove difficulties, increase the
amount of production from a given
quantum of means, and add to the sub=

stantial comforts and happiness of society.
He is the middleman, as it
were, between the mere philosopher°

and the mere practitioner. To such a
man, knowledge is really an instrument of power, and he uses it, as the
mariner does his compass, not to exhibit to the curious a few of the simpler
Jaws of magnetism, but to guide his
path to the wished-for destination, and

to enable him to superadd something
to the great mass of general wealth
௪

|
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and happiness. But we do not mean’ factor than the greatest statesman that
to assert, that this career can be pur- ‘ever Jived. This is probably a little
sued without a reaction in the way of exaggerated; but it will be seen, from
discovery. Many of the most valuable the brief detail we are about to give
improvements in the useful arts have of the labours and exertions of this
been made by practical men. Experi- venerable and indefatigable man, that
ence,

enlightened

by knowledge, is a_

“surer guide than mere genius in the
abstract. Arkwright and Watt were
not recluse philosophers, or specula-

few have ever better deserved the lasting gratitude of their country and

the world at large, and it will, at the —
same time, be admitted, that.the man
who takes for his motto, Prodesse Pas

tive theorists, but men who, to great
knowledge, combined great experi-

trie, lays the surest foundation for so~

ence, incessant industry, singular en~

lid and lasting fame,

thusiasm, and the talent for rendering

Arthur

Young,

.

descended from a

these qualities subservient to purposes
of incontestible utility.
These remarks are, we think, applicable to the subject of the present memoir. ‘* To the labours of Mr Arthur

St Edmonds, in the county of Suffolk,
was born in London on the 7th of Sep-

Young,”*says

tember, 1741.

Kirwan, “ the world is

more indebted for the diffusion of agricultural knowledge, than to any writer

_that has yet appeared.”? Agriculture
1s an art which can be improved only
by induction, founded on a vast number of experiments, performed

under

great varieties of climate and soil; and
it is clear, that to institute such an induction, implies an acquaintance,

not

merely with the printiples of chemical
science, but with the existing state of
the art itself, and with the different

processes employed, in different situations, to realize the same result.
In
every inquiry connected with this most

important subject, experiment is the
means, an increased amount of produc-

tion, or an improved ‘quality in the
produce, the object. And it is precisely because the labours of Mr Arthur Young were prosecuted on this
principle, and with a constant regard
to immediate utility, that they are so
eminently valuable, and have contributed so essentially to increase the
‘amount of the wealth, happiness, and
greatness of his country. It has been
said,

that

the

man

who

makes

two

‘stalks of corn to grow where only one

' ‘grew before, is a more real public bene-

respectable family, who, for more than

two centuries, had resided on their es-_
tate at Bradfield Combust, near Bury

His father, the Reve=

rend Arthur Young, D.D., Prebendary of Canterbury, Kector of Bradfield
Combust, &c. was an active magistrate,

a

respectable

scholar, and

is

known in theological literature’ as the
author of a work, entitled, “* dn His.

torzcal Dissertation on Corruption in
Religion,? published in 1734. - By
his wife, Anna Lucretia, daughter of
John Crousmaker, Esq., the Doctor
had three childrens John, D.D. Prebendary of Worcester, who broke his
neck, when hunting with his late Ma-

jesty, in 1786 ; Elizabeth Mary, who |
died soon after her marriage with John
Tomlinson, Esq., of East Barnet; and

Arthur,
memoir.

the

subject of the present

The last was, in’ 1748, sent

to Laneham, a school about six miles
from Bradfield Hall, where he recei- |
ved his grammatical education ; and,
had not maternal fondness interposed,
he would subsequently have gone to
Eton, and from thence to the Univer-

sity, to receive, like his elder brother

John, the benefit of an academical edu-

cation.

He gave, it is said, very early

prognostics of his future eminence, and
was much esteemed by his early friends

and preceptors, as. a boy of superior

Cuar. இர]
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talents and indefatigable industry. In
1758, he left school, and was placed
in the House of Messrs Robertsons,
merchants at Lynn, in Norfolk, in or-

_|der that he might be qualified for entering into business

with his brother-

னவை ee

in-law, Mr Tomlinson of London; his
‘sister, however, died in the interval,
land bis father’s

‘|quished.

intention

was

relin-

With Mr Young it was a

| matter of serious regret through life,
that the premium paid by his father to
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ved for six numbers ; and, in 1763, returned to his mother at Bradfield Hall,
without
any profession or employment;
his whole income, during the life of his

mother, arising from a copyhold farm
of twenty acres, producing as many
pounds sterling. His mother was anxi~
ous he should reside with her ; and, as

his

work, entitled, “ Museum Rusticum.”
This was his first effort in agriculture ;
and, in 1765, he was induced, by the
persuasion of a friend, to collect these

held the Rectory of Bradfield; but
"| we may be allowed to doubt if poste‘rity will sympathize in this feeling.

om

tion, under the comprehensive title of
* The Universal Museum,’ which li«

have been divided be.
and dancing; he was a
uncommon personal atbecame so great a fa-

plied in supporting him at College,
|when, by taking orders, he might have

During
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the lease of her farm of eighty acres
would shortly expire, she urged him
to undertake its cultivation; a scheme
so much in unison ;with his taste and
wishes, that he readily accepted her
proposal, and embarked as a farmer.
In the following year, he commenced
a correspondence in the’ periodical

the Lynn merchants,
had not been ap-

his residence at Lynn,

| ம்ஸ6 seems to
_| tween reading
young man of
|tractions, and

iF

1762, he started a periodical publica:

vourite, that he was

a welcome guest

at every entertainment.

But the al-

lurements of dissipation never inter| fered with the more solid pleasures to
be derived from study. He read with
avidity every work he could procure,
and, to augment his resources by the
emoluments of authorship, he commenced his literary career by writing
| a political pamphlet, entitled, ““ The

| Theatre of the present War in North
| America,” for which his London book-

seller allowed him books to the amount
of ten pounds.
His father died in
| 1759; and, in 1761, he was attacked
with a hemorrhage of the lungs,which

| rendered it necessary for him to resort
| 1௦ the hot wells at Bristol.

Here his

skill in the game of chess brought him
in contact with Sir Charles Howard,
டு, with whom he formed an inti-

mate acquaintance, and was offered by
_ him a pair of colours in his own regiMent; but, fortunately, his mother
would not listen to the proposal of his
| entering the army, and this favourite

project was abandoned.

In January,

letters, and reprint them as an Appendix to his new publication of the
sé Farmer's Letters,’ a work in which

he treats of the advantages of a gene~
ral and extensive exportation of corn,

and of the balance of agriculture and _
manufactures.
:
In the same year, Mr Young married Miss Martha Allen, of Lynn, a
lady of respectable family, whose sister
was the second wife of the celebrated
Athough Mrs Young
Dr Burney.
possessed personal attractions, mental

accomplishments,

and

excellence of

disposition, this proved the reverse of
a happy union ; but this is not the
‘place to offer any comment on the do-

mestic circumstances which produced
ட் after his
ட
so unfortunate an

the managetriage, he undertook
ae Ge ‘the farm of Samford Hall in
Essex, consisting of about 300 acres of
land; but various unforeseen circum-

“stances, and, above all, the want of the
necessary capital, induced him to give »
1002. to a farmer to take the lease off
his hands; and this man, having the.
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advantage of capital, realized a fortune upon it. It was while he occupied the farm. of Samford-Hiall that
Mr Young

wrote his work, entitled,

& Political Essays on the Present State
of the British Empire,” which was pub-

lished in 1772, in one volume quarto.
Having thus got rid of his farm, he
advertised for another, and the facts
which came to his knowledge from
viewing the different estates presented
to his notice on this occasion, furnished the materials for his ** Sim Weeks’
Tour through the Southern Counties.”

By the advice of his Suffolk bailiff, he
hired a farm of 100 acres in Hertfordshire; but, from viewing it in an un-

commonly favourable season, they were
both deceived; the

soil was not only

bad, but execrable ; it
Young’s own words,
triolic gravel,” upon
* tune of a Nabob could

was, to use Mr
‘ a hungry viwhich the fornot have raised

s« good arable crops ;” and though his
‘¢ experience and knowledge had increased from travelling, and from prac-

tice, all was lost when exerted upon
such a spot.”

His “ Sia Weeks Tour?’ excited a
great

sensation among the agricultu-

8vo.
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This, the last, and unquestion.

ably the best of his English Tours,
was the first work which made the
ublic acquamted with the details of
the Norfolk husbandry.
In it, also,
he explains the Suffolk cultivation of
carrots, and points out the value of

that root for sustaining the best breed

of farm horses in the kingdom; he de.
scribes the cultivation of cabbages, ag
practised in Yorkshire, and the advantages and immense profits of crops

of lucerne ; he places in a very satis.

factory point of view, the unnecessary
waste of power in the tillage of the

kingdom; he presents to the agricul.

turists a notice of the best implements
of husbandry ; and he adds much prac.

which he himself considered, and just-

‘ly, as the most useful feature in his
Tours. In a word, these Tours, solely |
devoted to purposes of immediate and
practical utility, embrace a body of |
information wholly without parallel, |
A. detailed relation of the practical
husbandry which he witnessed, and of

the experimental observations of the
numerous gentlemen whom he visited,

ter, he received numerous applications
to undertake journeys through other

during a perambulation of 4000 miles,
could not fail to bring together a mass

Accordingly, in 1768, he was induced

of knowledge of the most interesting
description ; while the able and candid
manner in which the defects of each

to perform

practice and system are exhibited, laid

plan,

the

result

of his

observations.

a tour through

the north

_ of England, during which he collected so much information, that the publication of it occupied four vols. 870. $

and so eagerly was it purchased, that
the first edition was shortly out of
print. In the following year, he gave
to the world his ideas on “ The Eu-

pediency

of a Free

Exportation

of

Corn,” a work of which his late Majesty was pleased to express the strongest approbation. In 1770, he proceeded on his Eastern Tour, the result of

which was also published in four vols.

/

tical information on the subject of a
proper course of crops, upon which all
former writers had been silent, and

rists, and, both personally and by Jetdistricts, and to record, upon a similar

அச

ஒத.

|

the first solid foundation for the permanent

improvement

of the soil, and

the comparative view which he presented of the effects of different modes
of cultivation, as practised in different
districts,

conveyed

instruction to the

farmer, without the trouble and hazard of experiment,

and a knowledge

of profit and loss, without the labour
or errors of calculation. His writings)»
have thus diffused through the empire
_the practices which have been found advantageous

in particular places, and

CHAP. 2,
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only from a predominant impulse.”? In

local knowledge has thus become ge| neral science.

1774,

Mr Young’s ** Rural Economy”’ ap-

he

published

his

“ Political

Arithmetic ;?? a work which met with

peared in 1770, and, in the same year,

great success abroad, and was immedi-

the Business

Five

ately translated into several languages.
The years 1776 and 1777 were occupied by his tour through Ireland,
commenced under the auspices of Lord

soils ; the whole demonstrated in 2000

Shelburne, Mr Burke, and other distinguished persons in England, and in

__was published, in two vols. 4to, his
_ « Courseof Experimental Agriculture.
“containing an Exact Register of all
transacted during

Years, on nearly 300 acres of various

Original Experiments.” In the succeeding year, he gave to the world

the prosecution of which every facility
was afforded him by the Irish autho-

the “* Farmer's Calendar,” which has
_ passed through ten editions; and at

‘rities, much to their own honour. The
account of this celebrated tour was
published in 1778, and, according to

the same time wrote “ Proposals to
the Legislature for Numbering the People”?

A third edition of the © Farm-

ers Letters’ also appeared, with an
additional volume,

in which he points

out the advantages which would result
to landlords, from improving their estates, and observes, that in this man-

ner they might
comes

so increase their in-

as to render it unnecessary for

them to make application to the ministry for a place, or to the city for a
wife.

In 1773, he was elected chair-

man of the Committee of Agriculture,
in the.Society of Arts, to which he
first proposed the publication of an annual volume

plan which was adopted
in 1783; and

| likewise published “ Political Essays
State

of the British

Empire,” and “ Observations on the
Present State of Waste Lands.”
His income at this period being barely equal to his expenditure, he engaged to report the parliamentary debates for the Morning Post, which he

continued to perform for several years.
_ After

the

labours

of

the

week,

he

_ walked every Saturday evening to his
farm, at the distance of 17 miles from
London, from

which he as regularly

returned every Monday morning. This
+ was the

most

anxious

and

laborious

_ part of his life. « I worked,” says he,
_ more

like

a

coal-heaver,

of it which produced the greatest impression upon the government, and led
to some important changes in its measures, was the attack on the bounty
paid on the land-carriage of corn to
Dublin, which he proved to be amea-

sure grossly absurd, as well as pernicious, showing, at the same time, that
the wretched tillage was carried on at
the expense of the richest pasturage

in the King’s dominions.

With such

a ' cogency of argument was this position

of their Transactions,

on the Present

Miss Edgeworth, was the first faith.
ful portrait of the people of Ireland.
It contains a vast mass of agricultural
and political information ; but the part

though

without his reward, than a man acting

supported, that, in the first session of
Parliament after the publication of this

| work, the bounty was reduced to one-

half, and afterwards wholly abolished ;

by which a saving was effected in favour

of

Ireland,

to

the

80,0007. per annum. Mr Young

extent

of

also de-

monstrated, that the penal laws against
the Catholics, were not laws against
the religion, but against the industry,

of the country; and his arguments
have been frequently quoted since,
both by speakers

and writers, as au-

thority for the repeal of these obnox-

jous statutes, and his adyice, to a considerable extent, has been followed.
But Ireland, or rather the faction
that governs Ireland, has, it seems, no

gratitude to spare for the real benefac<

|
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tors of that unhappy country.

¢° Ire-

land

you,”

ought

to

have

rewarded

said Lord Chancellor Loughborough,
ina letter to the author, “ for so important a service’’—as that, namely,

[0ம் 9)
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research; and, accordingly, we find \Ori
him expressing to his friends, in anj._

mated terms, the delight he had expe. |

rienced in witnessing the address and
dexterity of Priestley in his ம.

which he had rendered her by this _tal manipulations, and the command |.
great and disinterested effort of poli- which had thus been acquired overin. |
tical acuteness and judgment ; yet the visible elements, as well as the advan. |
only acknowledgment he received, was
tages he derived from his acquaintance }
a cold letter of thanks from the Dubwith that distinguished philosopher. }
lin Society. ‘ Truth,” says Mr WakeAbout the year 178%, Prince Po. |)
field,“ compels me to’declare, although temkin, then Russian Prime Minister, |
the assertion may reproach my coun- sent three young Russians to England } tin
try, that he (Mr Arthur Young) has to be instructed by Mr Young in the| ¢q)
been ill requited for his exertions in her arts of husbandry ; and, in the follow. | an,
_ service, and that, during the best days ing year, the Empress Catherine pre. |
of his life, she seems to have been coldsented him, through the hands of her )tio
ly insensible to the value of his indefa- ambassador, with a magnificent gold
| th
‘ tigable and important labours.’?

After the publication of his Irish
Tour, Mr Young, in consequence of a

liberal offer from Lord Kingsborough,
returned to [reland to superintend his

Jordship’s estate ; but from some cir=
cumstances, which are not stated, he
did not continue in this situation longer
than twelve months; and, in the year
1779, we find him once more quietly
settled at Bradfield, where he gradu-

snufl-box, together with two rich er |.

mine cloaks, designed as gifts to his
wife and daughter.
ட

In 1784, he commenced the publi-|
cation of his “ Annals of Agriculture,” ) ha

in which he appeared in the double ca-| ,
pacity of editor and author, and which ௭

he continued till the period of his blin

ness,

when

the

work

had

extende

to forty-five volumes 8vo. This periodical was conducted on the French

ally extended the scale of his husbandry, -plan, every paper having the name and| he
and entered with so much zeal into the address of the author affixed to it})
details of his own occupation, as ac- and it can boast of communications |
tually to perform the operation of from the most exalted and enlightened )
ploughing with his own hand. About
characters in Europe, at the head of
this period, also, he became intimately
whom stands his late Majesty George}
acquainted with Dr Priestley, then in III., who transmitted to Mr Young,|
the full career of discovery, from whom
for publication, an account of the farm)
he imbibed a taste for pneumatic che- of Mr Ducket, the able cultivator of} de
mistry,as¢ience of which thatillustrious Petersham, which is inserted in the) le
man may be considered as the founder.
7th volume of the “ Annals,? under} |
‘To a person who had been accustomed
the signature of «* Ralph Robinson.”\:
to contemplate only the grosser forms
The King was a steady patron and] ட
of matter, and to consider the qualities reader of the work, and seldom trae
and capabilities of soils as depending
velled without a volume of it in |
entirely on their texture and density, ‘carriage. An unpleasant circumstan
it is not to be wondered at, that his in. however, had nearly deprived it of thi
, troduction by Dr Priestley, to a new distinguished support.
Durng Mr
aerial creation, should have excited his
Young’s absencé on the Continent, al) 1s
astonishment, and opened to his active
offensive paper « On the System a

and enterprizing mind, a fresh train of

the Universe,” by the late Earl 0)

- BIOGRAPHY.
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ford, was inserted in the 11th voபிறக upon reading which, the King

his

‘exclaimed, ‘* What ! are the * Annals
i, ‘ Agriculture’ becoming the vehicle of
infidel opinions? If so, one of my

his late Majesty

[}strongest supports has failed me.”?
: The matter was, however, explained
i |to bis Majesty’s entire satisfaction,

nd he continued to afford the work
he benefit of his royal patronage, as

|before.

In 1803, the Kmg of Naples

amea subscriber, and, at the same

e, sent a Neapolitan to be instructe | ed by Mr Young in the principles
It is almost needless
=| agriculture.

of
to

© observe, that the most valuable por)tions of this voluminous work are from

t

d{the pen

of the

editor;

that

these

| abound in passages of great vigour,
8 | force, and eloquence; that Mr Young’s

| [otyle is full of that health and fresh-

t+ | ness, inspired by the pursuits which he
oS

| had devoted his life to cultivate and

«! recommend ; and that altogether, the

| work presents a vast and invaluable
body of information upon subjects of
agriculture and political economy.
In the course of 1785, Mr Young
‘was deprived of his mother, for whom

| he entertained the most sincere affec4| tion, and who appears to have been a

'8| woman

of a vigorous

id )character.

and energetic

Her son owed

her much,

| and she has even a claim upon the graje] titude of posterity; she rescued him

§;| from the barren routine of. the mer-

m) cantile profession, to which he was
'| destined,—saved him from the. reck‘| lessness and dissipation of a military
/ life,—at a later period, prevented him
from emigrating from his native land,

brother,

Dr

John Young,

who

broke his neck as he was hunting with
near Windsor ; and,

early
in the spring of 1787, received a
pressing

invitation

to

accompany

Count de la Rochefoucault

to the Pyrenees.

the

in a tour

“¢ This,” says Mr

Young, ‘¢ was touching a string tremulous to vibrate.” He had long

wished for an opportunity of examin=
ing France, and observing

the effects

‘of its government on the condition of
the

farmers,

and

of the

poor;

he,

therefore, eagerly accepted the proposal, and, having completed the tour,

returned

to

England

the following

winter.
And here a new scene presented itself: The wool bill, the ostensible object of which was to prevent
British wool from being smuggled into

France—the real one, to reduce the
price by laying it under heavy restrictions, having been brought forward,
-he was

deputed

by the wool-growers’

of Suffolk to support a petition against
its passing

into a law;

upon

which

occasion he united with Sir Joseph

Banks, who was also deputed for the
same object by the county of Lincoln.
He

was, accordingly, examined both

at the bar of the House of Lords and
the House of Commons, and succeed-

ed in moderating some
hostile clauses, for which
honour of being burnt
Norwich, (his zeal upon

of the more
he had the
in effigy at
this occasion

having given great offence to the ma-

nufacturers,) and of receiving commendations for his manly and disinte-

directed his mind to those pursuits

rested exertions from some of the most
eminent political economists of the
time: a pamphlet was likewise ad-

which he was destined to shine with
“unrivalled excellence,—and thus pre-

mas Day, Esq., the eccentric author of

erved to her country one whose la~
urs and writings will shed a lustre
n her name while economical science

i)
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vated in England.

‘The following year, he sustained a
severe blow in the untjmely death of

dressed to him on the subject by Tho-

« Sandford and Merton,” and who
has been more recently brought under public notice by the “ Memotrs of
Richard Lovel Edgeworth?
In the following July,

he set Out,

alone, on his second journey through

©
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France, in the course of which he trayelled 1'700 miles; but, finding that the

survey of that interesting country was
still incomplete, he undertook a third’

expedition

in

1789.

During
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reform, and not destruction, appear ke
to be the object aimed at, he continued:d b
faithful to his principles; and thong! 0
there was much said and done which the

these

no real friend to rational liberty coulj{to 8

three tours, he passed through every
province of France ; viewed the greater

approve, still he hoped that the bene, mer

part of Lombardy, so interesting for
its pasturage ; and made an extensive
excursion into Spain.
The state of

his health delayed the publication of
these travels till 1792, when they appeared, under the title of “ Travels
during the years 1787, 1788, and

1789, undertaken more particularly
with a view of ascertaining the Culti-

fits which would ultimately accrue tg|ber!
the nation from the establishment of fof /
free constitutional government woul
ble

more

than

overbalance

the mischiefent!

produced by popular excesses, in the) cha
first moments of popular ascendancy) the

But, when the genius of evil appeared)
to

have

overshadowed

the land with

his baleful wings, when the great land),
marks of religion and social order wer)
vation, Wealth, Resources, and Naremoved, when the people had bee)"
tional Prosperity of the Kingdom of seized with a diabolical frenzy, andj 80
France, in 2 vols. 4to.”
These tratheir leaders transformed into fiends) ¢4s
vels are superior in style and interest he felt that the cause was no longe the

to his Irish Tour.
he first volume
contains his journal, which is written
in an easy, familiar, but at the same

‘time vigorous style; the second, a
series of essays of great ability, and
replete with solid information on the
principal objects which had engaged
' his attention,

About this period he commenced a
correspondence, which was afterwards
published, with General Washington,

on various questions in agriculture,
and many particulars connected with
the rural economy of the United
States. It does not possess any great
jnterest.

=

Mr Young, during his residence at
Paris, had witnessed some of the first

scenes of the revolutionary drama;
and, like many wise and good men,
who, at that time, believed that the
French were struggling to emancipate
. themselves from the thraldom of a weak
and profligate government, no longer

in harmony with the spirit of the age,
he was at first friendly to the principles
professed by the directors and leaders
of the popular party, in that gigantic
movement. While the semblance of
moderation was preserved, and while

the

same,—and

he abandoned it ac|

cordingly.
He perceived, likewise)
that the madness was contagious; and)
becoming alarmed for the state of the
public mind in this country, he pub
lished, in the early part of 1793, hi)
celebrated pamphlet, entitled, « Tq
Example of France a Warning to Bri
tain.’’ ‘he impresssion producedby
this little tract was truly wonderful)

!

4
Ve!
tu!
!45
U0
2°
2%

and votes of thanks were poured
i 11

upon him from every patriotic associa, 4"
tion inthe kingdom.
As might hay 38
heen expected, however, this well th
timed brochure exposed him, like My hi
Burke, to the charge of apostatizin ied

from the political opinions he had for He
merly entertained. Let us hear hii t
own defence.
The Revolution, by 50
fore the 10th of August, was as dif
ferent from the Revolution after thi
day, as light from darkness ; as cleat]
distinct in principle and practice, 4)
liberty and slavery. For the sam
man, therefore, to approve of both,

‘must either be uncandid or cha
able ; uncandid in his approbation bt
fore that period,—changeable 1
approbation after it. How little
son, therefore, for reproaching me wh

BIOGRAPHY.
| atiments contrary to those I publishAbefore the 10th of August!

J am not

hangeable, but steady and consistent ;

ug the same principles which
rich

directed me

julglto approve the Revolution
at its comigefmencement,—the principles of real lix tgpberty, led me to detest it after the 10th
jof August. The reproach of change-~
iul{jableness, or something worse, belongs
ப்ரி ntirely to those who did not then
the) change their opinion, but approved

iy, the Republic; as they had approved
‘eff the Limited Monarchy.’’ It is remarkrth ‘able, that in this pamphlet, alternately

nj the cause of so much praise and cen‘ert sure, Mr Young first recommended the

fea, jraising of a Horse Militia, a suggesand} tion which was soon afterwards adoptயு ed, and the force thus raised called
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the residence annexed, was not that
pecuniary object which my Jacobin
friends have represented, and I must.
have improved on bad principles indeed, if it would not, in a few years,
have turned out a more profitable spe=
culation.
What a change in the des-

tination of a man’s life! Instead of entering the solitary lord of 4000 acres,
in the keen atmosphere of lofty rocks
and mountain torrents, with a little
creation rising gradually around me,
making the desert smile with cultiva-

tion, and grouse give way to industrious population, active and energetic,
though remote and tranquil, and every

instant of my existence, making two
blades of grass to grow, where not one
was found before—Behold me at a

ger the பகானி Cavalry. ©
ac} Shortly after this period, animated

desk, in the smoke, the fog, the din

ge} as he always was by the spirit of adindf venture, he could not resist an oppor-

true, and so has solitude toa mind employed.
The die, however, is cast5

of Whitehall..

Society has charms;

the tunity that occurred for realizing his ‘and my steps may still be, metaphoriub) favourite speculation, that of cultiva- cally, said to be in the furrow.”
In 1794, he engaged with the Board
hi ‘ting a large tract of waste land. He
Tha accordingly purchased 4400 acres of to draw up the county reports, and
3p) this description in Yorkshire ; but a shortly afterwards published that of
‘by new scene opened, and different duties Suffolk, and, in succession, those of
Lincoln, Norfolk, Hertford, Essex,
‘lf awaited him. ‘I'he Board of Agricul| i) ture was established in August, 1793 5 and Oxford. In 1795, he published
cia] and he was immediately appointed its two political pamphlets of no great
lave) Secretary. It has been falsely asserted, value ; and, in the following year, paid
iell| that this situation was the reward for a long visit to Mr Burke, at his seat
Mi his political pamphlet above mention- at Beaconsfield. In 1797, his youngest
and favourite daughter died of a confing Cd his extensive and profound knowfor, ledge in agriculture marked him as sumption; an event which inflicted
hit the most proper person, in every re- on him a severer shock, and produced
/bo) Spect, to fill this

important

and

ho-

dil] Nourable office; and to this circumtha Stance alone was he indebted for his
atl} election.

“The gratification,” says hes

‘of being elected into so respectable
@ 4 Situation, in which opportunities of
jy still giving an humble aid to the good
no} cause of the’ plough could scarcely fail
iby of offering, would not permit me to
“jy, decline the appointment; although to
Hal i a person established in

the country,

ni) the salary, (400/. per

annum,) with

a more remarkable change in his habits and reflections, than any in his
From this period he
whole past life.
turned his thoughts to subjects connected with religion; which, amidst
the incessant occupations of a busy
and laborious life, had hitherto engaged but little of his attention; and,

like many men of great and powerful
minds, his first meditations

were pro=

ductive of nothing but doubts and difficulties. Wihat chiefly perplexed him,
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was the probable condition of the soul
in a future state of existence; and, as
his own speculations failed to satisfy

tinguished.

his mind respecting this particular te-

not,) his works were translated anj
published at Paris, in twenty volume)

net, he immediately commenced a correspondence with some of our most
eminent scholars and divines, (amongst

whom the name of the venerable Bryant appears,) that by such lights as

they might strike out the doubts by
which his’ own mind was oppressed
might be dispelled, and a doctrine
which he anxiously wished to believe,
rendered so far certain as to furnish
ground for indulging a rational faith
and hope. Mr Wilberforce’s work on
Practical Christianity, which appeared
about this time, is said to have afford-.

ed him that consolatory conviction

In 1801, by an expres} |

order of the French Directory; (issue) ¢

chiefly, it is said, by the advice of Cy,/

8yvo., under the title of “ Le Culting
-teur Anglois ;” and, in the same year)

M. du Pradt dedicated to him hi} '

work, entitled, ** De [Etat de la Cy.)
- ture en France.”

In the year 1805, Novosilsoff, the!
Russian

ambassador,

requested

Mi) !

Young to recommend a person whol |
would undertake the survey of the go}
vernment of Moscow, and draw up 4
report similar to those which had been}
published of the English counties.
In

consequence of this application, Mr

Young’s son proceeded to Russia, and

which the correspondence of abler and

performed the survey required; but,

duce ; and the consequence was a firm

on account of the state of exchange
between the two countries, he was un
able, without a considerable sacrifice,|

' more learned men had failed to pro-

belief in a future state, and a reliance
upon divine mercy, which shed a soft-.

to convey to England the sum which

ened.and benignant influence over the he had received for his labours; he
" evening of his life, and cheered his lat- was, therefore, induced to invest if in
ter days of darkness and infirmity. It the purchase of an estate in the Crimea,
is impossible, however, not to perceive upon which he has resided ever since.)
in all this, that the severe domestic ca=
For his long and faithful services to
lamity with which he had been visited, agriculture, Mr Young was, in 1808,
had partially unhinged his mind, natu- complimented by the Board of Agrirally strong and vigorous; and that culture with a gold medal; but his
this state of diseased action, if we may
active pursuits received .a severe check
be permitted the expression, combining
shortly after this, by the failure of his
with the habits of his previous life, led sight. An incipient cataract appear
him, in the first instance, to require a ed; he was unable to take his usual
kind of proof which the subject does exercise; his digestion became, in col
not admit of, and latterly, to acquiesce sequence, disordered ; and Dr Paris 19
in the views of a writer whose fervid of opinion, that the disease which tersincerity and unaffected eloquence are minated his existence is to be attribu-)
so well adapted to tranquillize an af ted to the sudden change thus produ
flicted and bruised spirit.
ced in his habits. During his whol
He soon, however, resumed, in a
great measure, his wonted activity;

and, in the course of the two last
years of the century, published some
little tracts on subjects of passing
interest,

but,

nevertheless,

bearing

marks of those solid and sterling talents for which all his writings are dis-

|

life, which

was

blessed

with almost

uninterrupted good health, he entet),

tained the greatest horror of two
eases—blindness and the stone; andit)

is a very remarkable fact, that, in ்

1811, being then 70 years of age, Zi i

find him afflicted with the former ; ant

that, at the advanced period of 80, his
%

|

(ன.
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life was terminated by the sufferings
1) attendant upon the latter.
Notwith|) standing his blindness, however, the

| Board. of Agriculture

continued

to

| profit by his assistance. He delivered
| a variety of lectures upon different

| subjects of practical importance, seyeral of which were afterwards publish.
ed by order of the Board; nor did he
abandon those habits of laborious in-«
dustry, for which

} distinguished.

he

had

ever been

He rose every morn-

| ing at five o'clock, and regularly heard

| the different new works read ; and he
| busied himself .in preparing for the
press a work

on

the

Elements.

and:

Practice of Agriculture, in which the
experiments and observations made du-

ring a period of fifty years are record-

ed. The manuscript is bequeathed to
_ his son and daughter; and it is to be
hoped, that, when the former

returns
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pursuits in which he so greatly delighted; and he descended to the grave,

likea shock of corn in its season, with«

out leaving a blot on his name, or a
personal enemy behind him, His talents as a writer can only be appreciated by those who are acquainted
with his numerous and valuable works,
To the immense importance of his labours as a scientific agriculturist, not
only Britain, but Europe, has borne

testimony.

He collected from every ~

quarter the elements of knowledge,
systematized it, and rendered it eminently and extensively useful; he successfully combated the prejudices which
obstructed the progress of the most
useful of all arts; he taught how the
earth may be made to yield a more
abundant increase. His fame is unquestionably identified with the agricultural prosperity of the countrof
y

from Russia, measures will be taken to which he was so distinguished an, or~
ensure its speedy publication.
|
nament; to the service of the commonBut this great

and good

man was

_ tow approaching the limit of his long
and honourable career. It is remark.
|

able, that the nature of the disease
' which put a period to his life was not

so much as suspected till within about a
week of his death; and that he died
without being aware of the malady
under which he suffered.

He expired

wealth he devoted nearly the whole of

a long, active, and laborious life ; and
we trust some public monument will
soon

be erected to his memory,

as a

permanent record at once of national
justice and national gratitude.
- Among the eminent literary characters deceased during this period weshall

on the 12th of April, 1820, at his include Haytey, less, we must own,
housein Sackville Street, after taking on account of any extraordinary opia glass of lemonade, and stating that nion of his merits, than of the high re«
he felt himself calm and easy; and his _putation which they at one time proremains were conveyed. to, Bradfield, cured for him. Mr Hayley was born
his
ae cepted ina Vault in the church- of parents in easy circumstances,
yard. ©
் father possessing some landed properAA useful and active is almost, by ty, and his maternal grandfather re- _
| 0800961077, a virtuous life. Mr Young
presenting the city of Chichester, his
f நற
a warm and generous heart. native place. He was thus supplied
1s acts of kindness and benevolence
from his earliest age with all the acWere numerous, and will long be re- commodations and means of study, of
-Mmembered ; his house and his purse which he diligently availed himself.
were always open to the distressed. Being detained at home on account of
_ +4e was endowed with all that unso- severe and frequent attacks of indis- _ Palsticated honesty, and sincerity of position, he spent much time in read.
character and feeling, natural to the ing. At the age of sixteen, being

$20
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sent to Trinity

Hall,

Cambridge, he

attempted an Ode on the Birth of his
present Majesty. Being apparently still
tamer than his subsequent produc-~
tions, it was not considered as containing any indications of genius. Mr

Hayley spent the next seven years in
very intense and unremitting study,
particularly of Italian literature and of

the fine arts. In 1769, he married
Miss Ball of Chichester, and spent five
years in London, after which he reti-

red to his seat of Eartham in Sussex,
and devoted himself to the Muses. He
might now be considered as a very ac~ complished man, though rather belonging to the class which D7 Israeli distinguishes as men of letters than men

of genius. He produced successively
an Epistletoaneminent Painter, (Romney, 1778,) Essay on History (1780,)
Triumphs of Temper (1781,) and
Essay on Epic Poetry (1782.) ‘These

poetry were sunk into total oblivion
The Triumph of Music, published
i,
1805, fell quite dead-born fromt
press. He is now recollected only
consequence of qualities distinct from

poetry.
i
_ Mr Hayley, as is not unfrequently }
the case in middling poets, was an a
cellent and amiable man. He was par
ticularly free from
friendship towards

envy, and fl
his poetical bree

|

thren. Forgotten forhimself, he is na

remembered as the friend of Cowper:

and, indeed, his edition of the pos
mous

works

of that interesting

‘displays taste and selection. In
lines on Chatterton and on Collins,
he
displaysa feeling, which raiseshimmuch |
above his usual tame monotony. The
correspondence of Gibbon and of Sew- |
ard show the extent of his literary }
connexions ; so that the memoirs of his |

own life, which we observe to be pre- |

works attained an extraordinary popularity ; and'we find him characterized

paring, are likely to, display, if not)

at this period as the first poet of the
age. It is true, poetry at that era might
be considered in Britain as almost ex-

least a good deal of curious anecdote. |

tinct ; and dim indeed must have been

that galaxy in which Hayley shone
brightest. The only characteristic of
his poems was

plain

good

sense, but

auch.

discrimination

of character, at

Mr Hayley passed the latter part of |

his life in retirement, and died on the
llth November, 1820, at the age of |

seventy-five.

—

One of the most eminent French

entirely prosaic, and expressed in verse,

writers of the age, was ConsTANTINE

whose mechanical structure, and continued monotonous ring, of itself ex-

Franecrs CuHasseprur Dp VOLNEY
He was born at Craon in 1757, of pa- |
rents in the middling rank of life. Af
ter passing through a diligent course)
of study, he submitted, at twenty, to.
an illustrious society, the solution of)

cluded every idea of genius. The only

real merit was in the notes, which show=.

_ ed a good deal of research upon subjects not then familiar to the British
‘public.
ses 7
How long Mr Hayley might have
continued to shine, a giant among the

pigmies, it is impossible to determine.
At this moment a new poetical day
was rising in Britain.
Scott, Camp‘bell, Southey, were the lights of the
next age ; and the moment their bright

stars dawned in the horizon, that of
Hayley became dim as a watery cloud.

Long before his death, himself and his

one of the most difficult problems im}
the history of antiquity.

His பஜன்

i

pher, Count Daru, does not expount)

either the society or the problem,

but)

only mentions that the former gave!
encouragement to the young taquir
who, however, was buoyed up Pj}
youthful ardour and conscious wort)

against this mortifying neglect.

Volney’s first undertaking wa

voyage to Syria and Egypt, th
பப

|

கன்னைகா

4) Cuar. 2.J
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of which he himself explains.
Has
ying a small sum of money left him,
which would not have made any serious
addition to his income, he determined

to employ it in exploring countries,
then rarely visited, and deemed almost

(| inaccessible.

On his arrival he placed

*| himself in a convent of Copts; till he
————
=

+} had become master of the language:
'| Having spent several years in these

} countries, he produced his well-known
_ Travels. He piqueshimself onrejecting

the mode of writing adopted by the
+} vanity of his predecessors, in which
half the work is filled with their per=
a

Still it has no doubt im-

ரர அர ட

க

தக

after her declaration of war against
France, saying, °° If I obtained it from
her esteem, I can only preserve her
esteem by returning it.”
4
_ On the breaking out of the revolution, Volney embraced with ardour the
popular cause, and was electeda de-

Puty in the Assembly of the States
) General.

In

produced his celebrated work, called
‘The Ruins, or a Survey of the Revolutions of Empires.”? It is certainly
distinguished by several splendid passages, though it is to be regretted, that

he} gives full scope to sceptical opinions ்
on some of the mostimportant subjects,
In this view, we cannot consider him

which is charged by Count Daru, as

a medal, which, however, he returned

|

ors.
About this time (1791,) Volney

give the liveliest idea of

We

|| portant advantages, and is so managed
by him as to produce a valuable work.
_ He combines accurate observation with
animated description, and gives cer‘tainly a much juster idea of the genetal character of the country than his
_ predecessor, Savary, though he criti_cises, perhaps too severely, the gay
images called up by the lively imagination of that engaging writer. The
Empress of Russia, in testimony of her
esteem for this work, sent the author

¢|

ed so wide'a field to political project-

are not fully

sonal adventures.

a country.

tled and indepéndent state, has afford-

as very formidable, as, notwithstanding his powers of diligent research and
lively observation, his speculations ap«
pear to us usually fanciful and superfi-

prepared to’ admit this as the mode
calculated to

32

1790,

he

published

a

pamphlet, strongly recommending the
division of landed property into small
partitions, as the most favourable to
_ its productivenessand the general pros் perity of the state. He afterwards
|} 8pent two or three years in Corsica,
endeavouring, without success, to improve the political and economical state
of that island, which, from its unsetVOL. XIV. FART

I.

cial.

Dr Priestley wrote an answer,

marked by a degree of violence and
acrimony unbecoming a philosopher.
This, though prompted by good motives, is doubtless blameable, especially

in one, who, like Priestley, assumed so
wide a latitude in his own opinions.
On returning to Paris, Volney found
the reign. of terror in full sway 5 and,
like every one whose opinions were at
all moderate, became the object of its
proscription. - He was imprisoned for
ten months, but released on the down-

fall of Robespierre. ‘The Directory
were then seeking to repair the wrecks

made by jacobinical madness. One of
their plans was to form a normalschool,

destined to becomethecentreof French
instruction;

and here Volney was ap-

‘pointed to lecture on history. His .
lectures were greatly admired, and attended by immense crowds; but, the
institution not succeeding as had been _
expected, was soon closed, and he was

forced to interrupt the course of a la:
bour so gratifying to his taste.
_ Thus left at leisure, Volney again
left his country in pursuit of knowledge. Having seen man in the East in
a state of decay, and in Europe of maturity, he now sought to view him in
infancy, and therefore went to observe
the savages of America. His impres-
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CHAPTER

IIi.

VIEW OF IMPROVEMENTS IN SCIENCE DURING THE YRARS

1820-1821.
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ன் Operations, and Observations on the Length ofthe Pen=

Freycinel’s Expedition.—Trigonometrical Survey of France.

—

of an Arc of the Meridian in the Canton of Berne, and i

ETEOROLOGY: Observations of Baron de Humboldt onthe Lower

Limit of Perpetual Snow in the Hamalaya Mountains and the EquatoriaRe-~
l .

Professor Oersted’s Discovery of the
gions. — Exnctro-Magnetism:
Identity
tiy of
of Electricity
Ele
an Magneti
enetism.—Laperiments
of Ampere, Arag
and’
J
Boisgeraud, Biot, Savart, Berzelius, Sir H. Daiy, and a Pain ஸர்
Waew the great activity and zeal
which presently pervade the scientific
world, and the vast number of contributions, of greater or less importance,
which have been made by different inquirers, both in this and foreign countries,to the respective sciences to which

they devote their, attention, are: duly
weighed and appreciated, it must at
once appear impossible, in a work like
this, embracing such a variety of sub-

Jects, to exhibit even a tolerably com-

plete general view of all the discoveries

and improvements with which science
has been enriched and extended.
நீரடி
stead, therefore, of entering upon so
wide a field, the survey of which would

Tequire a volume for itself,or of skimming slightly over the surface of a
reat variety of subjects, many of them,

ய்ய of little interest or value, and
€ very enunciation of which would

occupy more room than we can afford,
we shall restrict ourselves to the consideration of a few of the more pro;
minent and successful investigations
which have appeared within the limits
of

the

period

which

this

imperfect

sketch comprehends, and, in a parti-

cular manner, call the attention of our

readers to the highly important and
interesting researches of Professor Oersted of Copenhagen, by which the
identity of Magnetism and Electricity
has been completely established, and

for which the Copley

medal was ad-

judged to the author by the Royal So;
ciety of London.

ASTRONOMY.
About three years ago, the Academy of Sciences of Paris having proposed as#the subject of a prize, the

S24
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formation of lunar tables, founded solely upon the theory of universal gravi“tation, anumber of attempts have been,
made, which, though not altogether
successful, can scarcely fail to be of
service in ultimately bringing to perfection a subject of so great importance to navigation. In the Annales de
Chimie, (x11. 250.) M. de Laplace has
shewn, with great clearness and preci-

[கடிய

length give to his tables all the accu.
racy which can be desired.

18

The authors of both these Memoir

have set out from differential equations
of the celebrated problem of the three,

bodies, in which the differential of the
true movement of the moon, referred
to the ecliptic, is supposed consta 2)
and they have determined the mean
longitude, the latitude, and parallax of|

sion, the advantages which the lunar. that body, in series of sines and co-sines|
theory may derive from the concurrent" of the angles, increasing proportionally
to its true movement. This is the me.
labours of astronomers, as well as the
points in which it is incomplete, and thod employed by Laplace, in the se.

to which their labours should be di«
rected. By the labours of geometers,
the lunar theory had already made such

advancement, that, in the seventh book
of the Mécanique Celeste, the greatest
difference between the coefficients of the
inequalities of the analysis there given,
and those of the tables of M. Burg,
was reduced to 8.5”. Hence it’ was
. natural to conclude, that, by means of

‘approximations carried
“theory

would

still farther, the

represent

observations

within the limits of the errors of which
they are susceptible. The two papers
to which the Academy adjudged a reward in 1820, fulfil this condition, and

are the result of immense labours
leaving no doubt, that, on a’ comparison with our present lunar tables, the

formule they contain, when reduced
to tables, will agree with observation
_ within the limits already indicated.
. This is directly established by the au-

thor of the first paper, M. Damoiseau,
who, according to his theory, has formed new tables, which, compared

with

sixty observations of Bradley, and sixty observations made

since the year

1802, only produce slight errors of the

same order with those of the tables of
pig and Burckhardt. We may therefore hope, that, by the examination of
~a great number of observations, the au-

thor will improve still farther the arbitrary elements of the theory, and: at
.

venth book of the Mécanique Celesle|

already referred to, and appears to give
the most converging approximations,
Indeed, the disturbing forces present
themselves underthat form, orare easily
to
reducible to. it. To reduce them

that ofthe
another form,—forexampl
e, |
series of sines and co-sines of the an-

gles, increasing proportionally to the
time,—the approximations wouldre

quire to be carried very far, by reason
of the considerable inequalities of the|
lunar orbit ; which would render the
and the apanalysis more complicated;
proximations less convergent.

Other

forms of series have been tried, and it
would be easy to imaginea great number; but none appears better calcu-

lated to give the coefficients of the lu

nar inequalities. Nevertheless, some
very small inequalities, of which the)
argument increases with great slowby other
ness, may be better determined
methods.

In the preceding, these in

equalities, in virtue of repeated integrations, acquire, as divisors, the squares
of the very small: coefficients of the)

true longitude of their arguments. 1

the final result, these square divisots

disappear, and are reduced tothe first
power; so that this result, being
difference of quantities very grea

relation to itself, becomes inexact,
less we are careful’ to preserve, in 07

course of the computation, all

டய
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quantities of its order.

this circumstance,

B

neglecting

several

geometers

have failed in determining the inequa-

lity depending on the longitude of the
node of the lunar orbit. Uniformity of

method certainly gives elegance to ana-

lysis ; but when it is proposed to approximate, as nearly as possible, analysis to observation, the methods em-

ployed must be varied according to
the nature of the inequalities; for it is

in the selection of these methods, and
in foreseeing the quantities

that may

become sensible by successive integrations, that the art of approximation
consists,—an art no less useful to the

progress of science, than the discovery
of analytical methods.

Laplace having discovered, by theo-

ty, the cause of the inequalities in the
secular motion

of the moon,

the two

' papers above referred to have verified
and confirmed the results to which that

eminent philosopher was conducted by

his profound analysis, particularly that
_ telative tothe motion of the perigee in

| proportion toits magnitude. The form
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of the analytical expressions of the first,
being the same which he had adopted

in the seventh book of the Mécanique
Celeste already referred to, he was enabled to compare these expressions with

his own; and he found, that they.

agreed in the degrees of approxima.

tion which are common

able, indeed, in regard to the secular

equations of the mean motion, and of
the perigee, but sensible in relation to
the motion of the nodes. The following table exhibits the numerical coefficients, by which, in order to find the
secular equations, we must multiply
the integral of the product of the differential of the time by the excess of
the square of the eccentricity of the
terrestrial orbit above the same square
at any arbitrary epoch of time, which,
in this‘case, was fixed at the commencement of 1801:—=
Ast Memoir.

Mécan. Celeste.

Secular equation of the true longitude, 0.0086457
0.0083660
perigee,
்
= —0.0229890 —0.0251023

Sr

node, = 4 2 .0.0051936

The authors of the Second Memoir,

MM. Plana and Carlini, in the expression of the secular inequality of the
Mean motion, have not attended to the

to both, but

that the authors of the papers having
catried these approximations farther,
the new terms introduced by them
have produced differences, inconsider-

24 Memoit.
0.00760102
—0.0311]10

0.0061528 — 0.005387

of the sun to that of the moon, a re-

ving reduced their expressions to series,

lation less than:a twelfth. MM. Plana
and Carlini find, in the mean lunar
motion, a secular inequality equal to
the product of —0.1398", by the cube
of the number of periods elapsed since
1801. This inequality, which would
increase the longitude of the moon at
the moment of its eclipses, in the years
719 and 720 before our era, about 37’,
depends, according to them, on supposing the true ecliptic transposed to
a fixed ecliptic, for example, thatof
1801 ; but they have not attended to
the secular transposition of the lunar
orbit to the same ecliptic, which would

Powers of the relation of the motion

have.arrived.

terms depending on the square of the

eccentricity of the lunar orbit; and
which, rendered sensible by the small

divisors. which

they

acquire

in the

course of the integrations, produce the
| difference of results observable in the

two communications. Laplace thinks
that the difference, in regard to the se-

cular inequality of the perigee, pro-

ceeds from the nature of the approxiMations employed, by the authors’ hadisposed according

to the ascending

have destroyed the result at which they
Laplace has shewn,

pe
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that the part of the secular equation
relative’ to the inclinations, depends’
only on the inclination of the lunar
orbit to the true ecliptic, and that the
rapidity of the motion of the nodes of
the moon, renders insensible the secu,
lar variation of that inclination.
~ M. Damoiseau

having,

at the spe-

cial request of M. de Laplace, carefully re-examined his analytical and
numerical calculations, upon the subject of the lunar inequality called pa‘yallactic because it depends on the
parallax of the sun, found that, supposing this parallax a four hundredth
part of that of the moon, the inequality in question would be 121.15”.
Proceeding on the same hypothesis,
Laplace himself found it 122.01”, and
MM. Plana and Carlini 122.90". According to the tables of Burg, it is
122.378" ; according to those of
- Burckhardt, 122.97’"; which gives respectively 8.6303", and 8.6721” for the
mean parallax of the sun, upon the
parallel, whose terrestrial radius is that

of a sphere of the same mass as the
earth, and of a density equal to its
mean density. The mean 8,65” appears to be the probable value of the
solar parallax.
~ The small inequalities which astronomers have imagined they have de-

The remarkable comet which ap.’
peared in July 1819, gave oceasion to
some important astronomical investiga.
tions, relative to the orbits described

by

these

eccentric

bodies.

Signor |

Nicolas Cacciatore, Director of the
Royal Observatory at Palermo, made

his observations, which comprise the
period between the 3d of July and the’ |
11th of August, with an entire circle |
The parabolic elements’
of Ramsden.
which result from these observations,
differ but little from those obtained
by

M. Bouvard of Paris, of which an ac. |
count will be found in the Jowrnal de |
Physique, xc. 11. The same astro-' |
nomer states, that he observed phases
in the nucleus of the comet, which led
him to conclude, that comets are not
‘of themselves luminous, and that their
nucleus, coma, and tail, shine by re«

flected light ; but, from the remarks
of M. Arago, in the Annales de Chinie, xiv. 217, it is evident that the

appearances which misled Signor Cae- |
ciatore, can only be regarded as irre. }
gularities; that, in the course of evena |
few days,

comets

undergo

a sensible

change of form; but that these changes
and irregularities have yet furnished
no data for enabling astronomers to
determine the nature of the light, whe-

ther inherent or reflected, which co-

tected in the mean motion of the moon,

mets

is the only point of, the lunar theory
which still remains to be explained.
Future observations, in proving its re-

explanation can be given of the phases
observed by the astronomer of Paler=

ality, will determine
its value. Fortunately, in the interval of half a cen-

|
|

emit.

mo, without

M.

Pictet adds, that no

supposing

the comet to

revolve round its axis, and to possessa
surface of opposite powers, one: part
reflecting, and the other absorbing
light.
ப்
ல்!

tury, this inequality may be safely
confounded with the mean motion;
for as long as it shall remain unknown,
Dr Brinkley, of ‘Trinity College, |
it will be sufficient for the purposes - Dublin, has published, in the Jounal
of navigation to rectify, from half of the Royal Institution, his observacentury to half century, the mean lu- tions on this comet, and the elements
of its orbit; the instruments he emnar motion.
But when its existence
ployed were» an astronomical: circle;
shall be: fully established, the investigation of its cause will then become an

object of importance in Physical Astronomy.
ree,

eight feet in diameter, and a transit |
© His computation was
instrument.

founded on observations made
on the

|
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- Ath, 5th, and 6th of J uly, and the ele.
ments

so obtained

were

further cor

and 20th of the same month,

Passage of perihelion, mean ames at Obser= ்
‘vatory, Trinity College, Dublin,
.
June, 27.
Perihelion distance
ண
அக
Inclination

.~

Place of perihelion

.-

.

E

ஷ்

ல்

different, it is believed, from any that
had been
changing
distance,
passage

பா

:

some

269

கறம
80

பலா

45

467,
10

33.

மாகத்

details as to the nature of the

path it will describe till that event
take

place;

and Professor Enke,

of

formerly used. Instead of Berlin, having considered the effects of
the approximate perihelion Saturn, J upiter, Mars, the Earth, Veand the approximate time of nus, and Mercury, on thiserratic body,
through the perihelion, by. throughout the whole interval: from

small quantities, as in M. de Laplace’s

method, he obtained two equations, in
which

-

ய.
16

Ovi

In correcting the first approxima:
' tions, Dr Binkley employed a method

The re-

sult was as follows’:

rected by observations made onthe 13th

Longitude ofnode
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the

unknown

quantities

were

1786 till 1819, has found that the at-

traction of Jupiteralone will have ற.
material effect on the time of the next

the corrections of the perihelion dis- perihelion; which, as the distance from:
tance, and of the time of passage Jupiter will only be 1.136, will be re~
through the perihelion. This was done tarded nine days from this cause.
by investigating’ the fluxions of the
This return of comets at periods
' anomalies, heliocentric longitudes, and
which, by the great improvement of
latitudes, computed by help of the ap- astronomical science, and the accurate
proximate perihelion distance, and ap- methods of a refined calculus, can be
| proximate time of perihelion, and of predicted beforehand, has led the authree observations.
The operations thor of an article which appeared in a
by this method, which, atfirst sight, London periodical, remarkable, cer
might be supposed
to lead to intritainly, for any quality rather than procate formulz, were found considerably. found science, to endeavour to prove
method,

that the phcenix of the ancient Egyp-

when great exactness is required ; and
it has the additional advantage of being particularly applicable in cases
where it is necessary to investigate the
elliptic orbit,
ம்

tians—the symbol, as some had imagined, of a particular celestial revolu-

shorter

than

by

Laplace’s

The comet of 1819 performs its ec-

centric revolution in the space of about
three years, and consequently would
appear again in 1822.
The celebrated Dr Olbers of Bremen has given

|

tion, or, according
to others, of that

principle of incessant decay, and reproduction, which guarantees the permanence and indestructibility of Na-’
ture, even in her changes—was nothing
more or less than a hieroglyphical
painting

1680.*

of the

celebrated

comet of

Tt is astonishing how Dr ~

_* This’comet was perhaps the most remarkable that ever appeared. Its orbit was.
hota parabola, in which case it could never have returned, but a very eccentric ellip~

withina sixth part of the diameter of
to come
the sunit asmust
so near
It descended
| “is.
ls surface
; in which
situation
haye been exposed to a degree of heat exceeding the mean of that of the sun upon the carth, no less than 28,000 times, or
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Young and M. Champollion, who have
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been so eminent successful in decyphering part, at least, of the hierogly-

which

tians, and who are both men

are regularly disposed.

phical writing of the ancient Egyp-

as distin-

guished for their scientific acquire-.
ments, as for their ingenuity and sagacity, should not have stumbled upon
so sage and

very !

truly wonderful a disco-

PHYSICS,

Intwo profound and original papers,
the first on the figure of the earth,
and the second on the decrease in the
length of the day, deduced from the re«

frigeration of the earth, M. de Laplace

has furnished natural science with the
strongest arguments relative to the
primitive fluidity, the figure, the form;
and the density
of the successive strata
of the globe; in proportion as we des
scend from the circumference towards
the centre. We shall endeavour to
exhibit as full and satisfactory a view
of the reasonings of this illustrious

philosopher ontheseinteresting subjects,
as our limits will possibly permit.
The numerous experiments perform-

ed with the pendulum, have demonstrated that the increase of gravity
from the equator to the poles, follows

a regular law, and is nearly proportional to the square of the sine of the
latitude. This force being the resultant of the attractions of all the particles of matter; these experiments,
compared with the theory of the ats
tractions of spheroids, furnish the.only
means for enabling us to penetrate into
the interior constitution of the earth :

[ம

9)

ம

they have proved, that this planet iy|
composed
of strata, the density of
increases from the surface to

the centre, around which point they

On this subs |

ject, Laplace has demonstrated the|
following theorem: (see the Connais.|
sance des Tems for 1821.) « If the
length of the seconds pendulumat the

equator be taken as unity, and if, to }

the length of this pendulum, observed

at any point whatever of the surface

of the, terrestrial spheroid, be added
the. half of the height of that point |

above the level of the ocean, divided
by the semi-axis of the pole, the in.
_crease of that length, thus corrected,

will, on the supposition of the density

remaining constant toa small depth, be
equal to the product of the square of
the sine of the latitude, by five-fourths

of the proportion of the centrifugal
force to gravity at the equator, or by
0043.” This is generally true, what:
ever be the density of the sea, and the
manner in which it covers the earth,

The experiments performed with |

the pendulum in the two hemispheres,
agree in giving to the square of the
sine of the latitude a greater co-eflicient,

amounting

nearly

to

.0054;

from which it is evident that the earth|
is not homogeneous inits interior, and

that the density of its strata increases

from the surface to the centre.
But the earth, heterogeneous in 4
mathematical, would be homogeneous

in a chemical sense, if the increase
of the density of its strata was only
owing to the increase of the pressure
which

they experience, in proportion

2000 times greater than that of red-hot iron. From its capacity to endure so intense
heat, without its substance being dispersed by evaporation, the density and s0ட,

lidity of the materials of which it was composed may be inferred.

Nor has aly

comet threatened the earth with a nearer
appulse; for Dr Halley found, that ony the
41th of November, at 1 hour 6 min. afternoon, it was not more than one semi-diameter of the earth to the northward of the eatth’s orbit. Had the earth at this time f

been im that part of her path, the comet would have had a parallax equal to that of
the moon. Mr Whiston is of opinion that the consequence of so near an appulse
would have been a deluge.

|
|
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‘as they are nearer its eentre, (But the
law of densities resulting from the

compression of the inferior by. the su-

‘| perimposed strata being unknown, we
cannot discover to what extent the
density

of the terrestrial

be thus increased.

strata

may

The pressure and

| the heat which we can produce are always ‘very small relatively to those

which exist at the surface, and in the
interior of the sun and stars it is even

'| impossible for us to form an approxi.

_ mate idea of the effects of these forces
‘combined in such mighty bodies. Every
thing tends to induce a belief that, pri-

} mitively; they have existed in a high.

') degree on the earth, and that the phe-

{ nomena which they have produced,
| modified by their successive diminus

| tion, constitute the actual state of the

SCIENCE.
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simplest function

which can represent this proportion, is

the first power of the density multi.

plied by a constant quantity.
this

that

Laplace

It is,

has adopted, vand

which, with the advantage
of repre-

senting, in thesimplest manner, all that
we know of the compression of liquids

and solids, combines

that of entering

easily intocalculations in investigations
relative to the figure of the earth.
Hitherto, the effect resulting from this |
compression of strata had not formed
an element in the researches of geo-

meters on this subject; but their at-

tention has lately been called to it by
the ingenious remark of Dr Young,’
that, in this manner, may be explained
the increase of the density in the strata

of the terrestrial spheroid. From the
} surface of our globe; a state which
analysis of M. de Laplace, (which ap“is only an element of the curve of - peared in the Connaissancedes Tems for
which the time would be the abscissa,
1822, and which isneither susceptible of
_and the ordinates represent the changes
abridgment, nor suited to a work like
| which that surface incessantly under- ours,) it appears that it is possible,in
[ goes.
The nature of that curve is thisway;, to satisfy allthe knownphenoar from being known ; «and hence, we
mena dependent onthelaw of thedensity

=

i

IN

to the

of these strata; namely, the variationsof

| origin of that which we now behold
upon the earth; and if, in order to
sooth imagination, always restless and
dissatisfied when we are in ignorance of
the cause of the phenomena with which
we are interested, we hazard any con-

the degrees of the meridian and of gravity, the precession of the equinoxes,

_ cannot with

certainty

ascend

jectures, it. will be wise to do so with

extreme cireumspection,
©
The density of a gas is proportional
to its compression, when the temperature remains the same; but the law,
true within the limits of the density
of the gases in which we have been
able to determine it, cannot hold in
||, the case of liquids or solids, whose density is very great relatively to that of
i the gases, when the pressure

“nothing or very small.

is either

‘These bodies

t compression the more they are
essed 3 so that the proportion of

differential of the pressure to that
sityy instead of being

con-

| stant as in the gases, increases with

the nutation of the terrestrial axis, the

inequalities produced in the motion of
the moon by the oblate figure of the
earth, and the proportion of the mean
density of the earth to that of water,
(fixed by Cavendish at 5.5). Proceeding from the foregoing law relative to
the compression of liquids and’ solids,
Laplace found, that, if we suppose the

earth formed of a substance homogeneous,

in the

chemical

sense, whose

density is 2.25 of that of common water, and which, compressed by a vertical

column

of the same substance,

equal toa millionth part of the semiaxis of the pole, augments in density

5.5345 millionths of its primitive densimena are satisfied,
ty» :all these ph

If the earthwere entirely formed of —
water, and if we suppose, in conform=

ity. with the experiments of Canton,
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that the density of water, at the temerature of ten centesimal degrees,
(50° Fahr.) and compressed by a column

of water

ten metres (2.80916

feet) in altitude, augments forty-four
millionths, the sphericity of the earth

[Cuang}

lecule of the sphere will now describe|
around its axis of rotation in a given }
time, will be the same as before ; byt

the angular velocity will be augment,
ed by a fifty thousandth part. "Thys||

the duration of the rotation
tosupposing
be a day, or a hundred
thousand)
would be =15; the co-efficient of the
a dim.)
square of the sine of the latitude, in- decimal seconds, it will suffer

the expression
of the length’ of the se- nution of two seconds, by the dim)
conds pendulum, would be fifty-nine nution of a degree in the tempera,
millionths; and the mean density of the ture of the sphere. If this conse.
earth would be nine times that of wa- quence be extended to the earth, and
ter, All these results deviate from if we consider that the duration of}
observations beyond the limits of the the day since the time of Hipparehis |
has not varied the hundredth part of}
errors of which they are susceptible.
The temperature is here supposed -a second, as Laplace has shewn bya i
comparison of the observations with
to be uniform throughout the whole
of {
extent of the terrestrial spheroid ; but the theory of the secular equation
it is possible that the heat increases - the moon, it will follow, that, since
towards the centre,* which would be that period, the variation in the inter. |
the case had the earth, originally en- nal heat of the earth has been altoge- |
dowed with a great degree'of heat, been

ther insensible.

in a continual process of refrigeration.
Ina space of a constant temperature,
Jet ws imagine a sphere impressed with

earth has arrived at a state of perma

a motion

of rotation,

and

then

con-

ceive that after the lapse of a long pe-

This

shews that the)

nent temperature, which agrees with
its position in space, and relatively

to the sun.

It is found by analysis,

that whatever-be the specific heat, the:

xiod the temperature of this space is

permeability to heat, and the density of

increased by a degree,

the sphere will

the strata of theterrestrialspheroid, the

Jose this new degree of temperature
which the space has acquired; its
mass will not be altered, but its dimensions will diminish by a quantity,

increase of temperature, at a depth
very small considered in relation to)

suppose

vation of the temperature. of the sui
face of the earth above the state just

a hundred

thousandth

part,

which is nearly the case with glass.
In virtue of the principle of areas,
the sum of the areas, which each mo-

the radius of this spheroid, is equal to
the product of that depth, bythe ele-.

mentioned, and by a factor independ:

ent of the dimensions of the earth|

* The gradual increase of temperature experienced in descending into minesof
great depth, as those of Cornwall and Sweden, seems, of itself, to place this beyond)
all doubt. In the recently published yolume of Dr Clarke’s Travels, it is stated, that)

in one of the Swedish mines into which the author descended, he found the மர]
_ hearly intolerable, and the miners working almost in a state of nudity. Thermal
springs, which haye continued for ages, might be cited as another proof. "This facts
of high importance in geology. Not.only does it indicate a very great degree of heal
in the surface of the earth at periods very remote, but, im comparing the fact, as &
tablished by observation, with the theory of heat, it appears, that at the present ml
ment, and at the depth of 600 or 700 miles, or, above all, at the centre of the earth,
the heat is so excessive, that this part of the globe is probably in a state of fusiol)|
and
is only prevented from being dissipated in vapour by the compression of the sit
perincumbent strata,
ன்
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| which depends on the qualities rela} tive to heat possessed by its first or
upper stratum.

As far as these qua-

lities are known,

that if

it appears,

| the elevation in question amounted to
several degrees, the increase of heat
_ would be sensibly felt at the depths to
_ which we have penetrated, but where,
' nevertheless, observation has detected
' no’such augmentation of temperature.
The speculations of M. Fourier, on

the secular cooling’ of the terrestrial
globe, are not inferior in interest and

ampottance to those we have now been
considering, and cannot fail to prove
| of great service

in all future’ inves-

tigations of the figure and constitu.
tion of the earth. As a. proper sejuel to.the reasonings of M. de La-

place, we

shall, therefore,

insert

in

_ this place a few of ‘the more remark-

able general results which this philosopher has

deduced

from his

analy-

sis. 1, If the earth had, for a great ©

_mtimber of ages, been exposed to the
sole action of the sun’s rays, and had
_ not received a primitive temperature
superior to that of the surrounding
space, or, having received, had entirely
lost it, a temperature, constant for the
different points of the same
vertical
line, would be observed below that

exterior shell or crust to which the

IN
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be'the'same for all the points of the

same vertical line, but would decrease
from the surface downwards.
3. Ob-

servations appear to indicate that the

temperature imcreases as we descend
to greater depths, the cause of which
increase is the original heat peculiar
to the globe, which existed when that

planet was formed, and is continuall
escaping by its surface. 4. If all this
initial heat had been dissipated, and if
‘the earth had likewise lost the heat
which, it had derived from the sun,
the temperature of the globe would be
that of the planetary space in which it
is placed. ‘This fundamental tempera:

ture which the earth receives from exterior bodies the most remote, is augmented, first, by that which is due to

the presence of the sun; and, secondly, by that which results from the primitiye internal heat not yet dissipated.
The principles of the theory of heat,

applied to a series of precise observa:
tions, will one day determine distinct-

ly the exterior fundamental temperature, the excess

of temperature

cau-

sed by the solar rays, and the excess
which is to be ascribed to the primi.
tive heat. 5. This last quantity, the
excess of temperature of the surface,
has a necessary relation to the in-.

and this uni-

crease of temperature observed at different depths.
An augmentation of

form temperature would sensibly prevail to the greatest accessible depths.
In each of the superior points, subject

mitive heat which the earth has pre-

variations are confined’;

' to. variations,

and

comprised

in

the

a centesimal degree for thirty metres
(98.4275 feet) supposes, that the pri:
served presently raises the temperature |

same line, the mean value of all the

of the surface about one-fourth ofa

observed temperatures, at each instant

‘deeree above that of space, assuming

of the period, would be equal to the
constant temperature of the places

si-

_tuated below the shell or crust where
these variations take place. 2. If the
action of the solar rays had not been
continued till the process of heating
feached its limit; the mean tempera-

ture of the points where the variations
take place, or the actual temperature
of the depths below them, would not

that the shell of the globe had been

composed of iron ; for, as that is the
only body in which the three qualities

relative

to heat have been measured,

it is onlyin this case, that the value _

of the excess of temperature can be
assigned with sufficient exactness. The
surface of the globe, which had at_

first a very elevated temperature, has
been cooled down in the course of
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dissipated

in

space.

But

these two

which is ten times less, a very long se-

enter as an element, with the constant

Thus the heat ema.

Mes of ages must have elapsed before law of gravity, and the variable law
the surface arrived at its actual tem- of the centrifugal force.
perature.
8. The temperature of a
Thereare only two methodsto which
given place on the surface diminishes we can haye recourse for determining,
by the effeet of the secular cooling by experiment and observation, if we
of the globe, but that diminution is may use the expression, whether the
incredibly small even in the course actual figure of the earth agrees with,
of many centuries. The decrease of or differs from, that which has. beet
temperature during a century is less deduced from theory; and these are,
than ,;15, of a centesimal degree; the measurement of arcs of the mer
and from the period of the Greek
dian in different parts of the world,
school of Alexandria to the present and the comparison of the number of
time, the secular cooling of the globe observations, made every twenty-fout
has not.amounted to 51, of a degree hours, by the same pendulum of inva
of the same scale. 9. The quantity riable length, in places situated undet
of solar heat which, during one part of different parallels of latitude, or fron!
the year, penetrates below the surface that of the different lengths which#
of the earth, and causes the periodical

simple pendulum should

have, to en#

ee
ei
Oe
௮ பக்ஷி. et
க
St

Heat penetrates tions of Laplace: on the figure, mean
solid bodies so slowly, that, according density, and diminution in the length
to known mathematical laws, masses of the day by the cooling of the earth,
situated at the depth of two or three | seem to prove that the mass of our
myriametres (a myriametre is 528892 globe was originally in a state of fu.
feet) of depth cannot presently acquire sion, or fluidity, that.a long series of
the temperature of incandescence. 7. ages must have elapsed before it asIf dynamical and geological facts prove sumed its present form, and its surface
that, at its origin, the terrestrial was cooled down to its present temglobe had a very elevated tempera- perature, and that in all investigations
ture, as that of iron in astate of fuinto its actual figure, the effects produsion, or even of 500 centesimal degrees, ced by this secular refrigeration, must

Oo

to maintain the inequality of climates,

and the vicissitudes of the seasons,
Such are the interesting results to
which M. Fourier has conducted
his

Qe

in the interior of the

globe, and it has no other effect than

Ooh

to accumulate

ee

hating from the sun has long ceased

323.

almost to its limit.

the opposite one.

ee

investigation, and which, taken in con
junction with the profound specula

the earth in one season is dissipated in

ee

effects differ essentially in this, that the
one is alternative, whereas the othe
invariably acts. in the same direction, |
The primitive heat, which is lost ig
space, 1s not replaced by any other;
that which the sun communicates {o

வறம்

its actual condition differs

very little from the final state at which
it must arrive. 6. The case 1s very
different with the internal temperatures, which, on the contrary; are much
greater than those
of the planetary
space, but which will continue to deerease, though with extreme slowness.
At depths of 100, 200, and 300 metres,
the increase is very sensible, and may
be estimated at.a centesimal degree
for every thirty or forty metres; but
it would be a great error to suppose
that this increase has the same value
for great distances. There can be no
doubt, however, that the interior of the
globe still preserves a very high tems
perature, though its surface be cooled

ல 23.

sible, and

variations, is much greater than the
annual quantity of the primitive heat

ரூவா

ages; so that at present it preserves
an excess of temperature nearly insen-

ee

~
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ple it to perform the same number of
oscillations at every point of the surface of the globe in a given time. The
former of these methods is that which

_has been most extensively prosecuted.
Arcs of the meridian have been measured in Lapland and in South America, in France and in the plains of

Hindostan; and a series of triangulation, commencing with the Balearic,
andterminating at the Shetland Islands,
has only recently been completed. But
the results obtained from these numerous and dificult operations have; not-

withstanding the excellence of the instruments employed, and the scientific
skill of those by whom these measure12008 were conducted, proved unsa-

tisfactory; some of them being in perfect conformity
Newton, while,

with

the theory of

accarding

to. others,

the polar is longer than the equatorial

arc, Colonel Mudge and-Captain Kater

think, that these differences are to be
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But, by having recourse to the se<
cond

method, namely, an exact mea-

surement of the length of the seconds
pendulum in different latitudes, these
anomalies in the general figure of the
earth, exhibited by the measurement
of arcs of the meridian, may be in a
great degree corrected, and results ob-

tained, by which that figure may be
determined with greater accuracy, and
in a manner more conformable
to theoty. This remark is confirmed, by the
beautiful series of observations instituted by Captain Kater, for the purpose of determining the length of the
pendulum beating seconds in the latitude of London, and of which an ac-

count has already been given in almost
all the scientific journals, as well as by
those of M. Biot, at Buness, in Shetland. The errors which Mr Watt, a”
correspondent in the Hdinburgh Phi-

losophical Journal, has endeavoured

to point out in Captain Kater’s cal-

ascribed to the effect of local attrac-

culations,

tions; others,

not materially to affect the result,
even if these errors amounted to what

as Mr Virminger,

that

the amplitude of the celestial’ arc had
not been correctly observed. It would
appear, however, that the latter of these
causes is not the true one. For example; an error of about 3.5” had been

supposed to have been committed in
taking the latitude of the station of
Arbury Hill, in the English survey;
but Captain Kater, who verified the
calculation

of

Colonel,

Mudge,

by

are

so

inconsiderable,

as

Mr Watt has stated ; which, however,

is not the case, Dr Gregory and Captain Colby have also expressed some _
doubts as to the accuracy of M. Biot’s
observations, upon the ground that
he removed his instrument two’ miles
and a half to the north of the point
to the latitude and temperature of
which it had been adjusted, and that

means of an excellent repeating circle,

the prismatic’ block of stone, to which

ginary, and the latitude exactly such

was fastened the screw which elevated
or depressed the metallic plane, forming a tangent with the mass of the instrument, was not sufficiently sunk in

found, that the error was purely ima} as had been determined by his able and

accurate predecessor. ‘I'he explanation

of these anomalies given by Colonel
| Mudge

and Captain

Kater, namely,

the effect of local attractions, is, there-

the earth, andsecured.

What derange-

ment this may have produced it is impossible for us to ascertains ‘but the
result, which gives the length of the

ore, probably the true one; especialY as there can be no doubt that the
€nsity of the earth varies in different

pendulum 39.1719 inches for the lati-

theory makes no account.

tance to science, that such observations

Places, from causes totally distinct from
those generally assigned, and of which

tude of 60° 45’ 35" north, is in perfect accordance with theory.
It is, however, of the greatest impor-
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‘should be repeated, by competent and

tion, by MM. De Humboldt, Cuvier,

accurate observers, in different parts of

Desfontaines, De Rossel, Biot, The.

the world, particularly to the south of
the equator ; the multiplication of the
results thusobtained wouldleadtovery

nard, Gay-Lussac, and Arago;* all
detail is purposely avoided; we are}
told it would ** be equally tedious and

important conclusions
as to the variations in the force of gravity, andthe
density as wellas the figure oftheearth.

useless to describe the plan followed’
by Captam Freycinet, in his experi.
ments with the four invariable pen.

Impressed

with

have observed

this

conviction,

with extreme

we

regret,

‘that, the expedition fitted out by the

French

government,

under

dulums

with which he had been

fur.

nished; and noconclusions are deduced,
no comparisons instituted between the

Captain.

results of his observations at Rio Ja.

“ investigating the figure of theearth,

Isleof France, Port Jackson, and Ra.

and the elements of terrestrial magnet-

wak,

Freycinet, for the express purposeof

ism,” has, either from neglect, ignorance, or a variety of untoward accidents, returned, without in any degree

accomplishing the purpose for which
' it was intended, or contributing a sin-

“gle fact of the smallest value to science.
This entire failure is, indeed, glossed
over in the best manner possible, in
the report made to the Academy of
Sciences on the subject of the expedi-

neiro, the Cape of Good Hope, the

(an island on the coast of New

Guinea, only 1.5’ to the south of the
Line,) with those of the astronomersof /
_Hurope

‘It

in

would

the northern

have

hemisphere,

been difficult,” a5

the learned academicians remark, “to

over-rate the value which observations
made at Cape Horn, whose southern
latitude is 55° 59’, would have pos: |
sessed in this investigation ;” because,
“the number of oscillations performed

* The brother of this gentleman, who, we believe, is astronomer-royal of France,
and one of the redacteurs of the Annales de Chimie, was draughtsman to the expe:

dition, and is the author of the account of it which has been published in the shape
of “ Letters to a Friend in Paris.” Eyen in this book-making age, we have seldom
met with a huge quarto bolstered wp with materials so utterly contemptible
and,
worthless,—so fully stuffed with raving sentimentalism, and stark nonsense. For ex
ample, he tells us, that “ there are books in the pubhe library at Toulon ;” that Santa
Cruz, where the immortal Nelson lost his arm, might haye been taken without the

smallest loss ; that, after having accidentally observed the titles of a few French works)

in the public library at Rio Janeiro, he quitted it, <« impressed with our greatness,
and our superiority over so many nations ;” that “ it is still considered problematical
whether negroes are men or brutes ;” that slavery is, after all, an incredible blessing;
that he had himself seen [no one else ever did !"| © two young ladies, remarkable
tor
cir mildness and: benevolence, endeayour, by way of pastime, to cut, at a மம்.

distance, with a whip, the face of a negro ;” that “ it would be as difficult to cused

negro of the passion for thieving, as to keep a Gascon from boasting, [Is M.J. Ay

go a Gascon?

| a Norman from

perjury, a Breton from drinking, and a ¥renchwomil

from being a coquette ;” that the Isle of France is “ the Paris of India, —\
might be very true, if the Isle of France only happened to be in India; that,
at 12s
they made “a great geographical discovery,” the nature of which the reader ரயி

hardly guess,—* a spot of land in the ‘horizon not laid down in the charts ;” and te)
thousand

similar softéses. M. Avago complains, that the Brazilian, Don Pedro

1644
borias, “ took them for a parcel of blockheads ;’—we are very much inclined
"

think, that Don Pedro was in the right,
«

ee

ee

|”

Har.
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| in twenty-four hours by one pendulum: figure of the soil, and the curves of,
of invariable length indifferent places, level for every ten metres of elevation:
ig asvertained with so much greater
In the execution of this work, for
| precision, in propo
rtion as these places
are at a greater distance in latitude’?
but then some misfortune always: happens to the unlucky corvette Uranie;
«a violent storm arose,” and did not

‘which, it seems, it has been found impossible to:procure a sufficient number

of men of science perfectly competent
to the task, M. de Laplace, in order
to prevent errors, or to render them ag
small as possible, when they cannot be
altogether avoided, has applied the
docttine of probabilities to the diff>.
rent operations of geodesy, and M,

allow her “ to stop*at Cape Horn,”
simply because she attempted to double
it at an improper season. Observations
at the Malouine Islands, it is true,
might have supplied the place of the
| intended ones at Cape Horn; but,
||“ very unfortunately,” the corvette
was shipwrecked,

to be expected
| had

sufficient

and

that
time,

be employed for giving a faithful representation of a part of the surface

“ it. was not

our navigators
or

tranquillity

of mind, to count minutely for whole
days the oscillations of their pendulums.”

Puissant has pointed out the means to

In a word, whatever “ was to

be expected,” nothing has been per. formed, and the honour which

this ex-

pedition has reflected on its conductors, is much upon a par with.the services it has rendered to science.
The trigonometrical. survey of
France, ordered by the government,
for the purpose of constructing a ge-

of the earth.

_

The

French

having

்

carried their

geodetical labours into the western
patt of Switzerland, Professor Tres-

chel has been employed by the Canton

of Berne, to continue the triangulation

across its territory. If this work shall
be successfully accomplished, of which
there is now hardly any doubt, and if
the other cantons shall imitate the example of that of Berne, the European

triangulation, which extends from For-

mentera, in the south, to the Shetland
Islands in the north, and to the east of

neral map of that country, is making . Geneva, to Munich and to Gotha, will
considerable advances.

‘The measure-

ment of the great perpendicular from
Strasburg to Brest, and of the meridians and perpendiculars, two hundred
Metres distant from each other, which
are intended to verify that part of the

primary series of triangles, which is to

Serve as a base to the secondary trian-

gulation, is nearly, if not already com-

be

complete.

Mr Roger,

a

Swiss

engineer, has also published the results of a geometrical levelling of the
chain of the Jura, comprised between
Fort ’Ecluse and Yverdon. The instrument used in taking the different
levels was the repeating circle, towhich,

like M. Delambre, Mr Roger gives a

decided preference for this purpose
He likewise enters
over all others.
intoa comparative view of the respecof the third order, which will serve
to tive advantages and disadvantages of ©
base and rectify the more detailed la- the’ trigonometrical and barometrical
bours of the cadastre. Wor this pur- _metheds of obtaining the differences
pose, however, a fourth triangulation. of level, and gives a decided preference
will be necessary, upon which the to- to the former, as every man of science

pleted. The secondary triangles will:
then be subdivided by a triangulation

Pegraphical projections furnished

by

the cadastre, and reduced to a scale
of
4 ten-thousandth part, will
be found-

ed, but to which will be added the

has done before him.
logist, the barometer,
and the facility with
employed, will always

But to the geoby the rapidity
which it may be
prove an invalu-
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able resource, and, in the hands of a
eareful and accurate observer, the re~
sults obtained it, will be sufficiently
correct for all practical purposes.

of the neighbouring snows, &c, In
general, it appears that of all the phe.

Lastly, the Danish government has

globe, this is, perhaps, the most com.

undertaken the measurement of an arc
of the meridian, which, after having
traversed Holstein, is to be continued

across the kingdom of. Hanover, ‘at

the expense and in conformity to the
orders

of

the

government

country.

of ‘that
.

On the subject of Merrorozocy,
M. de Humboldt, in a verylearned Me-

moit, inserted inthe Annales de Chimie,

(xiv. 5.) on the lower limit of per-

nomena

connected

with

the distriby.

tion of heat over the surface of the
plicated, because the most dependent
on locality.

Thus,

by reason of the

heating of the plains during summer,
the limit of the perpetual snow is more
elevated in the interior of countries
than upon the coasts, or in continents

inferior in the quantity of radiating
surface. The conformation of high
mountains,

as well

as several causes

which exist in the upper regions of

the air, likewise exert a manifest influs

ence on the line of perpetual snow} >

malaya, and in the equatorial regions,

but that line of snow which M., de
Humboldt calls the infertor limit, or

has demonstrated, from his own, and
the observations of other travellers,

the curve which passes) through the
greatest height atwhichthesnowscon-

of Hi-

particularly Captain Webb, that the
curve of perpetual snow is not an isothermal line, and that it neither indicates the point of congelation, as had
been generally admitted without sufficient inquiry, nor even a stratum of air
of equal temperature; since at Chimborazo, the temperature at the point
where the perpetual snow commences
is +-1.5°, at Saint Gothard, —3.7°,
and within the Artic circle, —6°.

The

limit of the snow

follows the

course of the lines of equal annual heat
(isothermal) lessthan it does the inflections of the lines of equal summer,

|

tinue during the whole course of the |
year, is susceptible of a maaxunum and

minimum of elevation in each zone, nay
even under the equator, where the mean

temperature of the months differs so
little; and it 18 this quantity which |

he designates the annual oscillation of

the limit of the inferior snow. In proportion as we recede from the tropic,
this phenomenon of the annual oseillation of the snow becomes more and
From his own ob: °
more irregular.
servations and those of other travellers,

—

petual snow in the mountains

calculated according to uniform me:

methods, M. de Humboldt has found,

(isotheral.) Like the possibility
of
cultivating the vine; it depends on the

that between 1° and 1° 98! of south
latitude, the inferior limit of perpetual

division of the annual heat among the
different seasons, on the length and

snow on the continent of South Ame-

viea oscillates, as represented by the
temperature, more or less elevated, of | following numbers :—=
the summers, on the number of months
5
Toises.
during which the temperature
is above
Rueupichinea, Lat.0° 10'S.
2456
4° or 5°, on the quantity of snow
. .
.
~. 2400.
which falls in winter, on the prevail- Huahuapichinca,
(இழத
ing direction of the winds, on the po- Antisan, lat. 0° 31’ S.
Corazon,
lat.
0°
928...
.
2458
sition, more or less continental, of the Cotopaxi, lat. 0° 41'S...
. 2490
given places, on the extent and height Chimborazo, lat. 1928'S. . . 2477

of the surrounding’ plateaux, on the
steepness of the summits, on the mass

162

Mean,
i

2471
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‘Upon similar data he has alia 8௨.
ளாணார்ற கம், that under the first 19° of
north latitude, the curve of perpetual
snow maintains itself at an elevation
of 2350, or, at least, of 2300. toises,
and-that the annual oscillation of the
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at or above the elevation of 4900 metres
es toises), the calculations of M.

toises. From the latitude of 19° north
(that of the volcanos of Mexico,) to

e Humboldt are in error by more.
than 1074 metres, or 550 toises; but
the instance of the Pyrenees proves,
that, under the femperate zone, mountains whose summits rise 150 toises, or
thereby, above the limit of the snow in
the neighbouring mountains, may continue covered with snow from a combination of several local causes.
On

the parallel of 30°

the northern declivity of the Himalaya,

limit, which, under the equator, seldom
’ exceeds 15 toises, amounts, under the!
parallel of 19° of north latitude, to 376

north, the height

of the snowy ridges has not been determined, and

Se

IN

hence

no

conclusions

the border or limit of the snow, has
never been directly measured ; we only

can be deduced respecting the lower know with certainty, that, in the midlimit of perpetual snow, and the oscil- © dle of summer, there was none in a vallations to which it is liable. The zone ley situate. in 31° of latitude, and at an
comprehended between the parallels of elevation of 5077 métres, or 2605 toises;
97.5° and! 36°, is that of the Himalaya

mountains, certainly the most elevated
chain on the face of the globe, though
its extent from east to west islittlemore
than a fifth part of that of the chain of
the Andes.
M. de Humboldt thinks,

and that, under the parallel of 31° 15’,
there are rich pasturages, and cultivated lands, producing wheat, at the elevation of 4550 metres, or 2334) toises.
On the continent of South America,

and under the equator, but in plateaux

much less extensive than those embossomed in the Himalaya, M. de Humvegetation on the southern declivity boldt found the inferior limit of the
of the Himalaya, are in a great mea- “ snow 2460.toises, the superior limit of
sure confirmed by the late measure- the cultivated lands, producing wheat,

that his views respecting the height of
the snow, and the developement of

ments of Captain Webb.

‘There, in

the parallel of 30°, the snows commence, if not at $700

metres,

(1900

* toises,) asthe admeasurements of Mexico, the Peak

of Teneriffe, the

Sierra

1650 toises, and the limit of pasturage
9100 toises:—M. de Humboldt then

proceeds to.shew, that the elevation of
the snow on the northern, so different

from that on the southern declivity of

the Himalaya, is to be ascribed to a
certain combination of causes ; such as,
would have led us to expect, at least
the temperature of the plains, the heat
at 3800 or'3850 metres (1938 or 1964
toises) of elevation above the level of and duration of the summers, é&c., and
the sea.
If, as the measurements of “concludes with the following table,
which gives a synoptical view of the
Captain Webb appear to indicate, the
ச
results :—
perpetual snow on. the northern decli-

Nevada of Granada, and the Pyrenees,

vity of the Himalaya only commences

VOL,

XIV.

PART

I.

ச

ஏ
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Regions of the Globe where the Mountains rise above the Limit of
perpetual Snow.*
Equator : .. Andes of Quito. (Africa?)

;

10° of Jat.: Sierra de Merida ; Sierra de Santa Marta. (Monts al Komri?):
20° of lat.: Plateau of Meaico ; Mowna Rowa, in the Sandwich Islands ; Upper

,

Peru. (New Holland ?)

்

30° of lat. : Himalaya ; Atlas, near Morocco ; Etna? Sierra Nevada of Gras

nada ; Coast of Caramania ; Chili. (New Holland 2)

Ascertained Height of Perpetual Snow.
:

PRG ae cel alee
Nevados of Mexico .

.

Peak of Teneriffe.

.

Himalaya

.

pe

1° 0! to 1° 30’
2°18’

ay ae
. 3

.
.

en WAUAIGHS, ati silica
ப்மம்
« 18°°59’ to 199 12’. "=
வம்

sees
வ ன்னர் 0
Southern Declivity
. .
மி
வர்ர...

Etna, only patches of snow

.

.

ய

. . .

The Summit, which hardly enters the re- y

Alps of Switzerland.

.
ie

.

.

The Carpathian Mountains

Norway

7.

eA

cist

BOP Sy Aah

..

.
வை

.
.

Tae

உ
-

ம

the cold summers of the coast,

அட

.

ட
.

ம

.
a
4
.

2

மா

இத60 இ
2380
0)

ள்
1950
20058
்

வஸ்

1500.

,

வேயி0க0
. « 1400

ட

மாடு
ளட

ர்

RANS

MER

«PTT OO பரத்தி தகதக
} உப்

2460,
2441

1719"
Shien
௮4௮0
480

‘

அவங்க

ie

ane

eal ep
‘

்

600.
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5
ELECTRO-MAGNETISM.

Professor John Christian Oersted,
of Copenhagen, has, for many years,
been engaged in inquiries respecting
the identity of chemical, electrical, and
Magnetic forces; and, as far back as
.the year 1807, proposed to try «« whe-

ther electricity the most latent had any

“ The regions where
the Italic character.

ம

GOI

Latitude, 714°, but under the influence of

-action on the magnet.”

2

ன்

4592 : to 4612

பத

TAMERS OME

379307

SS
திட
» 4249
to

emia.

பச

4!

0 ரவ

Summit, not the inferior limit
gion. of:perpetualsnow
Caticastisi
aria ce ees.
IBVICNCCS
இ ட.
ப

ae

= 30° 40” to 319
ர.
0

Sierra Nevada of Grenada

* Poises;

Eatitude,

விடும்
எ தத
டான
.
Volcano of Purace, near Popayan
.. :*.

At that time,

no experimental demonstration of the
peeuliar opinions he entertained had
been made ; but his perseverance and
constancy in pursuit of this inquiry;
both by experiment and deduction,
were, in the winter of 1819, rewarded

by the discovery of the identity of
electricity and

Magnetism;

a fact, of

ctual measurements have been performed, are indicated by

wo:
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the existence of which no one except
himself had ever entertained the slightest idea ; but which, when once known,
- instantly drew the attention ‘of scientific men throughout all Europe, and

particularly in France and England.

Fortunately, M. Oersted’s own account

of this discovery has been published;

it is full of important matter, contains,
in a few words, the results of a great

number ‘of experiments and observations, and, with

a subsequent paper,

which has also appeared, comprises a
very large portion of the facts which

Ta

are yet known relative to this interestingsubject. It is chiefly tothese sources
we are indebted for the account we are

now to lay before our readers of M.
Oersted’s very remarkable discovery.

Upon the excitation of the voltaic
apparatus, by the proper arrangement
of its plates and fluid, it is known that
certain powers are communicated to its
extremities or poles, which. enable
them, when attached to .an electrome-

‘ter; to shew, by their divergence, a
certain tension of electricity, or, when

=

_ connected together by fluids, wires, or
other conductors, to heat or decom-

pose them. When the two: poles of
such an apparatus are connected by
conductors of electricity, the battery
is discharged; that is, the tension of
the electricity at the poles is lessened,

in proportion to the conducting power.
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in which it exists when separated from
the apparatus. A metallic wire may

therefore be employed to connect the
two poles; it will discharge a powerful apparatus; and, consequently, whatever takes place in the connecting medium, is here compressed into a very

‘small place.

Now,

whatever

be the

cause which is active within the con-

necting wire, whether it be the passage
of matter through it, or the induction

‘of a particular state of its parts, very
extraordinary effects are produced. If
small, the wire becomes heated, and, as
its size is diminished, or that of the apparatus increased, the heat rises to an
intense degree, apparently without any

limitation, except from the influence of
external circumstances, or the altera-

tion of the wire.

Another effect, and

it is that which forms the discovery of
Professor Oersted, is, that if brought
towards a magnetic needle, it has the

power of attracting and repelling it in
a constant manner, and in obedience to

certain simple laws. For example, if
a magnetic needle be left to take its
natural direction, and then a straight
portion of the connecting wire be
brought above it, and parallel to it,

that end of the needle next the negative pole of the battery moves towards
the west.
If the connecting wire be
depressed on either side of the needle,
so as to come into the horizontal plane

employed ; good

in which the needle is allowed to move,

conductors, as the metals, discharging
it instantly and entirely, bad conduc-

_there is no motion of the needle in that

_ of the

substances

tors with more or less difficulty. But

as the instrument has within itself the
power of renewing its first state of ten_ sion on the removal of the conducting

medium, and that in avery short space
_ of time, it is evident that the connecting substance, whether a good or a
bad conductor, is continually perform-"

plane, but it attempts to move in a verticle circle, and would do so, were it
«not for the imperfect suspension, and
the influence of terrestrial magnetism.
When the wire is on the east of the
.needle, the pole of the needle next the |
negative end of the battery is elevated;
when on the west, depressed. If the
connecting wire be placed below the

‘ing the same office during the whole level of the needle, similar attractions
time of its contact, that it did the first and repulsions follow, but in directions
moment; and that, in this situation, it opposite to those observed when its pomust be in a different state from that sition is above ; the pole of the needl

es
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opposite the negative end of the bat‘tery, now declines eastwards.
That
these facts may be more easily retained

inthe memory, Professor Oersted proposes the following formula: The pole
above which the negative electricity enters, is turned to the west s under which,

to the east. .

;

From the above, and other experiments, M. Oersted collected that the

« electrical conflict performs ‘circles ;”
in other words, that the movement of

the needle took place in a circle round

the connecting wires; for, without this
condition, it seems impossible that the
one part of the uniting wire, when placed below the magnetic pole, should
drive it towards

the east, and, when

Placed above it, towards the west ; it
being the nature of a circle, that the
motions in opposite parts should have
an opposite direction. Whenever the
needle is moved in a horizontal, or any

other circle, from the position it natu-

rally assumes, the power of the earth
‘overittendsto restore that position, and

is, consequently, an active force oppo_ sed to the power of the wire, and tending to lessen the declination which the
needle would otherwise have. Also,
when the wire is brought into the same
horizontal circle with the needle, its
effect over it is shewn by the elevation
and depression of its opposite ends;
and it is the mode of suspension, com- _

bined with the magnetic power of the

earth, which

்

prevents

it from traver-.

sing a vertical circle. But if the mode

Cake! 3}

direction, and then in another. Tt will
then be found, that, if the connecting

ர

wires of a sufficiently powerful appara.

tus be placed near a magnetic needle, |
80 as to pass close by its centre, the
needle will arrange itself directly across
the wire, whatever be the previous po.

sition of the two ; that if the wire be
carried round the centre of the needle,

or the centre of the needle round the |

wire, the same relative position of both

will continue;

and

that the direction

of the needle across the wire is not in. |
different, but has its poles always ina

|

constant position to the poles of the
battery. If the positive pole of ab
tery be on

our right-hand, the nega.

tive on the left, and a wire connect|
them, then a needle, placed above’

S

wire, will point the north pole from,
and

the south

pole towards, us; be-

low it, the south pole from, and the
north towards us.

Suppose the con

necting wire and the needle represent.

ed by two small rods, named accord.
ingly, and fastened permanently. to.
gether, these rods will represent the
wire and the needle in all positions; |

for, however the one be placed, the.
other will

correspond. to it.

If the}

wire be then moved along the needle, |
towards either extremity, strong attraction will take place between it and
the pole, notwithstanding thesame part
of the wire be employed’; and, in the
two positions, the poles are contrary |)

to each other. In this case, it appears

that the same point of the wire has the
power of attracting both the south and
north pole of the needle. If, while the
wire is thus situated near the end of the
needle, the latter be turned round, 60

of suspension
be so arranged as to allow the needle free motion in every die.
rection, and the magnetic power of the
earth be neutralized, or counteracted,
either by the position of the needle, or that the poles be interchanged, strong

the vicinity of another magnet, a much

repulsion will follow;

the same point

simpler idea of the relative movements
which before attracted both poles, now
of the wire and needle may be obtain. ‘repelling both,
If, when the wireis
ed. It is certainly. difficult to place, near the extremity of the needle
where
the apparatus inthis perfect state ; but the attraction is strongest, it be moved
1t may be so arranged as to enable us round the end; so as to go from ont
_to examine themovements, first in one
side to the other, keeping the same

|

ஓ
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§ point constantly towards the needle, its

filled with diluted acid, enabled the
attractive power over the needle will wire, which connected the two metals,
_ be found to increase as it approaches
to act powerfully; and, with a.simi-

| the end, but remains on one side of it,
to diminish as it turns the end, to

vanish when exactly opposed to the

pole,. and as it passes on the other
side, to assume repulsive powers, which
will be strongest at the extremity of
the pole on the side opposite that
where the wire was at first situated.
In all these cases, the positions as-

‘|

sumed by the wire and needle, whe-

lar arrangement, the zinc plate having
a surface of a hundred square inches,

an effect was produced on the needle
at the distance of three feet,
The’ results thus. obtained by M.
Oersted,

were

immediately

repeated

and confirmed by a great number of
philosophers in different countries,
particularly by MM. Ampere, Ara-

go, Boisgeraud, BiotjSavart, Berze-»

a

ther the result of attraction or repul- hus, Sir Humphry Davy, and Mr
" sion, are the same as those already de. Faraday. M. Ampere proved by exscribed, except that the wire is now. periment, that the voltaic pile itself
near the end of the needle instead of acted in the same manner as the wire
the middle ; and it will be found, that connecting its two poles; produced
all the attractions and repulsions may an instrument called a galvanometer,

be reduced to four positions of the. for ascertaining this action ; announneedle to the wire, in which it forms ' ced the new fact, of the attraction and.

tangents with it. If, in either of them,

the poles of the needle be reversed, the

tangents remaining in the same direction, repulsion will take place. Hence

it is easy to. see how any individual
part of the wire may be made attractive or repulsive of either pole of the
' Magnetic needle, merely by change of
position, = «
wi,
ach
டன

The magnetic property does not de-.
pend upon the metal employed, or its’
form, but isexerted by any of the metals; for example, a tube filled with’

||, mercury, which forms the circuit between the poles—the only difference
being in the quantity of effect produced. It continues also, though the

repulsion of the two wires connecting

.the poles: of a battery; and

shewed

that the magnetic needle, which had’
previously been used to prove the magnetic attractions and repulsions of the
wire, could be replaced by another
connecting wire like the first. This
discovery seemed
to prove, that the
phenomena of magnetism depended’
upon no peculiar power resident in
the magnet, but were produced by electricity alone. He has also formed
a theory to account for the magnetic
phenomena by-electrical powers only,
assuming that magnets are merely
masses of matter, around the axes of

which electrical currents are moving
conductor be interrupted by water, in closed curves—an hypothesis which
unless the interruption be of great ex= seems to be confirmed by the results —
tent. The magnetic influence of the of the experiments institutedsfor that’
Wire extends through all sorts of sub= purpose, as detailed to the Royal Aca_ Stances, and-acts on the needle beyond, demy of Sciennes.
i
_ just as happens in common magnetM. Arago has ascertained, that the
ism.
:
a
connecting wire of the battery attracts

In the voltaic apparatus, quantity,
Not intensity, is wanting to produce

this effect in an eminent degree.
A
single galvanic arc is sufficient for the

; purpose.

A plate of zinc, six inches:

‘quare, placed in a trough of copper,

iron filings exactly

as acommon mag-

net does, This fact proves, that the
wire has not only the power of acting
on those bodies: already’ magnetized,

but that it was itself capable of deve-

loping magnetism in iron that had not

-
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previously been magnetized. This attraction took place with wires of brass,
silver, and platina, and was

so strong

_as to act on the filings when the wire
was brought

near them,

without

ac-
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that if the wire employed be square, it
will then be a metallic parallelopepid,
through which the electric current

moves, each of its angles being a mag.
netic pole, equal in extent to the length
of the parallelopepid, through which

tual contact. ‘It was in consequence
the current is passing.
The Opposite
of the discovery of this fact, that M.
Ampere, in his experiments relative to angles will be magnetic poles of the
electrical currents, was led to expect a same. kind, while those which termi.
much greater effect, if the connecting nate the face will have different poles,
wire were put into the form of a spi- Hence, in passing a needle round the
wire, four poles should be found, a
ral, and the piece to be magnetized
north, a south, a north and a south, —
placed in its axis ; and the results have
The President of the Royal Society
fully confirmed ‘this expectation, for
the effect of a helix was found greatly of London has also performed a numto exceed that produced by a straight ber of experiments on this curious sub- 1
ject of inquiry, the details of which
connecting.wire.

The experiments of M. Boisgeraud

are only variations of those previously
. performed by M. Oersted. The object of MM. Biot and Savart, was to
determine the law by which a connecting wire acts on magnetized bodies; .

and, having instituted a number of ex-'
periments with this view, they arrived
at the following result, which expresses

the action exerted

by

a molecule of

possess very high'interest. Wecan afe
ford room for little more than a bare

enumeration of the results at which he
arrived. The connecting wire affected
the needle, as M. Oersted has descri-

bed, which was immediately attributed to the wire itself becoming mag-

netic ; and this was instantly proved
by the wire attracting iron filings, as
in M. Arago’s experiment above-mentioned. This effect took place in any |

austral or boreal magnetism, placed at
any distance from a fine indefinite cy- part of the wire, and anywhere in the
lindrical wire, rendered magnetic by - battery. Steel needles placed on the
the voltaic current :—LLet a line pass connecting wire became magnetic;
from this molecule perpendicularly to those parallel to the wire acted like
the wire itself ; those across it had
the axis of the wire, the force which
draws the molecule is perpendicular to each two poles. Such as were placed,
this line, and to the axis of the wire, under the wire, the positive end of the |.
and its intensity is inversely as the dis- _ battery being east, had north poles on

tance,
The only remarkable feature in the

experiments of M. Berzelius, consists
~ in his employing bands of tin and parallelopepids, instead of a round wire;

to connect the two poles of the battery; in consequence of whichhe thinks

that the magnetic phenomena present
themselves under better circumstances
for observation.
His conclusion is,

that the internal magnetic state of a
_ transverse section of the wire, may be

_Tepresented

by two magnets

placed

with their opposite poles together, so

the south of the wire, and south poles
Those needles above
to the north.

were in the opposite direction ; and |
this was constantly the case whatevet
“was the inclination of the needle to the
wire.

On breaking the connexion, the

steel needles across retained their mag: |”
netism, while those parallel tothe wire

lost it at the moment. Wires of plating |
silver, &c. in the same situation, welt
not rendered magnetic, except when!

by accident they formed part of the)

circuit. Whatever was the position©)

the battery or wire, the effect wast
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Sie

same,

Contact

was not found to be

‘necessary, for the effect was instanta-

‘neously produced by mere juxtaposi-’

not conduct electricity enough to render steel magnetic ; that an explosion
through air made the needle transverse-

tion, though thick glass intervened ; ly toit magnetic, though not so strongand filings arranged themselves in right ly as a wire would have done; that
steel bars in the circuit, or parallel to
‘lines across the wire, on a glass plate
held over it at the distance of a quar_ ter of an inch, © The effect was pro-

it, did not become magnetic ; and that

two bars placed together 801085 the
portional to the quantity of electricity wire passing through the common cen- .
passing through a given space, with- _treof gravity, shewed no magnetism
‘out any relation to the metal transmit- after the discharge and before they
ting it. Increasing the: size of the were separated, but exhibited opposite
plates, proportionally increased the poles on separation, From all which,

magnetic effects of the connecting
wires. ‘The wire connecting a bat-

Sir H. concludes,

that Magnetism

is

tery of sixty pairs of plates, did not

take up half so much filings as when

produced whenever concentrated electricity is passed through space. |
Qn arranging numerous wires in cir-

the battery was arranged so as to form

cles,

The magnetic powers of the wire invatiably rose with its heat. Consider-

the discharge that all were magnetic,

thirty pairs of plates of twice the size.

and other directions round

the

discharging; ‘wire, it was found after”
and the poles éxactly as before express-

ing that a great quantity of electrici-

ed, the north pole of one needle being

ty was necessary to produce sensible
magnetism, Sir H. Davy concluded

towards the south pole of the next,
and in a-constant relation to the course

chine would have no effect, while a
discharge would; and this he found
to be true, the poles of the needle
magnetized being situated exactly as
before. In these experiments, a battery of seventeen square feet, being dis-

being divided by small wires, into three,

that a current from the common ma- of the discharge. The connecting wire

as

charged through’ a silver wire, one-"

four, or. more parts, and

the voltaic

battery discharged through them, they

were all found to have become magne-

tic, and took up separate cylinders of
filings, the opposite sides of two of
which,

when

brought

together,

at-

tracted each other. From this it was
dered bars of steel two inches long, and ~ expected; that, when the similar sides
from onestenth to one-twentieth of an were brought together, the filings on
them would attract each other. This
inch in thickness, so powerfully magnetic as to lift up pieces of steel-wire was accordingly tried by two batteries
arranged ‘parallel, but in opposite diand needles, and even to communicate
‘I'He filings on these conthe effect to, needles at the distance rections.
twentieth of an inch in diameter, ren-

of five inches from the wire, though

water, or thick plates
of glass or metal, intervened. By these kinds of experiments it was also found, that a
tube, one-fourth of an inch in diameter, and filled with sulphuric acid, did
1

necting wires repelled each other, and

connecting wires of platinum and fine
steel without filings exhibited similar
phenomena of attraction and repulsion.* On placing straight pieces of
platinum, silver, and copper-wire, on

respect, the same as those
* These experiments, it will be observed, are, in every
two connecting wires, or
performed by M. Ampere, on the attraction and repulsion of
. » ;
electrical currents, as he calls them, and lead precisely to the same conclusion
௫

=

%
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two knife-edges of platinum connect~ and wires arranged in different ways,
ed with the opposite poles of a battery, nor to enter upon the consideration of
they were found to be’ attracted and the facts which he has brought for.
repelled in directions similar to those ward to determine the influence of
already indicated. Sir H. has likewise ° terrestrial magnetism in producing the
pointed ‘out a very simple method of effects obtained bya common magnet, |
making magnets, viz. by fixing bars of From his experiments, however, he

steel across, or circular pieces of steel
~ fitted for horse-shoe magne round,
the electrical conductors of uildings,

and exposed situations,
_
The last individual whose labours in
this newly-explored region of ‘science

we shall notice at present, is Mr Fara-

day, of the Royal Institution. His attention was first directed to the veri-

fication of the results obtained by pre=
_ ceding inquirers as to the attractions

“and repulsions of the needle by a con-

has deduced the cause of the direction

taken by M. Ampere’s curve, which
he considers a polygon: of an infinite
number of sides, shewing,
at the same

time, that the attempt of those sides to

rotate by terrestrial magnetism, would
place the curve in the position which

M. Ampere found it to take in his ex-

periments. Mr Faraday concludes (1ம் _
part of the subject by stating his ex.
pectation, ‘¢ That in every part
of the

terrestrial globe, an electro-magnetic

necting wire ; but in attempting this,

wire, if left to the free action of ter.

needle with respect to the wire greatly modified the effects produced; that

(for so the small part we can experi“ment on may be considered) perpendicular to the dip of the needle, and in

he ascertained that the position of the restrial magnetism, will move ina plane
the apparent attraction of the needle

om one side, and consequent repulsion
on the other, did not occur under all
circumstances ; but that: according
as the wire was. placed nearer to, or
farther from, the pivot of the needle,
attraction or repulsion was produced
on the same side of the wire.

Hence he

concludes, that the centre of magnetic
action,
‘or the true pole of the needle,

is not placed at its extremity, but in

its axis ata little distance from its ex-

tremity and towards the middle; that
this point has a tendency to revolve

a direction perpendicular to the current of electricity passing through it.” _

In consequence of this law an expectation was entertained, that where the di
was small, a difference in the weight of
an electro-magnetic wire might be per

_ceived when the current passed through
it in different directions, In endeavouring to determine whether, in these
latitudes, the difference was perceptible, a very remarkable effect was ob-

served. A piéce of wire being suspend-

ed from a lever, and very fine wires let

round the wire, and the wire round the

dip from it into two cups. of mer-

the opposite direction take place with

cury, it became apparently lighter every
time the electrical current was passed
through it either the one way or the

point; and that, as the same effects in
the other pole, each pole has the power

of acting on the wire by itself, and not _ other; but this effect
was at last found |
| a8 any part of the needle, or as conto be, not areal alteration'in the weight —
nected with the opposite pole. The of the wire, but an affection
of the merattractions and repuisions he considers
merely as exhibitions of the revolving
motion indifferent parts of the circle.
Our limits will not permit us to describe the numerous and interesting ex.

periments of Mr Faraday with the poles

cury

with

which

it

was

in contact.

Hence it was concluded, that when .
electricity passes from a fine wire into
mercury, or from

mercury int

a fine

wire, an effect is produced equivalent
toa diminution of the cohesive attrace
ச

CHAP. IV.
_PROGRESS OF GEOGRAPHICAL’ DISCOVERY.

1

Parry's Expedition to the North—Franklin’s Land Journey.—Kotzebue's
_ . Voyage.—Discovery of New South Shetland.—Lyon’s Journey to Fezzan,

New African Expedition —Burckhardt's Travels to the North of Egypt.—
Belzoni's Researches in Egypt.—Frazer’s Tour through the Himmateh,

Unpin this head, the foremost place
in thisdepartment must, indisputably,
be assigned to the expedition returned from the northern seas, and

from

discoveries made, as it were, beyond
the boundaries of nature herself. An
almost unprecedented interest had
‘been excited relative to this voyage,
both in the public, and among all the
circlés of science. The daring career
with which the expedition had rush‘ed into the depth of the frozen .regions, the mysterious mannerin which
it had

disappeared,

and

been,

as it *

were, buried among them; its sudden re-appearance, after hope had almost expired, gave to its narrative all
the interest of romance. Science and
navigation looked to it for the solution of some of their most.interesting problems, and for the examination of

nature, under an aspect which

nevér

she

presented, unless to those’da-

ring mortals, who thus thrust themselves into her most awful recesses.

A decided scepticism had prevailed

at the Admiralty, and in other nayal
cireles, as to Lancaster Sound bein
a bay enclosed by land, the belief of
which had induced Captain Ross to
return without exploring that inlet,
Lieutenant, now Captain Parry, being also of this opinion, and entertaining confident hopes of finding it
a passage into the Arctic ocean, was
selected for the conduct of a new expedition, In fitting this out, nothing) ,
was omitted which could render it
efficient for so arduous an object.

Two vessels were ‘prepared, one

called the Hecla, of 375 tons, built
originally for a bomb vessel, and car-

rying a company of fifty-eight per
sons; the other, called the Griper, a
twelve gun brig of 180 tons, with a

crew of thirty-six men.
was

commanded

himself;

the

by

other,

The fitt

Captain

Pamny

by Lieutenant

Liddon, Both had the whole of theit
outside covered with an extra lining

of oak plank, and their bows defent:

ed by strong plates of iron.

A large

|
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stock of coals was lodged as ballast,
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seems to be ‘with difficulty distinguished, its channel being merely a
continuation of the other. After ad-

and every care was taken to supply
the crew with warm clothes and fresh
:
rovisions.

vancing a certain space, however, to’

The expedition, thus equipped,
and furnished with every kind of
scientific instruments, set sail from

where the left side was diversified by
some small islands, to which the name

-the 4th July, they were nearly in the

of Prince Leopold was given, they
found it completely blocked with ice,
and were obliged to seek a passage

jatitude of Lancaster Sound, but on

down a broad inlet, called Prince Re-

Deptford on the 4th May, 1819.

On

gent’s inlet ; but in a short time'they
found it also blocked up, and were

the opposite side of Baffin’s Bay, the
whole centre of which consisted of

obliged to return to the first chan-

one unbroken mass of ice. Unwilling

to lose time by making a circuit of nel. Happily, the ice there was found
the bay, as on the former voyage, to be dissolved, and they were able
Captain Parry determined upon an ~ to proceed in a due westerly course.
effort to work his way across this They now passed a succession of isbarrier. Accordingly, the crews set to lands, making an almost continuous
coast on their right ; while on the left,
work, warping and heaving their way
between the floes ; but the obstacles or to the south, the open Polar sea
were so great, that they were obli- extended. At length they came to

an island larger than any of the rest,

ged, in many Gases, to saw their way

through the ice, an operation never
before attempted.
By these efforts,
and by the aid of a strong easterly
_ wind, they forced their way across in
the course of six days. On the 2d of
August, they found themselves at the
mouth of Lancaster Sound ; and had
the gratificatién of noticing, that this

was a month

earlier than in 1816,

though they had sailed a fortnight

later.

On the 3d, the expedition entered
the Sound ; and on the 4th, they had

completely passed that mountain barrier, which, under the influence of

visual deception, had'been supposed

to bar all farther passage.

An extra-

ordinary exultation was felt at over-

- coming this obstacle, and at entering
into a depth of unknown seas, where
every hour's’ sail would be a discovery, and where, from the early season of the year, they might hope to

effect much.

The rocks here were

particularly rugged and precipitous,
resembling immense walls-in ruin.

On leaving Lancaster Sound, the

ships

entered Barrow’s Strait, which.

௩

to which they
ville Island.
they crossed
and Captain
nounce

gave the name of MelOn the 4th September,
the meridian of 110°;
Parry was able to an-

to the

exulting

crew;

that

they had earned the reward attached
by government to the attainment of
that longitude. They proceeded about
three degrees farther west, to Cape
Providence; but the ice then set im
with such intensity, that it became
absolutely necessary to return to a
secure harbour, which they had passed, and which, as it behoved them to
spend the winter there, they named
Winter Harbour. The entrance was
now guarded by a field of ice two
miles and a quarter broad, which it
was necessary to cut through with a
saw, and then, with great labour, to
float away the fragments. This afforded two days and a half of hard
labour to both the crews. Having
thus brought the ships into a-secure

position, they dismantled the whole
of the masts except the lower one,
the boats; yards, masts,
deposited

and rigging, in a shade erected for

4
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them on shore, and raised a housing

over the deck, as a covering for their

winter habitation. The sun still threw
afew uncertain beams from the southern horizon; but they had the gloomy
prospect of losing his light for nearly
three months, and being left to the
dim twilight of an Arctic winter.
In this situation, where the spirits
of the crews would have been so apt

to flag, Captain Parry displayed equal

judgment and ingenuity in eontriving
amusement and occupation for them,

He set on foot a weekly paper called
the North Georgia Gazette and Win-

1

\

posed and acted by.such of the offie

cers as felt themselves inspired by

any of the ‘dramatic and _histrionic

|

|]
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plation, which had, perhaps, sateen of
melancholy than of any other feeling,
Not

an

object

was to

be seen, on |

which the eye could long rest with
pleasure, unless when directed to’ the

spot where the ships lay, and where |
our. little colony was planted. The |

smoke which there issued from the |
several fires, affording a certain indi.
cation of the presence of man, gavea

partial cheerfulness to this part of the

prospect; and the sound of voices,

which, during the cold weather,

be heard at a much greater dist
than usual, served now and then td
ter Chronicle, of which Captain Sa- ' break the silence which reigned
a.
bine was editor ; and twenty-one round us,—a silence far
different from

numbers were composed within the
Polar circle. Plays were also com=

5

*

|

that “peaceful composure which cha.

racterizes the landscape of acultivated

* country; it was the death-like still. |)
ness of the most dreary desolation,
and the total absence of animated existence.”

talent. Excursions abroad were kept
up as much as possible ; and the offiOne of the most remarkable of the
cers usually rambled out two hours observations
here made, was the ex- |,
in the day, unless when prevented cessive
intensity of the cold. From |
by the drift, to escape the dangers of the 5th
November to the 22d April,
which they were obliged never to re- the thermom
move above a mile or two from the low zero. eter was constantly beThe average of November.
vessel.
Captain Parry complains, was 20 degrees
below zero; of Dehowever, of the dull and tedious mocember, 21 ; of January, 30; of Fenotony of the scene, which, day after
bruary, 32. The average of the year |
day, presented itself. “To the southwas 1.33. above zero, which is 30 de=
ward was the sea, covered with one
grees
below the freezing point, whereunbroken surface of ice, uniform in
its dazzling whiteness, except that, as, according to calculations founded
on its place upon the globe, it ought
in some parts, a few hummocks were
seen thrown up'somewhat above the to have been 36. Yet the inconye=
‘general level. Nor did the land af. nience experienced from this intense
cold,’ was surprisingly little; an
ford much
greater variety, being almost entirely covered with snOW, ex- indeed, the greatest cold eee
cept here and there a brown patch experienced was quite tolerable i
of bare ground in some exposed situ- calm weather. Two of the sail
ations, where the wind had not al- had, at different times, their han
frost-bitten, that it ‘Was necess
lowed the snow to remain.
When
viewed from the summit of the neigh. cut off the fingers.’ The cold|
ced a remarkable effect on t
bouring hills, on one of those
calm
and clear days which not umfrequent- tal faculties, and gave often
ly occurred during the winter, the pearance of stupid intoxicati
sufferers spoke thick and indi: in
Scene was such as to induce contem.
and could not return a rational an

GEOGRAPHY.
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swer till the returning circulation
restored the faculties. The only other
ainful sensation

was

ice as to make it impossible to proceed. westward ; and, after beating

about for some time, they had no alternative but to turn and direct their

that of snow-

blindness, resembling what is felt
when sand or dust gets into the eyes.
It was cured by a solution of sugar
of lead.
2
- The observations on the variation.
of the needle were among the most
important made during this voyage.
As

they proceeded

westward
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course homewards.

tober,

they

On the 29th Oc.

touched

at Peterhead,

and, on the 3d November, arrived in

the Thames.

Tn the following year, (1821,) a
new expedition was fitted out under
the same enterprizing commander.
The existence of an ocean to the

from

Baffin’s Bay, the deviation produced
by the ship’s action increased uni-

north

formly and rapidly. On the 7th Au-

ed,

gust, in lat. 73°, they witnessed, for.

of America

there

was

being establish-

reason

to

suppose,

that it might be more advantageously entered from the unexplored
sounds on the north of Hudson’s Bay,

the first time, the curious phenomenon of the directive. power of the
needle becoming so weak as to be
completely overcome by that action,
the needle pointing to the north pole
of the ship. About the 102d degree
of west longitude, the variation changed from westerly to easterly, so that
this point, which they passed on the

which, there was every reason to believe, must communicate with it. The

expedition would thus sail in a lower
latitude, and would ayoid that chain
of islands, which, stretching along’
the tract explored by Captain Parry,
formed a perpetual nidus of icebergs.
Two! years have now elapsed since

27th of August, must have been a
few degrees to the north of the great

the sailing of this expedition, and we

magnetic pole.
.
The Aurora Borealis was observed

still await its result.

lia, and paraselenae, were seen. One of

departure, aland expedition had been
sent under Captain Franklin, for the
purpose of proceeding from the Hudson’s Bay factory, and tracing the
coast of the Northern ocean, It arrived at the factory too late in the sea- .
son to proceed till the commencement
of the following summer. It then set

much less frequently than had been . In the summer of 1819, contempoexpected. Somestriking halos, parhe- raneously with Captain Parry’s first

the most remarkable observations was
on the transmission of sounds, which

took place so perfectly, that. persons
were heard distinctly conversing in

their ordinary tone of voice at a mile,

and sometimes at a greater distance.
This phenomenon seems satisfactorily
traced in the Edinburgh Philosophi‘cal Journal to the uniform density of.
the air, which presented nothing to
divide or interrupt the sonorous undulations.

;

out, but the difficulties

j

On the Ist August, the two vessels
were able to leave Winter Harbour,
and entertained sanguine hopes of
making farther important discoveries.

They

were

disappointed,

of the route

were so great, and the season of the
year during which travelling was possible so short, that they were obliged
to spend the winters of 1818-19 and
1819-20,
in log-houses belonging to
the company upon the lakes.
Some
notiées were, during that time, transmitted; but we need not anticipate’

however, , the more full detail since received.

after a few days’ sailing, to find the
sea so completely obstructed with

While
த

Britain was making

these
®

௧
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extraordinary efforts to perform the

ரு

்யேம. 4 |

rican rivers, and wafted hither by the |
current. After passing an island seven
miles long, they entered a deep in. |
let, running eastward into the conti. |

circuit of the American coast from
the west, another power was striving
to effect the same object on an opposite side. Russia, which claimed the nent. Kotzebue spent thirteen days”
territory bordering on, and partly in- in exploring this inlet, but without |
cluded in, the unknown world of the being able to discover any passage,’
north, fitted out, in 1815, the Rurick, except one on the western side, and
another on the south-eastern shore,|
commanded by Lieutenant Otto Von
with Nor-; |
Kotzebue, to penetrate through Beh- apparently communicatt
ring’s Straits, ascertain the separation ton Sound. It seems doubtful, howof the two continents, and penetrate ever, if he examined with sufficient
care to ascertain that there really was
as far east as possible. The Rurick
left Plymouth in October, 1815 ; and, no communication with the Arctic
after passing Cape Horn, proceeded ocean. The inhabitants of this bay
across that now beaten tract, the Pa- looked at the Russians with much
cific. The chief novelty occurred at wonder, having never before seen
the solitary spot of Easter Island, Europeans; but they were friendly
where the formerly peaceable inha- and peaceable, excessively eager for
bitahts were seen coming out to meet tobacco. The aspect of the country
them with their faces’ painted red, was singularly genial ; everything was
green; here and there were flowers
white, and black, and making the
most furious and menacing gestures. in blossom; and no stiow was seen
The Russians avoided landing, but but on the tops of the mountains at
The vegetation is
afterwards learned the cause of thisin- a great distance.
described as richer than in the intedignation, which was, that an Ameri_ can vessel had carried off twenty-two rior of Laurence Bay. There is something, indeed, very singular in the
of the inhabitants,
to people a new

colony formed at Masafuero. ‘Kotzes

difference of temperature of the two

bue passed several detached islands,

Opposite continents. ‘+ Ice and snow,”
says Kotzebue, “ have maintained |

which

he

put

down

as

discoveries,

though itseemsdoubtfulifthey did not
belong to formerly explored groups. _
On the 30th July, the expeditionentered its sphere of discovery, being
. at Prince of Wales Cape, on the American side of Behring’s Strait. Beyond
this, @ape was a long tract of low

their rule here (on the Asiatic side)

since last year; and in this state we

find the whole coast ; while in America, even the summits of the highest
mountains are free from snow ; there.

the navigator sees the coast covered
with a green carpet, while here, black,

massy rocks, frown upen him, with

Jand, covered with luxuriant verdure.

The few natives whom they saw were
filthy and disgusting
in their appearance ; whenever approached, they
uttered piercing eries, and assumed
threatening attitudes. All the habi-

800௭ ஹ் ம௦10165,7” -

titions formed from the vast quantity

ter in the South Sea, he returned 1
season to the vicinity of the Strall
“but, moved by the broken state of

his health, and by other circumstan

of drift wood brought down the Ameச

*

16

,

inlet, instead ofproceeding eastward,
as the objects of his mission woult
have dictated, employed the rest
the season in surveying the oppo
coast of Asia. Having spent the win- |

tations at which the Russians landed
were deserted, and only dogs remain-

‘ing ; but they were built with.a good
deal of neatness, having wooden par-

i

Kotzebue, on coming out of this

2

=

a,

|

i
ர்

ரேம.
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+ ces, which would not have weighed
with a British captain, he determined

upon retracing his steps round

the

' world to Russia.
His Arctic discoyeries were, therefore, limited to the
_ examination of the above-mentioned

351
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course of ages, will spreada peopled
continent over the mighty waste of
the Pacific.
2. ஓதித்
்
At this period, a very unexpected
and unsought-for discovery was made
in a‘ quite opposite direction, amid

-

inlet.
*
the'tracts stretching towards the An- .
This navigator spent the winter in tarctic pole: The early maps had laid
a group of coral islands, extending _ down a large tract of continent to the
| from. 6° to 12° of north latitude, and south-east. of Cape Horn.
Our mo_ from 187° to 193° of west longitude. dern wisdom had held this as a chiThis group, if he did not discover, merical and gratuitous assumption,
he at least ‘surveyed much more ac- founded on an imaginary’ balance,
curately than any former navigator. supposed necessarily toexist between He and his naturalist, Chamisso, were | the northern and southern Jands. In
thus also enabled to inspect much fact, the tract delineated was sailed.
more accurately the origin and pro- over by Captains Furneaux and Cook,
gress of these extraordinary fabrics, *in-1770 and 1771, with the express
which are forming over the whole view of examining whether this land
extent of the Pacific Ocean. .It ap- existed ;, but they could find no trace
pears that, though the coral insects. of it. They did not consider, that
build upwards from the bottom, they charts laid down in that imperfect
select shoals or rocks rising to no very state of navigation, were very likely
great distance from the surface of the to err by several degrees. The maswater. The whole circuit of these ter of a common merchant vessel now
‘being, by their operations, raised to stumbled. on what Cook had sought
the top, forms a ridge, enclosing a. for in vain. Mr William Smyth, of
sort of lake or lagoon, which, how-=— the brig Williams, of Blythe, thinking that Cape Horn might be wea_ ever, is gradually diminished by the
thered better by taking a more southcorals fastening themselves to the
_ sides of the ridge, and gradually ex- erly course than usual ; and having —
_ tending it. This process goes on, brought his ship, in February; 1819,
till the whole circuit is filled up with into Jat. 62.40 S., and long. 60 W.,
these submarine erections. They are saw many fields of ice floating about,
and an appearance of land. He was
not raised, however,
beyond the
height at which they remain almost driven’to thé north by hard gales;
' dty at ebb tide. They are thus still: * but he again discovered it quite disHe saw more land to the
unfit for the habitation of man, till. tinctly.
Various floating marine substances westward, and, though its aspect was
have been aggregated
to them; till bare and rocky, yet there was little
» plants, bushes, and finally, trees, have snow, and the air was temperate.
_ struck root, and, by their decomposi~ * His duty to* his employers rendered
tion, have formed layers of soil, which

it impossible to go farther

time.

:

at that

*
When Mr Smyth came to Monte
Video, every one laughed at his preImpossible not to contemplate with
wonder the infinite resources of the’ tended discovery of land, and at last
great Architect, who, by these appa- he began to doubt his own eyes. Ha-:
rently * insignificant instruments, 1s ving, however, obtained a freight for
Chili, he determined to satisfy himCarrying on processes, which, in the

- gradually raise them permanently
above the level of the waters. It is

சீ
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self fully whether there was land or

[ரஷ

they left Tripoli in company with the|

not. On coming:to his old position, Sultan of Fezzan, with the strongest
he full surely discovered the. land, recommendations to him from the
and surveyed
an extent of coast Bashaw of Tripoli, to whom he was}
stretching for about ten degrees of subject. Accordingly, they were con.
longitude, (55° to 65° W.,) and vary- ducted in perfect safety to Mourzouk,
ing from 62° to 63° of S. latitude. the capital of Fezzan, being only
The land was high and rocky, and obliged to conceal their Christian pro.
the tops of the mountains covered . fession, and to pass for Mamelukes,
with snow.
He saw distinctly the Mourzouk, however, was an unfortyappearance of trees, resembling Nor- nate situation, being intensely hot,
way pine; and the aspect of the and surrounded by pools of stagnant
whole coast appeared Norwegian.
water, so that even the hatives are
The most attractive part was a little liable to fever and ague. In a few
bay, called Shirreff’s Cove, forming” ‘days they were seized with dysen.
a most secure harbour. Besides seals tery and bilious fever, and languished
and sea-otters, it abounded with the through the whole summer. Their.)
real spermaceti whale to a degree be- “money, at the same time, was ex.
yond what he believed to exist in any hausted ; and their distress was great.

other part of the globe. The abun- ly aggravated by the
dance of penguins and sea-fowl, as - conduct of Mukni, the

well as of wild land-fowls, and freshwater ducks, was such as to give the
idea of a land fitted for the habitation

of man.
On Mr Smyth's return, his report

though

treacherous

Sultan, who,

still pretending

friendship,

not only withheld all aid, but studi.
ously prevented
His

object

their receiving it.

seems

to have

been, in

case of their wished-for death, to seize
was no longer doubted, and a consi- .upon their effects. Their only relief
derable interest was excited; for it was derived from the spontaneous

was conceived, that nothing could be

charity

more beneficial to the southern whale
fishery, than a séttlement at this point,

length,

ing the main source of the inconve-

lirium.

' the great distance from any land benience and danger that attended that

trade. Tt-was even understood that
a government survey ‘was to have

of

some

on the 20th

individuals. At
November,
Mr

Ritchie expired, after having been for

some time in a state bordering
on de©

After this dismal

ர்க

catastrophe of

the leader of the expedition, Messrs

Lyon and Belford gave up the hope

been made, which does not seem to’ ‘of fulfilling the grand objects of their
haye been done; and the observaexpedition,
Having recovered their
tions since obtained, have not tended
health, however, arid obtained a re

to encourage the hope of any practi-

mittance of 1000/., they undertook
cal benefit being likely to arise from , an expedition to the southern part of
the discovery.
SY
‘Fezzan, and went as far as Tegerty:
=
4
The country was found barren, and
* Africa, that long-established seat
overrun with wild animals. Theslave
of wonder and discovery, continued,
trade, or, to speak more properly,
as before, to bring forth its ample- slave-stealing, is carried on toa /

share of disappointment and disaster.
No opening seemed more promising
than that which

was afforded to Mr

Ritchie, with his companions, Lieutenant Lyon and Mr Belford, when

mentable extent.

Bands of Arabs

surround a village during the night,

and, making the attack at daybreal,

usually sueceéd in securing the whole
of the

inhabitants.

The

effeminate

|

I
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negroes seem to have né means of
escape but in swiftness and dexterity,
_ which they often practise in wonderful perfection.

into Mourzouk

Mr Lyon saw brought

a caravan of about

1400 slaves, men, women,

dren, many of them in a
state of exhaustion, which
however, appear to move
in their savage masters.
Mr Lyon and Mr Belford
turned to Tripoli, without
tempts to penetrate farther

and chil-

dreadful
did not,
any pity
now reany atinto the

interior of Africa. The perseverance

of goyernment, however, was not to
, be worn out by the most repeated
disappointments.
A new expedition
was sent in the same direction, at the
head of which was Dr Woodney,
Lieutenant Clapperton of the royal
navy, and Lieutenant Denovan of the
army. At the same time, a naval. expedition was fitted out to explore the
coast between Tripoli and Egypt, anciently celebrated under the names
of Cyrenaica and Marmorica, and containing Berenice, Ptolemais, Cyrene,and other cities.
There is no coast

/
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cipal inhabitants of Dar Mahass were
slave-merchants, carrying on the trade 1
for the supply of Cairo. The Mamelukes were at that time established at

Dongola, from which they have since
been driven.
:
‘
Mr Burckhardt had an opportunity
of carefully examining the wonderful
excavated temple at Ebsambal, and
discovered, amid the sand in which

they were nearly buried,

four vast

colossal statues.
One, whose head
appeared above the sand, displayed

a most expressive youthful counte-

nance,

approaching

to the Grecian

model. of beauty, and seemed likély
to be from 65 to 70 feet high, the ear
being a yard and fourinches in length.
It appeared: to belong to the finest
period of Egyptian sculpture, while
other hieroglyphics on the face of the
rock were of very indifferent execution.

ஜ்

‘In Mr Burckhardt’s second journey, he followed,the tract by which .
Mr Bruce had returned, leaving the
Nile at Syene, and:striking across the
great Nubian desert till he rejoined
the river near Shendy. This desert
which, from different causes, has been
_less visited by the moderns; and it did not appear to him quite so dreary
is expected
to present many splendid as those of Syria and Suez, though
monuments of antiquity, which the its aspect is much more rugged. The
hereditary skill of Mr Beechy will mountains of granite didnot rise highwell qualify him to delineate.
. er than 1000 féet. The caravan suf_ . The African Association had to fered very considerably from thirst |
lament the premature death of Mr ,during the last five days. On reaching the Nile, they found
themselves
Burckhardt, one of the most active
and promising of their missionaries. ‘first in the district of Berber, inhaThey were able, however, at this bited by a race highly endowed as to
time, to present to the public the re- external form, being taller than the .
sult of two journeys made by him to Egyptians, with countenances almost
the south of Egypt, and towards the Grecian ; and with a complexion
which, though nearly as dark as that
Red Sea.
In the first, he* followed
the course of the Nile as far as Dar- of the negroes, had much more deliMahass, on the frontier of Dongola.

He found the banks divided into a
number of petty states, the Meleks
or chiefs of which were almost abso-.

lute ;*and society appeared in a very

tude and turbulent state.
VOL. XIV. PART 1.

The prin-

cate

tints.

Their

moral

charaeter,

however, is unfortunately the very
worst possible. They are abandon-

ed to intoxication, and every species
of debauchery ; quarrels are almost

«continual, and

often decided
ப்

by th
4
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knife or the sword ; and there is no

traders, with reference

to age, into

.kind of subordination or regular go- _three classes, namely, Khomasy, com.
vernment.
்
prizing those apparently below ten
From Berber, our traveller pro- or eleven years; Sedasy, those aboye |
ceeded to Shendy, a town on the eleven, and below fourteen or fifteen; |
Nile, which, through the influence of and Balegh, or grown up, those of
a protecting government, has become
fifteen and upwards. The Sedasy are |
very commercial. _It is, indeed, the the most esteemed ; when: I was at |.
main seat of the East African slave
Shendy, a male of this class was worth
whence

the unfortunate

vic-

this trade is conducted being very

fifteen or sixteen dollars, provided he

bore the marks of the small-pox,
without which a boy is not worth |
more than two-thirds of that price; |
a female was worth from twenty to
twenty-five Spanish dollars. The price
of the male Khomasy was twelve,of

curious, we shall collect and extract
them:
the female, fifteen dollars. The male
“ I calculate the number of slaves
Balegh seldom sells for more than
sold annually inthe market of Shendy
eight or ten dollars; and’ there is but
at about five thousand, of whom about
a small proportion of this class, betwo thousand five hundred are car- _ cause it is thought, both in Egypt and
ried off by the Souakin merchants,
Arabia, that no great dependence can
and fifteen hundred, by those of be placed upon any slave, who has

Egypt; the remainder go to Dongola,

. and to the Bedouins, who live to the
east of Shendy, towards: the Atbara
_ and the Red Sea. J have already
made some mention of the places
fromwhence these slaves come. Those

brought from Kordofan to Darfour
are, for the greater part, from the
idolatrous countries of Benda, Baadja,
. Fetigo, and Fertit, to the south and
south-west of Darfour, from twenty

not been brought up in the owner's |
family from an early age. Hence |
there isa great reluctance to the pur: | _
chasing of grown-up slaves for dos |
mestic purposes, or even for labour-

-ers.

The Baleghs are chiefly bought

by the Bedouins, who employ them
as shepherds.
The Bisharein have|
many of them in all their encamp-

ments.

Grown-up female slaves, al-

«though past the age of
to forty days from Kobbe; each of times sell for as much
these தடட
speaks a'separate lan, lars, if they are known
guage.
The Darfour merchants trade in working, sewing,

.

with Fertit, which lies about twenty
days distant from Kobbe, in a south-

erly direction ; the country is mountainous, and its inhabitants
are wholly
ignorant of agriculture, but they have

tasted the luxury of Dhourra

and

-Dokhen; and are said, in cases of adearth of these grains, to sell even

their own children to procure them.

“ Far the largest proportion of the
slaves imported in Shendy are below
the age of fifteen. All of them, both
male and female, are divided by the

at

trade,

tims of cupidity are transported frony
the interior, and distributed through
Arabia, Syria, and Egypt.
The details given of the manner in which

beauty, someas thirty dol-

to be skilful |
cooking, & |)

In Syria, few slaves are kept; those |
which I have seen there are, for the
greater part, imported by the cara
vans from Bagdad, and come from |

Souahel, on the Mozambik coast.—

« Thé treatment which the slaves

experience from the traders is 1:
kind than otherwise. .Therslaves a

்

generally taught to call their ne

|

Abouy, my father, and to consi
themselves as their children.
are seldom flogged, are well fed, a
not over-worked, and are spoken 10 ய

Car.
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jn a kind manner;

all this, however,

results not from humanity in the tra..
ders, but from an apprehension ‘that,
under different treatment, the slave

his health; for the newly-imported

Xlety to dissipate that horror which
the negroes all entertain of Egypt,

and of the white people. It is a common opinion in the black slave eountries, that the Oulad

er-Rif, or chil-

dren of Rif, as the Egyptians

is entirely changed, the traders know-

there called, devour the slaves, who
are transferred thither for that pur-

slaves

have

no longer

Korbadj will soon teach him obedi-

ence. The Souakin traders, with
| whom I afterwards travelled, shewed

”

to treat the slaves well, is their an-

their final destination, this treatment

any means of escaping, give a loose
to their savage temper.
At Shendy
I often overheard my companions,
who, although savage enough, were
certainly not of the worst class of
slave-merchants, say to each other,
when a slave had behaved ill, and
they were afraid of punishing him,
“Let him only pass Berber, and the

are

pose. Of course the traders do everything in their power to destroy this
belief, but, notwithstanding all their
endeavours, it is never eradicated
from the minds of the slaves. Another terrible apprehension which they
have, is. of a small jumping animal,
which they are told will live upon
their skin, suck their blood, and leave
them not a moment’s rest. By this
description: they mean

fleas,

which

are entirely unknown in the interior
as little humanity, after we had pass- parts of Soudan, and of which the
most curious stories are told by the ~
ed Taka. The health of the slave,
however, is always attended to; he people of the country, in enumerating
is regularly fed, and receives his share the superior advantages of their own
of water on the road at the same time country over those of Egypt. Other
that hismaster drinks; and the young- vermin, however, more to be dreaded
est and most delicate of the females than fleas, are too common among
The fear of being mutilated,
are permitted to ride upon camels, them.
while all the others perform the jour- on their arrival in Egypt, operates ney on. foot, whether it be to Egypt . powerfully also upon the minds of
:
or Souakin, as they had done from the young slaves.
«Slave boys are always allowed
Darfour to Shendy.
The hardiness
of the young slaves is very extraor- complete liberty within the yard of *
the house; but the grown-up males, ©
dinary ; after several successive days,
whose characters cannot be depended:
march, at the rate of ten or twelve
hours a-day, I have seen them, in the upon, or whose dispositions are unevening, after supper, playing toge- known, are kept in close confinement,
ther, as if they had enjoyed a Jong
yest, Females with children on their

backs follow the caravan on foot ; and
if a camel breaks down, the owner
generally loads his slaves with the
ர்

body and hair, he is contented, and
never complains of fatigue. Another
cause which induces the merchants

ing that the

|
'
|

in the evening, a little butter with
his Dhourra bread, and some grease
every two or three days to smear his

would abscond; and they are aware,
that any attempt to prevent his flight
by close confinement would injure
slaves delight in the open air, and
reluctantly enter houses, which: they
_ look upon as prisons. But when they
are once in the desert, on the way to

-
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packages.

If a boy can only obtain,

well watched, and often chained. On

the journey they are tied to a long
pole, one end of which is fastened to

a camel’s saddle, and the other, which

is forked, is passed on each side of —
the slave’s neck, and tied behind with

ர
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a strong

cord,

so

as

to

prevent

him

from drawing out his head; in addition

to this, his right hand

is

also

fastened to the pole, at a short dis-

' tance from the head, thus leaving
only his legs and left arm at liberty ;
in this manner he marches the whole

day behind the camel ; at night he

is taken from the pole’ and put in
irons. While on my route to Soukin,
I saw several slaves carried along in
this way.
Their owners were afraid
of their escaping, or of becoming
' themselves the objects of their vengeance; andinthis manner they would
continue to be confined until sold to
a master, who, intending to keep
them, would endeavour toattach them

to his person. In general, the traders
seem greatly to dread the effects of
sudden

resentment

in

their

slaves,

and if a grown-up boy is only to be
whipped, his master first puts him in
irons.
‘
« Tt is not uncommon to hear ofa
slave-dealer selling his own children,

born of negro women ; and instances
» occur daily of their disposing of female slaves who are pregnant by
them ; in such cases, the future child
of course becomes the property of
the purchaser.
Most of the traders
have

old slaves, who

have

been

for

many years in their service; these
are placed over the young slaves
* bought in trade, and- become ver
useful in travelling; but even these
too I have seen their masters sell,
_after they had become members, as it
~ were, of the family, merely because
௫
a high price was offered for them. It
“is in vain to expect in a slave-trader
any trace of friendship, gratitude,

or Compassion. —

“Slave girls are everywhere 30
per cent dearer than males of the same
age. They are called in these countries Khademe, and not Djare, as in
Egypt.
The finest of them are kept

by the traders themselves, and are
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called Serrye; their masters allow
these girls great liberty, which they
ofteri abuse. It is falsely asserted by.
the caravan traders in Egypt, that it
is a custom among them to respect

!

the chastity of the handsome female
slaves ; on the contrary, the traders do

not observe the slightest decorum in
their intercourse with the slave girls,

“ Slavery in the East has little

dreadful

in

it but

the name; male

slaves are everywhere treated much
like the children of the family, and
always better than the free servants,

It is thought a mean action to sell a

slave after he has been long resident
ina family.
If a slave behaves ill,
he is generally sent into the country
to work as a labourer in the fields of
his master. Female slaves -who are
servants in families, are not so well of

me
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as males, because they generally suf.

fer much from

mistresses.

the jealousy of their

It is only by the Turkish

soldiers that slaves are illtreated,”
From Shendy,
Mr Burckhardt struck
across to Souakin, a great port on the
Red Sea, which carries on the com-

munication between Nubia and Ara-

bia.

The tract was partly desert,

partly occupied by the district of
‘Taka, which is famed for its fertility
through all this part of Africa. Not- d

withstanding the imperfect cultivation, its dhourra is excellent, and
supplies not only Souakin, but the
opposite ports of Arabia.

The Arabs

of Taka are robust, hardy, and wat’
like, engaged in continual warfare
with their neighbours, the Bishareen. | |

M. Belzoni, during this period, laid

before the public a full detail of his)
discoveries in Egypt. These were al-

tended with peculiar glory, from be

ing made, not in a remote and hither
to unfrequented region, but in a cout
try which had been the favourite object of modern research ; in one, 1007

which had recently been subjected,))

|
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a large body of savans, to an investi-

gation boasted of as the most complete and diligent that had ever been
made of any country. Yet the exer‘tions ofa single, little-aided, and little-informed individual, traced out

objects of the deepest interest, which
had entirely escaped their notice.

One of the two great pyramids had
beenopened and explored; but the second, called the Pyramid of Cephrenes, had hitherto defied the strictest
examination. M. Belzoni made many
fruitless attempts; but at length he
fixed upon a block of granite, similarly inclined to the one which had
formed the entrance to the great pyramid. This accordingly proved to be
the true opening; and, after tracing
a passage of upwards of a hundred
feet, he came into the great chamber,

46 feet long, chiefly cut out of the
solid rock, 18. wide, and 23 high. The

principal object, and that for which,

probably, the whole of this huge structure had been reared, was a sarcopha-’
gus

of

granite,

containing

a small

quantity
of bones, which appeared at
first to be human, and seemed thus to

confirm the hypothesis, that the pyramids were destined to"be the tombs
of the Kings of Egypt. An examination in London,

however, is under-

stood to have proved, that these bones
belonged to the dull, and that they
formed thus symbols of the most blind
and brutal superstition.
ச
The other grand discovery of M.

were now completed rifled and defa‘ced. M. Belzoni, by opening a’fresh
one, saw it in all its original pomp
‘and ornament.
The following is a
short account, given by himself, of
the mode of effecting this object:—
க

quantity of water over the spot in

which they weredigging. Noonecould
imagine that the ancient Egyptians
would make the entrance into such
an immense and superb excavation,
just under a torrent of water; but I
had strong reasons to suppose, that
there was a tomb in that place, from
indications I had previously observed
in my search of other sepulchres. The
Arabs, who were accustomed to dig,
were all of opinion that nothing was
-to be found there; but I persisted in
carrying on the. work; and on
evening of the following day, we
ceived the part of the rock that
been hewn and cut away.
On

the
perhad
the

18th, early in the morning, the task
was

resumed;

and about noon,

the

workmen reached the opening, which
was 18 feet below the surface of the
ground. Whentherewas room enough
for me to creep through a passage that
the éarth had left under the ceiling of
the first corridor, I perceived imme-

diately, by the painting*on the roof,
and by the hieroglyphics in bassorelievo, that I had at length reached
the entrance of a large and magnificent tomb. I hastily passed along
this corridor, and came to a staircase

in front of me, I observed a small

Several had been

opened many agés ago;

Arabs, to work, and caused the earth

to be opened at the foot of a steep
hill, and under the bed of a torrent,
which, when it%rains, pours a great

but these

city, in a secluded vale,

closed by-rocks.

set a number of Fellahs, or labouring

en-

‘They are situated

to thegvest of the other great ruins
of that

357 |
the 16th of October, 1817, 1

23 feet long; at the foot of which I
entered another gallery, 37 feet 3
inches long, where my progress was
suddenly arrested by a large pit, 30
feet deep, and 14 feet by 12 feet 3

Belzoni, was among the tombs of the

Kings of Thebes.

“On

inches wide.

On the other side, and

aperture, two feet wide, and two feet

six inches high; and at the bottom
of the pit a quantity of rubbish. A

rope, fastened to a piece of wood, that

was laid across the passage, against
the projections, which formed a kind
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of door-way, appeared to have been
used formerly for descending into the
pit; and from the small aperture on
the opposite side, hung another,which
reached the bottom, no doubt for the
purpose of ascending. The wood, and
the rope fastened to it, crumbled to
dust on being touched. At the bottom of the pit were several pieces of
wood placed against the side of it, so
as to assist the person who was to as-

cend, by means of the rope, into the
aperture. It was not till the following day, that we contrived to make a

bridge of two beams, and crossed the
pit,when we discovered the little aperture to be an opening forced through a
_ wall, that had entirely closed what we

[சேல 4,

fine earth, baked, coloured blue, and
strongly varnished; in another part,

were four wooden figures, standin
erect, four feet high, with a circular
hollow inside, as if intended to contain a roll of papyrus. The sarcophagus of oriental alabaster, was found

in the centre of the hall, to which J
gave the name of the Saloon, without
a cover, which had been removed and

broken ; and the body that had once
occupied this superb coffin, had been
carried away. We were not, therefore, the first who had profanely en-.
tered this mysterious mansion of the
dead, though there is no doubt it had

remained undisturbed since the time
‘of the invasion of the Persians.”

afterwards found to be the entrance
This sarcophagus now ornaments
into magnificent halls and corridors the British Museum; and nothing hibeyond. The ancient Egyptians had therto brought from the East, can be
closely shut it up, plastered the wall compared with it. It is of the finest
over, and painted it like the rest of oriental alabaster, and transparent
the sides of the pit, so that, but for the when a light is placed within it. Itis
aperture, it would have been impos- minutely sculptured within and with| sible to suppose that there was any out, with several hundred figures, not
further proceeding. Any one would above two inches high, representing
have’concluded that the tomb ended probably the whole of the funeral prowith the pit. Besides, the pit served ‘cession and ceremonies relating to the
the purpose of receiving the rain-wa- deceased.
ter which might occasionally fall in
M. Belzoni spent also considerable
the mountain, and thus kept out the time in exploring the other tombs.
damp from the inner part of the tomb.
It is scarcely possible, by descripWe passed through the small aper-" tion, to convey an adequate idea of
ture, and then made the full discovery
these subterranean abodes, or of the
of the whole sepulchre.
strange and horrible figures with which ~
** An inspection of the model will they are filled. Most travellers are saexhibit the numerous galleries and tisfied with entering the large hall, the
halls through which we wandered ; gallery, and staircase ; in fact, as far”
and the vivid colours and extraordias they can conveniently proceed ;
nary figures on the walls and ceilings, but M. Belzoni frequently
101160
which everywhere met our view, will the inmost recesses of these extraorconvey an idea of the astonishment
dinary excavations. Of some of these
we must have felt at every step. In tombs, many persons could not withone apartment we found the carcase stand the suffocating air, which often
ofa bull embalmed; and also, scatteroccasions fainting. “ On entering the”
ed in various, places, wooden figures narrow passage,” says M. Belzoni,
of mummies, covered with asphaltum,
* which is roughly cut in the rock,
to preserve them.
In some of the and nearly filled up with sand and
rooms were lying about, statues of rubbish, a vast quantity of dust rises,
ர்
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so fine, that it fills the throat and nos) trils, and, together with the strong
|

smell of the mummies, threatens suf- focation- In some places there is not

|
|

more than the vacancy of a foot left,
which

you

must

contrive

to

pass

through in a creeping posture, on
pointed and keen stones, that cut like
fragments of glass. After getting
through these passages, some of them
200 or 300 yards long, you generally
finda more commodious spot, perhaps

high enough to allow asitting pos-

ture. But what a place of rest! surrounded by bodies, by heaps of mummies.on every side, which, previous to
my being accustomed to the sight,
impressed
me with horror. The blackness of the walls, the faint light given
_ by

the candles or torches for want of

SE

SESTES

SS

air,.the different objects that sur-

rounded me, looking at, and seeming
to converse with each other, and the
_ Arab guides, naked, and covered with
dust,

themselves

resembling

living

mummies, absolutely formed a scene
that cannot be described. In such a
situation I found myself several times,
and, when’ exhausted,

fainting,

and

nearly overcome, I sought a resting| place, and found one; my weight bore

on the body of an Egyptian, and it
"crushed like a band-box. I naturally
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covered

by

the

numerous

folds

of

cloth that envelope the mummy.”
_ M. Belzoni made also excursions
into Nubia, and to several other districts bordering.on Egypt, but without discovering anything so remark~
able without that country, as -he had
found within.

The mighty mountain region of the
Himmaleh, which towers behind our
Indian‘settlements, had been the ob-

‘ject, for some time, of peculiar curi- *
osity. A volume was published at this
time by Mr Frazer, which, if it does

not greatly extend our knowledge,
gives us at least a more lively idea of
their aspect and scenery. In the
course of the war against the Ghoorkas, he was sent to invite some of
the mountain tribes, who had suffered
from their depredations, to rise and act

upon their rear. In coming to the district

of Sirmore,

one

of the lower

|

stages of the Himmaleh, he found it

singularly divided into very

high

ridges, usually not less than‘5000 feet,

with deep glens intervening, so that
thetraveller had a most laborious succession of ascent and descent. In ascending to the still loftier district of
Joobul, he found the mountains covered with the most magnificent fo- .
rests; pines of all sorts, and of all

had recourse to my hands to sustain
my weight, but they found no better ages, from the greenest state of youth
support ; so that I sunk altogether to the most hoary state of decay.
among the broken mummies, with a Hollies and oaks had grown to the most
yew _
_ crash of bones, rags, and wooden cases, gigantic size, with sycamorejand
which raised such a dust as kept me of the most varied forms. At one spot,
motionless for a quarter of an hour, “a vista opened into the wild and awful forest, through which the whole
waiting tillit subsided again.
“ Thus I proceeded from one cave of the hills, in their various ridges,
to another, all fullsof mummies, piled to and beyond the Sutlej, appeared
up in various ways, some standing; boldly swelling, till they faded inthe
some lying, and some on their heads. distance. The cultivation was very
The purpose of my researches was to great, and extraordinary labour had
rob the Egyptians of their papyri, of been exerted in fitting for it the alwhichI found a few hidden in their ‘most perpendicular sides of the mounbreasts, under their arms, in the space tams. Districts, which seemed destiabove the knees, or on the legs, and ned by nature to depend upon others
௪ if
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for food, were

thus
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enabled

even to

export grain. The external accommodations of the natives are every
way superior to those of the Scotch
Highlanders; but of their character
nothing can be said in praise. Not—
only, like other barbarians,are they
prone to violence and plunder, involved in deadly feuds, and acknow-

ledging no law but the sword; they

are also cringing, servile, and abject,
and wholly insincere in their’ professions of service. Like Asiatic troops
in general, they “ fight for pay; and
whose bread they eat, his cause they
will.defend against country, friends,
and relations.”
All the scenery hitherto seen appeared tame, when compared to that
which presented itself when they approached ‘the mighty mountains,
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ward, which becomes continuous with
Toonul, the lower part of which we
crossed. ‘This ridge forms a side and
part ofthe back of the valley or hole
low of Cot,ha, the chief ravine: of
which, however, commences at the

top of the bosom of Buchooncha; this
is joined by smaller, but equally rug.

ged clefts from the back, which all
unite their waters below, and roll உ
great and rapid torrent to the Jumna,

“But it would not be easy to convey by any description a just idea of
the peculiarly rugged and gloomy
wildness of this glen ; it looks like the
ruins of nature, and appears, as it is
said to be, completely impracticable
and impenetrable. Littleis to be seen
except dark rock ; wood only fringes
the lower parts and the waters’ edge;
perhaps the spots and streaks of snow,
contrasting with the general black.

whence issue the sources of the Jumna,and of the Ganges. Bunderpouch,

ness of the scene, heighten the ap-

is described as follows:—

pearance of desolation. No living
thing is seen ; no motion but that of

Containing the source of the Jumma,

“ The scenery, on the whole, has
~ very much changed its character; instead of the villages and extensive
faces of cultivation, and sharp and
steep, yet practicable hills; we now
saw nothing but the brown rocks
staring through the dark pine and oak
woods, which hang shaggy around
their brows, and clothe their feet; as
wwell as the deeper and less stony
glegs, which

are

numerous

and

ro-

mantic.
The tops of these hills are
. spotted with green or brown, as the
bright verdure of the rainy season
Springs from the scanty soil, or is denied to the barren rock,

and

clouds

the waters; no sound but their roar,” |

The general comparative view of
the scenery on the two rivers concentrates a great deal of information.
“ From the description given of the
nature and appearance of the banks
of the Jumna, it may be conceived
that nothing wilder or more imprac-ticable could well present itself to the

traveller’s view, than the scenes there
witnessed ; and J confessethat this
was my own idea. Nevertheless, itis
certainthat the character
of the moun“tains that form the banks of the Bha-

giruttee, in the quarter we have pass:
ed to-day, is not only different from

and darkness hang over all. Having
reached the top of the ascent, we
lodked down upon a very deep and

that of any yet seen, but marked by

is the outlet to the waters of one of
the most terrific and gloomy valleys
I have ever seen. The lofty peak
Buchooncha stretches forth a rugged

more

dark glen, called Palia Gadh, which

ridge called Tolpoora, to the south-

features unspeakably more lofty, Tug-

Sed, and inaccessible. There is ever
Jess of beauty, and more of: horror;
to inspire dread,

less to captl-

vate. The variety of character
to be
met with in these mountains, particu«
larly after reaching their more 1105

mote and difficult regions, is remark
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_ able; and, toa person who has only
travelled in the lower parts, and seen
the better cultivated and more inha-

bited tracts of the country, scarcely
credible. Perhaps a more complete’
and better

marked

example

of this

5061

ferent streams ; and on the banks and

roots of the hills, rich cultivation, vil-

lages, and wood, form a lovely picture, which extends up the stream as

far as the eye can distinguish, and till
brown hills,

topped

with snow

and

cannot be produced
in any purely rocks, close the prospect.
_ mountainous country, certainly not - ‘Tf any success has attend
ed the
in that under consideration, than is perhaps too detailed descri
ptions of
_ exhibited in the features we see, the banks and bed of the J umna,
marking the beds of the Sutlej, the reader will already have formed the
an
_ Pabur, the Jumna, and the Bhagirutidea of them: though rocky, precipi| tee (the head of the Ganges.)
tous, and wild, they are wood , green,
_
«The mountains which form the’ and varied with slopin
g faces, which
valley of the Sutlej, particularly on are rich with cultivation and verdure.
the north-west side, are brown, barHere/and there the river runs th rough
ren, steep, and rocky; but they have’

_ these characters without the grandeur produced by lofty precipices or

a level, though narrow

bottom,

and

many well-cultivated and beautiful
valleys lead into it; even at
_ fringing wood. The nullahs that fur- though a wilder collection itsof source,
requi_ row them are dark, uninteresting sites for a romantic and imposing
_ chasms, and their breasts in general landscape, as rock, wood, precipice,
are unenlivened by cultivation ; and, and snow, could not well be drawn.
though their heights are thickly _ together, they did not form so truly
crowned with forts, there are no neat desert and stern a scene as is exhibitvillages surrounded with trees, on ed in the bed of the Bhagiruttee.
which the eye may turn and rest from
«J have said that these mountains
the dark desert around. Such are the are more lofty and bare;.in fact, we
Cooloo hills, which met our view from had now penetrated farther into their
below Comharsein, evento beyond Se- higher and more inclement regions;
ran. And on the Bischur side, though
and the Bhagiruttee, a far larger rithere may be somewhat more cultiver than the Jumna, has worn a deeper
vation above, and wood yields its ver- bed, even in the stubborn materials
dure here and there, to embellish the of their bowels.
ip al
valleys, still the lower parts of the
“It is not easy to describe the
hills, for a descent of full three miles,
change of scene effected by ‘this
_ to the narrow, rocky, and arid bed of

change of situation;

not only is lux-

the river, exhibit little except black uriant foliage more rare, all rich and
Tock peeping irregularly» through lively greens giving way to the dark —
brown burnt grass.
து!
: brown of the fir, which spots the face
“ The smiling vale of the Pabur,
of the rock; but even that rock is
offersa delightful contrast to the black evidently more continually acted on
chasm through which the Sutlej rolls. by the severity of the storms. Instead
We cannot speak of this river very
being covered with rich and varied
near its source; but, from along wa
hues, the effect of lichens and the

beyond the village of Pooroo, which

smaller herbage,

that usually clothe

is seven miles above Raeengudh, it and variegate even a precipice, the
flows meandering through a valley of rocks here are white, grey, red, or
moderate breadth, in which pasture brown, the colour of theix fracture,
and crops are chequered with its dii- “as if a constant violence was crum5

~
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the general mass ; their middle region

and feet are scantily sprinkled with

the sombre, unvarying fir-tree; while
the higher parts, retiring from the
view, present little more than brown

rock, except where a lofty mass of
snow overtops them, and calls to our
recollection how nearly and completely we are surrounded by it. No
green smiling valleys yield their waters to the river; the white and foul
torrents which swell its stream, pour

their troubled tribute through chasms
cleft in the solid rock, or are seen
tumbling down its face, from the
snow that gives them birth.
« The whole scene casts a damp
on the mind; an indefinite idea of de-

sert solitude and helplessness steals
over it: we are, as it were, shut out

from the world, and feel our nothingness.”
;
Nothing, however, could equal the

grandeur of the scene at Gungotree,
_a place sacred in the eyes of the Hindoos, and where the traveller is immediately in presence of that wonder-

ful peak, whence the Ganges issues.

“The scene in which this holy
place is situated, is worthy of the

mysterious sanctity attributed to it,
and the reverence with which it is regarded.
The bare and peaked cliffs
which shoot to the skies, yield not in
ruggedness or ‘elevation to any we
have seen; their ruins lie in wild chaotic masses at their feet, and scantier

wood imperfectly relieves their na-

1821.
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kedness; even the dark pine more
rarely roots itself in the deep chasms
which time has worn. Thus on al]
sides is the prospect closed, except
in front to the eastward, where, from |
behind a mass of bare spires, four
huge, lofty, snowy peaks arise; these
are the peaks of Roodroo-Himmalah,

ச

bling them to pieces. Their sharp and
splintered pinnacles spire up above

REGISTER,

There could be no finer finishing, no
grander close, to such a scene,

“We

approach it through a laby.

rinth of enormous

shapeless masses

of granite, which, during ages, have
fallen from the cliffs above, that frown
over the very temple, and, in all pro-

bability, will some day themselves de.
scend in ruins and crush it. Around
the enclosure, and among the masses,
for some distance up the mountain,a
few fine old pine-trees throw a dark
shade, and form a magnificent fore.
ground ; while the river runs impetuously in its shingly bed, and the stifled
but fearful sound of the stones whichit
rolls along with it, crushing together,

ஷ்
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mixes with the roar of its waters.

** We are now in the centre of the
stupendous Himmalah, the loftiest,
and perhaps most rugged, range of

mountains in the world. We were at

the acknowledgedsource of thatnoble
river, equally an object of veneration
and a source of fertility, plenty, and
opulence to Hindostan; and we had
now .reached the holiest shrine of

Hindoo

worship which these holy

hills contain.

These are surely stri-

king considerations, combining with
the solemn grandeur of the place, to
move the feelings strongly.”

ட் த
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FUGITIVE AND OCCASIONAL POETRY.
LINES
>

WRITTEN

,

ON

THE

19TH

OF JULY,

IN MEMORY

OF HIS MAJESTY'S

CORONATION.

. Say, glorious orb! whose undiminish’d lamp
Hath lighted countless. nations to repose,
When didst thou mark in court, or bower, or camp,
A statelier train, or comelier forms, than those

Whose long array yon ample gates enclose?
The Chiefs are there, who bade the lion wave’

On earth and ocean o’er Britannia’s foes ;

r

The Senate there, who, to the vanquish’d brave,

Her ‘arts, her equal laws, her rescued freedom gave.

Worthy are they to clasp the gilded spur,

To pace with plumed head and garter’d knee,

While velvet glows beneath pale minever,

The sumptuous garb of antique chivalry;
For not at high Poitiers beat hearts more free,
Not hardier knights the proud Armada met,

Than gird thy golden pall, and beat for thee,

Monarch, whose rule in Albion’s crown hath set

Gems that may Tudor mock, and shame Plantagenet.
And now that peerless crown adorns thy,brow,
Thine arm sustains the sceptre of command ;

Princes before thy throne their fealty vow,

And every voice, and each exultant hand,
ள்
்
Attests the homage of thy native land.
The white-robed choir respond, and music’s wings,
Fraught with a nation’s prayers, for Heaven expand;

From base to battlement the fabric rings,

And silence guards no more the sepulchre of kings.
ட
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‘“¢ Monarch! the feast, the song, the banquet cup
For thee shall glad yon rafter’d roof to-night ; ப்
And every angel form that bears it up,
Shall bathe his pinions in a flood of light.
‘For thee, in orient pearl, and plumage white,

—

Shall beauteous Albion lead her starry train,
For thee, the Prince, the Noble, and the Knight,
The lawn-robed Prelate; and the lowly swain,
Shall shout, till vales, and hills, and oceans, shout again.

« The hand untaught to serve, on thee shall tend,
And maple vie with gold thy touch to meet;
The knee unused to kneel, to thee shall bend;

*

And, like its mountain lord, the falcon fleet’

Shall stoop from air, and chirp thy hand to greet5
While trump, and drum, and clarion’s thrilling call,
Herald the youthful Champion, at thy feet
To seal his challenge with the gauntlet’s fall,
By high-born Howard back’d, and him who quell’d the Gaul,
« Quaff the full cup of bliss: yet, oh, beware!
As high it foam’d for me, when that fair roof,
My master-work, first spanned the yielding air,
And echo’d first the charger’s clattering hoof,

My Champion too was there in arms of proof;
‘No hand opposed, no tongue defiance spoke ;
Thousands throng’d round, who stood ere long aloof,
And he who hired the assassin’s kindlier-stroke,

Knelt lowest of the low—the faithless Bolingbroke.
“ Then trust not thou the flatterer’s hollow voice,

Court not the wavering crowds’ vociferous zeal,
Be just—if mortals deem thee just, rejoice—
But if the traitor’s malison they deal,
To Him who made thee King, make thine appeal,
Be His strong arm thy buckler, He thy might;
So may’st thou stand unmoved, nor fear, nor feel

Seditious breath, that taints the breeze of night, ="
Or bold rebellion’s shaft, that shames the noonday light.
“ And in that hour, when mortal strength is weak,

When thou, like us, shalt own a tyrant’s sway,
Supreme o’er Valour’s arm, and Beauty's cheek,
And even o’er Virtue’s tenement of clay,
With whom thy Sire and mine alike decay,
And thy fair daughter's bloom untimely show’d—
Oh!

in that awful hour be Heaven thy stay,

‘And there be thou enthroned, through His dear blood,

Who wore the thorn-wove crown, and dyed the Holy Rood.”
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. LINES
THE MEMORY OF A LATE DISTINGUISHED CHARACTER.
Lawrence of virtuous Father, virtuous Son.
Mi1ton.

Lone threatening hung th’ impending gloom,
While trembling Hope respired with pain,
And shrinking fear foresaw the doonr
That, sorrowing hearts could ill sustain :
The bolt is sped—we view aghast.

The mighty ruin fall’n at last.

As some majestic sheltering oak,
With ample boughs, the forest’s pride,
» Victim of Heaven’s own thunder stroke,
‘Spreads its lamented ruin wide ;
The scatter’d tenants of its shade

With plaintive cries the ear invade.

Thus low on earth Machaon lies,
To us extinct, that mighty mind ;.

Long must we mourn the good and wise—
The noble-hearted, true, and kind :—

The yawning gulf, which all deplore,
Lies open to be fill’d no more.

Sprung from a long paternal line,
For virtue loved—for science famed—
*Midst Scotia’s nobles first to shine,
His high maternal lineage claim’d ;
Yet Genius on his fayour’d head
New honours heap’d—new lustre shed.
Sprung from the noble and the brave—
The saint, the scholar, and the sage,—

Though round his tomb no trophies wave,
His fame to every distant age
Shall flourish fresh in vernal grace,

And add new splendour to the race.

Cold is that heart whose fervid glow
Burst forth in many an ardent gleam ;
Closed are those lips, whence wont to flow

Of eloquence the copious. stream,
While wit and learning’s blended powers
. Bloom’d fair in academic bowers.

-

POETRY.

ட

ரத ரஷ the clear and spotless life,
Pure as the lucid mountain stream;

And sordid art and petty strife,

And avarice with her golden dream,

Shrunk from that candid open mien
Where truth and honour shone serene.

The stream that with diminish’d force
Irriguous wanders through the mead,
Or, hid in shades, directs its course,

Each humbler plant unseen to feed;
While verdure fresh, and flow’rets gay,
Reviving mark its devious way:
An emblem fair its course supplied
Of bounty ever fresh and new,
That while it wander’d far and wide,

As silent moved as evening dew,
And heal’d diséase, and soften’d woe,—
That stream, alas! has ceased to flow.

She who, to him supremely dear,
Dwelt in his generous bosom’s core;
They who, his pride and solace here,
_
Joy in a father’s smile no more,
்
While o’er the treasure lost they moan,—
Mourn not unaided or alone.

Sickness, and want, and sorrow round,
Respond with answering sounds of woe,
Long must they mourn the skill profound,
That bade the healing balsam flow,
And added to the unbought cure
The aid that made it firm and sure.
Not to this favour’d isle alone, :

_

Where art and genius soar so'high,

Where science mounts her western throne,

And heavenward lifts her eagle eye,

Was his much honour’d name

confined,

Who lived and thought for all his kind.

Where’er the sons of science strive
Our feeble nature's pangs to aid,
His fame immortal shall survive

¥

With grateful honours duly paid,
Extensive as the healing art,
And dear to every generous heart:

த
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Where Britain’s energetic tongue
Is heard in East or Western Ind,
Or Shakespeare’s verse, or Milton’s song, .

Have fancy waked or taste refined,
Beneath the sun’s last lingering ray,
Or where he first pours forth the day;
From

where Canadian wastes of snow,

Sullen in wint’ry guise appear,
To where the South, with ardent glow,
Decks with her golden fruits the year,
Columbia’s sons that name revere, —
To virtue and to wisdom dear.
Even hostile France, averse no more «
To merit’s just and powerful claim,
» In healing art and classic lore,
Inseribes the Scottish sage’s name
Amongst her sons, whose fair renown
Their country’s letter’d honours crown.
Yet not the wealth his spirit scorn’d,
Not all the wreathes his genius won,
Not all who praised, nor all who mourn’d,
Avail when life’s’short day is done:
To heartfelt virtues prized by Heaven,
The unfading amaranth is given.
His dear-loved country heirs that fame,
That long her classic page shall grace,
His offspring, too, may boast the name,
*That sheds a radiance o’er his race;

But ’tis his goodness spreads a bloom,
And scatters fragrance round his tomb.

.

_ NAPOLEON.
(From the, French).
[The following is a pretty correct version of one of the numerous poems on the
Death of Napoleon,

ond am

lowers.

at present in circulation in Paris.

It is a curious proof of the

devoted attachment with which his memory is still cherished by his fol-

Nostz spirit, hast thou
Is thy glorious journey
Thy days of brightness
:
Soul of dread

fled !
sped,
numbered,—
sublimity !
16s
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BY

LORD BYRON,
of his Dog, at Nenstead Abbey.
Death
the
On
Near this spot
are deposited the Remains of one,
who possessed Beauty without Vanity,
Strength without Insolence,
5

4

Courage 761௦ம் 118:001067

and all the Virtues of Man, without his Vices.
This praise, which would be unmeaning
flattery if ‘inscribed over human ashes,

is but a just tribute to the memory of
BOATSWAIN, a DOG,
.

who was born in Newfoundland, May, 1803,

and died at Newstead, Nov. 18, 1808.

WueEn some proud son of man returns to earth,
Unknown to glory, but upheld by birth,
The sculptor’s art exhausts the pomp of woe,
And storied urns record who rest below;

_

* When all is done, upon the tomb is seen,
Not what he was, but what he should have been.
. But the poor Dog, in life the firmest friend,
The first to welcome, foremost to defend;
Whose honest heart is still his master’s own,

Who labours, fights, lives, breathes for him alone,
Unhonour’d falls, unnoticed all his worth,
Denied in Heaven the soul he held on earth.

While Man, vain insect! hopes to be forgiven ;
And claims himself a sole exclusive heaven.
~
Oh Man ! thou feeble tenant of an hour,

Debased by slavery, or corrupt by power,
Who knows thee well, must quit thee with disgust,
Degraded mass of animated dust!
Thy love is lust, thy friendship all a cheat,
Thy tongue hypocrisy, thy heart deceit,
By nature vile, ennobled but by name,

Each kindred brute might bid thee blush for shame:
Ye who behold perchance this simple urn,
Pass on, it honours none you wish to mourn ;
To mark a friend’s remains these stones arise,
T never knew but one—and here he lies.

லி

POETRY.
TO THE

eer

|

RAINBOW.

By T. CaMpBELL.

Trrumeuant arch, that fill’st the sky
When storms prepare to part,
I ask not proud philosophy
To teach me what thou art.
Still seem as to my chilhood’s sight,
A midway station given, For happy spirits to alight
Betwixt the earth and heaven.

தமம்.

_ Can all that optics teach unfold
Thy form to please me so,
As when I dream of gems and gold
Hid in thy radiant bow ?
When science from creation’s face
Enchantment’s yeil withdraws,

What lovely visions yield their place
To cold material laws !
And yet, fair bow, no fabling dreams,

But words of the Most High,
Have told why first thy robe of beams
Was woven in the sky.

When o’er the green undeluged earth
Hleaven’s covenant thou didst shine,
How. came the world’s grey fathers forth
To watch the sacred sign?

And when its yellow lustre smiled
O’er mountains yet untrod,
Fach mother held aloft her child,
To bless the bow of God.

ட்

Methinks, thy jubilee to keep,
The first made anthem rang,
On earth delivered from the deep,
And the first Poet sang.

Nor ever shall the muse’s eye
Unraptured greet thy beam ;
Theme of primeval prophecy,
Be still the poet’s theme.

:
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ON THE EGYPTIAN TOMB.
Pompe of Egypt's elder day,
Shade of the mighty pass’d away,
(Whose giant works still frown sublime
*Mid the twilight shades of time ;) Fanes of sculpture vast and rude,
That strew the sandy solitude,
Lo!

before our startled eyes,

As at a wizard’s wand, ye rise,
Glimm ring larger through the gloom !
While on the secrets of the tomb,

Wrapt in other times, we gaze,
The Mother-Queen of ancient days,

Her mystic symbol in her hand,
Great Isis seems herself to stand.
From mazy vaults, high-arch’d and dim,

Hark!

heard ye not Osiris’ hymn?

And saw ye not, in order dread,

The long procession of the dead?

Forms that the night of years conceal’d,

As by a flash, are here reveal’d ;
Chiefs, who sung the victor song,
Scepter’d kings, a shadowy throng!
From slumber of three thousand years,

Fach as in life and light appears,

Stern as of yore! yes, vision vast,

:

‘

Three thousand years have silent pass'd,

Suns of empire risen and set,
(Whose story time can ne’er forget,)
Since, in the morning of her pride,
Immense, along the Nile’s green side,
The City of the Sun appeard,
And her gigantic image rear‘d.

string,
As her own Memnon, like a trembling

When the sun, with rising ray,
. Streak’d the lonely desert gray,
Sent forth its magic murmuring,

_
That just was heard, then died away 5

So pass’d, O Thebes! thy morning pride,
Thy glory was the sound that died !

Phantom of that city old,
Whose mystic spoils we now behold,
A kingdom’s, sepulchre—oh say,
Shall Albion’s own illustrious day,
Thus darkly, close? her power, her fame; »
Thus pass away, a shade, aname!
W. L. B.
May 19.
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ON HEARING

THAT

THE

AUSTRIANS

HAD

ENTERED

NAPLES,

Ayv—down to the dust with them, slaves as they are ;

From this hour let the blood in their dastardly veins,

That shrunk at the first touch of liberty’s war,

Be suck’d out by tyrants, or stagnate in chains.

On, on, like a cloud, through their beautiful vales,
Ye locusts of tyranny, blasting them o’er,

Fill, fill up their wide sunny waters, ye sails,

_

From each slave-mart of Europe, and poison their shore!

May their fate be
Laugh out with
When each sword
Shall be forged

a mock-word—may men of all lands
a scorn that shall ring to the poles,
that the cowards let fall from their hands,
into fetters to enter their souls!

And deep, and more deep as the iron
Base slaves! may the whet of their
To think—as the damn’d haply think
They had once in their reach—that

is driven,
agony be,
of that Heaven,
they might have been free !

When the world stood in hope, when a spirit that breathed
Full fresh of the olden time, whisper’d about,
And the swords of all Italy, half way unsheath’d,
But waited one conquering word to flash out ;
When around you the shades of your mighty in fame,
Filicajas and Petrarchs, seem’d bursting to view,

-

And their swords and their warnings, like tongues of bright flame,
Over freedom’s apostles, fell kindling on you.
Good God! that in such a proud moment of life,
Worth ages of history—when, had you hurl'd
One bolt at yon bloody invader, that strife
Between freemen and tyrants had spread through the world.
That then—oh! disgrace upon manhood—e’en then,
You should falter, should cling to your pitiful breath,
Cower down into beasts, when you might haye stood men ;
And prefer the slave’s life of damnation to death !
It is strange—it is dreadful—shout, tyranny! shout,
Through your dungeons and palaces, freedom is o’er—
If there lingers one spark of her light, tread it out,
And return to your empire of darkness once more.
f

16

்
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-

For if such are the braggarts that claim to be free,
Come, despot of Russia, thy feet let me kiss—
‘Far nobler to live the brute bondman of thee,

Than to sully e’en chains by a struggle like this.

ON GREECE.
_ Of the three hundred, grant but three,
To make a new Thermopyle.

Don Juan.

Stow sets the sun; his ray serene
He throws upon a lovely scene ;
“Blest scene! where once, as eagle free,

The Grecian hail’d thee, Liberty!
Where now the Turkish despot reigns,
- And rules with iron rod the plains
Where Greece, while Greece remain’d, had fought
In Freedom’s holy cause, and taught
The nations round to bend with fear -

Before her brilliant high career.

Land of the freeman! canst thou be
So fall’n, so low in slavery s—
Land of the good, the brave, the wise,

Whose souls have sought their native skies,
Oh, can thy children but look on
The ruin’d pile, the mould’ring stone,
Which once were Grecia’s halls of state,

Where Senates held their grave debate?
Or can this slavish, abject son,
Look on thy plain, O Marathon?
Or stand, with soul unmoved, and see

Thy well-fought pass, Thermopylae ?—
Or gaze on Leuctra’s hallow’d plain,
And think on all those scenes in vain?—=

Ye sacred brave! in vain ye died—

In vain has flow’d the purple tide
Of millions, at their country’s call—
Vain were your efforts, vain your fall !—
Your fame forgot, your valour gone—
Your name despised, remains alone.

a5
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ம்ம ஈர்றத tranquillity and: character’to the"
th ‘liberties

of a gun, within

(of the ‘county.

asi bas ; aolesiminoD aiid mer

‘city of Limerick.Guilty. 0 |» « He had come only a few days's

James Walsh, for disturbing divine ‘to the

service in the Catholic chapel belong-

county

; h

- disgraced |

by the acts of a lawless banditti;

but

|
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1

hasbeen sunk in character
by the these unhappy-men, in! dischargesof
guilty,
it has been raised. by all those. their ae
ர்வ
identi
த்
who/ assisted in the administration: of, lent frame ‘of mind whichothey had
the law ; by the neighbouring gentry. brought them. toy at: their ‘last:-hour.
He never, in his ririubtbeniohadia When all these things were taker into
country,met more exemplary/conduct

consideration,

வரவன்

m0.

_ than.the. gentlemen
of the county ma- } reason'to despair of good effects for the
nifested on this occasion; they came - restoration of the peace and tranquil-

fr m their homes.in the midst of fire - lity of the country. . It was impossiand'sword,
to that jury-box, which: ble at the beginning of this:week to

form an opinion of what-might
be the
result.’ Certainly there was an evident
change for the better; but if, unfortunately, these crimes should again re-

_ was to be found full of the first gen-

_ tlemen in the county, who had not allowed themselves to be kept back by

pleasure or sport.

That duty those

gentlemen discharged’ with temperance.and, without intimidation, and he

cur, or an attempt should be made to’

put down the law, they must either
do so; or the law must put them down.
Fortnight after fortnight this Com-

Er

could not but admire the acquittals,
and the distinctions they made. in the
different cases: which had come before'them. Every one who saw their
conduct, must feel happy to live un-

troops should be poured in amongst
them, if necessary,
to crush their evil

மே ஜம் enjoy. the

proceedings, and to enforce the exe-

mission would

benefits resulting

be held—troops after

cution of justice. He trusted in God
man. connected with this. co unty 02. that the misfortunes of this week would
__be
impressed upon the minds of the:
_ served.
the greatest thanks.. Hedid
from the constitution... Every gentle-

lower orders ; and he hoped and trust- —
necessary, to. advert to the
to:
excellent conduct of the police, which — ed that. it would be communicated
them by: those: who were conversant in’
was. manifest to every person; neitheir language, and that they would
ther was:it-agreeable to him to speak

not feel

of any.gentleman in his presence—but

impress upon their minds'what: they

he felt it, to. be his duty, to return

had heard and what they had seen.

(he alluded.to:
Mr, Vokes,) who had

_-about him, and ask them what was the

ecarerdnustaya
aitopic he would:
பர்சை
“There was-another

the last fifteen years? Did they not by

thanks to,oné magistrate particularly, _ He would address himself to the young

distinguished himself in aiding the jus-.

progress made’ by the banditti within’

_ their conduct act in open defiance to.

advert to, which must afford great: sa-) _ their own experience? Let them but
tisfaction. to.those who were around. _-ask their fathers and grandfathers what)
him, namely, that, the unhappy, men’ was the result in their days o

the e
Firat, ise
illegal’associations.
ட reec
ர்
this world, and’ féll'vic-.
had.Jeft, this:-world,.an
who o-hadleft,

_ tims tothe offended

laws of their.coun- .

H

~
ee .

eepear

try,
ப்ளட் வம்ச last hour, acon-- 1776—after them, 20௦01 banditti..
trite and, devout deportment,
and made, called. the Rightboys—there
was the, ட
a penitent confession
of their guilt. ee
eS
ea Shanavests andi)
And could-notiexpect a, better/ temper: எதிலாவுலில் ee
tfrom
han that,
which. has, resulted (already » insurrection/or 2798
ae
this Continiscion 3 and he should. lion, and) speak. only of the: banditei
ld
say; that great praise was.due tot he: and let any 00816tell him did-they

“fespectable. clergymen:,who. attended, end their'mad career but at-that bar,
i

்

(8

ர் யமி511

ஹி

க 1௨ வரக்

வரத
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snGled

[50௨19

woHisa
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in writing) thésaid Address, were un«
| and great provocation
is thereby given becoming the character of an honest
to
numerous
bodies of unprotected per- - man and an Englishman? ©
(©
sons, he immediate and. zealous inter- Messrs Searlett, Denman, Phillips,
position of those whose circumstances Blackburne,. and J.. Evans; addressed
make it probable
that they may. be the Court. in mitigation of punishable to obtain consolation and legal ment. றி
௪
5
-redress for, the sufferers, is the most
- The Attorney and Solicitor-Gene-

cases where great public injury is done,

effectual. way, of preventing those evils
:
ral spoke in aggravation.
_to society, which such injury and pro- » Mr Justice Bayley delivered the
vocation haye a direct tendency to judgment of the Bench. It was his

produce. And. this deponent. saith,
that
he considered the occurrence al. luded to, in his Address to the Elec-

painful duty, his Lordship said, in the

question, as_one which required the
_ exercise of the right of petitioning,
_and which,
for the protection of the

the course

»tors.of Westminster,
which is now in

, sufferers,

and the preservation of the

_ public peace, eminently demanded the
| © interposition of the gentlemen of Eng~ land. And this deponent saith, that

situation which he filled, to’ pass upon,

the defendant the collective judgment
of the Court. It had happened, in,
of the proceedings in the

cause, that his Lordship had differed

in. opinion from his learned brothers ;
and to that difference allusion had been
The difference, however, had
made.

merely occurred upona technical point

—whether there had’ or had not been

_ the said occurrence at Manchester had,

against

»as this deponent verily believes, exci» ted general terror and alarm throughout the country: and this deponent
considered, that uuless the right of
+ Meeting for the purpose of petitioning
+) awas immediately exercised, such terror

dence of a publication in Leicesterto the
shire—and it now appeared’
learned Judge, that, even'ifa new trial

the

defendant

in Leicestershire

had

sufficient evi-

been

granted,

publication in that county would easily have been proved, because he (the
» and alarm would prevent. the future learned Judge) was inclined to hold

exercise thereof on very important oc|; casions; and under the circumstances,

>and for the reasons aforesaid, this de»« ponent thought it his duty to express

that the circulation in that county of

any newspaper in which the insertion
of the libel had been authorized by

to! pubwould amount
the defendan
t,

» his opinions on the subject to his con- lication in that ‘county. “That the de}» Stituents,
and that his. object in so do- » fendant was the author cf the libel,
o| Ig was not to excite unconstitutional stood admitted; and, in forming a

yoo oritumultuous conduct. And this de- judgment upon’ the® Ghibaerer ‘of the
jdponent further saith, that at the time offence, itbecame material to look at
the letter to Lord Sid- the state of the ‘public’ mind at the
e wrote
40907
had been publishts Mouth, avowing himself to be the au- time when the libel

ter purwas founded—it
of the said Address,no statement. ed. .'The:let
sidthor,

omefrom au-' ported
to his knowledge,
io had.c

upon the face of it tobe found-

Sir Ms Burof which
to vary the facts» ed—unpon facts
or otherwise,
~sothority,
except from the rein the news-:. dett was ignorant,
»4) which had been published

ona

cone that no such: statement: » presentations contained in certain news-

“63 Ras/yet come;to this deponent’s know-» papers. » Those: represent
8 were
_ ledge ;,and therefore
this deponent did) certainly calculated to excite the high-

‘Rot, nor can he now see any reason to est' degree ‘of feeling
m tne public _

_ think, that the objects he had in view

-mind, because there was a very broad

REMARKABLE TRIALS AND'LAW PROCEEDINGS,

said, that'since'this'case was'beforethe » behalf of
Court:the other day, he had been in=

structed by Major Cartwright to ௨02.
dress such 'topics'to the ourtCourt asas pre
presented» themselves to ‘hist 5
ind
mind,
which might be available
to'the vene-

standin ல்

ng

and

Ww

rabléldefendant
iin this lastistage'of

the | claim a seati
ats

tention had! not been particularlycall.
ed to the cireumstances\‘of the case 5)

ட் defeidant, not

elect+

proceedings: ©Since the

‘trial, his

17

as répresentative
of ப

Birmingham
in Parliament,
‘tion of the Constitution, and

and although he had-not been‘a very " purpos
of bringin
eg

attentive observer of what had’ subse-

mons into odium and.

quently»passed, yet, bearing in mind
what had been reported
by the learned ©
a loss’
to conceive how t!
Judge, and the facts mentionedin the: “be considered asa crime; he ha
d aperin
affidavit
of the venerable defendant, it plied his best judgment and considerappeared to him that there were some ation to the subject, and the result
legitimate topics of mitigation, which was, that, in his opinion, this was no
could not be urged without consider- crime at all. The appointment of a
able-effect on his behalf. He then ad- legislatorial attorney, by an assembly
verted
to the very small share which such ‘as'that which had taken place,
the worthy major took in the proceed- ‘wasa vain'and idle proceeding; and the
ee
total absence
an appoint
mere fact of suc
h
ment could
of any proof of concert with the other not'be construed into an offence cogdefendants—his being a silent auditor nizable’by the law, unless it was the
and spectator of what took place at effect of artifice or fraud
the meeting of that day—his merely of some constituted authori
acknowledging his sense of the vote of

thanks conferred upon him for his general political services—circumstances

which, proved, as:they were, by his
own affidavit, and confirmed by the affidavits of other persons, clearly enti-

tled himy:to’ exemption from” being

thought an active participator in the

supposed:conspiracy. But though the

a conge delire without aut

ri

liable’ to ‘criminal’ptinishment,
same’ observation would apply t 0
other appointment undér ‘the like
cumstances’ i for it'could only

vaih’ ex i
sidered’ s\an/idle!andid” not’
exist,

venerable major had, in fact, taken'no

acti

ire
in the events
of that 00225

‘sion, e\Wished it:to be distinctly: un-

derstood; that he disclaimed
any in

dious distinction between: his case and |

the cases
of the)other defendants, be= gatio
ing. quite!réady
beariequally wit
dene
ady to
to: beariequally:
sm.the:consequences:of
that verdict “have been far

which the Jury had pronounced. Looks could ‘have been

di

ing, however,to the general nature‘of: /such’eomplexion”
pret

the charge, it appeared to him'(Mr«could’
not”
6
ne
Denman) that there were some:top ics’ that‘any’mischievous conseqi
which might

be successfull ly urged. on) atte
of the lefendants.
nded the conduct
lh; age
RE,
HG
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Novriotsov bréachtof thepublic»p

cward in like-manner to express the'like

had ee teas notcevenshinted ‘sentimentsy:and:
the: right'of meeting
_ that there was
mae <to!violate publicly for ae en

மத பவ்ய

shad found:it

yet been: aces

a

necessary to whisper the riot act into 3
, and with this’
object’ imiview,
the eabsdfchis: clerk, under preténce (dat chewoldefendawd btitancenem
thatthe peace of ‘thecommunity! was -occasion ‘in’ question. ‘Were they then,
in'dangerso2Amore orderly or peace- -undersuch cireumstances,tobebrought
ableiassembly shad ‘never: taken: place tothe barofJustice? Ifsuchimeetins
ile. |
onany பண்ட
எ -and‘it had’ se- as these were to be»considered:as
parated without having committed, or -gal; then every:meeting:
that had taken

threatened'to:commit, a:single act-of

‘place'to:arouse
public ‘opinion ‘inthe

violence. Then; ‘as ‘to the intention of cause of public virtue, must ‘bedeemthe defendants, itappeared from all the ed illegal.» Public opinion:could:only
circumstances
of thé case ‘to’ have'been ‘be’ preserved by such means; ‘and:by
perfectly: dona fide. The Court were that enginealone was the national-cha.
not to look to the’ particular conduct acter *preserved.—
T he infamousiand
of the defendants
on the occasion, but bloody traffic:in ‘slaves, so:disgracefil

edphilosophers
and statesmen that had

‘chants, ‘as this: be called a conspiracy

fendants were'to»be considered: as:en-

‘andicontempt.' By-public opinionalone |

ever adorned the’country. If the de-

|

oa

they were to»refer'to the essence of to the British nation, was rooted out
their motives, which had: nothing in only by public opinion, repeatedly and
wiew but:to remedy abuses, which were
able leaden j3-and
with asmagh
not only supposedto’exist, but which ‘propriety might public meetings
for
forages had been positively
asserted to that purpose be considered asi consph
exist; bysome ofthe most enlighten- ‘racies against the West India> mer

tertaining’sentiments
of disaffection,in

to bring the constitution intovhatred

‘was public virtue preserved’ ; and uit-

canvassing: ‘the constitution’ of the der the: influence of. that «check were |
House

of Comthons, and:in urging

that Coes

branchoof:
the legislature;-then must
-Lord:Chatham;Mr Pitt,,Mr Burke,
Sir
GaSavilley:
and other enlightened
statesmen, ‘bedeemed

to have been dis-

affected ‘traitors to:their countrys It
was no-part of his:duty
on the present
eccasion'to' defend the means by which

-ourinstitutions
kept inia stateof healthful vigour. It:was
a-fatal delusion'to”
imagine that such meetings’ couldido

any harm. » ‘Such an‘ opinion: begota
‘reverence for folly and absurdity;
‘and

‘taughtseven
the best-disposed persons

to mistake
the corrupt excrescencesot
the: constitution: for the constitution

|

itself. The moral convictionvofithe

‘the'defendants had ‘sought to remedy existence
of such abuses wasinottoibe
the grievances‘of which the complain- ‘disputed,
and <it was only:;byopubi
ed 3 butif their intenti seek tionae: “opinion' that they could :be
hf
elyexercisedarightyhich towas>quite: extraordinary, how! even |

they cineied they posed விலை

ing to discuss:
expressing» their’ sentiments

‘surely

abusesiexcited
the iadmiratiom

andite-

‘spect! of |ithose:who eshuddered>abise |
formoo'Phe
learned :counselsthen pte |

they were not’ to be: considered» cri- Iceeded:to!advertito
the public andipm
minals‘for having done! no «more’:than -vate-virtuesiofithe wort
i
the constitution
of the country allow-

ed the subjects of England. The great- .
est men that ever lived had come for-

Jife had:been devoted:to:promoting'the
arts of his country, endeavouring

preserve the

purity
of our national i

©

்
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4titutions;and to the pursuit of those
objects: which«dignified: and ennobled

the.characterof man.» Considering

thensthe:conduct
of; sucha many considering the motives

by which he:had

beenactuated—hisivenerableage, (84)
Ais'amiable:and unoffendings deport-

ment thrdugh»lifes -he: was quite:¢conyinced:that:the Court, inidischarging
its; painfull duties; «(for painful they
must be! im:such acase;)\would pro-

ceed. towards
him, with that tenderness
and consideration ‘to which: on every
account»he was so much entitled. In
conclusion;:he adverted to:the worthy
‘major’s desire, that: whatever punish-

‘ment)the Court might be: disposed to

inflict,

imprisonment rather, than fine

should be imposed, considering that if
‘the latter course should be'resorted to,

it:would
have the effect, of disinheriting aibeloved niece, the daughter of an
elder brother, whom he had adopted,
and: of ‘depriving an adored wife and
aged sisters of that: means to-which

they, doped for support in'the advancedautumn of life. However, since
thisicase was last before the Court, he

{Mr Dx) shad: received. letter from
those:relatives, in which they deprecated:the
idea of allowing any consider-

ationof their situation: to: weigh with
the-Court, when the health and liberty

‘ofttheirivenerated friend were at stake;
and-agonized:
with the sense of those
‘sufferings: which:awaited
him, they. im-

ploredithe Court to avert that punish-

Jmentwhich
the worthy major himself
was) disposed to. hail with ithe genuine
pirit of martyrdom
inia cause torwhich
‘bis life
dbéen devoted. :Suchi were

‘the: feelin gs:of those beloved relations.

19

and:aniimpartial posterity) whoo would

idojustice/to:his name and,actions, ‘The
ன கவட
sat downamidst-@ bustst

of uncontro lableapplausefromthe-auWitorystorm sii 3908108763 8158959294

eooMrdJustice Bayley proceédetod pass

sentence: «It: was) his iduty,-thedearned
Judge said;-after careful\ consideration
‘by the Court; and nice discrimination
cases, topro-.
respective
their
‘be
twe
en

nounce: judupon
gme
thedefend
nt
ants.

It: would have been somevalleviationto

his mind, if,-in the interyal'which
had
elapsed) between; the month, of July,
1819,/and the present period; they-had

been induced to look: back’upon their

own conduct, ‘at least witha feeling

that they might have:beeniwrong jin
what they had done, and.without that

prejudice, which men: in»generali-are
but: too’ apt to! entertain vas)to that
which regards their particular selves.

It was the duty of the: Court: to:pass

sentence on individuals, not for the sake
them,
‘upon nt
of inflicting punishme

but:in' order, as far,as: possible,to pro-

to the public atclange,
duce: security
the
and especially to =that:portioniof

public: which might be deluded; orded
away for'want of sufficient

knowledge

to! judge forsthemselyes. Ae far ashe
ee
(the legen a eee ee

saying,
anion, shehad no ‘diffian
culty

that: the! defendants;;had/ committed.a
-great-crime, oto>sinsiniuate, into» the
they
that;
minds: of the lowen orde
rs;
hadcertain rights, which, infact; they
shad nots: to-fill their minds with ama=
ginary or exaggerated evils\s:in-short,

to: hold. such: language) to:,them» as
should induce: them: tos.endeayour ito

schange'by. physical foree:the,constitu-

ர் tion.of the kingdom, was:an:offenceof
defendants this case,-avonld- be the la very aggravated :descript on.»: The
Sreatest)suflerer;
> but: he came swith insinvatings:therefore;-to alarge body
ly.fortitude to meetiall that conld of: லக காரர் எமில் such an-inherent
inilicted:on Seige
ஏந்தி ரல not-only holding «nconstiMabiunden everyadispensation,:there -tutional:doctrine,
but trying to: engenwasiapublic whowwould respect him, der:insitheit minds ‘principles awhich thenworthy: majors though asnominal

ப

அப்த
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$
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could not be justified, and which might
induce them perhaps'to
adopt conduct

which persons would’ otherwise feel
for that House? That there might be

their fatnilies, and indeed other peace-

the spirit of the’ constitution, corrup:

which might
at last “involve them/and
able in! abitants of the kingdom, and

their families, in “great distress.’ He

(the learned Judge) did’ not mean’to

insinuate that such ‘consequences had
been foreseen in the’ present case 5 he

believed that’ they had not ; but it ‘was

the duty of the Court to estimate’con-

some instances in which, contrarto
y

tion was employed in returning meme
bers to the House of ‘Commons, might

be true; but here the imputation ext
tended to 500 seats out of 658) He
(the learned Judge) putit'to the hearts |

of the defendants themselves, whether
such’ an assertion was not’ calculated

duct by its probable result.
Hvery to bring the House of Commons into
man at all acquainted
with the consti- contempt. A's to the’principlelof uni.
tution of his country, would be aware versal suffrage, it was’ the peculiar
that there could be ‘no’ election with- blessing of the British constitution
that
‘out the King’s writ ; and that if, un- every man was virtually represented
‘der the circumstances of the case, the
Parliament. Members were chosen'by
‘House of Commons had permitted Sir particular places; but the moment
‘Charles Wolseley’ to take his place they were chosen; they became bound
‘among’ them, they would not ‘only to act, not merely for the benefit of
have been guilty of a violation of their constituents, but for the goodof _
the constitution,
but have rendered
invalid every’act which, as a Parlia-

ment, they might have done. ‘The
meeting in question was held on the
12th of July, and from 16,000 to
20,000 were present at’ it. The whole
proceeding was ‘regular ; ‘and, ‘bating
some ill language to two persons, Pem‘berton and’ Dickenson, who dissented
from the resolutions, the crowd disper=
sed without any breach
‘of the’ peace ;

but a meeting intetided for an ill pure

pose might pass off peaceably; andthe
true mode of discoverins themotiveand

intent with’ which a meeting was held,

was to look at the speeches delivered at

it. Upon that part of the case the evidence affected the'defendants in different degtees. “The learned Judge then
Went at considerable length’ over the

the public at large. If every man had

an inherent right, however, a natural
right, independent of the law, to vote
for'Members of’ Parliament, why were
women to be excluded from the same

free right ? The learned Judge then

adverted to the motion fora new trial,
and commented on the facts and argu=
ments which had been adduced imsup=

port
of that application.

His Lord:

ship proceeded :—The Court thad’ats
tended to the affidavits which had been

laid before them. It was the most un

pleasant part of its duty to inflict pu
nishment upon individuals, particularly

where that punishment affected their
innocent families. His Lordship wish

ed that before ‘person’ subjected them-

selves to danger;
they would thinkion

the situation of those who were de

evidence given at the trial, dnd over pendent upon thems ©The Court had
the speeches as published subsequently not forgotten’ the family of the deto the meeting by the defendants, Ed- feridant’ Edmonds; and they wished

monds and Wooller. ‘Five hundred that the conduct
of the defendant
Ma
seats
in the House of Commons were dox had" been such as’ to strengthen
described ‘as ‘being sold’ to ‘the’ best the’ claim which his family also gave |
_ bidder,’ Was that assertion, or was it him upon their merciful consideration.
not, calculate ‘to diminish the'respect ‘The affidavit of Major Cartwright
& |
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es

sto bes

punished by those
ட்ட.
ட்ட
~The case, on,.thesor of, the: crown
was stated by. Mr. Pearson.s, 25021௩.

ஆ.

மாத்ரு:
hich he belonged... The
i. Judge lamented to. “see. that lett. and. Mr, Gurney, மண
ae deupon.one. subject, and... perhaps, -upon
fendant’ 889801 கட்க வ்கி
ஆமின்

only ‘one, there: was, to a certain degree,.in the mind of that. gentleman, a

delusion, an unfortunate. delusion, as
to, the rights of adult men to vote for

their own representatives, The major’s
preference of imprisonment. to, fine,
was a. preference

which deserved

to

weigh, and would weigh, with, every
well-constituted mind ; but the Court
was bound to look at the major’s age,

and to judge more prudently for him
than he had done for. himself, The
Court, taking i all the circumstances.of
the ease into, consideration, did order

and adjudge—that the defendant Edmonds should be imprisoned for nine
months s the, defendant Madox, for

», The first witness. called was, தவியா

Seale; he stated that he residuisin| the
vicinity, of

Tottenham.court road ட:

Khows a person.of the name of Bybee
or Fletcher, or Franklin; first<

him by the name of Olixer, கவ்வ

wards by the name of. Fletch rid

business for him; had seen, hint on be
Ist of July, 18183 applied to witnes,

to print bills for him; 3 received thgt.order on. Saturday evening; and. on, the
Sunday evening following, worked off
between four and, five hundred bills for
him. A bill was here handed to the
witness, which he stated to be one, of
those that he had printed.at that time.
It was addressed to the unpolled Elec.

eighteen; and the. defendant Wooler,

tors of Westminster, and dated July 2,

for fifteen, months, iin the jail of Warfind. securities for their good

1818. Witness remembered the டட
ing of Sir Francis Burdett; that was,on

in, 4002. each, and two securities in
2001. each. The sentence of the Court

Fletcher was, with. ‘him,on. the Saturமரணமும். jpitnets had some, cons
yn
about certain, hat
bad pote for Fletch-

behaviour, during five years, themselves
upon Major Cartwright was—that he

should pay a fine of 1002. to the King,

the,.lith,,,of July,..on, Monday, and

at Let the fools.

and be விகார் வறம் iat fine be
paid. =
fg
citae pel
HE

ப்ரா

சரப

கபன்
{

FOR
கவ்வ

a

t

CONSPIRING, WITH
OR:
ல LO EX

க
மன
he; said he had rec ved from

e it at hi

desk:; he printed 5

Fi

pI

Fletcher’ s own order, about

whic

egin=

ning of September, 1818,.. ‘The paper
alluded to by the witness was பதிம்

It called upon the people TQ |
that the great were not their only

er
ene-

th a,‘person

mies. 80 Other handbills were proved

Franklin, toexcite disaffection amongst

Franklin,. when he came to take the
pills away, came ina hackney chariot¢

ம்ம்

ம nspirin;

named. Forbes, . alias.

Vletcher, altas

on 8, subjects, by the publication of certain seditious
ட
and

பபப

There was a second count,
me

in like manner. On one occasion,

the chariot did not drive up to the door
of witness’s printing-office, but drew

|

ஜூ.

நல ரண்
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(Ceratlin) <ameon/Monday,
in.a hac

ney: chariog); he had,
been 'at his prints:

ing-officethe Saturday before, with the:

manuscript,
printed
oe

ay
ce
ட்
houlead eee

shalt

ie

Cages Oey

gave

the

; from,
othe bill was,
ககம மை எட்னா,
-casion letcher came i ina

but he came.inahack-\ ne

aeட மங்கு
ரிக்க
as quater
pastiseven in the evening 5)
therewas
anselderly. gentleman sitting.
within in the carriage, whom he did
dot thins know, but» whom. he. ‘now!

kyws tobe. Mr O’Brien;
he remainclin the «coach while Fletcher went in-

00%

_ gothe printing-office, and is sure that morning a eh he
first Saath
the: chariot;in, which he saw. that: per-

son was the one which brought Fletch-

ers the coach came up the road from
St Giles’s.: Witness knows.a person of
the name of ‘Hockley

3; he was.at wit-

ness’s house when Franklin came there
on the'Monday....G Nonreprev The hand-bills to
sented,” § the Leicester Ju
‘were next proved, |: sors

௮87 1

றர மடம் ‘aqme, conseFeation\with
E
lin: cabout this last-production.

Fr
:

ting-office, and

turned. to the carriage.

man.Snee Bi

a

rea

Hevasked, Fletcherof what; possible
use
it could be,to forward apaper toa

Jury which; through fear of assassina-

tion; might make them-acquit the de-

fendant!;:and: Fletcher! obsenved,| that
. the trial wasiallia sham—that the minds
of; the! Jury-were:made up, and. that
they were! determined to. convict: ir

urdett. ‘Phe next bill which

he /had>printed, for and delivered. to

+
ed on to.
ioe he, witness, s said that]
should oe to ல Mr ட ட்

he would, poritieslyisyeeat
ver பனம்

befo

டa 0

6

Pletcher;
was dated about the! 25th of witlnok ania the ட 2

Angust 1819,
and he had:printed four1
hundred of these bills. It commenced,
§$-Evil to: him who evil. thinks,”, and.it

swas On the subject of the Queen’s plate.

‘Witness proceeded
tostate, that Fletch-

மட

அவ

பரகான்ப் himthema-

nuscript, with the exception of the one

oo

force went.
tat t

Seen st
three o’clock, oa

down, Crayen-st: =o
fi

preserved. hat al ae

jected to print certain

£
8.
Fletcher‘told
him. that he had noth
to fear, that in every thing he did

he

ee

rien

riage | a
we
oes
ve o'clock,
an
aR

hi

2%
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to No. 21, Craven=street, the house of
Mr O’Brien 3 it) was about ‘twelve
when he went to O’Brien’s ; heknocked and: drew his stick along: the rails,

REGISTER, 1821; 0,

Said that it was dusk and she could not,

see him, but she thought he had the
appearance of a gentleman; witness
remember
that ed
after this occurred she

and a servant. came into the area and
asked .whocwas there? and he said,

went to bed one Sunday night at twelve

« Betsy,
let mein” ‘The servant came,
opened>the'door, let him in, 9) — -

a good fires no paper had been burnt

ட
-examined.— Witness wasivery
wet, and at Charing-cross he got be=
hind thesecond coach; he got to Nor-

thumberland-street about ten minutes
after twelve;

he knew

it was after

twelve, forit was half past twelve when
he got home. He saw the strange gentleman with the powdered headon Monday last, but he had not seen him more

o'clock, having

left a clean hearth and

there during the evening, and no
one

but Mr O’Brien was up when she went
to bed;

she found

in the morning a

quantity of burnt paper; it was entire.
ly consumed, and there was not te«
maining a bit larger than half-a-crown;
her master’s family at that time con
sisted but of her master, a boy; and

herself ; she has never had a difference

with her master, and has left his ser.

than twice; he went to see him on Mon-

vices
ites
Cross-examined by Mr Scarlett,—
O’Brien stopped her wages, and she
went to Mr Harmer’s office for the purs
pose of taking steps to recover them,
and there she found Mr Pearson; she
has employed Mr Harmer to recover
her wages, and she believes that Mr
O’Brien has paid her all the wages he
would payher. The gentlemanlyslooking man who came gave his name as

Mr

Pearson.
seri)
திகு
» William Turner was journeyman to
Arthur Seale for nearly two years, and

day last; because Mr Pearson told him
to see the gentleman again. It was
about eleven o'clock on Monday, inthe
Strand, while riding in a coach, that
Pearson told both witness. and Seale to
goand see if theyshould knowthe gentleman again. He was going into his
house when they saw him. .Mr Pear.
son told him that the cause was to be
tried on Wednesday.
Sarah Haddan lived inthe service of
O’Brien, entered his service Jan.

26, 1820, and left it the 24 of Januc
ary, 1821. Witness knows Mr For.

bes, whom Mr O’Brien considered as
a
friend of his, as one of his own family.

Mr Forbes came frequently
to her mas-

ter’s house ; knows that’ Mr Forbes

was called Mr Franklin by Mr O’Brien 5
and never by any. other name than For.
bes or Franklin, but he had sons who
visited there, and who were called

Fletcher. Witnessremembers Mr Pearson inquiring often for Franklin some

time in October

last, at her master’s

house ; her master was at dinner when

Mr Pearson called, and witness having
seen him, he told her that he expected
no such person as Franklin thereon

that day; Mrs O’Brien. frequently

i questianed her as to the appearance
of
the gentleman
who. called, and witness

Johnston, and that gentleman was

assisted in printing several of the bills

which were already given in evidences
Charles Pearson, attorney, havi
deposed as to the Queen’s Plate Com.
mittee, he spoke of the advertisement,
purporting to proceed fromthe Queen's
Plate Committee, and watched ‘some
person, whom he could now say was
Fletcher, from Seale’s to Mr O'Brien's;
he had

then a parcel with him; saw

him afterwards in conversation ‘with
Mr O’Brien, in his parlour; O’Brien

came out alittle before, and Franklin
proceeded to asubscription-housein St

James’s-street ; witness followed him
from) thence, and lost him at Charing-

cross 3 he applied afterwards at Bow-

streetforawarrantagainsthim,andwent |
‘
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of this Act
sufficiently: clears asi; not, to,.necd.
a. nion, the preamble

had tex

ference only tq the first Ari
an
lengthened speech ;to. hew; theiryapட, the
. plication to the presen
h
ents were general, af
ம 1
butj:asicertain -objectior
i
; des

a

121800.28 to:the;aperation of t
and.it might,be contended.to extend,

only; to societies
for

loyal purpose;it would.

a;seditious.or

shiould:make)a;few remarks,.to
that this-A ssociation wasstrictly

in:the operation of the

dis-.

per he in th
5 hi

statute.

with=

. He

disclaimed, for/himself and his friend,
Mr. Parkins, all’ personal. motives of
or any of
hostility to the-defendant,
the members.of the Association, many
of whom he knew to be highly respect-

hough

it—The
had assumed
a plausible designation?quoted
learned gentleman, here

able, and with some of whom he was

the address of the Association,

object, and: that of his friend, was to
it a stop to the proceedings of an
to
- Association, which they considered

ting to oppose the seditious

by the ties of relationship. He contended that it amounted to 8 02018
bound
declared himself equally hostile with ration within the meaning of the
the members of the Association to dis- It announced the existence of th
loyalty and sedition, and considered. no. and the remedy necessary to be
fo
evils more destructive to. the peace and ed, and formed.a combination
and pr
happiness of the communi «, His only) purpose of suppressing

and

the mischiefs complained

resolved upon a.system of
dence with those living at.a.dist
the societies, which it was The Society of Quakers were-indeed
- gued, ‘that:
the object‘of this statute‘to suppress,» exempted from the Act; is 118,
Duke
in the Act; and there- would not exempt the Noble
were'en jumerated

be contrary tollaw.- It might be ar-

fore ‘it would

be-absurd to endeavour’

under the operation
of
‘is A'ssociation, established
e
for purposes avowedly of a very differ-/
ent nature and tendency 5 but he would.
that it would have been| very)
contend,
unwise! int e legislature not ‘to have
and ‘they did. foresee, that
foreseen,

other ‘societies might: be established

with’plausible names, and apparently.

unless he who never quaked befor

should be made
a Quaker, by his «
prehensions of the penalties
of
this.
Act. The Association itself denies.
that it is established for moral. purr.

He

|
x

with: praiseworthy views, whose pro-

ceedingsit
might be necessary to guard
againét or’control, ‘besides those enu=
meérated in ‘the! preamble of the Acts

ae
es
It ought‘not, therefore, to: beinferred,

' that!the whole object: of t
bee n proceed
thal
nM
as not Lae
aghaoy
was set forthin'the preamble';: that it Blacow,
fever ‘was so; intendediwas) clear, for, this, Association... ‘They. வதம் ous
in’ former times; acts were passed with- the poor, starving...b
out any preamble at all. In his opi- might be ignorant 0 பப nee m
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he lel to the sale to proctire” and hitiself, and not as‘tochis|motives,.
ee elie hitlibel,ae
ட Factercin sehich he‘applied.
arp,
was so ruled by
| = ae
கள்
i [3 his Lavan which
Uae this restriction,

ட்.

m
11 1202!

his Lordsh

|

ன்of wich

be deemed

as “mak
ou ing”nee@

ne ‘sug:

the evidence of MrcParkins: went no

9 appoint! an” farther, thantods
the receipiof
t copies

e of the address of the Association, with.

ach'2

have’ ‘subjecte

் the list of's bseribers annexedic

்வ! “On his.¢ross-examinationsby
| நிதின்! ay ee ரல‘deciஆர
sion upon” Adolphus,” ‘he’ sidohtsthadh Ancede Mr
ate
fe‘lega

| ன்ட

ality
li

of the Association, and

called only for the mild

tended: “a r meeting: of the» Aissocia1;
did not gofor the -‘purpose of
i evidence for this information,

—

ae and concluded a speech
hour, by adjuring his but for general information; did not
tk he valued his public cha. récollect whether or not. he had appliன
as he would be answerable ed to the Lord Mayor before he saw
ee tribunal, to give that deci- Mr Sharp, but பன்மை
he had;
wk he pice ts be the Taw of never told Sharp he thought the Association’a good one, 1-6...
The printed: ‘address ‘of the Association was then put in’as evidence, and
certain parts of it read, particularly

sked
a $ arein

eran te in case of con-

a it was now avowed that a

penalty

b

as sought for?

ம் replied, Certainly not.
fr Parkins was then examined by
Thackeray. —Knew the Associa-

sy met at No.6, New Bridge
heré was a brass plate, with
Yonstitutional
Associaalias
on
பிர் |” on the door; sawa young man,

tionarts2ienda yods doidw Jnottsreee,

~My Shelton, the clerk of the peace
for’the cityof London;
proved that

the Association ‘was not registered at
his’ offices Not one society; except the
fréemasons' “phathibelnert pilsbase cirailt
him: ‘under the -Actin:question.
| ~

Mr &Adolphus read from his brief a

list of about twenty, public societies
of different descriptions, none
which,,

வயம் he since knows to be Orton,

at the ‘door, who introduced him a
ueப் க

the name of Mr Sharp; as honorary se~
cretary, and again in the’ list-of subscribers, and the declaratory: resolu-

defendant, S

-

~-.

| Mp heledienia icevermecinteres This
closed
the case for the informant.
“Mr Adolphus now. said, that he was

glad ‘the time had come for him to ans
swer the/attack which had been made
on an Association, with: which. some of
the highest: and most illustrious indiyiduals:in the land were connected;

(do ce அரவ
‘and some brought forward, too, for the purpose
nt in-argt
gument. ‘between of disgracing them, in the shape of a

% ailesiele oMfroACal phd

that the witness should be
ive his evidenve only’
to
0ம்
ல

proceeding by an informer, But those

who: built their present safety and future renown in the:suppression. 1 of a

நமன் the defendant Constitutional: Association, formed of

111

“fe in aRIOHST ad Ie giii

«igo etd a

ls ag sldmestg ¥

say

ல
2OVITAAIONT WAT |
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yrintos oH ilordw at nolisniia
tresou.”
‘individuals, wonld, he trusted, be bination, ப்பட்ட
ee

disappointed
in this their desperat

tempt.
If, however, the object.
attack was, to descant in terms of obloquy and
reproach on the illustrious
individuals, who: supported this Assobeen
ciation, the obje had certainly
i
attained,
and .thattoo :without; any
danger of retaliation.

It was easy to

throw stones.at such individuals, whose
exalted rank and station afforded many.

points of contact ;. whilst. the. assail-

ants, from their insignificance, were
only to be found, on looking
for them,

in. impervious: holes

and. inscrutable

corners. He-would not waste the time
of his Lordship, by replying to such
trash as roses smelling sweetly under
whatever name, and.the other shabby

and threadbare quotations that. had

been made use, of, nor the sneers that

had been attempted to be thrown up-

on the Association.
Had it been the
real intention. of the prosecutors, or
the informers, to put an end to this
society, or had that alone been their
object, they should not have seen it
attempted to be accomplished by a

proceeding. before a Justice of the
Peace ; (he spoke.it in-no disrespect,
for it. was in that character that his

Lordship
tion,)

appearedon the informa-

but they would

have seen

a

jury of honest men impanelled, and
the:matter fairly tried before the sages
of the law... It would have. been. put

in the hands of lawyers, men of practice and of established

weight.

It

would not have been left to be supported by the flippant assertions of
one, whom. he had never seen or heard

of either ina Court of Justice or elsewhere, He (Mr Adolphus) was’ sur-

prised at the hardihood with which

they had on this occasion. ventured
charges
so utterly destitute of evidence or truth,

Not one word had been

given injevidence to prove
the existence
of any meeting whatever, of any com=

able, or seditious purposes’? of the Ag,

sociation... The witness had seen Mr
Sharp, in a room, but Mr Sharp
di
eae
not form any. meeting. | He _ad

டத

பபப

க

|

ெரி116ஐ21. 5001217259: 0௦1 the less jle.
gal, because the Duke of ‘Wellingtoy
belonged: to.it. ‘The law viewed al

with an equaleye; and the poor

of the pot-house, who became:a mem:
ber.of ‘his benefit club, had equ bad

vantages with the most. illustrio

But he would guard himself from ad.

mitting, that attacks.ought to be su
fered with impunity upon those on
whom a stain was a wound, and disho.
nour not. to be endured, whilst those
who assailed were beneath reproach,
His Lordship had been told most hap.
pily, that his decision would make the
Duke of Wellington quake! He
gratulated them on the excellence. of

the pun, which was well worthy of the
quarter from which it came;; but;
he
could

not think

that the bar was, so

low, that: any member of it could be
father of it. He would tell them the
origin of the joke: During the French
Revolution, at a Jacobin club, Marat,,
a celebrated reformer of those days,
mentioned to the club, I waited,on
Dumourier, and when I entered. the
room Dumourier trembled.”?—¢ Du,

mourier tremble !’? said some one pre--

sent; “ Dumourier would not tremb!
at the sight of 10,000 such. fellows.as
you !”—« The Duke: of Wellington
quake !? said the learned counsel,in
tone of ineffable contempt, ‘he we

tell them, that neither their words not

their blows would reduce him, to.that,
although it was part, of the systemito
throw dirt at men of exalted rank,,to
render.

thei

tions, Jess. tenable.’

As to, the allusion: which. had. been

made to his having recommended,an |
assessor,
he must. say that he did
it a
a mere matter of suggestion, and with

|
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all that genuine and sincere respect

* which he paid to every civil officer,
before whom he had the honour to appear.

He was one who

thought: res about a revolution in this ‘countr
y, in
which only a portion of the members
were permitted to be: acquainted with

spect to the magistracy the first duty
of the subject.. The “'class” was always respectable, and respect ought to
be paid’
to it, although
the individual

might

29

1

the situation in which the country was:
placed. “At that ‘time, societies were
formed'by those who ‘wishe
to bring
d

the general’ management + these were

controlled by others
and those
, intheir

be unworthy of it ; and he dis- tum by an executive directory, (in the

played ‘bad taste,
if not bad sense, who
could censure a * class ;” and he (Mr

Adolphus) would not’ follow any ex=

manner of the Executive ‘Directory,
which was'then the form* of “government in France), havin ga director who

ample set him that way by any per- governed the whole; but who was’ kept
sons, however high their stations might out of sight. It was against’ societies
be. The learned gentleman then ad- of this nature, having the character and
verted to'the statute under which the intention
of hostility to the established
proceedings had been instituted, and

asked whether any evidence had been

given, to shew that the objects of the
he

Association were

as had

been descri-

bed? If this society, in’ defiance of the

obloquy cast upon its members, and
the machinations set on foot against
them, proceeded with firmness to repress that blasphemy with which we
were inundated—if, in defiance of placards and paragraphs, they dragged to
_ light and punishment those whose trade

_ was to blaspheme, from the God who

made us, to the meanest officer of society, in stich a cause, and with such
objects, he thought that the society
deserved the support of all good and
honest men.

Want of confidence, de«

spair in the attack that had been made

institutions of the country, that this
Act'was

directed; and at that time,

it having been shewn by the Abbe
Barruel in France, and by another

person in: England, that,

under the

name of freemasons’ lodges, ‘societies
of this nature were held for the: pur=
poses ‘above-mentioned ;: they were
therefore obliged by the Act, to re=
gister their declarations, Asito the
societies for charitable purposes, they
were

lawful before, and were

never

made unlawful by any thing that had
been done since. The society was
charged in the information with being
an unlawful combination and confedethe hisof w
racy. He then took a vie
tory of the Act, and quoted the preamble, to shew the nature and deserip-=

upon this society after so much preparation,
so many consultations and meetings, was visible in every feature. They

tion of societies intended to be suppressed, which were clearly designa~

jections that would be made to it, and
they had carefully recapitulated them.

Association were entirely opposite.
He denied that the address of the Association could be construed into a'de-

appeared tremblingly alive to the ob-

the would proceed to remark on
the facts set out in-the information,
andthe shabby and desperate attempts

that had been made at proof, after he
should‘have ‘made some observations
onthe origin/of'the
Acts It would be
recollected, that’ this Acct:
was -passed

in the! year 99, a'year memorable for
SES
GOH
OUg do AT
அகம் ம

ted, while the objects of the present

claration under the Act, and remark-

ed that the word§ test” was omitted
in the information, because it was
known that there was no test subscrie

bed or assented:to. He instanced the
case of a society, which should be

formed for the encouragement of home
the members of which
manufactures,
321016 1 0230
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might
| be» subsctibers,-:and.-yet »not
togethéry:and)toyhaveoanball,
;where; members,|5;Eiven in th it
Shp
everyone/must appeaninithe manufac- was.set.down
asi secretarys,and-it sel.
shouldsassent;toa-declaration to;dine

dom happened
that the seerctary wasa

declaration potorequired- by:law.s.but

alee

ae

ght

wouldiany onéwventure to:say, thatthis that the Clerk-of,
the House.of Com
was an illegal conibination? This\con= mons, was;-therefore).a,member 5,the
very
printed
address
had not been.pro,
struction would equally affect number
less valuable societies and institutions; ved; to have been issued by the socie,
should have been
and létit be remembered,|that.this ob- _ ty 5 ‘the; manuseri

ject was now avowed,
as_the

and evidence brought:
learned produced,

gentlemamhadicontended,
that let their
intents be wicked or charitable, they

were all equally withi
the Act. ‘Ehusjhe

meaning:
of

might

for,

vard, tracing.itto thedefendant.—The |
சர

peating

:

decision
in| his:

claim an ac-

SSS

ture’ ofithe country’ This would:-bea

favour,

i

na |

upon the high

not |
quittal,-on thes
hig. ground..of the ground that the Association.was
the Act ;)but |
principles: ofthe Association, and a within the meaning of the.
si
im, upon.the
' denial that any -test.iexisted among
them; ‘but ithere was not even-a tittle

of eyidence-in support

of the facts set

forth in the information.

ist-

nce of the Association had not been
proved. No evidence
had been given

that: they had ever'm
Mr
Ins
had seen only Mr Sharp) alone .in:a

room; and solitude
ciety he had
always understood were direct oppo-

sites. .No) proofhad beenadduced but

the list of. subscribers
od
*50041292 3789ம் 9885 8145

6

esw dr bos yeiniog isoiily
2898752000
ற99912:372
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phtovaigued? sity norieint ati jon
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வாவ கடி வ

et

பப்ப

Tos) FLinpevu ror LIBEL A

or

#8 G0D81Sq IRAE QUEEN:

biveda 6H’

ற

.eovieemadts

ஈறி

as'notoriously devote to Bacchus
“» Venus—shall such an one‘as:woult
உயி ' found on our pavement;
be comm

asita

ஒப் மர்பி
ர் ிளிதறத
றா! fon
aonsieb to sailors isis limbs ton'bib

to Bridewell
and whipped,

’beheldar

284 ov Guildhall; March 19, 28% 30.
கிர் 122 ¢ lsdil boysiis oda to-sloidw
“Tan! information! ‘charged therdes

enthroned in-our‘heartsion
the pros |
stration of:our) boasted principles?”"e |

inthe light of suffering ianodende, ad |

Me Sergeant Pell briefly state is |

fendant’
with having’ published-a scans case for the !Crown.:!o'Mheswords se
dalous and malicious
libel against ‘the lected by-shis Majesty’s Atorney:
the subject of thisinforma
Queen; contained
in the: Western: Du= neral'as
ina disseftation«
ry of July 11; 1820, in the follow= wereembodied
ing words :'" Shall a woman, who is greater length, whichat:w
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‘shouldshear=4[ Hee the Learn=

க கலக்கம்
Western Duminary of Jaly V1, in

the Libel’ was’ contained.]°

‘evidence of! crime; howévery/rested-on

தப்பு
which

‘This,

theintention® ofva‘party.gsandeif dre -

could:shew:
them} from ‘a:trainof-cirs

he

cumstances, ‘that Mr ‘Flindelll‘Had>no
malicious intent; ‘he»would belentitled

said, was the paper
on which the Jury,

under the*obligation
“of ‘their sacred

Sif

oaths, would haveto ‘pronounce sand

of argument with which he'was wholly

tnacquainted; ‘should’ be ‘adopted for

place, and which
he: wished! could ‘be

the! defence,
he was sure they would be

forgotten)
—The Learned Counsel, af
ter disclaiming the influence'‘of! any

bound
to ‘consider it, as he himself did,
scandalous, and malicious libel.

©

was his‘case.
நீர

di

bh

Coleridge rose for the defendant.

If in'‘his conscience he went along with

the Learned Counsel for the prosecu-

=

personal feelings, proceeded to narrate
the» circumstances that! preceded the

Proof of publication was then addu-

_ eed; and Mr Sergeant-Pell said this

tion, as to the character of the alleged
libel, and the probable result of the
case, he-would not waste the time of
the Jury, or that of his Lordship, by

verdicts:
) Imvdoing nthisshe

shouldbe compelledsto ‘enter: intosa
painful
detail of particolarsy
which he
deeply-deplored should-ever havétaken’

' unless some species of ‘proof,'some line

oe
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yor:

late trial of her Majesty. ‘He. particu-

larly dwelt onthe Report of the House
of Liords; whichcast a'reflectionon
the
Queen’s character, ten thousand times
more serious than any thing: the: de=
fendant had said; anda bill was brought
into Parliament, that, for the charges

it contained; out-heroded Herod. The -

libel, in: comparison with it, was milk

and water. Was’MrFlindell
to take
no notice of this ? Was
he to be the
However
the prospect of being enga-_ only one to remain’ unmoved ‘on’ the
ged’in this‘case might have been flat- subject 2) But he should wrong: his
' tering to him, as he approached
it, the cause if he stopped heres It» was’ ges
nerally thought that those'who favour=
_ nearer view was alarming.
It needed
not the disparity that existed between ed the Queen’s cause were connected
on other political points ; and it was ©
himself and the Counsel for the Crown,
_ to clothe this case with disadvantages ‘Mr Flindell’s intention to oppose them;
an injury to the person of the Queen
to the defendant ; for the information
charged him with having published a was not his intention; he thought onfoul, slanderous, and malicious. libel ;_ ‘ly of the/idol whom the party had set
and such a charge was inferior only to up; for in the same breath as he makes
those that affected the lives and pro- the accusation against her Majesty, he
another word, but

would

reserve his

3ம்

arguments for a future opportunity.

perty
of individuals, because
it :attack-

ed the reputation.,.And against. whom’

-| publike
was)rthecdefendan
charged \to ‘have
ddhiedahe

Agaitist.a woman
i தக்கம் ன்னைப்? 8111081100
82
titled to/commiseration—an individual
. 6 exaltedsrank,i
the! Queen: of this

| the

eels

Passage-which formed

the ground

of ‘thissinformiation—it|
was an) infem=|
. perateisentence!;
‘ani ifthe defendant

tells:you, that herjanswers
to address

ses were written by the:same persons as

the addresses themselves.

He should

not, however, bedealing candidly, if he
did not admit, that the line of defence

he was pursuing
/did .not, cover the
whole of the alleged libel; yet, if the

Jury-found thatthe. sentence, though

intempefate, was not: written,ina
bad
spirits they. would give:
a verdictin his

favour.-Hle
had broughtithe matter to
—on one side they
_ Would have had him justify:ity
he must a balance of evidence
have sought another advocate.

The

had the bare proof of publication, on.

the other a thousand facts of extenuation. If theevidence appeared to them
so balanced, that their minds wavered,

they should acquit; for' the still small
voice of mercy was of more avail than

the loudest tones
of justice. Could ei-

ther of theJ

ட்ட.

and say, «I

have consigned
an honest, industrious
man, the father of twelve children; to

ட...

on his throne, aided by his Privy Coun:

cil, had made

representations of the

nature alluded to, every subject in the
kingdom hada right to do the same,
This was sacred ground—it was not
for him to call in question
the motives
of such high authority, or oan
the wisdom of his councils.

~——
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Yet

Flindell_ had gone far beyond eyen
that description. Good God! was it

a prison, although the reasons in his fa-

your raised a doubt in my mind whe-

in England, a country where a charge

sel concluded by saying, he knew of no

erime should be prejudged just on
the
eve of being called up for trial ?. Wa:

ther his error was the effect of intem- was not considered as implication, of
peranceor guilt”? The Learned Coun- “guilt, that a person charged witha

occurrence more heart-rending to an
honest Juror, than the reflection that
he had

given

an inconsiderate verdict.

ir Sergeant Pell rose to reply. He

sented
by his Learned Friend.
ery

fore a tribunal of

e defendant the innocent

time when the defendant

ublishe
is paper, the Queen of
England was, accordingto his Learned

Friend’s statement, in a situation

that ought to have excited the greatest

that accor ling: t

the spirit of the Constitution unde

which
nocent
family
about

nceive how the Jury were
id

that justice >was

we live? What would this in
man—this father ofa
010
say, if one of his children |
to be charged with a crime k
his country, which

God forbid—what would he sayof that
man, the justice
of his mind, or the hos
nour of his feelings, who should at.
tempt to corrupt the ॥ source of ju stice,

commiseration ;'this wasa broad‘admission of his Learned Friend, but it
was nothing more than the truth. On

be called on to pronounce
on his:guilt

rounded by dangers that almost reach-

invaluable as it was, had unfortunately
gone beyond what may be t
legitimate bounds. God

that day, when’ her Majesty was sur=

ed her 1
e defendant had described her as abandoned to’ the utmost
profligacy, வயிர் inmate for a prison,
and deserving of a degrading punishment; inflicted only on the most notovious criminals. His Learned Friend

had admittéd
it was a coarse publica:
tion, that reflected no credit on the
taste‘of
Mr Flindell. He agreed with

his Learned ‘Friend, that it was as
Coarse,
as illiberal a sentence as was

om
1 the: press; ‘but,
though/ vulgar, it was not: less விஜ

ugh the weapon were

rough,

and poison the minds of thosewho may

or innocence? The liberty of the press,

should ever live to see the day

when |
nits
power should be cramped beyond
a ne-

cessary restriction—he would rather
r:
|
see it licentious than dead. It.could
ould
not be ascertained where its li
e
gan, or where they ended—a
Jury were its. guardians, andy ) 1
best protect this invaluable blessing

restraining it when it
call thei

the wound inflicted ‘by it would not be

Jess deadly. His Learned Friend had
commented
on a circumstance which he
' confessed he heard with ‘some degree
ree
of surprise—that because the King up-

ப்பட டு

licentiousness ; for where there w:as.
centiousness
there wascrime, Hi

om

|

a.
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விந

அலுவ

மாம viel

ரே

உ ௭௦9௭48

1 ம, Hon
lyto fesse
I
bi
வி.
hes svarinest ten st in her
jand who, ம PAYA
“ey
ப
sceptre ofp
was lodg- favour, and supposed that
Tali
levities and Andiscretions, itthat,
were
’éd in his hands, has® evired it with so~ b
to the ‘country with) velomuch honour tohimself, such glory to his
20.
seountry, and such‘inestimable advantage || Clped celerity, on, the wings, ofate,
(சதி

ved as she had been by

who haye the happiness to,live . wind.
a rad and சமலக veal, jen. the.

்

n from

nd widowedas she had

i first years she wasiin this
he ee (கபன்
in

imak to St] Paulson! !Caroline
(3)

் viifosernagilt to nterfere,, சங்மா

stayed long before I offered. any anter-

ruption ;_ but, surely this-is not
ae g
ean the whole of that discourse, he.
would now proceed to state his mo| tives, and then he would conclude with
» some reflections. _He entered on this

subject with great reluctance, owing

joy

Mr Ji ட
would be admi

oltoyd.—No படார்
ed of what yow assert,

ob

oz

if you could produce, it;,and we must
not, therefore, hear assertions resorted

02

nd sudden as the

» to.an event«

tary

to be

endured.

16
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St

Mr BlacseceWher aeeadietd

» Queen’s dea
event ought to filthy
—
1 Caio நவம் us
have hushed all angry; eclings. | But. TER
Mr Brougham was the first to disturb
டுLiver sia ene
~her ashes, “Alas, ala ! On'that party...
இல்னல ள் you
death madeno impression, ‘The malig- must)
not, தரன்: language. am
nant feeling

which were brooding in 13 sorry. to, interrupt! you (on, your. deaw shear, such
es, but Ie noe ji

| their hearts vegetated in their breasts, fen
even beneath the cypress. The hydra, asse

91100

கண்னன்
shew

OF faction had reared its terrific head .
son the day of her funeral. That dis.

paralleled. malignity and

designs ter ia enter.
1

their he

8 வம் | they were endeavour-

91821

sale wa

ns Of oy when: proof

would not be a

opinion

ந

‘have

ஸ்

a8

itted . You may state

and beliefs joj”

் M ற
ow
isis my, opinion.
Mr Justice Holroyd. —But youmay

/Mings
“trophies:
oma‘her!‘oftémb.,..not
“This tor
Wwasraise
a posthumous
their, pers,prove
rai? 3 nothing!
[ப. ligna

2 ய

Holroyd.—Y ow €annot

and not 8
|
it the ‘lowest’
revenge». (Mr Bk
8 Of

opinion:பம
ப from:ne
i:
:

ourts) edaw tried

id. raised

dict.)

ரன்கள்!

nner3 trea- 1) MrJustice Holioyd—We don’t 16.
son itself had bea distilled from her gally know. what was done there,

்

thy
igaaoong தல் பகத oP
J Aa
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-\;MuBlacow.--lt appeared the high-

ss

be givens)

n, Brougham.—=There,was no. vers

alg

eevide

neejof.her own wit. 6

be, my. consolation,” , If
lend an ear to the faction
qught, him, there, to; the ad.

rust,,in place,
of pity; and respec

there was a.mock, procession: in
வ கக் ain, Che) howling
tempest desolatedithe land. Then,and

ட்

not till then,iit was.that he took up

ho iis had the audacity.to
Peers—

arrest the progress of the de-

ஜிய stort:
was satisfied that it_was his jduty to bring all. the enets
ty. politics. 9816 farrob

tice, but there wer

which, ,had, உ

:

11617

stian.

101111:5

ம்

rem
fi
reporte d;

im, on their at

cannot

tsth

les ascA

pete
thejsymptoms:
eceded the:French-Revow
toh appear, ins this.
luuen had Secu
ஜான் ni he preached
his: sermon.
6688
men conspire; good men.

a

whe

In their ranks he took.

த்

Jon

வ uch reps

aithman, who had

sure a yard d of (ழக எதமா
ட and. i deeptione

r Justi

20830 an, Oliverian ரோகன்.

wing, made.these-remarks;
he would,

ce

talent | only to weighia drug or mea; ,

they would

nea

3

MrBlacc
—Itwas recent
and i it was on | the om ef “210 radical.

and disaffection,
were interwoyen ;,and,

Bele eee Ee

as, it was

was. so reported. | பத்தல

the systems of dissenters, disloyalty

lh oes

“விடிய

11009

politics

the. several passages.of Scripture that
: anpsusually ‘applied to
ஜன

பலய

tis quite

1)

tention... (Flereth ie defendant, quoted.

"if: they ,were/notsee

௨

வர eported in

grain of .religion,| a\ paraffection for his country. was

gies of the pulpit.to bear upon

ப

ice Holroy

his pen. ) Eyery, man who had a-spark

bound to

wy

eto, the electors eb stata,

மிலன் g,and then hefeltindignationand

விடிகிற
ticle of

கடும

c.{quoting
the fine peroration

Aetesoiosbus adi botasmsl bas bret

ohMitn gr «nr No ingenuity: aul
அடம்

29110

thei majesty
பிட்
பது
triumphed. 4 Thank God, who gaye
me ¢ rage to. do:my duty, ‘in afllic.

16.
au

OW:
‘hen: I cannot goon,
ustice Holroyd.—} jo, slanders
பன்
na bold
ee

3 pablic

"Mr Blacowt hee said

had been guilty ofam

which he hoped-would

eb

வுழு

eee
ever again be)

ff good and.
agente ~and.{6000,\ other, seen at the bar. But
figurative: horrors. .,.[t-was a,cool and. great, old‘Chancellor. nobly repliedito
deliberate
act; he did... He had yet ito’ him, Fiat justitia ruat ccelum's*' ke
ees
front of his offend. was like.a.venerable. oak in, his native
: aldo

shield

e, had, suppo

ted, the, sacred:

soil. .Mr Broவள்ம்கக்க

of protection, the banner of the, to, intimidate

Sovereign,against theatandanieehanart

தக்

by his, threats, wh

could :not«-cajole, by, shis, sophistry

of his ferocious:
yx tumult,.and rebellion»; If the:mo-| That was the practice
‘ral desolation had-not-been.turned by: school. He; borrowed the:word from

the: pen, where. would) the, diadem;. Mr \Creevey;. of ,Whig-radical notowhere the stars of) sobility, where the: riety—for, Liverpool, had: thee
-mitves haye, been|? ‘The: democratic: of giving that statesman, birth. (The
mob, under the. many-headed monster,’ Reverend Defendant againplunged

ட ன
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or
1281 அர கமம் பக்பிக்கக்
ம் avid
smelt of blood. a was'| this 170304
to the vortex of the French Revolu/

ee
டர பயப் இலா
சகலன்! iT படக்.

6
‘fo\Pailiamient,(after’ all, throug
2 of" fotten’ “boroughs. .os

ean iy and Sir Francis” Burdett,

-பபினரநடமதமாகஞ்ற்ன எக வல பட
Queen’s*demise

ed

ee

ae

and, and hese
‘dere even!

d Ghanlof oat: estilent’ faction, this part
mbers of the ( oneentrie Club,

Neohorceot lrcia மண்ணின் He
(Mr'Blacow) ‘had’ not defamed’ the
Queen;

many

and he was

னாய் de til

seleet-

HE Text

the’ பம்
pen
ois

a

athe

cere
ld! ண்ட்
:
-etisis3! silent? for
னால்கக்

ன கண்ணம்
அம்மனTt was
வயல்ல
not
uteerlyimy

prosecuted, “not

7 but for ‘the

editions of his sermona:

theowhigs ‘and radicalsy°>"Whe

es

went through two eaietontpastcont

sible ifhe-had! had®tlie loq ite
dai courts dies§ nT
dons
at man of straw Joi” Bull, against
which hesunderstood Sit Jolin:

aie were |
elave of raging - Liverpool radicals’ re- set his'faces” (The inte
His
(Here quo: incessant’ here. atid unavailing?)
eae
solved to
arm’ had°droppeéd
from ‘the’ shoulder
ட்
ape ௦ proceedings in ‘the
flons were repeatedly check- blade before he'had suffered the finger
to touch
the’ saéred symcdaibwnia) In ‘the picture between of pollution
the ferodious Nero and our generous bols ‘of Christ's body. “Cenex pro
King was it not a direct call to rebel-

lion's! "This had beet the intention of

posed
to read ‘passa’yank gs
inet
than'he had vd
ர்

¢ocracy;? but he was'prévented'from
that*course’us irfelevant!
es
nal’f this faction was the Liverpool He பயில் மைல்
Mercury, the common) receptacle of எவ்வகை சன்னல் கரthat’
வும்ப1
and J attacks ofthis defence would’be!
கடம் பன்னின
ர்க
8 ied that Hone
on private characters|He (Mr Blacow):
ன்ட் faction intaking up the

Queen's case.” “The well-known பவப்

ப்ளை ft
Pe eed They: had furyon had quoted pi
pee
theirlips, ௫
ace in’ their hearts, others’ had“notcbeen"pro
oR Be
“(The Re= tonshew vthat! tel wana
and blood on ர
verend Defendant next-entered into a profanie:lor»blasp panos io
that!
of his efforts’to' deprive asmuch asparodies a8
~ longs history
yarish offices, and of shis! Soe eee
shou
aan
an
h the conduct
of “the undoubted piety and orna

aa

Cee

Sa

of a, Radical’

the: cee a nd Member:

ery

d of?
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most’ pes
signto' authority‘Lam surprie that ‘the most
ager
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பு ௮ pene neeஇர
அம்னோ
2 that lever di disgrace dian yi count eyo
“OMr Blacow! ‘again reverted'to }
i from JohnBull, tt
alluded
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apace
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- self, forheattacked
even Mr Brougham, » wisdom, and fine writing, Lady Hood.
whose malignity now.rankled

- gloomy. recesses.
of hi:
ca Gee ன! deliver

cow) from his merciless

in.

the

he

-<<thes

ul heart’;
Mr Bla-

grasp,jand

Committee ?—or> the

» No, it) was) thé

cals, because
he had “con

le

leit politics, and’ frustrated:
sh tricks.” Ifa London
ed Hone; surely a Lan.

Bull, ‘by interrogatories,
put cross.
questions. OF the purity. of

aster~
- would acquit’ him (Bla-.
‘cow. The Queen left nothing’ in:her
-will to Alderman Wood; and it was

family he knew, no-

y

ort

௦

him and John,
Bull, fightit out...John
grained.

EK

Duke of Wellington

May all your wives said that Mr Brougham lad said’ of

be like the Queen.”

If the cap fitted

‘Mr Brougham, he might take it.»

him, that except the identical animal —
who eats thistle, there was not a thore

Peper say

he

sed he called him Absolute Wisdom.)

which

prided itself on. decorous and gentle-

க்ப்
வல
ர
ம் எர
Mr Blacow was very glad to hear

nothing low

had

tyrants; out of office always traitors,

been happy to borrow from its well
attempted page. Ie mentioned this to

‘Queen when she should have answered

Mr Justice Holroyd.—It is quite ir-

qe

yeh

Bia

stupid animal; from which he suppos

Mr Brougham.—T
here is not a syls

Mr Blacow.—But the letter he alt

luded to was in the

Courter,

it.

manly language, and which admitted
or scandalous.

He

The’ Whigs in office were always

They were as ready to cast off the

their purposes, as that old crazy-head:

shew that there were some other reasons for fixing Mr Brougham’s legal

He had probed the

‘ed goat Lord Erskine, to cast off his
concubine.
[1 0 கன

the King’s\ministers. Elone was properly acquitted, because he had not had

minister of the gospel!
1 shat
Mr Blacow then eulogised the Con-

the intention for which he was prosecuted; so ought he (Mr Blacow) to

stitutional Association, the joyous acclamations of the Irish, and poured
forth a fervent’ prayer for every earthly and eternal blessing to George IV.

arpoon in him,

apple of his

eye when he had praised

benow acquitted;

=

..

நித்தடு ! 1 There’sa

>

Mr Brougham.—It is quite untrue
|

and

selected. Bills are
srand Jury. against

its well known,God,

Mr Blacow.—Before

he so-

lemnly swore he was not guilty of the
charges TheCommonCotncil
of London was a viperous brood, a nest of
pestilential radicals, and mountebank
dealers in disloyalty. When they talked of ‘her eminent virtues,”? the very

stones of this house would start from
their beds
and speak.: (Again he struggled to go into the evidence before the
Lords, but after much petulant resist-

ance to the authority of the Court, he
was restrained.)

|

Who instigated this

trial ? Was it Alderman Wocd—Billy

Austin—or that paragon of wit, and

Mr Justice Holroyd,
in the most

guarded and temperate language, gave
his opinion that it.was a libel:

The

epithets were most abusive
and derogatory. Could he be ignorant that
-he

was traducing and vilifying
the Queen?

By a particular statute they were'to
judgewhetherthe defendant was guilty.

Asa clergyman of the church
of EngJand, holding himself out
as very loyal
and very desirous of the preservation
of the state, he gave his opinion of the

Queen’s guilt, left not the people
to |

their own reflections, and thus:he-dis-

turbed the peace. But it was for

them

to judge whether it was a libel or nol
They were to lay out of their minds

all other considerations, and to form

}
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tion of the Queen’s guilt or innocence.
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fee time Of this

vieted of a similar offence.

ம்

_ lication tended
to d
‘to:traduce her; and was published w ith’
peace. © Invhis opinion it was a libel,|
© Dhe Jury retired for aquarter of an

cone ட

Bese

டமாFou

கர

“an விரலே

the

Cot rt shi Tehiake

ப
ம்

st

ay judgment. eis
Ele:
idavit, or ’ saying any wees ப் ae
serio of punishment.
Mr Brougham/—I really feel it unnecessary to address tmany words to
your Lordships. You have heard the
libel read, of which the defendant has
been ‘convicted ; but your Lordships
have not heard ithe defence which he
made for himself upon his trial; and I
will venture to say, that’ there never
was in this country exhibited a scene

ful exhibition in a court of justice.
Ais’ to the libel ட itis
2
me, in praying

Court; to
es

your

tention'to the slanders—=t

cand indecent

L

slanders, of wl

libel is:composed; and which
livered
by a clergyman of the church
of England from the pulpit, in his
‘tation of Minister ‘of. the ‘Gospel—as

fidavit

was

This’ affidavit
ன

to ford ae
of reply.

ore,
in order

ப் an oj portunity
அரக்

Mt Brougham,;—I’ have. not the
smallest objection that ‘the defendant
should be permitted to reply. | ©
The Chief-Justice. -—In ‘poin

gularity, this affidavit
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called upon. The affidavits ‘on both
sides should be
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i
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at the whole case, you will, perceive

(besides ‘those read at the trial) were

‘that'nnone such ca

‘contained in the paper put in by the
‘defendant? Does Pie set out any mat-

_Mr Cooper believed

200. his. a
ch a way as to enable us to
ew
cide whether they are such 4s ought does OE appear u pon fhe. affidavit.
mitted toa Jury?
Mr Justice Bayley“. am nowabout
oper.—No, my lord; nor, to suppose an impossible cage—a case
pprehend, is it necessary that she at least which al believe ttc

a

8 ould ie so.

whole ease

The defence, as I take

T will suppose
gent
;
the bar'to have written a Speech 1 which

‘it,
must be presumed to be correct unடி the contrary is shewn. It will’be
ea ing “of

the defence has

he intends to deliver,

It turns: out,

after he has advanced some way ‘in his

egy

‘zone, objectionable matters have been

discourse, that there arises one very
objectionable passage. A judge would

‘portion of that part so read was found

perceive that the counsel uttered such
passage not in the heat and flow of

‘found ; but I say that a far greater

be without objection; so that as far
“as regards the probability of the na‘tire of the remaining part, the weight
of evidence is considerably in my favour. The Court (Mr Cooper contiued) would remember, no doubt, the
recent case of “ The King v. Davi‘son.’

oratory, but coolly, deliberately, and.
in a prepared and written argument.
Then would not a judge, in such a
case, be well warranted to presume;
at least, the possibility of the recurrence of similar inatters in the ensuing part of the speech? And would

it not become his duty to require a

In that case, when the defend-

ant’ indulged himself in improper ex“pressions, the remedy resorted to had
been a fine. Davison had been fined,
but his defence had not been stopped~

pledge from the speaker that no such
further offensive matters should occur: 2
:
- MrCooperapprehended tha
in sucha case ‘could only caution
se] not to indulge. in
lar st
The speaker must ௦ on a
ne

altogether ; and if the same course
Mad Wee taken i in the present case, it

would have been a practice far more

In the present case, however, thi
fendant had been’ preclu dfrom going

favourable to the defendant, and more

congenial (Mr Cooper submitted) to
"Principles of justice.
Mr Justice Bayley.—Does that

if of Court

601186, Mr Cooper, afford an adequate —
Temedy ? Mischief may be produced —

“to

the’ minds of an audience by the ut-
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‘of seditious and blasphemous ~~
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2001002010
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ther ; for there was no evidence of any

sale of the work in question, except

to the agents of the Association; no
proof of vending, except that into

which the defendant had been seduced
by the spies employed to destroy her.
Was it possible that a British jury
would permit a society first to gull
men into the commission of crime, and
then to prosecute them for it? The
tempters turning accusers !—Good
Heaven! such

conduct

was

charac-

teristic of devils, not of men ; but the
learned

counsel would

drop

the pre-

cious society altogether; they were
really too mean for any thing stronger
than

ridicule.

The

learned

counsel

urged the general inexpédiency of proceedings of this nature. Prosecution
for state libel was neither wise nor necessary. It was mischievous, inasmuch

When

the Jury

had been out. an

hour, a written. communication
delivered from

Justice Best.
per,

his

was

their Foreman to Mr

Upon reading the pa-

Lordship

directed that the

Jury should be conducted into Court,
and, on their assembling in the box,

inquired if there was any thing in
which he could assist them.
Foreman. —My

lord,

we

cannot

agree; there is no probability of our

doing so.
att os:
_ Mr Justice Best.—I am sorry for
it, gentlemen; but I cannot assist
you.

1

ல்

A Juryman.—My lord, I think the

Foreman was premature in troubling
your lordship; with a little more discussion we might have agreed.

Another Juryman said—My lord,

opinion against which it was directed ;
it was mischievous, because it attracteda hundred readers to the libel, when,
let it alone, and not ten would have

there is obstinacy.
Second Juryman.— This is invidious.
Iam not the only one who stands out §
there are four of us.
The Foreman expressed his opinion
that they should not agree,

been found.
Governments were not
endangered by sixpenny pamphlets.

must see the impropriety
of this pub=

as it invariably

strengthened

every

Rome had not fallen a victim to libels.

Athens had not been levelled by a paper war.
Rousseau, Helvetius, and
Voltaire, had been charged with giving
birth to the French Revolution ; but
take away the corruption of the Court,

the oppressions of the nobility, the

licentiousness of the rich, and the
wretchedness of the poor ; and Rousக்

_
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Mr Justice Best.—Gentlemen, you

lic discussion ; you had better retires
and endeavour to agree among yourselves. —
:
a
டி வடர

The Jury again retired, and at eight

o'clock desired their families might be

informed that it was not likely they.
would return home before the morh-

ing.

| Nt

fede

Justice

Holroyd, finding that

and the
the Jury could not fur
counsel on both sides refusing to come

seau and Helvetius might have written
themselves blind before a hand had
been raised in furtherance of their doc-

to any terms, sent a communication to

the trouble to listen to them.

of withdrawing a Juror, which the

trines, before an ear would have taken
é

‘Mr Justice Best went carefully into

the former, suggesting the propriety,
gentlemen, after some little discussion,

The Jury were much
consented to.
the contents
pamplhilet, and ex-:
HOF
HT) of opetheogee
pressed his decided opinion, that it exhausted during the night, and frewas a libel of the most, dangerous de- quently applied forrefreshments,which,

aripluntsee

et

The Jury, after a few moments’
consultation, left the Court at half

past four o'clock.

VOL. X1V. PART Il.

of course, could not be granted.

" Next day the Jury having declared
that they were equally unable to agree,
a negotiation took place, and it was
D
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agreed that they should be discharged
without returning a verdict.

The Chief Justice, in summing up,
commented on the nature and mischie.

vous tendency of the publication in
Hunt

ror Liset on THE ~

Hovuse or Commons.

Court of King’s Bench, Feb. 21.
The defendant in this case is the
proprietor of the Examiner weekly
newspaper, and the present was an information filed against him by the Attorney~General, for a libel in that paper, on the 24th of July last, reflect-

ing onthe House of Commons.
~ The alleged libel, after describing
the majority of the members as greedy
place-hunters, pensioners, and needy
adventurers, asserted that the House

contained a far greater number of public criminals than public guardians,
&c. &c. This was the libel complained of.
be
The Attorney-General stated the
case to the Jury, and urged the misehievous tendency of such publications
as that now brought under their consideration.
THe disclaimed any personal motives in this prosecution ; he
now proceeded against the defendant
in the discharge of his public duty;
and having done his duty, he now called upon:the Jury to discharge theirs.
Vhe usual proof of publication, and

of the defendant being proprietor of
the paperin question, was put in,
~ The defendant proceeded to address
the Jury in his own defence, and read-

a long written paper, in which he disclaimed any other motive than a wish

to benefit the public; he denied that
he had libelled the House of Commons, or that he had any intention of
vilifying

and

degrading

it;

he

had

only applied the same epithets, and

given the same description of it, as
had previously been done by many political characters.

out some time, they came into Court, |
and put a question to his lordship, as |
to the necessity of there being-a proof
of malice to constitute the offence.
The Chief Justice said, the motive |
of a man’s act must be inferred from

the effect which his act was likely to |
have.

If a man

were wilfully to do

an act which might in its effect cause |
the death of another, he must be pre
sumed to have malice in his heart.

The Jury again retired, and in a
few minutes returned with a verdict of
Guilty.

May 14.

்

Mr Denman moved for a rule to set
aside the trial, on the ground that two

of the Jurymen had not been originally
summoned. After a good deal of dis- |
cussion, the Lord Chief Justice stated,
that this could not be a legal ground, |
unless some injustice could be proved
to have been suffered in consequence, |
—Rule refused. -

May 28.
Mr Hunt was brought up for judgment.
He began with protesting
against the nomination of the Jury by
the Master of the Crown-office ; but
he was told, that this was a point with
which the Court had nothing to do,
and which could only be amended by
the legislature.

Mr Hunt said, then he must state

his motives for publishing the supp-

sed libel. The Jury had found by
their verdict, that his object was 10
bring the House of Commons into?
tred and contempt.
He must agally
as he did at the trial, deliberately 4!

=

Joun

question, and declared himself deci.
dedly of opinion that it was a libel,
The Jury vetired, and after being
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4

corruptions and improper practices of

that House, which even one of its own.
most eminent speakers had denounced

as notorious, which constituted his pre-

sent offence.

. In saying that ‘the sale

of seats was.a common practice—that
the House was filled with needy adventurers
in theParliamentary market,
he merely echoed the language of some

branch and tree, that he aimed,
his humble ef orts
; and if, the result
of
his ale
pended . upor j
of its own-distinguishedimembers.
ae feclings, and the motives மடி Chief Justice.Consistently
of his.conduct, the Court would have with, our duty as Judges; we cannot
ற 9, more right to send him to prison, allow. any, of the branches of the legis-

a

3 incarcerate
the industrious

gardener, who, at this season, was stri-

_ ving to, protect his fruit-trees’
from
blight
and injury.

His motives for

putting forth the offending matter,
originated in a belief that such calls

upon the public attention might give
rise to measures which would

rescue

lature
to be thus defamed...

Mr Hunt said, that /he-was' merely
putting: the case hypothetically.; and

?

if he only echoed theiopinions of the

members
of the House itself, publicly

expressed,. surely,:the liberty» of the

press permitted him’so to do.

-

|

Mr-Justice. Best.—We don’t: know

the House of Commons from that very what: passes.in} the, House .of;\Comhatred and_contempt, into which ‘he mons. _ 5 90 Aj esvr sutt
i
_. believed it was rapidly declining. If
Mr Justice Bayley —The House of
_ he was wrong in this opinion, he was Commons
has. peculiar,privileges, and
பபப with many eminent British its members. may, sayin that’ House
statesmen, ,one of whom, Lord Cha- what would not-be permitted-out.
of

Mr
tham, was so strongly convinced of it. In my Lord Abingdon’s:and
it was held, thateven
the, serrations of Parliament, that Creevey’s cases,
he deemed them no longer endurable, those, who have the privilegeof Par=

அகட

and solemnly asserted, that unless they
_ were reformed from within, they would
be reformed from without with a vengeance. The truth of the paragraph
prosecuted had not been controverted,
and there
tives

ore how could a man’s mo-

Mr Hunt desired vit, to. beounder=
stood, that in publishing the-supposed
libel, he was doing no more-than what
he conceived to be,a publication of the

ea rly impeached, when he was
h well-known truth, As a proof of thatynothing
had
found only putting
facts respecting one of the public,in- been offered on the,other
side to;shew,
stitutions? He would venture to as- che: faloshnod இ பல்லாக்கில்
had, done.no more, than what-he, con=
the Ben fe in pe
a
ourt,
id
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State,of things,
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was. only the, public posure oft ட்
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liament, may not reiterate/
out, of: Par=
liament what the ‘privileges\
of the
House might warrant within
its walls.

ceived tobe his duty-5.,andino sentence

that theCourt could pronounce,
should

repress his determination;
to spealkthe
language of truth, because he wasCots
vinceds,
ee
Hig Pye
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was the greatest evil.thet.
could, befal

a pies nation, He had long been

-
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satisfied, that the British nation could
never become a flourishing,
or remain
a great or respectable people, without
an adequate reform in Parliament ; and

Dotsy ror Lisen, at THE INSTANOE
or THE ConsTITUTIONAL Associay

he should deem himself below contempt, if the fear of that punishment
about to be inflicted, should ever de-

Court of King’s Bench, Dec: 14,

- ter him from raising his feeble voice in
support of such a change in the constitution of Parliament, as would make.
it the constitutional organ of the people, instead of beinga well-contrived
instrument for the advancement of individual and selfish interests.

He now

fearlessly awaited the judgment of the
Court.

The Solicitor-General shortly repli-

_ ed, by admitting the lawful exercise of
the liberty of the press, and temperately animadverting on the character
and conduct of that branch of the le-

gislature, but insisted on the necessity
of abstaining from all irreverent and
indecorous terms, disrespectful and insulting to the House of Commons, and

defamatory of its political character.
Mr Justice Bayley,

after a short

pause, delivered the judgment of the
Court..
The law, the learned J udge
said, licenced fair argument and reasonable discussion; but the libel in

question stated, in language of general declamation,

not

arguments,

but

conclusions. The respect professed
‘by the defendant for the House of

Commons was a contradiction in terms,

for what respect could be felt-for a
‘House of Commons such as he had
described ? The sentence of the Court
was, that the defendant should be imprisoned in the House of Correction,
Coldbath-fields, for a term of one

TION.

சர

Before the case was entered upon,
Mr Scarlett put in an objection to the

Jury, that Alderman Garratt, the She |
riff by whom it had been struck, was

a member of the Constitutional Asso.
ciation, and was therefore a prosecutor.
After some discussion, William

Fisher and Francis Tatton, Esqr,
were named to try this question,
Mr Scarlett addressed a few words

to the Jury, merely to inform them of
the question they had to decide. Mr
Alderman Garratt, the present She.
riff, in the course of his duty, retum

ed the Common Jury5 and he (the

Alderman) was member of a society
calling “itself * Constitutional,” and
prosecuting the present indictment,
That Mr Garratt was a member of
that society, would be distinctly proved.

His name, in fact, appeared ina

1180-04 subscribers furnished by thea0

licitor for the prosecution, to the soli
citor of the defendant ; and that list

ie since been printed and made public. The Alderman was ‘a subsenber
‘at the commencement of ‘the prosecttion ; but something would :be set up

-about his having since withdratvn his
name. _ That something so set up;he

(Mr

Scarlett) should at) once pit

-down.. If Mr Garratt had withdrawn
his. name

from the lists, he’ had:not

-withdrawn his money from the funds
of the society; and the money wé
“year; to give securities,
at the end of the sinew which enabled the society
that period, for his good behaviour du-

ring three years—himself in 500J., and
two other persons in 250/. each.

~~
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act. A partner could never ceaset0
be a partner, so long as he left. his
money in the firm; anda partner
we
liable, even after he withdrew, through
out those transactions which had I
undertaken in his time of office. x

|”
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William Nettlefold being called and
examined, said, I am attorney to the

defendant in this case.

I appeared at

the Crown-office, to strike the Special
Jury, and J then demanded from Mr
Murray a list of the members and subscribers of the Constitutional Society,

Mr Murray admitted that the society
were the prosecutors, and sent me, on
the 29th of May, the list I have in my
hand.
In that list I find the name of
Garratt occurring twice.
There is a

Sir George Garratt, and a John Gar-ratt, styled an Alderman.
Opposite
to Mr John Garratt’s name, there ap-

pears a subscription of 5/. 5s. I have
no doubt that the Mr John Garratt,
there named, is the present Sheriff.
John Roberts knew the person of
Alderman Garratt, and was at Guild-

hall at the time when the alderman was
chosen Sheriff. At the conclusion of
the first day’s poll, Mr Garratt stated
that he had been a member of the
“ Constitutional Association ;?? but
that, since he had been chosen alderman, he had thought it incompatible

with his duty to remain among them;
and he had

therefore

ceased

to be a

member. Witness was at Guildhall on
' several following days during the poll
for Sheriffs ; and either on the first or

' second day after that to which he had
already alluded, he heard Alderman

AND
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be made out, was, notwithstanding,
sufficient. The learned gentleman then
commented upon the inconclusive na-

ture of the evidence adduced, and proposed to set the matter completely at

rest, by calling John Garratt, Esq.
Alderman and Sheriff,
Hh
Mr Scarlett submitted, that MrGarratt was not a competent witness. The
objection being to the Sheriff's return,
the Sheriff could not in person give.

Support to his own act,

Besides,
by

supporting Mr Gurney’s case, and ob-

viating his (Mr Scarlett’s) objection,
Mr Garratt would further the indict=

ment, of which he was a prosecutor. —
The Lord Chief Justice said, that

he would endeavour, if possible, to re=

collect some authority.

Mr Scarlett confessed that he could

furnish none.

ள்

;

Mr Tindall, duringa pause of some
minutes which ensued, observed, that

jurymen had been allowed to give evidence as to their own competency.
The Lord Chief Justice thought
that the cases were dissimilar.
No authority whatever occurring
upon

the point, the

learned counsel

were.driven back to argument.

Mr Gurney contended, that the
question before the triers was mca
a collateral issue, and an issue’ in whic
Mr Garratt could have no interest, ~

Garratt retract his former declaration.
The Lord Chief Justice.—I think
- The witness was pressed upon his not.
ள்
cross-examination, and upon his reMr Scarlett begged to be underexamination, and also by the Judge,
stood, in what he was about to say, as
to give the words which Mr Garratt casting no imputation upon Mr Alderhad used; but he could only, he said,
man Garratt. To shew that he meant

give the sum and substance. Being
taxed, on a subsequent day, with his
declaration, that he had abandoned the
Bridge-street Society, Mr Alderman
Garratt did retract that declaration.

Mr Gurney, considering

that the

“Sheriff had really nothing to do with

the choice of the jury, wasa little surpied at the course which Mr Scarlett
ad taken. The objection, if it could

any thing rather than an offence, he
would begin with citing a case, in
which a namesake of his own, a man
named Robert Scarlett,-had been the
subject of criminal prosecution in a
-court of justice. The case, which appeared in Coke’s Reports, was thisi:
‘Robert Scarlett became a member of

the Grand Jury of the county of Es- sex ; and he was

indicted

before the

kK
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Court of Star-Chamber, upona charge - to beunderstood that his decision
could
afford

_of having so beeome:a:member of the:
Grand, .

tysnto-aid inthe finding of

certain: indictments, dn which, he.(R.
Scarlett) was:personally-interested. It
appeared, therefore; that ifia person,

knowing /himself:to| be:interested, vo-

no precedent., The questi

served much serious considerationson anddew

he was only desiro
at. us,
present, of
taking the saferisides: i ins jy.)
» Mr Scarlett merely understood that
Mr Gurney withdrew his witnes

s on
luntarily, «and by his: own, -secking, - account of the nove
and lt
uncertaint
yy
did that. office which the law required of the cas@c;) ர் உஷத் ஒரு i aie
Mr Gurney.—Certainly... Call: Mr
should be) performed
by an. impartial

hand, ;be subjected, himself, for such
act, to public, prosecution.
Now, put

the case tha. man-became Sheriff, in
order, by returning, particular jurors,
_tozaid

and: support.a particularindiet-.

ment,-he would; for so becoming: sheriff, be actually punishable; and such
-a sheriff:(the case was: merely.a case

supposed ) wouldclearly, have an inte-

rest! ina collateralissue
like the! present.;. He would
be called to give evi-

Sharp. .

13217125௩7

1 Ss)

yee voY

_.. Mr Sharp got into the box...

ae

city|

Mr Scarlett.—I mean to: object to
-you too, You area p rosecutor.
in this
case ?

3 8

vatlod

[2 gos

Witness.—I apprehend. that: there

can be

ர்க

படட

f

pig ஏமி

Mr Scarlett.—I, apprehend, my
Lord, that it Jeithewwittnets ganere

|

to complete that which,
has. been

be.

gun by the’ Sheriff...) poy cA

dence:in a: collateral issue, when the
Mr Gurney said, that the point.was |
effect of. his, own! evidence might. be a good joke
; but his, learned, friend
topares himself from misdemeanour. could not be serious... polvad 2a
‘he Lord Chief Justice.—SuppoMr Scarlett was quiitesseriousin |
sing such a case, Mr Scarlett, as, you
Lord Chief Justice.—I, think,,Mr
have imagined, could the verdict upon Scarlett,
you are going too)far.Such |
the collateral issue; be; admitted after-

wards as evidence upon an indictment ?
Mr Scarlett; clearly:.apprehended

that it- might. The issue would be
tried before a court.of competent jurisdiction ; a verdict of acquittal would

be an-answer to the indictment ; and

an objection would exclude every,wit.
ness.
படுக்கை

|
பி

Mr Sharp was then examined
by Mr

டப்ப
_tiave

of the

ded

797956 28 SM

you attended.

every-.meetin

one

of the

வயதுகள்

therefore.a verdict of guilty would be
evidence. Such a verdict would not

Society since January. last.2—Tihave,
In the months of -May-and June'was ;

dence. , A court of law must

in June,;

take it

in the same way that the House of

Lords took the yerdicts of ecclesiastical courts, without reference to the

proceedings apap which those yerdicts
hhad:been,obtained..,
ட a

sence,of

Mr John Garratt a member
of the s0-

ciety ?—In May certainly,
and,I think,
Ita

[* Somsblvs silt

Did he cease to bea member some

time before he was elected Sheriff!—

இக் ட கரடி வரி ர்ந்து 1090 ரபுர.
Had he ever attended ;any; meeting

of the society No.

a: sys

d,Chief Justice, in the ab- jaelatbe dlonsiany thing but give

a பப

thought the sa5s. ?—Nothing. oo. hooky
fer course, would be to treat the wit-_ 9 . பமக
கலர் ப
Scarlett—
‘ness as incompetent.’ He by no means ‘What are you?—I byamMrthe,honorary
meant to
himself as to the law assistant secretary to the Association.
upon the point, and wished distinctly _ You do not mean
to say that
that!
api

WG

Bath

aad

teerpesctsie

»

boy

ஆதி.
ட

only be evidence, but conclusive evi-
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your business; I ask you what you Jury, that at the time of the finding
are—what is your business ?—I mean of the indictment, and for some time
to say that I hold that situation.
after, the Sheriff was a member of the
Yes ; but what business do you fol- -Prosecuting Association ; andthe onlow ?—I am of no business.
ly question was, whether, before his
You live on your fortune ?—I live return of the present Jury, he had
on means that I possess.
withdrawn himself from that situation.
Were you ever in any business ?—I ‘The fact of his having been a member
being in proof on the one side, it was
was in the Manchester trade.
How long ago ?—Two years.
incumbent on the other side to shew
You say that Mr Garratt became a the withdrawal, and to shew that withmember of this Association, by sub- drawal by very satisfactory evidence.
scribing his money ?—Yes.
If the triers were satisfied that AlderThat was the case with a great many man Garratt had withdrawn himself
people, I believe ?—Yes.
before the return in question, they
Have you returned the Alderman his would find their verdict for the prosemoney ?—I am not aware that the mo- cutor; but if they were not fully satisfied upon that point, the safer course
ney has been returned.
What has become of it ?—It has would be to find for the defendant;
gone into the general fund.
The question was then formally put
Are you treasurer >No ; Mr Al- to the triers, whether Mr Garratt, at
derman Atkins is.
the given time, was or was not a proAnd what do you mean by Mr Gar- secutor of the indictment; to which
ratt’s having ceased to be a member ?— they replied without hesitation, that
I mean that Mr Garratt addressed a he was.
Mr Scarlett supposed that Mr Gurletter to the committee to that effect.
Iam not aware of any other circum- ney would not call upon him in the
other prosecutions.

stance:

The Lord Chief Justice. —What act
did he'do?— He addressed a letter to
me as secretary.
eZ
Have you the letter?—No, it is at
home,
Mr Scarlett thanked Mr Gurney’s
witnesses for the support they had
given to the defendant’s case.
* The Lord Chief Justice summed up
the evidence.

The question was, whe-

‘ther; atthe time of /his returning the
Jury,the Sheriff had, or had not, been
a prosecutor of the indictment.
The

indictment was preferred on the 17th

.of May;

and on the 29th of May, Mr

Gairatt’s ‘name appeared upon the list

The Lord Chief Justice said, that
all had better stand over.
ee

Tur

|

Proprizrors or Joun

ror Lisez on
WROTTESLEY.

Lapy

Butt,

CaroLine
ந

Court of King’s Bench, Feb. 4.
Mr Scarlett moved for arule to shew
cause whya criminal informationshould
not be filed against Robert Thomas
Weaver, the printer, and John Arrowsmith and Shackell, the proprietors of

of the Association, The name stood
Mr Alderman Garratt.’?? It was

anew Sunday newspaper called the John
Bull, for publishing, in No. V. of that

clear, therefore, that Mr Garratt was

paper, a wicked, scandalous, and defa-

-a member subsequent to the time at

which he became an alderman.

evidence

had clearly proved

‘The

to the

matory libel on the memory of the late
Lady Caroline Wrottesley. The libel
was contained in a paragraph headed

)
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‘ Queen's ‘Visitors,’? and imputed to
Lady: Caroline Wrottesley, that; du-

read from Sir John

ring her life, she had been detected in
a-criminal intrigue! with a menial! ser-

ston, and Mr H. Grey Bennet, stating
the highly respectable character ofithe

vant; It appeared from the affidavits
of Sir John Wrottesley, that the late
Lady Caroline Wrottesley died in the

Wrottesley, the

Countess of Tankerville, Lord Qssul.

had been twenty-three. years’ married
to deponent
; that she had been’ the

deceased, and the utter falsehood: of
the calumny.
?
ட்ரம:
The defendants then put in affida.
vits, expressing contrition for thein.
sertion of the article; that they had
been ignorant of its falsehood, and had

mother of fourteen children ; and that

not been personally concerned in its.

year 1818 ;that,

at that period, she

from her infancy to the hour of her
death there had never been a shade of
reproach upon

-

REGISTER)

her character.

The'af-

insertion.

ம

ரழி]

The Solicitor-General (வே mitigation’) said, that he had: very: few ob.

fidavits of the Countess of Tankerville, Lady Caroline's mother, and of

statement contained in the affidavits
of

Lord QOssulston,:and the Honourable
H. Grey Bennet; two of her brothers,

the defendants.
Certainly, as’ their
counsel, he did not stand before the

equally bore testimony to the infamous
falsehood:of the charge attempted to
be cast upon her memory. It appeared, from further affidavits, that the li-

bel in question had been circulated
with the most unremitting assiduity,
particularly in those places where it
was likely to meet the eye of the relatives of the deceased.

Mr

Scarlett,

after commenting,
(in terms of wellmerited severity,) upon the conduct
of the libeller, stated, that:it would

| scarcely be necessary to cite cases to
the Court, to show that libels upon
parties deceased, as well as upon living
Andividuals, were: criminally punishable.
10%
a
The Court had no doubt whatever
upon the point, and granted a rule to
show cause.

July 27.
‘The Solicitor-General, for the de=

fendants, feeling that this was a gross

libel, and that no available defence
could be made, allowed a verdict of
Guilty to be taken,
-

November 24.
a The defendants were brought up
to receive judgment. Affidavits were

servations

to make in addition to the

Court for the purpose of justifying, or

in the slightest degree excusing, the

libel which had been selected ‘as the
subject of the present charge. Suchia
course would

be inconsistent:
with his

own feelings, inconsistent with the habits of his life, as well as inconsistent
with the instructions he had received,
not now for the'first time, but through

the whole course of these proceedings,
from the first moment the motion for
the criminal information
had beenmade.
After that motion had beem made, the

defendants had done him the honour
of consulting him as to the course it
would be proper for them to pursue.
He had stated to them the nature of
the proceedings in such cases, and the

different courses which might be adopt-

ed, when they, without hesitation, had
desired him not to attempt to show
cause against the rule. Afterwards,
when the case came on to be tried, for

the defendants had not suffered judgment to go by default, preferring
to

put a plea of not guilty on the record,

in order to afford an opportunity of
publicly confessing the error, he (the

Solicitor-General)

had, by their i-

structions, expressly stated their con-

trition and regret for a publication, m
the falsehood of which they had every
reason to concur. It was quite impos:

—
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sible that the Court’ should

AND

not feel

that the situation of the proprietor of
a newspaper was one of great anxiety.
It very seldom happened that a person
standing in the situation of proprietor

was himself the conductor of a newspaper. He was compelled, therefore,
to trust to the care, the vigilance, and
the judgment of the individual whom
he employed to conduct his paper for
him. The individuals chosen for these

offices were generally men of literary
habits; and the name of the person
engaged in the present instance had
been disclosed in the affidavits. Their
Lordships would not fail to recollect
also, that there was

something

of in-

dulgence due to the proprietor and
publisher of a newspaper for an accidental slip, when the rapidity with
which the matter for publication was
collected and sent to press was taken
into consideration ; when they considered that a newspaper was composed
of a great variety of articles, got together in haste, and often published at
so late an hour as to prevent that cool
and careful examination

which, under

other circumstances, would naturally
be afforded. Such (the learned Solicitor-General said) were the general observations which he connetted with
the case;

but it would be material to

look at the situation of the particular
defendants. ‘'wo of them were certainly proprietors of the John Bull; but
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neral then proceeded to urge the other
topics contained in the affidavits of the
defendants in palliation of their offence,

and concluded, (aftersdenying every
thing! like malicious motiye,) ‘by submitting them, with) humility, to the
judgment of the Court. «1:
Mr Puller, on the:same side, adverted to the suppression,.as far a3 was
in their power, of the libel’
by the de=
fendants.
iweb
:

Mr Scarlett rose on the’ part of the
prosecution. It was at all times (the
learned Counsel, said) ‘an’ unpleasant;
sometimes an invidious, and perhaps it

might ‘in time become a) dangerous
duty, to press for punishment against
offenders like the defendants. For his

part, if he could believe that either the

persons on the floor, or'the author of
the libel, felt any of that contrition expressed for them by their-counsel—if
he had any reason to think that they

had offered reparation for their slan-

der, or that they were evendesirous of

offering it, he should feel happy in re=
linquishing’ the duty imposed upon
him, without adding one word in agravation of punishment.

But he had

the learned counsel continued) no
such belief in the profession of the defendants ; he did feel the most perfect

conviction, that, from the hour when
the libel had been written, up to the
current moment, not one step had been
taken by them, other than with a view

of its contents,

to save themselves from punishment5

or of its conduct, that although the libel was published on the 15th of Ja-

and, under that conviction, he should
proceed unhesitatingly tothe discharge
of his duty. He knew very well, that
on all subjects connected with libels,
it was difficult to: distinguish between

so little did they know

nuary, yet neither of them saw it un-

til several days after. The third defendant stood in a different situation.
He was, in fact, but a servant, and had
no authority or power either to admit

the author and publisher. He was
‘aware of the usual topics urgedion be-

could not be influenced by r2rsonal
malignity.—T
he learned Solicitor-Ge-

“as the necessity of securing the: freedom of the press, and even of tolerating some little licentiousness, as almost necessarily growing out of that
freedom. He (Mr Scarlett) felt the

or expunge an article which was given
to him to be printed. His office was
merely of a mechanical. description,
and it was clear, therefore, that he

half of defendants in such cases’; ‘such
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full force of sall: such: considerations s

but he found noneyof them applicable

to the case' before the Court:
Inthe
deliberate malice’ of the present defendants, there was none of that sincere, though» intemperate zeal, for

which even the Solicitor-General himself, in. Bere’s case, had been dispo-=
sed to make allowance; none of that
well-meant, though indiscreet excess,
through which a political writer—fancying his dream the salvation of mankind—forgot all consequence in the
cause of his fellow-creatures; the libel was such as could not, even in ima-

gination, benefit the public ; and it directed its intent to the destruction

of-

private happiness. If the defendants
on the floor were to evade punishment,
or to escape with a mitigated punishment, from any distinction drawn between them and the author, by what
possibility (Mr Scarlett would ask)
was the authorever to be got at?

He

knew not whether the usual machinery
of newspapers was such as had been
disclosed by the affidavits of the defendants ; it was a subject with which

he had: little acquaintance; but the
Court would see, that; upon

the sys-

tem described, the most profligate in-

dividual'might defame the most virtu-

ous in the land, and screen himself by

the medium of such respectable gentlemen as the defendants. After conducting their paper (by burning all
manuscripts) in such a way as effectu_ ally to conceal the authors of slander
from the Court, it was presumption in
such persons to ask for pity, because

they weremere publishers, "The learned Solicitor-General had observed upon the last affidavit made by Mr Harmer, and had suggested the possibility

of reply in’ mitigation of it.

Why,
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that the first numberof the John Bull.
containing those infamous ‘imputations
upon’the character of Ibady. Caroline,

with which the Court had already been
disgusted, had been left by the mail.

guard at the house of Sir:J. Wrottes
ley. And:what were the defences which
these libellers set up? Mr Weaver said,

«TI would not have put in the'libelif
I had known it*to be false?*” “Had it

ever occurred to Mr ‘Weaver that it
might, by possibility, be scandalous}!
Because his reasoning powers might
then

have

carried

him

to the

conge.

quence—that he ought not to put it in
unless he knew it to be true. But
Mr Weaver went farther :—if he had
known

it to be false, he would have

remonstrated with the editor. Why,
then he had, it appeared, the power of
remonstrance. It was to be hoped that
their Lordships would teach Mr Weaver, that, possessing so much ‘power,
his forbearance to exercise
it had been:
most unwise.

But, to’come to’ the far-

ther ingenious ‘excuses propounded,
The defendants had no intention, they
said, to wound the feelings of the Tan-

kerville family. ‘Then, why»
had the
libel been published? ‘To what'end?
For what purpose?

If malice:
was not

the motive, what, in Heaven’s name,
was the motive? That was a fact which
the defendants had not been so obliging as to state. And was it'to beendured, that, without motive assigned,
such a libel should be published; and

the publisher should say,! «1 had:no
malice against the parties’ ?” He (Mr
Scarlett) wished that the ingenuity
of
the Solicitor-General could point out
a single demonstration of that repent
ance in the defendants, on the'abun-

dance of which he had so‘eloquently

enlarged.

Let it be shewn’ by one'sin-

there was nothing new in the matter
.of that affidavit; the attention of the

gle paragraph published since the libel,
that the defendants had expressed‘condefendants had been fully called to its cern; or contrition for their crime. Di
contents; for it had been distinctly the C.mrt believe, that if any such pa-

sworn upon the motion for the rule,

ragraph: had appeared, that paragraph
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would not have ‘been’ set out in-the’afe
fidavits
of the defendants?) And how
then did the case stand? The persons
on+the’ floor fadmitted) their! legal: re-

sponsibility| they admitted that they
were conscious of having acted impro=
perly, but they had takenino'steps to
state that.consciousness tothe’ world,

They (had taken no. steps ;ino, nor
would they ;—yet'these persons claimed+the consideration-:of. the Court !
There} were some:! newspapers bold
enough to say, “ You threaten. us
with, prosecution, but we despise your

threats.” Such persons must be taught
that the threat could not with impunity be despised ; and if ever a private

libel could deserve punishment,

that

59.

-Thomas:sWeaver;/oWilliane Shackell;

ands'ThomasArrowsmitl=Youd are

now cal
முற led
to receive); gment, af-:
terbeing» found) guiltyodfra lbeljrand
that oniithé charactervohardeceasedilax

dys Imany case;\to:make'a newspaper

the vehicle: of private“attackvis
, most

reprehensible ; :butswhen'itas soimade
oniithe character:ofone who issdeads

and-on a point’so deeply affecting: her
honour, it is the: bitterest pang: that
canbe inflicted on her surviving friends.
Two: of you state your ‘ignorance: of

the: nature: of thevparagraph:at’ the
time ofits inse; rtio
and it: would
n
have been but’ prudent on the part of

the other, if, when he:did see it, he

had remonstrated withothe editor, or

punishment was merited by the publication before the Court. Allowance

had held some communication respect-

might be claimed for party feeling, or

have been wise, too, if he had preserved the manuscript, 80 that,in case of
necessity, the real author might have
been discovered, and punished
if he deserved it. (It appears, thatina former
numberof your paper matter was! pub-

for anger,|which even a supposed sense

of injury. might create.

In cases like

- those some motive was apparent;

and

a man’ might sometimes forget his prudence in that which he deemed just towards himself, or beneficial to his coun-

try. « But what could be said for the
cold-blooded slanderer who invented
stories without foundation in fact, or

who stated circumstances which might
easily be explained insuch a way as to

wound and to: injure honourable persons? What plea could be urged by
that most malignant libeller; who would
even rake up the ashes of the dead, if
he could sting, by such baseness, the

hearts of the living?. Their Lordships

were told that it was not the author
who stood before them. He (Mr Scar-

ing it with the proprietorss-It-would

lished: attacking /the: memory ‘of this
ill-treated lady. I-callxyour attention

to that fact, in orderito-observe;|
that,

after such matter had: once found its
way into-your
columns) youvought-to
have been very careful indeed how you
permitted a-second:paragraph “to igo
forth.|/

Ifind no:stateme
in: the
afint:

davit of Weaver, that, against the ad.
mission of that first-articl
he remone,’

strated: with the’ editor, nor that:he
ever made any remonstrance; even af-

ter the publication of the libel inques-

tion.

It does not appear that, when

lett) maintained, that the defendants

application was made by the prosecu-

stood exactly in the situation

tors, Mr

of the’

author.

They wittingly and. wilfully

judgment

of the Courts=<2‘¢ Robert

Cooper, (this-editor,) was

given up as the hand who: had’ comrefused to give the author up, and the posed the paragraph,
or that any search
Court.
was bound to punish them: in after the original manuscript was made.
his stead.
hei
lawrariag ois
It is a most improper modevof:con_ Mr Justice Bayley, after delibera- ducting a journal, to récéive articles
ting with his learned: brothers fora from’ persons unknown, and: then ‘to
considerable time, pronounced ~ the destroy the manuscripts themselves, in

-order that ‘no clue to the:authors:
may

- 60
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remain. To dwell upon the nature of
your offence is unnecessary. ‘It is contrary to every interest of society, that

public newspapers should become the
vehicles of private scandal; and the
attack complained of here is peculiarly unpardonable; for it is made upon

one who has’gone’ to her account, and
you might have allowed the dead to
sleep in peace.

The Court, having ta-"

ken into consideration all the circumstances of your case, doth order and
‘adjudge, that you, R. T. Weaver, do

REGISTER,

1821.

pay to the King a fine of 100/.; that
you, T. Arrowsmith and W. Shackell,

pay each a fine of 500/. ; that each and
all of you be kept in the custody of

the Marshal of the Marshalsea for the
space of nine months ; that you then

find two securities, each in the sum of

2501. ; that you enter into your own
personal recognizances in the sum of
500/. to keep the peace for five years;
and that you be further imprisoned
until the same fines be paid, and recog.
“nizances entered into.” ~

CRIMINAL TRIALS.
Messrs Curistiz anp Trait, FOR
THE Duet witn Mr Scort.

of February last, at Chalk Farm, was

Old Bailey, April 13.

read to them, and they severally plead.

The Lord Chief-Justice Abbot and
Mr Justice: Park shaving taken. their
seats on» the bench, Messrs Christie
and Trail, whoappeared to be about

twenty-five years ofvage, then surrendered inform to Mr Shelton; the clerk
of arraigns. ‘They \were immediately
placedat: the bar.

ட்ட

yay

The Lord Chief-Justice: said, that,
on referring tothe! indictment, he observed the'name of athird person, Mr
Patmore; included therein; and wished

to ‘know af that'gentleman was also
forthcoming
to take his trial; =~
Mr Gurney said, he understood that
gentleman:was not now. in Court.

Mr Justice Park «desired: that. Mr
Patmore should’: be called
பு
cognizancesisisriciin.
judy
Bsbiuloce
‘Mr Shelton-replied, that.no recog=

nizances had: been entered into by the

parties: 9

க

விகற்

soners at the bar with the wilful murs
der of John Scott, Esq. on the 16th .

வப்

The indictment, charging the pri-

ed Not Guilty,
The Jury being sworn,
ey
Mr Walford rose to state the case

for the prosecution,

He commenced

by assuring the Jury, that it was diffi.
cult for him to find adequate language
to convey any idea of the painful feel
ings with which he rose to state the
evidence
he had to: adduce in support
of this indictment against the gentle.
men atthe bar. It was impossible for
him, when

he recollected the rank in

society in which these gentlemen moved, and when he reflected upon’ the

fatal consequences which might ensue
to: them ‘upon this trial—it was, he re
peated, impossible for him: to behold
their situation without emotion. The
mani who, standing there, could do s0,
must have firmer nerves than he» poss
sessed. - He should, however, endeavour to. discharge: the painful duty

which devolved upon him, asi clearly
and as succinetly as he was enabled to
10
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do by the instructions which he held
|

in his hand. He must, however, premise his. statement
of the facts of the
case, by entreating the Jury to dismiss
altogether from their minds all previous statements which had reached them
respecting this melancholy transaction.
He trusted they were fully sensible that
their verdict must alone be founded upon the evidence which would this day
be legally submitted for their consideration. That could alone be the pro-

per and legitimate source of the information upon which they would be warrantedin acting. This prosecution was,
he said, instituted by the relatives of
the deceased. In bringing it forward,
they were actuated alone by an anxiety
to have the matter calmly and deliberately investigated.
They disclaimed
all vindictive feeling, and were only
anxious that the facts should be exa-

mined before'the proper

authorities,

. and such conclusions
drawn

from them

LAW
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siding
in Spring«Gardens, was requests
ed by Mr Patmore to meet him and
Mr Scott the same night at ChalkFarm, in his capacity as a surgeon.
He went,

according

of Mr Patmore,

to the. direction

to the Hampstead.

road in a post-chaise, with Mr. Morris,

his pupil. When they came to the avenue leading from the Hampstead-road
to Chalk-Farm, they alighted from the
chaise, and after passing through the
avenue,
house.

ascended the hill behind the
Mr Morris, who went first,

would inform them that he thought
he heard a shot fired as he ascended
the hill. It did not appear that Mr
Pettigrew heard this shot, but they
both distinctly heard the knocking and
priming of pistols, and they observed

four or five gentlemen standing in the
field beyond the hedge, two of them
apart from the rest. At that moment
they heard another shot, and saw one
gentleman fall. T’hey immediately pro-

as the law authorised. It so happened, ' ceeded over the hedge into the field,
that of the nature or extent of the pro- where the parties were, and saw Mr
vocation which had led to this unhap- Scott on the ground, and a gentleman,
py affair, the Jury must remain unin- -whom they’ supposed to be Mr Chris
formed. Upon that part of the trans- tie, speaking to him, in extreme dis.
-action -he had, no. evidence to offer. tress and agitation. They heard Mr
The deceased:
Mr Scott was a gentle- Scott: say that all was fair, and the man well known in the literary world; other gentleman who was speaking to
-and.at the time when this unfortunate him remarked, with great emotion,
affair happened, was editor of a wellthat'it was.a pity he should have been
Amown periodical work icalled “ The permitted to fire a second time, having
London Magazine.” Mr Christie, one
fired his first. pistol down the field.
of the gentlemen at the bar, was, he
The attention of thei medical gentle‘understood, a conyeyancer. ‘The other
men was then directed to Mr Scott,
gentleman, Mr Trail, was also of the and Mr Pettigrew thought that the
«profession of the law, anda barrister. best step he could take was to have
He had already informed them they him removed to town, and he set out
must. remain ignorant: of what had himself to Mr Scott’s lodgings to prepassed between the principals in this
pare for his reception. After waiting
unhappy affair; whatever it was, it in town some time, he was surprised
probably occurred in secret, in such a that- Mr Scott had not arrived, and he
manner as to preclude the possibility concluded; what ultimately proved to
of its being made matter of evidence.
From what would appear before them,

they would find: that a medical gentleman, of the name of Pettigrew, re-

be

the

fact, that

he was found too

weak for removal. He immediately returned to Chalk-Farm to see the deceased. In the course of that night,
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Darling, an,eminent physician,
was

ட ed to, Chall ‘anmy to \attend Mr
Scott, and the ர
டத
பான

/

implicated incurred all’'the pénaltig, ae
committing ‘wilful murder.

which was framed to°restrain
petuosity “of human? passion)" alloweyie
occurred .omthe» ground, and the: par= nowman to” become the வ
tes engagedjin
it,; but;-forlreasons he own quarrel ; the'law provid ப வ
' would state,,he «should
abstain ‘from for any injury that’
lat’ ‘could'‘
‘cor be' inflicted b
cation: to. the, Doctor, respectingw 121

nov ‘relating: that, conversation.

10082 (0189, 506

Arce

86018ல(1௦0- 08:௨

man. belieying himself to-be.dying,-was
evidence, against; aj prisoner.»

The law

held, that what owas stated by aman

on the brink.of ,eternity, was equiva-

lent to what was said on the solemnity
of anioaths,and, therefore, safe evi-

dence. for..a, jurys » Now, a:question
would here arise, whether at the time
Mr Scott:made this declaration, there

was)reason to. believe that he thought
himself in.a,dying state.
himselfin great danger,

‘That he felt
wasclear; but

it would
be for the Court to say; when
Dr Darling, was, called; whether the
deceased at.the time-felt. his:dan ger so
imminent,as to;entitle: his: declaration

tothe force,of legalevidence.’ He
should, therefore, abstain from: saying

oprah oa
to resort

to’-th

id’

all were “bound

y for tédress,22,

oleate
tion more, and ‘that’ was, whetherany

doubts were entertai
in’ the
ned
min

of the Juryas'to’the ‘prisoners at the

bar being ‘the: persons: engaged in'the
transaction’; if so, they were,

of cou:

bound to acquit them, On this he!
no expectation. Tt would rest with the
Jury to take’all the facts of the cate
into their most serious’ consideration
and to return that verdict which’

own consciences, after mature! delibe.
ration;/dictated.
வட
வ
ஜி

~ The first witness “was “Mr Thomas
Joseph Pettigrew.
“He' had not he.

said; been acquainted with’ the décea-

sed, but he knew, for many ‘years, Mt
Patmor

tinued at \Chalk-Farmsfram the!night

e, who called upon him on F
day evening, the 16th ‘February;
‘and
stated, that; in ‘conséquence’ of ‘some=
thing whhad
ic
‘arisen’
hout pee

he died....'Theseiwere: thevcircumstan=

hart, Mr Patmore ‘requested hit’ (/ ்

-any, thing. more upon» that- point until

they heard
the witness.: Mr Scott con:

of Friday, the, 16thi.of February, till

__cesiwhich,
he had to,detail to themiin

fair between Mr Scott and Mr

‘Liock=

Pettigrew) to attend in’the neiotibour.

evidence ; ‘and he-should now-say:a few

-hood of Chalk- Farm on ‘thé same event

two:parties.quarrelled, and, inthe heat

post-chaisey accompanie
byd his pip il,

words upon theslaw of) the scaseysiLf

of. passion, or) before their feelings had

time
to cool, and reason toresume her
influence; went-forth,in a:hostiléman=

ing. He went there, accordingly,

in

W.'B. Mortis.

He got to’ the
leading 'to'\Chalk-Farm’ about? !late

o'clock‘on’the samé'évening.”

Tw
each. other; and) that ‘one
moon-light°"They procee ed through
of them) lost. his: life, theclawswould the ‘lane’ towards * the''fieldsy anid:

ner towards,

deem it not.-murdery but manslaughter.
But if, (no matter ae play thexpisg

vocation, or original, circumstances at~

tending.
the; quarrel),a sufficient time

had, elapsed between
the. provocation

and . the, catastrophe;..so. 28/'tovafford’
esumption that, the» «passions»
had

_ cooled, then the law allowed: no:mitiz

last reachetop
d:t
of he
‘the hill) F
then ‘saw’'somé gentlemen’in “a |
two of themwalkin
’
g ‘backwards

forwards, and-two others’by the
கத்த அடவ

கல்

knocking of »pistolsy"the

them,

prithi g’

ard

side

a

‘and=-flashing of pans. “Sot

afterwards both

pistol “were”

fired.
gation,ef its:severity,/and
ithe parties He’ heathe’
soutid, “and”
rd?
daw the
sah
neagise aonmmg?
tober
4

|

flash.
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He next heard

an exclama-

the ground., He pointed out to wit-

ness his being. wounded on the right
side; the other gentlemen were supporting him. At that time there was
no conversation.
. Witness

partly un-

dressed Mr Scott,
and examined the
wound.

Mr Scott was fainting.

One

of the gentlemen (which of them he

does not know) came up and took him
by the hand, and expressed a wish that
he had himself, rather than Mr Scott,

been in his situation. This was when
Mr Scott was fainting ; upon his recovery, he said—‘* Whatever may be
the issue of this case, [beg you all to
bear in remembrance that every thing
has been fair and honourable.” During
the time witness was examining the
wound, an altercation took place between Mr Patmore and. another gentleman. He did not distinctly hear the

PROCEEDINGS.
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ciently‘clear'to distinguish the persons:

tion from one of the gentlemen, as if

wounded.- Witness got over the hedge,
and found Mr Scott on his knees on

LAW

.

of either of the two gentlemen whom
fiom
he saw in the'fieldio) 7 90-50

[ William: Bevill’ Morris 5°! Hush ~
Watson; landlord of the Chalke Farm

Tavern; James

Ryan,’ thé: hostler's

and Thomas Smith;'a earpéniter, were
next examined vin’ succession”! Their
collective ‘evidence’ wett'' to’ substan
tiate the statement of the learned Counsel, who

conducted’ the prosecution,

relatively tothe movements”
of the
parties, and the care taken of the deceased.

Se,

BBW 1 வம

Dr George Darling examined:—Is
aphysician, livingin Brunswick Square.
He was called on by Mrs Scott to attend Mr J. Scott, in the middle of the
night, between Friday and Saturday;
he found him sensible, but he'certain=
ly was in great danger. Witness communicated to him’ his opinion. “Mr
Scott asked if the wound was necessarily mortal, and“he was’ answered,

it not

that it was not necessarily mortal. He
was told, that it was just possible his
intestines might not have been perfora=

communicated tome?—I knewnothing
of it.” A gentleman, during this al-

ted, in which case recovery’ was possible. Mr Scott then’ inquired ‘of Sur-

tercation, came up to witness, and ask-

geon Guthrie, and‘said, “« Lhave' only
one question to'ask—Is'my wound ne-

whole of the conversation, except that
Mr Patmore

said, ** Why

was

ed him if the wound was mortal?

He

answered, he feared it was, if it enter-

ed the cavity of the abdomen...

The

gentleman was in great agony, wringing his hands, and exclaimed, ‘¢ Good

God! why was I permitted to fire a
second time ?. I fired down the field—
I could do;no more.”’? Nothing more
passed on the spot.
The wound was
the cause
of Mr Scott’s death.
Cross-examined by Mr-Gurney-—

cessarily mortal ?” The’ answer’ given’
was, “Not necessarily.” This was be-’
Mr Guthrie
fore the ball was extracted.’
added, that it was a case of the great=
est danger, but he had*seen recovery
from. similar ‘wounds. *“Mr Scott te=
plied, **-L.am satisfie;”d and laid-his’
head down on the' pillow again! ‘Mr
Scott made a statement ‘to witress of
what toolk:'place in the'field» The'con-

The gentleman alluded to did say, that versation respectini g his 091601 போட்
when he fired down the. field.the first ger took place’at the first ‘visit on the

time, he was obliged to, fire the second
time in bis own defence—he appeated

certainly in great agony, and manifest-

ed the most humane solicitude,
for, Mr
Scott. Witness left them inthe act.of

carrying him to 618 ௦086) Witness said, in answer
to- questions

by the Judge, the night was not suffi-

following: morning °(Saturday ‘morn=
ing); before the ball-was extracted. a
Mr». Gurney: left»it to the Court,

whether Mr Scott's statementj‘under

be ‘received
the! cireumstances; cou
ld !

injevidendeswolle

Wei

963 19

,.)9.002

The Lord: Chief-Justice, Mr Jus:

tice Park, and Mr Common Sergeant,

ANNUAL

consulted together for a short times
when

his lordship

delivered

the opi-

nion of the Court, that the statement
could not be received, as it did not ap-

pear that Mr Scott thought himself at

the point of death at the time when he
made the declaration; he had been
told, that his wound was not necessarily mortal, unless the intestines were
perforated.
There might have been

REGISTER, 1821.

stating to the Jury the nature of the|
indictment, proceeded to instruct them
as to the law of the case. The accusa. |
tion charged three persons as aidin

லை
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and

concurring

in the

death

of Mr

Scott ; two individuals only appeared;
but if the Jury believed that the indi.
viduals at the bar were really two of
those who had aided in the commission
of the crime, it mattered not by whose

still a hope that that had not taken

patticular hand the pistol had been

place which rendered the wound mor~
tal. The declaration could not, there-

discharged.
‘The distinction, in cases
of duels, between manslaughter and
murder, had been very clearly and cor:

fore; be received in the sense of that
of a dying man.

Mr Walford having closed his case

on the part of the prosecution,

* Mr Gurney left his place in Court;
and communicated for some moments
with the defendants.
The

Lord

Chief-Justice

then

in-

formed Mr Christie, that the period
for his defence had arrived.

rectly marked out by the learned
Counsel for the prosecution. If par=
ties, in heat of blood, went out and |
fought with deadly weapons, then the

}

law, allowing for the frailty of human
nature, deemed the party killing guilty |
of manslaughter only; but if, yielding ரி
to a false notion of honour, they went

“Mr Trail, to a similar intimation
from the bench, replied in the same

out upon deliberation and in coolblood,
to fight; then the death of one man |
fixed the crime of murder upon all
concerned; upon seconds (frequently
the more culpable parties) as well a3 _
upon principals. ‘The first question
then was—Were the prisoners
at the

terms used by Mr Christie.

bar two of the parties known to have

~ Mr Christie, in a voice almost inaudible, from emotion, said, that he

should merely call witnesses to his general character and habits of life.

Mr Gurney then called, successive.
ly, the Reverend Thomas Griffiths,
Mr Robert Baker, surgeon, Mr Dubois, Mr Serrier, Mr Groome, Mr W.
Ford, Mr Wately, and Mr Amos,

barristers ; Dr Jenkins, Master of Ba1௦1

College;

the

Reverend

W.

Ni-

choll, Mr Tate, the Reverend W.
Knight; Mr R. Swain, attorney-atப law,

Mr

Herring,

Russell, law
J. Williams,

conveyancer,

student,
Mr

W.

the

Mr

Reverend

James,

Mr

E.

been in the field at the time when the
shot was fired? and was the duel fought
in heat of blood or upon deliberation?
His lordship then recapitulated the
main points of evidence, and upon that
evidence left the fact of identity
to the

Jury.

It was possible, he said, that

the real perpetrators of the crimemight
have escaped from the field before the
arrival of Mr Pettigrew, and that the
prisoners at the bar might have ap- |;
peared accidentally at the moment; |

‘Blount, Mr W. Colmar, special plead-

still the onus of shewing that suchhad

er, Mr Connell, and Mr John Balfour,
M.P., and Dr Geldhardt. The majo-

been the case lay in some measure Up=

rity of these gentlemen

deposed

to

long and intimate acquaintance with

both the defendants ; and all bore witness to the general humanity and benevolence
of their dispositions.
The Lord Chief-Justice then, after

on them.

Upon the second point, his

lordship continued, the feeling ae

which (assuming the identity) the due
had taken place, there was little 1

‘

proof before the Jury. Of the Et ]
place at which the quarrel எக் h
there was no evidence; and althoug
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'between the time at which Mr Pat-

more first applied to Mr Pettigrew,

and the time of the meeting at ChalkB Farm, there was certainly spaceenough
|, |for reflection ; yet it was possible that,
.’|at the moment of Mr Patmore’s ap-

if |Plication to his surgeon, the meeting

plary humanity and benevolent feeling
were too often led to take part in
transactions which

led to the loss of

life on one side, and to remorse and repentance during life on the other.
The Jury, after a deliberation of
twenty-five

minutes,

returned

a ver=

Mawassen

GovutpsTrein ror

For-

a

‘might not have been contemplated by - dict of—Not Guilty.
Mr Trail or Mr Christie. The declaration of Mr Scott,
his fall, that all had
and honourably, was,
would not recognize
nour, entitled to the

at the moment of
been done fairly
although the law
such ideas of hoattention of the

Jury ; and there was another circum.
‘stance arising out of the words of Mr
| Christie, to which their consideration’
should be directed. The wordstowhich

nis lordship alluded were these: «* Why
was I allowed to fire a second time?
\I fired down the field at first—what
could I do more ? I was compelled to
fire in my own defence.” Now, the
| circumstances were not such as would,
in law, acquit a man as having fired in
hts own defence; but the words might
have an operation upon the feeling under which the second shot—for that
Was the shot which did the mischief—

had been fired. The parties might have
met deliberately and in cold blood, and

lnder those circumstances the first fire
ight have taken place. Had death
followed that fire, such death would
have been murder; but it was possi~
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eine Prussian Doniar Norns.

Old Bailey, Sept. 19.
Manasseh Gouldstein was indicted
for feloniously forging and counterfeit.
ing diverse Prussian notes for payment
of one dollar, purporting to be treas
sury notes of one of the ministers and
officers employed in the service of the
King of Prussia. ‘The prisoner’s age
is 62.
:
Mr Law stated, that in some counts
the instrument was called an order, and

in others an undertaking of the Prussian monarch or his minister.
Mr Bolland stated the facts of the

case to the Jury.

He commenced by

reading/an extract from an act passed

in the 43d of Geo, III., which pro-=
vides that any person

convicted

of

forging any promissory-note or bill of

exchange, with intent to defraud any
foreign prince or minister, shall be liaa
| to take aim the first time, might have | ble to transportation fora term not ex=
fied his s¢cond.shot under an impulse
ceeding fourteen years, It was imma= .
of immediate anger, produced by the terial whether the instrument was com|failure of his pacific proceeding ; and, posed in the English or a foreign language, or in both together. In Juiie
|in that case, although his adversary
tell, the crime amounted only to man= last year two persons appeared in the
Slaughter. The Lord Chief-Justice city
of Berlin, of thenames of Lobband

, | blé that Mr Christie, having forborne
|
»

,
,

j

,
,

|concluded

by

recommending

to’ the

+ | Jury, in a case of doubt, to take the
| Side of mercy; and by observing (up-

n | 08 the excellent characters which the
; | Ptisoners had received) that, unfor, | fortunately, men of the most’ exéni-

|

. YOR xtV, PART Mt.

Simeon, and were detected in tee

copies of the forged instrument whic!
formed the subject’ of the present in=
dictment. A large number, some thousands, of the ndtes were found in their

possession,

The King of Prussia, in
ae

~

- EDINBURGH
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to the facts which he had already sta.

order ‘to prevent the deterioration
of
his currency, considered itinecessary.to

ted, it, could be proved,that
the pri.
endeayour to, discover the manufactu- sonery mployed. Mr. Newman to, en. 4
rer of those notess It haying-been in- grave the plates from which the forged
timated
thatthe notes, were manufac- - instru
ல அடக்கம் நிறம் மட:
tured in this countny,
the
the Kingjof
Kingof
PrusPrushe cansed,a, peculiar speciesof paper
sia commanded the director of hisnpo- ப to be manufactured for the purpose,he
Jury, couldyentertain..no
lice, Mr, Echard,.to, proceed to, Eng- thought, the,
land with, Simeon, Onithe10th.of
Ju- ;

doubt of the prisoner‘siguilt,);

notes from, the ; prisoner, amounting
altogether | to. 5000, 6000, or 4000

No. 27,

|

ly Mr Echard.arrived in-London with
Mr Bolland then called the, follow.
Simeon, Simeon was, supplied with ing « idence i= 3 03. 0010 பிப்?
an. deposed, that,he |
. William .Ne
money by. MrEehard, and on different
living at |
occasions purchased parcels.of forged was a copper-plate engraver,

Widegate-street, Bishopspate.

street. He knew the,prisoner,.a had
notes. On the last occasion, when Si- somecommunicat neh
meon purchased notes from the prison- or) A.pril, of the present, year,..e had
er, he met.him,
by appointment on, the known him personally for 20 years, bu

had neyer done business
for, him, Whe
the prisoner called on him in March,h

Strand-bridge. Foyand Clements,two
olice.

officers,, watched

Simeon,

to

said he wanted.a

- whom they had previously given two

little business done in

engraving... Witness asked whatit was,

5/. notes, to pay for the forged notes,

and the prisoner then shewed him a
print like one of those in Court, and )
asked him whether he could engrave |

and when they saw him give the money
to the prisoner, they ran up and seized
the latter. Foy found the two 5/. notes

it? Witness replied Yes, and asked what

in the prisoner’s hand, wao said that
he had received them in payment for
some watches which he had sold to

it was. The prisoner replied, a Prussian ticket. Witness asked, what tic-

. Simeon sometime before. Foy asked
him whether he had any of the King

ket ?. when the prisoner replied,a tic-

ket of admission.
the word

of Prussia’s notes about him, he said

only one he could make out, and was —
going to ask a question about it, when
the prisoner said,“ God bless me, do
you think Iam going to. give you any
thing wrong to do? You know me.
Witness replied that he did. Witness

no; and.when searched none were
found on, him, The prisoner was then

asked. if he knew. where the forged

plates were... He replied that, he. did
not; Foy, however,.,.who ,had been
-watching..the prisoner for sometime,
and hadfrequently observed him

‘The witness saw

§ current,” which was the

then agreed to engrave the two plates,

gc

the houseof Mr, Newman, an engraver and to.print 20,000 copies, de wan'®
acquitted. Mr.

வர! all. blame in .

this transaction,,..‘T'he, pate
la was com=-

posed in.a.language
of which

Mr.Newman was,entirely ignorant, and,he,un- apaper),

derstooe Hip

abt

டன

a

oner
ed

agre

as, too,

ec

aM

a

in Widegate-street, Bishopsgate, took them done, in a fortnight, Watnessr°
the prisoner thither. ». Flere the learn- plied that the ti
would
print.10,000inafortnight|
ed gentleman observed, that he fully thathe
The. job was.
done f
1௦11 3 1 ன்

f
‘witness pulled proo
of .th
not approving
paper

to find his own

Paper was included in thechafgeo!

theatre at Berlin. When Foy arrived _a thousand. . The witness, si
from the plat”
at, Mr Newman‘s, he found the plate at ten thopsand.copies
work, which he seized. If, in addition

about a fortmight
or three weeks, The

|
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told the witness that he had got
prisoner used to come to the shop and— sib
remove the printed copies from'time to afresh order for 5000. The prisoner
time. Three plates were used because ‘himself brought the paper cut ready
one was'worn out; but only two plates ~ ‘for-receiving' the impression. About
were fieces sary to complete theimpres- ன் 2000௦1 the'latter order-had been done

sion. After the plates were'struck off, when Foy-catne toithe'shop. At that

a liné ‘of letter press was ingerted’in “tinie the impressions were lying about
red inke/°°'This was also'executed’’ by “the shop. ‘The prisoner called at least
the witness, he' being a letterpress as thirty times during the execution of
well as’ a ‘copper-pla e ‘printer, “About the two orders, and appeared very anxi7000 or 8000 copies were’
struck off ous to'get the impressions. (The witbefore one ‘oF “the plates was! orn out, ‘ness identified the plates and impresThe withéss'told the prisoner that he sions from them, and also the original
could'iot afford to provide'a new: plate from which the plates were made. )
for the money which he was to receive
A number: x othe ட”
were
for the'work. ‘The prisoner thea
i
called.
he would give’ h m two guitie
oMr Platt; ebinnivel ree the defendant,
‘rested chiefly onan ன
ae ரட்
would’ get: a new plate. “The 'pla

were left with the witness. THe line’ of றவை 2 பா
letterpress which was introduced,was© ப்பி படி தப்பி க்
also'in the! otiginal, copy furnished’ by« ‘found’ theid ட”
the
ட்டு எண்டால் ன?
8330
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“and next of kit
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04 4 நளின் decree

vas ‘served upon'“Arthiit’ Chichester,
Bag, M. Ps and’ the Rev. Edward
“Chichester, Clerk, as the nephews and

é “two next in saccedto tomthé estate and
oneities of the’ rae er
OYவட்டப்? two lat!

etitle at n had

feir protest:
fhe eal of the “they ‘had! been made* coat in the
Court, against’ Chatlotte’ ihe? May,~ (cause, and ‘protested against ‘stich lia“appeared and’ affirme

tion had த்ராரி

- falsely calling herself the’ most noble bility. pee learned counsel, after stathe farchioness of Donegal, citing her ihe?

|

‘his

7 68 the’ proceedings

| had in’ this*singular
வ
டப்ப
ble George’ Augustus, Marquis of Do- ~Yeatise;said tha’ t, ipod the par tof his
negal,in-a Suit
as a
martiage” aia eM SAGE கரக் M. P
படிகம்
by reason of ‘mit
ye A
cies, * who Was called upon
ன், this
ப
che
to see’ proceedings, had issue
inst ரபி
~
to appear and ainsi

Arth ot er

‘to the most no-

id

Mr Chishe was"to allege} that
edo eorge Scage
©
chester being interested in the entail of

HamiltonChichester, Esq., as the sons

|
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the Marquisof Donegal’s estate, in the
event of the Marquis’s death without
lawful issue, found:himself under an.

obligation to:appear on every

general:

session, and on the by-day of every
term—de die in diem—during the dependence of this suit. To that process
he had already appeared under protest,
and it was for him (Dr Swabey) to
submit
to the Court the difficulty under which he laboured now to proceed
under’the terms of the decree.
Lord Stowell desired to know what

was the objection of the learned coun-

sel?
121
Dr Swabey stated, that unfortunate-

ly the term had now elapsed, whereas
thisbeinga proceedingén paenam, could
only be heard, according to the ancient

and invariable practice of the Court,
- either upon'the regular days of session
during the term, or upon the by-day

after thelterm.

Dr Lushington, on the same side,
informed the Court, that a minor had

been cited who had not yet appeared
to the'citation, 9

Dr Phillimore had understood that
it was agreed orall hands, the last time
that this ‘case was before the Court,
thatthe argument was to be entered
upon thisidays 5
saa
(9
“A.dams, who appeared on behalf
of the Marquis of Donegal, also under-

stood the arrangement in this way. In
the course of ‘the argument which he
should have to offer, he should only

‘address himself to disprove the charge

of collusion between these two noble
parties, which he hoped satisfactorily
to do. That charge appeared to rest

upon the fact of the Marchioness: of

REGISTER, 1821,

-

ties in the cause took. place by virtue
of a licence, in which it was stated that
Charlotte Anna May was a minor,
about 18 years of age ; that such mar
riage was about to be had by and with,
the consent of Sir Edward May, Bart,
(then E, May, Esq.) the consent of
whom was so given as her reputed fas
ther;

and that in the month of June

1819, the invalidity of such marriage
being matter of general notoriety and

publicly talked of, another marriage,

which was:then abont to take place

between’ George Hamilton Chichester, Esq. (calling himself Earl of Bel.
fast, aseldest son of the said Marquis

of Donegal). and a lady of high rank,

was broken off by reason thereof. It
was further alleged, that Dame Eliza.
beth May, for whom a. commission
of
examination de bene esse had been obs

tained of the Court through the tes

presentations of Counsel as to her advanced age and very precarious state

of health, was at that very time going

about to-routs and parties, and. paying
and receiving visits ; ‘¢ that the. said
Marquis and Marchioness of Doni

notwithstanding the institution
of. th
present suit of nullity of marriage,
lived and cohabited togethers” that
such suithad been instituted * collusiver
lybetweenthe Marquisand Marchioness

for the purpose of obtaining from:this
Court a sentence in favour of the,sai

reputed

but invalid marriage ;”4

that their proctors were, instructe
under the pretence of conducting:.A

suit for theannulling the same;
to adopt
any and every step that might tend,to

secure for their parties sucha sentence

The other allegations:
were of -a gene

Donegal’s having taken out a decree to _talnature ; that the said marriage was
see proceedings. Counsel being agreed ab initio void and’ of none effect;
to take the case, the pleas and acts of

Court were read. The Proctor for A.

Chichester, Esq. M. P., set forth that

that improper means had been reso
to to stop the mouths of witnesses;
and that

ண்ட்Hamilton Chichester,

his party was unduly cited in this case ; Esq. calling himself Earl of Belfast,
that-on the 8th of August, 1795, the had declared that he had adopted eve
marriage'of the two real and only par-

measure which might prevent the val

ர]

j
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dity of such marriage being now inquired into. “Their allegations, or the
major part of them; were denied in de-.
tail, by the proctors for the noble parties in the suit, and for the next of

இத

அவற்

பயல் rey

_ DrSwabey thenaddressedthe Court.
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fore, the interest of Mr Chichestér, at

the highest could
ly, and was not,
Constitute him a
Supposing that
should suit these

be:contingent:mere~
absolute enough to
party in. this cause.
after publication. it,
noble parties (be-

tween whom, the learned Gounsel de-

The protest of Mr Arthur Chichester,
M.P., was not against the jurisdiction
of the Court, but against his lability
to be made a party in this suit, either
as nephew of the Marquis of Donegal,
or as next entitled in the entail of his

clared, he must say that he saw some
sort of con‘and
sen
collusion
t ) to drop
this suit, would it’ ‘be competent: for
Mr Chichester to continue it?) By no
means, for he was not legally
or osten.

lordship’s estates, failing lawful male

Chichester in any case have any title to

issue of his lordship’s body.

This

suit was brought under the act of Geo.
If. for the better preventing
of clandestine marriages, By that act, the

sibly a party to it. Neither would Mr

intervene in the suit, and say, “ Let

me see fair play, because I am “consequentially interested.” It. followed,

therefore, that he was not legally lia-

marriage of a minor, without the lawful consent therein described, was de-

ble to be made a party in it.. The de-

clared to be zpso facto void. Such a
marriage, therefore, ‘required no de-

their citing him to see proceedings,
were not enough to clothe him with

claratory sentence of voidance what-

ever. It had been permitted, however,

since 1760 (the 34th of Geo. II.) to
the parties to go for such a declaratory
sentence ; and the same permission had
been extended, beyond the parties
themselves, to parents and guardians;
the law presuming that these might be
interested in the decision of such questions. It was evident that these suits,

sire and will of the other parties, and

such a character;

ter vivos ;” and the maxim of law was,

** Nemo heres est viventis.’ A’ suit
which should of necessity and in law
involve Mr Chichester asa party, could
only be instituted after the death of
one of the other parties, At present
he had a right to protest against being

_ in the intention of the law, could only
be brought zrtervivos ; and those, the ‘drawn

parties immediately contracting the
bond of matrimony. With them the
‘question at issue was, whether they
had contracted verwm matrimonium ;
and such was the nature of the ques‘tion here put at issue between the Marquis and Marchioness of Donegal. But
his client, Mr Chichester, could have

in to be one in a suit which

might be to him vexatious and expensive. The learned Counsel, in an able
and extensive speech, adverted to the

case of “ Dalrymple v. Dalrymple ;”
and quoted at some length from Ough-

ton—(Title

193,—“

Quod,

cause

tangentes matrimonium, postulare 805
lent, et quomodoin curiis Hcclesiasticis.

interested

propositz sint, et de forma earundem
instituendi.;”) and from the 106th

temporal estate, supposing the
of the Marquis of Donegal’s
without lawful male issue, But
marriage should be declared to

1603. Finally, :he contended that this
Court had no jurisdiction in this mat.
ter, it being ‘deposed: thar the Mar.

NO interest in that question. He might,
indeed, be censequentially

in his
“event
death
if the

and still less conld

his contingent interest in the entailed
estates of Lord Donegal do so. Here
was a suit professedly and legally ** en-

“be invalid, the Marquis might marry

again. and have lawful issue.

There~
ஞ்

canon, as promulgated.
ini the year

chioness of Donegal had been resident

for the last four years, and did now

70
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reside, in Ireland Tn'all cases he sho
hold உட்பthat'¢ e rule! must
6 கசன்
pee:
OTS

sequilfon) yeh TE thi proce
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மன் whither
வரம்
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might be ட‘doubted

leernuild, beof removed"
eit woh
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of he dis
should ‘happen'to a
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TB ot

“The Vice-Chancellor pronounced

stated) an application on the part of
Mr Arthur Chichester for a writ of

prohibition

directed to the Judge of

the Consistorial Court of London, reo
straining him from proceeding in a case

of nullity of marriage, instituted bythe

Marquis of Donegal against the Mar.

UT

chioness. It was a case, undoubtedly,
which, from its extreme importance,

would require the most mature deliber.
i

கடும

ushing

1821.

his decision. This was (his honour |

_

te

REGISTER,

4

but his honour was’ disposed

i

ve his opit ion now—fitst, because,

ed age of some of the
‘would expose the

F losing the’ benefit

112 6 ase

sider
i

y 3 aiid next; because,

having been so minutely con
and 86 ably discussed by the

Counsél on’ both’ sides, it must be the
ault

of the Jude

rit had been ‘directed

88'a8 living'in Treland,

“ thelrecord
it was
112 Court had ‘no jurisdic

But the’ writ was difF St James, West»

db

\, Vice-Chancellor's Court

<

2 ABA

above case.
பப்படம் பா
The motion was strongly supported
by Mr Wetherall, Dr Lushington, Dr
Dodson,

and Mr Blake; and

resisted

by Dr Phillimore, Dr Adams, Mr
Blake, Mr Stephens, and Mr Bell,

according to the forms of the Ecclesiastical Courts, she hada right to call |
upon Mr Chichester, as a party interested in the tesult of the suit, to ap-

)
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pear in it, in order that she might establish against him, as well as her husband, the. facts of ‘her marriage, he
was, at her instance, served with a writ
of citation, to which he appeared un-

der protest, upon two grounds; Ist,
that, he was not a proper party, as ha-

ving no) inte

the snit ; and 2dly,

principle to decide whether the act of
ipal party could conclude an ம்

to

ob

ng party, -and intervening too
his ¢consent. First, then, as to
‘being still at liberty
e jurisdiction, The want

of jurisdiction may. arise from two
can
t, from the nature of the

d by collusion be- subject
is and. Mare
be: cured

ch i 1g. a defect that cannot
1 any, subsequent consent;
and, adly, from its 1௦081 jurisdiction,
which was
w
the case alleged here, it be-

ல் propaser partpuy. ti5,n,

வ

4s
ifepwa

nying, all collusion ப.

insisting that.

plied.to, that answer,

ing admitted

0

ty.who

பம்

123. ட்

da
1

(

Al

>»,

dee

(டு

Jud

அனு, learned

(Lord Stow
ட

ww

2 upon: t is q

of

the yoni

ட்டம்

11006

stion, must

weigh considerably withhim (the Vice-

Chancellor), yet; he, must decide the

case, upon, his own ,
வகரம் veigh
ority.. Jie
4
for his
ப்பம்
Mis Stat
Wass

101௨1
todo the

His" once

a it could
ட

VIIL.,
merely in

did not, therefore, place

great weight upon them, except meres
ly as evidence of the principle. Now,
as to Lady Donegal’s having appeared to the jurisdiction; if she chose, she
might have bjected, that she was living in Irela
and ¢consequently. was
ot ்
‘the jurisdiction. of
But she did not think fit

when she appeared to

plead, it cae an admission on her part,

that she was properly « described as Jiving in the parish of| St James, Westminster.
It was said, that notwithstanding this admission, she had aright
to retire from the jurisdiction’ of the

that L

eeகில்

ட்டா of ட்.
dently en

ough

this fact. seemed to aye been t
first
onlyintroduced aasan argument toshe
the existence of collusion, it was aftersurged
as.
d of objection
on of the suit.
S|
ecided against the
hester, sappealed
objection; , Mr, na

5
ae

ad

that theject Court had juris௮16 appeared;
itted ofa question;
as a Court of. limited juris-

ue other:

there mi st] have. ae

iat
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Courtat any time before sentence was

pronounced. He (the Vice-ChancelIo
bound to say, that no authoPato
Ved
‘been cited to him which at all
b
உல் ந் ட் rit}
Cached that question. There were
_ precluded
18756

be not, having,
writ and.
from so, Hee te

eee

did

not deprive Mr Chichest er of theright
of objecting to the ரப்பு
of the
Court; and it was a most.important

expressions | in one of the cases quoted
which were consistent with it; but in

his honour’s opinion, the right of au-

thority, if any there was, was the other

way.

ழ்
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He was therefore to consider

REGISTER, 1821.

gal was now precluded from objecti

having submitted to the jurisdiction, ;

this case as a case to be decided on
principle. They had, every day, points

and that Mr Chichester was bound by

her submission)
.csessn}e 9); ayy
மத்
Motion refused.

arising in the Courts of Law, and of

Equity, in which the same principle

was decided—namely, that where a
party appeared, to a.suit and pleaded,

i
} Si

and admitted facts, he:could not after-

A

I

pel

oS

gy

Daas
PTS

கி Ga

அவற்றி

wards withdraw himself, and (as it is

Lorp Erskine acainsr Lapy Ers:

termed in Scotland) recoil from those

நஜ

facts. The Marchioness, therefore (his
honour thought,
) wasconcluded from
objecting now. Then came the impor-

0 பக

டம்மி.

Consistory Court, May 255i: ர

_

அனர்

ani o

sud, ake

concluded herself, she had also concluded an intervening party. And this

The counsel for her laidyshipactsl
ted, that this was a cause originally
instituted by the noble peer fora:se,

appeared to be a most important point

paration, on the alleged ground
of in.

at first sight.

fidelity by his lady.. An appearance
was given for her on the first session’

tant question, whether, because she had

But the object of the

law being for the benefit of persons
living out of the limits of the jurisdic-

tion of the Court, she might waive her
right to such benefit if she chose.

But,

then, could she waive the rights of.
others ?: Undoubtedly, if it could be
made out that Mr Chichester could be

of

Michaelmas

Term,

1820 3a: libel,

or plea, on the part of his lordship;
charging various criminal acts, was af-)
terwards given in, and admitted to:
proof without opposition ; and several

witnesses were produced and examined!
upon it. In the-course:
of the follows:
(the Vice-Chancellor) could fancy a ing Term, two separate
pleas had been’
case in ‘which. it,could, prejudice him, given in by Lady Erskine’ thesirst’
it would go a great: way to, affect: his being what.is technically called:an al-)
of faculties, stating theamount’
opinion. Buthe.could.conceiveno such legation
prejudiced in any possible way; if he

case. If the jurisdiction of the Eccle-

siastical (Courts; depended ‘on the -locality of

the subject, then, indeed, if

of his lordship’s income, வ்

obtain therefrom!a suitable allotment
for support. during the: pendency of!
the cause} theother
was an*vallega-'_

Lady Donegal had.tranéferred.
the suit
from the Court, at-A-to:the Court at: tion, with some documentary: proofs)
B, a third party, ought not: to. bei af- angeséesiclinsing |hiaiioel eee ட
whic he?
fected by‘ her aate, But their jurisdic: criminalities similar:to those

tion depended,on
the locality, of the! imputed
to his wifes» Both thosé alles!

person. Now, how were-the-nt

Bf Mr Gbichesler tor be prejudicedபரி.
88

gations ‘were also;admitted to

the proceed nga cbeing .anbtisuiteds > had-not yet :

ட£
ச் rom its

ட அரம்
cing: anancenvenien'

pro

without
.-opposition,»»: His lordship:
i

a great convenience: to (him to! have nesses had:heen p

al answers’

is

5 but omthe
So:far- to either
exitiwass ging him. with in

.

latter:pleas
3:
த்

eben

fale and-had uta

those interests tried there) rather:than, dengone’ examination; ».Amon

0
ண்

elsewhere...) His,;(honour, ;therefore; : latter was: one’ Mary we Buc kor
Ip
confining himself to. those two points, young: person, niece to her
‘was of opinion, on authority
and principle, that. the Marchioness of Dones

had been found”
Against this witness it compulsory:
de
necessary to obtain. a.

te

72
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cree to oblige her to attend.

A: de.

cree of confrontation to compel his

lordship to appear and be confronted
with the witnesses, had also been taken out ; and both decrees were: ser.
ved on the respective individuals, and

returned into Court by the proper of.
ficer with a special certificate of service.
GF
வ
வபர
The evidence of the witnesses taken
by secret examination, as is customary

in these Courts, had not yet been made
ublic ; but on the first Session of this
erm, Lord Erskine’s proctor declared that his lordship did not mean, to
proceed any farther, and prayed that
the Court would allow him to be dis.
missed from the suit. On the part of
her ladyship, this declaration and
prayer were opposed, and both parties:
were accordingly assigned to set forth
the grounds of their application in an
act on petition.
_
(1
After this introductory statement,
the act of petition was read, and an
affidavit by her ladyship’s proctor
and his clerk was tendered.;.-but the’
counsel for the noble lord opposed:

its being read. They stated, that it
related. principally to: the supposed
causes which had induced the! witness,

Mary Ann Ruck, to:delay appearing;
but she having \afterwards appeared,'

it became quite irrelevant. It was indeed irregular.
at first. The proper
mandatory to execute the Court’s:de-

sad ch) affida
was not\ma
vit
de
thebiosh

od

73
till the

223.8. 88522

The Court then intima-ated
desire

is

to know! why it was broi ight invat all;
after the compulsory décreé! had:

its effect Meds

ர

1 Erskine’s co: uinsel'
Lady

050

said, the af

fidavit was, in fact,’ delivered"to: the

Opposite party “before ‘the VOth “of
May. ‘The officer 'havingmade*axe.

turn to the compulsory decree, certi-

fying that the witness, still kept back,

it became’ perfectly regular:
proctor to make'an affidavit,
152
en the best information he could ob~

tain, the belief which he: entertained?
that she was kept: back by*his ‘lord:
ship’s'means, Nor was it only’ eB ue
lar at the time of making it, butvit!

was relevant to the presentact’ on!
petition ; for in that. act,-the ‘procter’

for
sent
the
did

Lord Erskine referred to’anétiee’
to him by the adverse proctor; oi’
4thoof April, that if his) lordship»
not proceed’ in the ‘cause, “Lady

Erskine’ would apply to* the Court to;

be dismissed:

This was, id-fact, only)

the usual notice to urgea ‘dilatory?
complainant to’ expedite the eatise }

but it had been attempted'to raise’ait

inference from either, that Lady Erskine was thereby bound''to agree’to:
suit; or} at least,’
the dismissal of the

that Lord Erskine was led'to‘suppose
that from that period she would pro-'

ceed no farther. Now, ‘on the!contrary, it appears, that from the Sth of
to explain’ their ‘service, and not the
May, he was not only’awaré that she’
proctor of either party, or the proc: » was proceeding to compel Mary Ant:
tor’s clerk. . Here the’ witness, ‘being: Buck to appear; but that he “was ?
of tender age, and standing inthe pe | charged at least. on: suspicion with an
crees, is the Court’siofficer; and: hers

culiar situation in which she didy was” attempt to tamper

| naturally averse to appear!

“A: com= ¢ and:

pulsory decree was therefore served:om

keep -her back

wit!withthe

மர்மக்

learned counsel said; it gave'themgrcat™

her, and if she had still kept back,a de) pain tovallude ‘to: such matters; “but”
Cree vis and modis might have issued. their duty to their client demanded it.
The affidavit was made on the 8th of They would have been justified in ma-

May, but she appeared and was pro-

duced for examination on the 10th,

}

ரஸ்? “The

king them the ground of a more formal
plea, and demanding his lordship’s an-

’
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swers to them upon oath, but they
were satisfied to state them on affida-

vit, leaving it to’ his lordship to repel
the imputation in any way he thought
best ; but he had not attempted to re-

pel it inany way.
Yo this it was replied by the opposite counsel, that his lordship had been
advised by them to|take no notice of
a mere surmise taken up at third or
fourth hand, and, therefore, deserving

by the Court—that the afno,notice
fidavit was really made with no other
view than to ground a further application

for compelling the witness

to

appear, which end had been fully answeted by her appearance.
The Court said, that it should not

admit the affidavit.

Only two pur-

REGISTER,

1821.

Lord Erskine’s ‘counsel contended,
that where the second allegation was
merely: defensive, and did not formally
deny the guilt charged in the first in.
stance, these principles would not hold,
Here Lady Erskine not only does not

deny the guilt, but she is charged with
confessing it, and she does not even
deny that. Moreover, she pleads that
since the alleged. acts of infidelity on
her part, Lord Erskine has. volunta.
rily continued his incercourse; now.

this can only be pleaded as a condona.
tion, and as such is equivalent to an
admission

of guilt.

he

case is dif.

ferent where a party from the beginning stands on the ground of inno.

cence,

Again, if the lady has conni-

ved at her own dishonour,

she cannot

poses were alleged for its introduction ; one to compel a witness to ap-

claim a separation.
Now it is alleged
in her plea, that Lord Erskine fre.

pear,

quented houses of ill-fame from October, 1818, to the time of the plea in

who

had since

appeared,

the

other to throw imputations of a serious nature on one of the parties
in
this painful cause. If such imputations were well founded, they certain-

ly ought not to be brought forward
on a mere

loose affidavit, which

the

February, 1821, and also kept up an
illicit intercourse during that time with’
one Elizabeth Fenning

The cases referred to on
were those of Chettle a;

noble lord cannot be compelled to the Court of Arches, 7th
i
answet ; but they should have been and Best v. Best, Co
put into a more formal shape.
; chester, 24th, May, 1821. The.

The main question of his lordship’s
right to be dismissed, in the present
stage of the cause, was then proceeded on 5-and.the adverse counsel con-

tended, that it, was absurd to suppose
that.a ‘party having brought an accu~
sation against/ another, and that ether

having-put in a formal plea of recrimination, and examined witnesses

upon

it, the-first accuser could be at liberty
to put‘an end, to the business

at his

pleasure... uady. Erskine here may
prove-her'allegation against his lordship ; and df she does, and his lordship
fails in his proof, she will be entitled
to demand a separation from him, with
a proper alimony suited to the circum.
stances.

ertery,was which
a suit wasby replied
the husband
for adulto. by.a charge
of adultery and cruelty, ;, but the Court
rejected the articles pleading cruelty,

as no bar to the original suit.

The

latter wasa charge of cruelty; but the!

husband alleged adultery, on whichit
was allowed, that he might, if it were
proved, obtain a divorce.
. .
i
- The Court:took time.to deliberate’
on the question, whether his lordship
might be allowed to retire. from the!

பப.

ப.

fe

Next day, the noble lord address

ed the following letter to the editor of

a Morning Paper :—

;

\
|

i
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AND

Sree
அவர
அகடம்
T have read with the utmost’ வட
prise, in

several | newspapers,

ports of what passed on Friday last in
Not having been

myself present, I do not know whe-

ther they, or any of them, are correct
or incotrect3 but I feel myself bound,

ம

to my Own character) to de-

டு Fé through you to the public, what.
the’casé actually was :—I had preferred (as [have just stated) a suit against
Lady Erskine for adultery; but, in
the’ course of it, circumstances having
come to my knowledge which fully
convinced me of her innocence, I di-

rected my proctor, Mr Nicholl, to
withdraw my suit, which was accord-

ingly done, and afterwards delivered

several reporters ; but

my proctor and my

that

learned counsel

my intention to attend in the Court
Uerlist ea oie
thefworldsivd
‘Tnthe paperabove-mentioned, which

I desired might either ‘be read, or the

purport ofit brought before the Court,
I stated, that having now a’ full con- °
viction'of herinnocence, I should think
it wicked to'submit to the Court for
its judpment, and to the world through

the publication of the evidence, what
in my ConscienceI believe to be un- |
11?
founded.
T am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Sunday, May 27.

801 thight be stated
in open Court, in

justice to Lady Erskine. ~~~

“We had also agreed on’ a deed of

separation ; but becauseI would not

execute it until the suit had been withdrawn,’ that my motive for withdrawight not be misinte preted, the

ing it might not 1

Was continued by' Lady Erskine’s

proctors against me, which gave the

opportunity
of redding my’ paper in
ie aC
aving the effect of it
stated by mi
asel ; but, from the
reports
of what passed in several news:

found, to my’ great surprise,

ERSKINE.

June 5. ~

Swabey,a written paper to that ef-

fect, /and entréated'them that this rea-

papers;

knowing

75

on the Sth of June, being the next
Court day, t _ justify my conduct to

to him and to my senior’ counsel, Dr

suit

PROCEEDINGS.

the re- must confirm what I have stated. it is

the Consistorial Court, in the suit
which I preferred against Lady Ers-

kine for adtiltery.

LAW

As soon as the Court met this morning, Lord Erskine, in pursuance of the
public notification which he" gave in
his letter in the newspapers some days
ago, appeared’in Court, and took his

seat on the’ bench next * Sir’ William

Scott, the presiding Judge.”

As soon'‘as the proctor had read

the names of the distingitished parties

invehelguity!s BP vocab
Mes
‘Dr Swabey rosé and’ said, ‘that he
was coitisel
in this suit'for Lord Erskine} and he was instriicted’ to inform
he noble lord being,

my “counsel maintaining Lady Ers-

fution Of these proceed~
satisfied’ of the inno-=

contititied’ secret, and though T had nied, in j

to her ladyship, and to

kine’s guilt, though’
the evidence still

instructed’themto declare’ my fullest

cdtiviétion of her innocence ; and im-

puting also to me the baseness of 602

Erskine, had determi-

his own feelings, ‘to withdraw his ‘suit
fora “divoree.”
Certain: proceedings

weré niow pending between the parties,

habiting with her, believing her to be

which;
thé leaimed doctor said, he ho-

guilty, though no such allegation was
before the Court.
Being ignorant of
what passed in Court, I impute neither malice nor mistake to any of the

ped’ would terminate the matter at 1ssue, by a deed of separation, which
was then drawn up. ‘The Court was
aware that Lady Erskine had also ap:
21

;

76
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a her suit was still oad
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matter now stood, he trusted the |

learned

counsel who

advised Lady

Erskine was, however, anxious to state,
that he meant altogether to withdraw

Erskine, would

his application, even if her Iadyship
were advised to continue hersuitagainst

justice of the case, in recommending

his lordship, should

the adjustment

now going on outiof Court, not terminate ina deed of separation between

concur-as far as they

could, according to their sense of the

such a course as would spare the Court
the painful necessity of deciding ‘upon
this case.

“He (Sir Wm.

Scott) had

an ancient regard and friendship for

the parties; so that notwithstanding Lord Erskine, and must always feela
this abandonment of his lordship’s suit, deep interest in whatever concerned
Lady Erskine might, if so advised by Lord Erskine, or the peace of his fa.
her counsel, still pursue her applica- mily.
f
1
tion to the Court,

now
did
He
tion

carrying
not end
therefore
granted

if the proceedings

on between the parties
in a deed of separation.
prayed, that the assignaby the Court should be

allowed: to stand over till the next

Court day.
Dr Adams said, that, as counsel for.
Lady Erskine, he could of course have
no objection to the application made
on the part of Lord Erskine, that the
. assignation decreed by the Courtshould
stand over until a future day. Upon the other matters referred to by

Dr Swabey, he (Dr Adams)

should

perhaps better consult his duty by say-

ing nothing upon the present occa-

‘Sir W, Scott then ordered that the
assignation should stand over till the

next Court day.

Lord Erskine then rose, and, with

evident emotion, observed, that he at-

tended this morning in Court, for the

purpose of declaring his concurrence

in what had fallen from his counsel.
He was the more anxious to do so,
and he made the declaration loudly
and openly, because there was no person in this land, in whose good opinion

he was more anxious to stand well,

than in’ that of the learned person who

presided in that Court.
‘The noble
lord then bowed to the Court, and

sopra his seat. கை
உ

்

Sw William Scott ‘said; that as the
அயி ய்ய

Marauis

or

Lonponperry,

WINDOWS BROKEN AT THE QueEn’s

Acquirrat.

This was an action against the Hun.
dred of Ossulston, for damage done to

the noble plaintiff's house in St James's
square, upon several occasions pending

the proceedings against her Majesty.
Mr Gurney stated the case, The
mischief had

been

done upon several

days—to wit, upon the 6th and 7th of
June;

and

upon

the 10th, 11th, ard

13th of November,
like

the present,

1820,

Actions

the learned counsel

said, became matters of public duty;
for the true mode of preventing the
outrages
of mobs was to convince them
that their attack did no real mischief

to the individual against whom it might
be directed.

ie

- Richard Pigott stated that he was,

at the time specified in the record, in

the employ of the Marquis of Londonderry, On the night of the 6th
June, a mob of 150 or 200 persons
as-

sembled

before

his master’s house.

They knocked at the door and called

for lights; they then threw stonei,
and six panes of glass were broken.

On the 7th June, a mob of from 300
to 400.conducted themselves in a &
milar manner,

9 படுகு

i

|டீ
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Cross-examined.— Witness had Bow-.
் street officers in the house; and, upon

the attack being made, they sallied
forth and dispersed the mob,
Charles Evans,
quis, said, that on
18th November, a
assembled before

porter to the Marthe 1@th, 11th, and
very numerous mob.
his master’s house,

knocking at the door, breaking the
windows, and using very abusive language; 51 panes of glass (some of

them plate glass) were broken; wit-

ness could not have gone into the street

without endangering his life.
John Smith was in the Marquis’s

௬‘

that a man was not bound to! keep:
small and inconvenient panes of glass
in his windows.

Wate

The Jury then found a verdict for.

the plaintiff Damages, 291 கேட்!
After the verdict was delivered,.the:

Jury said they had understood that if
a shopkeeper had a pane of plate glass:
broken, he could only recover. as: for:

crown glass,
The Lord

7 dating
si]
Chief Justice said, he

knew nothing of what was done else-

where.
The law, in the case before
the Court, was as he had ‘delivered it. «

house on the 6th of June; as soon as
the mob commenced their attack, wit-

ness sallied out with the servants and
the Bow-street officers to disperse
them.
;
Thomas Middleton was in the mob
on the 10th November, in order, if
possible, to mark and apprehend the

assailants. The darkness of the night
prevented him from distinguishing the
particular persons who threw stones.
Cross-examined.— Witness was sent

for to the house of Lord Londonderry
before the mob

assembled.

As soon

as they appeared he went among them,
because he apprehended mischief.

Mr

Extiston ror tHe Reprasen=
TATION OF Marino FaLizro.: °

Court of Chancery, April 27. \ ்
se

+

YD,

persons, from performing, on the stage,
the tragedy of Marino\Falieroy and
he then recited the affidavit of My

Murray, on which the application was
founded. The affidavit set forth, that

Michael O'Bryan, a glazier, proved

the copy-right of the tragedy/was his

the repairs performed. .
;
Mr Thomson, for the Hundred, of-

property; that he had not given Mr
Elliston permission to performit?; and
that, to the best of his. belief, Lord

fered no defence.
The Lord Chief Justice told the
Jury that the case was proved... ‘Lhe
amount of the claim, was 29/, 2s. 6d.

A Juryman wished,to know:whe-

ther the noble plaintiff could recover
for his plate glass broken, or merely
the value of an equal quantity of crown
glass.
ict” Keldiene

4

The Attorney-General, began. by:
reading the bill which had been enters
ed, calling on his lordship to. prevent
Mr Elliston, or any other person.or

Byron had not, granted any,such-per-

mission, The learned gentleman then
observed, that, from the very, short period during which.these ! papers) were

in-his.hands,

he had not been,able
to

search for cases applicable!to,thisiquestion. There,was, however, acaseyin

which Lord Kenyon: held; that; reci-

The Lord Chief Justice said, that,

ting a subject; from. memory, did not

whatever glass a man might have in

amount: to ja, publications. under. the
statute of Annes) tcf? af Habieate
Mr Shadwell. —That. was-anvaction

his house, if it was broken he was/entitled to be paid for it.
+ ety
பகிர

The Jury objected
to the magnitude
of the panes. —
The Lord

Chief Justice

observed,

at law.
ian agit நசரக
3 The Attorney-General admitted this

to be the fact ; but he called on his
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were sustained in the present instance,
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1821.

was in writing 5 and its compositigg |
was paid for.
eames
sat
Mr Shadwell.—No matter. In the

whether the Court would not be com-pelled to interfere in many cases where
such interference was not now thought
-of. It had always been understood by
the managers of theatres,
when an au-

extraordinary memory; got! by heart,

thor gave a play to the public, or, in
other words, when ‘he published ‘it,

»

that they were at liberty to perform
vit. ‘This was'done every day, and in-_
junctions might, ‘in consequence, be
applied for against different theatres,
because it had been’ generally supposed, when a play was once given to
the public, it might ‘be recited on the
stage with the same freedom’ that it
“might be ‘recited ina ‘private room.
Tn an ingenious book lately published

course of the entertainment,
he intro.

duced

tothe public: several jocila

matters, which «a person, shaving:
an

and recited after him,’ 991 1 ப

MrElliston.—In that case, the com.

plaint was for publication, not for act.
பேஜ்!
அல.
nibs Gb Dow
~The Attorney-General would con.
tend, under the novelty ofthis pro.
ceeding; that when Lord Byron gave
this tragedy to the public, (the object
of writing a tragedy being to haveit
performed,) the defendant, though
he

had no-tight to publish it’as a book,

might lawfully have it acted! “Every

‘oni the subject of injunctions; two par- body had aright to read the'tragedy
_ ticular cases were mentioned—that of -to'as many friends as he pleased’; and
Morris and Harris, and that of Ma- the performance, though! not ‘a read
thews and Taylor.

With

respect

to

the second case, he was not acquainted with its peculiar features’; but

ing, but a public recitation of it,’ was
not such an invasion of property, as

entitled the plaintiff
to: relief in that

Court: What injury had the opposite
stances connected. with the’ first case. party sustained? ‘They didsnot ‘state
Mr Coleman,
it appeared, had agreed in their bill aby injury. Mi-Murray
that - all. his“ dramatic productions did not venture’to say thatilewas in‘Oni the
should be acted at the Haymarket jured by the’ performance’:
there

were

very remarkable. circum-

theatre, of which he and Mr Morris
were proprietors; and ‘that ‘he, un-known to Mr Morris; had furnished

‘Mr Harris, of Covent-Garden theatre,
with a farce called X Y Z, in violation
of that compact, which the defendant
-acted, knowitig that the compact had
னே

entered into.

But no two’ cases

«ould be more dissimilar than that and
‘the present, since the application for
the injunction, in the case of Morris
cand Harris; proceeded on the act of
rauididsie
ta
2111௮1

contrary, one’ would naturally su pose,

that the suecess
of the play would rather increase'than injure
its sale/If ‘0,
he submitted that the plaintiff was not

entitled to this equitable relief
If he

called for redress, it should’
be in con-

sequence of some injury done to that

property, which he had acquired by
assignment; and as nothing
of that
kind was alleged, as he merely prayed

for the injunction, and ‘such further
relief as the case required, it appeare
to him that there was no. foundation

Mr Shadwell.—The circumstances on which his lordship could proceed,
The plaintiff further declared, 'that
in the case of Mathews’ and Taylor,
were these:—Mathews exhibited to “no permission or authority was givel
as he ve
the public an: effusion of his fancy, by him, or by Lord Byron,
rily believed;'to perform the tr
which never was in writing. ©
‘clients did not affect
to-say t
Mr Elliston+-That is incorrect’: It His
F qafliag ,di sdloulorq மம அம்மம்,
யம்

அயம்

0
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_such consent was given, because they
never apprehended that it was necessary to ask for it. He did not mean to

argue, that his lordship ought. to be
ea

sby, any

injury %

inconve-

would

be harsh

79

to. complain against

him on account of the performauce.
Leaving that aside, he would proceed
to argue a question which certainly

was

of very

great

importance

to

au-

nience that, Mr Elliston migit~‘uffer,

thors..

if the injunction.were continved ; because, if the Court had. the right. to
interfere, he must, like all. others, sub-

Byron, having writtena work, sold it
to Mr Murray.. The Attorney-Gene-

mit to the injury. But he might be
allowed to say, that if the right did
exist, the injury inflicted on him would
be very considerable.

He had gone to

much expence to bring it forward, and
it had been received with all that applause which
a work of this kind was
likely to excite., The performance wag,
in fact, more calculated to be benefi-

cial to Mr Murray than injurious, If
any apprehension had been entertained, that it would not be well received,
that apprehension was now completely

removed, by, the favourable manner in
which. it. had been treated by the pub-

lic.

Undoubtedly,
his lordship had a

right\to restrain from publishing the
tragedy ; but if the Court.had a right
to prevent the defendant from acting
it—-from pursuing a course which had

heen followed in .a great, variety, of
cases,, where persons, published plays
which were acted, although they gave

no consent that they should be performed in any theatre, the practice, he
apprehended, would be novel. Under
all the circumstances, he hoped his
lordship would dissolve the injunction.
ie Phillimore followed on the same

side.

Mr

Shadwell, on

the part of

the

plaintiffs, said it appeared to him that
Mr Elliston had, in express violation
of his lordship’s order, drawn up on
Tuesday last, acted this tragedy. He

did not, however, mean to make a complaint against him for having perform-

How

stood the case? Lord

ral said, that when a poem was written

in the form of a tragedy, it necessarily

implied a poem to be acted. But there
was no such implication, and it did not

apply to this case more particularly ;

because,
in the bill announcin g the per-

formance, it was stated that the tragedy was written in a manner not fit for

the theatre. Now it could not be supposed, that a poem, which came from
the author’s pen, not fit for the theatre,

implied a poem that was to be performed on the stage. The play-bill.of the

25th April stated. —** Those who have
perused ¢ Marino Faliero,? will haye
anticipated the necessity of consider-

able curtailments, aware that conver-

sations or soliloquies, however beautiful and interesting in the closet, will

frequently tire in public recital.” So,
therefore, the defendant, willing to satisfy what appeared to him to be the
taste of the public, did not bring the
tragedy forward as the author wrote

it, but used his own discretion in adapt-

ing it for the stage.. And haying curtailed it in many parts, having omitted
many passages which he admitted
to be
beautiful, he perfor
the med
tragedy as
the work of Lord Byron. Now, those

very alterations might cause the trage-

dy to be censured by the public, while
the work, if left as it originally stood,
might add to the author’s fame, although it was represented contrary to
his feelings.
It was, however, said,

that no injury had been done; but
when an individual had property, no

ed the play. If it were true, that for matter of what description, it was to
some time he had been in possession of be used as he thought fit, and not asa
the tragedy, and that he had gone to third person deemed proper. His learnexpence in producing it, perhaps it ed friends seemed to think, that no
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person ought to apply to a Court of XY Z, was not an authority ; ன்றி

Equity for relief, unless he could shew

how

all the damage

case? He

that might arise from

the act of which he complained. But
this was not nécessary; and here it
was very easy to see, that much injury
might be done to an author, by the
representation of a play on the stag-,
which he had never intended to be

produced there.

The piece, in this

case, was not what came from the au-

thor himself; and the public exercised judgment only on what they saw.
‘They might discover faults in the per~
formers; they might bedispleased with

ட

he aa

it differ from thig

said, that by the agrcemen:

between M44

>'eman and

ee

in thy "10 Yiket theatre, they hada
righ “erShively to represent X YZ
at that

theatre.

The fact was, that,

in equity, they had purchased X YZ ;
but the person who had an equitable
right, did not stand in a better situa,
tion than the assionee of the property |
in this case.

The Lord Chancellor.—Was that }

farce published ?

the embellishments of the theatre; they

might perceive variouserrors, for which

Mr Elliston.—It never was,
Mr Shadwell contended, thar whe.
ther it was published or not, made np.

the author was not accountable,

difference in the right to the property,

but

the consequence of which must be,’
that the lap would suffer in the re-

injunction was granted against the de.

presentation.

fendant on the application of the plain.

If so, would not those

who published also suffer in a pecu-

niary point of view? Would not the
public judgment be warped against
the play, on account of the manner in
which it was represented? And could
it then be so saleable as it was before ?
The Attorney-General observed, that
if the representation

of the play was

prohibited, the public reading of it
might also be prohibited. He went

along with him in that proposition.

He saw no objection to private read-

ing, since the book was bought for
private individuals, any of whom might
read it to his family or his friends, but

not for hire. It was the reading to the
public for hire that constituted the

publicity of the case, and took it out
of the general observation of the At-

torney-General.
hire was,

What he meant by

where every individual,

on

paying a certain sum, had a right to
attend,

if he pleased.

But

it was

a

very distinct case where the auditory,
however numerous,

attended

by

the

express invitation and permission of
the person who recited the work. The
Attorney-General argued, that what
was done with respect to the farce of

in the case of Macklin 2. Thomas, an

tiff, who was author of a farce called
Love-a-la-Mode, which at the time’
was not printed. It ap i)
that
some person of astonish
' ”\Lemory
attended the performance of the farce,

and contrived to carry off the very

words of it.

The defendant proceed.

ed to act it, and there an injunction
was granted, though the farce had not
been published. He, however, took it

that the recital in that case was conti:

dered a publication, since it made the
farce known to all who attended the
defendant’s performance. In the cate
of Mathews, in which Mr Barber was

concerned, the words were taken dowi
with a view, as he understood, to reci-

tation; and then the Court granted

the injunction, to prevent the reci
tion of that which had not beenpr
ed, although it had been recited, 110

when the Court granted that injunction, they must have considered that

the public recitation by the defendant

was a publication. And if such reci«
tation by the defendant was so c
dered, they must equally have cons

dered the recitation by the plaintiff a

a publication.

‘The two things were
24

i
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reciprocal. The recitation by the plain-

tiff, and that by the defendant, must
each be looked on as a publication;
and if so, here was a case where an in-

junction was granted to prevent the
performance of that which had already been published. The case of
Colman and another, in the Sth Term
Reports, was an action under the sta-

tute of Anne for the penalty; and
there the only question was, whether
a theatrical representation came within
the meaning of the statute, and the
Court held that it did not. He, how-

ever, did

not

stand

on

that statute,

but on the right which the Court of

| Chancery had exercised long béfore,
andindependent of the statute of Anne.

Inthe case of Macklin and Richards,
and in a long series of cases, the Court

interfered to protect the property of

=

authors, independent of the statute.
He said independent of it, because
they gave relief where the parties ap-

plying had not brought themselves
In those cases
within its meaning.

. the Court had'acted on a general principle, without reference to the statute.
He thought, in the present instance,
his lordship had done nothing but

what was consonant to the principles
and practice of the Court ; but he was
aware, if his lordship felt a doubt on
the subject, he would send the question to be decided by a court of law.

His client was quite ready, if the mat-

ter must be so decided, to proceed im-

mediately.
’
The Lord Chancellor.—The only
question is, what is to be done in the
Meantime ?
Mr Shadwell.— While on this point,
though nothing was said about it in
the affidavit, he might be allowed to
observe, that Lord Byron’s work was
published on Saturday morning. Now

AND

LAW

PROCEEDINGS.
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morning to Wednesday evening.

It

was quite obvious, particularly when
they considered the intervening Sunday, that no ‘great expense had been
gone to in bringing out the tragedy.
They could not suppose that Mr El.
liston had any part of the play ready
before the day of publication ; andthe
expense incurred in the course of three
days could not have been considerable.
0 expense could have been incurred,
during that time, sufficient to afford a

plea for allowing Mr Elliston to perform the tragedy pending the decision

of the question.
The Attorney-General.—_My learn-

ed friend began with alluding to Mr
Elliston’s infraction of your lordship’s
order.

The

:

;

Lord Chancellor,—It is but

justice to Mr Llliston to say, that he

called on me, and intimated
the way in

which he stood with respect to the representation on Wednesday night.
நீ
stated that the injunction was granted 5

and T think Mr Shadwell quite right
in not complaining ‘under

all the cir-

cumstances. Mr Elliston afforded the
same facility in the case of the Cobourg
theatre.
The Attorney-General.—__Mr Elliston is, Lam sure, the last person who
would willingly infringe any order of
the Court.
The Lord Chancellor said, in the
case of Mathews, the Court interfered,

because, though the work was not literally published, yet, as the defendant
had performed it for money at differ-

ent theatres, he had, pro tanta, published

it;

and the injury

was,

that

those who attended that species of entertainment, had just as good a right’
to imitate it, if they could do 580, as
the defendant had. The Court there

said, that though the author had pace
for his lordship to judge, what the right of listening
to his perform;
take
could have been incurred in- ance, even to !
getting up a play, from Saturday away the we ds,
tl
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-tnitotentocbe published

ப

sway:)'The!
question then:was, whether.

‘the

‘agteey thatcevery manowhe Veritep,
trage
dy intends that it shall heca,

principleididinopapply
here? I fit formed. | ‘Tshould ‘beiextremélyg ae

‘could! berso contrived
thata casecould
-beqmadelout forsthed decision of: the

-Courtrof! King’s Bench, whetheriany

sation) coulds lieoforsperforming: this
" piece} :ddmittingy what«othe performance was, and-shbjec
‘any t*to
arrange-ment/between the parties, it 'wouldibe

the best courseithatieould be:pursited.
1 ThesA ttorney-General ‘intimated,

dn answer to whatchad fallenfrom’ Mr
for months
Shadwell; that
; before the

tragedy was published, it'had been

announced ‘as'‘forthcoming ; that the
‘scene where it was laid’ was knowns
Mliston had
‘and’ that, therefor

‘an opportunity of getting the neces(107 vllve
saty dresses'in readiness.
(Mr ShadwellAss to the question

of «the intermediate’ representation,
while the matter is pending,my client
has nol objection'to come to an under-

‘standing, if Mar Elliston will make an
of the persons who
affidavit that none

acted ‘inthe’ play had any knowledge
ofits contents, soas to be able to study

it*before Saturday*morning. sal©) 3a 4
1 don’ tlook
_» The Lord Chancellor

atthateat all..o1£ you drive me to’de:

cide in the firstyinstance, I must do so

in the best wayI can.’ The difficulty

is, how ‘to ptovide satisfactorily for all
patties; until the quest
is ion
decided.

af we were obliged'to see‘all-the tage.

idiesithatare'writtemse! s10} of doity
~oMr Shadwell: Lord Byron iv py

no meatis: desirous that'his play

shold,

be represented ; and Mr Murtay,whh

publishes for him, feels very anxious to |.
his: wishe
with! ly
comp
- s" 1sqs1q enw

ce The Lord Chancellor.:0'ThatMine |

of conduct. does Mr Murray'sreatiate,
subject.
to theec
dit. With resp
t itself
all I can say about it is, that a) prope.

out -andif'you
sition has been thrown
trust:me 60 far as to look intovthe sue

ject, I will to-morrow send’you my

wan
decision: If, in'the meantiyou
me,
enter

know
let ‘me
into.an arrangeme
nt,

it.) Teshall then have lost nothingyex
|
cept so much time.
‘They Attorney=General.+
satisfied with what your
fe
0865.

lords

Mr Shadwell stated, that his client
was anxious to have the question set-

AOA PARAM
tled once‘forall. ~~
swillipt
<1 lor
The Lordi@hancel
.epare: myself to decide; and you shall
have -the ‘result, if you ‘sendoto my
:
house at one to-morrow.

that lthe
saidera
~The Attorney-Gen

play had been well received. Thereforé,
had been'
noin
donet
o Lord Byron'i
ju
ry

ச்

feelings: Tt was very true; the:
‘a work, an action on had’ been curtailed ; but thatwas'the
if டப
thevcase is’ brought, an account of the fate of all playsnot excepting those

and the pro=
profits of the sale is kept,

ceeds are paid over to the proper per=
son.« But here it is very difficult toas=

of Shakespeare. “He hoped his'lord:

“not be troubled to°decide) |

ship» wi

certain the'dama ge suffered» The bet=

கபன் ee
«Phe Lord: கக
important thing’ to’so respectable @ |

decide; that an‘action can bé sustained,

forall
once’ ed
subject should be ‘settl

what Mr Murray has lost, ahd what
profits Mri Elliston. has: madey |soildug

t)
once for! alli) And if I determine

ter-way will be;laf the King’s Bench’

to say;
to appoiitt some>thitd perso
n

- Mro ShadwellIt/is\not thesda»
manages we lookoto 5111 willestate what!

isitheifact. cit 40) aiuis1 oisupobs as

~ The» Gord’ Chancellor.s=Iccannot

ublisher® as’ Mr Maurras sondoatble |

But my opinion will not settle the-law

continue the injunction I-would-ne
vertheless! send the’ parties to'a‘coutt
anvact
whether
ofslaw,/t
ion will |
o-s
ee
naturees 9) 9918"
thisas
lie in'aofse

Mr Shadwell.—We must go to’
4

|

REMARKABLE ‘TRIALS ‘AND: LAW PROCEEDINGS.
court,
of law.on
asoak,
case, 8 not wedby way
ofம்
1
SF
koe

AC
[242 37
vie he Attorney-Gener:

:
27
There cair

ந் no action... There
which to join issue.

areno facts on
Your lordship
is

83

was to! find
(out 6002 person: through |

whose-auspices ‘he wonldpintioduce it
to the west end of the towns, She had

the good fortune
to. find a gentleman

of all others. the most likely 'to:-proaware,thatithe play has been adverti- mote the circulation of her literary
Jased.at, one,
of ithe’ : anor: theatres, for bours. on this ancient) and. important

Monday. 1) 3M bas : bStrossigSesd
ot 3G

oj Lt was,intimated; that ani injunction
was preparing for that theatre.

ont Mr.Shadwell.—My client has so

tuch..dealing, with’ authors of emi-

nence,
that he wishes the question to
be setjat reat. 3) 9 a0),
so 1 If

, After some further conversation, it
was agreed, that if the Lord Chancellor determined
to continue the Tnjune-

panion of the works of the -most.cele-

brated poets, historians,,and philoso=
phers, and | with ‘them; she fancied it
would descend to posterity. ‘This, to
anj author, and afemale author, actuated by the laudable. vanity of seeing
her work so ushered forth ito. general

attention, was! sufficient reward.

She

tion, a case should be made out for the
decision of the Court of King’s Bench,

therefor
assigned
e her manuscripts to

in order to settle the law upon the subject.
;
~The’ question, we. believe, was not

seller, with libertyto
. publish it, for

again brought forward.

©

the plaintiff, Mr

Murray, the book-

his;-own -use and. bene
; with!
fit
this
restriction, however, that. her (name

should not appear as the author. Mr
Murray found, that thei receipts were

=

in. many respects, imperfect,
and reMurray

AGainst

RUNDELL,

FOR

--Copyricur
or Cookery Book.
(i

Court-of Chancery, Now. 3.
(Mr Horn, 0௧. the:part of the plain-

=

ant and mystery.| Upon the shelves iof
Mr Murray it would become:the coms

tiff,

prayed his lordship to dissolve an

injunction. which the defendant had ob-

tained, to restrain his client from pub-

lishing a work, on a_veny. interesting
subject, Cookery, The circumstances
of the case were!as follows :—Some

time,previous| to the year 1805, the-de-

fendant, Mrs Rundell,

who.was ailady

of great, respectability,
had composed: -

quired classification; he, therefore, /at

his own expense; pla
theced
manuseript
under the/revisal of a person/to render

it fit for publication. He also suggest-

edto Mrs Rundell the \propriety’ of
making several additions to the/work,
which ‘she accordingly madel; When
the work was at length ready for pubHcation, it was found! thata title-page

was: wanting, which Mrs Rundell had

omitted to.furnish. The <A of com=

posing one devolved upom

Mr Murray,

-and the book, which was) destined: to

add so largely to the comfort and-happiness of the people of this country,
wasjushered into the, world under the

andjcollécted several receipts: and/ob-< title of «A New!System of Domestic |

Setvations,

on! the ,important: art/
of

Cookery,: founded
upon: principles: of

economy, and adaptedito the use of
anxious: that. society, should. have the, private families, 2by anLady.72) This’
benefit. Fler only: object was to make: publication waseffected entirely atithe
and the:
pro-—
the book, find .its, way inte: the!world expense) of Mri Mirrays
at! first make
| with that. sort: of eclat which:was
¢al-. fitsiof the work did not!
culated to insu
its becoming fashionan adequate return for the money he
able); and, therefore, her first object
had expended upon it. However, the
cooking,.of which ishe was: generously
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ed, மand எடு
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t v
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Honour the Vice-Chancellor, prohibit.

ing

Mr Murray from publis

ng the

work. It was somewhat diffic

derstand what were the groun
conducton the part of Mrs Rund

(Mr Horn) thought he should

to satisfyhis lordship, byt

|

a letter of Mrs Rundell, th

carving, and the fair had resigned all property in thew

hor a

essay on

ngly dished him. up an

that subject.

Mr Murray,

however, was not satisfied

with the

up,to another
and he disciple
was compelled
to give it
of Apicius, to be

manner in which this essay was served
set in proper

order.

Anxious

that.

every possible light should be thrown

This letter was written in ans
one addressed to Mrs Rundell

Murray.
That gentleman being at
Edinburgh in September, 1808) in
which city Mrs Rundell was also residing, thought himself bound in gra.
titude,

as the work

had

turned out

more profitable than he had expected,

on the subject, Mr Murray caused nine
plates to be drawn and engraved, illus-

to make the lady some acknowledg.
ment. Under the influence of this feeling, he sent her the following letter a

eeipts of his own, together with some

s¢ My Diarust Mapam,
‘The unexpected occurrence of some
business induces me to solicit your pars

trative of the sublimemysteryof carving.
“The plaintiff, too, added diverse new remost interesting matter, under the title

of ‘ Bills of Fare for Family Dinners.”

In short, he made an entirely new ar| rangement of the work for the second

_ edition, which was published in 1809;
and in doing this he incurred great expense. The plaintiff had since that

time published several new editions of
the book, with many farther improye-

ments, so that he calculated that onefourth of the matter contained in the

last edition of the work was supplied

by him. There was now a great demand for the kook ; which demand, it

was but reasonable to infer, was oceasioned solely by the improvements
which Mr Murray had effected upon
the work, and to the exertions which

he had made to circulate it. The learned Counsel said, that he now came to

the point which had induced him to

address his lordship on the present oceasion. It appeared that Mrs Rundell,

after having for so many, years surren-

dered up to Mr Murray all right in

the work, wished now to resume the
power which. she had abandoned, and

had

obtained

an injunction from his

don for being obliged to delay the plea.

sure of attending you until Monday
morning. In the meantime, I am hap-

py to avail myself of this first oppor-

tunity of sending the inclosure, which

I trust you will feel it as highly honourable in you to receive, as it is gra-

tifying in me to have such means for

offering.
Although your gift to me
has proved far more valuable than I
expected, yet it has added little to. the

gratefulness which I have so long entertained fora friendship which it ismy

highest pride to maintain, and whic
must ever render me your obliged ser- |

vant,

|
% Joun Murray...
r

; ரி

The Lord Chancellor.—That’s
good
cooking.
ae
Mr Horn.—The enclosure spoken
of in the letter was a draft on Mr Mur
ray’s banker for 150/. Mrs Rundell
returned an answer to Mr Murray
the following terms :—

REMARKABLE TRIALS AND LAW PROCEEDINGS.
“My pear Sir,
யால
«Your very handsome and most unexpected present I have just received,

and

can truly say I never had

the

smallest idea of any return for what I

considered, and which really was, a free
gift to one whom I had long regarded

years, she had done so with the view,
that at the end of that period it would

again revert to her; nor was it to be
contended that Mr Mutray’s ¢ cravings of appetite” ought not to have
been satisfied ia the fourteen years,

when the very extensive sale of the

as my friend. If in truth you have
found my little work productive so far

work had fully repaid him every ex-

your very obliging enclosure any satis-

in addition very considerable
The work, of which so much

above your expectations as to render

faction to your own feelings, I will not

affront your noble sentiment by returning it ; although your persuasion of its
being honourable to my poor abilities
is really necessary to make me believe
I do not err in accepting it. I beg te
return you my best acknowledgments,
my dear sir, and to assure you of what,
however, I hope you do not doubt, I

am your obliged friend and obedient
servant,
;
« Mary Exviza RunpDELL.”
It might be seen from this letter,
that Mrs Rundell did not accept this
money from any mercenary motive;
she did not receive it in the shape of
ayment, but as a testimony of merit
which could not fail to be agreeable to
the feelings of an author. He could
not conceive how it was possible for

Mrs Randell, after writing that letter,
to'come into a court of equity. The

defendant might contend, either that
she never did give the work to Mr
Murray, or that if she did, a legal assignment was wanting, and this question might be decided at law; but she
does

not choose to meet

the case at

law, ‘but has brought it into equity.
He considered it a breach of good faith

“towards Mr Murray for the defendant
to come into equity to ask relief.
Mr Heald then addressed the Court

pense he had been at, and given him
profits,
ad al-

ready been said, was generally admitted to possess considerable merit. Even
the reading of it did not fail to give
one an appetite,
The Lord Chancellor.—Then hand

the book up to me.

Mr Heald then proceeded to argue, that there had been no legal assign‘ment of the work to Mr
ட, because, as his lordship knew, the Act of
Parliament required the assignment to
be drawn out in writing, and attested
by two witnesses ; and in that case the

assignment would hold good for only
fourteen years, unless renewed at the
expiration of that term, Therefore,
if there had been a regular assignment
of the work to Mr Murray, instead of

a gift, as in the present case, the right

of publication would have devolved to
Mrs Rundell at the end of fourteen
years.

How,

then, could it be con-

tended, that Mrs Rundell was placed
in a different situation from the effect
of a gift than if there had been a legal
assignment ?
்
‘Phe Lord Chancellor observed, that
all Mr Murray’s injunction implied
was, that Mrs Rundell had no right

to publish the work with Mr Murray’s
embellishments.

The question was,

whether Mrs Rundell should publish
the work without the embellishments,
“or whether Mr Murray should publish

for the defendant, and contended that the embellishments without the work
Mrs Rundell had nor dispossessed her- ‘embellished. It might be necessary to
r this case whether Mr Murself of her right to the work by any “considein
act of her own, and that by suffering ray had a right to exclude Mrs RunMr Murray to publish it for fourteen dell from publishing the work ; and in

‘
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the view of the case which he at that which it was now supported, Mr Mur.
time took, it appeared to him that ray, in his bill, had’ stated, that one.
though Mrs Rundell might not suc- fourth of the book was his original
ceed in restraining Mr Murray from
publishing the original work, yet that

composition; but being called upon
by Mrs Rundell’s answer, to point out

gentleman could not succeed in re- such parts as were written by him, he
straining her, or any other Berson | was\compelled to acknowledge, that
from publishing it.
his whole work was the production of
Mr Heald said, he would beat
be
the. title-page, the index, and the ta.
fied, for his part,

to take. what

“ble of contents.

“ fallen from his lordship as judgment

Mr

Murray’s

The

title-page was

greatest

achievement.

in the cause. He called upon his lord- He said, that he believed the sale of
ship to maintain the injunction” “on the the work depended in a great measure

same argument which he had before

on having an attractive title; and then

urged, namely, that if MoMamaphada

he described the manner in which he,

obtained (a Tegal
ignment..of. the, with infinite labour, composed the ti.
copyright, the .right..of
publishing ; tle page. He (Mr Pepys) could fancy

would/haye returned to Mrs. Rundell.

he saw Mr Murray rising from the

learned Counsel then. observed,
~
Mr Murray, had been f
fo;
expense he had. incurs,
puk
ig the work, though i it

CY eH glistening, with rapture,
whole fr me labouring un
fects of the inspiration whic
bled ‘him to perfect his mas

would app ar
that he had not yet satisfied his cravin iappetite.
வர்ல
ட கவல said, that de

composition. . The learned
gent
next stated, that. Mrs. cae
given. Mr Marray the அதக

at the end, of, fourteen
j years, ,, The.

completion

question was not, whether or not.Mr_
Murray. possessed, the copyri
;.
whether. Mrs Rundell

tain.a remedy for her,

of his arduo

cy his

the first fourteen years only, as aa
Muneration for the expense Le
incurred in publi
he

| never was her intention 1

abarA a

ces, at law, instead 0}

future claim upon. the 1 wo

i Aa

regard to what had been. said respect.

admitte

d the டி

|

ing the, profits, which
r Murray had.
obtained, it ought to, be considered not.
oaly what he had gained by, the X=
pense and emule he. சவற
on
பயல்
Iso
what
h
1

Pepys

also

seh Randell
when Mr,

nally.

b ட

oe ‘case came.

ship,.it..s

215:

ats

oe

and.
ent, grounds,
to those, on. in a court of
nigys
bomisloxs. osiw Sit
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that any vessel which might be passing
would

see the immense body of

fire,

which continued raging till about three
o’clock in the morning, when, every
thing disappeared, A little before daybreak the carpenter discovered a vessel
close tous. We seized our oars, and

were on board
of her in a few, minutes,

She proved tobe the Coadeca da Ponte,

a Portugese merchant ship, from Ba-

hia, bound to Lisbon.

«« This dreadful accident was occastoned by Mr Duff, the first mate, for-

getting his wonted prudence in taking
the candle out of his lantern, to see
something more clearly with, when a
spark from it, or the candle itself, fell

REGISTER,

at Hombourg,
husband.

She

182).

[Jan.

accompanieby
d her
was

on her

way to

Louisbourg, near Stutgard, on a visit
to the Queen Dowager of Wurtem.

berg, likewise a Princess of England,
She will remain there during the ab.
sence of the Prince her husband, who
sets out for Vienna, whither he is go.
‘ing to solicit the post of Commander.
in-Chief of the expedition against Na~
ples, which is still vacant, General
Sommariva, who was destined to fill ity

having been appointed to replace the Duke of Wurtemberg in his command

in the interior of Austria,

The eti-

quette of courts would not permit the
Margravine, as an English Princess,
to

on some of the combustible. matter

appear

around. His grief at having been the
‘cause of auch destruction, made him,
when solicited to save his life, decline

could only be received in quality of a
General in the Austrian servicIte.is

it. ‘ No,’ he said, ‘I pity those in the
boats

the most ; for with us it will

soon be over; but they will be eating
‘ each other in a few days.?

4: Parental affection never shone with
greater lustre than on this occasion;
mothers and fathers, apparently regardless of themselves, caught up their
young children, and threw them

into

the boats ; and in one family. ( Barre’s)

the eight juniors are preserved—one a
child of fifteen months old—while the
noble parents, with their eldest son and
daughter, are numbered with the dead.
. Another circumstance of a great soul
deserves to be recorded: A Mrs M‘
‘Laren, with her husband and four children, upon the flames advancing, re-

treated into the fore channels, when

recollecting that her husband was a
good swimmer, she implored him ‘to
save his own life, and leave her and

their children to the fate that, awaited
them, as he could not avert it; and her
wishes were attended to.??

_— The Princessof Hesse Hombourg,

formerly Princess

Elizabeth

of Eng-

land, passed by Frankfort on the 23d
ultimo, proceeding from her residence

at Vienna, where her husband

remarked, that the Land grave of Hesse

Hombourg is the only German Sovereign who has offered to serve in the

4\ustrian army against the King of the
Two

Sicilies.

Ivhis is considered
as

the homage of gratitude which the
Princes of that House pay to the Em-

peror Francis, to whom they are indebted

for the

sovereignty

of their

house and the acquisition of a small ter»
ritory on the left bank of the Rhine,
ATTEMPT To AssasstnaTE Conds
nev Browne ar Minan.—It is with
feelings of the most painful kind that
we lay the following information be:
fore our readers ; and it is with no less
pain that we trace, in this diabolical
attempt upon the life of an honourable
and gallant man, the natural conse
quence of that infuriated and malignant
system of calumny and falsehood which
was employed against him by the Ras
dical Press

in this country, only. be-

cause he was a too efficient agentiin
unveiling the conduct of the present
idol of Radicalism,
{hn see
This gentleman, sometimeago, came
over to England, where, having learnt
the particular charges brought against
him, he returned to Italy to collect de-

_

| Jane]

_ CHRONICLE.

cisive evidence for the refutation of
those calumnies.

Whilst he was here,

he did not conceal his belief that his
life would be attempted in Italy ; and
he mentioned, that he ‘commonly car=

ried pistols for self-defence.
10%
He had nearly arranged his affairs
at Milan, and had

already forwarded

all his papers to England, meaning to
follow them

himself in less than ten

89

and will receive'every benefit that care

and attention can give,

~~

The assassins have for the

escaped,

but

டட

ர.

present
h 8 ta=

ken every step for their apprehension.

The above accoisunt
contained in a
letter from the Dak ae
€
Earl of Liverpool ;! and @ bulletin by
Dr Ciceri and Professor Paletta; tip to

six P.M. on'the 10th instant, hag also

days, when, on the 9th ultimo, returning late at night and alone from the
Opera, he was attacked by two assassins, evidently with no intention of rob-

been forwarded, for he satisfaction of

bery ; for, though they disabled him,

The following is ‘an extract of a
private letter, from a person confidentially attached to the houséhold of Colonel Browne':—
3
0

they did not attempt to plunder him of
his watch, money, or other valuables.

The Colonel defended himself resolutely, and a violent struggle ensued, in
which he received four wounds in the
- head, apparently with a knife, and one
in the chest, evidently with a séiletto.

The last would certainly have been
fatal; but for the thickness of his great
coat, coat, and waistcoat.

A's it was,

the weapon penetrated on the left side

of the chest, and considerably injured

the seventh rib.
The Colonel’s friend and physician,
Dr Ciceri, was called in, who, on per-

the Colonel’s friends. |

d, that

he will himself be able
next’ courier.

by the
க்வி

ட பட பட்ட

வ நதர றற 12

5 7102601888 801

5 to attempt £0

describe the horror of a deed, which

makes every heart shudder, Still, the
interest I am aware you take in every

transaction, has induced meto address
௦1.

pons a

“© On Saturday evening, Col, 1

tended ‘the’ Duke of Leeds
Opera-house. A fterthe entertainment,

the Colonel, unattended
and unarmed,

ceiving the nature of the wounds,
thought it necessary to require the assistance of an eminent surgeon, Pro-

was proceeding home, when, on a sudden, two ruffians assaulted him, one of

fessor Paletta, of the Milan Hospital,

a stiletto, and exclaimed,
“09 fatta ?
(It is done.) “A sctifilé enstied be-

and both of
ly to attend
Three of
were pretty
but the most

them continued assiduoustheir patient.
the wounds in the head
deep, the other slighter ;
dangerous was the wound

in the chest ; from which, however, his

medical attendants are inclined tothink

that fatal consequences

are not to be

apprehended. It is attended with acute
pain, restlessness, and difficulty of
breathing ; but these symptoms

have

been alleviated by bleeding.
Upon the whole, the Colonel is going on as well as could be expected ;
he is in the hands of very skilful men,

whom pierced
him on the left side with

tween them, in the course
of which the

Colonel received four wounds ‘on the
head, and was'thus left. He was able,
however, to find his way home, and
immediate recourse was had to several
physicians, who, to the exceeding joy
of every one, ascertained that none of

the wounds were mortal. I am now
happy to state, not only that this intellizence has been repeatedly confirmed, but that he is recovering.”
The narrow escape which this gallant and meriterious

officer had, may

be further judged of from the ‘follow-
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பாற

னல.

Lajority
r the address
;

ர்

pyle

Against it’
‘Majority’

_——84,
65.

|

44
~"—=19
[

Argyllshire, Banftshire, Berwickshire,
Caithness-shire; Dumfries-shire, Dumbartorishire; Haddingtonshire, Inyerness:shire, ‘Kincardineshire, Linlith:
gowshire, Peebles-shire, Roxburghshire, Ross-shire, Selkirkshire, Stir-

lingshire, “and
mous:

Wigtonshire,
,

wnaniP

6th.—Kine’s Visrr to: DruryLane.—The King having graciously
signified his intention to visit this thea~
tre on Tuesday night, the royal box
above the stage, in a line with the first
circle, was fitted up in a style of the

ing»of the doors of the theatre,

Until

seven: o'clock the exterior j yestibule

was thronged! with company,—parties
of jladies' and. gentlemen, indiscrimi-

nately, mixed, struggling to make a
passage) to) the pay-box.. Many, com‘panies. of. ladies

and. gentlemen,

who

had) previously, secured places, were:
obliged to return, after several fruitless

attempts, to make their way through
the crowd. The interiorsof the house
presented a spectacle of an equally novel description.

The pit wasin a state

of overflow on every side.

The gal-

leries presented the same appearance ;

and the lobbies of every tier of boxes
were filled with individuals disap pointed of obtaining places,

endeavouring

utmost splendour and magnificence for
the reception of his Majesty and party. From the front of the’ box, covering the centre pannel, hung a ‘repre-

to persuade, and in some cases to force,
the box-keepers to open the \boxdoors. Sums of money greatly ex-

sentation of the royal arms, emblazoned on a ground of silk, and above was
erected a silken canopy surmounted
by the crown.
The interior of the

offered to procure seats of any kind;
and such wad the unexampled anxiety

box was fitted up in a similar style,

cle up to the third tier, had a cortege
of the most respectable and genteel

anda splendid chair of state was placed in front for the accommodation
of

his
ea

would be vain.to attempt
to describe
the scene which ensiied upon the open-

Majesty.

Two

yeomen’

of the

guard, in full state uniform, bearing
halberts in their hands, attended his

ceeding the price of admission, were

to obtain-a view of his Majesty, that
most of the boxes, from the dress cir=

persons, contented to occupy standing
accommodation,

the door of the box

being opened for the purpose of affording them a view.

ய்:

When the doors were thrown open,
the rush was terrible; the shrieks of ©
ladies who had imprudently ventured
the demand for places, from the mo- | into the thickest of the crowd were
ment it became known that his Majes- heard, and caused the most painful an~
‘ty was to honour this theatre'with his xiety. Some gentlemen at great hapresence; and the concourse of per- zard mounted the railings, and with
sons who assembled in the streets much difficulty succeeded in opening
around the theatre, in the hopes of the windows which overlook the: pit
gaining admittance, for a long time be- “passage, thereby causing a free ventiMajesty on this occasion, and were
stationed on the stage on each side of
the royal box. Nothing could exceed

fore the doors were opened, was great

lation,

which

did much

service 3» by

The crush in ‘this means also many females, who saw
Brydge’s-street, Russell-street, and ~ the impossibility of obtaining entrance
Vinegar-yard, was so great, that it was to the theatre, were’ enabled to escape
with much difficulty the shop windows from the intolerable pressure within,
were saved from being broken, It although not without the loss of their

எவ்ள

beyond all’ precedent.
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_ hadipreviotsly
Beem takens! dnd evéry:
box inthe; house was crowded to ‘an’

» overflow long (before:the commence->

ment of the plays :°Nor was this all:

allysubsidedHis!
.>
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Maja
ககட்ட

மஜா
தத

pecially to:the musறம
ica
எற்பாட
lு
this subject he frequently

ed?
the glass of each doorithat looked to. with:his:right andleft hand‘convers
suppott
wards the stage, box, was struggled

for) bysctwos

thre ;

or more sturdy

combatants;
and in:some:places where)

அதக

கடனு

commodated with

ற்ஷம்

660 802:

a'chair/at the out-

aeiefalbasy he had the mortification

to:find that his situation, which, from
its ineligibility, atcfirst appeared se+

os

cure, was soon taken possession of by:

new-comers.

_ The» galleries and. pit

were crowded

to their -extremestli-’

ers: ‘He applauded:
the performers,

and:cheered thém*in‘ several instances’
with) the ‘exclamat
»«é Brayorl
ion
??:

Sometime
he used
s chis glass°to Jook!

rou
the nd
house.) He recognized'the’
occupant
of one of the’ private boxes.

on the opposite) side of the house, and”
sal
the
ute
party d
with much
Fp
and condescension, at the same
time

directing the attention of the Duke of

mits,.and the most eager expectation’
was observablein
all parts of the house,»

York) to’ the individual thus honoured:
Between the'acts he occasionally'stood.
always bowing.to the: plaudits which’

2 The arrivals of the. dif-ront fmol

while:doing so. At the end of the play °

which frequently manifested itself in’ were reiterated atevery interval, and1௦84 102288...

frequently placing his hand on his heatt®

_ characters who attended in honour
of
Rule Britannia” was sung,’ His Maz
_ the King; occupied: the attention and_ jJesty joined in the chorus, and listened>
_ plaudits of the immense audience till. to the whole with evident gratification)*
thecrise of the curtain.. The Duke of The singers were'retiring, when«God~
Wellington came about half past six. save the King” was’ again called: for.!
He.was with some ladies:in the Duke: The demand was’ vehemently enforced,”
of York’s box, on the right of the and the singers'returne
(Whend,
they)

house.) «Ele -was; immediately 17200 ஐ-

nized, and received with the:most:unie *

versal enthusiasm, An attempt
at hiss=*

nay

ing cbegahiwith two. or. three indivi-i)

got through'the lines)
H loot,

அம்

¥ 34

veld

yficu eal)

62 4002 2&..

அந்தர

6 Scatter hisienemies; 512 பவ வரி
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dol ads suse
bow
duals: when the applausehad subsided,
but upon this offence,
the: general ac-\! the thunders of applause which burst»
clamation was;still more loudly renew- . forth made every thing else inaudible...
ed.i His grace bowed repeatedly. Lord» The first lin of ple fast atenza ௮1 :
NE toes aw, ban
Exmouth, who satoni the same:side:in ‘
aaa
Tee sds
VOLra
thesdress:circle, was applauded
on co-.
ட்
ட்ட அ
ming in, and the same respect was paid’
[11107
2 அடம் 10 808 மகர்
to the Duke de Frias; and somesother® i
ofithe foreign ambassadors.)
In fact, were taken up) in’ the same manner, ©
the:house was a great levee, with the»! andthe! vocalists on ‘the
ட were?
people:admitted பட் a share in:of<) again obliged’
to pause. “We say."on!

fering respect:to their Sovereign) as theistage,:for
at intervals’
the’ whole®
The play was Tnelfth Night: At house! lent ‘their voices toswell the”

பர மட மறன
the ‘clamour,
in’ loyal and patriotic:strain) During the’
consequence
of the crushing
in the pit, progress
of the’ pantomime,
the risibie”
| was soloud that the players: were ob-* lity-of-his’Majesty’
was strongly exeis?

liged:to pause; but the noise.eventus» tedoby:the:drolleriés of Grimaldi,
and

t

yquo0g of கலய
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-eupied
would

by persons who,
it was known,
ee his Majesty in a loyal

manner. With respect to Drury-lane,

we can produce several persons who

97

and who have seized the first opportunity that was afforded them, of manifesting that love, ina way which is an-

nihilation to the hopes of a base and
desperate faction, who have been toil.
ing these six months to produce a yery
there, except about half-a-dozenorange different state of popular feeling.”
women. The whole of those who fill7th.— Tuesday’s Gazette contains
ed the pit, came in by the pay doors, loyal addresses to his Majesty, from the
as on other nights. With respect to- freeholders and other inhabitants of
Covent-garden, though we do not yet
Clapham, Surrey ; from the mayor,
know the fact so decisively, we have aldermen, freemen, &c. of the borough
no doubt we shall be enabled to make of Helleston, Cornwall; from the
the same undeniable assertion in its mayor, bailiffs, burgesses, &c.of Northfavour. One fact, however, we do ampton ; from the inhabitants of the
know ; that persons applied for places town and neighbourhood of Alcester,

looked into the pit when the doors
were opened, and not a person was

in the

boxes,

who,

it was

certainly

known, would not be among the least
vehement, in the expressions of their

loyalty and attachment, and they applied in vain. To what a desperate
state the haters of loyalty must be reduced, when they can venture upon
_

statements such as these,—statements,
which almost every one who reads
them, is able to deny, from his own

knowledge of their fabricated.charac-

BE

| ter.

It is worth

while,

too, to ob-

serve the sort of testimony upon which
the Zimes founds its assertions. It begins’ by stating, that it will mention
© some facts which have come to their
knomledge,and circumstances that have
passed under their observation, &c.,
yet, each of its ¢ facts,’ as they are
called, and each of its ¢ circumstances,’
are introduced thus—* we are assured
that persons,’ &c., * we are also in-

formed that two of the city magis-

trates,’ &c., and ‘ we have reasons for
believing,’ &c.

These are what the

Times calls * facts’ and ‘ circumstances’
thathave passed under its ‘ own obserwation’ Miserable task ! To be hunting through all the tortuous paths of

Warwickshire ; from the gentlemen,
clergy, farmers, &c. of the parishes of
Boxford, Assington, Milden, and Groton, in the hundred of Babergh, Suffolk ; from the inhabitants of the roy-.

al burgh of Stirling; from the provost, magistrates, and town council of

the royal burgh of Elgin; from the
loyal and independent Grand Lodge
of Ancient Druids of the town of Not~

tingham; from the rector, curate,
churchwardens, overseers, and inhabi-

tants of the parish of Wold, Northamptonshire; from the magistrates,
clergy, and inhabitants of Wellington,

Somersetshire ; from the provost, ma=

gistrates, and council of Paisley ; from
the minister, churchwardens, and inhabitants of the parish of Much Wenlock, Salop; from the mayor, alder=
men, freemen, and inhabitants of the
borough’ of East Looe, and the clergy
and inhabitants of the

parish of St

Martins, near Looe, Duloe, and Talland, Cornwall ; from the magistrates,
clergy, gentry, and inhabitants of the
town and neighbourhood of Bradford,
Wiltshire ; from the patrons, the pre-

jectures—and for what ? To traduce,

sident, vice-president, chaplain, and
members of the Derbyshire loyal True
Blue Club; from the ‘inhabitants. of

to degrade, and vilify a loyal, noble-

the division of Wrington, comprising

malignant surmise, and wretched con-

minded people, who love their King,
VOL. XIV. PART Il.

the hundreds of Wintersoke, Bempம

க்
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ரிகா,

stone, and Brent-cum-Wrington, So-

men, gentlemen, clergy, and freehold.

mersetshire ; from the high sheriff and

ers of the county of Cork; fromthe
corporationand inhabitantsof the town

freeholders of the county of Denbigh ;
from the bishop, dean, archdeacon, ru-

ral deans, prebendaries, and parochial

¢

and borough of Clonakilty, and its
neighbourhood; from the portreeye,

burgesses, and freemen of the corpo.
ration of [rishtown, Kilkenny; from
the noblemen, clergy, gentlemen, and
the ministers and elders of the presby- - freeholders of the county of Leitrim 5
from the nobility, clergy, gentry, and
tery of Biggar ; from the citizens and
freeholders of the countyof Longford;
inhabitants of Rochester; from the
from the noblemen, gentlemen, clerg: .
vicar, churchwardens, and inhabitants
and freeholders of the county of Wick,
of the parish of Bampton, Oxfordlow; from the corporation of shoe«
shire; from the mayor, bailiffs, burgesses, éc. of the borough of Clifton makers of the city of Dublin, or guild

clergy of the diocese of Chichester ;

from the sub-dean and prebendaries of
the cathedral church of Durham; from

town and borough

of Plympton-Earle,

Devonshire ; from the landholders, tenants, and others, of Eecles, in the

county of Berwick;

from the free-

of the corporation of apothecaries
of

the city of Dublin ; from the govern.
ors, gentlemen, clergy, and freehold-

ers resident within the parishes of Baltinglass,

Ballynure,

Donoughmore,

Donard, Killranalagh, Kiltegan, and
Stratford on Slaney, and parts of the
parishes of Dunlavin, Hacketstown,
-and Timolin, in the county of Wick-

holders, justices of the peace, heritors,
clergy, &c. of the stewartry of Ork-

low ; from the bishop, archdeacon,
and

ney; from the freeholders and inhabitants of the parish of Marlborough,

Llandaff; from the nobility, gentry,
clergy, and freeholders of the county

with the town of Salcombe, Devonshire ; from the mayor, aldermen, ca-

pital burgesses, &c. of the borough of

of Salop ; from the high sheriff, nobility, magistrates, gentry, clergy, and
freeholders of the county of Flint;

Sudbury, Suffolk; from the sovereign,
burgesses, freemen, &c. of the town

freeholders of the county of Armagh.

chapter, and clergy of the diocese’ of

from the nobility, gentry, clergy, and

of Kinsale, and its liberties ; from the
gentlemen, clergy, &c. of the town
and vicinity of Ballymoney, in the

— An alarming fire broke’ out in
the’ still-house at Sunbury distillery,
near Edinburgh.
The whole was so

county of Antrim; from the county
of Tyrone; from the nobility, clergy,

instantly in flame, that the roof fell in

gentry, and freeholders,
of the county
of Kilkenny ; from the gentry, clergy,
&c. of the town of Burren, in the

matufactory being fortunately sepa
rate from the rest, the fire was got

county of Clare ; from the inhabitants

of the town of Dunmanway and its
neighbourhood; from: the -nobility,
clergy, gentlemen, ‘aad freeholders-of

the Queen's County ; from the noble-

|
=

master, wardens, and brethren of the
corporation of tanners, Dublin; from
the master, wardens, and commonalty

ee

cons, chancellor, and clergy of the diocese of Winchester ; and the warden,
fellows, and masters of St Mary, Winton College; from the nobility, gentry, clergy, and freeholders of the
county:of Derby; from the mayor,
recorder, bailiff, burgesses, &c, of the

of the Blessed Virgin Mary ; from the

almost immediately.

This part of the

under without spreading farther. An
unfortunate accident occurred “up
this occasion.
Some people had sta-

‘tioned ‘themselves on a very ‘slight
‘scaffolding; which, after some’ tirie,
“pave ‘way, and six” individuals’ were

ar

' Dartmouth Hardness; from the bishop, dean, and prebendaries, archdea-
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precipitated to the ground, from a
considerable height—falling in a cluster upon each other on a very rough

piece of ground, four of them were se.
verely hurt.
The premises belong to
Messrs J. Haig and Son, and are fully

' insured in the Sun Fire Office.
~
— Anextraordinary case of suicide
has occurred in Italy : A Frenchman,
Louis Cantre, of Nantes, has projected
himself into the crater of Vesuvius. A
memorandum has been found of his
deliberate intention so to do.

16th—A fine steam vessel was
launched from the building-yard of
Messrs R.and A. Carswell, Greenock,
intended to ply between Leith and
London, and to call at some of the in-

termediate ports.
Mountaineer,

She is called the

and is a very strong as

well as an elegantly built vessel—is
104: feet keel, and will be propelled by
two engines, each of 40-horse power,

constructed by Mr Napier of Glasgow.
The Mountaineer is intended to com-

mence

running by the beginning of

April, and promises
to be a great.ac-

commodation to travellers between the

capitals of the two kingdoms,
as it is
expected, from the fine form of the
vessel, and immense power

of the en-

gines, that the passage will be accomplished, on an average, in the short
space of 60 hours.
pert
i
. 19th.—A duel, attended with fatal

consequences, and which has made.a
great, sensation, in, the literary, world,

r

-ed in the London Magazine, discuss-

ing the conduct and management of

Blackwood’s Magazine, and regarded

by Mr Lockhart as offensive to his
feelings, and injurious to his honour.

Mr Christie, as the friend of Mr Lock-

hart, waited upon Mr Scott, to de~
mand an explanation of the articles in
question, and in fact to require a pub-

lic apology for matter, which he considered personally offensive to himself,

or such other satisfaction as a gentleman was entitled to. This interview
led to others, as well as.to a corres

spondence, in which much warmth was
expressed.
‘To prevent misapprehension of what

had occurred, Mr Scott published his
statement of the transactions to which

he had been a party. This was followed by a statement on the part of Mr
Lockhart, which was followed by a
second statement from the pen of Mr
Scott, in which

he treated the con-

duct of Mr Lockhart with great asperity, and defended the course which
he had pursued with considerable

warmth, Then followed a counterstatement from Mr Christie, which,

-we lament to say, led to the event we
are about to describe. In this counterstatement, Mr Christie applied, as

from himself, epithets to Mr Scott,
that he could not, consistently with

his own feelings asa gentleman, suffer

to pass with impunity. .He, in con~

‘sequence, 88 soon, asthe statement

meton
his eye, proceeded
was, fought,
on Friday, evening, the in. questi
A6th, February, -in,.a. field between with his friend Mr.Patmore'to Mr
028 lodgings, and demanded an apo~
Chalk
Farm
ட்டம்
tea
“Hill, inthe. vicinity of London...
Thihe ogy,.or, instant satisfaction. Mr C.
expressed his
Parties in, this: unhappy, conflict, wer refused the former,lossand
of time; லம்
‘Me John Scott, the, avowed.¢ Oke! ee
attersinoy Sia motig Yin slid AG"
jthe London Magazine,.and Mr Chrisப்ர அர்த தாவ வம்
Hie, a friendof the supposed conductor
of
Blackwood’s. Magazine—Mr John Alley it,,was agreed that! they should

Gibson Lockhart,.of Edinburgh... aneet, «with, agrlittle delay:as possible, Phe, original,
cause) of, quarrel, be- atChalk Farm,and thither they றா௦tween, these, gentlemen,
had its risen ‘ceeded, as.already stated;:at nine: 0?~
a series of three articles which appear- clock the same night. Mr Scott was

7
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attended by his friend Mr Patmore,
and by Mr Pettigrew, a medical gentleman of Spring Gardens. The moon
shone with brightness, so that the party had a full opportunity of seeing
each other, and, having taken their
ground, they fired two shots together.
The result of the second fire was fatal
to Mr Scott, who received his antago-

nist’s ball in his groin, and fell. Every assistance which the circumstances”
would permit was afforded him, and he
was conveyed on a shutter to Chalk

[Maroy

hit me then if he liked. After the piss
tols were reloaded, and: every thing
ready for a second fire, Mr Trail call.

ed

your

out—* Now,
aim,

and

Mr

do

Christie, take

not

throw

away

your advantage, as you did last time?
I called out immediately, © What!
did not Mr Christie fire at me?’ I was
answered by Mr Patmore, ‘ You must
not speak ; ’tis now of no use to talk;

you have nothing now for it but fis
ring.” The signal was immediately
given, we fired, and I fell.”” Deceased

Farm ‘Tavern, where he was laid ona
Mr
bed in an almost hopeless state.

expressed himself satisfied with Mr
Christie’s conduct, whom he described as very kind to him after he was —

then retired.
Mr Scott was never in a condition
to be removed from the tavern to
which he was carried, and lingered

wounded,
Mr T. J. Pettigrew, the surgeon,
who had attended Mr Scott to the
field, after describing the nature of the

Christie and his second,

Mr

Trail,

until Tuesday the 27th, when he died.

MARCH.

dressed Mr Scott, and expressed a wish

. question, referred in his testimony to

a memorandum which he made of what
Mr Scott, re-

ferring to his wound on Saturday
morning, between nine and ten o'clock,
said, “ This ought not to have taken
place; I suspect some great mismanagement—there was no occasion for
asecond fire.””? After a short pause, he
proceeded—“ All I required from Mr
Christie was a declaration that he
meant no reflection on my character.
This he refused, and the meeting became inevitable.
On the field Mr C.
behaved well ; and, when all was ready

for the first fire, he called out—* Scott,
ou must not stand there; I see your
ead above the horizon;

an advantage.’

you

give me

I believe he could have

“that he had been in Mr Scott’s situation, rather than Mr Scott should

have been wounded

by him’?

Mr

Scott then said, ‘ Whatever may be
the issue of this case, I beg you all to
bear in remembrance, that every thing
has been fair and honourable.” Wit.
ness being asked if he did not hearit
said on the ground by Mr Christie,
that he had fired down the field? te-

—

plied,—** Mr Christie said, * Why was

I permitted to fire a second time? I
discharged my pistol down the field
before; I could dono more.’ ”” These
expressions were made, in consequence
of some altercation which took place
between the seconds. Mr Christie took
Mr Scott by the hand after he was
wounded, and witness

desired him to

stand away, Mr Scott being at that

time about to faint. Mr Patmore stated to witness some days after the occurrence,

that if Mr Christie and his

friend had agreed that he should not
retutn Mr Scott’s fire, Mr Christies

|
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ist.—A Coroner’s Inquest was held
upon Mr Scott’s body ; and the evidence of the physician who attended
him during his illness was laid before
them. Dr G. Darling, the person in
Mr Scott said to him.

wound, stated that Mr Christie asked

him what he thought of the wound.
He replied, he feared it was mortal, in
the hearing of Mr Scott ; when he ad.

Marcu. |

friend was bound,
have communicated
duct pursued by Mr
he (Mr Patmore)
rant.
The Jury, after

CHRONICLE:
after the fire, to
to him the con-~
Christie, of which
was entirely ignodeliberating about

half an hour, returned a verdict of.
Wilful Murder against Mr Christie,
Mr Trail, and Mr Patmore. The co-

roner accordingly issued his warrant
for their apprehension. It is said the
parties will deliver themselves up in
due time to take their trials.
5th. — WuirnHaLy. — Yesterday
morning, soon after one o'clock, died,
at the age of twelve weeks, her High-

ness Elizabeth, only daughter of his
Royal Highness the Duke of. Clarence, to the great grief of his Majesty, and of all the royal family.— Lon-

don Gazette.
10th.—F uNERAL oF THE PRINCESS
Exizazetu.—This morning, ata quarter past seven, the coffin was put into

a coach and six belonging to his Majesty, in which were two gentlemen of
the Duke’s household, and set off for
Windsor.
Only one mourning coach
and six followed. The procession was
escorted by a detachment of the 10th
hussars. The procession reached Windsor Chapel shortly after two o’clock,
and the body was buried with the usual
solemnities in the royal vault.
11th.—This morning, Robert Dalrymple, Esq. a gentleman of : distin=
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readera the evidence which «as taken
before the Coroner. "There were about
eighteen Jurymen present, and most of
them were private friends of the de=
ceased.
Richard Hollet, butler to the dea

ceased, had lived

with

him

sixteen

years ; he was pretty well in health,
during the last month, excepting the
last two or three days, during’ which

time he was low and desponding.
About six weeks ago the deceased
was unwell, and his spirits. were great-

ly depressed.

He

rose on

morning

his

usual

about

Sunday

hour,

and

breakfasted ; he was a very short time at his breakfast ; indeed, lately he had

secluded himself very much—had remained in his dressing-room longer
than he formerly did, and as soon as
he had taken his meals, left the table
in haste, not seeming to enjoy his food.
On Sunday morning, about half past

eleven o'clock, he (witness) was waite
ing for the deceased to go to church,
and expecting his bell to ring; he stopped in the hall to open the door and
let him out, and was alarmed at the
report

of a pistol, and at the noise

caused by something falling.

He ran

to the deceased’s room, and in a small

cabinet adjoining his dressing-room,
he found him lying on his back, grasps
ing with his right hand a large pistol;
the place was filled with smoke, and

petty, residing, when in town, at No.
5, Manchester-square, having taken

the contents of the pistol had entered
his head on the right side, which was
bleeding, and reerblythatlarel
He
alarmed the family, and raised the deceased’s head till a surgeon came, who
arrived almost immediately; the de-

delirium, with a large pistol, blew out

ceased was unable

guished family and most extensive probreakfast, and dressed himself for the
purpose of going to church, ina fit of
his brains in his dressing-room.
Information of the circumstance was sent

‘to Mr

Stirling, the Coroner, and on

Monday night a Jury was impanelled

at the deceased’s house, and the affair

was kept as private as possible. We
are, however, able to lay before our

to speak, though

he raised his arms up and down several times, and seemed in the most exe

cruciating agony.

He expired at half

past two on Sunday afternoon.
The Rey. Thomas Wright, rector

of a place in Bucks, deposed, that he
had known the deceased for 19 years.

©
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In September last, he went into the
country with him, and spent six weeks.
The deceased took his gun on purpose
to shoot, but he was so depressed in
his spirits, that he could take no recreation, nor join in the sports of the

field. ‘The great change in his dispo-

sition was the subject of conversation
and surprise among his friends, for he

was before that time the life and spirit

of the company.

‘He afterwards sel-

dom joined in the company, but secluded himself, and frequently was ob-

served to ejaculate * Oh God!” and

to mutter in an extraordinary manner

REGISTER,

1821.

[Mancn.

noblemen and gentleme
were present,
n,

to give evidence if required, but it Wall

|

thought unnecessary to examine them,
The deceased has left an income of
10,0001. per annum.

At

rymple

F

the age of twenty, Mr Dalmarried

his first cousin, Miss

Browning, the grand-daughter of a
gentleman of property, residing near
Epsom, in Surrey. To this lady he
was most affectionately attached ; but

before they had been married twelve
months,

she died

of a decline.

His

grief for the loss of this young lady

no

is not to be described, and there is
little doubt but that his excessive melancholy for her loss (although after ~

for he was a most pious and amiable’
man when in his proper senses, and
would have been the last man to have
committed such an act, if he had not
been bereft of his reason.
|

was the cause of his lamentable death. |
He has been often observed to gaze on
her picture for hours together, and at

in

self-communication.

He

had

doubt of the deceased being deranged,

General Pointz

deposed,

that ‘he

was the intimate friend of the deceased, who was a most amiable character, and truly religious. ‘He had regularly attended church, and partaken
of the sacrament with him. He had
known him since 1796. He had been
in a nervous state, and his mind was at

times so absent, that, when questions
were put to him, he gave no direct answers, but sighed deeply, and appeared dejected.
‘The Jury took a view of the corpse ;

it was lying in the same position as
when first seen

by the butler;

the

pistol lay on the ground by the de-

eeased’s side, who, before he shot himself, had attired himself in an elegant

suit of clothes.

Some of the Jury ex-

pressed doubts of the deceased bein g

ina state of lunacy. After some discussion the following verdict was recorded :—‘“* The deceased caused his
own death by shooting himself with a

'_ pistol, being at the time in a state of
temporary derangement.”
Lord Robert Seymour, and several

the lapse of more than twenty years,)

last has been heard to exclaim—* QO.
God! what a loss I’ve had !”’ He always wore her miniature in his bosom,
and in his will he ordered, that whenever he died, his’ body should be opened, and that the miniature of his wife
should be tied round his heart, which
has been done,
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BENEFACTIONS.—

The late’ Mr James Hayes, of Great
Surrey-street, Blackfriars Road, London, has, by his will, left the follow-

Ing extensive charitable donations, viz,
1.300 bank stock to Bethlem Hospie!
L.10,000 three per cents to Christ's
Hospital, to be distributed in annuities of
L,10 each, to blind persons, according
to

the late Mr Hetherington’s deed.

1.10,000 ditto to Christ’s Hospital, for
the general uses of the charity.
1.5000 ditto to the London Hospital.

1.5000 ditto to St Luke’s Hospital for’

Lunatics.

att

1.5000 ditto to the Deaf and Dumb

Charity.

1.5000 ditto to the School for Indigent

Blind.
Sa
1.5000 ditto to the National Society.

CHRONICLE..
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-| £4000 ditto to the parish of Barking,
in Essex.

|

3

1.1000 ditto to the parish of Little Ilford, Essex.
அ
1.1000 ditto to the parish of St Gabriel,
Fenchurch Street.
1.2000 ditto to the parish of Christchurch, Surrey.
1.5000 ditto to the Corporation of Sick
and Maimed Seamen, in the merchants’
service.

1,200 to the poor, of the Company of
Glass-sellers. And
ழ்
:
1.100 to the poor of Allhallows Staining, Mark Lane.
ம்
:
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on the top of the mash-house, destroy=
ed the roof. No serious mischief happened in the neighbourhood, although
the bricks and fragments were thrown
a considerable distance. Many miraculous escapes were made; in particular one, where a safety-valve fell
‘through the roof of a small tenement,
at a distance of from 200 to 300 yards,
in which a woman had momentarily
quitted the spot on which it lodged.

The names of the unfortunate men
who were killed, are William Falconer

and Hugh M‘Kay, both of whom have
left widows, the former seven, and the

latter six children. |

தட்டார்
Ist-—An inquisition was taken at
Eton, before the coroner for the dis-

trict, at the Christopher Arms, opposite the:college, on the body of Mr Angerstein, a promising youth of seventeen years, the son of J. J. Angerstein, Esq. M. P. It appeared in evidence, that the deceased was pursuing
his studies at Eton College. On 'Tues-

day last he went ina small skiff on the
Thames, and rowed about two miles
* below Windsor bridge, when he dropped one of his oars into the water $ in
leaning over to recover it, he fell into
the river. No assistance being at hand,

10th.—The great number of steam
vessels which are about to be employed from the port of Leith, present a
gratifying proof of the enterprizing
spirit of the age. T'wo steam packets,
upwards of 400 tons each, with 100

horse power, are now almost ready for
sea, to be employed between London
and Leith,

They are intended entirely

for passengers, and are to have upwards
of 100 beds. It is calculated they, will
make the passage in sixty hours, independent of wind and tide. One of

them,

the City

of Edinburgh,

was

launched on Saturday the 31st ultimo,

from Wigram and Green’s yard, Black-

wall, and went off in grand style, being the largest steam vessel ever built
before any one could reach the spot, in Great, Britain; and the other, of
equal size, will be ready in a few days.
he had’ sunk to rise. no: more.
The
body was not found for some days; These vessels, we learn, will cost up=
but a reward of 100). being offered wards of 1..20,000 each?
— On Thursday the 5th instant, a
for it, the fishermen found it and conbeautifal steam packet was launched
veyed it to Eton.
:
9d.—This evening, about. six o’- at Perth, intended to establish a more
clock, a high pressure steam-boiler at. rapid communication between Leith
This is
and the north of Scotland.
Lochrin distillery, Edinburgh, burst
with a tremendous explosion, by which the longest vessel ever known to have

two of the workmen were killed in+
stantaneously. A gentleman from the
‘country, who was viewing the premises, also received some little injury.
Part of the boiler was thrown a distance of 50 or 60 yards, which, falling

been built in the Tay, and the largest
steam boat ever built in Scotland. She
is 198 feet in length, 40 feet in breadth,
coppered in the bends, with head,

quarter galleries, and is to be propelled by two

engines,

40-horse

power
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93d.—This day being St George’s.

day, and that appointed for the celebration of his Majesty’s birth-day, the
same was very generally celebrated
throughout

the country,

with every

demonstration of loyalty and attachment to his Majesty’s person. The
proceedings at Edinburgh and Glasgow, on the occasion, were of a very
boisterous nature, and have been at-

tended with lamentable consequences.
In the former city, one boy was killed,

and another dangerously wounded, by
the bursting of fire-arms, besides many
minor casualties. A number of vagabonds

insulted and pelted the soldiers

who had fired a few-de-joie in honour
of the occasion, and porters’ baskets
were thrown into the midst of the
band.
Some volunteers were so annoyed, that they were obliged to turn
round and attack the mob, which they
did with the butt-end of their muskets,

105.

After some delay the dragoons were
reinforced, and then proceeded to dis.

perse the mob, endeavouring to avoid
injuring any one.

In the course of

their evolutions, a large party of the

mob, men; women, and children, tum-<
bled over each other, and the cries of
distress were dreadful. Many attempt»
ed to escape over the woaden bridge,
which they blocked up by the pressure, and broke down by their weight,

and a mingled mass fell into the water; and, though it was too shallow

to drown them, many limbs were bro-=

ken, and other injuries sustained by
the fall. The police-officers, under
the direction of the magistrates, re=
scued the sufferers, and took them to

the infirmary, and other places of refuge. Twenty-six are enumerated with

broken limbs, and smaller hurts to a

larger amount.

One man died

as soon as he was got out of the

almost

wa-

and gave and received many bruises. ter. A boy was shot in the brain, and
They succeeded in carrying eight or a girl in the eye, by pistols wantonly
nine prisoners to the police-office. A fired in the streets by the populace.
few panes of glass were broken by a
30th.—Saturday the 28th being the
mob of sailors in the evening, who anniversary of the birth-day of the late
brought one of the land-waiters’ boxes Lord Viscount Melville, the foundafrom Leith in procession, and then tion of the Monument erecting to his
burnt it. In Glasgow, squibs and memory in the centre of St Andrew’s
rockets rendered the streets danger- Square, Edinburgh, by the royal na- —
ous. About nine in the evening, the vy and marines of the United Empire,
populace set two tar-barrels on fire op- was laid by Admiral Sir David Milne,
posite the gaol, and supplied the bon- K.C.B. and Admiral Otway, com‘fire with all the paling and other com- mander-in-chief, assisted by other nabustibles they could seize. The po- val officers. An appropriate prayer
lice-officers in vain tried to stop these was offered up on the occasion by the
depredations. A small party of the very Reverend Principal Baird. The
5th dragoon guards were equally un- current coins of the realm, an Almasuccessful. The magistrates next came nack, and several newspapers, were de=
with a party of the 41st foot, but with posited ina crystal bottle, hermetino better effect. They were attacked cally sealed ; as also an appropriate inwith sticks and stones, and some of scription in Latin, on the one side of
them severely wounded. The Lord a plate of gold, and an English trans- _
Provost and the gaoler were cut on lation of it on the other side. There
the head, and several gentlemen near was deposited at the same time, and
them received hurts. Not one of the in the same manner, a plate of silver,
dragoonsescaped without injury, which with the names of the committee of
they bore with exemplary patience. management inscribed upon it. This
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structure is to be an exact representa- miser
tion of the celebrated column of Tra-

victims

1821.

CAran,,

they
have saved many. of ity
from impending ruin,

jan at Rome, and must consequently.
Arrica.—It had been long |
prove highly ornamental to the splen-. resolved, in the council of theB
that a strong squadron shouldber
did metropolis of Scotland.
- —Recently, thetownof Whitehaven | at the beginning
of the spring to
sai]
from the port of the Goletta, to cruise
‘wasthrownintoastate ofextremeagita- tion, when it was generally known that. in the Mediterranean, and to plunder

the inflammable air in the colliery behind the North Wall,

called William.

Pitt, had suddenly caught fire, carrymg

‘the Christian vessels which might fal]
in its way. Nothing had been ne.
glected that could insure the success

Th
death and destruction to almost every, . of this formidable enterprize.
squadron consisted of nine vessels, wel
living creature’ within the range
of its
“i
explosion, Six men, two boys, three ‘equipped, and provided with ey
cessary, and with numerous well
girls, and five horses, fell victims to
ciplined crews. The brass cannon (வ
_ the fury of the blast’; and three:more
to mention those of iron) amounted
to
pitmen were so severely scorched and
wounded, that, we sincerely regret to 300. The 5th of this month all the
vessels were assembled in the harbour
state, but faint hopes are entertained
eir recovery.- ‘Uhisshocking ca-» of the Goletta ; the 6th was fixed for
putting to sea. .The Bey, already de.
phe, we know, from undoubted.
:

ty, is not attributable to neglect
or want of judgment on the part
-of the stewards or over-men, but was.
‘occasioned solely by the imprudence
of one of the workmen, who, in order
the more readily to finda pick which

he had. mislaid, unfortunately opened
his safety-lamp, The poor man lived
long enough

to acknowledge

his er-

vouring in imagination the riches of
Christendom, set out from the Bardo,
(the name of the Bey’s palace) and
beheld with barbarous pleasure the

various manoeuvres which the squadron
performed in his presence. — This re-

view being ended, the vessels received
orders to sail the following day. But
in the night between the 5th and 6th,

‘ror, and to repent his temerity.—Car- , a violent tramontane wind suddenly
isle Journal.
closed the mouth of the harbour, and
_ Hovusrzrss Poor.—The doors of increasing in violence and fury dunng |
this institution are now closed for the

the 6th, 7th, and 8th, raised the waves

of the sea, and sunk and totally de.
-it has been-open, 440 women and stroyed that formidable flotilla. The
children, and 769 men, have been shel- ‘tremendous tempest did not leave any
‘tered, and about 50,600 meals distri- time to guard against it; ail the ma.
buted. A considerable number of per- riners, crews, and soldiers, perished,
‘sons haye received permanent. relief, and on the 9th, the sea still agitated,
shewed to the astonished spectators)
-and many have been placed in situaseason. During the seventy-seven days

tions of obtaining a livelihood;

some

the broken masts and

sails, and the

have been removed to their respective . floating corpses, as monuments of its
parishes and counties, and others re- fury. The Bey saw the flower of his,
navy and his army vanish before his
‘stored to their friends’ under circumstances of great interest.
Thus those, eyes. Three thousand men were subwho have benevolently contributed to merged in this dreadful hurricane. It
‘this society, have the gratification of seems that the storm discharged its
greatest rage on the ships of the barreflecting, that in sheltering houseless

|
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‘Maisons de Sante ; and they have been

gentlemen was held yesterday at the

adopted in Russia, Sweden, and othe,

Thatched

countries, with much success.

House Tavern, St James’s

Street, for the purpose of establishing
an “ Asylum for the Recovery of
Health.”
At twelve o’clock, J. Holland, Esq.the treasurer, in the absence of his
Royal Highness the Duke of York,

Several gentlemen addressed the
meeting, as to the organization of the
society, and it appeared, that, during
the last year, 817/. 17s. had been sub. |

scribed; and the donations of yearly |
subscribers amounted to 1072 1.

(who was prevented attending by urgent public business, ) took the chair,

Among the subscribers we noticed the
names of the Duke of York; Princess

and addressed the meeting in an able
speech on the objects of the society,

Augustus, the Duke of Cambridge,
the Duke of Rutland, and a long list
of distinguished personages,
A number of eminent medical gen.

which appear to be the erecting an

asylum for those persons who, from
a sense of delicacy, acquired from a

tlemen

have

offered

their

gratuitous

good education, and the habit of better days, or from honest feelings of

services, and been accepted,

independence, would be
ing into hospitals, and
submit to the effects of
‘and protracted illness.

entered into, the meeting adjourned,

circumstances,

averse to gowould rather
severe disease
Under these

it is the intention

of

the society, that an asylum should be
provided,

which, without

wounding

“any feelings of delicacy or independence,

might afford

relief to the sick

families of respectable artisans, to fe-

After

several resolutions

99th—A

fatal accident

1)

had been
happened

from an explosion of fire damp ina
coal mine,

at Seraing, near Leige, in

the kingdom of the Netherlands,
Micha,

a

master

M.

miner, having de.

scended to a part of the works 951

ells deep, proceeded with twenty-six
workmen to follow the course of anew
vein. They had not gone far, whena

and

slight detonation was heard, and a mi-

well-educated persons reduced by the

nute afterwards, a second very violent

casualties of life. For, besides lodging
and diet, they would have the benefit

one, and

‘males living on narrow

incomes,

of experienced nurses, and medicinal
aid of the first quality, and from the

most eminent doctors. Another important object of the establishment will
be the receiving persons afflicted with

at the same

time almost the

whole of the gallery fell in with a
dreadful crash. ‘The retreat of the
workmen being thus cut off, an attempt was made to remove the earth

|

that had fallen in, but this was found
impracticable, as fresh stones and earth
protracted disease, and requiring for
continued to descend as fast as the
their cure perhaps a year’s confine- ruins were cleared away. It was rex
Ment, or more, to their beds, and con- ‘ quisite, therefore, to open a new way
ly improper cases for public through the solid stratum, which could
்
als, where they would occupy not be accomplished till after fortythe room of numbers who might be five hours’ incessant labour. ‘This new

din the same time. Divine ser-

wiceby the
will also be regularly performed

passage was

conducted with great

judgment, for it led to the precise spot

domestic chaplain. It was sta- “where the accident had happened;
twenty-three of the workmen were
posed one have been successfully car- found, but unhappily all quite dead.
nied
on in France, under the name of “The four others had not been found:

ted, that establishments like the pro-

ர்
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Cuddie returned no answer, and another messenger was dispatched
to him
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of the most painful kind, that we are
called upon to lay before our readers

gome circumstances connected with the
melancholy event which took place on
the 22d

instant

at Winster,

in this

county. Various and contradictory,
false and injurious reports are in circulation respecting the transaction to
which we are alluding; nor is it easy,
in the present agitated state of the
public mind upon this subject, to gain

accurate information on all the particular circumstances connected with it.

se

For

this reason,

as well as with

the

desire not to prejudge a question which
must soon receive a judicial decision,

we shall, as briefly as possible, narrate

a few facts which we have
to collect from the different
circulating throughout the
Mr Cuddie, a Scotchman

been able
statements
county.
by birth,

was formerly a surgeon in the navy,

and came about four years ago to reside at Winster, where he began to
practise his profession. An attachment had subsisted for sometime before
his death, between

himself and

Miss

Brittlebank, the daughter of an eminet solicitor in the same town, and as
she was ina delicate state of health,

|
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he had frequent opportunities of see-

ing her in his medical capacity.

Mr

Cuddie’s attentions to this lady met
with the decided disapprobation of her

on the same errand the following
morning, who was informed by Mr

Cuddie, that he should not meet Mr
W. Brittlebank, and therefore should
not reply to his note. In consequence
of this, Mr Spencer, a surgeon, residing at Bakewell, a friend,
as we are
informed, of both the parties, was sent

for by Mr W. Brittlebank. He came,
and about three o’clock in the after=
noon, Mr William and Mr Francis
Brittlebank, accompanied by Mr Spen
cer, proceeded to Mr Cuddie’s house.

They were here joined by Mr Andrew
Brittlebank ; when Mr Spencer, going
into the house, informed Mr Cuddie,
that he must either make some apo-=
logy to Mr W. Brittlebank, or fight.
Tt is stated, but we will not vouch
for the accuracy of this report, that,

in reply, he again declined to do cither the one or the other. Subses
quently, however, he appears to have
consented to give Mr W. Brittlebank
the

satisfaction

he

required;

pistols

were furnished by Mr Spencer to the
parties ; they separated to a distance

of fifteen yards on the gravel walk in
Mr Cuddie’s garden, and, on a 8

being given, they fired.

Mr Cuddie

unhappily received the shot of his antagonist in his bowels, and died the
following day, about one o’clock in
the afternoon.

Caper

ts

whilst walking together, by Mr W.

Mr Gosling, of Chesterfield, acting
as Coroner, in Mr Mander’s absence,
summoned a highly respectable Jury.
to hold their inquest, and a verdict of
* Wilful Murder’? was on Wednesday
returned against Mr Brittlebank’sthree

his sister away, after some harsh words

and also against Mr Spencer.

evening of the same day.

usual sensation throughout the neigh-

family, and it was expressed to him in
the strongest terms.
On Monday, the 21st inst., Mr Cuddie and Miss Brittlebank were met,
Brittlebank, her brother, who took

sons, Andrew,

William, and

Francis,

Mr W.

had been exchanged between himself Brittlebank is not yet in custody, but
So improper indeed the others are now confined in the counand Mr Cuddie.
did the language of Mr Cuddie appear ~ ty gaol.
Such is the outline of this distressto Mr W. Brittlebank, that the latter
sent a challenge to the former on the ing occurrence, whichhascreated an un-.

To this Mr

oThe
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(Cow,

ship. It is Count Bertrand’s
wish, we

ment. ‘Saturday; at. fivein the morn,

the

meer

understand, | ta;reside vin‘England for

ing, no

rio left, St; Helena eleven days after
the Heron, viz..on the 18th of May.

from Longwood were

remainder-of
his lifei, The Rosa-

hours

hopes were entertained of hig’

enue ee

th

as follows :—*

day. signals

madeevery, two

Continues the

The

same’—‘* No alteration,’ &c. until five

Blossom, and Cygnet

tremities are cold,

ships were thus employed:—Vigo
; Brazen,
ver, at, St) He
at the, Cape;
Shearwater
Menai, at-the Mauritiu

|

on the passage thither.

is

1s

The Heron, which conveyed the
official dispatches to government, 18
ordered to be got ready to return im-

mediately to St Helena, with dispatches for Sir Hudson

Lowe

and

Ad-

miral ‘Lambert—it is supposed relative to the withdrawing
of the troops

o'clock, when the signal.was, ¢ His ex.
pulse.”

and scarcely, any

In consequence of which the

admiral, the Marqui

de Montchenu,

( French commissioner, ) andh: aid-de.
camp, repaired immediately’ to! Long. ;
wood House, to witness, it is presa-

med, his approaching fate, which ter.
minated precisely at ten minutes past
six o’clock the same evening,
|

terday afternoon several of us went to

‘¢ Napoleon lay in state on the 6th
and 7th instant, attired in his plain
uniform, with a star on his side, anda
silver cross on his breast, on a small
brass tent bedstead, which he had with
him in most of his campaigns. Under
him was his cloak of blue cloth, em-

Longwood House, where we saw him
' Tying inistate, in his full uniform, with

broidered with silver, that he wore at
the battle of Marengo, which served

the crucifix
on his breast ; his priest
‘stood at the foot of his couch, weep‘ing, in deep mourning ; at the head
stood General Bertrand and Count

after for the pall at his funeral.|, The
room where the corpse! lay: was,small,

and ships from the island.
She is ex-pected to sail to-morrow.??’
1
| The following is an extract froma

letter, dated his Majesty’s ship Vigo,
in St Helena Roads, May 7 :—*< Yes-

Montholon;

similarly employed; but

what particularly claimed our sympa-

thy, was the appearance of Madame

and covered with black cloth. At the
head of the corpse was thealtar, The
priest;
Mareschal
Bertrand, Count
Montholon, and all the servants) were

in attendance; one and all exclaimed,
Bertrand, who was in an-adjoining he was the handsomest conpse they, had
room, weeping bitterly, and whose ever seen, His body is not embalmed,
converse discovered the strength of but his heart is preserved in spirits,!»
her attachment, and her deep regret
»
Napoleon is buried in a very r0for the deceased.) The uniform which mantic spot, situated in a valley, near
he had on was the same which he a place called Hut’s Gate.I here tewore, with all his stars and orders, af- late the cause of his choice. Whenhe
ter the battle of Marengo.”
first arrived, Marshal Bertrand reside
AnotHEr Accounr.—St Helena,
at Hut’s Gate, until
a house’ was
built
\ May \1.—* Napoleon had been un- for him near the ex-emperor’s, who
well a considerable time, and was confined to his bed about forty, days. On
Tuesday, the 2d of May, was the first
‘time we thought. his case to be dan-

gerous.

Wednesday, the 3d, he-got

worse,
Thursday,
his life. waa, de-.
spaired
of. _ Friday, he was somewhat

better, having taken a

little refresh-

frequently visited the general’s family,
and he (Buonaparte) would very often
stroll down to a spring of excellent

water, (considered the best water on
‘the island; ) and order a glass to be

brought that he might drink. Madame
and Marshal Bertrand were always
with him, and he several times said to

ய அர சாராத,
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them) ©Ff it pleases God that I should

idie on this*rock; have me buried on

‘this spot,’ which he pointed out, near
‘the spring, beneath some willow trees.”
SALSA Ds ewe

ave ltd ok

ao

was devoted to persons having the

j
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Lord Great Chamberlain’s an peers”
tickets ; the upper’ was divided into

xo ail) * Tum Coronation.
மத

விடை

bob

blo

| For'some time previous to the 19th
distant, the day appointed for his Ma-

“jesty’s' coronation, ‘extensive prepara‘tions’ had’ been made

in’ Westminster

Halljand Abbey, for the celebration of
this great national ceremony.
“* Westminster’ Hall, so well calculated to display the magnificence of the
of the age in which
‘chivalrous festivals
“it was erected; was fitted up in a style
‘suitable to the occasion. Two tiers of
‘'spacious galleries were erected against

“the ‘eastern and western walls of the
“Hall ; over the principal entrance from
“Palace-yard, an orchestra was con-

‘structineda style of architecture cor-

Syésponding’in design with the noble

The

501146 ‘roof of the building.

‘throne was placed at the southern ex-

otretity
of the b

“pon
a spaciou

ing, and erected
tform, which

ex-

lately occupied by
“the Courts of King’s Bench and Chanஷம் The platform was ascended by
bthree flights’
each extending
across the’ H
he ‘first and’second

_ ‘tended overithe s

mentioned, boxes were fitted up for
the suites of ‘the ‘foreign ‘embassies.
The lower’ gallery'‘on' the east side

from‘ the:area
“son'cloth, andthe’

‘sections, for the public’ departments,

The lower tier at the west side was

appropriated to peeresses* alone, for

about one'third of its length, and the
‘remainder to peers” tickets. The up-

per tier was allotted to different offi-.
cial personages, principally for the

tickets of the Lord Great Chamberlain and Lord Chamberlain. At each
side of the Hall a long dinner table
was placed, with marked seats for the
peers.
From the cantalivers, ornamented with angels bearing shields,
which support the antique roof, gilt

chandeliers were suspended, to shed a

light upon the dining tables.
‘Westminster Abbey.— All the galleries raised in this ancient pile,.as well
as the benches situated: just before
them on the pavement of the aisle,
were covered with scarlet cloth, form.

ing a magnificent prospect to the eye
ik the anal P Within தான் :
swere'the benches on'which the Knights

Commanders of the Bath, the Privy
Councillors, and Knights of the Gar-

ter; not being peers, the Judges, and
different Law Officers of the Crown,

upper flight imme- took their seats during the coronation.
‘rdiately' leading to the table, at the foot “In the centre of the cross was a raised
“ofithe throne, was; as well as the floor
“fitself, covered with a rich: carpet.

On

“the right of the throne, at the east end
of the’ Hall, the box was constructed
ஞி

floor, called the theatre,

and upon it

‘a throne—a magnificent work. The
theatre was under the tower of the Ab; and on a platform of four steps,
bey

efor the
t female
nale branches‘of the Royal- raised in the centre of it, covered with

«(Family admitted
‘to’ the ceremony; at

“cloth of gold, and surrounded by the

“the opposite side, andialso at the royal © ‘richest’ Turkey carpets, stood the coஐ.
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I
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troubles as:seats, which, were|expected:
to: bringithree,guineas, were offered.in,
—
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the mionning of the coronation at 10s. ed
them
Very, good:seats-were,obtained,-at-so. Highs
Towsass7s.oThew orking classes ofthe,
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public-didonot appear-tojtake that in, “aur
ர்
terestiin, the-coronation which,was ex-, the royal

pected. oo The stieets, -and: neighbour
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-eAxdoor-keeper.of sa, superior order
then came forward, andiwas asked by.
Lord Hood, whether any preparations

had)been made for ‘her: Majesty ? He

answered

respectfully: in. the

tive-bsavitea
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nega=

Bwipel
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Abbey church of |Gaint Peter,:Wests
minster, with the rites and ceremonies

accustomed to be observed upon occas

sions of such great and glorious
solemRityathsmat

tedud

paling

sdetbsias

» Lhe Lords Spiritualand; Temporal,

Lond Hood.—Will. your Majesty and his Royal/Highness the. Prince
Leopold of Saxe Cobourg,: were as=
solder Majestysdeclined!
வப
sembled at eight o’clock. in: the;m

enter the Abbey without your ladies?
Lord Hood then said, that‘her Ma-

jesty hadbetter retire to her carriage.
_ dt: was: clear
no provision had been
made for her accommodation.
©.

» Her Majesty assented)

-. Some persons: within the porch of

the Abbey laughed, 'and uttered some
expressions of disrespect.
re
Lord Hood.—We expected to have

met at least with the conduct of gentlemen. Such conduct
is neither manly
nor mannerly. 9 >
(0424-87
அமி
Her Majesty then retired, leaning

ing in the'House of Lords+,Deputy
Garter, the Gentlemen» Usher: of the

‘Black

Rod,’ the ‘trainbeaters »of the

Princes of the Blood Royal, thevat=

tendants» on the Lord High: Steward,

and:on. the Lord. Chancellor,:Lord
High Constable, Earl Marshal, and
Lord Chamberlain:of the Household,

and, the Gentlemen; Ushers, of the

White and Green: Rods, in thespace

below the bar; the Gentlemen:of the
Privy Chamber, the Attorney and

504

licitor-General, Serjeantsat Law, Mason Lord Hood’s arm, and followed by ters in Chancery, the Tod Mayes AL
Lady Hood and Lady Hamilton, She Berens Recorder;
and Sheriffs of Lonwas preceded by constables back to
on, the King’s Chaplains having: digthe platform, over which
she returned
Mities, and me ‘six Clerks hi
in the; Painted, Chamber; the -Viceentered her carriage; and’was driven
off,amidst reiterated shouts of applause Chamberlain, Treasurer, and.Comptroller of the Household,
the Marquis
and disapprobations;s)
9) 4)
Her Majesty was dressed in: white,
and. had on herhead a.cap orbandéau,

of Londonderry; KG 5)'the Register
of the Order of the! Garter,
the Jord

with:a) large: plume: of white ostrich
feathers; she appeared in ‘full health,
and returned ‘the: congratulations. of
the public: bybowing: to! them in. the
most gracious manner.*s% +
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oy The following account of the procession, the ceremonial of the coronation, and the banquet, was published

in a supplement to the London: Gawettes nda ParAn இடற] முரி
» Heralds? Colleze,, Thursday, Juli
19;

1821.
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i He

Wednesday evening repaired toy:the
residence of the Speaker
of the:House
of Commons, where he remained during

the night, was this day crowned inithe

Master of the’ Rolls, the Vice-Chan-

cellor; the Lord Chief Justice of the

Common Pleas, the!Lord. Chief Baron; the rest of the Judges,
and the

Privy Councillors,
not being Peers,

and the Clerks of the Councilin Ordinary, in the chamber formerly called

the» Ptince’s Chamber; or! Robing-

Room,nearthe
former House of Lords;

the Knights’ Grand Crosses and. the

‘Knights Commanders of the Order
of
the Bath, and the Officers
of the said

Orde#, in the chamber formerly the

‘House of Lords ;) the trainbearers of
his: Majesty, the Master and Groom

ofithe Robes, in‘his Majesty's Robing

‘Chamber,
nearthe south entrance into
WestminstersHall; the’ Lords. and
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house. His: Majesty, however,
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was evidently most
a fe

and:devotion of ‘the peop

thar pies its s neighbourhood: His

ace

Majesty ‘left:the residence
of Sir
Wil-

ணயபபள்பார் half past ‘ten, invan

sensibl

ite repesiionid ig

audience ‘understood: him;

open’ landau, i oe by Lord
Liverpool; the ‘Marquis: Conyngham;

another ‘hearty Congratulation they
took their seats, and the performance —
aes &c. and immedi«
proceeded. » On» retiring, his Majesty
: Pier, or (Trini- gracefully: saluted the audience, and
. address was pre- left the house: universally applauded,
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‘The next morning he set out for
த. and from thence to. Brussel,

y a

where

hen 89 received, with all the ho

“power to: jemonstrate.
olDhe streets, inthe course

ment,
ho
) one‘of the

expression of respect from the Eno.

lish, of «* God bless your: Majesty!
May syour Majesty enjoy a:long = |

2d regi-

ம்: the French

servicey commanded by the: ‘Duke: de
Gerés, which of course presented arms,

Te

happy reign |?” To which the

plied, by thanks most: fecha tee
ed, and repeated obeisances. His Majesty looked extremely well,and seem.
ed delighted and. etnies receive

and shewed his Majesty every mark of

respect.

bia

manner by the French litany and
vil authorities. There was a general
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ress, had been previously covered
with fine oe the
nel was
ed with the military, (the

ee on the 27th.

where he

Capel, department Du |
_ At
ர்க்க on his road to, வணர் |
his
‘was received in the most distinguished —

urs

The King appeared delight

ed'with his reception; and the number | of his subjects who greeted him in
a foreign land, with: the most unequi-

warm and sincete’ congratulationsin
his own: language, where he little ex-

vocal marks of loyalty; could not fail

pected it, for there:are-very:few: ae
to heighten ‘the ‘pleasure’ which’ he lish residents there.
seemed to experience, Inthe
வ On the 28th; the: Ki eine at
ன் ‘o'clock, his Majesty ente
e King of the: Netherlands, atthe
tis

heatre 5 and short as was the nos
mith pau in de to'the manaz

palace of Lacken, a short distance |
profromthe eapital.o His Majesty

ngements he had made,

ceeded tothe palace of his royal bro-

Majesty: sat in the centre;+in ther, attended in: ‘the same catriageyby
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the
Lord Clancarty, ourambassador-at

ர On his'left was the
eral the Marquis de Jus

Belgian’ court, andthe: Manquis of

lac oan fullocostumé
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Beith

arrived
~The

_ town was’ all:life and»splendour; the
streets were

illuminated, the military

"drawn out on duty, the guns fired,
the? bells rung, and: the population
flocking from, all. sides towards

bartier'through which
his Majest

| tered: Allappea red animated wit! ae

most loyal and affectionate enthusiasm.
=

shapers

Brussels to’

et sae ron

Hanover,

the

from
rapidi

with which the King
னக hie
health had not in the ee suffered be-

| ee the ordinary fatigue, consequent

1 the movement and confinement
a carriage; and even of this his

Majesty had less appearance than most

of those who composed his suite. The
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saluted, in the ae ee
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| were particularly throng
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of the palace at.
- His Majesty was:
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royal brothers, the Princes:
of) Bruns-

wick, the ministers, the chief:officers

of the royal household, and the-officers

of the court then on duty.:'The'band
of the) Yagers of the
guarc
“ God save theKing,? vandstheroyal standard was hoisted on the ‘pe

At the “same moment, the ௦
of the palace
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his Majesty: ரத் உட
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ns, however, were rather pri-
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chined adage aden
ations of the authorities, and

public bodies, a
pres
wing and future days.

. following extract is from the

மர் Naehrichten.—* The

most ardent expectations of faithful
_ subjects are realized—their most ar=
dent: wishes are fulfilled... The King,

notwithstanding the lateness of the

season, has’ disregarded the
tance, to come to his childrem; and

i

- and, bowing repeat
most gracefully ரபிக்
ண்ட்
multitude, who kept up»an uninterrupted hurra. His “Majesty had the
goodness to indulge his affectionate ©
ieople with the sight of him for at
ast ten minutes; andy after he had
aed
timonies of cuits
3 veri

ட

since ‘yesterday’ afternoon, at five \0?=
clock, the Hanoverians possess''their

beloved sovereign.’?.
“ooBrom-an éarly h cos
ds of persons in carriages, on
ts
horseback, and.on foot, hastened out

tormeet’ our revered Sovereign s»and
countless multitudes.
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who; with an: affability’
that ஷ
sented torhissMajesty:on:
hissarrival. feelings
of
gratitudeiand delig
Atvtable, Prince’ George, son of ‘the saluted’ on-all: sides asvhe ‘rode: aloagy
Aifter-the! detachof
ment:
Duke of;
Cumberland
‘the ‘hug sears |
George, |son’ of the: Duke |
of the guard ithatiopenbdutheapae 28
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} were presented
to the King

sions followed nine

state: carriages, |

each: drawn: by. six horses;.;, Immedi«
ately before the King rode his Royal

by: theirparents.
On the’ 10th, the
inhabitants
of
this capital
had the happiness of seeing their beloved Sovereign

Highness: the: Duke: of Cumberland,

On: the King’s right-hand 'the,Duke |
+ His Majesty mounted his horse: at of
Cambridge, and on: his. left:
the
, Herrenhausen,
at. halfipast 00௨: ௦74 Archduke; Ferdinand. His. Majesty.
make
his solemn entrys 9)

9)

wore

clocks; The procession
was arrangedias

regulated

the

uniform. of a Hanoveriz

Field-Marshal,
with the insignia of |

in the programme previous-

ly published,
and proceeded: through the Order of the Guelphs.'The sp

the avenue of Herrenhausen, at the did procession, increased by a numer. |
entrance
of which his Majesty allow- ous suite of cavalry, passed: between |
and then of
_ ed the city guard, on horseback,:to files f-the citizens,

escort him. © In the avenue, the regiments of cavalry were drawn up :on

_ each side all the way to the city. T

he
side avenues were crowded with spec-

tators, who followed. the procession

with incessant: acclamations, and cries
of “ Gods
save the King,’? in ‘which

ough several street
tothe |
his Majesty, the royal Dukes,

Reese
~

and the King’s immediate’ attendants,
dismounted. and entered.

i.

ugabadd

» The: procession and the guard,of

|!

honour; composed
of citizens.on:horse.

back; halted in the streets, Soon afs |
whera ter, the citizens) oe
a
_ triumphal:arch was-erected, his Ma- lace in military array, when his/Ma
jesty was welcomed
by the citizens
of ty appeared, with the princes
at: the
thesuburbs;
in state dresses, and young balcony,»
and. acknowledged;, by ne
the troops joined,

‘oc

Atohe'nd

Hits

BF

iiehotae i ர

of the avenue,

ladies; whoistrewed
flowers before him,

soft the gate, were:the:civil.authorities and the clergy, who:
complimented
his’ Majesty...A salate.of 101-guns an-

peatedly bowing) the joyfnlhuzzasof

the ypeopleiisinedaisds duld-odl’ cblay
cA boutifourso’clocksthe»
procession
put ritself inte» motion,/to returnito
Hetrenhausen, His Majesty rodeiina

nounced. the: entrance’ of-his Majesty
within theiwallsof his-faithful German
‘Capital. His Majesty_passed:through

state \carriage;:
drawn: by-eight, white

double’
a)
file of artillery’ tothe tri.

‘Streets, left ithe city by the Cleve gate

horses;,anda passing» through several

sumphal ‘atch, where: some young la~ to:return to /Merrenhausens Another

nonyand,.what

agreeable
்

was certainly themost -s¢riptions were:

displayed onvall:sides,

to, his Majesty,
the :incés- “ai cid uesarcoercsteael sle house unil-

ee

dies presented a. poem; which his Ma- Salute of :artilléry announced: his: Max
32919) most graciously received.) 1.) jeoty'scdeparturesnoiiseaold loanivety)
»» Accompanied
by the:ringing of all ர
சவண்பா
த
the’ bells, by-the thunder ofsthe»can- கிர்றுரம்ற060-- க
மகக

Auminated.|.
His) Majesty, with the |
e streets, the:royal proces- - Princesses,,\and ;the. officer உமியும். ;

sings
of the multitudes that

| sidn advanced'very
slowly, so that every

body €onld see their beloved monarch,

co urt, came

hrough

toy.the city, and drove

the streets
to view the illumi.

7
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come the vehicle of attack upon pri-

it, had received
his sanctio: or apyroval. This explanation not being deemed
satisfactory, several other letters
were interchanged, and, at length, the
‘Lord Advocate expressly disavowed

all sanction andapprobation of the at-

tacks on the chayacter and honour of

and 35, orin any other numberof the
Beacon.” The correspoudencebetween
his lordship and Mr Stuart having been
published sep2ratelys and in most of
' the newspapers, the result was, that on

the 21st ultimo the pecuniary support-

ers of the Beacon withdrew their bond
fromthe Bank. The Earl of Hope-

toun also gave notice, that he was to

withdraw his frank from the paper after the Ist of October. These proceedings proved a death-blow to the
Beacon, which ceased to be published

after the 22d of September.
ApmiraLty Orrice, October 9.—
" Rear-Admiral the Hon. Sir Henry
Blackwood, commander-in-chief of his
Majesty’s ships in the East Indies, has
transmitted to John Wilson Croker,
Esq. two letters which he had received
from
Captain Lumley, of his Majesty’s
ship Topaze, dated off Mocha, the
13th of December and 20th of Janus

ary, last, of which the following are
copies
-—

Beem

~

,

lis Majesty's Ship 70002௪) ர

ieMochaysDeor
4, 1820)" ன்

நிரம் நாச the honour to inform
you, that having received the commu-

nications of the honourable the governor in councilat Bombay, for the gui-

dance of my conduct in demanding satisfaction for insults and indignities of-

1

|

instant;
On myarrival here on the 3d with
My
I immediately communicated
Bruce,

the

honourable

Company's

agent, who had been appointed to assist

me in this service, and findin
from g
his

representations, that he had abandoned _
all hopes of pacificatory arrangem
and that none but coercive meagy
would have the effect of inducing
government of Mocha to accede
to
the demands of the British government, |
onthe receipt of his letter, recommend. '
ing the adoption of those measures
to
me, and considering that it would tend

|

to the benefit of the British interests,
I lost no time in placing thé squadron |
in the best possible position: and
through the assistance of Mr A, J,
Russel, master, (of whose professional
qualities I cannot speak too highly,)

in laying down buoys, I was enabled —
on the same afternoon

to see the squa.

dron advantageously disposed of, beond my most sanguine expectations,

off the forts and town of Mocha. At
forty minutes past seven on the morn-

a

nally, he had no concern in the eon=
duct of the paper, and neither the ar
ticles complained of, nor any other in

ail

vate character; that, as fo himself pers

ing of the 4th,I commenced action,
and kept upa spirited and well-direct-

ed fire against them until thirty minutes past twelve, when the enemy sent
off a flag of truce ; I then ceased firing, and gave Fukee Hassain, the Dola, two hours to consider of the terms
that had been proposed; at fifty minutes past two, the terms not having
been answered, I recommenced action,

and the enemy having abandoned t

north fort, I directed the boats of the
squadron to be manned and armed ;,

and at five o’clock they left the ship
under the command of Lieut. William
Moriarty, of the Topaze, for the put-

pose of spiking the guns and blowing

fered by the government of Mocha to

up the north fort ; before, however,
the boats could reach the shore, the —

bayon the 19th of November with the
expedition which had been equipped,

selves of it, and occupied it in force.
Lieutenant Wm. Moriarty, notwith-

the British flag, I sailed from Bom-

enemy succeeded in repossessing them:

|

asap
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not but think, in recommending such
a!difference,’ they shill at least be free

from'the ‘charge of not having sufficiently listened to the® pretensions of
the parties whose interests are involved
in the colonial trade, ‘and tendered as
great sacrifice’on'
the part of the country, both to the’ shipping and the coTonies, as they ‘can persuade themselves the House'will be disposed to
sanction.

“At this rate of difference,

it appears to your Committee, a fairer
competition’ will be given to foreign
prodtce,

and

a ‘freedom

(which, ‘under

of choice,

‘the’ present

relative

prices, can’ hardly' be said to exist),
will be’ secured

between the
brought from
supply, while
portion of the
ted’ kingdom

to

the

consumers,

descriptions ‘of wood
the respective points of
a certain and large proconsumption of the uniwillbe assured to’ the

American coloniés, in the applications
of their timber to those uses for which

its qualitiés and ¢omparative price must
giveit a preference) 9°
©
a

“However the tendency of the evidence

ட்டன be, to recommend an alteration in the duties, tosuchan amount
as may prove'a corrective to the trade,
without impairing materially the con-

sumption of the American timber; a
considerable variety of opinion was ex-

pressed by the witnesses examined, as

to the extent to which an alteration of

the existing duty may be carried, with-

out danger to the fair demand for the
produce’ of our American’ ‘colonies.
Amidst the different’ opinions given,

it was difficult for your Committee to
‘determine the precise amount by which
the relative difference between the co-

lonial timber, and that from the north‘ern’
states, should be*reduced’s’ and in

‘fixing upon’ 20s, they have not only
taken that sum as a pomt ‘between the

‘extremes, but Havé been ifflueticed by

‘a'referelice’ to the accounts
of thelmar-

z

‘several years, and’ particularly
817, T818;-and 1819, ‘as it
e

213

is given in a paper added in the Appendix, and in the evidence of two of
the witnesses ; when it appears to have
been, according to the remarks of one

of themi, in'a natural and healthy state;
when a fair competition existed, when
the prejudice entertained against American timber seemed to be on the decline, and the demand for it augmenting. The relative price was, at this
period, about or nedrly three to four,
which has recently been ‘reduced to
one-half, owing to the unnatural situation into which the market has been
brought by excessive ‘importations,
produced by the various circumstances
which, at the present’‘moment, have

contributed to disturb the channels,

and change the character of the trade.
Your Committee next proceeded to

consider, in what mode that alteration

of duty should be effected, whether
by
reduction‘of duty on Baltic timber,
by
an imposition of duty on American, or
by'a combination of both ; and the re‘sult’ of their consideration has been, ௨.

preference of the last mode of produéing the’ relative’ approximation ‘they
have recommended, in the prices of the
respective descriptions of timber; by
the imposition of '10s.°on the’ American timber, and a corresponding reduction from the duty on that imported
from theinorth of Europe. ‘This they
conceive to be most effectual to produce the advantages they have in'con-

templation; by removing” the ‘excessive inequality of the present'system,
facilitating our imtercourse’ with” foreign nations, and marking’ our desire,
as far as circumstances’

‘permit, to

adopt more liberal prineiples than'those

by ‘which our‘commierce'with
them has
j

‘been hitherto gover:
°\\ "The'stateiof the:

‘no > inthe! opinion of

1254

11

ur Committee,

‘allow the ‘Same degree’ of

relative ‘re-

duction
to be applied to it; whiely has

béen recommended
for that on timber.

The ‘rate of duty on long! deals ‘at
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ம் y below that
12

resent falls consi

Pea
on tim Der, W.
lengths it r

ose of short

er exceeds it.

principle. th

In what

inction in fayour of

deals, as compared with timber in the

lo , origin ted, your Committee are at
a loss to discover, and are averse to re-

commend,a continuance of it, at least
to 1

ன

h

tent. "Chey feel, how-

MOSS

ever, considerable difficulty in propo-

sing to
aut deals,

duction

equalize

the

duty on timber

which, if effected by a ree

of theduty

on timber, must

revenue,
and if‘by

an addition to

be attended with
that on

deals,

a large sacrifice of

might

tend

in’ some

measure rather to impair than assist
the foreign trade of the kingdom,
by the effect it would have on the
exports of wood from those. states,

of which deals form the greatest

proportion. This,in the opinion of
your Committee, precludes the application of a rule of strict equality to
deals and to timber; but it appears to

them, that while the amount of duty
on timber is reduced in the degree proposed, a small increase on deals of large
dimensions

will in some

measure les~

sen the distinction, at least as far as
that class of deals is concerned.
On
the Shorter: deals
;
80 me29172
reductio
of
17
i
‘ence

j

tai
the
which

ing
the introd
of timber
of
description as uction
cargo, (a practice n th;

er

contemplated,) to an extent

injurious to the revenue. Theymost
there.
fore submit the propriety of confining

the length of this class of deals to sig
feet,

and making

a moderate reduction
in duty to, which the
y are. at ட

liable.

sft

didi.

Mas

In consequence of the report
red to them, the mode of Jeyyin
duty on deals and wood of the

1

1i

denominations, under which it
ported into this country, according t 21.
the cubic measure, has been
an chet

of your Committee’s examination sand

although the reduction of them all to
their cubical contents in assessing the
duty,

seems,

on

the first view of it

the, most easy, as well as the most
equitable,

principle

that

could by

adopted, your Committee have foun
reasons in support of continuing the

existing mode (both as a matter of
cohvenience, and as producing a de.

gree of equality between the coun ries

by which our importations of wood
are furnished,) sufficient to preven

their proposing to the House to relin.
quish it. In preserving the mode, how.
an im
ever, they are of opinion, that

provement may be introduced
into th

scale now in use, பசய்த
dation of duty between, the deal-en
and deals of the largest class, whic
it appears to your Committee, wot
attain more effectually that advantage

by which the existing modeof levying
the duty is chiefly recommen¢

20)

யம்

நீம். Committee have abstained

from entering, in this report, into
Plank, staves, deck-plank, ற
boards, masts, spars, and “abe ae
d
ions under. wale
tails upon the subject of battens, 0a

suggested itself to‘ vo
டக
வ்

which’
a’ ‘comparative low

been hitherto, levied, in orde
commodate the ship-owner in broken
Stowage: this indulgénce has been

found to lead to great abuse in cover-

a

“on these

rat

ழி wil be influencbyed ப

நரி

‘the more important articles, an will
make a necessary part of any measure
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featr

he suibmitted to the

House.
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It has appeared in the evi-

dence, that a great proportion
of the

~The policy
of alegislative preference
being given to the importation of tim-

timber which

ber in the log, and the discouragement

the United States, and has been permitted to be received into that province free from duty, and has fre
thence been exported to the united
kingdom, with all the benefits and

of the importation of deals, seems to
your Committee very doubtful, both
because they are of opinion that any
advantage to be expected from the conversion of timber into deals in this
country, will not be sufficient to compensate for the corresponding disadvantage to the general consumer, (‘0
whom

the deals would

come

with

a

considerable increase of cost,) and because it is founded on a principle of
exclusion, which they are most averse
to see brought into operation in any
new instance, without the warrant of
some evident and great political expe-

diency.
_ Your Committee have discovered,
in the accounts before them, that the
protective duty in favour of British
shipping has been made to operate in
different degrees on the importation of
wood of different descriptions, varying
from

two and a half to five per cent,

‘and in some unimportant instances falling below, as in others considerably
‘exceeding these rates, on the value of

the particular article imported; for
‘this inequality, which introduces much
Rae

into the collection

of the

‘duty, there does not appear to be any
‘Sufficient reason, and they therefore
‘submit to the consideration of the
‘louse, the propriety of making the

same duty attach on all importations

‘of wood in foreign ships alike, and that

“the amount of difference between the
importation

in the foreign

ship, and

“that
in the British ship, should be fix-

‘ed for the future at five per cent. —
“One only farther’ recommendation
has suggested itself to ‘your Commit.

_teé, which, in concluding their report,

they are desirous of offering to the

is imported from the

province of Canada, is the growth of

immunities conceded to the produce of
the British territory. ‘To obviate the

objection to which this practice ap.
pears to your Committee to be liable
they are of Opinion, that with eee
exportation of timber from the British
provinces in North America, a certi-

ficate of its being the produce cf those»
provinces should be required, and that
timber imported without such cer 1-

ficate should be hereafter charged with
the same rate of duty as would be payable on it, if imported directly from a
foreign state. =
ie gaan
~ In submitting the result of what has

Occurred to them in the course of their
inquiry intothis importantsubject, your
‘Committee have only to add, that in
the recommendations which they have
tendered, it has been their endeavour,
to the utmost of their power, to conciliate the claims of adverse interests,

and the contending
policy that மல்க

considerations of
their attention.

If what they propose falls short of a
recurrence to those sound principles
by which all commerce ought to be
regulated, they trust it will appear to

the House, that hey

as far as, unde

hav

oceeded
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duced before your Committee, how.
ever the tendency’ of that evidence
may have been farther to establish the
expediency of the measures about to
be proposed.
ட
In adverting to the peculiar system
of laws by which the trade of the East
Indies is regulated, the House’ cannot
but observe, that the subjects
of fo.

Di

SrconD'REPORT; ORDERED TO BE:
-* prinrep 18TH May, 1821. ~
~The Select Committee appointed to
consider of the means of maintaining

and improving the Foreign Trade of
the country, and to report their opinion and observations thereupon from
time to time to the House ;—have,

reign

nations,

whether European or

pursuant to’ the order of the House,

American, are\in possession‘ of privi-

considered the matters to them refer-

leges

தடு

Report

From the period of their submitting
to the*House their last report, the attention of your Committee has been
directed to the commerce of the uni-

and other parts of the world. The adbusiness,

and the additional evidence yet to be
received,

before

they

can

foreigners are now capable of carrying?
on; and have, therefore, come to the’

previopisly to the clase of the session.

following, resolution; which they sub-!

. It has, however, occurred to your

Committee, in the course
of their inquiry, that there are some branches of
the'tr
in reference to which farther

advantage

those

on every sort of traffic between India’
and foreign countries, (with the exception of the trade in tea, and that
with the united kingdom and: the
British colonies, with which they:do
not propose any interference,) which’

sure being founded upon it, and receivie the approbation
of Parliament

™m

than

British subjects, as well private traders’
as the East India Company, to carry!

consider

themselyes as having completed their
investigation into that branch of their
inquiry, afford them no expectation
of being able to produce a report, émbracing a general’view of the subject,
in sufficient time to admit of any méa-

facilities

extensive

comparative disadvantage, (for thecon-:
tinuance of which your Committee can’
discover no sufficient reason,
) they’ feel:
the expediency of some measure, the
principle of which may be, to-allow:

ted kingdom’ with India and China,
of the public

more

reign trade, than have been accorded.
to the Hast India Company itself, To:
relieve the commerce and shipping of
this country from a situation of such.

and the trade between those countries
vanced state

far

which are enjoyed by his Majesty’s
subjects generally, and ‘greater, as to.
many branches of circuitous andi fos’

red, and have agreed to the following

mit to the Houses—

வால

Resolved, «« That it is expedient to!

permit his Majesty’s subjects to'carry”
on’ trade atid: traffic, directly and cit

ffordéd) with great

he interests of British

cuitously,

‘commerce and navigation ;and that
such facilities cannot be delayed to'a’

between

any’ ports within:

the limits of the East India Company's
charter, (except the dominions of the?
future year, without'the risk of losing Emperor of China,)and any port oF
much 0
neficial
ports beyond the limits of the said?
tie.
tnd results which;
:
‘be! expected© charter,’ belonging’ to any: state ‘ot
.
This
impression
is found’ countries in-amity ‘with his Majesty. ~

on genétal’ principles, and
8 Of “general notoriety;
than Upon diy particular
evidence 212

©

18th May; 1821.
¥
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a future prospects of free trade, as

eyo an பரன் es the ரதத wilh. the
ast Indies and China, from. the

divides itse according to the various
restrictions to, which, Meebuee cL lae

owen.soinmmoD

eons

suey

அடம்

» East Inpra Trane.

ted by, SS
ப
Phis subwee
refore, naturally

spSelect; Committee of 1the, House of tions of commerc
hese regions are
»-dords, appointed to: seg
into the. now, subjected by Jaw 5 tpa
ter-

smeans of extending and securing the ritorial Bae

_ Horeign Trade. of the Country, and
to.report to the House :—Ordered
tobe. Printed Ath April, 1921.

nto

th e ie

or

being carried on by li icence only. ae
the Company; that to. other parts of
Southern Asia, (China

exce;

aud

- to the islands. of pn
lan pied)
~ By. the ieee Committees appoint, licence from the | Boar க
d
டு aie
ech a Select Committee to inquire into. that to China being a
[01011ப்
the means. of | extending and securing. ed to all British vessels but those in

the Foreign Trade of the country, and. the actual employe of the East Into report to the House; and to whom dia. Company; and th 6 whole le trade conwere referred the Minutes of the Evi-. fined to ships of a. certain fixed amount
ois
dence taken before the Select Com- of tonnage.
mittee appointed in the last Session of
The, trade eae As: carried on by
Parliament for the Tike purpose ; and licence. with, th territories of the East
also the several Petitions, Papers, and India Comp Beng is confined to the pre~
sidencies
Bombay, Madras, and
Accounts which had been referred to
that Committee ; and. also the several Calcutta, and | the port. of Penang.—
:
Some inconyeniences andiinjury to m=
Petitions presented i in the present Session of Parliament on the subject of. dividuals are. stated to have arisen
where circumstances have made it deட்டர் Trade :—
_ sirable to change the destination of

iGuaueys TO Barons,

:

vessels from one of these ports to ano-

“That the Committee have met, and.

ther, after their arrival i in the East, in

ட

consequence.

procéeded in, the inquiry, which.

had been -entered, upon by the said,

Committee.appointed, in the last sesstate of
into.
British: commerce with Asia, including
sion of Parliament,

as well that which is. carried .on with.
the territorial possessions of.the honourable Hast. India Company, as) that,

upon.

of th

(5 oe

பன்

ae 1inga, permission to do

fmm

ogal government,, thi ins

ம்ஹும் வழு பம்

r, obtaini ung

licences, includin,
above-named
ports... gener 1, ஸல். aye, been
SHDGEAP pliedfor, and, Botte
pear, to,

t ae

pee
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been

of

used. "AE

tt he

with the independent, States in ithe, system of eet
ee oor eee
;
~ appear toib eo ndeded with andp ee
same part of the globe,, i4
» Inthe conduct! of. this, ingniry,, slags bangla and a
fee,1schargedf reach

Committee have not thought it neces

sary to direct. their.attention. to, the.
commercial concerns of t the. East India

Company, as. administered by.the Court,

Qn ம்ம

od, et aed eee

A, mote, material, a

1
வற்றக்! ப cl

ete SREB SH ies

@jermight
from

swith “other

190710) on
ச
‘of Coroel en wie eg the Come
pany. have already collectors of the

of Directors,
|
with a yiew to. the inte-§
rests, both political and financial, of =

that corporate body, farther than was

necessary to elucidate the present state

customs established, who might effec-.
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tually:

counteract

‘an

“illicit” trade ;

whereby” a wider’ field of adventure

may be opened, and an’ additional stimulus to commercial intercourse af-

forded’ to’ the native inhabitants.

It

would, however, ‘be ‘necessary in this
case fo provide by regulations, which
it could not ‘be difficult to establish,

against any abuse of this extension of

privilege by British vessels’ carrying
on the coasting trade, in which there
is every veason to ‘believe’ they might
successfully cdémpete with the native
ships; which have hitherto been consia

dered as enjoying’ a’ monopoly of ‘that
trade, of which the East India Com-

pany could not reasonably be expected to deprive their subjects, as long as
they are precluded from carrying on
the direct trade to Europe in Indiabuilt vessels.
It must be observed,
however, that the coasting trade is
now open to vessels of other nations,

those of the United States not being
excluded

from

it, and instances have

been stated to the Committee in which
the Portuguese flag has been allowed
to pass from one’ port to another car-

rying on tradé, from’ which British

European ships are excluded.
~ The Committee cannot dismiss this
branch of the subject without observing, that although it is difficult, from
the great fluctuation which the free
trade tothe Peninsula of India has experienced since it has been admitted
upon the terms of the renewed charter granted to the East India Company in 1813, to’estimate fairly the
precise amount of its increase, it must

beadmitted that its progress has been

such as to indicate, that neither a power

to-purchase, nor a disposition tose

commodities

of European ‘manufac-

‘ture, is’ wanting in the natives of British India,

whilst’ the minute know-

ledge of the wants and wishes’of the

amhabitants, acquired by a direct inter<ourse with’ this country, would na-

turally lead to a still’ farther augmen-

tation of our exports.
creased

orate ib

“The steat ii,

‘cannotப்ரா

ciently accounted for by the demand?
of the European residents, the number

of whom does not materially vary } and
it appears to have been much the creat.
est in any ‘articles calculated’
for the
general use of ‘the natives. “Thatiof
the cotton manufactures’
of this coun.
try alone, is stated, since the first ‘open:
ing of the trade, to have been ates
mented from four to five-fold. And

the taste of the natives for such arti.

cles may’ not improbably have been
created in some instances, and extended

in others, by that very glut in the
market, which has doubtless, by its
excess and consequent lowering of
prices, frequently defeated the speculations of private merchants. The value of the merchandize exported from
Great Britain to India, which amount.
‘ed in the year 1815 to 870,177I,
had, in the year 1819, increased to
3,052,740. ; and although the market
‘appears then to have been so far over~
stocked as to occasion a diminution of

nearly

one-half in ‘the exports of the

following year (1820,) that diminution appears to have taken place more
in the articles intended for the consumption of Europeans than of matives ; and the trade is now stated to
the Committee by the best-informed
persons to be reviving. When the
amount of population, and the extent of country over which the consumption of these articles is spread,
are considered, it is obvious that every
facility which can, consistent with the
political interest and security of the
‘Company’s dominions, be given to the

private trader’ for the distribution of
his exports, by increasing the number
ef points at which he may have the
option of touching

in pursuit of amar-

ket, cannot fail “to promote a more
ready and extensive demand.
If the restriction of trade to vessels
of the burden of 350 tons and up-
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wards, in all'seas and countries within
| the limits of the East India Company's
charter, has any tendency to check

disposition has been , adduced
;. the

a direct commerce with the dominions
of the East India Company, it can

mercial intercourse with Cochin’ Chi-

‘the operations of the private trader in
hardly fail to operate still more as an

impediment to his exertions in seeking
new channels of commerce, or extend=

ing those which already exist with
other countries and islands in the same

part of the globe. Here a field, in a
great measure new, would be opened
by the free admission to trade of vessels of a smaller burthen. It is stated

to the Committee, by persons who

*

have been most interested in forming
a correct opinion upon the subject,
that in a trade with the native powers

in the Gulph of Persia, along the Red
Sea, and on the eastern coast of Africa,
as well as with the islands and coun-

tries to the eastward of the Company’s

French, on the contrary, are stated to
haye been remarkably successful. in

some recent attempts to open a comna; and the recent knowledge which
has been acquired of the manners and
habits of the inhabitants in some of
the islands of the Malay race, leads to
a much more favourable opinion of
their character and aptitude for civil
and commercial intercourse than was:
previously entertained.

The maintenance of a free port,
eligibly situated amongst the Indian
islands under British protection, which

the magnitude of our establishments
in that quarter of the globe may enable us to support at much less ex~
pense than any other nation, may be
attended with the greatest benefit to
commerce and civilization, ‘The im=
portance

of such a station, and

the

dominions in Asia, small vessels would . quick perception of its advantages,
be employed in preference to large, formed by: the native traders in that
from the nature of the navigation, and part of the globe, may be estimated
- the great value and small bulk of some
by the rapid rise of the port of Sincaof the articles, as well as the descrippore, during the year that it has been
tion

of

markets

where

such

trade

would be carried on. Some apprehen-

sion, indeed, has been stated to exist,

that vessels of that description might
be exposed to frequent depredations

in the! possession

of the British go-

vernment, and opened for the purposes
of general trade. The population,
which had | before scarcely amounted

infest those seas;

but it does not appear.that there is

to 200 souls, in three months increas
sed to not less than 3000, and now ex=
ceeds 10,000 in the whole—while 173

any difference in the rate of insurance
required from large and small ships;

sail of vessels of different descriptions
arrived and sailed in the course of the

if there is a risk, however, the private

first two months. |.

rom pirates, who

merchant might safely be left to consi-

der how far it' applies
to his particular

case; while

the

American

trade) in

those seas, which is carried on as well
in yessels below. as above: the burden
of 350 tons, is not stated at anytime

to have suffered materially from. such

- dangers. It may be remarked, that al-

; வன் the native governments of Inla have been generally supposed
to be
unfavourable

upon

system

to foreign

commerce, no recent instance of such

FH

The commerce with China,is carried on by the East India Company,
in.whom the sole and exclusive right
of trading with the ports of that empire, as well as-the sole and. exclusive
right. of fradieg and trafficking in tea

-tovand from. al , ॥ the islands and ports
between the.Cape of Good Hope and

Straits,

of Magellan,is now vested by

Jaw. The value and extent,of this
trade has naturally attracted the. at-

tention of the private merchant5 and
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Aually in’ the United ‘States, is proba. their. present. Charter expires; and
b 1 மம கம?
3 8ம்18 that their oe may be rae
this be'so, the வக. of East any measures
which may be submitted
India articles by the United States is

for that purpose to the consider

trade.??

sidering that
no pro: ositions
ai
sted are intended directly or in

paid for by the mere profit of the of Parliament. At the same time,atjcom
௮
12150௯ id
க an
ம
:

i On the whole, the Committee are

inclined to the opinion, that regulations might be established at Canton,

either by placing the free trade of
Canton under the superintendance of

a consul, or investing the principal ser-

vants of the Company with some authority over the seamen engaged in the
free trade, by which any apprehension
or inconvenience might be removed;
and without interfering with the mo-

nopoly of the British market enjoyed

by the East India Company, the British merchant might be safely admitted
to a participation in a trade which has
proved safe, lucrative, and capable of

great improvement in the hands of the

y to affect the monopoly

the Company of the

enjoyed h

which the greatest importance is jus
lyconfined
attachedto , procu
but thatring
their objet
for th tee
cere

free trader an access to market

tirely new, or the means of fair come

petition with the foreign merchant,in
those which already exist, the Com.
mittee feel themselves justified in rely

ing upon the liberality of the Court 0

Directors, upon the concern they h
frequently evinced in the Felon

perity, and the preference theyர
to give to British over
be expected

reign commerce, for a disposition, to

‘oreign trader.
f
meet, as far as may be consistent ou
In the event of these obstacles, howtheir own essential interests, the wis
ever, being considered insurmountable,
of their fellow-subjects, if வட
‘themaintenance of the establishment at by the wisdom and authority
of pars
Sincapore, to which vessels frequently liament.
bit 83
come down from China in five days, or _ At all events, there are some
views
of any other free port as advantageous- of this subject, to which the
attention |
ly situated, might, considering the rea- of Parliament may be
immediately de
diness of the Chinese to engage active. rected ; and the
whole
ly by every means, direct and indirect, deserve its consideration,cannot fail to
previousto 3
in trade, prove highly advantageous to the renewal of
the East India Com
the interests of British commerce, if
any’s charter.
ம அது
permitted to engage in the tea-trade B The
Committee have been informed, |
within the limits of the East India
the members of his Mace yaa
charter, exclusive of the ports of the by
vernment,

Chinese empire.

_ The Committee cannot conceal from

themselves, that in the present state
of

the law, no material benefit or facility

to free trade in this quarter of the

globe can be obtained, without infring-

ing in a greater or less degree upon the
Privileges vested in the East India

Company, until the year 1834, when

who

are

members. of the

|

Committee, that a bill was prepared
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course of last Session, for exte
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ReEpoRrT or THE Serect ComMITTEE
© or THE House or Commons, on

“THE DEPRESSED STaTE or Aanri-

“CULTURE.

~

[After treating at great length of
the causes of thé present depression,

and shewing that it cannot be ascribed

‘to'any want of protection afforded to
agriculture, the Committee proceed to

consider the practical remedies which

there could now be room to adopt.]

Your Committee are the more anxi-

ous to impréss upon the attention of
the House the real state of our trade
in foreign corn, between the years 1773
and 1814)
as it appears to them, taken
in connexion with the progress of ஐ6neral prosperity in the country, and

more especially with the great im-

provements in agriculture, and its high-

ly flourishing condition during that period, to suggest to Parliament, as a
matter highly deserving of their future
consideration, whether a trade in corn,

constantly open to all nations of the

world, and subject only to such a fixed duty as might compensate to the
grower the loss of that encouragement
which he received during the late war

from the obstacles thrown in the way
of free importation, and thereby protect the capitals now vested in agriculture from an unequal competition in
the home market, is not, as a permanent system, preferable to that state
of law by which the corn trade is now
regulated. It would be indispensable,
for the just execution of this principle,
that such duty should be calculated
fairly to countervail the difference of
expense, including the ordinary rate of
profit, at which corn, in the present

state of this country, can be grown and
brought to market within the united

Kingdom, compared with the expense,

including also the ordinary rate of pro-

fit, of producing it in any of those

countries from whence

our principal

supplies of forei
been drawn,

joine

charges of conveyi

to our market:

Pe,

In suggestingthis change of |
tem for further consideration, as a pos«

sible improvement of the corn laws at
some future time, the Committee are
fully aware of the unfitness of the present moment for attempting such a

change, when, owing tothe general

abundance of the late harvests in Hu=

rope, and to the markets of this coun~
try having been shut against foreign
corn for near thirty months; a great
accumulation has taken place in the
shipping ports on the continent, and
in the warehouses of foreign corn in
this country ; and when that accumu
lation, from want of any vent, is held’

at very low prices, and might tend still
further to depress the already oyerstocked markets of this country, if allowed to be introduced at this period,

except at such a high rate of duty as
it would be inexpedient to attempt,
and moreover very diflicult to determine. ‘The present market price of
the corn thus accumulated, is not the

measure of the cost at which it has
been produced, or of the rate at which
it canbe afforded
by the foreign grower,

but the result of a general glut of the
article, of a long want of demand, and

of extreme distress and heavy loss
on
the part of those by whom it has beer

raised, and of those by whom it is now
held, either in the warehouses of the
continent, or of this country.
3
Assuming, therefore, that under the

present circumstances of the case, parz
Hament would not now deem it expe-

dient to abandon entirely the principle
of the existing law, your Committee
have anxiously directed their attention
to the possibility of, in some degree,
modifying
its operation, so as to remes

dy that inconvenience to which they

have more particularly referred in the
earlier part of their Report—which
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consists in the sudden and irregular

manner in which, in many cases, foreign corn may beintroduced upon the

opening of the ports, under circum-

stances inconsistent with the spirit and
intention of the law. They conceive,
that this object might be attained by
the imposition of a fixed duty upon
corn, whenever, upon the opening of
the ports, it should become admissible
for home consumption. It would, how-

REGISTER, 1821. ©

the opinion, that leaving to every ‘Part

of the united kingdom the inestimas
ble public benefit of the most full and

free competition in the home market,
without regard to the difference of
fertility in the soil, or of expense in
its cultivation, either from a difference

in the price of labour, or in the amount’
of local and public burthens directly
affecting the land; it may, perhaps,

be difficult, if not impossible, putting

ever, be necessary; in case this sugges-

rent out of the question, for the occu<
piers of some of the poorest and most!

the present import price should be fix-

expensive soils now under tillage in

that the duty would otherwise not only

to market

tion should be carried into effect, that
ed at a lower rate, because it is obvious

check the sudden and overwhelming
amount of import, but also enhance the
price beyond what it might reach under the present law ; an effect which
your Committee are so far from desirous of producing, that they think it
-would probably be expedient additionally to guard against it, by providing,
that, after corn

should

have

reached

some given high price, the duty should
cease altogether,

If such a change in the operation of

the corn laws should have the effect of
checking extravagant speculation and

extensive import, it would be equally

in competition

with the

more fertile lands of this country, and

especially of Ireland. YourCommittee
would

be anxious

to suggest, for the

consideration of parliament, as the
principle and basis of the trade in foreign corn, such a protecting duty

upon the produce of otlier countries,

as would not aggravate to the occu-

piers of such soils the present difficul.
ty of that competition: The general

question, how far the forced cultiva.
tion of some of those inferior lands’
may have been expedient or advan-)
tageous for the public interest, is one

upon which it is unnecessary to offer

beneficial to the grower and the con-

a positive

sumer. It would apply some remedy
to the evil, of which almost all the petitions referred to your Committee so

ever, have no difficulty in stating, that,
within the limits of the existing competition at home, the exertions of in-

loudly complain, and it has no tendency; either hastily or prematurely, to
affect the principle upon which is rested that protection, which the law now

gives to the agricultural interest of the
country.
_

Great Britain, to bring their produce’

It is not the province of your Com-

mittee to specify any precise permanent
duty for the protection of the British
grower; nor should they, perhaps, be

adequately prepared so to do without

opinion.

They can, how-

dustry, and the investment of capital
in agriculture, ought to be protected

against any revulsion, but that the
protection ought not to go further;
and that, if protected to that extent

the growth of our population, the accumulation of our internal wealth, af
fording increased employment to that’
population,‘ and consequently increased means of purchasing all those art=
cles of consumption and enjoyment

furtherinquiry ; nor untilthe obstacle

which must be derived from the soil

to that inquiry, created by the present

of this country, will continue to gives

accumulation and glut, shall be removed. At the same time, they incline to

as they have given during the last 60
years, the most effectual stimulus and:

3
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encouragement to the progressive im4
provement of our agriculture, and to

the consequent value of. the landed
property of the kingdom
that, under
sucha system, there can be no apprehension that either will permanently
retrograde, (except in so far as rents
may be nominally affected by the resumption of cash payments, ) or even
be for. any time stationary, so long as

our institutions-continue to afford, to
capital and industry, that. superior de-

gree.of security and protection, which
they have hitherto found in this country—so long,as public credit and good
faith keep pace with that security and
protection; and as we avoid any course
which, ina time of peace, and possibly:

of improving confidence in the ‘stabili.
ty of the institutions of other countries, might drive capital to seek a
more profitable employment
in foreign
states. It is under the impression that
the present corn law, together with
: the amount of our taxation, by dimi-

nishing the profits of capital, have such
a tendency, that your Committee sug-
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the one hand, to endeavour toprevert
to those principles»as far'as practicas
ble, in this and in all other cases ; on!
the other;\itis

also for its prudence

and its justice to take care, in that application,

to spare vested interests,
to

deal tenderly with those obstacles to
improvement, which the long existence
of a vicious and artificial*system too
often creates,

and sometimes even to

modify and limit that/principle;
in res
ference to considerations of general po-:
liey connected with theinstititions,or
the safety’of the state.\Eiooking te
the possible contingencies of war, your
Committee are not:insensibié te the
importancesof securing ithe: country
froma state of dependence uponothery,
and possibly hostile, countries, for the

subsistence of its population—looking

to the institutions of the country, in
their several bearings and influence in
the practice of our constitution, they
are still more anxious to’ preserve*to.
the landed interest the weight, station),
and ascendancy, which it has enjoyed

opportunity

so long, and used so beneficially. ‘Their
first wish, therefore, is, that whatever
general suggestions they may offer,
should be scrupulously examined with
a due regard to these two considerations.
5
ney HST
rotates
As they have adverted to the state

should. be watched, and every practical measure adopted, for reducing the
amount of the public expenditure,
as

as connected with'the important sub»
ject of their inquiry, it may perhaps

est

the modifications which have been

pointed out, as fit for further inquiry
and. investigation; and that they feel
it their duty also to accompany that
suggestion with a most earnest recom=

mendation,.
6.
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that

every

the only-means of approximating to a
state of finance,

which,

without

im-

pairing the credit of the country, may
lead, to a diminution of the existing

of the country between 1773 and 1814,

assist others, in their researches» and
reflections, to state, that: your Com

mittee selected: that period, because
the year'17'73' was, in fact,the com:
burthens of the people.
மி mencement of a great change
in’ the:
practical operation, if not inthe avow. Your Committee have abstained
from urging, in/favour of an open in- ed»policy, of our corn laws.) From
tercourse in foreign corn, those gene= that date, the aggregate balance of,
talprinciples of freedom of. trade, our imports of grain; taken upon a se=
ries of years, began to:exceed the ba=
which are now: universally acknow~
ledged to be sound and true, in refer- lance of our exports, But upon lookence
to the commerce of nations. If ing back from that year to the period
it-be for the wisdom of the House, on ofthe Revolution in 1688,:(a‘space of
92487
Y he
ரஜத்
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number; of years,
on the contrary, ex=
ceeded. our imports, |. From the year
1697 (the earliest date from which ac-

year 1773, the. total excess. of ex-

prosperity, which began with the de.

ports was 30,968,366 quarters ; upon

cline of that system, about the begins ©

which exports, bounties, amounting to

dors...

Between the. reign of Henry

VIII. and the 39th of Elizabeth, numerous,acts™ of Parliament were pass-

a

of this country make any advance,
at
all to be compared to that unparalleled

curate returns have been made) to the

still earlier-period, we find that the
same policy, of forcing the growth of
corn, was,attempted, by harsher expedients, during, the reigns of the Tu-

1891.

ture, by the creation of a fictitious fo.
reign demand, excited bya large boun.
ty on exportation, did the agriculture

85 years, ) our exports, taken for any

6,237,1761.,
were paid out of the public revenue. A course, somewhat similar in principle, of exciting an export
by. a bounty, but more. desultory. in
its application, and more frequently
interrupted by.arbitrary interference,
prevailed under, the. princes of- che
house uf Stuart ; and if we look toa

REGISTER,

ning of the last reign, and which, with
some few temporary interruptions,
has

marked its progress up to the present

time.

In comparing the two periods,

each of nearly equal duration, between

the peace of Utrecht and the com.
mencement
of ‘the seven years wan

of two most expensive: wars:—that,

during the former period, ‘the market

interest of money was generally much
below, and, during thelatter, frequent:

ed, for the express purpose of encou-

ly as. much above, the rate fixed by

raging tillage.’ Those laws proceeded
upon the principle of compulsion, limiting, for instance, the number of

law:—that, during the former, the aim

of the legislature: was, by artificial!
pital from other employments:
to that |

conyersion of arable into pasture, and

of agriculture,as well by positive bounties, which forced an export’of grain to
other countries, as by duties, which ge
nerally altogether precluded its import’

ty, or a forfeiture of half the land,
*¢ until the offence:be reformed.??

_ Thesecompulsory laws (all of which,
it may be observed, preceded
the intro-

duction of that act which laid the foundation of the system of our poor laws,)
appear to have been principally suggested by a wish to, find employment

either from the continent or from Ire’

land :—that, during the latteryagriculs
ture has, in point of fact, been’ with
out either of those stimulants ;—yout™
Committee cannot look at these con-"
trasted circumstances, coincident,’ du-!
ring the first: period, with a compara”
tive stagnation
of our agriculture, andy”

population, and to relieve their

during the second, with its! most rapid”

cultivation, beyond the wants of the

Knowledging that there was nothing”
in-the «system: pursued மற: 10: 1778

for. the

musery,, by,

enforcing an extension:
of

growth and improvement, without ¢ கேட.
்.

country. But, neither under those laws,
nor under..the.subsequent.attempt
to which necessarily: promoted this| most”

augment the
wi

2

1

1
produce:
of our agricul- essential branch of public industry and!
$2 98224

250244

1s
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* 4 Hens Vibe 9.. ot Hene
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5 and 6 Edw. Vi. es6,

|

means, to divert the application of cas’

sheep. and live stock, prohibiting the
enjoining the breaking up of pastures,
which had at any previous period been
arable, either under a pecuniary penal-

|)

and between the years 1773 and 1814,
—and recollecting that the first period
was one of almost uninterrupted
peace;
and that nearly thirty years of the latter have passed away in the exertions |

WL col. 2 Hen. VHT.

6 Bliz.c. 2.
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national wealth; and also, that there
is nothing incompatible with the suc-

however,

cess of both these objects, in the system which has practically prevailed

extensive naturally imposes upon their
judgment, )—-whether ‘the only solid
foundation’ of the flourishing state of

since that date,

If the quantity of

wheat, the growth of Great Britain,
was truly estimated, as it was estimated

in. 1773, at four millions of quarters,
and if it cannot now be stated so low
as at double that amount, it is evident

that the change of system has been attended with no defalcation of produce.

If, since that year, the number of cattle and sheep has been vastly augment-

ed, their breeds improved, and, by those
improyements, their size and aptness
to fatten, and in sheep their fleeces,

% greatly increased5 if, by this augmen-

tation of live stock, a greater quantity
of manure has been produced ; ifall the
most important and expensive meliora-

tions of modern husbandry have been
- introduced; if scientific drainages have
been undertaken, and extensive wastes

enclosed,to augment the produceof the
land,—it cannot be said that there has

been a want of encouragement to invest large and adequate capitals in this
branch of national industry.
If, from agriculture, your Committee look to the permanent improvements, which have

been

made

in the

which

they wish to state

with that diffidence'which a subject so

agriculture is not laid in abstaining,
as much ag possible} from interference,
either by protection or prohibition,

with the application’
of capital, in any
branch of industry ;-whether all fears

for the decline of agriculturé, either
from temporary vicissitudes,
to’ which
all speculations are liable, or from the

extension of other pursuits of general
industry, are not, in a’ great ‘degree,
imaginary ;—whether

commerce

can

expand, manufactures thrive, and great
public works be undettaken, without

furnishing to the skill and labour which
the capitals thus employed put in motion, increased means of paying for the
productions of the land ;—whether the

principal part of those productions
which contribute to the gratification of
the wants and desires of the different
classes of the community, must not necessarily be drawn from our own soil,
the demand increasing with the population, as the population must increase
with the riches of the country ;—whe-

ther a great part of the same capital
which is employed in supporting the
industry connected with manufactures,

country itself within the same period,
% the bridges which have been built, the

commerce, and public works, does not,

toads which have been formed, the ri-

passing by avery rapid course into the

vers which have been rendered navigable,
ted,
and
been

the canalswhich have been complethe harbours which have been made
improved, the docks which haye
created,—not by the public reve-

nue, but by the capitals and enterprize
of individuals; if they look, at the same

time, to the unexampled growth of.
manufactures and commerce—in the
contemplation of this augmentation of
internal, wealth, which defies all illustration from comparison with any forMer portion of our history, or of the
history of any other state; —your Comiittee may entertain a doubt (a doubt,

hands of the occupier of the soil, serve

also asia capital for the encouragement
of agriculture ;—whether, in our own

country in former times, and in other
naturally fertile countries up to the pre=
has not languishsent time, agriculture
ed from the want of sucha stimulu;—
s
and whether, in those countries, the

proprietors of the land are not themselves poor, and the people wretched,
in proportion as, from want of capital,
their labouris more exclusively confined
to raising from their own soil, the means
of their own scanty subsistence.

If these questions should be answer-

* EDINBURGH
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it follows, that

the present solidity and future improvement

of our national wealth de-

end on the ‘continuance of that union
by which our agricultural prosperity

REGISTER,

1821.

The general influence of taxation
upon the state of the country, isa sub.
ject too extensive to be entered upon
by your Committee, without exceed.

ing the bounds prescribed to’ them by
nature

of the reference made

is so closely connected with the

pre-

the

servation of our manufacturing
commercial greatness.

and

them by the House.

It will be for the House to appre-

ciate this view of the subject, to watch

to

They lament its

weight, because, however imposed,
taxes must necessarily abridge'the res
sources and comforts of those by whom

the progress of events affecting any of
the great branchesof our industry, and,

they are ultimately paid. But the
question for more immediate consider-

in its wisdom, to determine, according’

ation is, whether, in the distribution of

to circumstances,
how far, and by what
arrangements, it can best reconcile
those considerations of state policy
which make it desirable that this coun-

try should not become too habitually
or extensively dependent for the subsistence of its people on foreign supply, with the necessity of guarding, as
much as possible, against creating, by
artificial means, too great a difference
between the cost of that subsistence
here and in other countries ;—not only
in regard to the people themselves, but
also from the risk which must be in

this unavoidable evil, the profits of
farming capital have been heretofore,
or can permanently be, more affect.
ed, than the profits of capital engaged
in other branches of industry. They
cannot discover any grounds for believing that, during the war, when taxa-

வல்

tion, was carried to its greatestamount,
the profit of farming capital was low.
ered in its relative proportion to the
profit of other active capitals; and
whatever may be the temporary effect
of a casual derangement, it is obvious
that this proportion must permanently
proportion to that difference, of dribe maintained, hecause the application
ving much of the capital, by which
of capital would otherwise be changed
their industry and labour are support- from one mode of employment to the
ed, to seek employment in other counotker, until the proper level was retries. For there cannot be a doubt
;
stored.
that this difference operates, in the
So far, therefore, as taxes fall upon
same manner as taxation, to diminish
the profits of the active capitals of the =
the profits of capital in this country; country, whatever may be the objects |
and there can be as little doubt, that
upon which they immediately attach,
though capital. may migrate, the unor the parties by whom they are, in the
occupied population will remain j—and
remain to be maintained by the landed interest, upon whose resources, diminished in proportion to diminished
demand, this additional burthen would

principally fall.

In some of the petitions referred to
your Committee, the depression and
distress of all those concerned in agriculture, are mainly ascribed to the extent of our public burthens coupled

with their diminished means of bear-

ing them.

ar

first instance, paid, they operate, in
their ultimate effect, as an abatement

of those profits, equally affecting the
trading,

the

manufacturing,

and the

farming interests, by diminishing their
means, either of enjoyment, or of accu-

mulating further capital by savings
from their annual incomes.
'
The manner and extent in which
other classes of the community and
other sources of income may be affected by taxation, do not come directly
within

the

scope

of the

present 1-
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‘quiry; but your Committee think it try was engaged during
the last cennecessary to notice a doctrine

which
has prevailed in some quarters,—that
the price of corn in this country, in‘or-

der to remunerate the grower, must
increase in the same ratio as the amount
of our public revenue, so that if the

latter be doubled, the, price of. corn
must be doubled also. If this assump-

tion were well founded, it would follow, that, exclusively of any change
in the value of money, the remune-

rating price in 182] would] be nearly

one-third

lower than it was

in 1814,

taxes not much short of that propor.
tion to the whole of our revenue having been taken off in Great Britain
since that year. But, without denying that the price of corm may be in
some degree affected by adding to our
general taxation, and that any charges
particularly paid by the farmer, such
as tithes and poor-rates, must’ tend
more directly to raise that price, it is
obvious, from what

has been already

stated, that the cost of growing corn
in any country is regulated by the
_ amount of capital necessary to produce
_ it upon lands paying no rent, and that

it is the price of the portion of corn
which is so raised that determines the
price of all other corn; and that an in-

crease of general taxes, affecting alike
the profits of capital in all the different

tury, compared with the prices of the
years preceding and succeeding those
wars; and during the last of them, the

«American war, prices were lower than
during the peace. This circumstance

is the’ more to be remarked, as there

never was perhaps a period at which
the burthen of taxation appeared to
Press more heavily upon the resources
of the country, and in which an annual

Increase of taxes, accompanied with an

annual diminution of revenue, and
a
general stagnation of improvements, in-

dicated more strongly that a part of

these taxes must have been paid out of
the capital, and not out of the income

of the nation.
On the otherhand, howeverimmense

the expenditure

of the last wary; it is

impossible to review the vast private
undertakings, begun and completed
during

that war,

in every branch

of

industry, without feeling’ that those
funds by which alone the productive
powers of the country can be put in
motion, must have been greatly increased, and that the accumulation of na-

tional capital; however impaired

by

loans, or retarded by taxes, has, upon

the whole, been large and progressive
during that period.
If m the same space of time the naof some other country
tional ‘capital’

branches of industry, would not necessarily raise the price of the particular produce of any one. The price of
corn, therefore, might fallin'a country,
notwithstanding additional taxation,
if the quantity required for the consumption of that country could be

ment of the period, and as they now

raised,

stand, might lead to an unfair inference

either

by

the

cultivation

of

more fertile and productive soils, or by
the application of a diminished capital

has not increased, or has increased on-

ly in a much smaller proportion, the
mere comparison of thenominalamount
of the public revenue of that country
with the public revenue of this country, as they stood

at the commence-

In respect to the degree in which each
country has been affected by increased
. to the same soil, in consequence of in-’ taxation. If the weight of the public
creased skill or improvements in hus- burthens of a country be considered
bandry.
in reference to its population only,
Tn fact, uo rise in the price of corm
of Holland
then (with the exception
appears to have taken place during perhaps) England is the most taxed
three of the wars in which this coun- portion of Hurope; but if it be mea-
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sured by the aggregate of national capital, or income arising from capital,

divided by the! total number of people
among whom that capital of income is
distributed, it may then be doubted,

whether, upon such an average, the
proportion of tax to the income or capital of each individual, be not less in
England

than in several states of the

continent, or even in Ireland; and
whether it be materially greater now
than at former periods, when both the
capital, the population, and the public
revenue of England; were far below
what they now are. But whatever
might be the consolatory result of such
a comparison, if the means of making
it could be accurately ascertained, and
however sanguine a hope your Committee may entertain that peace will
afford increased facility and encouragement to further accumulation, it is not

less the duty of government directly to
aid that accumulation, by diminishing
our expenditure, and thus both to improve thecomforts,
and to stimulate the
skill and enterprize, of those

classes,

by whose industry and savings the capital of the whole kingdom is augmented. This duty, important at all
times, appears to your Committee to
be still more so under the present circumstances ofthe country ; for, whilst
they are desirous of correctin g the mistaken opinion, that the depression un«
der which our agriculture now labours,

is either exclusively or Principally to
be attributed to taxation, they cannot

disguise from themselves, that. the:
weight Gf the public burthens of the
country, their nominal amount remaining the same, must be more severely)
felt, in proportion as: the ‘money-in-:
comes derived from trading, farming,
and ன டட
பன் and indug-

try, are diminished. No | exertion,
therefore; should be omitted to.endea.
vour to reduce those burthens, as near-

ly as circumstances will permit, in the

degree in which such incomes may

REGISTER,
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have been reduced ; for, in considerin
this subject, it is important to bean in
mind, that the general‘amount and real
pressure of taxation have been POsitive.

ly increased in the proportion of the

improved value of our currency,,

Your Committee cannot conclude
the observations which they have found

it their duty to submit to the House,

without observing, that most of the
petitions referred to them, complain of

the inadequate and injurious operation

of the present.corn law, and pray gene-

rally for protection, not for grain only,
but forall the productions of our agris
culture, equal to the protection given
to the manufactures of this country,
Within this principle, the petitioners
appear to be friendly to an open trade;
but in the application of it, as expounded in some of the petitions, and
illustrated in the examination of some
of the witnesses, your Committee can-

not but apprehend, that the duties

which they contemplate,
together prohibitory.
It cannot be’ necessary
any statements to shew,
cally, this would be the

would be alto enter into,
that, practi
result, in all

but seasons of scarcity, of a fixed duty
of 40s. a quarter upon wheat. Your

Committee will merely repeat: what
they have already stated, that when
the trade in corn with the continent
was open, subject to the scale of duties

imposed by the acts of 1773, 1791) and

1804, and in force till 1815, there ne-

ver was an importation of foreign corn
‘to any amount during the short intervals when the high duties were demandable ; and’ yet those duties at no
part of the time exceeded 245..3d.

per quarter.

‘To this fact, they will

only ‘add, that what. is proposed, மம.
vaddition ta’ the amount of the duty,

namely, that it should be permanent,
“ whatever may be the price,” is a proposition which your Committee are

confident the legislature could never
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entertain, nor any considerable portion
' of the community ever countenance.

The suggestions with respect to duties equally prohibitory on every other

article the production of the soil of
this country, all come under the same
principle, and are open to the same ob-

jection. The principle would, in fact,
go far to annihilate commercial intercourse

altogether;

and

is moreover

founded, as it appears to your Committee, upon a mistaken statement, as
well as an erroneous view of what is
deemed protection to our manufac.

tures,
In the first place, they feel the more
warranted in affirming, that the argument of the petitioners rests in part
upon a misconception of facts; as they

observe, that one of the witnesses, in

order to illustrate his ideas and the
wishes of the petitioners, has furnished

a table of the duties payable on foreign

ae

manufactured articles, of which several

are subject to direct heavy duties of
excise in this country; and upon which
the importation duty, as for instance
upon the article of glass, is imposed in
a great measure to countervail the duty
upon that article manufactured in this
i
kingdom.
But the main grounds upon which
your Committee are disposed to think
that the House will look with some
mistrust to the soundness of this principle, is—first, that it may be well
doubted, whether (with the exception
of silk) any of our considerable manufactures derive benefit from this assumed protection in the markets of this

country ; for how could the foreign

manufactures of cotton, of woollens, of
hardware, compete with our own in

this country, when it is notorious that
we can afford to undersell them in the
products of those great branches of
our manufacturing industry, even in
their own markets, notwithstanding

that cotton and wool are subject to a
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direct’ duty on importation, not drawn
back upon their export in a manufac.
tured state, as well as to all the indirect
taxation, which affects capital’in these
branches, in common with that capital

which is employed in raising the productions of the soil? Secondly, that
there exists this most: essential difference between the effect of protection
given to the manufacturer (even if he

did not enjoy, from natural causes, a
preference in the home market,) and

the attempt at a similar protection and
monopoly to the produce:of the-soil E

—that

in all employment (of capital,

either in trade or manufactures, profits are limited by competition. If, for

any length of time, or from any circumstances, profits are increased, in

any particular branch, above the accustomed average, additional capital
seeks employment in that branch, and
profits are again speedily reduced to
their former level. This would equally
be the case if the demand for that par-

ticular

article

were

doubled;

and it

may further frequently happen, as we

have witnessed of late years (in all
goods, for instance, wrought of iron

and cotton), that, owing to discoveries
in mechanical and chemical science, and
improvements in the manufacture, an

immense increase of consumption may
be concomitant with, and probably, in
a great degree, the result of a great
fall in price.
é
:
The same principle, it is true, ap.
plies to the capital and business of the

farmer; but with this important dis«

tinction, that the price of corn, taken
for any series of years, is necessarily
regulated by the expense of production upon the lands which, at that”
price, make no return beyond the
charge of raising it, together with the
ordinary profit of the capital employed
upon those lands. The cultivator of
such lands, for the time, is upon a foot=

ing with the merchant and manufac-

U
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turer ; butif the demand for corn were
doubled, it would force into cultivation

poorer lands, requiring a larger capital
to raise the same quantity of produce ;
the price of that produce would determine the price of the whole, or those
poorer lands could not be maintained
in cultivation ; for there cannot permanently be two rates of profit in the
same occupation,
It is ‘sufficient for
your Committee to point out this
ground of difference, and to leave it to’
the judgment of the House, in connexion with the observations which

they have already submitted in aformer
part of this report.
Another wish expressed by some of
the petitioners, and some of the witnesses, 1s for the repeal of that clause
in the last act, which allows the ware-

housing in the united kingdom of foreign

corn, when

it cannot

be taken

out for home consumption.
The grounds upon which this alteration of the law is suggested, for the
relief of the British grower, are twofold.
ist, That the foreign corn ab-

sorbs the capitals of the dealers which
would otherwise be employed in speculating in corn of British growth;
and, secondly, that it enables them to

hold, in the warehousesof thiscountry,

a large stock of foreign wheat, the notoriety of which depresses the markets,

from the dread of its being poured in

So soon as it is set free by the prices

rising above 80s,
. The first. objection proceeds upon
two assumptions, both of which appear
to your Committee doubtful ; Ist,
that the capitals of the dealers are ab-

sorbed in this foreign speculation ; and
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all other branches of foreign or domes.

tic commerce.
The value of all the
foreign corn now in this country,
which cannot be sold for home con-

sumption fill the price shall, for some
weeks, have exceeded 80s. a quarter, is
probably less than one million Sterling,

British corn, by, the last return, was
about 53s. per quarter. Can there be
a doubt, if an impression prevailed ge.
nerally, that it would rise to. 79¢., before the next harvest, that abundant
capital would befound for speculation?
and is not the want of it, at this mo.
ment, rather to be received as evidence
of an apprehension, that, in the event

of another productive harvest, the present low prices would not be impro.
ved ?
Upon the second objection, your
Committee have only to remark, that
it is unquestionably true, that the present accumulation of a great quantity
of foreign corn, the surplus of the two
or three last harvests on the continent,
would have a considerableinfluence upon the prices here, in the eyent of the
ports being opened in consequence of
a deficient harvest.
But the question
is, whether that influence would not
be nearly, if not altogether, the same,

under that contingency, if that accu.
mulation were altogether at the shipping ports of Holland, or other parts
of the continent, instead of being divided between them and the warehouses of this country ? Should the
prices here be fluctuating between ‘70s.
and 80s,, some small difference might,

perhaps, be produced
by the knowledge
of the accumulation in our own warehouses, stimulatin g the British grower

2dly, that, if not so employed, they: ' to bring his own corn to market, to
would speculate with them in British
corn. Your Committee conceive that keep down the price when it was) apng to the import rate, in order
there is no fixed amount of capital as. proachi
. to shut out the foreign supply. But
signed to this trade, and that it is go- in this respect,
accurate information
verned by the same principles which
must
be
to
him
an advantage. The
stimulate the application of capital in
time might also be a little varied at
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which a part of the foreign corn, upon
the ports being opened, might find its
way hither. But this difference would
not be considerable, the ports of Flanders and Holland being as convenient
for the Thames, as most of our own

ports from which corn is shipped for
London.
Having stated the grounds upon
_ which your Committee are of opinion
that the expectations which have been

entertained of advantage from the
re-

peal of this clause, are not likely to be
realized, they conceive that the views

in which it was introduced of making
this country a deposit of foreign grain,
from which either our own occasional
wants, or those of other nations, might
be supplied, are, independent of other
considerations,
too much in unison with

our general warehousing system, from
which this country derives such im-

portant commercial advantages, to be
abandoned, without further proof of

their prejudicial effects to our agriculture, than any which your Committee
have been able to collect from the evidence.
Itis material to observe, also, that
the warehousing of foreign corn in this
country, has this great advantage that
it places the supply of our wants, to
the extent of the quantity warehoused,

out of thereach of foreign states, put-

ting it out of their power, in a season
of scarcity, to aggravate the pressure
of those wants, either ‘by prohibiting
the export of corn, or by imposing a
heavy duty upon that: export. The
fact of upwards of 100,000 quarters
of wheat having been recently sent
from the warehouses of this country to
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consumption.
This could only lave
occurred by a fraudulent evasion of
the law. Of the existence of this practice toa great extent, your Committee
have received many intimations, They
appear, however, to rest upon vague
rumours, which the parties, when called upon, have not come forward, ‘or
not been able, to substantiate, except

In ‘one instance, the particulars of
which your Committee forbear to
state, as it is understood that the persons concerned: in the attempt, are
now under prosecution. They will
only observe, that the quantity stated
to have been withdrawn was inconsiderable, and that it appears to them,

if farther security be requisite against

the recurrence of this fraud, that re-

gulations for that purpose may easily
be devised and introduced into the bill
now before the House, for better as-

certaining the averages,

Instead of expressing doubts with
respect to the remedies which have

been suggested by others, it would

have been far more satisfactory to
your Committee, to have been ena1160 to conclude their labours by
pointing out some immediate measure
of alleviation, which would have been

“ficacious at once to mitigate the dis‘ress, and to allay the alarm which
prévail among the agricultural classes
of the community.
Tf such an expedient ‘could have
Sen’ found, even in a temporary dejarture from any sound ang recog1 sed principle of general policy on
1, 18 subject, or in any modification of
the existing law which could now be

the Mediterranean, further shews that attempted, they might have been dis-

this facility of deposit is not a matter
© of indifference to the commerce
Navigation of this country.

and

An impression prevails in many
quarters, that large quantities of corn,
imported since February 1819, have

recently been introduced into home

“posed to submit it to the favourable
sonsideration of the House ; but when,
er a long and anxious inquiry, they
ave not been able to discover any
‘means, which, in their estimation, are

caleulated immediately to remove the

present pressure, they know too well
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too much respect for the manly character of that class of the community,
whose difficulties have been the object

companied with embarrassment to the
land-owner, in proportion as his estate

of their investigation, either to attempt

is encumbered with mortgages, or
other fixed payments, assigned upon

to disguise the view which they have
taken of the origin and nature of those
difficulties, or to recommend that specific plan of relief pointed out by the

it during the period when land and
rents were raised to an artificial value,
in reference to the impaired value of
the money in which those encumbran-

suffering parties, which, however sanc-

the markets of agricultural produce

is the effect of abundance from our
own: growth, the inconvenience arises
from a cause which no legislative provision can alleviate ; so far as it is the
result of the increased value ef our
money, it is one not peculiar to the
farmer, but which

has been, and still

is, experienced
by many other classes

of society.

That result, however, is

the more severely felt by the tenant,
in consequence of its coincidence with
an overstocked market, especially if
he be farming with a borrowed capital, and under the engagements of a
lease; and it has hitherto been farther

aggravated by the comparative slowness with which prices generally, and

particularly the price of labour, accommodate themselves to a change in the
value of money.
From this circumstance, combined

with other causes, the departure from
our ancient standard, in proportion as
it was prejudicial to all creditors of

money, and persons dependent
on fixed incomes, was.a benefit to the ac-

tive capitals of the: country;

and. it

cannot be denied that the restoration
of that standard has, in its turn, been
proportionally disadvantageous to many individuals belonging to the pro-|
ductive classes of the community, and
especially to those who had engaged

1821.

in speculative adventures, either of
farming or trade.
That restoration must also be ac.

their own duty to the House, and feel

tioned by the arguments and prayer of
their petitions, appears to be founded
in delusion, and likely, therefore, to
lead only to disappointment.
So far as the present depression in
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From the cessation of public loans,
the probability of large accumulations

of capital, and the constant operation
of such a sinking fund, as, in the present state of our finances, may, hence-

forward during the continuance of
peace, be regularly appropriated to the
reduction of the public debt, your
Committee trust that the rate of inte.

rest of money may, ina short time, be
so far reduced below the legal mam-

mum, as to make

those encumbrances

a lighter burden upon the landed interests of the kingdom.

It is an allevia-

tion which former intervals of peace

have produced, at periods in many respects less favourable to its attainment ; and if, in the present instance,

the want of that alleviation is become
more urgent, your Committee venture
to hope, that, from the greater accumulation of capital in the country, co-

operating with the effects of a positive
and steady reduction of the public
debt, this salutary result will also be

more speedily brought about.

They

look forward to this mode of easing
the encumbrances of the landlord with
the more anxiety, as, amidst all the injury and injustice which an unsettled
currency,—an evil, they trust, never
again to be incurred,—has in succes-

sion cast upon the different ranks o

society, the share of that evil which

has now fallen upon the landed interest,

i¢ Ue

inflicting

caly one which,

without

greater injury and

greater

2
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that

we

are

advanced in the system of a restored
icurrency,) of no other relief.
‘he
\difficulties, great as they unfortunately are, in which it has involved the

farming, the manufacturing, and trading interests of the country, must diminish in proportion as contracts, pri-

ces, and labour, adjust themselves to
the present value of money.
That
this change is now in progress, and
has already taken place to a considerable degree, is in evidence before your
Committee. They are satisfied that it
will continue until that balance is reistored, which will afford to labour its

due remuneration, and to capital its
fair return. And although they deeply lament the derangement which the
fluctuations of the last ten years, in
the value of the currency, have occa~
sioned in all the transactions

of life,

together with the individual loss and
suffering unavoidably produced by the
teturn to a fixed standard, they are satisfied that this was the only course
\which was in the power of Parliament
to adopt,—well as to prevent the con‘tinuance of a derangement, leading,
as it must have led, to the aggravation of those losses and sufferings,
as to manifest to the world the inflexible determination of this country,

ngidly to adhere to that good faith

of which

the moral

character

of the

people is the'sure guardian, and which,
with that character, has placed our
greatness and our power upon the
foundation, hitherto

unshaken

amidst

all our vicissitudes, of public credit
and national honour.
18th June, 1821.

Reporr or rom ComMITTEE ON THE
Rates.

the orders of this House in’ 1819,
1820, and 1821, relative to the sums

assessed, levied, and expended, on ac-

count of the poor in England and
Wales, and to report an abstract of
the same, together with their observations thereon, to the House; have,
pursuant to the orders of the House,
considered the matters to them refer-

red, and agreed to the following Report -—
The returns referred to your Com-

mittee contain a statement of the total

sum raised by assessment in each pa-

rish and township: in England and
Wales, in the five years ending on the

25th of March, 1816, 1817, 1818,

1819, and 1820.
by order of
The mode of obtaining,

the House of Commons addressed to
the parish officers, information as to
the amount of the assessments and expenditure on account of the poor, was

suggested by the Committee appoint-

ed to consider of the poor laws, in the

year 1818 ; and your Committee have
the satisfaction of informing the House,
that the returns so procured are very
nearly complete. The deficiencies are
very few in number, and, with the ex-

ception of one patish in Middlesex,
arise in inconsiderable parishes.
This is the parish of St Matthew,

Bethnal-green ; and the deficiency appears to have arisen from litigation
with respect to: the custody of the
books, and not from any wilful ne-~
gleet onthe part of the churchwardens
or overseers. Your Committee have
to be estimated in the abstract according to its amount in the preceding year,
The returns for the first four of the
years mentioned, were called for by an
order of the House, dated 30th April,
1819, and

_ The select Committee appointed to
consider

the

several
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directed the expenditure of this parish

ee

Poor
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Jt is necessary to make this distinc.
tion, because there is a slight variation

in the wording

of the two orders.

That of 30th of April, 1819, which
was carefully framed so as to require
as little as possible of detail from the
officers, required an account, ‘¢ show-

ing the total amount of the money assessed and levied upon each parish,
township, or other place maintaining
its own poor; distinguishing, in the
said account, the amount of money

paid out of such assessments for any
other purpose than the relief of the
poor.” ‘The remainder, after deduct~
ing the latter of these amounts from
the former, was taken

as the amount

expended on account of the poor.
Before the order of 1820 was issued, it appeared that this mode of ascertaining the expenditure on account
of the poor was not quite accurate, inasmuch as the sum ‘* assessed and levied,”

and

the

sum

* expended”

for

all purposes, do not always, in each
particular year, correspond in amount.
‘The expenditure of any year may be
defrayed in part, out of the balance of
the assessment of the preceding year ;
or there may be a debt remaining at
the end of the year, which*in some
returns may be included in the account of the sum expended, and in’
others excluded.
Some of the parish officers appear
to have supplied this defect in the order, by stating separately the sum expended On account

of the poor;

and

it 18 Owing to this circumstance, that

in the abstract of the four years ordered to be printed on July 17, 1820,
the second and third columns, which

were intended jointly to state the total
expenditure, do not exactly agree in
amount with the first, which contains

the amount assessed and levied.

The

difference, however, is very inconsider-

able ; and your Committee are satisfied that the corrected account now
given of “ money expended solely on
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the poor,” contains a sufficiently accurate statement of the expenditure for

any purpose of comparison.
The order calling for the returns of

the year ending March 25, 1820, re.
quired, as before, an account of the
sum assessed and levied, and also, « the

total amount of money expended in
that year ;” when from this latter sum

the amount of the expenditure « for
other purposes”

is deducted,

the re.

mainder comes out accurately as the
amount of the expenditure on account
of the poor.
There

may

possibly

still be some

difference between different parishes in
the mode of making up the return; |
some officers may, perhaps, include in
one column, and some in the other,
moneys expended
in litigationand other
matters immediately connected with 4)
the poor, but not applicable to their
relief. The amount, however, of this
mixed

expenditure,

though

consider-

able in one point of view, does not
bear

so

great a proportion

whole expenditure,

to the

as to constitute a

material objection to the accuracy of
the returns.

The

Committee

have the further

satisfaction of adding, that the returns

under the late order have been made
more promptly, and in a more regular
form, than those called for in the preceding year.
rs
Tt may be convenient here to observe, that in the order recently made }
by the House for returns for the year
ending 25th March, 1821, a still further correction is made of the form.
Instead of calling for the amount “assessed and levied,”? the requisition is
now for the amount levied only. This
alteration was certainly proper, as the
whole sum assessed may not always be
levied within the year.

' Your Committee having been mstructed to report to the House an

abstract of the late returns, together
with their observations thereupon, con-
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ceive that they cannot more usefully
execute the duty assigned to them,
than by connecting the returns of the
five years referred to them, with those

of former periods, which are to be
and papers of
the house.
;
Returns are already before Parliament, in different degrees of detail of
the amount and expenditure of the
poor rates in the years ending at Eas-

found in the journals

ter 1748, 1749, 1750, 1776,
1784, 1785, 1803, and 1813,

1783,
1814,

1815 ; your Committee have, therefore, included in their abstract so much

of the account of those former years
as can be compared with the more recent accounts ; so that the House has
௫ ணை

|

now before it a statement of the amount
of the poor rates, at several periods,
commencing in the middle of the last
century, and reaching to the year preceding the last.
The first statement whith yourCommittee submit to the House, shows, in
_ gross sums, the amount of moneys assessed and levied in England and Wales,

at each former period, and in each year
comprised in the late returns ; and the
amount expended upon

the poor, and

for other purposes, with other distinctions to be found in some of the re‘turns.

Your

Committee

present to the

House, in the second place, an account

of the sums expended in each county,
for the relief of the poor only, in each

of the eight years, ending on the 25th
March, 1820, being the latest period
for which there are the means of gi-
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it expedient to give the detailed account of each parish. ‘The House having lately called for returns of the
poor rates, for the year ending the
25th of March, 1821,it appearsto your
Committee more convenient that a parochial account, embracin g nine years,

should be prepared early in the next
session of parliament, when the House
will have the additional advantage of
an opportunity of considering these
returns in connexion with the result

of the late numeration of the people.
_ They have at the same time the sa-

tisfaction of informin g the House, that
all the parochial returns, and correct

abstracts in which each parish is dis

tinguished, are carefully arranged, so
as to facilitate reference by any mem-

ber of the House to the return of any
particular district.
“
The Committeelay before the House,

thirdly, a statement m which the former returns, so far as they relate to the

expenditure upon the poor only, are
also

distinguished

by

counties ; and

the eight later years are averaged in

_

three periods ; the first of three years,

ending in March, 1815, being the period which was under the consideration .
of the Committee of 1817, and which
reached to the first year of peace ; the
‘second, embracing a like period of
three years, ending in March 1818;

and the third, comprising only te
years, to March 1820, which may be
completed to a triennial period, when
the returna recently ordered shall have

been received.
To this abstract, with the view of

ving complete yearly accounts ; “of
these eight years, the accounts of the

facilitating any comparisons which the ~
members of the House may think it

first three are taken from the return

desirable to make,

of 1815, the others are from the returns referred to your Committee;

penditure of the poor rates in each
county, with its population, your Com-

these they have combined in order
that the eight years may be viewed
together.”
்
Your Committee have not thought

of the relative ex-

mittee have also annexed a table of the

number of people in each county, according to the enumeration taken in
1811.
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And they have brought from the
abstract of 1815
property assessed
der schedule A.
They have also
annex an account

the account of the
in each county unA
thought it useful to
of the average price

of cornin England and Wales, in such

of the years ending on the 25th of
March, included in their abstracts, as
have occurred since the establishment
of the office of receiver of corn returns.
The accounts of these averages already before the House are generally
made up to a period of the year not
corresponding with that of the poorrate accounts ; and as comparisons are
sometimes made between the amount
of the poor-rates and the price of
wheat, they trust that this account of

the prices may be acceptable to the

House.
Your Committee do not feel themselves at liberty to make any observations which are not suggested by the
mere inspection of the several abstracts.

:

‘These observations, they trust, the

' House will permit them to commence,
by the statement of a few results drawn
from the returns of the earlier periods,
which indeed have been formerly stated to the House,

but which

and very largely increased from 1789

to 1812:

The amount of the sums applied to

the relief of the poor, increased within
same

period

very largely :

progressively,

;

riods, except

that of the year 1803

The House will judge, whether thers
would have been any materially diffey,

ent result, if an average of 180]-9.3
had been taken, instead of the year

1803 only.

However this may be, it

is clear, that in 1819-13 the expendi.
ture, both for the poor and other pure
poses, greatly exceeded the amount
in
1803.
Since 1812, the total expenditure in both branches has still fur.
ther increased, and the remark made
upon the former. statements, that the
expenditure for other purposes: roge
more rapidly than the expenditure on
the poor, is not applicable to the later

years.

The subsequent remarks your Committee will confine to the amount of

money expended upon the poor within
the last eight years.
It appears, on an inspection of the
table of averages, that the expenditure

has continued

to increase from

to 1820:

The first period averaging
The second

The third

.

ல்

1819

11.6,129,844
6,844,290

75430, 622

it may

be useful to place here :—
The pecuniary amount of the levies,
by. way of poor’s rates progressively,

the

5, and 1813-14-15 5 nor any
account

of any single year between those pe-

and

The amount expended forother purposes increased progressively, and still

more largely than the expenditure on

* account of the poor.

In reference to comparisons with
the year 1803, your Committee have
to observe, that there is no account of
any average of years between 1783-4.

But

the annual

abstract

shews, that

this increase has not been progressive,
year by year, throughout the whole:
period, and that it is not now pro=)
gressive.
From the year 1812-13, the amount
declined gradually in the two subse
quent years, (which were years of
war3) rose again in the next three
years, so as to be in 1817-18 greater

In pecuniary amount than at any former or subsequent period of which returns exist.
In each of the two stcceeding years, forming the first and

second of the third triennial period,
the

expenditure

declined

not very considerably.

again,

but,

The ராமு
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recently requi-

| red, will shew whether the amount
/ has continued to decrease; and your
Committee have been informed, that
the igreater number of the returns

which have already been received, exhibit a more or less considerable diminution.

These comparisons are taken from:
the, total amount of England and
Wales ; your Committee have consi-

dered the county abstracts with the
view of ascertaining the exceptions
which are to: be found in particular
counties, to the: results

drawn from a

~ general average.
These exceptions are most numerous as to the first triennial period. In
the counties of Durham, Hertford,
Kent, Middlesex, and Surrey, the
a

amount

was considerably greater

in

1813-14; than in 1819-13; and in seyen other counties of England, and in
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land, Westmoreland, and the East and
North Ridings of Yorkshire.

In other

counties of England there was scarcely
a diminution ; and in Wales, generally, an excess,
In Cumberland, Leicester, Lincoln, and the West Riding

of Yorkshire, the year 1819-20 shews
the greatest amount.
The exceptions to

the statement,

that as to the two years of the third

period, of which there are returns, there
was a slight diminution in the second,
arise in the counties of Chester, G@umberland, Derby, Durham, Leicester,
Lincoln, Nottingham, Warwick, and
the West Riding of Yorkshire.
Reverting to the averages, it is to
be remarked, that there is! no exception to the general excess of the second
period over the first ; and that Berkshire, Norfolk, and Salop, afford the
only exceptions to the general excess
of the third period over the second.

9:

eight of Wales, there was also a slight
At the foot of the table of yearly
excess. But there is no exception to amounts, the
Flouse will find a statethe statement, that the year 1814-15 ment, in which the returns from towns
was below the average of the two ear- are distinguished from all others. The
lier years, and below the year immedi- towns included in this distinction are
ately preceding.
those which, in the abstract of popuA\s to the second period, there are lation in 1811, are set in Roman ca
three exceptions to the gradual rise to pitals.
:
This separate account of the towns
the year 1817-18, and to the statement that that year was the highest affords no exceptions to the general
statements which are worthy of partiwhich had at that time been known.
In the county of Nottingham, the cular remark.
It appears that select vestries, under
year 1816-17 was the highest ; and in
Wiltshire and Berkshire the year 1812- the act 59 Geo. IIT. c. 12, have been
13 exhibited’ an amount which has not appointed in 2006 parishes; and assistant overseers in 2257. The whole
sincé been equalled.
There are more numerous excep- numberof parishes, townships, or other
tions to the statement, that the year sub-divisions, from which returns have
1817-18 was higher than any subse- been required, is about 14,700.
Your Committee have not thought
| quent year ; for it appears, that in the
counties of Devon and Surrey, there it necessary to make any selections
was an excess, not! inconsiderable,

in

1818-19 over the preceding year ; and
a slight excess

in Bedford, Cumber-

ae

land, Gloucester, Huntingdon, Iincoln, Middlesex, Northampton, Rut-

from the ‘ Observations,” which, in
conformity with the orders of the
House, have in some instances been
subjoined by the parish officers to the

returns. Many of these are irrelevant;
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such

as the, Committee must

there’ are

6thers of a

erent charac-

ter; and your Committee conceive,

that much useful information would be
‘obtained, “if parish officers would,
whenever their returns exhibit a re-

markable variation, whether of excess
or diminution, from the preceding year,
give some explanation of the causes of
the variation. —
And here your Committee cannot

avoid observing, that returns, stating
merely the gross amount
penditure, fall very short

of the exof what is

83.

#

Report or THE Commissionrne
-MMISSIONERS, jp. Y
POINTED BY HIS Masusty 79 con.
SIDER THE SUBJECT oF Weicuns
AND Mrasurus.

்

May it please your Majesty, i
e,

the commissioners appointe
d
by your Majesty for the purp
ose of
considering the subject of weig
hts and

measures, have now complethe
ted
amination of the standards whic ex.
h we
have thought it necessary

The

measurements

to'compare,

which we haye

த்தம் to enable the House to judge
of the
nature and causes of the varia-

employed

it wouldbe necessary to have accounts,

to determine with

under which relief has been afforded,

with a view to the fixing the magn
i
tude of the standard of weight
; “that

tionih the amount. For that purpose
shewing the different circumstances

andthe’ rate and principle of relief
adopted in each district.

‘The able-

bodied “entirely out of employ ; the

able-bodied earning wages not suffi
cient for the maintenance of his family; the married, the single, the sick
and impotent, the aged, the labourer

in’ husbandry,

and the

turer
‘or mechahic, should all bemanufac
distin guished. ‘Andit should be known whether
ட ifforded

discretion

themselves, or by or-

51 of the justices of the peace.
ட்ட Committ

ee are notof Opinion

சீ

én

ம்

rns in this detail could con-

House. =y, abe

called for by order of the
‘ee

“Tt is for the House to consider whe-

ther“over
counts

lately performed

by

the

upon the apparatus

late

Sir Geor

Shuckburgh Evelyn, have enabled gus
su

cient preci

the weight of a given bulk of watesion
r,

of length being

already determined.

by
the experiments related in our
fo
reports ; and we have found by the
computations, which will be detailed4 in

the Appendix, that the weightof acu. |

bic inch of distilled watater,
62, deg

of Fahrenheit, is 259.79 graing of the

parliamentary standard poundof 1758,
suppos
ing it. to -be weighed.in ava

Ce
ay
ed? முட்டி கக்கு
We beg leave, therefore, மலத்
recommend, with all humility, to your
Majesty, the adoption
of the reg
tions and modifications suggested in|
our former reports, which are. pring.

pally these:

பம ஏவிக்

1., That the parliamentary standard
yard, made by Bird in 1760, be hence.
forth considered as the authentic legal

standard of the British empir
; ani|
e
that it be identified by. declaring.
the
at
39.1393 inches of this standard,

Poor-rates
than any
appeared, might be
6 ocically, to. parlian ம்
nerto

nas

some,

have ‘notic
withed reprobation; but

temperaturof
e 62° of Fahrenheit, har
been found equal to the-length oft
pendulum supposed to vibrate second
in. London, on the level of the sea,ani
in a vacuum,

th[
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2. That the parliamentary standard
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pound weight made in 1758, remain

be declared to constitute an avoirdu-

complete attainment of the objects in

Troy

pound,

according

to the two-

unaltered ; and that 7000 Troy grains

pois pound ; the cubic inch of distil.

led water being found to weigh at 62
deg. ina vacuum, 252.72 parliamentary grains.
$. That the ale and corn gallon be
restored to their original equality, by

taking, for the statutable common gallon of the British empire, a mean value, such that a gallon of common wa-

ter may weigh ten pounds avoirdupois
in ordinary circumstances, its content

being nearly 277.8 cubic inches; and

that correct standards of this imperial

gallon, and of the bushel, peck, quart,
and pint, derived from it, and of their

௩௫.
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gulations to be adopted, were thought
necessary, we should still be ready to
undertake such inspections and exami-

parts, be procured without delay for

the exchequer,

and for such other of.

fices in your Majesty’s dominions as
may be judged most convenient for
the ready use of your Majesty’s subjects.
4, Whether any further legislative
enactments are required, for enforcing
a uniformity of practice throughout
the British empire, we do not feel ourselves competent to determines

but it

appears to us that nothing would be
more conducive to the attainment of
this end, than

to increase,

as far as

possible, the facility of a ready recurrence to the legal standards, which we
apprehend to be ina great measure at~
tainable by the means we have recomIt would also, in all probamended,
bility, be of advantage to give a greater degree of publicity to the appendix
of our last report, containing a compatison of the customary measures employed throughout the country.
5. We are not aware that any further services remain for us to perform,
in the execution of the commands laid
upon us by your Majesty’s commission;

but if any superintendence of the reVOL. XIV. PART II.

nations as might

be required for the

question.

(Signed)

Grorer Crrrx.
Davies சேறாக,
W.#H. Wottasron.
Tuomas Younc,
Henry Kater.

London, March 31, 1821.

Circuvar

Despatcu

ro nis Ma-

gmsty’s Ministers at Fornien
CouRTS IN REGARD TO THE Are
FAIRS oF NAPLEs,

Foreign Office, Jan. 19, 1821.
Srr,—I should not have felt it nee

cessary to have made any communicas
tion to you, in the present state of the
discussions begun at Troppau, and
transferred to Laybach, had it not
been for a Cons communication
which has been addressed by the Courts

of A.ustria, Prussia, and Russia, to their
several missions, and which his Majes-

ty’s government conceive, if not adverted to, might (however unintentionally)
convey,

upon

the subject therein

al-

luded to, very erroneous impressions of
the past, as well as of the present, sen=
timents of the British government. —
It has become, therefore, necessary

to inform you, that the King has felt
himself obliged to decline becoming a

party to the measures in question. —
These measures embrace two distinct objects :—Ist, The establishment
of certain general principles for the regulation of the future political conduct of the allies in the cases therein
described. Zdly, The proposed mode.
of dealing, under these principles, with
the existing affairs of Naples.
a
;

ம்
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‘The system of measures proposed

under the former head, if to be reciprocally acted upon, would be in direct

of
repugnance to the fundamental laws
this country. But, even if this decisive

objection did not exist, the British government

would

nevertheless regard

the principles on which these measures
rest, to be such as could not be safely
admitted as a system of international
They are of opinion that their
law.
adoption would inevitably sanction,
and, in the hands of less beneficent
monarchs, might hereafter lead to, a

much more frequent and extensive 1nterference in the internal transactions
of states, than they are persuaded is
intended by the august parties from
whom they proceed, or can be reconcilable either with the general interest,
or with the efficient authority and dig-

nity, of independent sovereigns. They
do not regard the alliance as entitled,
under existing treaties, to assume, in

REGISTER,

1821.

this country; they fully admitted
however, that other European states,
and especially Austria and the Ttalian
powers, might feel themselves. differ,
ently cireumstanced; and they’ pro.
fessed that it was not their purpose to

prejudge the question as it might af.
fect them, or to interfere with the
course which such states might think
fit to adopt, with a view to their own

security, provided only that they were
ready to give every reasonable agsn.
rance that their views were not direct.

ed to purposes of aggrandizement, subversive of the territorial system of Eu.
rope,
tles.

as established
|

by the late trea-

Upon these principles, the conduct
of his Majesty’s government, with regard to the Neapolitan question, has
been, from the first moment, uniform:

ly regulated, and copies of the sueces:
sive instructions sent to the British
authorities at Naples for their guidance,

their character as allies, any such ge-

have been from time to time transmit.

neral powers; nor do they conceive
that such extraordinary powers could.

governments,

be assumed, in virtue of any fresh di-

- plomatic transaction among the allied
courts, without their either attributing

to themselves a supremacy incompatible with the rights of other states,
or, if to be acquired through the special accession

of such states, without

introducing a federative system in Kurope not only unwieldy, and ineffectual
to its object, but leading to many most
serious inconveniences.
> With respect to the particular case

ted for the information of the allied
i

With regard to the expectation
which is expressed in the circular above
alluded to, of the assent of the courts
of London and Paris to the more general measures proposed for their adoption, founded, as it is alleged, upon existing treaties ; in justification of its
own consistency and good faith, the
British

government,

in

withholding

the very earliest moment, did not. hesitate to express their strongest disap-

such assent, must protest against any
such interpretation being put upon the
treaties in question, as is therein assumed.
.
They have never understood these
treaties to impose any such obligations;

probation

and

of Naples, the British government, at
of the mode

and circum-

stance under which that revolution was

_ understood to have been effected ; but
they, at the same time, expressly declared to the several allied courts, that

they should not consider themselves
as either called upon,

or justified, to

advise an interference on the part of

they have,

on various occasions,

both in parliament and in their inter=
course with the allied governments,
distinctly maintained the negative of

such a proposition.

‘That they have

acted with all possible explicitness upon this subject, would at once appeat
from reference to. the deliberations a

PUBLIC

AND

PARLIAMENTARY

Paris in 1815, previous to the conclusion of the treaty of alliance, at Aix‘Ja-Chapelle, in 1818, and subsequent-

ly in certain discussions which took
place in the course of the last year.
After’ having removed the misconception to which the passage of the
circular in question, if passed over in
silence, might give countenance;

and

having stated in general terms, without, however, entering into the argu-
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munication on the patt of your govern- .
ment, regulating your language in cons

formity to the principles laid down in
the present despatch. You will take
care; however, in making such communications, to do justice, in the name

of your government, to the purity of
intention which has, no doubt, actuated
these august courts in the adoption of

the course of measures’ which they are
pursuing. The difference of sentiment
which prevails between them and the

ment, the dissent of his Majesty’s government from the
ட
principle court of London on this matter, you
upon which the circular in question is “may declare, can make no’ alteration
founded, it should be clearly underwhateverin the cordiality and harmony
stood that no government can be more of the alliance on any other subject,
prepared than the British government or abate their common Zeal in giving
is, to uphold the right of any state or the most complete effect to all’ their
states to interfere where their own im- existing engagements.
mediate security or essential interests
Tam, &c.
are’ seriously endangered by the interCASTLEREAGH.
nal transactions of another state. But
as they regard the assumption of such
right as only to be justified by the
strongest necessity, and to be limited DocuMENTs 1ssSvED AT THE BREAKand regulated thereby, they cannot ad1NG UP oF THE ConcRess
AT Liaymit that this right can receive a geneBAGH,
’
raland indiscriminate application to all
revolutionary movements, without

re-

ference to theit immediate bearing up- ்

DECLARATION.

on some’ particular state or states, or

be made prospectively the basis of an
alliance. ‘They regard its exercise as an’
exception to general’ principles, of the
greatest value and importance,

and as

one that only properly grows out of
the cireumstances of the’ special case ;
but they, at the same time, consider,
that’ exceptions of this description never can, without the utmost danger, be
so far reduced to rule, as’to be incor-

Europe is acquainted with the motives of the’ resolution taken by the

allied sovereigns, to suppress conspi-

racies,and toterminate disorders, which
menaced the existence of that general

peace, the establishment of which had
cost so many efforts, and so many sa-

crifices.
f
ற
At the very moment when their
generous objects were accomplished in
porated into’ the ordinary diplomacy’ the kingdom’of Naples, arebellion of a
of states, or into the institutes of the

still more odious character, if possible,

law of nations.
As it appears that certain of the

burst forth in Piedmont.
=
Neither the ties which had, for so
many generations, united the reigning
house of Savoy with the people, nor’

ministers

of

the

three

courts

have

already communicated this» circular
despatch to the courts to which they
are’ accredited, I leave it to your discretion to make’g corresponding com-

the benefits of an enlightened govern-

ment, administered by a wise

ince,

and under paternal laws, nor Ae sad
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country was exposed, could. restrain
the disaffected from their designs...
The ‘plan of a general subversion
was: prepared. In this. combination

consolatory principle—from one

worthy of attention.

more

ataae ak

Providence struck. with terror. the
consciences of men so guilty. ; and the

censure of the public, whose fate was

against the repose of nations, the con=

compromised by these artificers of mis-

assigned them 5 they were eager to per«+
formdts:
The throne and the state were betrayed ;/ oaths were violated ; military

hands.

spirators of Piedmont had their parts

chief, caused the arms to fall from

thei

டன்

Solely employed

to contend

and to put down, rebellion, thi al
forces, far from pursuing any exclu
interests, have arrived to the aid of the

honours tarnished; andthecontempt of
every duty:soon) produced the scourge
be
of every disorder. ©

people who were subjugated ; and th
people themselves have regarde ‘the

everywhere

port in favour of their liberty, not as

Everywhere. the pestilence exhibit-

ed the

same

character;

one uniform spirit, directed these fatal
revolutions: fo.5

Not being able: to: assign plausible

motives in their justification; nor to ob-

tain national support to maintain them,
it:was in falsedoctrines that these contrivers of anarchy sought an apology:
they founded upon. criminal. associaIn
tions,.a. still more criminal hope.
their eyes; the salutary supremacy of
the Jaws, was a yoke which must, be
destroyed. They renounced those sentiments which are inspired by a true
love of one’s country, and, substituting
for known duties arbitrary and undefined pretences for a universal. change
in the constituent principles of society,
they: prepared endless disasters for the
மணை
சரம
எட்ஸ்ப்
பன்
world.

மிடி விட்டம் ௧0௭

8

௨ கட்

gers of this conspiracy inall their full
extent, but they had also. discovered

the real weakness of the conspirators,

in spite of their veil of declamation and

deceit. Experience has verified, their

anticipations, ‘The resistance which le-

_gitmae

authority-has encountered,has

been useless ;/and crime has disappe
ed.at the sight ofthe

sword

of justi

tis. not\to accidental..canses—it

is not, even to the conduct of men. who

behaved so ill.in the.hour of, battle,

that this easy success. should, be-attri-

buted ; it-has resulted from, a more.

employment of those troopsa
an aggression upon their independence.
From that moment the war ceased;
from that moment the states which re-

volution had assailed, became the friend-

ly states of those powers, which never

wished anything but their tranquillty and their prosperity.
ir

In-the midst of these graye occurrences, and in a situation thus delicate,.

the allied sovereigns, in concert with.

the King of the I'wo Sicilies and the
King of Sardinia, have judged
it indis-

pensable

to adopt

temporary measures:

of precaution, indicated by prudence,
and called for by the general good.
The allied troops, whose presence was

necessary. for the restoration
of order,
have been placed in suitable positions,
solely

for the purpose. of protecting

the free exercise of legitimate authori-

ty, and to assist it in preparing,
this

zgis, those benefits

efface every vestige of suchipo
Mmisfortunes.,,
4,

which 1

_, The, justice and _disin
which have prevailed in the
tions of the allied monarchs, willa
continue to, regulate their policy.

future, as during the past, the
eyer prescribe to themselves.
servation of the independence

ant

the rights of each state, such as t
are recognized.
and defined by existing
treaties. The issue, even of such am

ட ப
அபபட

of calamities to which the
_ prospect

ரணை
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alarming crisis, will, under the auspices of Providence, become the consoli-

dation’ of that peace which’'the enemies

ofthe people attempted to destroy,
and the stability of'an order of things,
which will secure to nations their repose and prosperity.”
_ Filled with these sentiments, the
allied sovereigns, in ‘terminating the
conferences at Laybach, have wished
to announce to the world the principles
by

which

they

have

been

animated.

They are determined never to abandon
them ; and all the friends of order will
constantly see and find in their union a
sure safeguard against the enterprizes
of anarchy.
Tt is for this' purpose that their Imperial and Royal Majesties have ordered their ministers plenipotentiary to
sign and publish the present declaration.

>

Austria, © Merrrrnren.
The Baron De Vincent.
_ Prussia, .. Krusemank.

~ Russia, . . Nesserrope.

ய்

“1 201077.
70220 றர10௦௦0,
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Majesty would not vary, but further,
that our august master would be always ready to'concur, by all the means
in his power; in the success of the measures which he had agreed upon with
his allies, in the general interest for the

repose of Hurope::
1997
‘By our’Circular of the 97th: of
February, (11th March,) we informed

of the deteryou, that, in'consequence

minations entered into-upon this point
by his Imperial Majesty, he-had decided to prolong his stay near his Im=
perial and Royal Apostolic Majesty,
notwithstanding the close of the Con-

gress at Laybach.
Our despatches of the Sth (20th)
March very soon shewed to'you that
the foresight’ of the Emperor had been
but too completely justified, and that,
faithful to his promises, Russia, at the
request of Austria, and the legitimate
sovereign of the kingdom of Sardinia,

had marched. an army of 100,000 men,
in order to avert the calamities and too

probable effects of the military revolt
which had just broken out in Piedmont.

Auspicious events have succeeded
those which the artificers of trouble
and of discord provoked. Everything
authorizes us to hope

that order will

in the states
‘The royal

0100181௩௦7
மேவ 1185௭1 800.

be effectually re-established
of his’ Sardinian Majesty.

“Sim,

government there has availed itself of
the proximity ofthe Lombardo-Venetian kingdom 3 and it is the temporary
assistance of a corps of occupation,
composed of Austrian troops, which it

—It

is now

precisely a year

since we found ourselves under the ne‘cessity of making known the principles
‘which the Hmperor had resolved to follow, with respect to states which, to

the calamity of experiencinga criminal and violent revolution, should add

‘that of sanctioning its fatal conse- quences,

| Since that period, and from the
date of the opening of the conferences
‘at Troppau and Laybach, our successive communications must have demon-

strated to all the ministers and agents
‘of the Emperor at foreign courts, not
only that the principles of his Imperial

thas required to restore to Piedmont
the enjoyment of an internal, secure,
and solid peace.
All our wishes seek this great and
salutary result } but as the measure of
safety which it requires, and which the

Sardinian government itself has solicited, is about

to become the object of

a direct arrangement between Sardinia
and Austria, under the guarantee of
the allied courts, and as the presence

EDINBURGH ANNUAL REGISTER, 181.-

of our troops would:be henceforth use«
less, the order to retrograde has been
already despatched to them. On the
other hand, the more the resolution to
make them operative was energetic,

the more salutary. and useful has been
the impression produced solely by the
intelligence that they were in movement, and

the

more essential is it in

the eyes: of the Emperor, that all the
cabinets of Europe

should know and

fied.

Sectarians, acting in the dark.

ness which they so mecberot
ட
their guilty projects, excited in Pied,
which might, by
mont an insurrection,

its consequences, retard the progress of
good in the Two Sicilies, and, by com.

promising the army, which was ‘then.
advancing upon Naples, encourage re.
volt throughout the whole peninsula,
Already alarming symptoms justified

disquietude for other countries; and_

appreciate the serious considerations

from that moment the Russian troops

have'recourse to arms, and the noble

did march—not

and pure intentions which would always have directed the émployment of
them.
©.
x
The experience of all ages and

fringement

which induced his Imperial Majesty to

countries warns nations of the calamities which form the inevitable train of

crimeand rebellion, But last year, these
great and eternal lessons were contemn-

ed. Catastrophes succeeded each other

with an appalling rapidity. Naples de-

monstrably evinced the dangers of per-

nicious example,

Become herself the

theatre of revolution, and the centre of
the activity of sects, this state menaced
Ttaly with a general conflagration ; and
Austria, seeing’a portion of her provineesexposedto imminent peril, claim-

edjia
the first place the moral support
of her allies. The sincere friend of his
Imperial,

Royal, and Apostolic

Ma-

jesty, and convinced, like that august

mouateh,
of the evils which would once

moredinundate the world, if the disre-

gard of all duties should obtain the

apology
of a lasting triumph, the Em-

peror espoused: with sincerity a cause

ch his conscience told him was that
of Europe;
of laws, and of treaties, He

did more. - A's an) intimate union has
been-established, ‘by solemn: acts, between:the. European»powers, the Em-

‘perorsoffered to his allies the aid of his
arms, /1n) Case new commotions: should

have al

were bound to march.

They, in fact,

to extend the power:

of Russia, or to make the slightest ins
upon the bounds of tere

ritorial possession, guaranteed to all.
the governments of Europe by. the.
treaties concluded since 1814, but to
succour the allies of the Emperor, and
this, as we have said above, at the ex.
press solicitations of his Imperial, Roy=
al, and Apostolic Majesty, and of his
Royal Highness the Duke de Genevois. ‘Fhey marched, not to overthrow
institutions which have emanated from
legitimate authority, but to prevent in-

surrection from usurpinga power which
would bea universal scourge. Finally,

they marched, not to obstruct the developement of public prosperity in any
state whatever, but to further the reestablishment of. order in) countries
where the workings of evil men had

ultimately rendered the assistanofa
ce
foreign force indispensable.

‘Such

wis

has been—such will always

be, the sole-intention of the Emperor,
should he ever find himself again under
the necessity of putting his armies in
motion.

No burden would have result-

ed from their march, or from their

temporary presence. They would have

traversed peaceably the immense space

which separated them from Italy; and,

as soon as the object was:

attaine

for

which two monarchs solicited their aid,

the Emperor would have issued his 07

seen how the anticipations ders for them to return to their coun

of his Imperial Majesty have been veri-

அகட
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PUBLIC
| We

are justified,

AND

therefore,

PARLIAMENTARY
in re-

peating and affirming, that never did
the ‘love of war, never the ambitious
thought of exercising an exclusive in-

fluence in the councils of other monarchs, or upon the destinies of people
confided by Providence to their care,
direct the policy of his Imperial Majesty-

Irrefragable facts now attest the sincerity of this language.
Malevolence ascribed to Russia hostile views, with regard to the Porte.
Disturbances manifested themselves in
Walachia and Moldavia ; and our conduct, as well as our declarations, has

shewn that we are determined to observe the rights of nations and the faith
of treaties in our relations with the
Turkish government.

They were pleased, afterwards, to
insinuate, that we had abandoned our

events of which it treats 3 and the Em-

peror even authorizes you, sir, to make
known and deliver a copy of it to the
government to which you are accredi-

ted, &c.

(Signed)

~ Thus,

sir, it is with the confidence

sistance to his allies, if it should be-

come necessary—more happy still to
ர fora long future the spectacle
of a peace, the blessings: of which
Rassia feels, and in the maintenance

Nesszrrope. -

Laybach, 28th of April,
(109 May,) 1821.

சேறாக

thors of these odious accusations ; and

of having fulfilled the duties of a friend
and of an ally—it is with the determination of always fulfilling those duties, and the consoling persuasion of
having contributed to the tranquillity
of Italy and of Europe, that the Emperoris about to quit Laybach. | He
will set-off on the Ist (13th) May, and
will proceed to St Petersburgh, by
way of Warsaw, happy to lend his as-

ஆர

and consolidation of which she is interested as much as any other power.
The political system of our an=
gust master not being destined to undergo any change, all his ministers and
agents will continue to follow and to
execute the general instructions which
they have hitherto. received. The present circular will regulate
their language, with respect to the

projects against Turkey, to invade the
western territories of Europe, A single
contradiction has confounded the authe march of our armies, supported and
maintained by all-the strength of the
empire, was stopped the moment we
were certainly assured that the legitimate government had recovered the
plenitude of its authority in the kingdom of Sardinia.

PAPERS.

The

Despatcn.

Layzacu, May 12.
assembling of the allied mo-

narchs, and of their ministers, at Trop-

pau, determined upon after the events
which had overturned the legitimate
government of Naples, was destined to

fix the particular point of view which
it became necessary to assume with respect to those fatal events, in order to
concert a common course of proceéeding, and to combine, in the spirit of
justice, of preservation, and of mode-

ration, the measures necessary for pro=
tecting Italy from a general insurrec<
tion, and the neighbouring: states from

the most imminent dangers. Thanks
to the fortunate unanimity
of sentiments and intentions which prevailed
between the three august sovereigns,

this first labour was soon accomplish:

ed. Principles clearly laid down, and
mutually adopted with the most perfeet sincerity, led to analogous resolutions ; and the bases which were esta-
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blished:.at:ithesvery:« first! conferences

have been, invariably folldwed during

the whole course: of a meeting render-

ed memorable by; the most remarkable
ப.

-who:were rapidly accelerati

:

of account

ர் =

ators...

o nsien: busrd ory 39905

ioe

‘ly proclaimed themselves ithe iregetie.
_ This important restoration hhas: been

பயம

completed, as far as itocoulds.and.as

terby theipresence.and the'co-operation

acts»of | thevalliednsovereignay: :Now,

மத meeting, transferred to Lay; bach, assumed a more decisive charac-

of the King
of the'Two Sicilies; and
by, the wnanimous:coneurrence) with
‘which, the princes
of [taly: acceded to

it ought :to|be;cby: the! counselsang

when the: King :of' the; DwosSicilies,i

again invested: with: thé: plenitude,

his rights, | the >monarchs.wilks¢onfine

ee
adopted by:the allied-cabi௦668. 1706 monarchs, were convinced

themselves to the: most ardent:-good

, that the governments most closely: in-

reign is about to adopt-to reconstruct
his. government: upon.a, solid:basisj:and

terested in the.destinies of the Peninula, rendered justice/to the/purity of
heir intentions); and that ‘a'sovereign,
in a most» painful, situation by
ith which. perfidy. and. violence
had

contrived
to) associate his name,

yielded with-entire confidence to mea-

sures which would at. once termidate

this.

wishes for the:plans; which;this:soje.

to: secure, by: laws.and by, wise:insti-

tutions, 'the true: interests: of, bis,(euh.

jects, and the constant prosperity.ofhis

ikingdomlsoa

eegisisve:

beil s att

« During the progress ofthese,
6
great

transactions» we

saw burst <forthyon

more than one side, the effects:of that

state; of moral, captivity, and: re-

vast conspiracy. which has.s0long.ex.

well-being of which they

isted against all established-powery and
against all:those rights iconseerated hy

his)

faithful subjects: that; re-

shad been deprived by.criminal factions.
-o The. effect of these measures: soon

manifested itself... The edifice which

had, been reared by revolt—fragile in

that social: order under which Europe

has enjoyed so, many centuries of glory
and happiness; | The existence,of,
this

conspiracy, was: not, unknownoto
the
ats. superstructure, andoweak) in. its monarchs ;: but in the:midst of; those
foundation 3. resting only on the-cun- . agitations:
which Italy experienced:af
sing of some; and) upon.thesmonien- ter the catastrophe: £5:1.820,:
and ,of
tary blindness -of ‘others ; condemned those wild impulses
which were hence

by ancimménse majority of the. ation,

-communicated to every.‘mindy/it deve-

dust ‘atthe

in open day. It is, not, as might:have

and odious even tothe army which: was loped itself with: increasing rapidity,
enrolled 4௦ ;defendxit--crumbled: to ‘and its true characten stood, revealed
first, contact with the re-

Sulartroops selected to-déstroy.it; and -been:supposed at’ anyeatlier.period--it
who, at onceidemonstiated
its nothing is\ not against this:
orcthat:form:of
goness oT he,jlegitimate authority:is»re- evernmentsmoreparticularly,expased:to
Storedi;

othe; factions, have,:-been:cdis-

Persedis the Neapolitan.people:are:de-

divered: from; thé-tyranny of, those.im-

their declamations, thatithe)darks:en-

sterprizes
of theauthorsof these plots,

‘pudent, impostors, who; deluding them

cand the frantie-wishes, of (their-blind
epartisang;oate|idirected.)- ‘Those states

ality inflicted upon them-the.mostbit-

epolitical system. are no,more isecure

with: the dreams.of false liberty, incte- -which have-admitted changes intothelr

‘ter-vexations;,who imposed upon them from, theirvattacks than those-whose
enormous, sacrifices, solelyto gratify venerable institutions have survived:the
their own-ambitiom and, raping); >and storms of time, ---P.are monarehiess l-

|

PUBLIC) AND) PARLIAME
ARY»/ PAPERS:
NT
mited’ monarchies, federative’constitutions, republics, all are;comprehended,

allare ingulfed, in the proscriptions of
a sect who brand as an oligarchy everything sof whatever kind, thatrisesabove
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would soon have rendered thesexistetice
of any public -orderswhatever*problematical.

Useful or necessary changes

in legislation, and in the administration

The

of states, ought only to emanate’ from
the free will and the? intelligent ‘and
well-weighed conviction‘of those whom

‘organization; aim merely at. the funda‘mental'bases of society. Tooverthrow
-what exists,’for the chance of substituting’ whatever accident may suggest

All that deviates from this line tiecessarily leads to. disorder, ‘commotions,
and evils: far more insufferable! ‘than
those which they pretend to» remedy.
Penetrated with this eternal truth; the
‘sovereigns have not hesitated°te proclaimit with frankness and vigour; they

the level of a chimerical equality.

Jeaders:
of ‘this: impious: league, indif.
ferent as to'what may result from the
‘general destruction they meditate, careJess about: all stable and permanent

‘to:their wild imaginations, or to their
turbulent passions—this is the essence
-of their doctrines,
the secret of all their

machinations.
The allied sovereigns could not fail
to perceive that there was, only one
barrier'to oppose’
to this devastating
torrent. >To preserve whatis legally
established—such was, as it ought to
‘be; the:invariable principle of their-po| Hicy, the point:
of departure, and the

final’

object’ ‘of all: their» resolutions.

‘They were not to:be:deterred in their

*purpose by the vain clamours of ignovanceior! malice, accusing:them of con-

‘demning humanity to a state of stagnation:and ‘torpor, incompatible with

jits'natural and progressive march, and
avith:

| -tions.*

the

yperfecting® of: social institu-

Nevershave these monarchs ma-

ne ‘least disposition ‘to thwart
lreabvameliorationsy sor the: reform of
sabuses which creep into the) best go‘vernments./= Very different’ views have

constantly animated: thent;:and if this
| Geposes which governmentsiand:nations

“were justified in supposing»secured by

he pacificationo
of: Hurope,ishas; not

‘operated
all'the good which might have
“been expected to-resultfromvit, itds
‘because’ governments ‘have: been ‘comspelled to‘concentratevall' their energies
“inthe means ‘of! opposing: boands»to

“the propress
of a factions which; idis-

seminating everywhere ‘error, discon-

‘tent, and a fanaticism for innovation,

Godhasrenderedresponsiblefor
power.

have declared that, in respecting the

மந்தம் and. independence
ofall legitimate power, they regarded as legally
null, and as disavowed by'the! principles :which-constitute the publie’right
of Europe, all pretended reform operated by revolt and open hestilitys ‘Phey
chave‘acted conformably to this declaration, in'the:events whichvhave taken
place at Naples, in those of Pisdmont,

and in those: even which; under’ yery
different circumstances, ‘though’ produced ‘by combinations equally criminal,| have-recently madethe? eastern

part of Europea prey to incalculable
convulsions, (U0 ynizest ~ ie
Gh
- > Themonarchs areso muchi the more

‘decided not to» deviate from/this sys-

stem ‘because they; consider
the firm-

‘nessiwith whichthey have maintained
it in‘so ‘evitical’ an»epoch, “as thé ‘true

-causé lof the success whichvhasiattend-

led: theirefforts towards ‘the ire-esta.

-blishment
‘of ordérin Italy: The go-vernments /ofisthe»Peninsula havevacknowledged
that‘
theyshad nothing to
-fearyeither forstheirqpolitieal indepen-dence;:the integrity
of their territories,
sorithe preservation of otheimrights;‘in
-claiming:the assistance: which was: af-forded to:themupomthe sole condition

othat ipghalbbe:made available:only: to
vtherdeferice oftheir’owmexistence: It
lis reciprocal confidence whichthas saved
Italy; it is that which has extinguish-
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ed, inthe space of two months, a con-

flagration, which, had it not been for
the intervention of the allied powers,
would have ravaged and ruined the
whole extent of that beautiful coun-

‘try, and long have menaced the rest of
Europe.
Y
Nothing has more efficaciously demonstrated the strength of this moral agency, which united the salvation
of Italy with the determination of the

allied powers, than the prompt and
auspicious termination of the revolt
which had broken out in Piedmont.

‘Conspirators, some of whom were fo-

reigners, had planned this great crime,
and had put in motion, to insure its
success, the most detestable of all re-

volutionary means—that of exciting
against authority the very armed force
which is only created to obey it, and
defend public order. The victim of a
treason, inexplicable—if anything can
be so, while political crimes find in
Europe voices which dare to defend
them—a sovereign, enjoying:a just title
to the respect and affection of his subjects, saw himself compelled to descend

from a throne which he adorned by.
his virtues; a considerable portion of
the troops were hurried into the revolutionary abyss by the example and
intrigues of a small number of ambitious partisans; and the murderous
cries of an anti-social faction resounded from the capital to the provinces.
The monarchs assembled at Laybach
did not delay to meet this state of

things.

“Their union was one of those

which acquires strength and energy
from the magnitude of the danger.
Their voice was heard. Instantly the

faithful

servants

of the king, feeling

that they were not abandoned, employed what resources remained to them to
combat the enemies of the country
and the national lory ; the legitimate
power, although
ப்பன் and paralysed
in its action,

was

not

less active

in

Sustaining its dignity and rights ; and
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assistance arriving at the decisi
ve mo.
ment of the crisis, the triumph
of the :

good cause was very soon’ complete,

பண்ணை
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Piedmont was delivered in a few days; |
and of this revolution, calculated upon
the overthrow of more than one o js

vernment, there only remains the infa.
mous remembrance by its
guilty ay.

thors.
’
a si
It is thus, by following without de.

viation the established principles and
the line of conduct traced at the first

period of their union, that the allied
monarchs have succeeded in the pacifi.
cation of Italy. Their direct object is

attained.

Not one of the steps which

have been taken in furtherance of this
issue has belied the declarations that

truth and

good

faith had dictated,

They will continue faithful to them in
whatever new trials Providence ma
yet reserve forthem. Called more than
ever, as well as all the other sovereigns

and lawful powers of Italy, to watch
over the maintenance of the peace of

Europe—to protect it not only against |
the errors and passions which may compromise it in the intercourse between

one power and another, but more particularly against those disastrous at
tempts which would spread the hor«
rors of universal anarchy over the ci-

vilized world—they would consider it

a profanation of so august an object,

to be guided by the strict calculations
of a vulgar policy. As all is simple,
open, and frankly avowed, in the system which they have embraced, they

submit it with confidence to the judg:
ment of all enlightened governments.

The Congress (re-union) which 19
about to close, will meet again in the
course of the next year. Then will
be taken ‘into consideration the fixing
of a term to the measures which, from
the acknowledgment of the courtsof
Italy, and particularly of those of Na-

ples and Turin, have been judged necessary to consolidate the tranquilit)
of the Peninsula, The monarchs and

« ROYAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—1820-1821.
ittings of the’ Royal Society
sumed on the 4th of November,

1819, at which meeting the Croonian
Lecture, consisting of a further inves-

tigation of ‘the constituent parts of
the blood,

was read

‘by Sir Everard

Home.— On the 11th and 18th of the
same month, Mr Brande read’the Ba-

kerian Lecture, « On the Composi-

tion and Analysis of the Inflammable
Gaseous Compounds, resulting from

sence of sulphuret of carbon.A pa.
per, by Dr Carson, “ On'the Blasti-

city of the Lungs,” was read on the
25th. “After ‘a number of introductory
remarks, it proceeded to detail a ntitber of experiments performed’ by the
author for ascertaining the force
of the

elastic power of these organs. ‘For this
purpose he connected with the trachee
of several animals a glass’ syphon,
"so

placed as to’ admit-of a column of wa!

the destrtictive Distillation of Coal and _ ter it contained exertin ga pressure oh!

‘with Remarks on ‘their relative
ig and’ illuminating Powers ;??

the'lungs. Ain opening was then made
into the cavity of the chest on! both

and’in which he detailed a séries of ex-

sides, and the height of the colimn
of

which led ‘him’ to‘ infer;' that, except
olefiant gas, there exists'no other definite-compound of hydrogen ard! carbon; and’ that what has usually been
termed 'light hydro-carbonate,is merely'a mixture of olefiant ‘ahd hydro gen

valent to the pressure exerted by the

periments,’ analytical and synthetic,

gases.
quently

he’ sulphureous odour freperceived duriijg’ the combus-

tion “ofcoal gas,“in which’ no sulphureted hydrogen’
has ‘yet been deteeted,
Mr Brande ascribed to the pre-

water in the tube considered
as equi:

elastic

power

of the lungs.’

‘In this

way the resilience of the lungs of an —
oX

was ascertained

to be equal to a

column of water, rather more than a
foot and a half high; and in a still
more satisfactory experiment made on
the lungs of a dog, the column stood
at ten inches.—On the 30th, being St

Andrew’s

day,

the

Society met for

the election of officers for the ensuing

PROCEEDINGS
ear; but from having the proceedings
|, of the Society for two years to com) press into little more than the space

usually allotted for one, we
the necessity of omitting
names.
On the 13th of January,
Herschell’s paper ‘* Onthe

are under
the list of
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which many crystals: exhibited when
cut into plates perpendicular to one of
their axes, as observed

by

Newton ;

and finding this phenomenon unconnected with irregularities in theirthickness and polish, and uniformly repeat-

1820, Mr
Action of

Crystallized Bodies on Homogeneous
Light, and on the Causes of Deviation
from Newton’s Scale of Tints, which

many of them develope on exposute
to a polarized Ray,” the reading of
which had commenced at a previous
sitting, was concluded.
When” the

work of Malus on this subject appeared, the number of doubly refracting
erystals known to philosophers, was
very limited ; and as the most remarkWE

OF

able of these possessed only one axis
of double refraction, Huygen’s law,
applicable to. that one, was presumed
to hold good in all. But the discovery of crystals, with.two axesiof double refraction, has.shewn the fallacy
ofi this conclusion, and rendered news,

and, more accurate investigations necessary. There are two modes, the
author observed, of conducting obser-=

vations om double refraction, and. polarization ; one founded on the immediate observation of the angular devia-

ed in different and perfect specimens,
hewas induced to inquire into its cause,
especially as it appeared to form an
unanswerable objection to M. Biot’s
theory, which explains perfectly the
tints in crystals with one axis. In the
several sections of this elaborate papery

the author gave a detailed description
of the phenomena, which are all reducible to one general fact ; namely,
that the axes of double refraction differ in their position in the same crystal; for the differently coloured rays of
the spectrum being dispersed in one
plane, over an angle more or less con-

siderable) according tothe nature of
the substance employed, a new element is thus developed, which. must in

future. enterinto all rigorous formule
of
double refraction; while, fromthe complete explanation this principle affords

of the. perplexing anomalies of, the
tints, the theory of oscillations relieved from every, difficulty, ani
be-considered..as adequat

presentation,of all the phenomena of

the polarized rays, and entitled'to rank
with the fits.of easy, transmission.and,
of.a,polarized. ray into: .complemen- reflection, \as.a simple and. general phy
tion of the, extraordinary, pencil ;, the

other:.depending upon, the separation

tary: portions, by, the.action of crystallized! lamine.|. The author preferred

the Jatter- method
outiits advantages,

; and, 'after’pointing.

remarked,,..that to

render’ observations on the tints deve-

loped by polarized light available, they:
| must, be capable of being: compared
with one another-;: and. hence the im-

portance of. knowing the existence and
tracing the laws observed by.the,causes

which: disturb their regulari

nthe

author's first inquiries into}
of the. polarization of light,, he was

னா

struck by the great deviation from. the
succession of colours in their, laminz,

sical. law.—At, this_meetings;.also,\@
paper,by Dr Granyille, was.read,
en
titled, “An Account ofa Case.of\
rio-gestation,,, illustrated by be

drawings;made.by,
Mr Bauers.

ul

ம

-On the, 17th,of, February, Mr. E.

Davy’s, paper. on, some new, combina-

tions of platinum, part of which had

been read at, the meeting of the 20th
of January,,was concluded. The-principal object of this paper was to de=
scribe a peculiar compound of platiby
num, obtained from the sulphate,.
boiling it in alcohol.
ae

Qn the 24th, a paper, by Dr Wol-

laston, “ On the Method of Cutting
Rock Crystal for Micrometers,”” was
read, in which the author described
three modes of cutting wedges of rock
crystal, so that the axes of crystallization should be differently situated
in each.

In the first,

or horizontal

wedge, the axis is at right angles with
the surface. In the second, or lateral
wedge, the axis’ is in the first surface,
and parallel to its acute edge: In the
third, or vertical wedge, the axis. is
also in the first surface, but at right

angles to the acute edge.
the first wedge,

Through

an object is seen, im

the direction of the axis, and does not
appear double; but,in both the’ others,
the transmitted rays pass at night an=

gles to the axis, and produce two images. By placing two of the wedges to-'
gether, with their acute edges an’ op='

posite directions, there
modes in which they
ned in pairs. In the
the separation of the

are plainly three:
may be combifirst two: cases,
images: will be

the same, or about 17’ ; but the third:

produces a different effect; for, by

reason of the transverse position of (112
axes of crystallization, the separation’
of the two images seems exactly dou_bled. The pencil ordinarily refracted)

by the first wedge, is extraordinarily

refracted by the second, et vice-versa ¢

so that neither of the divided pencils
returns toits true place’; and since one:
falls as much short of the mean, as the

other exceeds it, they are ultimately
separated twice the usual distance, or
34", Hie concluded with some further
directions for’ cutting and arranging:

the prisms’ for the above purpose:

On the 2d of March, there was read
a paper; by Sir’ R. Seppings, on anew
principle of constructing ships for the
mercantile navy. According to: the
present mode, only half the timbers

are united, 80 as to’ constitute any ‘part

of am arch, every alternate couple on=

ly being connected together; and the
two intermediate timbers being: con-
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nected with, and resting upon, Instea
d
of supporting the outer plankin &. The
mode of joining the different pieces of
the same rib, is also highly objection.

able.

= eo
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At present, this is effected by

the introduction of the wedge pieces,
by which the grain of the rib is ஷ்
cut, and the general fabric weakened,
to say nothing of the great expendi.
ture of materials. The object of these

wedge pieces or coaks, ag they are:
technically called, is to produce the

necessary degree of curvature, whem

crooked timber is scarce; but the ins
genious author shewed that this cur=

+

vature might be equally obtained by

adifferent arrangement, and with less
consumption of materials: He recom.
mended that lengths of timber, shorter;
and of less curvature, (which will have
the additional advantage of being less

grain-cut,)' should be used, and that

ae
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these pieces should beconnectedat their
ends by coaks ordowells,insteadofwedge
pieces. One great benefit’ resulting
from this’ plan is, that smaller timber
than usual may be employein
d the con=
struction of large ships ; an object of
thehighest importance at present, when
large timber has’ become so scarce:
On

the 9th, J. A. Rantome,

Esq,

read a paper on a peculiarity in’ the

structure of the eye of the Bulena
Mysticetus ; and

an ab:
on the'16th,

stract of a memoir by M. Charles Dus

Voyages
pin, so well known by his
dans la Grande Bretagne, &c.” on the
laws of the variation of the’ flexibility
of Canadian’fir,.was read to the 900102
ty.

The object of the author wasito

investigate the law of decrease: in the
resistance of timber against bending
or breaking, from the root to the top
of the tree ; and for this purpose, he in-

stitutedin)
; 1816, a set of experiments
upon prisms, fifty feet long, and: one
foot thick, in the dock-yards of Duns
_kirk. These appear to have been 0015
ducted with great care ; but the nas
ture of the results,.and: the mathema+

=
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PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
| tical reasoning founded upon them, do

read onthe

11th, and: entitled, “ On

, not admit of being detailed.
~ the Fungi which constitute the co7 , On the 23d, after the reading of a louring Matter of the Red Snow dis«
paper, by Mr J. Hood, « On the covered in Baffin’s Bay.” The author
Means of supplying Muscles in a state stated, that, in the winter, he put a
| of Paralysis with Nervous Power,” by small quantity of the red globules com=
the application of nitrate of silver, the - posing the substance in question, into
Society adjourned till after Easter.
a phial filled with compressed snow,
- On the 13th of April, the Society
which was placed in the open air, ina
resumed its sittings, when-a paper, by north-west exposure. A thaw coming
Sir E. Home, on the milk teeth,

and

auricular organs of the Dugong, was

read.

The skull, from which-the de-.

on, the snow was found melted;

and

the water being poured off; more snow
was added.

In two days, the mass of

scription was taken, is the only perfect
one in Europe, and was sent from Su-.
matra by Sir T. S. Raffles.“ The auriricular organs of this animal differ from
those of all others; from which pecu-

fungi was observed to be rais
in ed
little:
pytamids, which gradually increased in)
height, occupying the'cells of the mass
ofice. A thaw now continued for some

liar and remarkable construction, the:

of the water in the phial, where-they
occupied a space about double that of
their original bulk. ‘These fungivalso
appeared to be capable of vegetating:

author concluded, that the Dugong,,
more perhaps than any other animal,
_ hears by means) of vibrations conveyed
through
the bones of the skull to the
canals and-cochlea. The grinding teeth.
of this animal are also quite peculiar,
consisting of a double cone, the external crust of which is not enamel, and
covers an internal harder coat, the bulk

of the tooth being of soft ivory.—On

the 20th, a paper, by Dr W. Kitchener,
‘«On'an Improvement in the Eye-tubes
of portable Achromatic Telescopes,”
| and another, by T. A. Knight, Esq.,

“ On the different Qualities of the Alburnum of Spring and Winter felled
Timber,” were read to the Society. Of
neither of these have we room to present any analysis.
|
The meeting, on the 4th of May

time, and the fungi fell to the bottom:

in water;

but, in this case, they pro-:

duced green, instead of red globules.
By exposure to excessive cold, the original fungi were killed; but their seeds
still retained vitality, and when im=
mersed in snow, reproduced new fungi,
generally of a red: colour. The author
supposes that snow is the:proper soil
of these fungi. The paper was accom=|
panied by beautiful drawings, illustra~
tive of the different appearances'descri=:
bed.—On the 18th, a paper by his ஐல
cellency Governor Sir T. S. Raffles;
was read,'entitled, ** Some Account of:

:

the Dugong.”

௮1

of two

On the 8th of June, a paper ‘by:
George Fisher, Esq:, was read, entitled, 4 On the Errors in’ Longitude,,

papers, one on Diarrhea Atsthenica,
by Mr Hood; and the other on the

arising from the action of the iron in’

Mode of Formation of the Canal for
containing the Spinal Marrow, and on

The

| was occupied

by the reading

the Form of the Fins (if they deserve

that name) of the Proteosaurus, by Sir
E. Home. These medical and anatomical disquisitions we, however, pass by,

in order to notice a paper by Mr Bauer,

as determined by Chronometers at Sea,

the ships upon the Chronometers.’*
author

commenced

by stating;

that the sudden alteration of the rates:
of the chronometers when’ taken on
board of ship, had been frequently no-= °
ticed, and generally ascribed to the
- ship’s motion, But from what’ he had.
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observed respecting the action of the
chronometers on board the Dorothea
and Trent, in the late voyage to the
North Pole,

he had been

induced to

refer this change to other causes. Thus
he found, that, in all cases, the gaining

rates were increased, and
rates

diminished,

on board

the losing
of ship ;

that this alteration took place when
the ships were fast in the ice, or when
at anchor, close on shore, and conse-

quently when there was no motion;
and, lastly, that it was independent of
any change of temperature. ‘The author then gave it as his opinion, that it
depends upon the iron ef the ship,
which, by acquiring polarity, converts
the whole ship, as it were, into a large
magnet, having its south pole in the
deck, and its north pole below; and
that the outer rim of the balance being
made of ‘steel, is acted upon by this
magnetic influence, and is itself also
liable to become magnetic. This opinion was illustrated by experiments, in
all of which it was found, that when

magnets were made to act upon chronometers, their rate was accelerated,
and is further confirmed, by the fact,
that chronometers having balances, and
balance-springs made of gold, keep
time better than others.—On the 15th,
a paper, by Sir E. Home, was read,

giving an account of a new mode of
performing the high operation for the
stone; and, on the 29d, the Society
met, but immediately adjourned, on ac-

count of the lamentable death of their

venerable President, the right honour-

able Sir Joseph Banks.
The Society met again on the 29th,

when, Dr Wollaston was chosen President ad interim. A paper by the same
gentleman, entitled, “On Sounds inaudibleby certain Ears,” was thenread 3 as
also a paper by the reverend F. H. Wol-

‘aston, on the measurement of Snow
don by the Thermometrical Barometer.
After some preliminary observations,
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the author of this last

paper stated.

that the height of this ional

ae

the north-east end of CaernarvonQy :
as obtained by the thermometrical i

rometer, when the proper corrections
were applied, was

3546.25 feet,

By

trigonometrical measurement,
ra
Roy found it to be 3555.4, and, by ba.

rometrical, 3548.9 feet. The height

of another mountain, as taken by the
thermometrical barometer, was also

compared with the height, as deter
mined

case

by the

General;

but in this

some’ discrepancies were found,

which the author ascribed to the dif. |
ficulty of ascertaining the stations from

the indeterminate form of the hill,

The titles of a number of papers
were then read, after which the Socie.
ty adjourned till November.

After the long vacation, the meetings
of this Society were resumed on Thurs
day, Nov. 9th, when a letter was read

from M. Ampére of Paris to the Presi.
dent, on the subject of the magnetic ef.
fects produced by the Voltaic Electri-

city. Atthesamemeeting, Sir E. Home
communicated some observations onthe
effect of the Rete Mucosum Nigrum,
or black substance in the skin of the
negro, in preventing the scorching ef
fects of the sun's rays, which, accord.
ing to Sir Everard’s experiments, are

produced by the joint agency
of light
and heat, and not merely in virtue of the
heating power of the rays alone. The
face and hands, for example, may be exposed to a temperature of 100° or even
120°, without pain or injury, provided
the light be excluded ; but if the same,
or even an inferior degree of heat, be

produced by the direct rays of the sun,}
the parts become scorched, and blisters are produced.
‘This effect, however, is completely prevented, by cover‘ing the hand or face with black crape,

though the temperature of such part,

when’ exposed to the direct influence
18

mas.
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that proed sun, greatly exceeds

wire, with a steel bar of two inches in

purpose 1s accomplished by the black
‘gete mucosum of the negro; and hence

manently magnetic ; and that this re-

இ 10804 upon the bare skin.

ல்ல
oft

e,sun’s

The same

that the deleterious effects

tays may be preyented by

length, transversely attached to it, the
latter becoming powerfully and per-

sult was produced at a distance of five
inches through air, water, and even

an_artificial blackening of the surface

through thick panes of glass. When

€ more copious, as is especially

several wires, parallel to each other,
formed part of the same circuit, each

e skin 5, tha the perspiration will

rked in the negro ; and, in short,
the conversion
of the radiant mat-

of the sun into sensible heat (which

effected by the blackened pupae)

will tend to prevent the scorching ef-

‘fects, and to promote cuticular secreOn the 16th, a letter from Sir H.

Dayy to the President was read, on
agnetic effects produced by elec-

y- In repeating Oersted’s experi-

ments, Sir H. stated, that, with a voltaic, battery of a hundred four-inch

‘Plates, the south pole of a magnetic
dle, placed under the communica-

ting wire of platinum, the positive end
of the apparatus being on the right,

was strongly attracted by the wire,

which was shown to be itself magnetic
y attracting steel filings, and was found
imunicate permanent magnetism
te l bars attached to it transversely ;
le such bars, placed in a parallel po-

wire, and the opposite ends of each
wire were in different magnetic states,

and consequently attracted each other.
When two

with

the apparatus.

Actual

the platinum, was found not to

wbe-necessary; for magnetism was im‘parted to a needle
placed transversely
oe
ல்
ie the connecting

distance

metal, but at some

from it. Sir H. next shewed

“that the magnetic effect is proportional

voltaic batteries were pla-

ced parallel to each other, the positive
end of the one being opposite to the

negative end of the other, and transmitting their electricity through two
Wires, such wires repelled each other,
because the opposite ends were in simuilar electrical states.
:
4
he 30th being the usual day for
the election of a President and officers
for the ensning year ; and Dr Wollaston, who, in consequence of the death
of Sir Joseph Banks, had been ap-

pointed interim President, haying de-

clared. his decided intention of withdrawing, Sir Humphry Davy, Bart.,
was elected to that office, At this
meeting the President announced, that

the council
the Copley
Oersted of
ict, however, of the steel wires ny of their
1, were only magnetic during their

nexion
with

became similarly magnetic to the single

had determined to present
medal to Professor, J.C,
Copenhagen,
as a testimoapprobation of his import-

ant electro-magnetical discoveries, Dr

Wollaston then; ina concise and lu-

minous manner, stated to the Society
the nature of Professor Oersted’s investigations, and pointed out their pro-bable influence upon the future pro-

the quantity of electricity passing gress of some of the most. difficult

rotigh a given space, without any

8tha

branches of physical science.
On taking the chair at the meeting of
the finer the wires, the stronger December the 7th, Sir H. Davy, ina
tionto the transmitting metal, and

‘the

magnetic effect; that an analogous

short address, adyerted to the objects

‘effect was produced by passing the the Royal Society embraced, with its

discharge of a Leyden battery of se- ‘relation to, various. other philosophical and. scientific associations, institun square feet, through a:tt silyer
id
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ted for the prosecution of particular

branches of inquiry.. He then took a
view of the present state of the sciences,

noticing the valuable contributions for

their extension and improvement made

by Fellows of the Royal Society, and
proceeded to enumerate the different
branches of natural knowledge that
called for farther and more accurate

inyestigation.

The principal of these

were, the new phenomena of polarization of light; the subject of heat; so
nearly allied to that of light ; the connexion between electricity and magnetism,

a subject

which

the experi-

ments and discoveries of M. Oersted
has so auspiciously commenced; the
nature of the combinations of that
principle (fluorine) existing in fluor, or
Derbyshire spar; the metallization of
ammonia ; the connexion between me-~
chanical

and chemical phenomena,

in

the action of voltaic electricity; the

subject of crystallization, or regular
forms of inorganic matter, together
with various phenomena in animal and
vegetable physiology. Sir H. concluded by expressing his confidence, that

the Fellows of the Royal Society, in
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is the perchloride of carbon. It is eg
lourless, transparent, aromatic, easily

pulverized, a non-conductor of electri

city; it boils at 360°, is insoluble in
water, not readily combustible in com.
mon circumstances, but burns in pure

oxygen gas, and appears to be compo.
sed of three atoms of chlorine, =100,5

and two atoms of carbon = 14,4,
When passed through a red-hot tube,
it is decomposed, chlorine is evolved
and the protochloride of carbon (specific gravity 1.5526) obtained. The
triple compound of iodine, carbon, and
hydrogen, was procured by exposing
iodine in olefiant gas to the solar rays,
Crystals were gradually formed; no
hydriodic acid appeared to exist in the
vessel ; and hence the olefiant gas had |
not been decomposed, but merely ab.
sorbed by the iodine. This compound
was purified by potash, which dissolved
the uncombined iodine. It is colour
less, friable, a non-conductor of elec.
tricity,

soluble

in ether and alcohol,

decomposed at between 300° and 400°
in sulphuric acid (probably by the
mere heat,) and, in some degree, ana.

guided by that spirit of philosophy,

logous to chloric ether. Mr F. pro.
poses to call this substance hydro-car.
buret of iodine.

awakened by our great masters, Bacon
அறம் Newton, that sober and cautious

ceedings of the Society till the 1st

all their future researches,

would

be

method of inductive reasoning, which
is the germ of truth, and permanency
-in all the sciences. ~
‘

The meetings of the 14th and 21st

were occupied with the reading of a
communication by Mr Faraday, describing the composition and properties of
twonew compounds of chlorine and carbon, and one of iodine, hydrogen, and

carbon. The first, chloride of carbon,
obtained by Mr F., was procured by

acting upon chloric ether with chlo-

rine. The muriatic acid gas, formed by
‘their mutual action, when exposed to

the sun’s rays, being repeatedly expel- led by the introduction of fresh chlorine, a substance was obtained, which

Nothing important occurs in the pro-

of February 1821, when Captain Ka.

ter read the Bakerian Lecture, on the

best kind of steel and form for a compass needle.
On the return of the
expedition under the command of Captain

Ross,

which

a North-West
that,

sailed in search of |

Passage, it appeared,

in consequence of

the vicinity

of the magnetic pole, the
became nearly useless, from
nution of directive force.
the azimuth compasses then

compasses
the dimiSome of
employed

were of Captain Kater’s invention; he
was, therefore, naturally anxious, that

the next expedition, (under the command of Lieutenant Parry,).should
be

furnished with instruments combining

PROCEEDINGS
a8 much sensibility as possible. With
this intention, our author undertook
the experiments of which he now gave
an account, and from which he draws

the following inferences: “1. That the
best material for compass needles is
clock-spring ; but care must, be taken
in forming the needle, to expose it as
seldom as possible to heat, otherwise

its capability of receiving magnetism
will be much diminished.

2. That the

best form for a compass needle is the
“pierced rhombus, in the proportion of
-about five inches in length to two
inches in width ; this form being susceptible of the greatest directive force.
3. That the best mode of tempering a
compass needle, is first to harden it
at a red heat,

and then

to soften it

from the middle to about an inch from
each extremity, by exposing it to a
heat sufficient to cause the blue colour
which arises again to disappear. 4.
That in the same plate of steel, of the
size of a few square inches only, portions are found varying considerably
in their capability of receiving magnetism, though not apparently differing
in any other respect. 5. That polishing the needle has no effect on its magnetism. 6. That the best mode of communicating magnetism to a needle appears to be placing it in the magnetic

OF
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equal, the directive forces are nearly
as the lengths. 8. That the directive
‘force does not depend upon

extent of

surface, but, in needles of nearly the
same length and form, is as the mass,
And, 9. That the deviation of a com-

pass needle, occasioned by the attrac.
tion of soft iron, depends, as Mr Barlow has advanced, on extent of surface,

and is wholly independent of the mass,
except a certain thickness of the iron,
amounting to about two-tenths of an
inch, which is requisite for the complete
developement of its attractive energy.”
On the 22d, the reading of Dr Hen-

ry’s paper on the Aeriform compounds
of Charcoal and Hydrogen, (which had
commenced at a previous meeting,) was
concluded. The first object proposed
by the author, was to ascertain whe-

ther there be a
in its characters
hydrogen gas.
quiries was, that

compound answering
to light carbureted
The result of his insuch a chemical com-

pound does exist, having uniformly the

same composition and chemical properties, and the same specific gravity,
(0.556,)and constituted of 100 parts, by
weight, of charcoal, united with 34.40

of hydrogen, while olefiant gas consists
of

100

of charcoal,

16.70 of hydrogen.

combined

with

His next experi- .

ments relate to the best method of ana-

meridian, joining the opposite poles of

lyzing mixtures of olefiant gas with

a pair of bar magnets, (the magnets

hydrogen,

- being in the same line,) and laying the

magnets so joined flat upon the needle,
with their poles upon its centre; then,

having elevated the distant extr-mities
of the magnets, so that they may form
an angle of about two or chree degrees
with the needle, they ate, to be drawn
from the centre of thenee ‘le to the ex-

tremities, carefully preserying the same
inclination ; and having joined the poles
' of the magnets at a distance from the
needle, the operation is to be repeated
ten op twelve times on each surface.
7. That in needles from five to eight
inches’ in length, their height being

carbureted

hydrogen,

and

carbonic oxide; and of olefiant gas
with all those three gases. Chlorine,.
he shews, may be employed with perfect accuracy, provided certain precautions, which he points dut, are observed. The chief of these is complete
exclusion of the light. By these analytical processes, he proceeds

to exa-

mine the composition of oil gas and
coal gas; and the general result is,
that oil gas (as he had formerly shewn
with respect to coal gas) is very far
from being uniform in composition, but
differs greatly in specific gravity andcombustibility, when prepared at dif=

~
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ferent times,
even from the ‘same kind
of oil, owing to variations of temperature, and other circumstances. Essen-

attraction for hydrogen, exerts’no ac.

tion upon carbonaceous

substances.

‘tially, the gases derived from oil and
-coal are composed
of the same ingredients, though in different proportions,
viz. simple hydrogen, light carbureted hydrogen, and carbonic oxide gases,

cient writing-ink,

tions of an elastic fluid, which agrees
with olefiant gas in being condensible

a certain extent, successful. The state
of the Neapolitan specimens, and the
undecomposed vegetable matter gene.

with the addition of variable proporby chlorine, but combines more

oxy-

“gen, gives more carbonic acid by com‘bustion, and has a higher specific gravity than olefiant gas, or even than
‘common atmospheric air, Whether this
ingredient be strictly a gas, permanent

at all temperatures, or a mixture of
olefiant gas

with ‘some new gas, con-

stituted of hydrogen and charcoal, in
different proportions from what are
found in the known compounds of
| those elements, or merely the vapour

it occurred to Sip

H. that gas might be usefully employ.
ed to destroy the adhesion of the layers,

he, therefore, made trial both of it ane

of other agents possessed
of analogous

properties, and his attempts were, to

rally found in them, suggest some cu-

rious remarks réspecting the caudes of
the changes they have undergone, and

which, by the Svolgatori of Naples,

‘have uniformly been
jaction of fire, more

ascribed to the
or less intense,

‘Sir H. has shewn that this opinion 19

‘entirely erroneous. The part of Her.
‘culaneum in which they were found 5
had not been inundated by lava, but ர்
‘covered by a bed of tufa, composed of

of'a volatile oil, the author leaves to be

“sand, volcanic ashes, stones, and dust,

determined by atuture course of’ ex-

~cemented by the action of water, pro.

periments.

The only paper of any interest read
‘to the Society in the course of March,
‘was one by the President, Sir H. Davy,

on the Papyri of Herculaneum.
In
‘this paper Sir H. gives an' account,
1. OF his first experiments, perform~ed in Englandin 1818, upon several
fragments of papyri, which induced
him to hope that chemistry might af.
ford’ some’assistance towards unrolling
these interesting relics. 2. Of the
state of the MSS. found at Herculamieum. “3. Of the chemical processes
“employed on the MSS. in the Museum.
at Naples, and of the reasons which
ultimately compelled him to abandon _
the attempt ; together with some ge‘neral observations on the MSS. of the.

ancients. The papyri in question: appear to consist of leaves reduced to
the state of cinder, cemented by a matter soluble 'in certain liquids, but especially in muriatic ‘and nitric ether.

Now, as chlorine, while it has a strong

|

and, as charcoal forms the basis of an.

|

bably at the moment of its ebullition.
Nor is the ‘action of fire necessary
to
produce the imperfect carbonization
observed in the MSS,; for, at Pom.

peli,a town which had been buried by

‘a shower of ashes, (which: must have
been cold, as they fell at the distance

of seven oreight miles from
the crater
of Vesuvius,
the wood in the houses
has been uniformlyconverted into'charcoal; the colouts on the walls, which

heat wouldhave ‘either destroyed
or

altered, continue perfectly freshs and

the papyri discovered have been in the
form of white ashés, or burnt paper.
Amongstl » Neapolitan MSS. there
are some e oY red with a glossy ie
‘stance, reé 7° ‘ling varnish, arising 31

‘Hi. suggest, from the decompositiol
of the'skinused to enfoldthem,andnow
converted into a brilliant animal ‘charcoal,

leavin *porphate

burned, |°’. producing

of Time when

at the same

time no inconsiderable quantity of ammonia. At Naples, one method only

,
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has been adopted for unrolling the yolumes of carbonized papyrus, and it is
entirely mechanical.

It is the invention

of Piaggi,
a native of the Roman States,
and Consists in applying a thin animal
membrane, (gold-beaters’ skin), by a

solution of glue, to the back of the
MS.;

and carefully elevating the lay-

ers when the glue is dry. Alcohol and
ether were found useful auxiliaries in
this delicate operation, and great advantage was also derived from throwing heated air upon the surface of the
leaves, precaution being taken that
the temperature should not be too rapidly raised.
The different MSS.,;
however, required very different treatment. During the two months Sir H.
Davy was employed in these experiments at Naples, he succeeded, with
the assistance of the persons attached
to the Museum, in partially unrolling
about 23 MSS., from which fragments
of writing were obtained, and in examining about 120 others, which gave
no hopes of success. “* And I should
gladly.have gone on with the undertaking,” he adds, ‘ from the mere
prospect of a possibility of discovering some better results, had not the
labour, in itself difficult and unplea-

sant, been made more so by the conduct of the persons at the head of this

department in the Museum.

Att first

every

to pro-

disposition

was

shewn

mote my researches; for the papyri
remaining unrolled were considered by,
them as incapable of affording any
thing legible by the former methods,
or, to use their own words, disperatz ;
and the efficacy and use of the new
processes were fully allowed by the

Svolgatori,orunrollers of the Museum ;
and 1 was for some time permitted to
choose and operate upon the ‘specimensatmy own pleasure. When, however, the Rev. Peter Elmsley, whose
zeal for the promotion of ancient literature brought him to Naples, for

the purpose of assisting in the under-

taking,

a)
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began to examine the frag~

mentsunrolled, a jealousy, with regard

to his assistance was immediately manifested, and obstacles, which the kind
interference of Sir William
ஸோம
was not always capable of removing,
were soon opposed to the progress of
Our inquiries ; and these obstacles were

so multiplied, and made so vexatious,

towards the end of February, that we
conceived it would be both a waste of

the public money, anda compromise

of our own characters, to proceed.”
The Roman MSS., existing in the
Museum of Naples, consist, in general;
of papyrus, of a texture considerabl
thicker than that of the Greek MSS, 5
the characters, though much less perfect in formation, are also larger, and
the rolls more voluminous. From the
intermixture of Greek ‘characters in
some fragments of Latin MSS.,. and
from the state of decomposition in
which they were found, Sir H. thinks
it extremely probable that some of
them were of very ancient date. The
ink with which they were written was
a mixture of charcoal and glue; while

the silence of Pliny as to ink composed
of galls and iron renders it improbable
that such a4 composition was used up
to this period, and leads to the concluclusion that parchment and our present writing ink were adopted toge-.
ther; “ for a mixture of charcoal and

solution of glue can scarcely be made
to adhere to the skin, whereas the free
acid of the chemical ink partly dissolves
the gelatine of the MSS., and the
whole substance adheres as a mordant.?

The most ancient parchment MSS.

are probably the Palimpsesta, or Co-

dices Rescripti, lately discovered by
M. Angelo Mai, in the libraries of
Milan and of Rome. Sir H. examined
these curious and valuable MSS., particularly that which contains several
books of Cicero’s treatise De Republi.
cd, and which M. Mai refers-to the

second or third century. In these, time

has destroyed the vegetable of the ink,

but the peroxide of iron remains, and

றி, Mai successfully employed solu-

tion of galls to revive its blackness.
Sir H. made trial of different substances
for restoring colour to the letters in
ancient MSS. The triple prussiate of

potash, used in the mannerrecommended by Sir Charles Blagden, with the
alternation of acid, he found success-

ful; but by making a weak solution of
it with a small quantity of muriatic
acid, and applying them to the letters,

in their state of mixture, with a camel’s

hair pencil, the results were still better.
After all, itis probable that we have
sustained no great loss by the destruction of the Herculaneum MSS. It is

remarkable that nofragments of Greek,

and very few of Latin poetry, have
been found in the whole collection.
The sentences in which Mr Elmsley
found a sufficient number of words to
enable him to decypher their meaning,
shew that the works

of which

these

are the fragments, are of the same kind
as those formerly examined, and belong

to the schools of the Greek Epicurean

philosophers and sophists. Sir H. concludes by remarking, that, should any
new MSS. be discovered at Herculaneum,-it would

be desirable

them immediately removed

to have

from the

action of the air, by placing them in
vases filled with carbonic acid. There
can be no doubt, he thinks, that the
more perfect specimens which have remained in the Museum, exposed, since
the period of their discovery, about

60 years ago, to the action of the air,
have undergone so great changes, as
to render their entire unrollment near-

ly, if not altogether, impossible.
On

the 5th

of April,

a paper was

read on the Separation of Iron from
other Metals, by J. F. W. Herschell,
Esq. The proposed basis.of a rigorous
separation. of iron from the metals
(manganese, cerium, nickel, cobalt, )

not precipitated by sulphuriated hy-

drogen, is a peculiarity in the peroxide

of iron, in virtue of which it is inca.
pable of subsisting in a neutral solu.
If q
tion at the boiling temperature.
solution of this peroxide be neutralized
when cold, and then heated, a portion
is deposited in the state of a subsalt,
and the liquid becomes acid; if allow.
ed to cool, and again neutralized, a
fresh portion of the metallic contents

separates on re-applying the heat, and
so on till the quantity held in solution
is no longer sensible to the most deli-

cate re-agents. If, on the other hand,
the neutralization be performed while

actually boiling, we attain this limit at
one operation.

Hence, Mr Herschel}

recommends the following process :—
Having peroxidized, by means of nitric acid, a solution containing iron,
and any of the abovementioned metals,
drop into it, while boiling, carbonate
of ammonia, till the acid reaction is
entirely destroyed, even going a little

“beyond the point of exact neutralization.

The whole of the iron, to the last
atom, is separated, while the liquid re.
tains ia solution the other metallic ox-

ides, as well as the minute portion of
their carbonates due to a trifling excess of the alkaline precipitant. In the
cases of cobalt and cerium, the alkaline carbonate may be added in considerable excess, without separating any
of the

metals,

and

their solution, 80

freed from iron, is then @ most delicate
test of the presence of the latter metal.
On the $1st of May, the reading of
Mr Herapath’s paper on Absolute
Zero, (which had been commenced at a
previous meeting,) was concluded. The

object of Mr Herapath was to determine the law of temperature, and the
point of absolute cold, or zero. For

this purpose,

he contrived an appara-

tus for obviating the effects of radia
tion; and having mixed equal weights
of mercury at a very high and low
temperature, he carefully ascertained
39.
the temperature of the mixture.
12

oo
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seven experiments
made,

and two
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of his own, thus

without decomposition ; is insoluble in

of M.

De Lue’s,

he

found that the results followed a law,
from which they differed, ata medium,
not

more

than

1-l0th

of a degree.

This law is, that the square of the
temperature of a given portion of gas,

_ varies as the elasticity and volume con-

jointly ; and, therefore, when either
continues the same, the temperature is
as the square root of the other. Hence
Mr H. found, that the heat of boiling
‘water is to that of melting ice, as the
W711 to the 4/8, or as 1.1726 to 1
nearly; and the point of absolute cold
he also determines in a manner inde-

pendent of any theory of heat, from

the principle of an air thermometer.
_ In June nothing of any particular
interest was communicated to the Society; and in July, the only paper we
shall notice, was communicated on the
12th, and entitled, «« On a New Com-

pound of Chlorine and Carbon,” by
Messrs Phillips and Faraday. This
| compound was brought to England,
and given to these gentlemen by M.
Julin, of Abo, in Finland. It was formed during the distillation of green vitriol and nitre, for the production of
nitric acid ; is of a solid crystalline
body, fusible and volatile by heat,
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water, but soluble in alcohol, ether,

and essential oils; sinks in water ;
burns with a red flame, giving off much
smoke,

and fumes

of muriatic

acid

gas ; is not acted upon by acids ; and
gives out chlorine, and deposits charcoal, when

its vapour is heated in a

tube tilldecomposition takes place. Potassium burnt with it, forms chloride
of potassium, and liberates charcoal;

its vapour, detonated with oxygen over '
mercury, forms carbonic acid, and chloride of mercury ; passed over hot oxide of copper, it constitutes a chloride
of copper and carbonic acid ; and over
hot lime, it dccasions ignition, and produces chloride of calcium, and carbonic acid. It is composed of chlorine
and carbon, and, from the experiments
detailed, two parts appear to be form-

ed of
I portion of chlorine. . 44.1. . 33.5
2 portions of carbon. .15.0..11.4
Hence it is a sub-chloride of carbon.
Allattempts to form it by other means
have hitherto failed.
After hearing another paper, by
C. Bell, Esq., on the Structure and
Functions of the Nerves, read, the So-

ciety adjourned till the usual period.
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Arter the usual adjournment, this
Society resumed its sittings on the 15th
of November, 1819, when a paper, by
Dr Brewster, was read, on the subject

of Circular Polarization, a name by
which he proposed to distinguish the
phenomena first discovered by M.
Arago, along the axis of rock crystal,

afterwards analyzed by M. Biot, and

subsequently discovered by MM. Biot
and Seebeck in several fluids. M. Biot
had shewn, that, in some specimens of
rock crystal, a certain succession of
tints was produced, by turning the
analyzing prism direct from right to
left, while;

in

other

specimens,

the

same succession was developed by
turning the prism in a retrograde di-
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fectiotiy fréni lefe torvight, He dex during 18 months, cost neatly 100,009
964

tected a similar difference in fluids;
and hé’concluded that the catise of the

francs, or 4250/., extended about three
leagues, or 44,000 English feet, and

phenomena

terminated in the Lake of Lucerne |
Tt had the formi of a trough, about six
feet broad, and from three to six feet |

in the

ultimate

of Dr B.’s paper was to describe the
co-existence of the direct and retrograde stricture in the same mineral,
and the entiré éxtinction of the circu-

lar polarization in the stratuni which

intervened between the two opposite
strictutes:

He

discovered

traces’ of

circular polarization in crystals with
two axes, and’ detected somé new pro-+'

perties of this rémarkable’ species of

deep; its bottom was formed of three

trees, the middle one of which had 4
groove, cut longitudinally, for rece.
ving’ small rills of water, conducted
into it from various places, for the pure
pose of diminishing
the friction ; and
the whole of the slide was sustained

adduced to shew, in opposition to the

straight, and sometimes zig-zag, with
an inclination of from 10° to 18°s it

opinion of Biot, that; in the case of
crystals, or of solid bodies dissolved in’

and the ranks, and sometimes the sume

polarization.

Several arguments were’

was carried along the sides of hills,

fluids, the property of circular polari~

mits, of précipitous rocks; in some
places it passéd under ground, and in

particles.
Office-bearers and counsellors for
the ensuing year were elected on the
29th.
On the 6th of December a paper
was read, containing further particu=

others was conducted over deep gorges

zation cannot belong to the ultimate

lars respecting the celebrated slide at
Alpnach, with a notice of its recent
demolition,
Referring, for full and
satisfactory information, to Professor
Play fair’s interesting description of this
remarkable work, which the reader
will find in the recent edition of his
works, we need only mention that this

slide was

formed

upon

the side of

Mount Pilatus, in the canton of Unterwalden, by MrJohn Rupp, engineer,

for the purpose of bringing down the

valuable timber, with which the mountain was covered, into the Lake of
Lucerne, from which the conveyance
to the German Ocean was easy and ex=
peditious. It was constructed of about
25,000 large pine-trees, deprived of
their bark, and united together in a

very Ingenious manner, without the aid

of iron. It occupied 160 workmen

|)

by about 2000 supports, and in many
places attached, in a very ingenious
manner, to the rugged precipices of
granite. Phe direction was sometimes

|
|,
ர அதனை

‘resided

particles of silex and’ the fluid, and
was entirély indépéndent of their mode
of aggregation. ‘The principal object

by scaffoldings 120 feet in height. In
the progress of the work the greatest
difliculties weré encountered and over
come by Zeal and perseverance. When
finished, it was found to answer ile

purpose for which it had been intend.
ed. Large pines, about 120 feet in
length, and ten inches in thickness at

their smaller extremity, darted through
the space of three leagues in 24 mi |
nutes, and, during their rapid descent,

appeared to be only a few feet in length.
In order to shew the enormous force

acquired by the trees from the veloci-

ty of their descent, M. Rupp made
arrangements for causing some of them

to spring from the slide. They penetrated, by their thickest extrem!
ties, no less than from 18 to 24 feet
into the earth; and one of them having
by accident struck against the other;
it instantly cleft it through its whole

length, as if it had been
lightning,

After

the

trees

struck by
had de-

scended the slide, they were collected
into rafts upon the Lake, and conduct-

|
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‘edto Lucerne.

From thence they de-

gcended the Reuss,

then the Aar,

to

near Brugg, afterwards to Waldshut,

by the Rhine, then to Basle, and, lastly, to the sea, when it was necessary.

|

We regret to add, that this magnificent structure no longer exists, scarcely a trace-ofit being to be seen on the
flanks of Mount Pilatus.

Political cir.

cumstances having destroyed the pritcipal

source

of

the demand

for the
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tock, which is almost always so bare,
that water ean seldom be absorbed into
it to any depth, but is held up to
speedy evaporation. The season
fully as hot a one as is ordinarily
in that country, but dysentery was
prevailing disease. Early in 1809

was
seen
the
the

army advanced to Oporto, for the ex-

pulsion of the French, under Marshal
Soult, from Portugal;

which, during

a very cold and wet month of May,

timber, although large and of excellent quality, the operation of cutting

out suffering any diseases but the or~

sarily ceased.
;
-.On the 3d and 17th of January,
1820, Dr Ferguson, inspector of hos-

June, advanced again’ towards Spain,
ma healthy condition, during very hot
weather. The army was still healthy,

and transporting the trees has neces-

| pitals, read a very interesting paper on
‘the Nature and History of Marsh Poi-

son, as known under the titles of Marsh
Miasmata and Malaria. From a reference to the medical topography of various places in the south of Europe
arid the West Indies, the author endeavoured to prove, that the universally received opinions of aqueous and
vegetable putrefaction, single or combined, being the sources of this poison,
were unfotinded; that
under any form, had no
ducing it; that it never
water, however putrid,

putrefaction,
effect in proemanates from
nor is neces-

sarily an exhalation from marshes ;
but, on the contrary, some peculiar
modification of the atmosphere by heat
and moisture,

being the product of a

highly advanced stage of the drying
process in absorbent soils, which had

previously and recently been saturated
by water. In support of this opinion,
the author stated the following among.
other remarkable facts:—‘* In the
course of the Peninsular War, during
the autumnal campaign of 1808, our
troops, after the battle of Vimeira,
were comparatively healthy. The soil
of the province around Lisbon, where

they were quartered, is a very healthy
one—a

slight covering

of light and

sandy soil, on a substratum of hard

(for that country, ) they effected, with.
dinary onés of thé bivouae;

certainly without endemic

and

in

fever, and

marching through a singularly dry
rocky country, of considerable-elevation, on the confines of Portugal. The
weather had been’ so hot for several

weeks as to dry up the mountainstreams ; and in’ some of the hilly ravines,

that

had

lately

been

water~

courses, several of the regiments took
up their bivouae, for the sake of being -

néar the stagnant pools of water that
were still left among the rocks. The
‘ staff officers who had served in the
Mediterranean,

pointed

out the dan-

serous nature of such an encampment ;
but as its immediate site, amongst dry
rocks, appeared to be quite unexceptionable, and the pools of water in the

neighbourhood perfectly pure, it was
not changed. Several of the men were
seized with violent remittent fever, before they could move from the’ bivouac
the following morning; and that type
of fever, the first that had been seen
on the march, continued to affect that
portion of the troops exclusively for a
considerable time.
‘Till then, it’ had

always been believed amongst us, that
vegetable putrefaction (the humid decay of vegetables) was essential to the

production of pestiferous miasmata5
but, in the instance of the half-dried
ravine before
ச

us, from
16

the stony bed

army advanced

to Talavera,

through

a very dry country ; and, in the hot~ test weather, fought that celebrated
battle, which

was

followed

by a re-

treat into the plains of Estremadura,
along the course of the Guadiana river,

at a time when the country was so
arid and dry, for want of rain, that
the Guadiana itself, and all the smaller
streams, had in fact ceased to be streams,

and were no more than lines of detach=
ed pools in the courses that had former-

ly been rivers; and then they suffered
from remittent fevers, of such destruc-

tive malignity, that the enemy and all
Europe believed that the British host
was extirpated ; and the superstitious
natives, though sickly themselves, un-~

able to account for disease of such uncommon type among the strangers,

declared they had all been poisoned by

eating the mushrooms,

(a species of

. food they hold in abhorrence,) which

sprung up after the first autumnal
rains, about the time the epidemic had
attained its height.
In all the subsequent campaigns of the Peninsula, the
same results uniformly followed, when-

ever, during the hot seasons, any portion of the army was obliged to occu-

py the arid encampments of the level
் country, which, at all other times, were
healthy, or at least unproductive of en-

demic fever.??
Other properties of the marsh poison, such as its particular attraction

for, and adherence to, lofty umbrageous trees and rising grounds in the

neighbourhood of swamps; its concentration in ravines, hollows, or lee-

ward

1821.

localities; its absorption

from

passing over water, and rarefaction op

dissipation by the sun’s heat, and re__|

gular currents of wind, were also Point.
edoutandillustrated by adetail of facts, ,

observed by the author during his ser.
vice in the Peninsula and the West
Indies.* In the course of the Paper, |
and while treating of the effect of the
marsh poison, the author was led to
consider its extreme and most baleful

product, the yellow fever of the tro.

pics,

the

non-contagious

which was established by

nature of

a series of

facts and arguments that appear to be
completely conclusive. The highest
degree of susceptibility and excitement |
from solar heat, on the part of the sug. |

ject, combined with the highest state
of piensa

from

the same,

on the

part o the agent, appear to be essen.
tial in all situations to the production

)

of the dreadful yellow fever, which,

luckily

for mankind,

is incapable of

being transported to any locality of |
lower temperature, or texture of soil
different from that which gave it birth, |

In conclusion, the author made some
observations on the mode in which the
marsh poison is received into the hu.)

man constitution, whether by the lungs,|

the stomach, or the skin; which last,
the author seemed to think, was the |)
most probable channel, and support.

ed this opinion by some illustrations |
taken from the plague in the Levant, |
and the peculiar idiosyncracy of the
African

or Creole

the marsh
poison.

negroes,

to whom

miasmata are, in fact, no

On the 7th of February, a paper by

Dr Brewster was read, on the Mean
Temperature of the Earth. ‘The ob- |

ject of this paper was to explain a new

* During0 the years 1815, 1816, and 1817, Dr Ferguson was employed to makea

topographical health survey of all the West India colonies, which afforded him opportunities of the most favourable kind of improving the observations he had else
where made upon pestiferous miasmata..

|

oe வட்ட.

. of which (as soil never could lie for
the torrents) the very existence of vegetation was impossible; it proved as
pestiferous as the bed of a fen. The
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| | and simple formula, for finding the
mean temperature of any place in the
| western region of the Old World, in
all latitudes, and to point out its remarkable accordance with the fine series of observations collected and arranged by M. Humboldt.
The for-

mula given by the Doctor was,

scale, L the latitude of the place, and

81.5° the mean temperature of the
equator, as deduced by Humboldt.
gives,

to a remarkable

degree of exactness, the mean temperature of the parallel of 78° in the
Greenland

seas,

as

ascertained

from

} numerous observations by Mr Scoresby; and from its coincidence with observations at the equator, in the paral-

lel of 45°, and in the Arctic regions,
there can be little doubt that the
mean temperature of the North Pole
differs very little from 0° of Fahrenheit, in place of 32°, as assumed by

Mayer and others. The formula of
Mayer errs no less than 9° in latitude
78°. The paper was accompanied with
atable of the ascertained mean tempe_rature of thirty-one places, compared
with the new formula,

and

with that

of Mayer; the sum of the errors of
the former being 76.73°, that of the
latter only 26.41°.
Nothing calling for particular notice
in this place, occurred till the 15th of
May, on which day, Dr Duncan, sens,

tead a Biographical Account of the
| late Dr Daniel Rutherford. Dr R. was

born at Edinburgh on the 3d of No"vember, 1749. He took his degree of
M.D. in 1772, on which occasion the
subject of his Thesis was De Aere
Fizo. In this dissertation he pointed
out, for the first time, a new gaseous
substance, since distinguished by the
name of azote, or nitrogen.

267

res ‘of Physicians, on the 6th of May
ட்
Ina paper on Nitre, read be.
ore the Philosophical Society in 1778,
he described, undérthe nameof vital air
what is now called oxygen gas; omnis
sidering its basis as a necéssary Gong
tuent of every acid, and even Sta inpsit

they were acid.

T being the temperature at the level of
the sea, in degrees of Fahrenheit’s

formula

SOCIETIES.

as not improbable, that by this

T=81.5° Cos. L.

This

க்ஷ
a

He was

admitted a Fellow of the Royal Col-

ட்ட

On the death of Dx

3

John Hope, in 1786, he was elected
Professor of Botany, and Keeper of

the Botanic Garden ; a duty which he
discharged till the time of his death
which took place on the 15th of No.
vember, 1819, in the seventy-first year
of his age.
On the 1st of June, an Abstract of
a Mathematical Paper, by Professor
Wallace, was read.

In the year 1808,

Mr Wallace communicated to the
Royal Society, a paper on the Quadtature of the Conic Sections, and the
Computation of Logarithms, which

was published in the sixth volume of
its Transactions, In that paper, general expressions for the reciprocal of
any elliptic or hyperbolic sector; like=
wise for the reciprocals of its second ©
and third power; and analogous expressions were investigated for the reciprocals of the powers of the logar=
ithm of a number. These were found
by principles at once simple and ele=
mentary, without any reference to the
differential, or other equivalent calcu=
lus; and, unlike the ordinary series,

which, in some cases, converge too

slowly to be of any practical use, they
are always applicable. In the paper to
which this notice refers, the same ele-

mentary principles are applied to the
investigation of new series, for the simple powers of the areas of elliptic and
hyperbolic sectors, and for the logarithm of a numbers;

and these are at

once simple and symmetrical in their
number, and universally applicable.
From the: general expression for the
area of the sector of any conic section,

we derive the following for the are of
a circle;

CS
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any are of which the rad.—=1.
Ai

for 1+ cos.

a+2 cos. ப

cos. 18-02 006, ta
for 1 cos. 32-02 005. 12

for 1

a
nl" for 1-bcos..4 a-+-2 cos, .@

_

Then asin. a G+: ணா

The expressions for elliptic, or hy=

petbolic areas, and for the logarithm
of any number, are exactly of the

same form. The terms of this expres‘sion are found from the cosines of a

series of arcs or sectors, which constitute a geometrical progression. In
like manner, the terms of the expression for an elliptic or hyperbolic sector, are formed from a series of abscis-=

~ se ‘corresponding to elliptic and hyrbolic sectors, each
alf of that before it.
are found by precisely
la in the two curves;

of which is oneThese abscisse
the same formuand in the be«

ginning of the paper; general theorems

0

niin!

And’so on.
0

+ anna
nnn) 2

+

oti

&e.),

James Hall, Bart., who had resigned,
At this meetin g, the following resolus

tion, moved by Dr Hope, and second,|
ed by Sir George Mackenzie, Bart,,f

was unanimously adopted, and orden.|

ed to be transmitted to Sir James Hall.)

« The Royal Society having, in com.| |
pliance with the wish of. Sir James) |
Hall, Bart., refrained from again plas )
cing him at their head, beg to avai
themselves of this opportunity to offer)»
him their best thanks, both fon his)

long and zealous services as their Pre. 4
sident, and for the numerous valuabl)_
communications with which he has en|

riched their Transactions, and contr

are investigated, which express the re- buted materially to maintain the re
lation between the co-ordinates corre- tation of the Society.”
ப்
sponding to an elliptic and hyperbolic
_ At the meeting of the 4th of Dep’
sector, and those which correspond to . cember, a notice by Dr Brewster wil) |
any multiple of that sector. The the- read, on the Distribution of Heatit
orems are deduced from a single pro- the Arctic Regions. The object of thi
perty common to both curves, with- notice, which may be considered a con
out employing any geometrical con- tinuation of the Doctor’s former pay
structions, and without introducing per, on the Mean Temperature of the!
impossible quantities.
Earth, was to point out the remark{
‘Two other papers, one, ona Petri- able agreement between the formul)
faction found near Edinburgh, and anwhich he had formerly given, and the
other, on the Effects of injecting a
Solution of Opium into a Vein, in an
anomalous Nervous Affection, were

then read, after which the Society ad.

journed till November,

observations of Captain Parry.

shewed that the Pole of the’eart!

not the coldest point, but that
were two Poles of maximum cold,
tuated at a distance from the Pole
in the meridians passing through Nott
America and Siberia. The agreemett)

On the 6th of November, the Society resumed its sittings ; and onthe . of this view of the distribution of heat,
27th,

Sir Walter

Scott,

Bart., was

elected President, in the room of Sir
>

with the series of observations

reductty

by. Humboldt, was also pointed oul;

ஆ
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| and, by giving a position to the two
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from 12 to 20, or ‘more miles, in D4

Poles, and assuming their temperature,
the author deduced a general formula
_ for all meridians, and shewed, that the
differences between the calculated and
observed results were far within the limits of the errors'‘of observation, ‘Che
| form of the isothermal lines resembles,
generally, that of the isochromatic
curves which surround the resultant

hours. Major Rennell thinks 16 tiles
rather below the mean rate. ‘Hence,:a

‘the Pole of the earth, he shewed how,

land of Africa,.if without chronome-

and sail in the usual track southward,

‘instrument, consisting of a small table

‘ship sailing
in the usual track to Ma-

deirator'the Canaries, will be catried

-to'the $.E. at the rate of 16 miles per
day, or from 150 to 160. miles
in the
‘course of her voyage; and on a S.E.
‘by’S. course, from 80 to 90 miles to*
-the E.‘of her intended port. If we
axes of crystals, with two axes of Suppose a 5.E. course, the error in
} double refraction. In conclusion, the easting will be no less than 109 miles,
author pointed ont the analogy bea distance which would carry a ship
.| tween the magnetic and isothermal ‘bound for Teneriffe to Allegranza, or
“curves in the Polar regions ; ‘and, noFortaventura, and one making for Alticing their similarity of position, and
legranza to the Barbary Coast. Wessels
_ conjecturing that these isothermal lines ‘bound to the Canaries, or intendin gto
might havea motion of revolutionround ‘sail between those islands and the main‘upon such a supposition, the low'tem- ters, as ‘that class of merchant ships
) perature of ancient Europe might be ‘generally are, should, therefore, ‘to
explained, and how we might account every day’s reckoning, add ten miles
for the remains of plants, and land and for easting. “ Tt is this current,”’.adds
“sea animals, being found in climates Major R. “ that has furnished the ro=
\) where they could not now exist.
ving Arabs of the desart with their
On the 18th, three papers were victims'from every nation, and the good
read ; but we shall only notice Major Mr Willshire with objects of benevoi) Rennell’s Remarks on the Currents lence.”
்
ட்
between the Parallels of Cape Finis‘Of the papers read at the different
_ terre and the Canary Islands. The ge- ‘meetings in January, the only one we
i) eral result is, that navigators who deshallnotice here,is Mr Scoresby’s De-=
மூ part from the parallel of the southern scription of a Magnetimeter for Meapart of the Bay of Biscay, (or say 45°,) suring ‘the Dip of the Needle. This
i)

will be assailed by a S.E. current, and
| then by an
(0 one, till they have
passed the parallel of Cape Finisterre,
when the-current

will again turn to the

S..of EH. and gradually become a S.E.
‘current, till having passed Cape St
@ Vincent, it becomes easterly again.
This current is very general across’ the

‘mouth of the Bay, between Cape St
i), Vincent and Cape Cantin. Beyond this
_ Bay, the current again becomes S.E.,
and continues as far as the parallel of

it] 25°, and is felt beyond Madeira westward, that is at least 130 leagues from
the coast of Africa. The rate of this
current varies considerably ; that is,

of brass, 4d inches square,and 3? inches
in height, having a:plate of brass attached to it by hinges, and movable by
means of a wheel’and pinion, through
‘an arch of 250°-of .a verticaP circle.
This plate has a small straight groove
running ‘from end to end, for the’ purpose of receiving bars of metal, the polarity of which is to be determined.
These bars are readily fixed to the
plate, by being slipped through a circular aperture in the énd of a spring,
which, perforating the movable plate,

and acting downward, firmly embraces
any substance laid aoe the groove.
The angular position of the movable

ANNUAL

of the

circumstances,

a very

light, and strongly magnetized one being used in delicate experiments. The
compass, or plate, carrying the needle,
being movable, its distance from the
bar resting on the movable plate, can
be varied at pleasure. The centre of

the hinges is one-tenth of an inch above
the level of the table ; the magnetized

needle stands at the same elevation;

and the bars in use being one-fourth of
an

inch in diameter,

are sunk

in the

groove of the movable plate to such
depth, that their axis, or centre, pre-

cisely corresponds with the centre of
the hinges; hence the middle of theex-

tremity of each bar is at the same elevation, and at the same distance from
the needle, in every position of the
movable limb. To give firmness to the

John Ramage of Aberdeen.

Ea

ing those of the celebrated Sir W
Herschell,

this,

we

believe,

is tf

largest telescope ever constructed, an}
does honour to Scotland, as well a i
ingenious author.

The speculum js 9)

feet in focal length, and 15 inches ;
diameter. The method of observing j
by the front view ; the power is fro,
50 to 1500; and the mechanism 1
which the observer and the instrume

are moved, is so simple and well con)

trived, that it can be managed and dj
rected to any point of the heavens;

readily as a three feet achromatic tek)

scope.

On the 2d of
to the Society-a
Milne, Bart., to
ving an account

தி

April, there was re
letter from Sir Day}
Professor Russel,9
of the method of fit

ing for large corals in the Island q

Bermuda. They are found round th
island in large abundance, in abo:
three feet water at low tide; anda
principally attached to the edge of t
coral reefs, where the water deepe

instrument, in making experiments, the

suddenly to 10 or 18 feet.

table is fixed by the feet to a mass of

fixed to the reef by a kind of st

lead, of seven or eight pounds weight.

By means of this plate of lead, which

_ has a screw at each corner; the whole
apparatus is readily put into a horizontal position. With this apparatus,
Mr Scoresby made a series of experiments, which are fully detailed in the
Transactions of the Royal Society of
Edinburgh, vol. 1X. p. 243, to which
we beg leave to refer.
:
At the meeting of the 5th of March,
there were laid before the Society draw-

They:

and seem of all sizes, from two in

to several feet in diameter, growin
clusters like mushrooms. Whenfi
light brown or snuff colour; but alt”
a few weeks exposure to the sun,thr
become perfectly white.
5
A great variety of papers, not’
ing for particular notice, were

betwixt this and the 18th of
when the Society adjourned its mee)
ings till November.

அட குட்வ

nature

ings, and a description of a 25 feet»
flecting telescope, constructed by 1

வடக்க

On the brass table is placed a movable

flat plate of brass, divided into rhumbs
and degrees, and furnished with a magnetic needle, with an agate cap fravyersing on a brass or steel point. The
needle can be changed according to the

REGISTER, 1821.
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is marked by a graduated circle
ets upon Ne side of the table.
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ROYAL
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OF
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FRANCK.

‘Tue Royal Institute of France, as tions.”
The property
our readers may perhaps know, con- Biot speaks, is the powerof which M.
which glass
sists of four branches, called Acadeacquires, while in a state of vibration
mies ; the Academy

of Sciences, the

Academy of Inscriptions and Belles

to

depolarize

verses it.

the

light

which

Having prepareda

tra-

larger
Lettres, the Academy of Fine Arts, 7408082802
of polarized light, he received.
| and the French Academy, each of it on a plate of black glass, so placed
_ which strictly confines itself to its own as to occasion no reflection,
and
_ appropriate department of knowledge actual state of which he had examinthe
or of art. Of these different branches, before interposin git to the path of ed
the

|
|

however, by far the most distinguish-

_ ed, is the Academy of Sciences, which

_ reckons among its members, the most

“eminent

scientific characters

of the

light.

Some traces were now discover=.

ed, of colours corresponding

to the

tints of the primary rings of Newton’s
table, and bearing an evident analogy

age; and to the proceedings of which
to those presented by longitudinal
alone, the present abstract will, there- pieces of glass, which have been powerfore, be entirely restricted. This de- fully heated, and then rapidly cool_ termination has been rendered impera- ed. There was this peculiarity, how_ tive on our part, both by the narrow
ever, that these traces were most sen“limits to which we are confined, and
sible towards the middle of the piece
_the comparatively unimportant and un- of glass, whether viewed in front, or la‘interesting character of the proceedterally, and that they rapidly diminish“ings of the other three academies,
ed towards the two sides of this middle
which,

from

the

decided

preference

_given to science, both during the re‘yolution,

and subsequently under the

“imperial government, have lost much
of that reputation, (particularly the
Academy of Inscriptions and Belles
_Lettres,) which they possessed under
the ancient regime.
The Academy of Sciences commenced its sittings for the year 1820,

part, so as to disappear entirely at the
extremities.
But when the plate of
glass was interposed in the path of the

ray, so that the ray might pass directly through its thickness, which was
about seven millimétres, (.27559inches,)
a slight change was with difficulty perceived, in the languid reflection which

on the 3d of January, when M. Boué

took place on the blackened glass, prepared to absorb the polarized ray ; but
if one-half of the plate of glass, taken

_ read a Memoir, entitled, «« A Geologi-

by the middle, was rubbed with a mois-

since published, in an enlarged form,

nal vibrations, while the other half was

_cal Essay on Scotland,” which he has
thereby superseding the necessity of
any particular notice in this place. On

tened cloth, so as to excite longitudiplaced in the path of the faisceau of
polarized light, at each time a sound *

the 17th, M. Biot read a paper, enti-

was produced, a brilliant flash of white

tled, «On

light shone on the surface of the ab-

a New Physical Property

which Plates of Glass

they

perform

acquire, when

Longitudinal

Vibra-

sorbent

glass, which

proves

that

a

change had taken place in the direc-

Q72.
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tion of the polarization 5 and the more

ticular notice.

resumed its original state, and the po-

moment it ceased, the absorbent glass

gressions. This Note contains ae
curious proposition, which, however
may be demonstrated by a simple con
parison of triangles, that if, in a tra.

plate, which was seven millimétres, 16:
was directed across its breadth, which

another, and smaller than the fourth,
the two sides not parallel
be produced

At the sitting of the

the sound (its tone remaining the 82106). Gth of March, M. Cauchy made'a aa
port on a Note of M. Lepely, relative
became full and intense, the brighter
was the light thus perceived, while the | to the summation of descending ro.

If,
larization its primitive direction.
instead of transmitting the polarized
faisceau across the thickness of the
was 30, (1.18110 inches,) immediatedy delicate lines of colour, analogous to
the first order of rings, appeared in
the direction of the length of the plate;

modifying the primitive coloured striz,
and presenting, not only the bluish
white of the first order,

but descend-

ing even to the orange. M. Biot con-

‘ cluded the detail of these curious experiments,’
by some remarks on the
ratio of the distribution

of the light

elicited by these vibratory motions in

the particles of the plates of glass, and»
by a comparison

of the: results

with

some previous experiments by MM.
Savart and Chladny.

At the same sitting, M. Dumeril,

pezium having three sides equal to one
till they meet, the lengths comprised
under these two sides, between the
point where they meet, and the base
of the trapezium, will be numerically
equal to the sum of the descendin
geometrical

progression,

which shall

‘have for its ratio, the relation between’
the two parallel sides ; and for its term
the smallest of these sides,
: ட்
On the 13th, M. de Humboldt read

a most, ingenious memoir, “ On the 2

Nocturnal Increase in the Intensity of
Sound.”
‘This phenomenon has Been

‘remarked from the remotest antiquity,
Aristotle speaks of it in his Problems,

(Sect. XI. quest. 5 and 23,) and Plu.
tarch in his Dialogues, (Sympos. Lib,

_ inthe name of a committee, made a re- VIII. cap, 3. vol. II. p.720, Franck,
Edit. 1620,) and numerous attempts
port of a case in practical medicine,
which had been communicated to the have at different times been made,to
-Academy by M. Chomel. A young give a satisfactory solution of a fact

veral attacks of hysteria, was seized

which every one must have cheer
Prior to that proposed in the memoit

. with a periodical cough, which commenced every day about two o’clock,

vaware of any that deserve the nameof

_ woman,

after having

experienced

se-

and continued with extraordinary vio-

Jence for.seven or eight hours. This
periodical access of coughing had
‘been transformed into real attacks of
hhysteria, and this conversion, provoked, or produced,

by the administra-

of this celebrated traveller, we-are not
scientific, or serve, even in an imper-|
fect degree, to explain and connect the
numerous facts which have been observed and recorded.
In this papet,

the ingenious author considers only
the increase

of intensity in a tranquil

tion of extract of delladona, (deadly

state of the atmosphere, there beingn

‘cage, the more fortunate, as the at-

wind during the night, and which d

‘administrationof : quinguina
(Peruviar
eh
q
4
(Peruvian

tween’the

ee of eects yielded ‘easily to the

‘

The proceedings of the Academy,

‘in Rebruary, do not ‘call for any par-

modified
by the relation subsisting be:
direction of the wind and

that of the sonorous ray.

Under the

‘same zone, for example, between tle

tropics, the nocturnal increase of 44

Soke

nightshade, ) was, inthis. particular _ difficulty ‘as to that produced by the
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| intensity of sound appeared
to the author greater in the plains than on the
back of the Andes,

|
‘|
6|
I
‘|
4)
॥
\
ep
|

|

Atures, creates a belief that one is in
the vicinity of a coast studded with
reefs and breakers,is three times louder

solitary

regions.

What

can

be

the

இ the silence of nature? This, the au_| thor shews, cannot be owing to the di-

_minished temperature during the
which, instead of augmenting,
tetards the rapidity with which
| 18 propagated. The same effect

night,
rather
sound
is pro-

i) duced by a current of wind’ opposed

_| to the direction of the sound, and by.
;\ the dilatation of the air, by which the
i ' density, and consequently the elasticity
;.| are diminished. Nor, in regions unin-

i) habited by man, can this remarkable
{| phenomenon be accounted for by the

"|

of leaves;

of.

cause of this increase of intensity ina
| desert where nothing exists to disturb

/|
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ட
the chaunting of birds, or the rustling
for in the

forests which

border on the Oronoco, the air is con_ 3000 metres (9843 feet) above the stantly filled with imumerable multilevel of the ocean, and more considertudes of mosquitos; the humming of.
able in low regions in the midst of. insects is much strong
er during the
| continents than in the open sea... In
night than’during the day; and the
these differences between the higher breeze, if felt at all, does not blow till
_and lower regions'of equinoctial Ame- after sun-set. The author thinks
that
rica, the relations of intensity are con- the presence of the sun acts
on the
sidered under the same barometrical propagation and intensity of sound,
by
pressure, the object of the author bethe obstacles opposed by currents of
_ ing not to compare the absolute inten- air of different density, and the
parsity at different heights, but the differ- tial undulations of the atmosphere,
ence between the nocturnal and diur- caused by the unequal heating of dif
nalintensity onthe plateaux and on the ferent parts of the soil. Ina tranqui
_ plains.* The sound of the Grand Cata- state of the air, whether it be dry, l
or
racts of the Oronoco, heard at’ the charged with humidity, the sonoro
us
distance of more than a league, in the
wave,is propagated without difficulty ;
_ plain which surrounds the mission of but when the atmosphere is traver
sed ~.
at the height

_| in the night than during the day, and
| gives an inexpressible charm to these
21

OF

cessation

of the humming

of insects,

in all directions, by small currents of
warmer air, the sonorous wave is divi-

ded into two parts, one of which returns upon the other, and retards the

propagation

of sound;

in short, the

cause 1s to be sought for in the want
of homogeneity in the elastic medium.
In order to give a precise idea of these
currents of heated air which rise du-

ring

the day from

a

soil unequally

acted on by the sun’s rays, the author
relates ‘several experiments which he
made under the tropics. In the Slanos
or Steppes of Venezuela, he found the
sand, at two o'clock in the day, at
52.5°, and sometimes even at 60° of

the Centigrade thermometer, (126.5°
and 140° Fahr). The temperature of
the air in the shade ofa Bombax, was
36.2° (97.16° F.) ; in the sun, at 18

inches above the ground, 42.8° (109°
F.). Inthe night, the temperature of

* The variations of absolute intensity, observed at different elevations in the atmosphere, have long ago been explained by the mathematical theory of eu
AY
Poisson (Journal: de U Ecole Polytéchnique, VII. 328) has even arrived at the re-

i| markable result, that the intensity of sound propagated upwards or downwards,

pe

it) tically, or in oblique sonorous rays, depends only on the density of the stratum o
air from which the sound issues.
VOL. XIV. PART II.
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the sand was only 28° (82.5° F.);

it

had lost more than 24° (43.2° F.)
Near the cataracts of the Oronoco,

the soil being covered with a-rich vegetation, is seldom heated, during the

day, beyond 30°, (86° F.,) the air

being 26° (79° F.),; while the immense masses of surrounding granite,
are, at the same time, heated as high

as 48° (118.4° F.).

If the cause of

the nocturnal increase of sound, here
pointed out, be true, it need surprise
no one, that under the torrid zone,

this increase should be greater
interior of the continent than
open sea; in the plains, than
back of the Cordilleras. The

in the
in the
on the
surface

of the sea is uniformly heated, and

never above 29° C.; while the surface
_ of the continents, unequally coloured,

_ and composed of materials which ra-

diate differently, acquires,
equator,

temperatures

near the

which

vary

from 30° C. to 52° C. Under the tro-

pics, the earth is generally, during the

night, warmer than the air; in the
temperate zone, during calm and serene nights, it becomes 4° or 5° C.
colder. In a word, the phenomenon
depends upon that want of homogeneity in the vertical columns of the atmosphere, which, according to M.
Arago, is also the true cause of the
scintillation, more or less vivid, of the

stars.

At the same sitting, M. Duméril
read a report, in name of the Committee appointed to examine the Memoir,
presented to the Academy, by M.
Devéze, and in which he discusses the

important question, Whether the yel-

and

reasonings

in Dr Ferguson’

s:able
paper, read to the Royal Society of

subject of Miesma. M. Devéze thinks
that the yellow fever is not contagious,

and that its developement and propo.

gation are the result of infection. In.
Section, according to this author, is q
morbific mode by which a centre of
putrefaction gives to an individual,

subjected to its influence, the pre-dis.

position to contract a disease of a par.

ticular description, or, at least, occa. |
sions the determination of that disease,
when

the individual has been already

pre-disposed to contract it. The constant characteristics of infectious dis.
eases are, that they originate in all
places under the influence of a centre

of putrefaction, and never anywhere

else; that a great number of persons

may be attacked by them at the same
without

moment,

munication between

any previous com
them, &c.

Con

tagion, on the contrary, is a mode ofa
disease by which an individual seized
with a morbific affection communicates

it to another, by means of a virus at.
tached

to a solid body, or suspended

in the atmosphere.

The

facts மற்.

which M. Devéze grounds his opinion
arethese:

1. In all countries where th:

yellow fever habitually prevails, ther

are places where it is never developed,

except in the case of persons who have
imported the germ of disease from the
focus of infection ; 2. Under temperate
‘climates,

the malady never spreadsii

the plains, and the elevated quarter)
of cities are often exempt from thi
scourge, when it ravages those pat

duced to notice this Memoir, because

which are low and humid: 3. In well
regulated hospitals, the yellow fever

the author, on the subject of contagion:

never shews itself, except on those in
dividuals who were affected with it

and znfection, differ‘entirely from those
of which we have already had occasion

when they entered: 4. Eighteen indi
viduals died at Alcala de los Panderos,

low fever be contagious?

We are in-

many of the opinions entertained by

to speak, in submitting to our readers, a condensed abstract of the facts
16

|

Edinburgh, (and since published in
vol. 1X. of their Transactions) on the

of the yellow fever, which they hal

contracted at Seville, while no inhab

f
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was attacked by it:

And, 5. It has never, according to M.
Devéze, been found possible to propa-

gate the yellow fever by inoculation.
In the subsequent sittings of this

month, the Academy was occupied in

judging and awarding the prizes for
treatises on various questions of science
previously proposed as subjects for
competition.
The proceedings

during the month

of April require no particular notice.
On the Ist of May, M. de la Place
announced to the Academy, the re_

commencement of the important ope--

ration long since begun by the engineers of the Depot de la Guerre, and

which will be completed by the Sardinian

astronomers;

it consists

in the

OF
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So that diseases of the pulmonary system cause more than the fifth part of
all the deaths which take place in Paris; and the proportions in which
these different diseases operate, are as ,
follow :
Asthma
Pleurisy
Catarrhs
Phthisis

carries off one in 100.
and peripneumony one in 33.
one in 15,
one in 9.

The autumn is generally supposed
the period of the year most fatal to
consumptive patients; the author of
the Memoir has shewn that, in the instance of Paris at least, this opinion is

not well founded. .The
1816,

average of

1817, and 1818, gives the fol-

measurement of the parallel comprized lowing comparative results, shewing
between Bordeaux and Fiume. In or- :the relative mortality occasioned by
der to complete the geodesical part, it phthisis at different seasons of the year.
is only necessary to construct a small
number of triangles on the Alps: On
Spring, 1892.
the 15th, M. Chossat presented.a MeSummer, 1621.
moir on the Nervous System, upon
Autumn, 1723,
Animal

Heat.

This valuable paper,

from the great multiplicity of the experiments and details, admits not of any
intelligible abridgment, within the li-

Winter, 1735.
From which it appears that spring
and winter are the seasons most fatal

mits we can afford, and we therefore

to consumptive patients in the French

beg leave to refer the scientific reader
to the Journal de Physique, vol. XCI.
pp. 5 and 92.
At the sitting of the 5th of June, a:
~ Memoir was read by M. Benoiston de

capital. With regard to the female sex,
M. de Chateauneuf shews, that in Paris a third more women than of men

Chateauneuf, on the mortality produ-

ced by Affections of the Pulmonary
System.
‘The examinations of the registers of deaths in the city of Paris,

(said to be made’ with the greatest
care) for the years 1816, 1817, and
1818,

give 62,441

deaths

in all, of

which
604 have been caused by asthma;
1894 by pleurisy and peripneumony ;
4259 by catarrhs ; ~

6971 by phthisis.

13,728

]
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die of consumption, while in the villa
ges round Paris the mortality is nearly
equal among the sexes; the proportion
for the remainder of the country is
one in eleven, instead of one in nine, as:

in the capital; and from ten’to fifty
is the period of life both in Paris and
the country at which phthisis produces
the greatest ravages.

We shall conclude the proceedings

of this year with a brief notice of the

Lectures of M. Ampére, read before
the Academy of Sciences.
98th September.—M. Ampere re-.
duced the phenomena observed by ee
௦
‘Oersted to two general facts.

~

¥
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shewed that the current in the pile acts
upon the magnetic needle like that of

ences which establish not only a dissjmilarity, but almost a complete Oppo‘sition, between the attractions and re~

the experiments by which he had esta. plished the attraction or repulsion of
the whole of a magnetic needle by the

pulsions of electrical currents and those
of common electricity.
Oct. 16.—M. Ampére read a note
relative to the fine experiments of M,
Arrago, on the magnetizing of steel by
means of the current produced bya
voltaic pile. The object of the note

the communicating wire. He described

communicating

wire, as well as the in-

struments which he proposed to have

constructed, and, among others, spirals
and galvanic helices. He stated, that

in every case these last would produce
He next
the same effect as magnets.
entered into some details as to the manner in which he conceived magnets indebted for their properties solely to
electrical currents in planes perpendicular to their axis, and upon the similar currents which he believed to exist
in the terrestrial globe ; so that he re-

duced all the phenomena of magnetism
to effects purely electrical. .
;

Sept. 25.—M. Ampére more fully

developed his theory, and announced
the novel fact of the attraction and repulsion of two electrical currents, with-

was to shew, that all the circumstances

of this action of the electrical currents
were conformable to what he had al.
ready announced on the identity of
‘these currents and of those which he
conceives to exist in magnets, and that

they might be considered as completing the demonstration of that remark.

able law.
Oct. 30.—M.

Ampére

‘
announced

to the Academy,

that, in conformity

with his theory of the phenomena presented by electrical currents and by
magnets, the action of the terrestrial

-globe brought, in a plane perpendicu-

out the interposition of a magnet; a
fact which he had observed in conduc-

lar to the

tors of the spiral form.
Oct. 9._M. Ampére exhibited to
the Academy the experiments which
establish the identity of action between
the communicating wires and the enclosed curves, and which he conceived
similar to electrical currents in planes
perpendicular to the line which connects the two poles of the magnets,
In the two rectilineal electrical currents, he pointed out the same effects

of the conductor of a voltaic pile, arranged so as to form almost an entire
circuit. He described two forms of
apparatus, the first of which had served to produce the movement of the
communicating wire, in the direction
of the needle of a compass in the horizontal plane, according to the line of

which he had indicated at the former

sitting’ in the currents of the spiral
' condtictors. He then described the
method he has since adopted for calculating the effects of electrical currents of a given length ; after which he
proceeded, by a comparison of the results of experiment and calculation respectively, to determine the law of the

attractions and repulsions of two portions infinitely small of electrical currents. He also dwelt upon those differ-

direction

of the dipping

needle, the plane of a moveable portion

declination;

the

second,

that

which

corresponds to the direction of the dipping needle in the plane of the magnetic
meridian. At the same time, he exht-_
bited an instrument by which a portion
of an electrical current, the conductor
of which is attached to a vertical pi-

vot, may be deflected by the action of
another

current,

by which means the

two currents become parallel, and follow the same direction.
Nov. 6.—Having announced to the

Academy a fact relative to the action
of spiral conductors, .which he had discovered before he was aware of its
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cause, and which M. Arago had equally
observed, M. Ampére arrived at the
following results: —1, A very simple
means of neutralizing the longitudinal
effect of an electrical current in a conductorof a spiral form, and hence,
of re-

soon appeared covered with several’ bubbles, which, agreeably to theory,
were more numerous upon the wire
which corresponded to the negative
pole of the pile. During three days
that the apparatus continued in action,

ducing the action of the transverse effect, then entirely identical with that of
amagnet. 2. A law, which the author
had no farther verified than in relation
to the action exercised by that species”
of currents, but which appears to be

the

true in general of every one of those
portions, infinitely small, of which, in

number, and which continued brilliant
to the end of the experiment. . The
other wire, after being oxidized, presented few or no bubbles.
The apparatus having been overturned by ac-

order to calculate their effects, electrical currents must be considered as
composed.
At the same sitting, he
also exhibited an instrument, by which
the effect of a current in a spiral con‘ductor is neutralized in this manner
by the prolongation of that conductor, which returns, in a straight line,
into the axis of the spiral, from which”

it is separated by the sides of a
glass tube.
‘This instrument, suspended by a needle, like the needle of
a compass, presents all the properties
of one, when acted upon by a magnet ; its extremities represent the poles, ©
in. the

situation which,

according

to

the theory, they ought to occupy.
- Noy. 13.—At this sitting, M. Am-

pere read a note upon the electro-chemical effects of a ‘spiral iron wire,
submitted solely to the action of the
terrestrial globe. ‘The action of the
earth

directing an electrical current,

as well as it directs a magnet, our author thinks that this action, like that

of a magnet in the experiment of M.
Fresnel, ought to have some influence
on the oxydation of an iron’ wire in
water. M.Ampére caused to be immersed, under a small glass receiver,
in a weak solution of chlorure of sodium, the two extremities of an iron

wire,

that

round

a cylinder

made

thirty

revolutions

of pasteboard,

the

axis of which was nearly parallel to

the dipping needle.

The two wires

author

several

times

caused

the

bubbles which had been formed ascend
to the top of the receiver, till no more
remained on the wires. Each time new

ones were produced on the wire which
had at first given out the greatest

cident, M. Ampére was prevented from
discovering whether the bubble which |
rose to the upper part of the receiver
contained hydrogen, or a greater proportion of azote than atmospheric air,
or if it was air, such as is generally
contained in water, and which would
have been disengaged by the elevation
of the temperature of the apartment.
In repeating the experiment with the
same apparatus, M. Ampére disco-

vered only slight indications of electrochemical action ; so that, as to the existence of that peculiar species of action, doubts still remain, which future
and more varied experiments can only

remove.
Dec. 4.—The object of M. Ampére, on the present occasion, was to
find the analytical

mutual

action

expression

of the two

of the

electrical

currents, from a general law, deduced

from a multitude
of facts and experiments previously developed ; which
law consists in this, that if we assume
an infinitely small portion of an electrical current, and conceive, at the

same point in space, other portions of
electrical currents, also infinitely small,

which may have the same relation to
the

first,

in

direction

and

intensity,

which the elements of a force have in
amount and direction, relatively to that
=
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force, the combination of these portions of electrical currents correspondthat which corresponds to their resultIt is from this law that he has
ant.

alkalis of the yellow and grey quin.
quina, combined in the state of sul.
phates, rendered more soluble by that
combination, and preserving the pungency peculiar to the quinquinas trom
© which they are extracted, possess the

tions of electrical currents :—first, in

gree with the original bark. M. Double, a physician of extensive practice

ing to the constituent, will, in every
case, exert precisely the same action as
deduced the analytical expression of.
the mutual action of two ‘small por-

the case in which they are both perpendicular to the line which joins their
point of bisection; and, secondly, in
the general case, where they form with
that line any angles whatever, as «
and 8. In

both

cal expression

cases,

the analyti-

has been

developed ;

but, as we have not room to set down

|

the different steps, we must content
ourselves, instead of merely giving the
resulting formula, which would be unintelligible by itself, with referring the
scientific reader to the Journal de
Physique, xc1. 226, where he will find

the subject treated in a very able and
luminous manner.

Dec. 11.—At this sitting, M. Ampere read a supplement to the foregoing Memoir, in which he gives an
account of .two experiments which
tend to verify the formula he had previously deduced, and subjoined some
observations on the analogy existing
between this formula and that which
expresses the effects of radiant heat,
and likewise upon the consequences
deduced

from

that

formula,

which

agree perfectly with the facts observed by other philosophers.
In the proceedings of 1821, nothing
deserving particular mention was laid
before the Academy, till the 12th of

March, when

M.

Halle

read

the

re-

port of the committee on a Memoir of
M. Chomel, entitled, «* Observations
on the use of the Sulphates of Quinine and Cinchonine in Intefmitting
Fevers.”—The object of the author
was to ascertain if the substances
knewn under the names of guinine and
cinchonine, that is, the characteristic

qualities of febrifuge in the same de.

6

and great experience, had already
shewn the utility of these compounds
in the treatment of tertian and doubletertian, quartan and double-quartan

fevers. In his hands the administration of sulphate of quinine had been
attended with immediate and complete
success,

and

generally

after the first

doses, in the cases of six patients of
different ages, among whom were an
infant of nine years old, and a woman
whose health was impaired by the irregularities of the critical age. The
‘number

of observations

recorded by

M. Chomel is fourteen; in six of
which the cessation of the fever was

owing to the sulphate of quinine, and
took place either immediately after
the

first

dose,

or

after

the second,

The doses generally effectual consist
ed of from 6 to 12 grains; in onlya
single instance did they amount to 24;
in One case, complete success followed
the administration
grains, in another

of a dose of 5
of 8 and 12, al-

though in the first of these instances
the simple bark had been administered:

in half-ounce doses without any sen-

sible effect, and in the other the extract in doses of a drachm each. The
sulphate of cinchonine was employed
by M. Chomel only in one instance;
from‘6 to 20, and from 20 to 24 grains
were requisite to produce complete

success.
In the thirteenth observation, the resinous matter of quinquina,
in doses

of one

and

two ounces, was

first employed without any success;
then the ligneous part in doses of one
ounce ; and thirdly, the sulphate prepared with the quinine extracted from
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the Carthagina

bark

in doses of 24

grains; immediately after this last: trial

the sulphate of quinine extracted from
yellow quinquina, given in doses of
the same amount, definitively terminated

the fever.

In

three

cases

the

salts of quinine failed, as well as the
bark in its original state.
On the 30th of April, M. Cuvier.
presented to the Academy the head
of Descartes, which M. Berzelius,

Secretary of the Academy of Stockholm, had purchased, at a public sale,
in Sweden, and which he had been
eager to transmit to the native country of that truly great man.
He also
read the letter, in which M. Berzelius
gives an account of the particulars,
hitherto unknown, respecting the his-

tory of that head, and which tend to
establish its genuineness. At the same

|
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time, M. Cuvier presented an engraved portrait of Descartes, remarking,
that all the traits indicated by the osseous parts, are similar to the characters of the head presented by M. Berzelius ; which, according to M. Cuvier, completed the proof that this
was in reality the head of Descartes.*
The remaining proceedings of the

Academy for the year possess no manner of interest, either to the general or scientific reader, if we except

a masterly Memoir by M. de Laplace,
on the Attraction of Spherical Bodies,
and the Repulsion of Elastic Fluids,

which was read on the 10th of September, and of which we will endea-

vour to give some account, in the view
of the Improvements and Discoveries
a Science during the years 1820, and

821.

* Descartes died at Stockholm, whither he had repaired at the request of Queen
Christina, on the 11th of February 1650, (in the 54th year of his age,) and his re‘mains were interred in that capital ; but seventeen years afterwards removed to Paris, where a magnificent monument was erected to him in the church of St Génévieye du Mont. How, when the exhumation took place, the head of this great philosopher was left behind, neither M. Berzelius nor the French Academicians have
thought proper to inform us. M. Delambre expressed his doubts as to the authenticity of the skull in question.
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year 1821, like the two former,

was upon

the whole

productive,

and

the fall in the prices of land produce,
which

ceeded

commenced

with

in 1819,

has pro-

little interruption

ever

since ; and this, notwithstanding a
marked improvement, in the course of
the present year, in the condition of

the great body of the consumers, other
than the agricultural classes themselves, and with the ports of this country closed against the importation of
foreign grain,
Yet the weather was not so steadily
favourable, as in some former seasons.
The first two months of the year, indeed, were uncommonly mild and pleasant, but March and April were wet,

and May, June, and the greater
of July, cold, with frequent
showers, hoar-frost, and the wind
the north.
About the end of

part
hailfrom
July,

when the prospect of the harvest was
by no means encouraging, especially
upon thin dry soils, some refreshing
showers fell, after which the temperature became higher, and the weather,

ECONOMY.

REPORT.

though still variable, continued friend.

ly to the ripening and ingathering of
the crops, till the whole were secured
in good order, over the greater part of
the-United Kingdom. ‘This was par.
ticularly the case throughout the whole
of Scotland and the north of England; |
but in the south of England and also
in some parts of Ireland, a great deal
of rain

fell for about

a month, from

the last week of August, which inju-

red the wheat and barley in some districts to such a degree,

that the cor

market rose very rapidly ; wheat from
54s.

7d..

the

weekly

average

on the

Ist of September, to 70s. ‘7d. on the
29th of the same month, and apprehensions of scarcity became very prevalent.
But the decline of prices
which occurred in October, proved that
the damage

was but partial, and that

the alarm was unfounded.

‘The same

|

variable weather continued to the end
of the year.
In November and December the rains were so copious, that

many of the rivers overflowed theit
banks ; but the greatest 108505 were

ee
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sustained at sea; the winds, having
been

remarkably

violent

during

De-

cember, occasioned many shipwrecks
on our coast.
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ral view of the weather, similar to what

we have given in our former volumes.
The fair and rainy days, and the quantity of rain for January, were omitted, but have been supplied from

The following abstract from a Register kept near Perth, affords a gene-

the

Register kept at the Calton Hill Observatory, near Hdinburgh.
Fair
|Rainy | Quantity of | Mean_
Days. | Days.
Rain. _ | Temperature

January
February
March
April
May

June

.

|

July
August
September
October

ae aa celia
Sic ee
.
.

eats

etsy

es
6

November .
December .

Upon a comparison with 1820, there
has been more rain in 1821 by about

61 inches, while the medium tempera-

ture was higher by 1.38.
- With the exception of the months
of September and October, the corn
market exhibited little fluctuation in
prices, seldom ranging more than between

50s.

and

55s. for wheat,

and

most generally veering round the latter rate, till near the end of the year,
when this, and all other kinds of corn,
experienced a considerable depression.
The price of bread, however, did not
always correspond with that of wheat;
owing, perhaps, to the partial injury

which this grain had sustained in September, the quartern loaf, after the
harvest,

continued

higher than

in its

usual proportion to wheat. The most
common rate in London, before Sep' tember, was Qd., sometimes 10d. ; the

13

18

2.49

37.9

26
22
159)
21
27
24
25

2
9
15
10
3
ர்
10:

AQ
2.96
3.55
1,54
*.65
1.57
1.42

38.95
41.11
46.12
47.25
54.25
58.14
59.2

20

10

1.80

56.

20
14
15

11
16
16

1.57
5.59
4:38

47.5
41.5
40.4
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123

27.94

47.36

10d.

4

©

In Edinburgh, it was, as usual,

about 1d. lower than in London. Oatmeal, in the Edinburgh market, sold
in retail, varied from Is. 1d. to 1s. 4d.

per peck of 8lb. avoirdupois, and potatoes from 8d. to 10d. per peck of
28lb.
Live stock, both fat andlean, which

had hitherto yielded slowly to the depression of the times, experienced, in
the course of this year, as great, ora
greater reduction, than corn, probably

not less than 25 per cent, as compared
with the prices of 1820. The state of
the weather

during

the

summer

had

been unfavourable to the grazier, and
the appearance of the turnip crop at
the end of the grass season threatened
a deficiency of food for fattening
in the '

highest in September was 123d. ; and

ensuing winter.
The produce of the
dairy, however, did not sink so much
as corn and butcher meat, a circumstance which may be ascribed to the

at the end of the year, though wheat
had fallen 8s, below the price at its
commencement, the loaf still stood at

manufacturing classes having been generally in full employment. The price
of wool, too, though somewhat lower
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than in the preceding year, maintained

REGISTER,

and end of the year, taking the aye.

a higher level than other kinds of raw
ae
produce.
_ The prices of corn at the beginning

rages of England and Wales; and the

highest and lowest prices, were ag fol.
lows :—
ச்

Wheat. | Rye.
A

8

her, 168k

௮

அரக

நூ

[22-82-8122 ‘

accumulating

6/35

1/23

4/36

70

upon

their table ; but as their debates and
proceedings belong to another depart‘ment of this work, we shall only advert to the last in so far as they present any tangible result.
In

our last volume, we alluded

to

Mr Robinson’s intention to bring in a
bill for better ascertaining the averages
which regulate importation, which was

brought in accordingly, and passed
without exciting much attention. By
this act, the returns

விம

8) i 22006 ont

so fully admitted by all parties, that
’ Parliament at last found it necessary to
listen to the numerous petitions which
day

றி

4

7/16)

The distress of the agricultural class-

every

2212

e402) el M9"

es had now become so general, and was

were

ண்டு

242

இடு

ட்

These last are also the Jowest prices
of the year.

The highest prices were for the week
ending the 29th September . -

Oats. | Beans.| Pease,

2
UTS

For the week ending the 6th January,
6
௮
ah
TOT
¥or the week ending the 29th Decem-

1821.

are to be taken

from about 150 towns in England
and Wales, not of the prices only, but
also the quantities ; and these quantities and prices are to be combined in
striking the general average. It also
contains some provisions in regard to
bonded corn, which must now be measured as it comes from the warehouse,

7/34

்
818510

on both sides of the House.

With

this view, a committee was appointed
to consider and report.upon the peti-

tions of the agriculturists, without any
such limitations on their powers as had
been imposed on those of the commit.

tee in the former session.

A number

‘of witnesses were accordingly examin.

ed by this committee, and many docu.

ments regarding the corn markets of |

other countries, as well as of the united
kingdom, laid before them ; the whole,
as exhibited in the appendix to the re.
port, forming indeed the most complete body of evidence on the subject
of the Corn-trade that has ever appeared in this country. The Report
itself was presented on the 2Ist June,
too late in the Session to lead to any
new enactment,—nor did the committee recommend any. In the House
itself,
so great a difference of opinion

prevailed, both as to the cause
of the
depression and the means of relief, and

even as to the practicability of affording

any

relief at all, that all parties

as well’as when it is first lodged there. seem at last to have acquiesced in the
‘This act, however, was clearly inap- expediency of waiting till it was seen
plicable as a remedy to the present what another year should bring forth,
state of things, how beneficial soever The only other general measure af
may be its operation hereafter; and a fecting agriculture, which requires to
measure of a more general and effec- be noticed here, was the repeal of the
tive character was loudly demanded by tax on horses employed in husbandry;
the great body of the landed interest to which we may add, though of 4
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‘more limited nature, an abatement of

the duty on malt made from Scotch

| barley, which; by some inadvertency,
had been raised in 1819, higher than

in its due proportion to that imposed
on malt made from English barley.

Report of the Woollen Cloth Milled during
the last year, viz. from the 25th of
March, 1820, to the 25th March, 1821,
as delivered hy the searchers to the Magistrates, May 2d.
Narrow Cloths Milled.
4

Pieces,

First Quarter,
Second ditto,
Third ditto,
Fourth ditto,

.

Milled last year,
Increase,

.

.

.

34,765
ம.
52௮1
29,335

Yards,

malt

:: -.

but the bill

NOTICES.

Total Milled this year in yds. 14,412,014
Total Milled last year in yds. 13,295,495

Total incréase this year in yds. 1,116,519
— A chamber of commerce and
manufactures has recently been established at Manchester.
One of its
first acts has been to address a memorial to Lord Liverpool, requesting information relative to the political relations of Naples, as great quantities
of British property are there, and
large orders on hand, which, under
the present

circumstances, the mer-

chants are afraid of shipping off.
— Mechanism has reached great
perfection at Manchester. At some of
the cotton mills, yarn has been spun
so fine-as to require 350 hanks to
The
weigh one pound ayoirdupois.
perimeter of the common reel being
and one hank seven times as much,

5,225,791

119,700

4,889,181

9,579

6,610

Broad Cloths Milled.
. First Quarter,
68,308
Second ditto, .
. 77,399
Mhirdidittes
௮
மிதம்
Fourth ditto,
.
. . 69,806

Increase,

countries,

of both

was lost on the question for its second
reading.

one yard and a half, 80 threads or
revolutions would measure 120 yards,

e

129,279.

- 286,720

9,186,223

23,448

779,909

Milled last year, . 263,278
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A vigorous attempt was made to obtain a repeal of the new duty on the

COMMERCIAL
Tue commerce of this year presents little matter for observation.
The manufacturing interest had sensibly recovered out of that deep depression, which, in the preceding
year, had caused so much distress
and alarm. It still afforded only
slender profits to the master, and
slender wages to the workman ; but
still such as to preserve the latter
from total destitution. The following report of the old national staple
is favourable.

ECONOMY.
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8,406,314

or 840 yards;

which,

multiplied

by

350, gives 29,406 yards, or 167 miles
and a fraction.
— The rapid rise of the important
station, Sincapore, during the year
that it has been a free port, is perhaps
When the Briwithout its parallel.
tish flag. was hoisted, the population
scarcely amounted to 200 souls; but
in three months the number was not
less than 3000; and it now exceeds

10,000, principally Chinese. No less
than 173-sail of vessels of different
descriptions, principally native, ar-

EDINBURGH
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rived and sailed in the course
two first months ; and it has
become a commercial port of
If our object in the
ance.

of the
already
importEastern

Seas and in China is commerce, there

is no plan so easy of adoption, or so
unobjectionable, as that of making
our stations free ports. Ina few years,
if the system is followed up, the whole

of the Eastern Archipelago will be
clothed from Great Britain ; and Ava,

Siam, Cochin China, and even a large

portion of China, may follow the example.
— Some inconvenience to the merchants of Canada appears likely to
arise from the too limited period allowed for carrying into operation the
new timber act, particularly as regards that portion of it relating to the
transit of American timber through
the province. Property in timber to
a great value from Lake Champlain
was then in the Canada market, con-

tracted and paid foron British account

LOCAL

1. Roads

last year, and

1821.
which

arrived in Ca.

nada previous to the passing of the
law. Most of the surplus value of
this

timber

merchants
other

was

places,

usual way,

on

of Lake
and

account

of the

Champlain ang
imtended,

as a remittance

in the

to

pa

their Canada debts: Little doubt was
however, entertained by the commer.
cial intérest of Quebec, that ona pro=
per representation of the case being
made to the British ministry, those
goods wauld be allowed to be taken
to England on the same footing as

American property actually. deposit.
ed in Quebec previous to the 25th of)

March last. The Quebec Gazette,
in commenting on the possible disap.
pointment of this expectation, ob.
serves, with a freedom rather remark.

able for a paper under the immediate
controul of the government, that it
would arise from there being “no
accredited agent to Parliament to represent the interests of the country,’

IMPROVEMENTS AND ESTABLISH-.
MENTS.
:
LOCAL

bridge.

REGISTER,

leading

from

ACTS

PASSED

Ferry-

2. Road from Knaresborough

to

IsT

GEO. Iv.

8. For lighting Wolverhampton
with Gas. «
;
|
9. Gas the borough of Derby.
10. Gloucester Gas Light Com-

Green-Hammerton.
3. Road from Moot Hall, Wirks- pany.
+
worth.
11. Gas the city of Norwich.
4. For regulating the sale of — 12. Improving the Saint Clement,
bread.
Hastings.
த 5. A Harbour in the Cove of Beer,
13. For making and widening cer- |
ம.
|
tain streets in Liverpool.
14, For amending the. road from
6. 1௦01 10 the Hundred of Blything, &c.
aes
Wigan to Golborn.7. Bridges in the county of Mont15. Roads from Chester to Wood

gomery.

side,

‘

ப்
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16. Road from Cheltenham to
> Painswick.
17. Road from Hulme’s Chapel to
Chelford.

[

|
|
|
§
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43. Lighting, watching, and clean-

sing Huddersfield.

44. Roads from Milford, through
Petworth.
45. Road from Pool, through Os-

18. Road from Kirby Kendal to
Kirby Ireleth.
westry.
:
46. Road from Tenterden, through
19. Road from Cheadle to QuicksWoodchurch.
hill Bank.
20. From Lightpill Gate, Rodbo47. Military Roads in Perth.
roug, to Birdlip.
48. Forth and Clyde Navigation.
91. Road between Plymouth and
49. Bridge over Thames.
Exeter, through Ashburton. .
50. New Bridge over the River
99. Road from Wansford to Stam- Earn.
ford and Bourn.
51. Bridge over the River Wen' 93. Roads from Monk Bridge to sum.
New Malton and Scarborough.
52. Ballast Office in the Port of
24, Road from Weyhill to Lyde
Cork.
Way.
53. Fund for relief of Skippers and
Keelmen upon the Tyne.
;
25. Roads fron Henshall’s Smithy
54. Branch Railway from Crabtree
to Altringham.
96. Road from Greenhead, through to Catdown.
Haltwhistle, Hexham, and Corbridge.
55. Lighting Dublin with Gas.
27. Road from Stonehaven to Co56. Lighting with Gas Shrewsbury.
bleheugh.

_ 28. Road from Stockport to War‘tington.
.

57. Lighting Bolton with Gas.

58. Chapel of Ease, Pendleton.

59. Uniting the Rectory and Vi29. Road from Whiteburn to Kelso.
carage of Saint Dunstan in the West.
30. Read from Gateshead to Ryton
60. For the Theatre-Royal, Drur:
Lane Head.
31. Roads from Gosport to Bishop’s Lane.
61. For Paving, Lighting, &e. Bury
Waltham.
Saint Edmund’s.
32. Malmesbury Turnpike Roads,
62. For lighting, &c. Stockton.
33. Roads from Ludlow.
63. For improving Whitgift and
34. Road from Ludlow to Monk's
. Snaith.
Bridge.
;
64. For the road from North
35. Maintaining navigable the Ure.
்
86. Maintaining the Harbour of Shields.
65. For the road from Selby to
Goran Haven.
,
i
37. Corporation of the Trinity Leeds.
66. Road from Rochester to MaidHouse of Leith.
,
38. Roads from Butt Lane to Hen- stone.
67. Roads in Stirling, Dumbarton,
shall’s Smithy.
;
39. Bridge within Weymouth and Lanark, and Perth.
68. Road from Wakefield to AusMelcombe Regis.
40. Navigation of the Aire and terlands.
69. Roads from Devizes.
Calder. _
70. Roads from Hertford to Broad_ 41. Two new Churches in Newington,
42. Burying-Ground

hithe.

water.

for

Rother-

க

71. Road from Longhorsley Bar to

Piercy’s Cross.

|

73. Road from Towcester to West-

ern Gate.
74, Roads in Dumfries and Rox~burgh. 75. Rates on Goods on the Itchin.

76. Bridewell for Lanark and Glas-

:

|

gow.

and House

i “7. Sessions House

of

:
Correction at Ely.
_ 78. Removing the Markets within
Exeter.

79, Road from Chatteris Ferry to

Saint Ives.
80. Road from Market Harborough
;
to Brampton.
81. Road from Asthall to BuckJand.
89. Road from Witney to Swerford
ச
.
Heath.
83. Roads in Renfrew, Lanark, and

1821.

of the arch is 3 feet 112 inches.

Qn

this canal and its appendices, there
will probably, before the works are )
completed, be expended nearly half |
Ee
a million sterling.
There are at present 352 men, six
horses, and ten vessels employed on
the suspension bridge over the Me.
nai. On the Anglesea side, the main
pier rises 63 feét above the level of
high water ; and the piers are rapid.

ly adyancing.

On

side, the main

pier is 33 feet above

the Caernaryon

high water; first pier from it, 45,
second ditto, 57.
i
A new iron bridge is about to be

—

» 179, Road from Swindon to Knighton.

REGISTER,

placed over the river Weaver, near
Nantwich. It combines elegance and
lightness, with strength and durability.

One peculiar excellence is, that

ph.

the 24 massive braces which are

a
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ced diagonally, between the perpen- {

dicular bolts and the upper and lower
2
ribs, equalize the pressure, on what. |
Ba, Roads and Bridges in Lanark
"ever part it rests.—Architect, T. Har |
and Dumbarton.
_
85. Road through Nairn and Auld- rison, Esq:
March 20.—The first stone of the |
earn.
Carlisle Canal Basin was laid in the|
86. Rectories of Tilehurst.

Ayr.

87. For supplying Peterhead with
i

Water.
88. Statute

Labour

:

within

Glas-

gow.

89, Road from Dundalk to Bann-

bridge.

-

CamBripGE anp Huntinepon.
The stupendous drainage of the
Hau Brink, extending over some hundreds of thousands of acres, is rapidly drawing towards its completion.
The Eau Brink Cut, about two miles

and three quarters in length, is nearly
completed; as is the new bridge
.

across it, which is to be a draw-bridge

for the admission of ships to pass and
repass through it to Saint Germain’s.
The new bridge is of timber, which
is so combined as to produce strength
and durability.
Its length is about
820 feet; the versed sine or spring

presence of the committee, and a con }

siderable number of spectators. Mr}
William Halton mounted the stone)
and, in a concise speech, expressel

his hopes that the undertaking woull }

prove beneficial to the subscribers)
and of advantage to the neighbour
ing districts.
a |

NorTHUMBERLAND AND DURHAM. |
May 16:—Commenced the build-

ing of a stone bridge over the Alne,

near Alnwick Abbey. The intention
is to avoid a ford which is often dan-|,
This 11961!
gerous in the winter.
work is undertaken at the expense0
the Duke of Northumberland.
CHESHIRE.

௫

i

The erection of a bridge across the
Conway has been sanctioned by 8
grant of 40,0007. public money- The

=
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attainment of this object, with other
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a library,

a

projected improvements, will remove

room containing the museum belong-

tion of three new churches in Leeds ;

timer, of this town, that it has not ex-

an obstacle which has hitherto ope- ing to the Philosophical Society, and a
rated against the Holyhead line of ‘billiard room. The estimated expense
was 3000/., and it does great credit to
road through Chester.
Plans are agreed upon for the erec- the accuracy of the architect, Mx Mor-

be removed from the present site into

ceeded that-sum.
The amount was
raised in transferable shares of 251.
each ; the proprietor of one share has
free admission for himself, and the
liberty of introducing afriend. ‘Those

the gardens below the hill, near

who

estimated expense of each 10,000/.
In the intended erection of a new
jail in Norwich, the Shire-House and
inconvenient courts of justice, are to
the

possess

more

than

one,

receive

passage for conveying prisoners from

25s. per annum for each additional
share, which is the sum fixed on as

their cells to trial, will be excavated.

the

eastern

entrance.

A

subterraneous

Ustimated expenditure, 26,0000.
_
The

Thames

Kent.
and

Medway

Canal,

the progress of which was suspended
for several years, is now in such forwardness, that there is every reason
to.expect it will be completed within
two years.

A new bridge, completed in a substantial manner, has been erected
| over the stream near Abbots Mill,
Canterbury.
The lanes leading in
that direction are to be lighted with
gas.
ரர
DEVONSHIRE.
i
Improvements in Exeter.—The removal of the last remaining house on
the eastern side of the entrance to
North Street ; the ancient statue at
| the entrance to be replaced ; the green
sward_to be extended over the site of

the Old Treasury House in the Cathedral Yard ; Sun Lane to be widen-

ed; the projecting houses outside of
Southgate taken down, and that part
of the street widened; Broadgate to
be taken down.

-

ல்

Isuzu or Wieut.

__ A building has been lately erected
| inthe High Street of Newport, Isle
of Wight, to be used for the purposes
of the Isle of Wight Institution. It
| Contains a room for mewspapers and

annual. subscription

of persons:

who are not proprietors: The sum
paid on the admission of each member,is 17. 11s. 6d. ; low as the charges
appear, they have yet been found sufficient to enable the committee to fur-"
nish the rooms in a handsome man=
ner, and to purchase a considerable
number of books, which will soon be=

come a respectable library.
EDINBURGH.

ச

1] celerity with which architectural works are undertaken and executed in this city is truly astonishingBut the most extraordinary instance
of rapid building is that of the new ©
Circus, which may be said to connect
the village of Stock-Bridge with the

New Town.

In the space of little

more than twelve months, the whole
Cireus,

with

the

exception

of one

house, has been begunand completed,
and a considerable part of it is already
inhabited. In addition to the buildings, the pavement of the street
around the Circus is nearly completed; and the ground in the centre
enclosed with an elegant railing, and.
tastefully planted.
:

The. Melville Monument is beco~

ming a prominent feature in the outline of our romantic city, and already
proves that the situation is the best
that could have been chosen, as in
that part of the New Town, with the

exception of St Andrew’s spire, there
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is no architectural ornament higher wards of 200,000. ; and this amount,
than the houses. ©
teins:
we believe, was exceeded.
The College.—It is very gratifying
The iron bar bridge lately erected
to observe the progress which has ” over the Tweed, near Paxton Ford,

been made, in the course of the'season, in building the College.

The

six miles

above

Berwick,

proves

so

_ advantageous to the country, that the

trustees have voted 1000 guineas to
rior of the quadrangle, upon the im- the builder, Captain Brown, above
proved plan, has been completed,
his estimate. The captain has erectwhich, considering its stupendoused a suspension-pier, on a similar
ness and magnificence, is itself a very principle, west. of Newhaven, near
considerable advance towards the Edinburgh.
This extends 700 feet
completion of the building.
The into the sea, and will admit of steam. —
north side has been proceeded in with vessels and other craft coming alongso much activity, that the masonside at low water. It was proved, by
work may be expected to be soon the weight of twenty-one tons being
finished. So much of its inner front placed between the different points
as was previously built, has been
of suspension.
Although that was
pulled down and rebuilt, so as to ac- the extreme weight up to which Capcommodate it to the new plan, which’ tain Brown, the contractor, was bound —
provides the whole front with the to prove it, such was the confidence —
noble ornament of Corinthian pillars. of the contractor, as well as of the
As the south side will exactly corre- proprietors, in the strength and staspond with it, a perfect idea may now bility of the structure, that the pasbe formed of the appearance which
sengers, by the various steam-vessels
this grand building will present when
which frequent it, were allowed to
finally completed.
‘This is an event pass without interruption, during the
to which the public have long looked whole operation, so that at one time
forward with no little anxiety ; and there was a weight equal to that of
_ they must contemplate with much 500 persons on the arches at the same
satisfaction the near prospect of its
time.
accomplishment.
Some time ago, as
A new pharos or light-house in the
must be known to many of our read- Shetland
Isles was first set up Januers, a range of old houses that stood ary 15th last, and is intended to burn
on the west side of the Horse Wynd, constantly from the close of day till
immediately behind the College, was
next morning.
This light-house is
cleared away, and an Open space
of
-. formed, which has been planted with at Sumburghhead, one extremity
the Isle of Mainland, the largest of
passage

from

the street to the inte-

trees, and considerably improved, on

that side, the effect of the building.
The Union Canal between Glasgow
and Edinburgh was brought to a completion about the close of this year.

Commencing at the west side of Edin-

burgh, it joins the great canal at
. Lock No. 16, near Falkirk.
The
lengthis 31 miles. Magnificent aqueduct bridges occur at Slateford and
Muiravonside ; and before its junction
with the great canal, it is carried
through a tunnel half a mile in length.
The estimate of the expense was up-=

the’Shetland Islands, in 59° 52 north

latitude, and 1° 28 west longitude.
It is about twenty miles SW. from
Hangcliff Head, on the Isle of Noss.
The light will be visible to all ships

sailing in the southern parts of the

Shetland

Islands, between

Foula

Island and Nosshead. The flame will
be fixed, but accompanied with re-

flector lamps, the elevation
above the mean level of the
the distance of six or seven
it will appear like a star of
magnitude.
°
i

300 feet
sea. At
leagues,
the first

-

°
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Reicious Cuarrrins.—Receipts author of * Christian Essays,” 66 Chrisof the principal religious charities in . tian Missions,” and ‘* the St David’s
London for the year ending LadyPrize Essay, for the Year 1811, on
Day, 1821:
the Clerical Character,’’ their premium
of fifty pounds for the best Essay on
British and Foreign Bible Society
£89,154
“ The Necessity of a Church EstaSociety for promoting Christian Knowblishment in a Christian Country, for
ledge
5
- 53,100
the Preservation of Christianity among
Church Missionary Society
- -31,200
the People of all Ranks and Denominalondon
.
i
- 26,174
tions ; and the Means of Exciting and
Methodist .
.
+ 22,500
Baptist
.
ட
ன்
- 13,200
Maintaining among its members a SpiSociety for Propagating the Gospel
18,000
rit of Devotion, together with Zeal
Society for Converting the Jews
. 10,789
for the Honour, Stability and InfluNational Society for Education
8,000
ence of the Established Church.”—
Religious Tract Society
.
+
4,961
Hibernian Society
7,000
[This Essay ia preparing for the
Moravian Missions
ற
5,000
Press.|
Nayal and Military Bible Society .
2,348
Mersopisrs.—The next ConferBritish and Foreign School
2,024 :
ence of Wesleyan Methodists is to be
Prayer-Book and Homily
1,903
held in London, on the last Wednesday
£ 203,809 in July, 1822. That in Ireland on the
first Friday in the same month, ‘The
We have to announce to our cleri- following is the statement of the numcal friends the following premiums, of- bers this year in the Society :—
fered by the Church Union Society, in
In Great Britain
oF
- 260,345
the Diocese of St David’s, 1821 :—-1.

A premium ௦7 501, (by benefaction)
for the best Essay on * the Scripture
Doctrines of Adultery and Divorce ;

and on the Criminal Character and
Punishment of Adultery by the ancient laws of England and other countries." —2. A premium of 25]. for the
best Essay on “the Influence of a
Moral Life on our Judgment in matters of Faith.”—Jf any man mill Do

In Ireland
In Foreign Missions

.
.-

Total under British and Irish Conferences
௦
ன்
312,561
Ditto underthe American Conferences 256,881

Total of Methodists throughout the
world, exclusiye
Preachers
ப

of Travelling
ன்
569,442

Increase this year in Great Britain
In Missionary Stations s

his will, he shall know of the DOCTRINE,

In America

.

whether it be of God. John, vii. 17.—
The Essays are to be sent directed to
the Rev. W. Morgan, Vicarage, Aber-

Decrease in Ireland

gwilly,

Total Increase

near

Caecrmarthen,

Paper, inscribed with the motto of the

Essay.

The Society have adjudged to the

Rev. S. C. Wilks, A.M., of Oxford,
VOL. XIV. PART II.

»

9,137
1,236
15,957
26,330

on or be-

fore the last day of July, 1821, with
the names of the writers in a sealed

23,538
28,678

«

A

religious

262

26,068

society has just been

established at Paris, with the concurrence of the government, which is, ac-

cording to the penal code of 1810,
necessary for every society of more
Bs

9
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than twenty persons, whether they as-

time that the adherents of these hither.

religious, or any other subjects. The
establishment alluded to, has assumed
the name of the * Société de la Mo-rale Chretienne.” The society’ is declared to be instituted for the purpose
of applying the precepts of Christianity to the relations of social life. A
prospectus, containing the views of

purpose of diffusing the gospel of
Christ, without reference to the suc.

y,
semble for discussing political, literar

the founders, has

been

circulated,

in

which they say—‘ Persuaded that the
greater part of the evils’ under which
mankind suffer,.is the deplorable fruit
of the illusion under which they are
with regard to what is necessary tO
constitute their happiness, some friends
of humanity consider the present a favourable moment for the establishment.

of a society, which should endeavour.

to recal men to the only true source of

happiness, the precepts of Christianity
—precepts

which

are essentially

the

same as those ‘which the Creator has

engraven in the hearts of all men, and
which Jesus Christ only developed and
exhibited in a more attractive and lu-

minous manner, and founded on more

powerful motives, but which are unfortunately less known, less respected,

and less practised, than they ought to

be”

The object of the society is thus
stated in the first article of their
rules :—‘ The object of this society 1s

to explain, and constantly recal to the
minds of men, the precepts of Christianity, in all their purity ; to point
out the.important influence those precepts exercise on the happiness of
mankind ;

and thus.to

instil or revive those

endeavour

sentiments

to

of

charity and general benevolence which

are calculated to establish peace
earth.”

:

on

But the most remarkable circumstance connected with this society is,
that it is established by the united efforts of distinguished Catholics and
It is, perhaps, the first
Protestants.

to hostile religions, have united for the
cess of their respective systems.

—

_ The prospectus is signed by the fol.

lowing names.
after the

The letter C is placed

Catholics,

and

P

after the.

Protestants: The Duke dela Roche.
foucault Liancourt, president, C.; Ba_ron Degerando, C.; M. Delacroix, C.;”
the Rev. J. J. Goep, P.; Count La-

borde,
Dr

C.;

Count de Lasteyrie,,
C.;

Spurzheim,

C.;

Baron

de Stael |

Holstein, P.; M. Stapfer, P.; Baron
de Turkheim,

P:;

P.; M. Willm,

secretary, P.; M. Coc.

M. J. G. Wurtz, |

querel, assistant secretary, P.
1
A public meeting was held at. the

City of London Tavern, for the pur.
pose of establishing a floating hospital on the Thames for seamen, and it

was attended by a most numerous and
respectable assemblage of ladies and

gentlemen. At one o'clock, the Lord

Bishop of Chester was unanimously
called to the chair, and briefly address-

ed the meeting on the object for which
they were assembled.
ப
A series of resolutions ௭26 (120 ற10posed to the meeting, in furtherance
of the objects of the society, in the
moving and seconding of which, Earl,
Darnley, Mr Wilberforce, Lord Rocksavage, and other gentlemen, shortly
advocated the utility of establishing @

floating hospital on the River Thames.
Mr Rowcroft moved the thanks of the

meeting to the Mendicity Society, for.
the protection they had afforded to
seamen, He observed, that upwards of
sixty seamen were now receiving the

attention of that society. This circumstance alone’ would

of
shew the utility

the proposed measure.
| ‘pat
ScHoots in THE West INDIES—
The beneficial influence of Christian
instruction on the slave population19
the West Indies, is felt wherever 1 1
fairly tried.

Schools of moral and re=

|

- ON DIFFERENT BRANCHES OF PUBLIC ECONOMY. 291ligious education are recommended and
adopted, where the principles of Christianity are instilled regularly into the
minds of the hitherto

abused and ne-

glected people of colour ; and, by the
natural operation of this paternal system, the necessity of corporal correction has been precluded in Dominica;
so that, in a gang of 100 negroes, one
instance only of formal punishment occurred during the whole period of their
master’s abode with them. The same
happy change might be effected in
every other plantation in the West
Indies, could their resident superiors
be induced to adopt the principles and
conduct of Mr Burnett.
்

amidst all their discouragements (for —
honour, ease, plenty, and perhaps liberty, are on the side of vice among
this degraded people) but some who
have

erred, deeply penitent, have

en-

treated, with tears, to be taken back
into the school.
4
;
Some instances are stated of their
prosperity owing entirely to their sense
of duty and a regular life; and of others
who have been tempted by freedom,
splendour, and vanity, and, in the
midst of their course, sighed for a dis-

missal. The education of the schools”
is rendered the more inviting to them by its moderation

and

freedom

from

personal discipline. Their last numbers
Mr Thwaites, the superintendent of had increased to 1429 scholars; and
the schools at Antigua, confirms this
three additional schools have been since
testimony. He writes thus,—‘ It af-. formed in Antigua. Those in Barbafords us no small degree of pleasure,. does were well attended and supportto hear these good men declare, that

the best effects are produced by the
conscientious

mode

of

government,

which they now pursue with the slaves
_ under their management; they deal
‘with them as rational creatures, and
have no cause to repent the adoption
| of such a plan.” In mentioning the si-

milar benefits

at English Harbour,

where he is himself resident, he adds,

—‘ Numbers of young females, who,
humanly judging, must have been cartied away by the torrent of vice, are

|

rescued from ruin, and have found an
asylum from danger, and friends to
cover their defenceless heads. Some of
them, of low and depraved connexions,

have become not only useful teachers
inthe schools, but consistent professors of Christianity, and eligible for
the honourable estate of ‘matrimony ;
| into which several have lately entered,
and others are likely soon to follow
their example.”
The benefits of the institutions are
|

The first anniversary of the Calcutta School Society was held in the
Town Hall, Calcutta, the Honourable

the Chief Justice in the chair. Reports were read in Persian and in English. From the latter we extract the
following statement.
:

Indigenous (or native) schools in

Calcutta.
ம

Schools.

Examined in January
=
Received books only
Uncomnected with the Society

Total

84
22
82

188

Children.

2661
464
1021

4146.

From this it will appear ,that the
schools fully connected

with

the

so-

ciety, average thirty scholars each—
those partially connected, ‘twenty-one

each—those totally unconnected, only
twelve each.

5

5

The exertions of the society extend

More perceptible almost every day, es-

to three departments, under three distinct committees: 1. Regular schools,

pecially in restraining the prevailing
sin of the country. It not only makes

society, and serving as ‘models.

- Some persevere in the paths of virtue,
t

ed, and had secured the influence and
attention of the clergy.

ட்

ந

wholly under the management of the
2, In-

digenous schools (as above) ; and, 3.

ம்

ர

P
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Schools for English and higher
branches of tuition, which of course

are paid for by the parents, &c.

At the close of 1819, there were
four schools

in Madras,

and nine in

the adjacent country. The number of

children on the books was 386, (thirty-

of the Old Testament was printed off
about two years ago. The first edition
of the New Testament is quite exhaust.
ed, and the numerous calls for the
Scriptures in this language, by the li.
terati of India, have induced the bre-

thren to put to press a second edition |

nine Protestants, fifty-nine Catholics, ~ of the whole Scriptures. This will
and the rest heathen). The average likewise be printed in double columns
attendance was.about 300 daily. The in the large octavo size, and the whole
number of children admitted from the Scriptures will be comprised in one

_ The following

concise view of the

translations of the Holy Scriptures, is
extracted from the Seventh Memoir,
dated Serampore, Dec. 1820.
1. In Bengalee, the fifth edition of
the New Testament, containing 5000
copies, which

was

printed

off -about

three years ago, is nearly exhausted,

and, of the different parts of the Old,

scarcely a single copy has been left for

some time past. The continual demand

for this version, therefore, has render=

_ ed it necessary to print a new edition
.of the whole Scriptures. This edi-

having prepared another version of the|
New Testament in this language, for]
which his long residence in the west.
ern provinces of India, and his intimate|
acquaintance with their popular dia-|.
lects, eminently fit him, the brethren|
have resolved in this edition to print}
his version of the New Testament, in-

value in ultimately forming a correct 28
chaste, and perspicuous version in this) Ji
widely extended language. Of thi

edition of the New Testament, which]
is more than half through the press}

very great. By using a new fount of
types, of a reduced size, and printing

The first edition of the New Testa or
ment being exhausted, and the demand

_ in double columns, on a large octavo
page, the brethren hope to bring
‘the

they are printing 2000 copies.
0
&. 10 606 01298 18 20229, (06 எ11061.
Scriptures have been long published) |¢

for this version still increasing, thi
brethren have prepared a second ediy

whole five volumes into one volume of tion, which is now more than ha \y
through the press. It consists of 4001
about 1300 pages, royal octavo, or two
copies.
ட
வித்
Very moderate volumes, and the
New
5. The last volume of the Old Tes _
Testament into a neat duodecimo of
tament in the Mahratta language wa
about 400 pages.

2. In the Sungskrit, the last volume

ee

stead of their own, as acomparison o

independent versions, made by persons
long and intimately acquainted with|
the language, will be of the utmost|

tion,.which will form the sixth edition
of the New Testament, and the third
of the Psalms, and some other parts
of the Old Testament, will consist of
4000 copies, and of the New Testa-

ment 2000 extra, the demand being so

a

lished nearly two years ago. The edi-|_
tion of the New Testament being near.
ly exhausted, and Mr Chamberlain)

oA et

as follows :—Protestant, 184; Catho-

lic, 119; Brahmin and Soodra, 1266;
Mahomedan, 54 ;—Total, 1623.
Baptist Mission. -

Testaments.
;
6
3. In the Hindee, also, the last volume of the Old Testament was pub-

eh pee) oe

TRAVANCORE SCHOOLS.—T henumber of children admitted in these thirtyone schools, was 1387 at the close of
1819; in June following, 1623, classed

volume. It will consist of 2000 copies,
with an extra number of 2000 New

|_

es

beginning 1496.

|.

published many months ago, so that

version of the whole Scriptures in tha
ச

|.
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language is now completed.
Of the off. The Pentateuch is also advanced
first edition of the New Testament at press as far as the book of Levitinot a single copy being left, they have cus.
put to press a second edition, in a duo4. In the Telinga or Teloogoo landecimo size. —
்
guage, the New Testament was pubIn these five languages, the whole lished two years ago, and the Pentaof the Scriptures are now published teuch is printed as far as the book of
and in circulation: in the last four of Leviticus. This translation, however,
them, second editions of the New Tes- when the Pentateuch is finished, the
tament are in the press; and, in the
brethren intend to resign to the Mafirst, the Bengalee, begun 26 years dras Auxiliary Bible Society.
ago, the sixth edition of the New Tes5. In the Kunkuna language, the
tament. In the following ten lan- New Testament was completed above
guages, the New Testament is pub18 months ago ; and the Pentateuch is
lished, or nearly so; and, in some of advanced at press as far the book of
them, the Pentateuch, and other parts
Numbers. As this province comes imof the Old Testament.
mediately under the care of the Bom1. In the Chinese language, the bay Bible Society, it is intended, on
translation of the Old Testament was
the completion of the Pentateuch at
completed several years ago. In addi- press, to relinquish this translation to
tion to the New Testament, the Pentathem,
teuch, the Hagiographa, and the pro-

6. In the Wuch, or Mooltanee, lan-

phetic books, are now printed off. ‘The

guage, the New Testament has been
printed off these 18 months, in its own

historical books, which will complete
the whole Scriptures, are in the press,

and will probably be published before
the end of the ensuing year.
2. In the Shikh language, besides
‘the New Testament, the Pentateuch

and the historical books are printed
off ; and the Hagiographa is advanced
as far as the middle of the book of
Job.

So strong, however, has been the

desire of this nation for the new Testament, that the whole edition is near-

ly distributed, and a second edition
will probably be called for before the
Old Testament is wholly published.
Excepting the Mugs on the borders
of Arracan, no one of the

nations of

India has discovered a stronger desire
for the Scriptures than this hardy race ;

| and the distribution of almost every

copy has been accompanied with the
pleasing hope of its being read and
valued.

3, In the Pushtoo, or Affghan lan-

guage, the nation supposed by some
to be descended from the ten tribes,
the New Testament has been printed

character.

But, as the opportunities

for distributing this version have been
exceedingly limited, and they have little prospect of establishing a mission
in that province, they have

dismissed

the-pundit, and discontinued the translation, till these

circumstances, with

those of a pecuniary nature, shall be
more favourable.
:
7. In the Assam language also, the
New Testament has been printed off
nearly two years, and, the vicinity of
this country to Bengal rendering it
highly desirable to proceed with the
translation, an edition of the Old Tes-

tament has been put to press, in the
large octavo

size, in double columns,

which will very considerably lessen the
expense, the character being similar to
the Bengalee, both in form and size.

8. In the Gwjuratee language, the

New Testamentis now happily brought
through the press, thirteen years ‘after
retaining the first pundit im this language. It makes between 800 and
900 pages, and is printed in the Deva
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‘Naguree character. This ‘translation relinquish the first of these, the Kurthe brethren intend to resign to their © nata, to the Madras Bible Society, on
brethren from the London Missionary the New Testament being completed,
Society, who are now studying the that they may be better able to attend
language, that they may give their ate to the remaining languages, in which
tention more fully to those in which
no version 1s begun by any one besides,
‘The remaining versions now in hand
no others are engaged.
9. In the Behaneer language, also, are the following ten, which are all in |
the New Testament is now finished at
the press.
press. It contains 800 pages, and is
The Jumboo, Kanouj, and Khassee,
printed in the Naguree character.
printed as far as John; the Khoshul,
This version was begun nearly seven Bhutuneer, Dogura, and Magudha, to
Mark; and the Kuwmaoon, Gudwal, and
years ago.
i
10. ‘To these we may add the New
Muntpoora, to Matthew.
Testament in the Kashmeer language,
In these ten versions, therefore, a
which version has been in hand nearly sufficient progress is made to render
eight years, and will be finished at press the completion of them in no way dif.
in about a month. It is printed in a ficult.
neat type of its own, as mentioned in
In comparing this memoir with the
a former memoir.
In these ten lanlast, it will be seen that in several of
guages the New Testament may be the languages mentioned therein the
considered as being published.
translation has been discontinued. To
Besides these fifteen, in which the
this the brethren have been constrain:
New Testament is completed, there
ed, by the low state of the translation
are six other languages in which it is fund, arising principally fromthe heavy
brought more than half through the expenses occasioned by new editions
press.
These are the Kurnata, the
of the Sungskrit, the Bengalee, the
Nepal, the Harutee, the Marmar, the Hindee, and ‘the Orissa Scriptures,
Bhughulkund, and the Oojein versions.
now in the press. In discontinuing
About ten months more, they have these, however, they have been guided |
reason to hope, will bring these through by a due consideration of the importthe press; and thus, in twenty-one of ance and distinctness of the different
the languages of India, and these by
languages in which they are engaged,
far the most extensive and important,
as well as the ease with which pundits
the New Testament will be published.
could be procured, should the public
It is the intention of the brethren to enable them to resume them again.

LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.
Royar Society or Lirrraturs.

unite and extend the general interests

sident, Vice President, and Council
;

of Literature ; to reward literary merit by patronage ; to excite literary fa.
lent by premiums ; and to promote li.

_ This Society is to consist of a
Pre-

Fellows, Associates, and Hono
rary
Members.
;
The objects of the Society are,
to

terary education by bestowing Exht-

bitions at the Universities and Public

ON

DIFFERENT BRANCHES

Schools, in cases of distinguished de-

) sert.

OF

Fellows

constitute

the

principal body of the Society, and
contribute to its support by subscriptions and benefactions.

§ 2. The Associates form that part
of the Society to which its patronage
is directed, and are to consist of two
classes, viz. Associates under Patronage, whether of the King, or of the

Society ; and

Honorary Associates ;

from which latter class the Associates
under patronage will chiefly be elected.
The class of Associates under Pa-

tronage is to consist of persons of distinguished learning, authors of some
creditable work of literature, and men

ECONOMY.
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both Universities are among its friends.
The

§ 1. The

PUBLIC
funds

are already

considerable;

and his Majesty may be considered as
the personal as well as Royal Founder
and Patron of the Society. The first
Prize Questions to be proposed, are as
follows :
‘
Premiums for the Years 1821 and
1. The

1822.

King’s

Premium

.

of Que

Hundred Guineas, for the best Disser-

tation on the Age, Writings, and Genius of Homer;

and on the State of

Religion, Society, Learning, and the
Arts,

during

that

period,

collected

from the writings of Homer.
2. The Society’s Premium of Fifty
Guineas,

for the best Poem on Dart-

of good moral character, ten to the moor.
;
Royal Endowment, of whom
3
3. The Society’s Premium of Tiwenshall be natives of the United King- ty-five Guineas, for the best Essay on
dom, and
foreigners ; and an
the History-of the Greek Language;
unlimited number on the funds of the of the present Language of Greece,
Society, as soon and in proportion as especially in the Ionian Islands; and
the amount funded shall be sufficient on the Difference between Aricient
for the purpose; the whole number, and Modern Greek.
both on the Royal Endowment and
on the funds of the Society, to be ap- Reavine Socierizs anp Lirerary
pointed by the Council of the Society.
InsTITUTIONS IN THE UNITED
_ § 3. The Honorary Members shall
Kinepom.
be such persons as are entitled to public respect on account of their literary

characters, and are to consist of pro-

It may be estimated that there ex-

ist at present not less than 6500 of

of the Royal Family have become sub-

these useful Institutions of various degrees, and for various purposes, in the
United Kingdom; and that, owing to
their convenience and proved utility,
above 1000 new ones have been form~
ed within the last three years.
ச
Some of them have permanent and
accumulating libraries, and ,of these
there are about 260 ; others circulate
the books from member to member,
and every two or three years sell them
to augment their capital; of these
there are not less than 500; while
others, to the number of 750, are Ma-

scribers;

fessors of Literature in the several
Universities of the United Kingdom;
Head Masters of the great Schools of

royal foundation, and other great
schools ; eminent Literary Men in the
United Kingdom; distinguished Temale Writers ; and also Foreigners celebrated for literary attainments.
His Majesty has intrusted the formation of this Institution to the learn-

ed and eminent Dr Thomas Burgess,
Bishop of St David’s.

Other branches
aid ;

gazine Societies, for the circulation of

many of the most distinguished among
the Clergy concur in promoting the

Magazines, Reviews, and periodical
Journals.
The 260 permanent. lib-

plan;

rarles accommodate about 8000 fami-

and

Ministers

the

give

leading

their

members

of

ரி
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lies‘ with books and periodical works ;
the 600 book societies about

14,000

families ; and the magazine societies
about 9000 families ; hence above
30,000 families become by these means
more or less literary, at an individual

expense, varying from half a guinea to
two guineas per annum.
The first book society appears to
have been formed at Leicester about
the year 1740; and among its mem-

bers were the late Dr Pulteney, the
Rev. Mr Aikin,

(father of Dr A. and

Mrs Barbauld,) and other persons who
have subsequently acquired celebrity.

The plan spread from that centre of
the kingdom till it has been generally
adopted.

:

The first permanent library was the
old library at Birmingham; which had
once the honour to rank Dr Priestley
and Mr Watt among its members, and

was instituted about the year 1776.
Besides, there also exist in every

parish and hamlet of the empire, Newspaper Societies, in which seven, eight,

or nine persons, club their sixpence, or
even a peniy a-week, to take in, and

circulate from one to the other, a London, and one, two, or three provincial

papers. Of these there are not less than
5000 scattered through the empire,
serving with mental food at least
50,000 families.
Circulating Libraries are a species
of reading societies, but not under the
direction of subscribers. It is compu-

REGISTER,
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abose 150 societies exist in Great Bri.
‘tain, provided with apparatus for Phi. }
losophieal and Chemical experiments,
The societies in England are near:
in the proportion of ten, in Scotland
four, in Ireland two, and in Wales one
—the population in millions being
i
spectively at eleven, three, six, and
:
two.

Scientiric Prize.—The

trustees

of the late Alexander Keith, Esq., of
Dunottar, have communicated to the
president and council of the Royal So.

ciety of Edinburgh, their suggestions
relative to part of the sum of 1.1000

left by that gentleman for the purpose

of promoting the interests of science in
Scotland, in a letter, of which the fol.

lowing is an extract: ** As the Royal

Society of Edinburgh is the principal
scientific establishment in Scotland, we
hereby offer to its president and coun.
cil, the sum of L600;

the principal of

which shall on no account be encroach.

ed upon, while the interest shall forma

biennial prize, for the most important
discoveries in science, made in any patt
of the world, but communicated by theit
author to the Royal Society, and pub.
lished for the first time in their Trans.
actions.

“* With regard to the form in which

this prize is to be adjudged, we beg
leave to suggest, that it may. be given

in a gold medal, not exceeding fifteen

dom at least 1500 of them, supported

guineas in value, together with a sum
of money, or a piece of plate bearing
the devices and inscriptions upon the
medal.”

supplying with books at least 100,000

An association has been formed in this

-ted that there are in the united king-

on an average by 70 subscribers, and
individuals regularly,
100;000 occasionally.

and

another

There exist likewise an infinite num-

ber of minor reading institutions, form-

ed by sects and Parties, to effect various purposes of zealots in church and

state.

Besides these institutions, whose ob-

jects are books and the use of the press,

Epinsures Scuoor or Arts—

city,

(under the auspices of the gen-

tlemen whose names are subjoined,)
for the purpose of enabling industrious
tradesmen to become acquainted with
such of the principles of mechanics,
chemistry, and other branches of
science, as are of practical application

in their several trades, that they may
possess a more thorough knowledge of

ON DIFFERENT BRANCHES
their business, acquire a greater de-.
gree of skill in the practice of it, and
be led to improvement with a greater
security of success.
| . The expense of small schools, and
of private instruction, is necessarily
greater than a working mechanic can
afford;

but

it is calculated, if the

tradesmen of Edinburgh are desirous
of a better education, and are willing
‘to lay aside, for that purpose, such a
portion of their earnings as they can
reasonably spare, that it is quite practicable to adopt such a system as will
place within their means all the scien-

tific instruction that would be useful
to them ; and there is every reason: to
believe that they will find the more
opulent classes of Edinburgh quite

ready to come forward in-support of

‘so laudable and beneficial a scheme;
nor is there any way in’which it can
be so effectually promoted as with the
advice and co-operation of the better
educated part of the community.
-

Such is the object with which we
understand

this

excellent

institution

has been formed, and the following is
anoutline of its plan:
It is intended that there shall be
lectures upon Practical Mechanics,

and Practical Chemistry, to be delivered twice a week, from eight to nine
o'clock in the evening, from October

to April.
:
It is also intended that there shall
be a collection of medals and instruments, and a library of books on mechanics and chemistry, and their appli- cation tothe Arts, and on all branches
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as an experiment for the first year, it
is intended that every person who,pays
the small subscription of 15s., either at
one time, or in two successive quarter=
ly payments, shall have access to the
library, and admission to the lectures
for the whole year.
The following gentlemen have formed themselves into a committee for
the management of the Society’s af-

fairs :—

David

:

Brewster,

LL.D.

ன்

Sec.

R.S.E. ; Professor Pillans, F.R.S.E.;
James Skene, Esq-; of Rubislaw, F.R.
S. E.; John A. Murray, Esq., Advocate ; George Forbes, Esq., F.R.S.E.,

Treasurer;

Weonard

Horner,

Esq.

F.R.S. of L. and E. ; James Jardine,

Esq., F.R.S.E., Civil Engineer ; William Playfair, Esq: Architect; the
Deacon of the:Incorporation of Hammermen ; the Deacon of the Incorporation of Goldsmiths; the Deacons of
the Incorporations of Mary’s Chapel;

Mr James Milne, brassfounder; Mr
Robert Bryson, watchmaker; Mr
John Ruthven, engineer and printer.

-

Roxzurcue Crus.—On the 18th
of June this distinguished Society held

its Anniversary at the Clarendon Hotel, the usual day falling on the Sabbath.
‘Twenty-one members were’ present, including the president, Lord Spencer,
who is uniform in his attendance. The
circle of the club, for giving a reprint
of some neglected work, being nearly
completed, the only distribution was

Magnyfycence, a goodly Interlude, and
a mery deuysed, and made by Mayster
Shelton, poet laureate, late. deceasyd.

| of natural and physical science, which By Mr J. Littledale.. A print, from shall circulate among those who

atout

a plate engraved at Florence, of a regretted absent member, Sir Egerton

It would be desirable that instructions should be given in mechanical

having a work ready, and to be deli-

tend the

lectures,

and

be

lent

throughout the whole year.
and architectural drawing ; but these
are points that cannot be decided, untilit is ascertained whether there will be
a sufficient fund for the purpose; but,

Brydges, Bart., was given; and Mr

Townley announced his intention of

vered during the present season. Lord
Morpeth promised for next year. After Mr Jaquier’s excellent dinner, the

toasts passed gaily.—Among

them,
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Valdarfer for Boccaccio; Brucella for
Horace ; Caxton and Black Letter ;
while other praiseworthy typographers
in memory followed, down to Basherville and Blue Letter. After the brisk

ry Laneand Covent Garden play-bills

from the year 1751 to the Present
time. The early volumes contain some
curious

skirmish of water marks, there was im-

unpublished

pressively given the heroes of the battle of Waterloo. Nor was there forgot

prompter,

clamation,

and,

as usual,

&c.
seMr
ac-

in the vineyard. A well-timed compliment was paid to the vice-president,
the Reverend T. F. Dibdin, upon his

entertaining

and

highly

embellished

Tour. A Lucinean toast was pledged

to the long-desired Shakespeare and
Mr Boswell. To Mr Haslewood was

wished a speedy call for Barnabee’s

- Itinerary, which occasioned a repetition of the engagement, that the Fac-

simile edition would never be reprinted. Such a burst of intellectual communication and animated conversation
continued through the whole meeting,
as satisfactorily evinced the members
met too seldom.
்
At the sale of Mr Kemble’s library,
there were rare articles in Old English
poetry, which called forth the enthusiasm of collectors.
Syr Degore, a Poetical Romance,
of excessive rarity, consisting of eighteen leaves, printed
Worde ; 36/. 10s.

by

Wynkyn

de

Here begynneth a lyall Treatyse of
the Byrth and Prophecye of Martin, a
Poem, printed by Wynkyn de Worde ;
261. 15s. 6d.

Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, a Manuscript of the 14th or 15th century ;

211. 10s. 6d.

An extraordinary collection of Dru-

Mr

Kemble

Diary

of Hopkin’s,

the

father of Mrs Kemble.

was bought

maintained

by Mr

Boswell, at the

enormous sum.of 119/; 7s.

the spirit and hilarity of the meeting.
Toasts continued with some labourers

notes. by

Purchased, by Sir Gregory Page Tur.
ner, for 189/.
>
இ
A Collection of early printed Spa.
nish Comedies, was bought, by Mr
Heber, for 377. 5s. 6d.
Shakespeare's Comedies, Histories,
and Tragedies, first edition, inlaid
throughout, not a very superb copy,

the light emanating from this torch,
and now blazing at Paris, under the
Then fol* name of Les Bibliophiles.

lowed the Auchinleck Press, &c.
As the evening advanced, on the
cession of the noble president,
Heber was voted to the chair by

MS.

many relating to Garrick, from the

;

The following 15 a summary of the

~

returns of education by endowment or
subscription, in the several counties of
England.
These returns have been

made under an, act of Parliament, by

the clergy of several parishes, and,
therefore, it might have been hoped,

would have been correct ; but it ap.
pears, that, in too many cases, the dis. |

senting and methodist establishments)
have

been

returns

overlooked,

and hence the

are considered

as imperfect,

Thus it appears by Sutton’s. Notting.
ham Review, that

the returns

in that

town gave but 4131, whereas, by an
accurate investigation, made by some
public-spirited individuals, the actual }
numbers thus educated are no less than
9088, or more than double the num-

ber returned to Parliament ! The picture is a fine one, and we

shall return

to its analysis from time to time, remembering for the present, that the
nation’is under the deepest obligations

to the public and intelligent spirit of
Mr Brougham, for instituting the inquiry, and for the pains he has taken,
and

will, we

trust, continue to take, |

till the desirable object is effected, that
every subject of this realm shall be able
to read the laws of God and man, to
which he is held accountable.

|
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Endowment.

COUNTIES.

Children.

Bedfordshire

ECONOMY.

Charity

£

Day.

Schools.

Sunday

Schools.

2,066

1,856

1,914

4,738

Berkshire
ட
Buckinghamshire

2,281
1,745

3,492
1,819

7,599
5,454

4,860
8,302

Cheshire
Cornwall

3,329
1,370

3,094 |
771 |

3,444
3,694
5,945 |
1,156'|

1,934
9,177
4,578
5,767 | 10,214 | 10,688
5,594 | 22,713
9,392
25554 | 75318 || 8,022

Cambridgeshire

2,134 | 2,283 |

.

Cumberland
Derbyshire
Devonshire.
Dorsetshire

‘
3

Durham

3,111

Essex.
ன்
Gloucestershire
Herefordshire
Hertfordshire
Huntingdonshir

றட

்
ல்
ப்

ட பசக் வப

Lancashire
Leicestershire
Lincolnshire
Middlesex
Monmouthshire

| Norfolk

ன்

ல்

Staffordshire

Suffolk

.

7,235

11,686 |
2,837
4,990
15,577 |
498

15,631 | 22,239 | 44,739
3,843)
5,597 | 10,100
4,968
8,654 | 12,225
83,686 | 18,485 | 145637
1,288
2,842
423

4,167
2,145
2,487 |
2,275
315
5,986
2,861

5,997 | 11,107
35657
35325
2,233 | 11,419
9,425
8,768 |
3,645 |
5,253
5,314
1,849
848
1,193
1,015
3,802
8,321
6,222
4,715 | 11,748 | 16,262

ம

35285 |

ல்

5,198

9,219 | 11,079
8,409 | 14,707
3,194 | இ
5,578
4,532
2,218
1,155

9,014 | 15,337 |

8,190

4,862 | 14,354 | - 8,457

16,998 |

6,270 |

13,049.

10,367 |

8,706

16,318

3,392 |

3,737 | 11,487 | 13,949

Wiltshire

2,437
4,940
3,239

451 |
Tile
1,980

2,482 | 2,234 |

| Worcestershire

3,895

6,183

Surrey

..

Seen

1,673 | 12,704.)

3,657

12,078
10,596

6,061
10,760
2,147
2,119
1,086

3,615 |

Southampton

12,184 |
12,131 |

5,225
4,828 |
1,595
1,600
990

6,974 |

| Northamptonshire
| Northumberland
Nottinghamshire
Oxfordshire
Rutlandshire
Salop
ல்
Somersetshire

6,982 |

ன்
Sussex
Warwickshire .
Westmoreland

6,070 |

Yorkshire, E. R.
ING Te

3,116 |
3,596 |

W.R.

9,107 }

———

Total for England

| 159,583
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6,627 | 11,328 |

8,600

5,594
13,076
வி ட மம்
1,178
2,764

6,700 | 12,998

5,120

8,732

4,247 | 11,335}
23922]
12,734 |

6,283
2,261

28,192 |

42,851

13,133 |

|o
‘

|275,387 | 415,651 | 401,087

' Hence it appears, that out of public or charitable funds, by these num-

bers, no less than 976,321 children of

seventh of the whole population—en
extraordinary social phenomenon.* In

bothsexesreceiveeducation,
being onE-

the endowed schools, the cost is about
36s. per ann, per pupil, and the others

TENTH of the population ; and the imperfect and omitted returns probably

probably do not cost 10s. each, forming
atotal cost of little more than halfa million for a million anda half of children.

amount to half as many more, or one-
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Oxrorp, Dec. 30.—The following
subjects are proposed for the Chancellor’s prizes for the ensuing year, viz :—
For Latin verses, ‘¢ Eleusis;” for an
English

essay,

‘* The Study of Mo-

REGISTER,

1821.

the Reverend Robert Brough, B.
A
of Benett College, for a
dissertation

|
௦ * 1706 1000118006 ௦8 112100]
Re.|!

ligion.””

The subject of the Hulsean|!
rize dissertation for the present year|
|
is, ‘* The expedients to which the Gen,|

dern History ;” fora Latin essay, “* De
Auguriis et Auspiciis apud Antiquos.” tile Philosophers resorted, in Opposin
The first of the above subjects is in- the progress of the Gospel, describe
tended for those gentlemen of the Uni-

versity who have not exceeded four
years from the time of their matriculation;

and the other

two

for such as

have exceeded four, but not completed
seven years.
.
Sir Roger Newdigate’s prize for
the best composition in English verse,
not containing either more or fewer
than fifty lines, by any under graduate
who has not exceeded four years from
the time of his matriculation—* Pzstum.”

Wetsuy Litrraturs.—The members of Jesus College, Oxford, have of-

fered the undermentioned

prizes for

compositions onthe following subjects:

For the best essay in the Welsh language, on * the Advantages likely to

accrue to the Principality from a Na-

tional Biography,” 20/. ; for the best
translation into the Welsh language of
the first of the sermons on the Sacra-

ment, by the Reverend John Jones,

M. A., of Jesus College, Archdeacon
of Merioneth, Bampton Lecturer for
the present year, 10/.; for the best six

Englynion

on the words

of Taliesin,

“Cymru fu, Cymru fydd,” 22.; to
the best Welsh reader in Jesus College
Chapel, 64. ; to the second best. Welsh
reader} 4.
* Camsrivce, Jan. 5.—The Norrisian prize is adjudged to Mr Kenelm

Digby, B. A., of Trinity College, for

an essay, shewing, from a review of the
civil, moral, and religious state of man=
kind at the time when Christ came into the world, how far the reception
which his religion met with, is a proof

of its divine origin.
The Hulsean prize

is adjudged

to

and applied in illustration of the truth

of the Christian Religion.”
verend

C.

Benson,

The Re:

M. A., Fellow of

Magdalen College, is continued Hul
sean lecturer for the present year. |
Jan. 11.—Sir William Browne’sM
dals.—Subjects for the present year:
For the Greek ode, ’Qxexvos 6 ‘Ym:

Bogéos.

‘

,

For the Latin ode, Maria Scotoruy

Regina.
For the epigrams, ExaCey cpa om
aay.

Porson Prize.—The passage fixed

upon for the present year, is fror
Shakespeare’s Othello, Act I., Sce

III.

with,

Othello’s

apology, beginnin

“ And till she comes, as truly as to heayen.

And ending with,
“ Here comes the lady, let her witness it.”

The metre to be Fragicum Iambicu
Trimetrum Acatalecticum:

France.—Among other periodical
publications,

there

is

one

at

Par

bearing the name of Bibliography0
France.. About 50 numbers app
annually, composing a volume of from
800 to 1000 pages. This work exhi-

bits a list of all the printed works and
re-impressions throughout the French

territory. Once a-week, there appeats
a number of 16 pages, more or less
Every publication, whether printed
Paris, or in the departments, is noticed

instantly after its appearance. Work |
of minor, as well as of the greatest
im
portance, are announced alike. Tit

number of bookselling articles annoult
ced in 1820, was near 5000.

ON
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Sociery.—A

number of learned men have united
"Ito form at Paris an Asiatic Society,
the object of which is, to encourage

in France the study of the principal
| languages of Asia. It is their intention
to procure oriental MSS., to circulate

them either by means of printing or
lithography, to have extracts or translations made

of them, and to join in

the publication of grammars and dictionaries. ‘This new Institution will
correspond with other societies, which
| devote themselves to the same object,

and with learned men who apply to
the study of the oriental languages.—
95 francs per annum is to be the subscription ; many learned men are enrolled.

The French /iteratz are occupied in
awork of some importance ; preparing
translations of Plutarch, Sallust, T'a-

citus, Aristotle, Hippocrates, &c. from
theArabic MSS.., into which language,

many, or all the best Greek and Roman authors, are known to have been
translated.
eG
The Royal and Special School of
Living Oriental Languages in Paris,
is to have its establishment completed
by the creation of a professorship for
modernGreek, and another for the vul-

gar Arabic. These two languages are
of no less importance incommercial and
டட
transactions than in literary
labours. The individuals promoted to
these newly created chairs, are entitled,
from their known talents, and from
the facility with which they speak the
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in that country, has published

the results of four years’ application
and observation, in a treatise, entitled

Paralelle des Langues Grecques, An=
cienne et Moderne, in which he labours
to prove, that an acquaintance with
the modern idiom is indispensable to

those who would fully comprehend all
the force and beauty of Homer, with

other ancient writers. He has compared the ancient and modern idiom in
a very ingenious manner, and elucidates many things in the former that
had been before negligently and superficially treated of, or even not at all

noticed. Among these, are the theory

of the Syntelic and the Paratasis, the
collocation of words, and the structure of hypothetical sentences ; on all

which questions he has sueceeded in
throwing considerable light.
In literature much business was
done by the Germans, and, notwithstanding the restrictions laid by the
Congress on the liberty of the press,
and the general complaint of there being little demand for books, owing

to

the general depression on the minds of

the people, from the circumstances
which always succeed a long war, we
learn by the Leipsic half-yearly Universal Catalogue, that 393 German
booksellers have delivered no less than
3322 new articles. This far exceeds
the publication of former years, a sign
that human learning, in spite of various

hindrances, stands higher and higher

in the scale of perfection, and reflects
great honour on the author, publisher,

printer, and engraver, whose industry
appointments they have received from _ must produce the happiest effects on
his Majesty.
One is M. Hase, pro- the public mind in the civilized parts

respective tongues, to the honourable

fessor of modern Greek, and the other

ics

வர் professor of the vulgar Ara-

Mopern Grerx.—M. Jules David,

son of the celebrated French painter,
after diligently studying the modern

language of Greece, during his resi«

of the world.

Among these publica-

tions are :—

ம்

704 Pedagogical Books of Instruc-

tion; 172 Children’s, Juvenile, and
SchoolBooks; 11Introductionsto Writing, and Specimens of Penmanship;

204 Philological and Universal Gramல

|
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mar; 21 Antiquities; 35 onPerfectionin

the German Language ; 350 on Learning Modern Languages; 42 on Arithmetic; 32 on Mathematics ; 7 on
Astronomy; 136 on Geography and
Statistics ; '73 Charts;

10 Atlases; 8

on Universal History of Nature ; 235
on Medicine and Surgery for Men and
Animals. From the Muses, 74: Poems—

single and collections ; with 58 Plays
to cheer the mind and heart ; 252 Mis- cellaneous Works, to employ and mis-

employ the time, among which are
157 Romances and Novels; 18 of
Play and Gaming Treatises, for small

and great children; 255 on Theology,
Religious Instruction, Dogmatic, Catholic, and Israelitish, for the cultivation of the mind and heart, and to give

us a more perfect idea of the invisible
power and wisdom

of God;

with 45

on the Art and Science of War. The
number of Works of Pulpit Eloquence
appear to be on the decline.

Lirsocrapny.—A society has been

formed at Munich for the imitation of
Oriental MSS.

The object is, by means

of Lithography, to multiply copies of
the best works, which are extant in the
Turkish, Arabic, Persian, and Tartar

tongues; and to dispose of them in
the east, by the port of Trieste. The

cabals of those, whose business it is to
write MSS., and the different ornaments with which the Turks
and

Arabs adorn their*writings, have been
obstacles to this design hitherto;

but,

by the aid of lithography, the diffi.

fragments of Aristotle, of Ephorus.
of
Timeus, of Hyperides, of Dene

|
|

of Phalaris, &¢. some parts
of

the un. |,
known writings of Eunapius, of Me.
|
nander of Byzantium, of Priscus,
and |!
of Peter the Protector. Among
the
unedited works of Polybius are pro: | |’

Togues of the lost books, and
the entire conclusion of the 39th, in which
| |
the author takes a review of his his.
|
tory, and devotes his 40th book
tol
chronology.
The fragments of ‘Dios ]

dorus and of Dion are numerous and).
most precious. Among them is a ta.
pid recital of many of the wars of
Rome; a narrative of the Civil, Py.
nic, Social or Italic, and Macedonian
wars; those of Epirus, Syria, Gaul, |

Spain, Portugal, and Persia. Parts of |
the history of the Greeks and othe |
nations, and that of the successors of |
Alexander, &c. are among these, |
These were

discovered in a MS.con. |

taining the Harangues of the rhet

cian Aristides, from a large collection |

|

of ancient writings, made by’ order
of Constantinus Porphyrogenetes, of]
which only a small part are known'to ||

be extant. The writing appears to be })
of the 11th century. M. Maio ha]
also met with an unedited Latin gram: |
marian, who
writers,

cites a number of lost |

and a Latin

unknown;

rhetorician now !

also a Greek

collection,|

containing fragments of the lost works |
of Philo. He has also found writings: ர்

of the Greek and Latin fathers prior)

to St Jerome, with other valuable}
culty, it is thought, may be overcome. works,
இ
Thus the cheapness of that mode of
Greek Lrrerature.—The great |
engraving will contribute to spread, to College at Chios, which’ has increased |
an unlimited extent, the treasures of so as to become a kind of Huropeai |
the best writers of the Hast.
university, continues to flourish
Ancient Manuscripts.—M. Maio
spite of all obstacles. The number
has made some new discoveries of lost of students amounts to 476, a com |

works

of

ancient

writers,

among

which are several parts of the mutilated and lost books of Polybius, of
Diodorus, of Dion Cassius, some

siderable number of whom are natives’

of the Peloponnesus, Cephalonia, and
the islands of the Archipelago.

|

|

remarkable that two youths from the i
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Sciences of St Petersburg, there were,
in 1800, 3000 works printed in the

with a number of books purchased at

thorship has increased so much, that
last year no fewer than 8000 volumes
were printed in this language. Translations are yery numerous, particularly

Paris.

்

A quite new and very useful establishment at Constantinople, is 2 philanthropic fund for the support of in-

digent students. It is under the immediate direction of three Greek archbishops, and several merchants.
The
celebrated Patriarch Gregory constantly shews himself a zealous friend

instruction,

and courageously opposes the rapacity
and machiavelism of the greater part of
| the Phanarists, z. e. the Greeks who

கதை சாரை ககக

PUBLIC

joterior of North America have come
to Chios, to study the language of
Homer. Mr Varvoti, one of the richest Greek merchants, has presented
30,000 francs to the College, together

and protector of public

are in the service of the Sultan.

ன

fessor of oriental languages in the uni-

ரள

The Abbé Amadeus Peyron, Pro-

fragments of Cicero, in a MS. trom
‘the monastery of St Colomban di Bob-

versity of Turin,

has discovered some

bio, a town on the Trebia, in the King

of Sardinia’s dominions.

This

Russian

tongue ; among

which, only

105 belonged to the class of novels
and romances.

Since this period, au-

of dramas, novels, works of imagination, and the Belles Lettres. There are

newspapers and journals, both German
and Russian, published at St Peters=
burg, Moscow, Riga, Revel, Abo, and

other principal cities. At the first of
these places there are fifteen printinghouses, and ten at Moscow.

New Soutu Watrs.—On

the 23d

of March, 1820, Governor Macquarie,

(New South Wales) laid the first
stone of a school for the education
of
poor children. It is to contain 500,
and adopt Lancaster’s method. There
1s another school in the colony for orphans, (male,) another for ditto, (female,) and a third for indigent chil-

MS.

dren of both sexes. In these are taught,

contains important new readings of
orations already known, and confirms
the identity of several texts which have

the elements of the Christian religion,

been tortured by indiscreet critics.

It

| contains, besides, fragments of the orations, pro Scauro, pro IM. Tullio, in

Clodium, which are unfortunately lost.
Some of those fragments have been already published by M. Maio, after a
| MS. of the same library at Colomban,

preserved in the Ambrosian library at

Milan.
Russza.—According to the latest
estimation, there are 350 living authors

reading, writing, and arithmetic, the
principles
of drawing and practical agriculture. Their progress, as reported,
is very satisfactory. Civilization ig making advances among the savages, many’ _

of their children being in these schools.
The ulterior intention is to intermarry
the young persons, when of age, and
to grant them farms, cattle, ploughing

implements, &c.
1820, Governor

On the Ist of Dec.,
Macquarie latd the

foundation of a new town, to be called

Campbeltown.

The situation
is in the

in this country, about one-eighth part
of whom are ecclesiastics, but the far

district of Aird, within

greater proportion consists of persons

make the seventh town erected in that

ofrank.

part of the world.
Sidney, Paramatta,

Backmeister, in his Russian

Library, computed, that, previously to
1817, there existed about 4000 different works in that language.

a large level

territory of the same name.

Hawksbury,)
In the > and Bathurst.

extensive collection of national literature belonging to the Academy of

ர்
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The others are
Windsor (late

Liverpool,

Newcastle,

In 1818,a printing press was set up
Hobart’s Town, Van Dieman’s
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exile, named
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The first book

from this press is the History of a fuMichael

Howe,

who, at the head of twenty-eight other
run-aways, disturbed the tranquillity

NOTICES
Durine

RELATING

the two

years, 1820

and

1821, which we are now to survey,
the Fine Arts sustained a severe loss
in the death of Benjamin West, Président of the Royal Academy, and
the first of British historical painters.
In the course of it, however, two new
artists rose to high distinction. Mr

Haydon

exhibited

his pictures of

** Christ's Entry into Jerusalem,” and

the “ Agony in the Garden,” per-.
formances which bore the stamp of
genius; vigorously conceived, and

richly coloured; yet the beautiful
figures of which were allayed by the

mixture of others injudiciously introduced, and characterized by a strained and often false expression.
MrMartin also produced his “ Belshaz-

zar’s Feast,” and “ Joshua,” pictures
holding a sort of intermediate place
between landscape and history; and,

if they cannot reach the dignity of
the latter, displaying at least very
brilliant tints, powerful perspective,
and a high yein of poetical feeling.
In the exhibition at the Royal
Academy, Sir Thomas Laurence’s
portraits were considered as the most

splendid.

The

subjects were,

the

Marquis of. Londonderry—Mrs H..
Baring and children—Sir Humphrey’
Davy—Lady Louisa Lambton—President West—Viscountess Pollington
and child—James Palmer, Esq. Raeburn had a fine portrait of Lord Bute

Phillips excellent ones of Sir Wm,

REGISTER,

1821.

of the colony for six years, The
work
derives importance from the singular.
ity of the circumstances, and from the
story.

TO

THE

FINE

ARTS,

Grant and D. Ricardo, Esq. ; seve.
ral also by Lane and Lonsdale were
deemed well worthy of notice,
Fusali and Northcote had several‘

historical pictures, among which were,
by the latter, “‘ The Burial of Ed.
ward V. and his brother, the Duke

of York ;” and “ The Marriage of the

Duke of York to Lady Anne. Mov.
bray.”
burgh

Mr William Allan of Edin.
exhibited the ‘ Murder of

Archbishop Sharp,” which fully sup.

ported the high reputation he hall

gained by his “ Circassian Captives!|
Geddes’s “ Discovery of the Regalii

of Scotland,” Cooper's “ Heroic con:
duct of Cromwell at Marston Moor,

and Etty’s “ Cleopatra’s Arrival iy
Cilicia,” were also noticed.

A num

ber of other subjects of minor im
portance displayed the talents of Bri:
tish artists.
Besides this exhibition at the Roy:
Academy, another was made in the)
rooms of the Royal Institution ; ano-)
ther by the Society of Painters in
Water-colours.
On the removal 0
the pictures of British artists from
the apartment of the Institution, theit

place was supplied by a collection of
the works of the old masters, furnisl-

ed from several of the principal gal

leries in the kingdom, and contain
many works of distinguished mertt.

Mr Holland and Mr Glover mat?

particular exhibitions of their ow?
pictures. Signor Revelli produced @
18

ON
large

DIFFERENT

picture

BRANCHES

of the Queen's Trial.

An exhibition of the works of British engravers was made in Soho
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may gratify those who take an inte-.
rest in the Fine Arts:—

Sale of the late Marchioness of

Thomond’s pictures, by Mr Christie.
The pictures of Sir Joshua Reynolds,
In Edinburgh, also, an exhibition
this year took place, which was in no . which belonged to this lady, who was
little degree honourable to Scottish his niece, and well known at her unart. Raeburn, in his portrait of Lord
cle’s parties as Miss Palmer, produced
Hopetoun, to mention no other, unusual and even unexpected prices,
rivalled anything which the sister Among them we produce the followkingdom could boast. Watson dis- ing as an example:
ச
played his usual truth and nature; _ The‘ Charity” sold for 1500 guiand his nephew, John Watson, that neas, a larger sum than has eyer been
elegance and delicacy which, for fe- given before for a single picture pro| male subjects, and others requiring- duced by an Englishman, with the exSquare.

1

these qualities, place him perhaps
above any other Scottish artist. The

ception of “ Christ Healing the Sick,”

painted by the late Mr West for the
( portrait of Mr Oswald, by Geddes,
British Institution.
was also considered a masterpiece.
. The following eleven pictures are
The miniatures of Mr J. Thomson
the original designs for the compartpossessed their usual excellence.
ments of the window of New College,
In landscape, the exhibition was ~ Oxford, which were copied on stainvery powerful. Nasmyth, in his pic- ed glass by Jarvis ; that picture which *
tures of Glenco and the Pass of the forms the centre of the window, the
Cows, gave excellent specimens of subject
of which is the Nativity, was
the property of the Duke of Rutland,
his peculiar style. Peter. Nasmyth
had also landscapes of great merit, and destroyed byfire at Belvoir Castle:
though in amannered style. Andrew
Charity, purchased by Lord Normanton, for 1500 guineas.
|) Wilson drew peculiar admiration by
Faith, by ditto, for 400 guineas,
asea-port, tinted with the finest hues
of Italy. The Rev. J. Thomson, who
Hope, by ditto, for 650 guineas.
used to be chiefly admired: for the
Temperance, by ditto, for 600 guirichness of his wooded scenery, dis- neas,
Justice, by ditto, for 1100 guineas.
played, in his “ Aberlady Bay,” that
Fortitude, by ditto, for 700 gui| power of marine painting which he
has carried to such perfection. Peter neas.
Prudence, by ditto, for 350 guineas.
, Gibson produced several landscapes,
Portraits, of Sir Joshua Reynolds
marked by classic dignity and taste.
There were also meritoricus pieces and Jarvis, as Shepherds at the Naby J. F. Williams, John Wilson of tivity, by Barl Fitzwilliam, for 410
guineas.
:
London, and others.
A Shepherd Boy and Dog, by ditThis exhibition displayed a degree
; | of merit in sculpture, to which Seotto, for 600 guineas.
ழி
Jand had hitherto been a stranger.
Young St John and the Lamb, by
Besides two busts by Chantrey, it con- . Mr Danby, for 175 guineas.
.
tained pieces by Joseph and Scoular,
‘A Nymph and Cupid ; the admiratwo young artists of great promise.
ble fancy subject usually termed the
Snake in the Grass; was purchased

The

|

VOL.

following
XIV.

PART

detached
iI.

notices

by Mr Soane, the architectPfor 510
guineds ;- who, also bought Sir Jo-

ர்
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.shua’s copy of the Marlborough Gems

guineas.

A fine equestrian figure of Marcus

Aurelius, in bronze,

tion, for 700
guineas.
Hope nursing Love,

by Mr

Mor-.

A Sleeping Cupid,by Guido, bou
by Mr Danby, for BS glint
ee
_ The Enchantress, by Teniers, sold
for 160 guineas.
Cleopatra Dissolving the Pearl,

ம்

A Young Shepherdess, by. Colonel

Howard, of Grovesnor Square, for
210 guineas.
Portrait of Lady Spenser, by M.
Wansey, for 55 guineas.

painted by J. Steen, sold for 70 gui-

A whole-length Portrait of the late ©

Earl of Dunmore, for 145 guineas.

Portrait of Admiral Lord Rodney,
for 115 guineas.

_ Portrait of the Dutchess of Marl-

borough, for 90 guineas.
A

Girl's

Head,

with

,
a string

of

pearls interwoven in her hair, by Lord
De Dunstanville, for 42 guineas.
- A bold Landscape and Figure, by
Mr Cuncliffe, for 400 guineas.

Stuart Wortley purchased the Portrait of Mrs Robinson, in the first day’s
sale, at a large price.

There were:a few bronzes and pictures of the first class by the Old
. Masters,

but as the productions

of

Sir Joshua’s pencil were evidently
the great point of attraction, these

were considered to obtain but indif-

ferent prices. —
The Marriage of St Catherine,
painted by Coreggio, to the eloquent
and elaborate description of which
Mr Christie has devoted two entire

pages -of his catalogue, and which

formerly was valued at 20001., was
purchased for the Duke of Northum-

berland, for 215 guineas.

An original Bust of Sir Joshua

Reynolds, in marble,
artist, and

from

by an Italian

which

Sir

Joshua

seems to have taken all the portraits

of himself, painted late in life, was
ee
by Mr Geo. Watson Tayor, for 160 guineas.

A noble group of Nessus and De

sold for 35 ஐய்.

_neas.

rell, of Portland Place, for 215 gui-

.

1821.

Lord Yarmouth for the King, at 75

for 77 guineas.
;
Dido on a Funeral Pile, bought by
Sir C. Long for the British Institu-

neas.

REGISTER,

ganin, in bronze, was purchased };

neas.
A fine plaster Bust of Dr Johnson,

much esteemed by Sir Joshua Rey.
nolds, was purchased by Mr James
Boswell, for 10 guineas.
The amount of the second day's
sale exceeded 15,000/.,which is 5000),
more than the highest and most san- |
guine estimate previously made of
their value.
- At a meeting held pursuant to ad.
vertisment at the public office, in Bir.
mingham, on the 7th of February,
1821, to take into consideration the
propriety of forming a society for

promoting the cultivation of the fine

arts, Samuel Galton, Esq. inthe chair,

It was resolved, Ist, That an institution be now established in Birming-

ham, for the encouragement of Arts

and Manufactures, and that it be ealled “ The Birmingham Society of j
Arts.”

2d, That a Museum be formed for

the reception of casts and models of
the most approved specimens of sculpture, and of all such other works, il-

t i

lustrative of the different branches of

art, as the society may have the means
of procuring.
:
3d, That suitable accommodation
be provided for students in the fine |
- arts.

‘4th, That if at any time it shall be

deemed
expedient, the committee
have the power of making arrange

ments for public exhibitions of the
works of art.
;

i

ON
Fifteen

DIFFERENT
gentlemen

BRANCHES

instantly sub-

scribed 100/. and 50/. each, and about

forty others subscribed 2/. 2s. as annual subscribers, Sir Robert Lawley
agreed to present an extensive collection of casts.
_An institution having been formed in Glasgow, for the purpose of promoting the Arts of Drawing, Painting, Sculpture, &c., an Exhibition
was opened on Monday, the 6th of
August, in which artists resident in
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pery falls over the left arm, and behind the body of the

statue, on the

right side, is placed the cuirass armour, about seven feet high, which
is most judiciously introduced for the
purpose of balancing the great height
of the figure, which is not so muscular as the Hercules of Praxiteles, but

it has the fulness of youth and energy.
The usual fault in all the Greek sta| tues is also visible herein—the shortness of the neck ; but this we know
the united kingdom may be exhibit- was with the Greek sculptors consiors, and works of deceased British
dered indicative of strength, The
artists were also received for exhibi- muscle on the body is finely heroic.
tion and sale.
The horse is not introduced, as it has
The art of engraving on wood has always been considered very inferior
lately been carried into practice with to the figure, and from its not being
surprising success ; and by their last- equally colossal, detracts from the
ing means, popular books have recei- merit of the performance. The staved embellishments at a low price,, ‘tue weighs three tons, and is the
which they must otherwise have been boldest attempt to rival the ancients
in bronze that has yet been made.
without, except at treble their cost.
The present state of the fine arts
in Spain is not so deplorable and deMoNUMENT TO COMMEMORATE THE
' Vicrories oF THE BRITISH ARMS graded as may be thought ; there are
departments which demand applause, »
IN THE PENINSULA.

This stupendous work of art is now

completed, and will shortly be erected

in St James’s Park, immediately op-

posite. the Horse Guards, where the
royal mortar formerly stood.
The colossus is 18 feet high, and is

-and which,

if distinguished in the true

point of light, would appear to great
advantage. There are painters in that
country who display eminent abilities ; the names of the following may
be given as a partial specimen :—

- cast in metal from the cannon taken . Gorga, Lopez, Velasquez, Aparicio,
during the war; it is to be’placed up- Madrazo, Rivera, for history ; Monon a pedestal of Aberdeen granite, of talvo and Sanchez, for landseapes and
sea pieces; Parra and Lacoma, for
the height of 12 feet, on which will

‘be engraved an appropriate inscription. The original of this figure is on
the Monte Cavallo, one of the seven
hills on which Rome was built; it is

executed in marble, and supposed to
be the work of the celebrated Phidias;

flowers; Rivellez, Galves, &c. for
decorations.
°
Connoisseurs may well appreciate
the knowledge and taste displayed by
Gines, Agreda, and Alvarez, in sculpture, each of whom has been in

the analogy between this and the El-

Rome for the sake of instruction and
diligent imitation.

position, The figure is in an attitude
of defiance, not unlike the Gladiator;

men of considerable intellectual en-

gin marbles certainly justifies the supin the right hand is a Roman

sword,

and on the left arm an orbicular
shield ; a yery massive fold of dra-

In

architecture,

Spain

possesses

dowments ; such are Perez, Agnado,

Velasquez, and Moreno. Inthe line of
engraving, Carmona, Esteve, Amul-

2308
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leer, and Blanco, deserve particular
attention. A degree of concomitant

REGISTER,

1821.

houses, should be removed to ‘the

Royal Museum. The law which sup.

merit may be fairly assigned to Se-

pressed the convents, has appropria-

Schools of design are met with in
societies haye been organized. In
Madrid there existed one attached to

especially in that of the Escurial,

pulveda: and Sagan, as engravers in “ted to the same depot, a number of
One individual, fine paintings, belonging to monks of
coins and medals.
Cardano, has recently established a li- the first class, Benedictines, Bernardthographical press ; and in his engra- ines, Hieronymites, Chartreux, Basiving appears to have exhibited seve- lians, Premonstratensians, and Trap,
ral correct copies, of hydrographical pists. Philip II. had compressed,
e
within many-of those convents, and
Nd
charts.

all the principal cities, where patriotic

the Academy of Fine Arts,and known
by the name of San Fernando. To the

many paintings, affording the best mo-

dels; and his successors built on his
substratum,

by accumulating, with

due discrimination, all the best pieces

praise of extensive usefulness, this

of the ancient Italian, Flemish, and
Spanish schools.
Ac
aeeay

fined, at present, to the imitating of

pears M, Ensevi, painter in miniature

has no legitimate claim, being con-

At the head of this museum ap-

antique models with plaster, to copy;

to the King, and duly capable of being-a guardian of the arts in this asy-

ferent subjects may require. There
is much, however, to commend im the

by ideas acquired (with his superior

ing models from nature, to preparing.
colours, and selecting such as the dif-

two establishments recently founded

by the Academy, and superintended
by its directors, These have been
justly considered as vehicles of in-

struction to a number of young stu-

dents, male and female, to whom ingenious and excellent lessons are de-

' livered

alternately,

(by

professors

highly qualified for the task,) in design, in the elements of geometry, as
applied to design, in perspective and
்
ornamental drawing.
To facilitate the study of painting,
government has provided a museum
near the promenade of Prado, open to
the public once a-week.

This valua-

lum.

His mind has been expanded

abilities) in tours through France,

Italy, England, and other countries,

where-his capacity and industry fitted
him for a thorough acquaintance with
the ancient schools, and the distinctive characters of each master.
A descriptive catalogue has been

printed at Madrid, of the paintings

contained in this museum. A little
time and experience will evince the

efficiency of the plan, and Spain will
possess such a property in the arts as
could scarcely be expected in the present state of her public affairs.
~ Europe cannot shew, in any other:

public establishment, so remarkable

a selection as has been already formed and incorporated in this new al-

ble acquisition has already received
332 paintings by fifty-five Spanish rangement; forty-three by the celemasters of eminence and authority, © brated Murillo, whose works are now
from the beginning of the sixteenth so scarce; forty-four by Velasquez;
century to the present time. It will
soon possess a rich and original addition, from a recent order of the King,
that all the Spanish originals in the
royal palaces’ of Madrid, Aranjuez,
Retiro, and some from royal country

forty-two by Melendez; twenty-eight

by Ribera, surnamed L’Espagnoleto;
fifteen by Johannes, and eight by Cano ; with these of several other painters of the old Spanish school.
Twenty-four modern paintings me

©
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NEW

PUBLICATIONS ror 1821.
The Miller's Guide ; or a Treatise on

AGRICULTURE.
ne
A Treatise on Mildew and the Culti-

the Flour Manufacturing and Milling
Business. By John Miller. 10s. bds.

vation of Wheat, including Hints on the
use of Lime, Chalk, Marl, Clay, Gypsum,

An Essay on Soils and Compost, and
the Propagation and Culture of Ormamental Trees, Shrubs, Plants, and Flowers. By T. Haynes, nurseryman, Oun129mo. s.
‘dle Northamptonshire.
Part II. of Essays on Practical HusBy Edbandry, and Rural Economy.

&c. By Francis Blaikie, Steward to T.
W. Coke, Esq. Is. 6d. *
ந
A Description of a New Agricultural
Implement, which, by the power’ of One

Horse, performs a variety of operations
in Cultivation, at the rate of three acres

per day.

By Major-General Alexander

* Beatson.
8vo.
A View of the Agriculture, Manufac-

tures, Statistics, and State of Society of

Germany, and Parts of Holland and
France. By William Jacob, Esq., F-R.S.
4to.

L.1;

15s.

Grisenthwaite’s New Theory of Agri-

culture, in which the Nature of Soils,
Crops, and Manures, is ‘explained, and the
application of Bones, Gypsum, Lime,
Chalk, &c. determined on Scientific
Principles.
5s.
.
The Farmer’s Memorandum Book for
1821. 440௨ 10s. 6d.
்
;
A Guide to Farm Book-keeping, found-_
ed upon actual practice, and upon new

and concise principles. By Colonel Innes
Munro, of Poyntzfield. Royal 8yo. 19s.

6d. boards.

©

The Farmer and Grazier’s Guide.

L. Towne.

Foolscap 8vo.

10s.

:

By

Essays on the Practical Husbandry,

and Rural Economy.

By Edward Bur-

roughs, Esq.’ 8vo. 3s. 6d. sewed.
A Key to Baxter’s Farmer’s AccountBook. Folio. 14s. 6d.

ward Burroughs, Esq.

2s. 6d. sewed.

A Letter on our Agricultural Distresses;
their Causes and Remedies ; accompanied

with Tables and Copper-plate Charts. By
William Playfair. Syo. 5s.
_ ANTIQUITIES.

An Inquiry concerning the Primitive
Inhabitants of Ireland.
By Thomas
Wood, M.D.
8yo.
10s. 6d. boards.
Index Monasticus ; or, the Abbeys and
other Monasteries, Alien Priories, Friaries, &c. &c., formerly established in the
Diocese of Norwich, and the ancient

Kingdom

of East Anglia.

By Richard

Taylor, of Norwich.
Folio.
1.3, 3s.
Views of the poe
ree
Buildings
in Rome and its Vicinity.
By
M.
௮
1. ஏம. atlas 4to. half
bound. Engraved on 26 plates. L.7, 7s.

Vol. II. of the Antiquities of Tonia.

Royal folio.

The

1.6, 6s. boards. —

History. and Antiquities of the

Cathedral Church of On
ae
‘avings
and Biographical
Anecdotes. By
oe Brita FSA
Medium 4to. L.1,
4s. Imperial, 1.2, 2s.
©
ர
The History and Antiquities of the

NEW

Cathedral Churches of Great Britain,
with Engravings.
By J. Storey. 4 vols.
8yo.
The History of Ancient Greece, from
the Earliest ‘Times, till it became a Roman Frovince.
By William Robertson,
Keeper of the Records of Scotland. Eighth
edition. 9s, boards.
The Wighth Number, which completes
the Works of Views of the Cathedral’
Churches of England and Wales, with
Descriptions. By John Chessel Buckler.
No. I. of the Architectural Antiquities

of Rome, containing the Triumphal Arch

of Titus, displayed in two Views and
eight outline Plates, with letter-press.
Imperial folio. 1.1, 11s. 6d.

_ The History
and Antiquities of the
Tower of London. By John Bayley, Esq.,

BS.A.

4to.

1.3, 13s. 6d.

Part V. of Ancient Wilts.

chard Colt Hoare, Bart.

By Sir Ri-

1.4, 4s. Large

paper, L.6, 6s.
History of Northumberland, in Three
_ Parts. By the Reverend John Hodgson,
Vol. VY. being the first Volume of Part
117, 4to. L.2, 2s. Royal paper. L.3, 3s.
Part III. of the Architectural Antiqui-

ties of Normandy.
man.

By John Sell Cot-

L.3, 3s.

An Appendix to Loidis and Elmefe.
By T. D. Whittaker, LIL:D. With four
engravings, crown folio. L.1, 1s. boards.
The History of Thirsk ; including an
Account of its once celebrated Castle, and

other Antiquities in the neighbourhood.
8yo. 5s. boards.
ARCHITECTURE.

Plans, Elevations, Sections, and Description of the Pauper Lunatic Asylum,

lately erected at Wakefield.

By Watson

and Pritchet, architects, York.

folio, 1.2, 12s. 6d.

911.

PUBLICATIONS:

Medium

Royal, with proof

plates, L.3, 3s.

Principles of Design in Architecture,

traced in Observations on Buildings, Primeyal, Egyptian, Phenician or Syrian,
Grecian, Roman, Gothic or corrupt Roman, Arabian or Saracenic, Old English

Ecclesiastical, Old English Military and
. Domestic, Revived Roman, Revived Grecian, Chinese Indian, Modern Anglo-

Gothic, and Modern English Domestic ;
a a series of Letters to a Friend. 8yo.
Ss

The Grecian, Roman,

chitecture,
Public

Country.

and

and Gothic Ar-

considered as applicable to
Private

Buildings

By W. Fox.

in

5s. boards.

this

Part I. of a Series of Designs for Pri-

vate Dwellings.

By J. Hedgeland.

4to.

L.1, 1s.
3
* Specimens of Gothic Architecture, selected from various Ancient Edifices in
England.
By A. Pugin, architect.
460.
L.1, 1s.
i

Observations on the Construction and

Fitting up of Chapels, illustrated by
Plans, Sections, and Descriptions. By
William Alexander.
4to. 9s.

ASTRONOMY.
A Movable Planisphere; exhibiting
the Face of the Heavens for any given _

Hour of the Day throughout the Year,

as also the Time of Rising and Setting of

the Stars. By Francis Wollaston, F.R.S»
12s,

‘

,

Elementary

Mlustrations of the Celes-

tial Mechanics of La Place. 8vo. 10s. 6d.
The Young Navigator’s Guide to the
Sidereal and Planetary Parts of Nautical
Astronomy.

By Thomas

Kerigan, pur-

ser, R.N. Royal 18mo. 18s. boards.
The Planisphere sold separate at 5s.
each.

The Wonders of the Heavens display-

ed in Twelve popular Lectures on Astro-=
nomy, with 46 superior engravings from

original drawings.

By the Author of the

Wonders 6f the World. 10s. 6d. in red,
or on royal paper, 15s.
An Astronomical Catechism, illustrated by 25 Engravings.
By C. V. Whitwell. 1.1, 1s.
Elementsof Astronomy. By A. Piquot.
12mo.
7s. 6d. bound.
The Excursions of a Spirit; with a
Survey of the Planetary World, a Vision.
With four illustrative plates. i2mo. 5s.
The Elements of Astronomy.
By S.
Treby.
18mo.
3s. 6d. bound.

BIBLIOGRAPHY.
A

Catalogue

of the

Library

of the

Royal Institution of Great Britain. By
William Harris, keeper of the Library.
Royal 8yo.

1-1, Is.

aie

Clarke’s Bibliotheca Legum ; or a com-

plete Catalogue of the Common and Sta=
tute Law Books of the United Kingdom,
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with an Account of their Dates and
Prices.
93.
BIOGRAPHY.
Memoirs of the Life and Writings of
12mo. With a Portrait.
Victor Alfieri.
ds. 6d. boards.

Memoirs of the Iuife of Anne Boleyn,

Queen of Henry VIII.

By Miss Benger-

2 vols. Crown Svo. 16s.
Memoir of Mrs Dyott, written by herself. 890. 2s.

Memoirs of the Life and Writings of
the right Reverend Brian Walton, D.D.,
By the ReveLord Bishop of Chester.
rend H. I. fod, M.A. 2 vols. 8vo. L.1,

பூர
is. boards.
Select Female Biography ; comprising

Memoirs

of

Eminent

British Ladies.”

12mo. _ 6s. 6d. boards.

‘

Memoirs of H: Wallace, Esq-, Descen-

dant of the Illustrious Hero of Scotland;
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County Biography for Norfo
‘
and Suffolk.
ore. iL. 15 28: oe i)
The Life of the Duke de Berry. 3,
M. le Vicomte de Chateaubriand, fe
7s. 6d.
:

Oliver Cromwell and his Times.

ந

Thomas Cromwell.
870. 14s. boards,
Memoirs of Queens, Illustrious and
Celebrated:
By Mary Hays, Author of

Female Biography, Sc.

8vo. With Por.

traits. 12s. boards.
Memoirs of Count Borunlarki. With
a Portrait.
870.
12s. .
A Biographical Dictionary of theWorthies of Ireland, from the earliest period
to the present.
By Richard Ryan. 9

vols.

8vo.

30s.

* Part II., ITT., and IV. of Lives of Bmi.
nent Scotsmen. 2s. 6d. each.
The Life of David Hageart, alias Jolin
Wilson, &c., &c.
Written by himself

written by himself. With a highly finished portrait. 8vo.
10s. 6d. boards.
Memoirs of the Reverend Mark Wilts,

while under sentence of Death.

aportrait,
12mo.
7s.
—_
4
Memoirs of his late Majesty George
Ill. By Thomas Wilson.
12mo.

Rector of Ballaugh, Isle of Man. 12mo.
3s. 6d. boards.
The Royal Martyr ; or, Memoirs of
the Public and Private Life of her late

late of Norwich. By-Sarah Wilks. With

4s. boards.

192mo,

த்

Memoirs of the Reverend Joseph Howell. By the Reverend Hugh Howell,

The Annual Biography and Obituary
for 1821. 80. 15s. boards.
The Life of Voltaire. By Frank Hall

Majesty, from the earliest. period to-her
lamented death. In Parts. 2s.

Standish, Esq.
8vo. 12s.
Memoirs of the Life of Nicholas Pous-

with a Portrait of the Duke of Welling.

sin. By Maria Graham. 8vo. With a
Portrait. 10s. 6d.
A Christian Biographical Dictionary,

containing an account of the Lives and
Writings of the most distinguished Chris-

tians of all Religions, in every nation.
By John Wilks, junior.
12mo.
9s.
boards.
Memoirs

Religious

of the

Life, Writings,

Connexions

of John

and

Owen,

D.D. By the Reverend Wm. Orme. 8vo.
With a Portrait.
12s. boards.
The Life of the Right Honourable R.

B. Sheridan.

By Thomas Moore, Esq.

4ito.

' Memoirs of the Life of the Right Ho-

nourable Wm. Pitt. By G. Tomline,
D.D., Bishop of Winchester.
2 vols.
4to. 1.3, 8s.
The Life of William Sancroft, Archbishop of Canterbury. By the Reverend
Bees D’Oyly, D.D. 2 vols.’ Svo. L.1,

Part XXIII.

ton.

18mo.

of the Percy Anecdotes,

2s. 6d.

Notice Nécrologique sur John Rennie,

Esq., Ingénieur

Civil, et Premier Inge.’

nieur de la Marine Royale d’ Angletterre,
Addressé a l'Institut Royale de France.

Par Charles Dupin.
890.
.
Memoirs of James the Second, King

of England, &c. &e. With a Portrait. 2
vols. Post 8vo. 16s. boards.
Memoirs of the Carbonari, and of the
Secret Societies of the South of Italy. Il-

lustrated by Portraits and other Plates
8vo.

12s.

39%.

The Universal Biographical Diction-

ary; or, an Historical Account of the
Tives, Characters, and Works of the most
eminent Persons of every Age and Na-

tion.

By John Watkins, LL.D.

80

I.1, 5s. boards.

BOTANY: | Jey

The Elements of Physiological and
Systematic Botany. By T. B. Stroud.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

ன்

"Part I. of Botanical Illustrations.

By

W. Jackson Hooker, LL.D.
Oblong
440: 6s. plain, or 10s. 6d. coloured:
Promarium

Britannicum ;

an

Histo-

rical and Botanical Account of Fruits
known in Great Britain.
By Henry
Philips.

810.

:

Vegetable Materia Medica of the Uni-

fed States; or, Medical Botany.

coloured Engravings.

With

By William P. C.

Barton, M.D. 2 vols. 4to. 1.6, 6s.
The Botanical Cultivator ; or, Instructions for the Management of Plants cultivated in the Hot-houses of Great Britain. By Robert Sweet, F.L.S. ~ 8vo.

10s. 6d.

A Grammar of Botany, illustrative of

Artificial, as well as Natural Classification. By Sir James Edward Smith, M.D.,

FRS., &c.

Svo.

21 Plates.

19s. plain.

L.1, coloured.
ae
Flora Scottica ; or, A Description of
Scottish Plants. By William J. Hooker,
LL.D.
8vo.
14s. boards.
‘The British Botanist ; or, A Familiar

Introduction to the Science of Botany.
15 Plates. 12mo. 7s. 6d. plain. 10s. 6d.
coloured.
Elements of the Philosophy of Plants.
By A. P. Decandolle and K. Sprengelle.
8yo.

188
்

CHEMISTRY.

One Thousand Experiments in Chemistry, accompanied by Practical Obser-=
vations, and several Thousand Processes,

in the Useful Arts, dependant on that
Science. By Colin Mackenzie. 8yo. L.1,
1s. boards.
"
i

Numbers
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XXI. and XXII.

of the

Delphin and Variorum Classics. Tacitus.
The Classical, Biblical, and Oriental
Journal. No. XLIV.
:
Robinson Crusceurs, Latine scripsit
By J. G. of Faux, Humlit. 12mo. 5s.

M. Tullii Ciceronis Opera. Ex editionibus Oliveti et Ernesti sedula recensione accurata Johannis Carey, LL.D.
12 pocket vols, 1.3, 12s. boards.
“i
Ricciardo, Tragedia. Da Ugo Foscola:
8vo.

The

7s. 6d.

Medea’

,

of Euripides,

literally

translated into chaste Enelish Prose,
with the Greek Text of Porson; the Metres, Greek Order, English Accentuation
and Notes. - By T. W. C. Edwards, M.A.
Select Translations from the Greek of
Quintus Smyrneus. By Alexander Dyce,
A.B.
Small 8௦.
5s. 6d.
«
;

The Lyries of Horace. Translated by
the Reverend Francis Wrangham, M.A.
F.R.S. 8vo. _ 10s. 6d.
்
Clavis Homerica;

or, Lexicon

of the

Words which occur in the Hiad.

By

John Walker, A.B. 12mo. 8s. boards.
Excerpta ex Livio, cum J. B. Li. Cre«
vierii Notis integris aliorumque selectis<
simis, in usum Scholaruam.
12mo. 6s.
boards.
,
்
;
A Translation of the Works of Virgil,
partly Original, and partly Altered from

Dryden-and Pitt. By John Ring» 2 vols.

830.

்

Substance of Lectures on the Ancient
Greeks, and on the Revival of Greek
Learning in Europe, delivered in the

University of Edinburgh.
By the late
Andrew Dalzell, A.M., F.R.S.E. 2 vols.
sis of Mr Nicolson.
By Andrew Ure, » ௭0.
1.1, 15.
:
M.D., Professor of the Anderstonian InThe Poems of Caius Valerius Catullus,
stitution, Memberof the Geological So- translated, with a Preface and Notes. By
ciety, &c., &c. In one yolume 8yo, 1.1,
the Honourable George Lamb.
2 vols.
18. boards.
்
.
>
Foolscap 8vo.
8s. *
ர

_ A Dictionary of Chemistry, on the Ba-

Elements of Chemistry. By John Mur-

ray, M.D.

Fifth edition.

2 vols.

8vo:

258.

CLASSICS.
Classical Excursion from Rome to‘Arpino;

comprising

Dissertations

on the

Political Conduct observed by Cicero on
his Villas and Monuments. By Charles
Kelsall.

19s.

An Examination of the Primary Argu-

Ment of the Iliad.
Esq. . 8vo.

By Granville Penn.
1

்

COMMERCE.
ர்.
A Manual of Foreign Exchanges, Moneys, &c., &c., intended as an Assistant
to the Counting-house.

12mo..

4s.

The Commercial Guideand Continental
Negotiator; being an accurate Compa-

nion of Weights, Measures, and Moneys ;
also a Topographical description of every

principal Port on the Continent, and 2
Treatise on Exchanges, &c.

By James

Sheppard. With3 Maps. 8vo. 12s. boards.
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A Collection of the Treaties and Conventions at present subsisting between
Great Britain and Foreign Powers.
By
Lewis Hertslet, Esq., Librarian, Foreign
Office. 2vols.
890. 1.1, 48.

DRAMA.
The

Doge

of Venice;

an. Historical

Tragedy, in Five Acts. By Lord Byron.
The Dramatic’ Works of the Right Ho-

nourable R. B. Sheridan, with a Preface.
By Thomas Moore, Esq.
L.1,,8s.
ம்

2 vols.

By A. E. Barnaபரத்

La Gaza Ladra ; a Semi-serio Opera,
in Two Acts. 2s. 6d.
The Martial Achievements of Sir Wil-

liam Wallace; an Historical Play, in
Five Acts. By David Anderson:
3s.
The Vampire; a Tragedy, in Five Acts.
3s. 6d.
்
A Wild-Goose Chase; a Farce.. By H.
Jameson, Hsq: Qs.

Wallace ;.a Tragedy. By C. E, Walk-

er, Esq.

38.

John Churchill, Duke of Marlborough ;

an Historical Play, in Five Acts. 8vo. 2s.
Mirandola ;, a Tragedy, in Five Acts.
By Barry Cornwall. 8yo. 4s. 6d. sewed.

The Eve of St Hyppolita; a Play, in

Fiye Acts.

Therese, the Orphan of Geneva. Is. 6d.
_ Conscience ; or, The Bridal Night; a
Tragedy,in Five Acts. By James Haynes,
Esq.
8vo. 4s. sewed.
Harold; or, The English King; an

Historical Play.

ter, a- Scriptural Drama.

By D. Dew. » 2s.

By aLady,

Ss

Damon and Pythias; a Tragedy. Bye
3s. 6d.
4
Qs.
Love's Dream.
Faustus; from the German of Goethe.
890.

A Squeeze to the Coronation ; an Operatic Farce,.in One Act.
By James

Thompson, Esq.

8940.

Montalto ; a Tragedy, in Five Acts.
Agatha; or, The Convent of St Bar-

tholomew; a Tragedy.
by, Esq.

Saul, a Tragedy, translated from
4
Italian of Alfieri ;and Jephthah’s Daughe

EDUCATION.
A New Edition of Blair’s First Catechism for Children ; to which is now
added, the Accidents of Children, with
cautionary Engrayings.
By the original
Author.
9d.
¢
en

Familiar Dialogues on interesting Subjects, intended for the Amusement and
Instruction

of Young

Tuadies in their

Hours of Leisure on Sundays.

The Reader's Guide ; being a Collec.
tion of Pieces in Prose and Verse, de~

signed to exemplify an entire New System of Notation.
By William Andrey,
12mo. 4s. bound.
The Literary and Scientific Class-Book;

consisting of Three Hundred and Sixtyfive Reading Lessons ; with a Thousand
Questions for Examination.

By the Rev.

and Prosody in English, with Questions.
Qs. 6d. bound.
18mo.
Ralph Richards, the Miser.
Qs. 6d.

\

॥

‘Theodore ; or, the Crusaders ; a Tale
for Youth; with Twenty-four Engra-

vings. By Mrs Hofland. 5s. half-bound.

2s. 6d. sewed.
:
:
The Poet's Child; a Tragedy, in Five
Acts. By Isabell Hill. 9s. 6d.

Engravings. 4s.
The Indian Cabinet opened. 2s. 6d.
half-bound.
4
க

Polar Scenes, exhibited in the Voyages
. of Heamskirk and Berentz to the NorthThe Miller’s Maid ; a Melo-Drama, in: ern Regions, and in the Adventures of
Two Acts. By John Saville Faucitt. Svo. Four Russian Sailors ; with Thirty-six

or, The

Convent

of St Bar-

Edward Andrew Burnaby, Esq.
2s. 6d.
Plot against:Plot ; a Comedy, in Five
Acts. By Thomas Wilson.
4s.
The Disappointed Authoress; a Come-

oy in Three Acts.

By Thomas Wilson.

|

John Platts. 12mo. 5s. 6d. bound,
—
An Introduction to the Grammar of
the Latin. Tongue ; haying the Syntax

Ethelwolf; or, The Danish Pirates; ல்
Tragedy, in Five Acts. By J. F. Pennie.

Agatha;

}

3s.

3s. 6d.

tholomew ; a Tragedy, in Five Acts. By

|

2s.

Selections from Lucian, with a Latin

Translation and Mnglish Notes ; to which

aré subjoined, a Mythological Index and
a Lexicon ; compiled for the Use of

Schools. By John Walker. 12mo. 8s. 6d.
The Original Rhythmical Grammar of
the English Language. By the Rey. Jas.
Chapman.

12mo.

6s. boards.

|)

NEW

PUBLICATIONS.

‘A New Greek and English Lexicon to
\ the New Testament, on the plan of Dawgon’s Greek and Latin Lexicon. By the
| Rev. H. Laing, LL.D. 8vo. 10s. 6d.
A View of the Elementary Principles.of

fidueation, founded on the Study of the

‘Nature of Man.
By J. G: Spurzheim,
M.D. of the Universities of Vienna and

Paris. 7s. 6d. boards.
Soirées Litteraires ; or, a Few Hints
pon the French Language. 3s. + «

The Cambridge Problems from 1801 to
1820.

10s. 6d.

‘

Conversations on English Grammar,
jn a Series of Familiar Dialogues between

a Mother and'her Daughters.

By Ho-
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The Mother's Book; exemplifying
Pestalozzi’s Plan of awakening the Un-

derstanding of Children.

By P. H. Pul-

len. 12mo. 3s. boards.
a
The Grammar of Classical Literature ;
or a necessary General Companion in the
Study of the Classic Languages. By Benjamin Johnson, A.M.
With 100 Maps

and Engravings.

‘8s. bound.

;

The Pastorals of Virgil, with a Course
of English Reading, adapted for Schools ;
with 230 Engravings.
By R. I. Thornton, M.D. 2 vols. 12mo. 15s. bound. .
Grammatical Studies in the Latin and
English Languages. Arranged by James
‘Ross, LL.D.
3s. 6d. bound.
The French Speaker; or, the Art of

noria Williams. 3s.6d. 9.
,
The Mental Calculator; being a ComSpeaking and Reading the French Lanpendium of General Rules for the Soluguage.
By M. St A. Simeon, Glasgow.
J
‘tion of yaridus Problems in Astronomy ; 8s. 6d. boards.
' to which is added, a Guide to the ConTheory and Practice ; or, a Guide to
stellations. By P. Loyekin.
3s. halfthe French Language.
By J. Maurois.
12mo. 4s. 6d. bound.
bound.
Practical Method of Teaching the LiA Geographical Exercise Book. By C.
By C. V. A. Marcel.
+ving Languages.
Robertson.
3s. 6d.
்
A Key to ditto, for the Use of Teach- 8vo. 4s.

An Introduction to Latin Construing;

ers. Qs.
sop, in Rhyme, with some Originals.
By Jefferys Taylor of Ongar. 12mo. 4s.
half-bound.
zie
்

‘or, Easy and Progressive Lessons for
Reading. By J. Bosworth. 12mo. 3s. 6d.

Catechism
of Classical Biography, con-

Language. By William Greathead Lewis.

_

taining an Account
of the Lives of the
most

celebrated

Characters

among

the

Greeks and Romans. ByC. Irving, LL.D.

18000.
18.
:
Treatise on the Principles of Landscape

‘+ An Improved Grammar of the English

8s. 6d. boards.
1
The Student’s Pocket Dictionary of
Literary and Scientific Words. 4s. 6d
bound.

Legons de Francaises de Litterature et
Design, Nos. I. to VII., By John Varley. ° de Morale. Par M. Noel. 8vo. 10s.
boards.
Folio. 5s. each.
Selections

of Classic

Italian Poetry,

from the Works of Tasso, Ariosto, &c.
By B. T.' B. Defferari.
2 vols. 12mo.
| 19s. boards.
;
The Infant’s Progress from the Valley
of Destruction to Everlasting Glory. By
Mrs Sherwood. 12mo. 5s. boards.
Letters to a Child on the Subject of

Maritime Discovery. By Hmily Taylor.
With a frontispiece 18mo. 2s. 6d. half-

The Moralist; or, Essays on the Means
of Moral Education, addressed to Parents.

By the Rey. John Phillips Potter, M.A.
12mo.

4s. boards.

Cours Elementaire de Litterature Generale. Par M. de Bouillon. %2mo.. 5s.
boards.
.
An Introduction to Arithmetic, on a
System never before published.
By

George Gregory.

4s. bound.

A Key to Gregory’s Arithmetic; to
which is affixed, a Compendium of Loga-

bound.
Key to the Second and Third Parts of.
Hlis’s Exercises, from the Writings of
Cicero.” 12mo. 3s. bound.

rithmic Arithmetic. By the same Author.

By E. Reale. 12mo.

10s. 6d. bound.

Tl Bagatello ; intended to facilitate the
Study of the Italian to young Beginners.

3s. boards.

12mo. As.
The Book of Trades, and Library of
the Useful Arts; with 80 Engravings.

;
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Les Encouragemens de la Jaunesse.
Par I. N. Bouilly. 12mo. 6s. bound.
Greek First Book Simplified. 12mo.
we

"

4s.

Ancient

' Essentials of eS

Geography. 18mo. 4s. sheep.
Observations on the Idiom of the Hebrew Language. Svo. 6s. 6d. boards.
The Greek Terminations, (including

the Dialects and Poetic Licences, ) Alpha-

betically arranged,

and

Grammatically

explained, on the Plan of the Latin Terminations. By John Carey, LL.D. 12mo.
த
4s. bound.
Arithmetic for Children; the Teach-

we

A Dictionary of French Verbs,
C, Tarvers.

7s. 6d. boards,

By.

. FINE Arts.
Historical Prints, representing some of
the most memorable Events ‘in English
History, in which the Costumes of the
Times are carefully preserved ; with De.

scriptions: By Emily Taylor. To which
is added, a Brief Chronology of the Kings

of England.’ 12mo. 7s. 6d. bound: - Robinson Crusoe, illustrated with}
twenty-two Engravings.
By C. Heath,}

from a Series of Designs by Stothard,
2 yols. 1.2, 2s. boards.
L.3, 13s. 6d. boards.

er’s Book. 4s. bound.
A+ General
‘A Key to the. Parsing Exercises cons York, Part
tained in Lindley Murray’s Grammatical
L.2,
2s., ad
Exercises, and in his Abridgment of Engper, L.4, 4s.
lish Grammar. By J. Harvey~

Royal’ syo,

History of the County of)

IV. in folio demy paper, |

on super royal drawing pa.
By T. D. Whittaker.
History. of the several Italian Schools

An Analysis of Penmanship, containing some fine Specimens of Writing;

of Painting, with Observations.

Projection of the Text Alphabet.

on the Lithographical Experiments mad
in Paris, at the Royal School of the Roads

with Rules and Observations on the Formation of each Letter ; together with a

Hill, W.M.

5s.

்

By J.°

A Dictionary of French Verbs. By J.
C. Turner. 8vo. 7s. 6d.
ae
An Trish-English ‘Dictionary, with co-

pious Quotations from the most esteemed
Ancient and Modern Writers,

to’ cluci-

date the meaning of obscure words. By
Edward O'Reilly. 4to. ‘L.2} 12s. 6d.
boards.
்

T. James, M.A.

8vo.

By J.

9s. 6d.

A Manual of Lithography ; or Memoit |
and Bridges. Translated from the Frenth

by C. Hallmandel.
870.
6s. boards.
A Scene from the Comedy of the Clan

destine Marriage, with Portraits of Mess
Farren, Farley, and Jones: Kngraved

Meyer, froma Painting by Clint. 10s. 6d.

Forty-four large Plates, all coloured,
to illustrate the Operations of Belzoni m
Egypt and Nubia. Atlas folio, 1.6, 63.
mar. By J. B. Mallett. 18mo..4s. half- ' Letters on the Scenery of Wales. By
bound.
F
“the Rey. R. H. Newell.
Embellished
Tales of the Academy. 2 vols. 18mo.
with numerous Plates. Royal Svo. 15s.
An Introduction to the French Gram-

6s. half-bound. *

3

A Greek and English Manual Lexicon

to the New Testament; with Examples
of the Irregular Inflections, &. By J.
ம]. Bass. 4s.
nek
A Key to the Latin Language. B
John Atkinson. 8vo. 4s. ae
Z
_ A Manual of Logic, in which the Art
is rendered practical and useful upon a
principle entirely new.
18mo.
3s.
Morale Poetica Italiana, ossia Scelta

boards.
்
The Martial Achievements of Great
Britain and her Allies, during the most),
memorable Period of Modern History:

Elephant 4to. Embellished with Fiftyone Eneravings, coloured in imitation ¢
the Drawings. 1.13, 18s. half-bound,
red backs and corners, or on large paper,

Lio, 6s,

“ae

a

The Sportsman’s Repository, comprisiis

forty highly finished Engravings, rep!

di Magsine e Sentenze tratte da piu Clas- ' senting a complete Series of the Home
sici Poeti Italiani. Da P. 1. Constantini.
and Dog in all their varieties. Exedlit
12mo. 4s.
ட
in the line manner, by J. Scott. 4t0
A Compendium of the History of the L,3; 3s.
க
An Account of a New Process in Paint
Jewish Kings ; embellished with eighteen coloured Engravings. 18mo. 3s,
ing, in Two Parts. 8vo.- 8s. boards.
11

byp

NEW

he Naval Achievements of Great Britain and her Allies, during the most me7 morable Period of Modern History. Hleர் phant 4to. ; with Fifty-one Engravings,

கை

களோ

oes

Mee

னு கடக

$17

PUBLICATIONS.

coloured in imitation of the Drawings.
L.13, 13s. half-bound, blue backs and
| corners, or 1.27, 6s. on large paper.
' A Tour through North Wales, illus-

| trated with Forty select Views. Engraved
and elegantly coloured from the originals

Elements of Modern Geography.

By

D. Foggo, Teacher of English and Geography, Edinburgh.
Second Edition,
greatly improved.
1s., 6d.
System of Geography. By Malte Brun.

Vol. II. Part I. 8vo,
A

New

7s. 6d. sewed.

Compendium

of Geography,

intended chiefly for the Use of Schools.
By William Scott, late Teacher of Elocution and Geography in Edinburgh.

of Messrs Turner, R.A. 1.48, 5s. boards. * Price, without Maps, 3s. 6d. ; with Maps,

A Gourse of Lectures on Drawing,’
Painting, and Engraving, considered as

5s. ;-and 6s. 6d. coloured Maps.

Imperial School Atlas, containing dis-

branches of elegant Education.
By W.
M, Graig. 8vo. With Plates and WoodGuts. 14s. boards.
| The Destination and Use of Works of
| Art, considered with regard to the influence on the Genius and Taste of Axtists,

tinct Maps of the Empires, Kingdoms,

Sketches of the Present State of that

and General History, on a Plan entirely

and States of the World, with the Boundaries of Kurope, as settled by the Treaty

of Paris and Congress of Vienna. En= .
graved by Lizars. Imperial 4to., meat-

ly half-bound and coloured in outline.
Price L.1, 5s. The same Work, neatly
half-bound, in octavo, price L..1, 5s.
Henry Thomson, R.A, Foolscap. 5s. 6d.
The New Atlas of Scotland, No. I. con=
A Walk round Mount Edgecombe,
taining Linlithgowshire and Stirlingshire.
with a Plan and eight Views, in the Park
Folio.
10s. 6d.
and Pleasure Ground.
8vo. 1.1.
The Elements of Modern Geography
Part I. of Denmark Delineated ; or, °

&e.

Translated from

the French,

by

Country, illustrated with Portraits, Views,
te

and other Engravings. By eminent Danish Artists. Royal 8vo. 10s. 6d.
Part II. of Physiognomical Portraits;

containing Biographical Notices in Eingten Portraits printed
id ' lish and French, and
8vo. L.1, 1s.
id on French paper. Imperial

by

Nos. XXIV, XXV, XXVI, XVII,

5.

ay
58,

XXVIII, XXIX, and XXX, of the
Cabinet-of Arts, with four Plates. Royal
Ato. 3s. each.
No. LXV. of the Repository of Arts ;

six Plates.

‘at

48,

GEOGRAPHY.

<7

‘The Imperial School Atlas ; containing Maps of the Empires, Kingdoms, and
States of the World; to which are added,

the most useful Maps of Ancient Geography, &c. &c. By James Miller, M.D.

' 4to.

1.1, 5s. half-bound.

An Historical and Geographical Me-

| moir of the North American Continent,
| its Nations and Tribes.
By the Rev.
| James Bently Gordon. Ato. L.2 boards.

new.
By G. Roberts.
6s. 6d.
;
Geographia Sacra ; or, a New Scripture
Atlas. 1.1, I1s. 6d. plain, or 1.2, 2s.
coloured.
The Traveller; or, an Entertaining
Journey round the Habitable Globe ; il-

lustrated, by forty-two, Plates.

adjacent'Country. By Walter Hamilton,

Esq. @ vols. 4to. . 1.4, 14s. 6d.
The Edinburgh Gazetteer, constructed
by A. Arrowsmith, Hydrographer to his

Majesty.

"|

ditch, Esq.

Vol. V. Part II. Vol. VI. Part

I.

9s. each.
A. Grammar of General
18mo.
3s. 6d.-boards.

Geography.
2

_A Geographical and Commercial Vaew

of Northern Central Africa. By James
Macqueen.
8vo. 10s. 6d. 06.
Western Africa; being a Description

of the Manners, Customs, Drésses, and
Character of its Inhabitants, Illustrated
by 47 Engravings.

| _ Illyria Dalmatia ; with thirty-two co- bds,

| loured Engrayings. 2 vols. 12mo. 192s,
|
An Essay on the Geography of North
| Western Africa, By. I. Edward Bow-

6s. half=

bound, or 7s, 6d. coloured.
A Geographical, Statistical, and Historical Description of Hindostan, and the

4 vols. 12mo. 1.1, 1s.

்

GEOLOGY.
்
>
A& Geological Classification" of Rocks,
comprising the Hlements of Practical Geo-

ர்
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logy. ByJohn Macculloch, M.D.,F.R.S.,
&c.

8yo. L.1, 1s.

REGISTER,

Trish, and Scottish Catholics.
Butler, Esq. Vols. III. and க
IV. yo, ்
Zale க ன
4

Simond

HERALDRY.

1891.

de Sismondi Histoire

ty

cais. 3 vols. 8vo. L.1, 10s. aa
ae
A Memoir of the Operations of the
British Army in India, during the Mah.
Willement, Heraldic Artist to the King. yatta War. By Lieut.-Colonel Valentine
Blacker.
4to. L.4, 14s. 6d. bds,
340. 1.2) 2.
ட இ Ten Years’ Residence in France,
’ during the severest part of the ReyoluHISTORY.
:
New South Wales, being an Historical ‘tion, from the year 1787 to 1797,
Charlotte West.
8yo. 5s. 6d.
Account of the Colony and its Settlements.
4
Ten Years’ Exile ; Frasments of an
By J. Oxley, Bsq. Ato. 1.2, 2s. _
unpublished Work, composed in the years
The History
of the Rebellion in 1745
J810, 11, 12, and 13.
and 1746, with Portraits of both the PreBy Madame de
Stael.
Translated from the French. 8y0,
tenders. By the Chevalier de Johnstone.
Historica
l
Account
Translated from a French MSS. 40.
of Discoveries and

Regal Heraldry ; the Armorial Insignia
of the Kings and Queens of England,
from Coeval Authorities. By Thomas

* 1.2, 2s.

[

The History of Parga, and the Ionian

Islands.

By Col. de Bosset.

8vo.

—

Pictures, Historical and Biographical.
By John Galt, Esq. 2 vols. foolscap 8vo.
14s.
A View of the History, Literature, and
Religion of the Hindoos. By the Rey.
‘W. Ward, of Serampore, Bengal.
Vols.
TII. and IV. 8vo.
Memoirs of the Affairs of Scotland
from the Restoration of King Charles IL,,

A.D*1660.

By Sir George Mackenzie,

of Rosehaugh, Knt. , 4to. 2, Qs.
Historic Ptologuas ; or, Characters and

Events from the Conquest to the Death
of George III., with Notes. By the Rev.
J. Davies. 5s. bds.

The first Five Books of Livy’s History
of the Second Punic War. By J. Hunter,

1980௮ 1000. 4s. 6d.

;

A General History of the House of
Guelph, or Royal Family of Great Bri-

tain.

By Andrew Halliday, M.D.

4to.

Travels in Asia.
By Hugh Murray,
F.R.S.
Account of the Shipwreck of the Medusa Frigate.

By two of the survivors, | ’

80. 10s. 6d.
An Essay on the study of Modern His.

tory.
By James Shergold Boone. 870,
4
8s. bds.
A Picture of Ancient Times, and a

Sketch of Modern History. By S. Ey
Thomson. 8s. the pair.
The History of Christ’s Hospital. By
J. J. Wilson. "8vo. with 4 Plates. 14s,
Memoirs of the Celebrated Persons composing the Kit-Kat Club. Royal 8yo.
L.4, 4s. bds.

A History of Madagascar. By S. Copland. 8yo.
;
'
. Historie Notices of Fotheringay. 8yo.
7s. 6d.
A History
1688-9.
By
148.
A History
derson.
4to.
A History

ம்
of the British Revolution of
George Moore, Esq. 8vo.
்
of Brazil.
By James Hen1.3, 13s. 6d. bds.
of Madeira, with 27 Colour )

1.2, 105.
History of Seyd Said, Sultanof Muscate) By Skaik Mansur. 19s. extra bds.
Memoirs of the Revolution of Mexico.
By W. D: Robinson. 2 vols. Syo.

ed-Engravings.

ee

The Exclusion of the Queen from the
Liturgy, Historically and Legally constdered.
:
y
A Report of the Case of Bills of Ex

The Naval and Military Exploits which
haye distinguished the Reign of George
By Jehosaphat Aspin.

12mo.

14s.

scm
f
Memoirs py ane Barl Waldegraye,
K.G., one of his Majesty's (George II.)

ePuvy, Council, and Governor of George
111. to. *L.1, 5s.
க
+
த
Historical Memoirs of the English,

Imperial 8vo. L.2, 2s.
LAW:

change made payable at Bankers, as de
cided in the House of Lords.

ard Bligh, Esq.

8௭௦. 88. 60.

By Rich-

Part First of a Summary of the Law of
Scotland. 4s. sewed.

NEW

- Williams's Abstract of the Acts passed
jn the 60th of Geo. IIT. and 1st of Geo.
TV. 8vo. 8s. bds.
Decisions of the First and Second Diyisions of the Court of Session, from November, 1818, to November, 1819. Collected by J. Campbell, J. Wilson, G.
Tait, R. Rollo, and M. A. Fletcher, Adyocates. Folio. Iu-1, 1s. sewed.
Commentaries on the Laws of Scot-

land, and. on the Principles of Mercantile

Jurisprudence.
By George Joseph Bell,
Hsq- Advocate:
2 vols. 4to. 1.5, 5s.
Cases decided in the Court of Session,
from May 12, to July 11,.1821.
Also,
Decisions of the Court of Justiciary, from
Vol. I.
1819. Taken from the Record.
Part I. Royal 8yo. 8s. 6d.
A Complete System of Conveyancing.

By the Juridical Society of Kdinburgh.

Vol. II. Second Edition. 4to. 1.2, 2s.
The Acts of Sederunt of the Lords of
Council and Session, from 3d April, 1820,

New Table of Costs in Parliament,
Chancery, and the Exchequer.
By R.
Lloyd. 8yo. 14s.
:
The Magistrate’s Memoranda ; or, Re=
gister for Applications relative to the Duties of a Justice of Peace. Ato. 4s.

Vol. III. of Hansard’s Parliamentary
Debates.

A Letter from a Grandfather to his
Grandson. By Jacob Phillips, Barrister.
Ws.
_ Hammond’s Digest of Chancery Reports. 2 vols. Royal Syo. L.1, 8s.
Hancock on-the Laws of Pestilence. 8s.

Report of the Committeeiof the Society

for the Improvement of Prison Discipline,
and the Reformation of Juyenile Oitend=
ers. 2S.
:
Blackstone’s Commentaries on the Laws

and Constitution of England ; abridged
for the Use of Students. 8vo. 15s.
A Summary of the Law of Lien ; with
an Appendix of Cases. By Basil Montagu,
Esq. 8vo. 12s. bds.

to February, 1821. Folio. 12s. 6d.

ss
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PUBLICATIONS.

Decisions of the First and Second Diyisions of the Court of Session, from November, 1819, to November, 1820. Collected by J: Wilson, G. Tait, R. Rollo,
and M. A. Fletcher, Esquires, Adyocates.
| 18s.

MATHEMATICS.
A Collection of Examples of the Differential and Integral Calculus. 2 3018.
8vo.

L.1, 10s.

Analytical and Arithmetical Essays. By

Royal 870.

Peter Nicholson. 870. 128.
A Treatise on Inyolution and Hyolu-

The Office of a Notary Public, as the

No: X XIV. of the Gentleman’s Mathe-

A Treatise on the Law of Sale.

M. R. Brown, Esq. Advocate.
1...
௫

same is practised in Scotland.
Parts. 12mo. 7s. bds.

By

tion.

870. 68

matical Companion, for 1821. 12mo.

In Two

3s.

A New Method of solving Equations

with ease and expedition. «By Theophilos Holdred. 4to. 7s.
ட்
Geometrical Analysis, and Geometry of
Curve Lines. By Professor Leslie. 8yo.
With numerous Cuts and Engravings.

History of the Judicial System of Bengal. Royal Svo. 83. Gd.
்
A Treatise on the Law of Injunctions.

By: the Hon. R. Henley Eden.
8yo.
ம...
5
A Treatise on the Pleadings in Suits

for Tithes in Equity, &c.
Ellis, Hsq. 8vo. 7s. 6d. _

By Peter Nicholson.

16s. bds.

~

ச

A Decimal Interest Table, constructed
* ona new principle.
By Ebenezer MilTer.
5s.
;
,
By

By Charles

Treatise on the Law of Mortgage.

‘Mathematical Essays.

R. A. H. Coote. Royal 8vo. 16s.
A Treatise on the Law of Landlord

By the late W.

Spence, Esq. 4to. L.1, 16s.
A Compendious Treatise on the Theory

and Tenant. By R. B. Comyn, Esq. 8yo.
| L.1, 3s.
A Treatise on the Law relative to the
Sales of Personal Property.
By George
Long, Esq. Barrister.
8vo. 13s.
An Analytical Digest of the Reports of

Equations, and of Equation of the Higher
Order.
By thé Rev. B. Bridge, B.D.,
F.R.S. 8yo.*6s. bds.

Law, and Equity of Appeal at Nisi Prius,

A Physiological System of Nosology.
. By John Mason Good, M.D. 8vo. 1.1, Us.

Cases decided in the Courts of Common

111820.

By H. Jeremy, Esq. 8yo. 9s.

and Solution of Cubic and Biquadratic

MEDICINE AND SURGERY.
~

~

றி
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Numerous Cases, illustrative of the
A Synopsis of the various Kind
‘
Efficacy of Prussic Acid in Affections of ficult Parturition, with Practical Ree
on
the Management of Labours, By Sa.
the Stomach. By John Elliotson, M.D, .

muel
ண்ண
M.D. 8vo. 19s,
Practical
Electricity and Galvani.
By John பெட்ல
8yo. 12s. peas
Cases, Illustrative of the Treatment of
Obstructions in the Urethra, &e., by the

5s. 6d. *

A Dissertation on the Treatment of

Morbid Local Affections of the Nerves.
By Joseph Swan. 8vo. 10s. 6d.
A Synopsis of the Diseases of the Eye,
and their Treatment.

new Instrument, the-Dilator.

By Benjamin Tra-

vers, F-R.S. 8vo. With six highly finish<
ed Coloured Engravings. Ll, 5s.
A Descriptive, Diagnostic, and Practi-

sing, Food, Clothing, &c..&c. By aPhy.

cal Essay on Disorders of the Digestive
Organs and General Health. By Marshall Hall, M.D., &c. &c.

sician. 4s. 6d,

Practical Observations on the Use of

8vo. 7s.

An Essay.on the Diagnosis between
Erysipelas, Phlegmon, and Erythema.

By George

Hume

Weatherhead,

Oxygen, or Vital Air, in the Cure of Dis.
eases.
By Daniel Hill. 7s. 6d. bds.
An Inquiry into the Nature and Treat.

M.D.,

ment of Gravel, Calculus, and other Dis.
eases connected with a Deranged 0

80. 810. 45.
Practical Observations

on

Strictures,

Gleet, and Diseases of the Urethra.
William Renow, surgeon. 870. 39.

By

Practical Treatise on the Diseases

the Hye.
~

tion of the Urinary Organs. By Willian
Trout, M-D., &c. 8vo. 7s. 6d.
5

of :

By John Vetch. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

A Series of Questions and Answers in
the Practice of Physic, Materia Medica,

Chemistry, Botany, &c. By Charles Mingay Syder, surgeon,
:
The Pharmacopceia of the Royal College of Physicians of Jondon, 1809. By
Geo. Fred. Collier, surgeon.

of Surgery, Trepan, Hernia, Amputation,

Bell, F.R.S.H., &c.

A View of the Structure; Functions,
and Disorders of the Stomach, and Alimentary Organs of the Human Body. By

By
Vol,

Thomas Hare. Syvo. 12s. bds.
_ A Treatise on the Epidemic Cholera of

Tf. 12s. bas. An Essay on Sea Bathing. By J. W.
Williams, surgegn. 12mo. 6s, 6d.
Practical Observations in Midwifery.

1. 105. 68”

ச

8vo.

India.

Part

10s. 6d.

ச

க

The History and Method of Cure of
the'various Species of Palsy. By Dr John
poke. 8vo. 6s. bds.
“
neral Hlements, of Patholoey.

Whitlock Nicholl, M.D. 8vo. ட
+

“By

்

By, Walter Dunlop, surgeon.

870. 9.
*
ட்
2
Practical Observations on those Disorders of the Liver, and other Organsot

Digestion,

which

produce

the seve

Forms and Varieties of the Bilious Com-

plaint.

By Jolin

Royal 8vo.

890. 5s.

the Nitro-Muriatie Acid Bath in yarious

Diseases.
*

portant Diseases of Childten.

By James Boyle.

-A Treatise on the Medical Powers of

Illustrations of the Great Operations of
Surgery. By Charles Bell. Part I. Plates
coloured. 1.1, 1s.
Commentaries on some of the most im-

Clarke, Esq. M-D., &. &c.

By Charles

Containing 21 Plates.

Large 4to, 1:3,, 15s. plain, and L.6, és,
coloured.
*

of Edinburgh. 8vo. Gs.
' _ A System of Pathological and Opera-

By John Ramsbotham, M.D.

A Manual of the Diseases of the Hu.
man Hye. Translated from the German,
by G. C. Monteath, M.D. 2 vols. 8yo,
With 4 highly coloured Plates, represent.
ing 37 Diseased Eyes. 1.1, 10s. bds,
illustrations of the Great Operations
Aneurism, and Lythotomy..

Observations on Derangements of the
Rene Organs..
By William Law,
Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons

tive Surgery, founded on Anatomy.
Robert Allan, F.R.S., and F.A.S.E.

By James

Arnott. 8vo. 4s, 6d. bds.
Letters to a Mother, on the Manage.
ment of Infants and Children; on Nur.

By Joseph Ayre, M.D.

Observations on Syphilis.

5

Bacot. 8vo. 5s.

8s. 6d.’

By John

A Description of a Surgical Operation,

|

originally peculiar to the Japanese and
Chinese, and by them denominated it~

King,

. geon.

By James Morss Churehill; su™

4s. bds.

Practical Observations on the Use of

|,

f

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
the Cubebs, or Java Pepper, in the Cure
of the Gonorrheea ; with Cases.

By Hen-

ry Jeffreys, Esq., surgeon. 3s.
A Treatise on Cataract. By P. C. De
Ja Garde. Svo. 8s. boards. —
Vol. III. of the Transactions of the Association of the Fellows and Licentiates

of the King’s and Queen’s College of Phy-

siciaus in Ireland. 14s. boards.
Essays on Hypochondriasis, and other
Nervous Affections. By John Reid, M.D.
8Y0.-

A Syndesmological Chart, or a Table

of the Ligaments of the Human Skeleton.
By J. K. Dickinson, M.D. 1s.
A Treatise on the Management of Female Complaints. By Alexander Hamilton, M.D., &c., Edinburgh. Revised and
Enlarged, with Hints for the Treatment
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A Short Account of some of the Principal Hospitals in France, Italy, Switzer=
land, and the Netherlands.
By H. WCarter, M.D., &c. 8vo.

The Third Volume of Practical Obser=
vations on the Treatment of Strictures in
the Urethra, with Plates. By Sir Everard’
Home, Bart. 8vo. 10s. 6d. boards.

A Treatise on the Hydrocephalus Acu="

tus;

or,

Inflammatory

Water

in the

Head. By Leopold Anthony Golis ; trans<
lated from the German, by Robert Gooch,
M.D. 8vo. 8s. boards.

_

The History of the Plague, as it has

lately appeared in the Islands of Malta,

Children, by Dr James Hamilton, junr.,

Goza, Corfu, and Cephalonia, &c. By
J.D. Tully, Esq.;Surgeon to the Forces,
&c. &c. 8vo. 12s. boards.
oy
Observations on the Derangements of
the Digestive Organs. By W. Law, sur~
geon. Syo! 6s. boards.

British Practice, with numerous Illustra-

eae

of the Principal Diseases of Infants and

Nos. CX. and X. of the Quarterly JourProfessor of Midwifery in the University
nal of Foreign Medicines and Surgery,
of Edinburgh, &c. 10s. 6d. boards.
Hints on the Treatment of the Princi- and the Sciences connected with them.
:
pal Diseases of Infancy and Childhood; 3s. 6d. each.
Observations on the Digestive Organs.
adapted to the use of Parents. By James
.
By
J.
Thomas,
M.D.
8vo. 6s.
Hamilton, M.D., Edinburgh. Third EdiA Practical Treatise on the Inflammation. Svo. 7s.
The Principles of Forensic Medicine, tory, Organic, and Sympathetic Diseases
Systematically Arranged, and Applied to of the Heart; also, on Malformation,

tions and Examples. By J. G. Smith,
M.D. 8yo. 14s. boards.

A Treatise on Indigestion, and its Consequences, called Nervous and Bilious
Complaints. By A. P. W. Philip, M.D.,
‘F.R.S. 8vo. 9s. boards.

A Few Hints relative to Cutaneous
Complaints. By T. M. Kelson. 2s,

An Illustration of the Genus Cinchona ;
comprising Descriptions of all the Officinal Peruvian Barks. By Aylmer Bourke
Lambert, Esq., F.R.S., &c. 4to. L.1,
10s.
A Treatise on Dyspepsia, or Indiges-

tion ; with Observations on Hypochondriasis and Hysteria. By James Woodforde, M.D.

8vo. 5s.

The Parent’s Medical and Surgical Assistant. By T. A. Bromhead, M.D. 12mo.
4s. boards.
. Observations on the Diseases of Fe-=
males. By Charles Mansfield Clarke.
Royal 8vo. Part II.
VOL.

XIV. PART
௪

Il.

(9

&c.

By Henry Reader, M.D-

Medicina Clerica; or, Hints to the
Clergy. 8vo. 4s. boards.
ச
Le Beaume on the New and Successful Treatment of Indigestion, Bilious and

Nervous

Complaints,

Deafness, Blind-

1688) 820.

A Practical Treatise on Gutta Serena.

By John Stevenson, Esq.
boards.

* An

Account of New

890.

and

7s. 6d.
.

Effectual

Modes of Curing the Different Species of

Strictures. By the Editors of the Month-

ly Gazette of Health.
2s.

With Wood Cuts.

Advice to the Young Mother in the

Management of Herself and Infant.

By

a Member of the Royal College of Sur
geons. 12mo. 3s. 6d. boards.

.

A Statement of Facts tending to estas
blish an Estimate of the True Value and

Present Estate of Vaccination.
Gilbert Blane.

x
;

By Sir
4
௬
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Part II. Vol. XI. of Medico-ChirurgiTransactions.
With Plates. -9s.

boards.
*
ட்
No. I. of the Monthly Journal of Po-

pular Medicine. By Charles Haden, surgeon.

Is. 6d.

்

;

The Edinburgh Medical and Surgical
Journal. Nos. LXIX. and LXX.
4s.
‘each.

The

British

John Debrett.

Imperial

Almanack. |

Calendar,

4s. 6d. bound, with ree

py

A Treatise on the Art of Brewing, By

F. Accum, M.R.F.A., &c.
is

12mo.

9s.

Time’s Telescope for 1821. To which
prefixed, an Introduction, containing

the Elements of British Ornithology.

Anecdotes and Characters of the House

Observations on certain Affections of

of Brunswick. By John Brown. 8vo. 9s,

_ Annals, Historical and Medical, during

Progress of Stenograghy. By J. H. Lewis,

The Continuation of the Narrative of
the Head, commonly called Head-ach.
By James Farmer, surgeon. 18mo.
2s. Miss M‘Avoy’s Case. By Thomas Renwick.
890.
10s.
:
்
‘An Account of the Rise, Progress, and
Decline of the Fever lately Epidemical in’ - The Authentic and Intelligible AlmaFrom the MS. of Sir William
Treland. By F. Barker, M.D., and I. nack.
Lilly Brachm.
3s. 6d.
,
Cheyne, M.D., F.R.S., &c. 2 vols. 8yo.
An
Historical
Account of the Rise and
L.1, 6s.
;
the first four years of the Universal Dispensary for.Children, St Andrew's Hill,

Doctors’ Commons.

By Johti Bunnell

Davis, M.D.

12s. boards.

8௦.

.

‘Rules and Methods for Feeding, Clo-

thing, and Rearing Young Children.

the same.

8d.

By

A Treatise on Scrofula. By Eusebius
_ Arthur Lloyd, surgeon.
870. 9s.
_
Observations on some of the General

Principles,
and on the Particular Nature

and Treatment of the different Species of

Inflammation.

By J. H. James.

10s. 6d. boards.

The

Physician's

Dods; M.D.

8vo.

Guide.

By

10s. 6d.

Adam

A Practical Essay on Ring-worm

ர

of

7s. 6d. Coloured Plates.

_ Geology. ByJ. Mawe. 12nio. 5s. boards.
_ Manual of Mineralogy.
By Robert
Jameson, Professor of Natural History in

the University of Edinburgh, &c.

8yo.

* MISCELLANEOUS.
One hundred and twenty-six Sepulchral Mottos ; consisting of Original

Verses, composed

ization. By John Barclay, M.D. *8yo. |
14s. boards.
ed
த
ட்
The Edinburgh New Dispensatory. By
Andrew Duncan, junr., M.D. 8yo. 15s,
boards.
~
ல்
‘
தீ]
Tables of Simple Interest, at Three

and a Half per cent. on any sum, from
One Pound to Five Thousand. 8s.

The Scrap-Book, a Collection of Amu-

Verse.

By John M‘Diarmid, Author of

“ The Life of William Cowper.”

870.

8s. 6d. boards.

Post

i

A Narrative of the Rise and Progress
of Emigration, from the Counties of La“nark and Renfrew, to the New Settle. ments

MINERALOGY.
:
Familiar Lessons on Mineralogy and

158. boards.

An Inquiry into the Opinions, Ancient
and Modern, concerning Life and Organ-

870... sing and Striking Pieces, in Prose and

the Scalp, Scald Head, and the other
Species of Porrigo. By Samuel Plumbe.

870,

10s.

in

Upper

Canada.

By Robert

Lamond, secretary and agent. 8vo. 3s.
6d.
A Review of the Banking System of
Britain.
90.
7s. 6d. boards.
The Cook’s Oracle. Third
12mo.
9s. boards.

eae
Edition.

The Edinburgh Annual Register for

1817.
8yo.
1.1, Is. boards.
tet
Memorial relative to Opening the Great
Valleys of Strathmore and Strathearn, by

means of a Railway or Canal, with Branches to the Sea

Adoption,

Montrose,

from

Perth,

Arbroath,

and Aberdeen.
By Robert
as Epitaphs on ‘Tombs and Gravestones, Stevenson, F.R.S.E., &c., Civil Engineer. —
&e. 4s... «
க
Ato. 33. sewed.
ve
_ The Déjeuné, or Companion for the
The Protestant, Vols. I. and Il. 9s. 6dBreakfast Table. Vol. I. 8yo. 9s.
_ each, in boards.
for Public

i

NEW

PUBLICATIONS.

_

Sketches of Upper Canada, Domestic,
Local, and Characteristic.
By John
' Howison, Esq.
Svo.
10s. 6d. boards.
Werner's Nomenclature of Colours. By
Patrick Syme, Flower-Painter, Edinburgh.

8vo.

14s.

6

A History of the Rencontre at Drum-

» clog, and Battle at Bothwell Bridge, with
an Account of what is correct and what
_ is fictitious in the ‘‘ Tales of my Landlord,” respecting these Engagements. By.
William Aiton, Hsq., Sheriff-substitute,
Hamilton.
8vo. 3s. 6d.
:
Vindication of the Clanronald of Glenர் வ
ர. Attacks made upon
em in the Inverness Journal.
5s.
boards.

Substance of Lectures on the Ancient

Greeks,

and

on the Revival

Dalzel,

A.M.,

of Greek

| Learningin Europe. By the late Andrew
F.R.S.E.,

Professor

of

Graye’s Inn, Gent.

4
Ss
In post Syo. 7s. 6t

Reprinted from the

original edition

1618.

Physiological Essays.

By James Car=

son, M.D., physician in Liverpool.
The Works of the Right Hon. Edmund

Burke. 12 ௭015. 890. A few Plain Directions for Persons in<
tending to proceed as Settlers to Upper
Canada, North America.

6s. 6d.

Italy, and the Italians of the 19th €entury. By a Foreign Officer in the British service. * Syo.
:
A Treatise on Chess, founded on a Plan
of Progressive Improvement.
By J. HSarrott, Esq. 2vols.
880. 11, 105.

The Miller's Guide.

12mo.

#

By John Miller.

10s.

ம்

An Analysis of the Egyptian Mytholo-

gy, designed to illustrate the Origin of —
Paganism. “By James C- Prichard, M.D.

Greek in the University of Edinburgh.

wa

2vols.
8vo. L.1, 4s. boards.
Transactions of the Royal Society of
Edinburgh.
Vol. IX.
Part I.
40.
L.1, 5s. boards.

6d.

. Extracts from the Diary of the late

of

Engtavings.

Royal 8yo.

;

1.1, 7s,

i

History of the Persecutions endured by
the Protestants of the South of France

~

during the years 1814, 1815, 1816, &c.

By the Rey. Mark Wilks.

2 vols.

8yo.

18s.
typ)
Rey. Robert Shireff, Minister of the AsLetters of Mary Lepel, Lady Hervey,
-sociate Congregation, Trahent.
By Mrs
Shireff.
12mo. 3s. boards.
. » With a Memoir, and Illustrative Notes.
AA
Essays on various Subjects, Religious 870. 12%.
. The Family Cyclopedia. By James —
and Moral.
By a Layman. 3 vols. 8vo.
Jennings.
890. L.1, 14s. boards.
L.l, lls. 6d.
‘
The Secretary’s Assistant, exhibiting
The Jacobite Relics of Scotland.
Se-

cond Series.

Collected and arranged by

James Hoge.
8yo.
14s. boards.
A Picture of Life, in the form of Es-

says, Amusing and: Instructiye. Illus-*
"trated by real Characters. By the Townclerk of Gossiphall. 12mo. 3s. 6d. boards.
Prize-Essays and Transactions of the
Highland Society of Scotland. Vol. V.
Part II. 8990. 9s.

Substance
of the Earl of Lauderdale’s
Speech in the House of Lords, on Thurs-

day the 2d

of November,

1820, on the

Second Reading of the Bill of Pains and
Penalties. Svo. %. -

*

the various and most correct Modes of

Superscription,

Commencement,

and

Conclusion of Letters, to Persons of
every degree of Rank. 12mo.
5s. extra
boards.
ரி
Deportment of a Married Life, laid
down in a Series of Letters, written to a
Young Lady, lately married. 80.
6s.
A Treatise on Geodetic Operations ; or,
County Surveying, Land Surveying, and

Levelling.
870.

By

Isaac Robson.

18s.

The Peerage Chart for 1821.

Plates. .

5s.

Or,

The Works of John Dryden, illustrated
with Notes, Historical, Critical, and Ex-

in a neat case, 8s. Also, printed uniformly with the above, the Baronetage Chart
for 1821, embellished with suitable orna-

L.9, 9s.

Review,

planatory, and a Life of the Author. By
‘Sir Walter Scott, Bart. 18 vols. vo.
{

5

ments. ~
E
The Literary Chronicle and Weekly
for

1820.

4to.

L.1, 7s.

6d.

ச
;
Essayes and Characters of a Prison boards.
Miraculous Prophecies and Predictions
and Prisoners. By Geffray Mynshull, of
.

raya
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Persons, from

the

Earliest

Records. 5s. boards.
.
The Influence of Civil Life, Sedentary

Habits, and Intellectual Refinements, on

Human Health and Human Happiness.
ந்

6d.

3s.

Sacred Edict ; containing Sixteen Maxims of the Emperor Kang-He, amplified
by his son, the Emperor Yoong-Ching-

By the Rey. William Milne. 8yo. 7s. 6d.
boards.
The Cadet’s Guide to India. @s. 6d.
The Tradesman’s, Merchant's, and Ac-

countant’s Assistant.
8yo.

By David Booth.

9s. boards.

Materials for Thinking.

By William

Burdon ; with a Memoir of the Author.
2yols.
8vo.
16s. boards.
An Essay on Dry Rot and Forest Trees.

By Robert M‘William, Architect.
Ils. 6d.

ae

4

L.1,

é

. Stockdale’s Calendar for 1821, with a

Peerage, corrected to the present
L.1, 6s.
க

time.
.

A Foreigner’s Opinion of England. By
Christian Aug. Gottlieb Goede. Translated by Thomas Horne. 3 vols. 8vo.
158. 08:15.

George’s-fields.
Illustrated with Vig.
nettes. By Georgione di Castelchingo,
8vo.
10s. 6d.
Table Talk; or, OriginalB
bi
Wm. Hazlitt. 970.
Ta.
டத்

|

The Cambridge University Calendar for
1821. 6s. boards.
The Theory and Practice of Gas-light. |

ing. By T. J. Peckston.

8vo. 19s. boards,

Metterstort a") *)*o% *ron\ the Reva

eSணை

of Eminent

|

rend W. L. Bowles’s Strictures on the
Life and Writings of Pope. By Lord
|
Byron. 8vo. 3s. 6d.
Enchiridion; or, A Hand for the One.
Handed. By Captain George Webb De. }
rengy.ழ்
Sketches of the Manners and Institue
tions of the Romans.
12mo.
7s.

Whist rendered Familiar, by a New
and Easy Introduction to the Game. By
J. G. Pohlman. 1s. 6d.

Practical Observations on Cold and
Warm Bathing; and Descriptive Notices |
of Watering Places in Britain. By James
Miller, M.D.
12mo.
4s. 6d. boards.

Steam Boat Companion, and Stranger’s
Guide to the Western Islands and High.
lands of Scotland. 12mo. 6s. 6d. boards.

By

Thompson’s Self-Indicative Time Tas |

__An Attempt to Analyse the Automaton
Chess Player of Mr De Kempefer. 3s.

The System of the Weather of the
British Islands. By George Mackenzie
810. 8s. boards.
Three Enigmas; 1. The Import of the

A

Treatise

on Nayal

Gunnery.

Colonel Sir Howard Douglas, Bart. bles. Folio. 12s. 6d. half-bound. »
Observations on the Deviations of the
Plates.
The Royal Navy and Military CalenCompass. 870. Is. 6d.
_dar, and National Records, for 1821. By
Malay Annals, translated from the Mas
George Mackenzie, Esq. 12mo. 10s. 6d. lay Language. 870. 10s. 6d. boards.
boards.
படபட
Views of Society and Manners in AmeRemarks on the Conduct of Man to rica, in a Series of Letters from that
ees Animals, By G. Nicholson, 5s.
Country to a Friend in England. 890,
6d.

6d. boards.

A Letter to the right honourable Lord
Byron, Protesting against the Immolation
of Gray, Cowper, and Campbell, at the
*

Shrine of Pope.

870.

2s.

ட்

i On the Beauties, Harmonies, and Sublimities of Nature.
By Charles Bucke,

Esq.

4 vols. 8vyo. 1.2, 19s. 6d. boards.

A Dissertation, shewing

the Identity

of the Rivers Niger and Nile.
Dudley, A.M.
_ A Warning

By John

Voice to the Legislature

a Land Owners of the United Kingom.

Second Series of the Sketches from St

13s. boards.

Twelve Signs;

.

2. The

0

Cause: of Ovid's

Banishment; 3. The Eleusinian Secret. |
8yo.

6s.

8yo.

Qs. 6d.

The Rambles of My Uncle.

Foolscap

Spare Minutes ; or, Resolved Medits

tions and Premeditated Resolutions.
Arthur Warwick.
6s.

By

Gascoigne’s Princely Pleasures, with
‘the Masque intended to have been pre)”
sented before Queen Elizabeth, at Kent
worth, in 1575. Small 8yo. 5s, 6d. ்

|

Anecdotes interspersed with Obperva: |

ன

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

tions, intended to furnish entertainment
and instruction for leisure hours. * By, J.
Thornton.
2vols.
12mo. - — ©

The Gossip; a Series of Original Es-

says and Letters, Literary, Historical,
and Critical ; descriptive Sketches, Anec-

dotes, and Original Poetry.

880. 48. 60.

boards.
5
Cottage Dialogues. 12mo. 88. 08705.
Kalogynomia: the Laws of Female
Beauty. 25 Plates. 8vo. 1.1, Is.
The Cambro Briton, and General Celtic Repository for November 1821, to be
continued Monthly.
870. 78. 6d.
Paramythia ; or, Mental Pastimes: being Original Anecdotes, Historical, Descriptive, Humorous, and Witty.
Col-

lected chiefly during a long Residence at

‘the Court of Russia. Foolscap 8yo. 6s.
Memoirs on the Origin, Progress, and»
Improvement of Glass Manufactures, including an Account of the Patent Crystallo Ceramine; or Glass Incrustations.
Ato.
பட்
Farewell Letters to a Few Friends in
Britain and America,
on returning to

Bengal in 1821.

325

No XI. (New Series) of the Annals of
Philosophy. Foolscap 8vo. 5s. boards.
No. III. of the Annals of Philosophy.
6s.

No. III. of the Caledonian. 8yvo. 8s.
Nos. I., II., III., of the Annals of
Oriental Literature.
6s:
Illustrations of British Ornithology.
By P. J. Selby, Esq.
Series First. In
elephant folio. No. I. 1.1, 11s. 6d. plain.
1.5, 5s. coloured.
No/XX XIII. of the Pamphleteer.

Dr Watt's Bibliotheca Britannica. Part

VI. 4to. 1.1, Is.
*
The Classical and Historical Atlas. No.
IV. Folio.
16s.

Part I. of the Transactions.of the Cam-=
bridge Philosophical Society. 4to. L.1:
Supplement to the Encyclopedia Britannica. Edited by Macvey Napier, Esq.,

F.R.SS.L. & E.

Vol. V. Part I.

>

The Edinburgh Review, Nos. UX VIIL.,
LXIX., LXX., and LXXI. 6s. each.
» Nos. XLVIL, XLVIII., XLIX., and
3, 08 the Quarterly Review.
‘
Nos. X XI. and XXII. of the Quarter=

By William Ward of: ly Journal of Literature.

80.

7s. 6d.

each."
.
Serampore.
12mo.
6s. boards.
The Edinburgh Encyclopedia.
ConCulinary Chemistry.
By Frederick
ducted by David Brewster, LL.D. Vol.
Accum.
With Plates.
12mo.
9s. 6d.
ex V. Part I.) Quarto,
L.1, 1s:
boards.
:
The.Edinburgh Philosophical Journal.
Remarkable Providences ; or, the MerConducted by Dr Brewster and Professor
cies of God Exemplified, in many ExtraJameson. Nos. VIII., 1X., and X. With
ordinary Instances of Men, Women, and
Engravings.
7s. 6d.
_
p
Children, being almost Miraculously Preserved from Premature Death. Collected - The New Edinburgh Review. Nos. I.
and II. 6s.
and arranged by Joseph Taylor.
12mo.
Vol. IV. Parts II. and III. of Encyclo-=
6s. 6d.
pedia Edinensis ; or, Dictionary of Arts,
The Personal’ Narrative of a Private
Sciences, and Miscellaneous Literature.
Soldier, who served in the 42d High7
landers for twelve years during the late 8s.
The Christian and Civic Heonomy of
War.
Foolscap Syo.
6s. boards.

A Dialogue in the Shades, between _ Large Towns.

Wm. Caxton, a Modern Bibliomaniac
and Wm. Wynhen, &c. &e. 2s. 6d.
An Account of the Coronation of the
Kings of England. With a Description
‘of the Dresses, Crowns, &c.; also the
Prayers, Oaths, Oblations, &c., used on
the occasion.
1s. 6d. *
No. I. of the Recreative Review. 6s.
St George and St Denys; a Dialogue.
By Hugh Melrose.
870.
5s. 6d.

No. V. Vol. III. of the Retrospective
Review. 8yo. 58.

By Thomas

Chalmers,

D.D. Nos. V.,.VI., VIL, VIII.,.and IX.
Is. each. ,

The Scottish Episcopal Review *and

Magazine.

8s. 6d, each.

Nos.
உ

Holy! Holy!

VI., VII.,
மாகா.

Holy!

Three Voices and Chorus.

and

VIII.

an Anthem for

The Lord’s Prayer; a Solo, Treble, or
Tenor Laudate. (‘‘ Ye Servants of the
All-bounteous Lord.’”’)

EDINBURGH
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her ya Obie

intended for Self-In-

By

Science.

struction in Musical

J.

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

Webb’s Improved Psalmody.

to choice Hymns and Psalms. By Webbe,
Beauties

0௧

of

Psalmody,

of Natural History. “1emo,

The Book of Nature Laid Open, in a
popular Survey of the Phenomena and
Constitution of the Universe, and the Appearances of Nature duringyeach Month
of the Year. Bythe Reverend W. Hut.
ton, M.A. 12mo.
3s. 6d.
ZHTHMATA ATANOHTIKA, or, a View of
the Intellectual Powers of Man. 8vo. 5s,
The Climate of London, deduced from
Meteorological Observations made in the

-A Collection of 24 Original Tunes, set

The

1821.

7s. 6d?

:
.
Relfe.
Thoughts on the Music and Words of
Psalmody, as at present Used among the
Members of the Church’of England. By
the Reverend Rann Kennedy, A.M. 8vo.
\
4s. boards.

senior and junior.

REGISTER,

Sacred

Music, suitable to Public or Private Deyotion. By D. Robertson. 5s. sewed. ~
Observations on Vocal Music. By Wm.
4s.
12mo.
Kitchiner, M.D.

neighbourhood of the, Metropolis.
Luke Howard.
boards.

2 vols.

Syo.

By

நட

A Description of the Changeable Mag-

netic Properties possessed by all Iron Bo‘dies. By P. Lecount, midshipman, R.N,
8yo.
4s. 6d. boards.

NATURAL HISTORY.

No. I. of Zoological Researches in the

Island of Java, &c. &c.

‘Witli Figures
By

Scientific Amusements in Philosophy

Thomas Horsfield; M.D.
5
1

Royal 4to. L.1,

and Mathematics ; together with Amusing Secrets in various Branches of Science.
By W. Enfield, M.A.-12mo. 3s. 6d.
‘A Physiological Essay on the Sensibi-

of Native Quadrupeds and Birds.

த

Nos. I. to.VII. of Hutton’s Abridgement of Buffon’s Natural History. To
be’ continued weekly. 6d.
The Natural History of British*Quadrupeds. By E. Donovan, ¥.L.S., &c.

-lity of Animals. By G. W. 890.
‘Twelve Essays on the Proximate Causes

With coloured Plates. 3 vols, Royal S8yo.
ர.
:

No. II. of Illustrations of British Or-

of the Ageregate and Atomic Phenomena
of the Universe ; Physical, Mechanical,

Chemical, and Organic.

Phillips.

Illustrated

By Sir Richard

with Engravings.

2 vols. Royal 18mo.

9s. boards.
An Inquiry respecting the Relation of
Cause and Effect. By James Milne, architect, Edinburgh. 870. 3s, 6d.
Report of the Proceedings of the Phrenological Society since its Establishment
on 22d February, 1820. Printed by or

Vol. III. of Memoirs of the Wernerian

der of the Society.
An Essay on the Sentiments of Attrac-

nithology.
Series First; Land Birds.
With 12 large Plates.
By P. J. Selby,
Esq. Folio. 1, 11s. 6d. plain ; or 1.5,

5s. finely coloured after nature.

Illustrations of the Linnean Genera o:
Insects. By W. Wood, F-R.S., &c. With

86 coloured Plates.

«

L.1, 10s.
Natural

History Society,

1820. 8vo. 18s. boards.
gravings.

from 1817 to
With 25 En-_

A Selection of the Correspondence of
Linneus and other Naturalists, from
Original MSS. By Sir J. E. Smith, M.D.,

F-.R.S., President of the Linnean Society.
Qvols..

890.

1.1, 108.

Part I. of the General ‘and Particular

Descriptions of the Vertebrated Animals. By Ed. Griffith. 35 Plates. to.
L.1, 5s.

A Complete Treatise on the Art of
Preparing, Mounting, and Preserving,

|

tion, Adaptation, and Variety.
liam Howison.
12mo. 3s.

By Wil-

NOVELS.
.
்
Tales of My Landlord; New Series.
Lynn.
Glas
of
Witch
Containing the Fair
8 vols.

12mo.

L.1, 4s.

எப்டி

. Retrospection ; a Tale. By Mrs Tay6d. |
lor, of Ongar. Foolscap 8vo. 25:
Prudence and Principle; a Boe
Ss.
OG.
Foolscap SvoYoung People.
Edinburgh ; a Satirical Novel? By the
Author of, London ; or, a Month at SteLl, Is
12mo.
3vols.
vens.

.

ந

அகா PUBLICATIONS.
ஆ

.

Ostentation-and Liberality, a Tale. By
Arabella Argus, author of the Juvenile

Spectator, Adventures of a Doukey, &c.

Qyols. 5s.
ச
The History of George Desmond. Post
8yo. 7s. boards.
;
Mary de Courtenay; a Novel, from the
French of the Countess D***.
12mo.
5s, 6d.
:
The Only Child; or, Portia Bellenden.
7s. 6d. boards.
;
12mo.
68.
Anston Park ;.a Tale.
* St’ Aubin ; or, The Infidel. 2 vols.
j2mo.
14s. boards.
க
Annals of the Parish; or, ‘thes Chronlicles of Dalmailing, during the Ministry of the Reyerend Micah Balwhid-

der: Written by Himself.
boards.

‘

The Ayrshire Legatees;

Family.
Parish.

12mo.

18s.

or, Pringle

By the Author of Annals of the
்
5

Ballantyne’s Novelist’s Library. Vols.

J., IL, and II]. Royal 8yo. double columns.
1.1, 8s. each.
Valerius ; a Roman Story. In 3 vols.’

12mo.

Ll, 4s.

927

Calthorpe; or, Fallen Fortunes.

By

he

Author of the Mystery; or, Forty
ears ago. 3 vols. 12mo. L.1, 1s. boards.
Such is the World. 83 vols. 12mo. L.1,
ய்) 8,
>

Zeliea, the

Creole.

By

Madam de

Sansée.
:
‘Tales of Ton. First Series. Contain
ing Fashionable Characters ; or, A Search
after a Woman of Principle.
By Miss
M‘Leod.
4 vols. I..1, 4s.
த்
The Cavalier, a Romance.
3 vols.
12mo.
1.1, 1s. boards.
Fears and Cares, a Novel.
By E. D.
Carr.
12mo.
16s. 6d. boards.
Undine ; or, The Spirit of the Waters,
a Fairy Romance.
Translated from the

Original German of Baron de la Motte

Fouque, by Geo. Soane, A.B.
12mo.
5s. 6d.
De Renzey; or, The Man of Sorrow.

By R. N. Kelly, Esq. 3 vols. 12mo. 15s.
boards.
Bleddyn, a Welsh National Tale. By
WS. Wickenden.
12mo.
7s.
The Republican’s Mistress, a Novel,

founded on Facts.

By Charlotte Smith.

3 vols.
18s. .
Kenilworth ; a Romance. By the Au’ Precaution.
3 vols? 12mo. L.1, Is.
. thor of Waverley, Ivanhoe, &c. 3 vols.
' Traits and Trials.
By an American.
Post 8vo. 1.1, 11s. 6d. boards.
8 vols. 12mo. - 1.1, 1s.
The Young South-Country Weaver;
Geraldine ; or, Modes of Faith and
or, A Journey to Glasgow.
A Tale for
Practice. By a Lady.
3 vols. 12me.
the Radicals. And Maitland Smith, the
Mel; As:
Murderer ; a true Narrative. By the ReThe
Fatalists
;
or,
Records
of 1814 and
_-yerend Henry Duncan, Ruthwell. Second ,
By Mrs Kelly.
5 yols. 12mo.
- 1815.
edition. 12mo. 3s. boards.
ட
1.1, 7s. Gd.
The Cottage Fireside, or, The Parish
Favourite of Nature, a’ Novel. 3 vols.
By the
*Schoolmaster ; a Moral Tale.
12mo.
1.1, 1s. boards.
Reverend
Henry Duncan, Ruthwell.
The Life of a Boy. By the Author of
Fourth edition. 12mo.
3s. boards.
Helen De Touman. ByMad.‘de Sour- the Panorama of Youth. 2 vols. 12mo.

za. 2yols. 12mo. 10s. 6d. boards.
Society and Solitude. By James Hoole,

145.
The Hermit’s Cave ; or, The Fugitive’s

Esq. 3 vols. 12mo. lbs.
The Midnight Wanderer ; a Romance:
4 vols. 12mo. Ll, 2s.
Palmyre et Flamini. Par Mad. la Comtesse de Genlis. 2vols.
12s.

Retreat, a Romance.
worth.
4 vols. 12mo.

ford. 3 vols.
i2mo.
L.1, 4s.
The Village of Mariendorpt ; a Tale. By

L.1, 12s.

Warbeck of Wolstein.

Miss Anna Maria Porter.
L.1, 8s.

Scheming;

ds.

a Novel.

By Miss,Hal4 vols. 12mo.
3 vols.

LJ,
ட

By Zara ‘Went1.1.
்

The Privateer, a Tale. 2 vols. foolseap

8yo.

க

௧

Heraline ; or, «Opposite

Proceedings.

By Letitia Matilda Hawkins. 4 vols. 8vo.
The Sisters.

8s.

.

4 vols. post 8yo.

2
Old Wives’ Tales;

L.1,

or, The History of

the Cricket Family and Barnaby Byas.
1gmo.

3s.

இ

*
இ
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௬.

12mo.

45s. 6d. boards.

Romance.

த்

_

ம

ஒய்

8

The Festival of Mora, an Historical

Fidelia ; or, The Prevalence of Fashion.

By Louisa Sydney Stanhope,

}

Rank and Fashion ; or, The Mazes of , 4 vols. 12mo. _ L.1, 4s. boards.
‘
Conversation ; or, Shades of Difference,
Life. By Mr Freer. 3 vols. 12mo.
Harley Radington, a Tale. By Miss a Novel., By Mrs Heron. 3 vols. 12mo,
ஐ. P. Campbell. 2 vols. 12mo. 10s. 6d. 16s. 6d.
The Hall of Hellingsley, a Tale. By
*
+S,
.
boards.
Sir S. E. Brydges, Bart. 3 yols. 19mo,
Scenes at Brighton; or “ How Much,”

18s. boards.
;
. Ancient Spanish Romances, relative to |
the Twelve Peers of France, mentioned |

‘a Satirical Novel. By James Hoole, Esq.
அவக
8 vols. 12mo. 15s. boards.
The Soldier’s Child; or, Virtue Tri-

By

umphant.

in Don Quixote, By Thomas Rodd. 9}
vols. 8yo. 1.1 boards. _
oo
The Farmer’s Three Daughters. 4 yols,

Charlotte Caroline Rich-

12s. boards.
ardson. 2 vols. 12mo.
Sympathy in search of Peace at Home,
a Novel of a noyel kind; a Tale of the
‘Times, from Carlton Palace to the Poorhhouse ; an Eyening’s Amusement, at
which every one is invited to laugh, but
no one obliged to cry. By H. B. Gascoign.
12mo.
45s. boards.

12mo.
I..1, 4s.
?
»The Noble and Renowned History of
Guy, Earl of Warwick.
8yo.
Good ‘Nature and Sensibility, a No
vel. By Miss Aimwell.. 3 vols. 19mo,
368.

Rolando, a Romance. By A. Henry.
2௫019. 10s.
:

The Midnight Wanderer.
By M.
Campbell.
4 vols. 1.1, 2s.
்
The Young Infidel, a Fire-side Reverie.
i2mo.

4s.

60.

*

௩

Puzzled and Pleased; or, the Two Old
Soldiers, a Tale. By Francis Lathom.

3 vols. 12mo. 18s.
‘
‘Concealment, a Novel. 3 vols. 19mo,

L1, 1s. boards.
Bannockburn, a Novel.

aie

De Willenberg; or, The ‘Talisman, a.
Tale of Mystery.
By J. M. H. Hales,
Esq. 4 vols. 12mo. 4.1, 2s.
:

18s. boards.

The Vicar of

3s. 6d.

Iver,a

ரதி
|

3 yols. 12mo.
;

Tale.

19mo,|

ச

|

|

Letters from Wetzlar, developing the —
A Tale of the Olden Time. By a Har. |
authentic particulars on which the Sor- row Boy. 12mo.
|
rows of Werter are founded. By Major
‘The Irish Necromancer ; or, Deer|
James Bell.
i
் Park, a Novel. By Thomas Henry Mar
Abelhamer, an Eastern Tale. By Henry shall. 3 vols. 12mo. 16s. 6d. boards,
Donovan. 8yo. 4s. sewed. ,
ன்
Tales of Ton, (Second Series,) con-.
Rosario, a Tale.

are

By Napoleon

Buo-

taining the Miser’s Daughter, Rosamond,
Beautiful Countess, &c.
By Miss M‘

Translated from the French.

1
Memoirs of a Man of Fashion. 3 vols.
1.1, 1s.
. The Freebooter of the Alps, a Romance.

By James Griffin. 2 vols. 12mo. 11s.”
The Life and Adventures

of Guzman

Leod.

boards.

௪

‘

- post 8yo.

ர

Bigotry; or, The Warning Voice.

12110.

12s.

L.1, 11s. 6d. boards,

Arabian Legislator, to the Accession of
Emperor Akbor, and the Establishment

count d’Arlingcourt. 2 vols. 12mo. :
Lorin ; or; the Wanderer in Wales, a
Tale. By Joseph Jones.*8vo. 5s. boards.

4

E.1, 4s.

Cospatrick
of Raymondsholm.

Ll, 4s

ORIENTAL HISTORY.
A Chronological Retrospect ; or, Memoirs of the Principal Eyents in Mahomedan History, from the Death of the

The Recluse, a Romance. By the Vis-

vols. 12mo.

12mo.

a

The Pirate. By the Author of “ Was
verley, Kenilworth,” &c. In 3 wols.

d’Alfarache ; or, The Spanish Rogue.
Translated from the French of M. Le
Sage, by J. H. Brady. 2 vols. 12mo, 15s.
boards.

4 large vols.

2 vols.
:

of the Moghul Empire in, Hindostaum,
from the Original Persian Authorities.
By Major David Price, of the East India
Company’s Service. 3 vols. 4to. L.7,
178. 60.
y
்
௪

*

ப்

>

=

=

*
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NEW} PUBLICATIONS.
an
:

ORIENTAL LITERATURE.
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The Banks" of the Hudson; a Poem.
12mo. 5s.

An English and Hindoostanee Naval

« Contemplation, and other Poems.

Dictionary of Technical Terms and Sea-

Phrases;

-

as also the various Words

By

“Aléxander Balfour, 8vo. 10s. 6d. boards.

of

Command given in working a Ship, &c.;

Anster Fair;

a Poem,

in Six Cantos;

with other டட
By William Tennant.
to which is prefixed, a short Grammar of
the Hindoostanee Language.
By Caps
Fourth edition, foolscap 8vo. 7s. 6d. ‘The Poems of, Alexander Montgomery,
tain Thos. Roebuck.
12mo.
7s.
A Syriac Grammar, principally adapt- *a Scottish Poet of the Sixteenth Century;
pe to the New, Testament in that Lanwith Biographical Notices.
By David
e. By Thomas Yates, Author of Irying, LL.D.
In post 8yo. Beautifully reprinted by Ballantyne. 18s.
Indian Church History, &c. &e. 810.”
Odes, and other Poems.
By Henry
POETRY.
Neele.
Foolscap 8yo. 7s.
The Harp of the Desert; containing
The Croisade; or, The Palmer’s’ Pil

grimage, a Metrical Romance. By Chatles
Kerr, Esq.

8980.

the Battle of Algiers, with other pieces.

10s. 6d.

+

By Ismael Fitz-Adam, Able Seaman
5s. 6d.
The Outlaw of Taurus, a Poem; to
. Scenery, Foreign and Domestic ; Odes;
and other Poems. By Dayid Carey, Esq. which are added, Scenes from Sophocles.
Foolscap 8yo. 7s. 6d.
By Thos. Dale, of Benet’s College, @ambridge.. 8yo. 5s. 6d.
-Cleone, and other Poems.
By Oscar,
The Cheltenham Mail Bag; or, Letters
Author of Zayda. Foolscap 870. 6s. 6d.
boards.
from Gloucestershire. By Peter Quince,
*
the
Younger. Foolscap 8vo. 5s.*6d.
“The Garden of Florence, ரி other
Poems.
By one of ‘the Authors of
Poems. By John Hamilton, Foolscap
870.
7s. boards.
* “ Poems for Youth by a Family Circle.”
ட்
Lays on Land.
By Ismael Fitzadam. - Foolscap 8vo.
The Third Tour of Dr Syntax, in search
| Foolscap 8vo. 7s. boards.

The Lord of the Desert ; Sketches of

Childhood; a Poem. By, Rev. C. ms. of a ‘Wife; with three Plates. 8vo. 2s. 6d.
meer, and other Poems. By Charles
_ Hornby, M. A. 5s. 6d.
The Maniac; or, The Fall of

னை

with an Engraving from Westall. 3s. 6d.
_ The Deluge;

a Poem.

3s. 6d.

The Old English Squire; a ‘Poem, in
ten Cantos, 8yo. Embellished with 24

ப
| "Badia ards. 12mo. *4s.
நர்ட்ம
a Poem.
8vo.
7s.
~ Poems. By Thomas (ons Foolscap
Baro.

humorous Prints, coloured. L.1, 11s. 6d.

boards.

Chrisfina’s Revenge; or, The Fate of
Monaldeschi; with other Roems. By J.
M. Moffat.
Foolscap.
7s. 6d.

All Our Glories ; an Epic Poem, in
Two Parts; with a Lithographic Fly-

Leaf to Lord Byron. 8yo. 6s.
The Foetical Works ‘of Sir Walter
Scott, Bart. Hight yolumes, foolscap 8vo.
L.3, 12s. in boards.
» The Cenotaph ; a Poem.
By James
Aikman. Qs. 6d.
Hero and Leander; a Tale of Love.
Translated from the Greek by Francis

Adams, Surgeon.

8vo.

2s. 6d.

The Mountain Bard. By James Hogg,

the Ettrick Shepherd.
Tmo. 10s, 6d. boards.

Third Edition.

5s,

Tle Monarchy of the Babs; 5 a Poem.
18mo.
Qs. 6d. half-bound.

The Tour of Dr Prosody, in Search of

the Picttresque. 8ve. No. I. Qs. 6d.
Amarynthus, the Nympholept ; with
-other Poems. Foolscap 8vo. 7s. 6d.
ச
‘Desultory Thou
ts in London; Titus
and Gisippus, with
other Poems
By
Charles Lloyd.
12mo.
7s. Gden
2

*

What is Life? and other Poems. By

Thos. Bailey.
18mo. 3s. 6d.
Select Works
f the British Poets. By
Dr Aikin.
10 vols.
Royal 18mo. L.3.
Post 18mo. L.2.
The Belvidere Apollo; Fazio, a Tra=
gedy; and other Poems.
By the Rev.
H. H. Milman.
8vo. 8s. 6d.

Hey Vision of Judgment ; a’Poem. By
Robert Southey, Esq. Lik D., Poct=Jaau
reate.

4to.

14s. boards.
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Fleurs; a Poem.
4to.
10s. 6d.
Henry Schultze, a Tale ; the Savoyard,
and other Poems.
Small 8vo.
5s. 6d.

Scripture Melodies.

Foolscap 870.

By a Clergyman.

5s. boards.

The Last Days

of Herculaneum,

and

Abradatés and’Panthea ; Poems. By Edwin Atherstone.

Poems.

870.

Foolscap 8170.

By P. M. James.

Life of Johnny Que Genus, the Little

‘Foundling
Engravings
thor of Dr
்
each.
Kentish

Foolscap
:

Tale;

with

other Poems. By the Rey. George Croly,
A.M. 8vo. 8s. 6d.
Lamia, Isabella, the Eve of St Agnes,

and other Poems,

By John Keates, Au-*

thor of “ Endymion.”
‘7s. 6d.
The Months ; descriptive of the successive Beauties of the Year.
By Leigh
Hunt.
Small 8vo. 3s. 6d.
The Lessons of Sadek, Leoline, and
Penaura, and other Poems.
By J: C.
Whitehead. 12mo. 6s.
டத
_ Selections of @lassic Italian Poetry. B
T. B. Defferari.
12mo* 19s.
Pindaric Odes and Tales.
By Peters
Pindar, jum, Esq. 4s. 6d.

Napoleon, and other Poems. By Samuel
Gower, Hsq. 7s. 6d.
The Expeditionsof Orsua,* and

Crimes of Aguirre.

the

By Robert Southey,

Bsq., LL.D.
12mo. 5s. boards.
My Note-Book ; or, Sketches from the
Gallery of St Stephen’s; a Satirical Poem.

containing three coloured
by Rowlandson..
By the Ay.
Syntax.
Royal 8yo. 2, Gd,
=
Poets ; a Series of Writers in

2 yols,

15s. boards.
12mo.
Poetical Extracts; or, Similies and |
Descriptions, alphabetically arranged and
selected from the Works of Homer,
Thomson, &c. By Samuel Jones, 19:9,
4s. boards.
.
The View, and other Poems. By Chan.
dos Leigh, Esq.

The Angel of the World, an Arabian

Tale ; Sebastian, a Spanish

:

English Poetry. By R.' Freeman.

5s. bds.

7s.

Ri

ter.
12mo.
i 6d.”
¥ Mighard Bax,
Rouge’et Noir, and other Pieces, Fools.
7s.
cap 8yo.
The Lay of the First’ Minstrel,
By
870. Qs. 6d.
Jas. Grocatt.
. Don Juan, Cantos III., IVs;
V. 8,
9s. 6d. Foolscap 7s.
‘Nos. L., II., and III., of the History and

L’Homme Rouge ; or, The Littie Red

Man, a Tale.
Ss.
}
The Lilian Bride, and other Poems.
«By Barton Wilford.
‘
ச
The Indian and Lazarus; *a*Poem?
12mo.
3s. 6d.
‘
o*
* Specimens of the Russian Poets.” By
John Bowring.
12mo._
8s. boards.

1891.

Poetical Fragments. By

Victoria, and other Poems. 8vo. 5s.

Poems, Divine and Moral ; manyof
them now first-Published. Selected by
ர
‘John Bowdler. 6s.
Vol. II. of Poems for. Youth, By ay
*

Family Circle.
3s. 6d.
@he Village Minstrel, and other Poems,

By John Claire, the Northamptonshire]
Peasant.
2 vols. foolscap 8vo. 19s. bds,
Summer ; an Inyocation to Sleep;

Fairy Reyels; and Songs and Sonnets, |
ல்
By Cornelius Webb.
The Fate of Adelaide, a Swiss RomanBy Letitia
tic Tale ; and other Poems.
7s. 6d.
Bliz, Landon. Foolscap 8yo.

* Minstrel Love, from the German. By
George

Soane,

A.B.

2 volumes 12mo,

12s. boards. *

The Royal Progress, a Canto, with

Notes. By Humphrey Oldcastle. 6s, 6d,
boards.

tine ; with other Poem’.. By John Holland. 8vo. 3s.
.

Books of the Old and New Testament.
By Hannah More.
8yo. 2s. boards.
The Modern Church ; aSatirical Poem,
comprising Sketches of some Popular ant

Poetical Essays on the Character of
“Pope, as a Poet and Moralist? and on
the Language and Objects most fit for
Poetry. By Charles Lloyd. 12mo. 3s.
The Tour of the Dove; a Poem 3 with
oceasional Pieces.
By John Edward.

‘Crown 8yo.

7s. 6d. boards.

|

“

By Wilfred W oodfall, Esq. Foolscap 8yo.

4s. boards.
6
4
The Cottage of Pella ; a Tale of Pales-

H
}

அ

Bible Rhyntes on the Names ofall the

Unpopular Preachers. By J. L. Bicknell,
Esq.; F.S.A.

8vo.

8s.

Metrical Legends of Hxalted Charae-

ters. By Joanna Baillie. 870. 14s.
A Poetical Review |
Gorden ; a Tale.
of Don Juan,
8yo. |

]
|
|

க

+
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The Speeches of Sir Samuel Romilly,

எட

Fifteenth Century, in Six Cantos, with
with a Memoir of his Life. By W. Peter,
Notes.
8vo. 7s. 6d. boards.
2
- Esq. 2௬018, 890. 1.1, 05.
The Universe; a Poem. By the Rey.
Reflections on the Present Difficulties
Rob. Maturin, Author of Bertram, &c. -of the Country, and on Relieving them.
8yo. 7s. 6d.
:
By an Old Asiatic Merchant.
3s. ~
Takings ; or, The Life of a Collegian ;
A Narrative of the Campaigns of the
aPoem. By R. R. Dagley. With 26 BtchBritish Army at Washington and New
ings. Royal 8yo., L.1, 1s. boards. ~
Orleans, in 1814-15.
By an Officer.
Machin; or, the Discovery of Madei8yo.
12s:
ra,a poem. By James Bird. 8vo. 5s. 6d.
An Bssay on thé Political Economy of
The Fall of the Angels; a Poem, in
Nations.
8yo. 9s. boards.
Two Cantos.
870. 4s.
4
’
A Treatise on Political Economy. “By
Sketches in Hindostan, with other
Jean Baptiste Say. 2 vols. 8vo. L.1, 4s.
Poems. By Thos.’Medwin, 8yo._ 5s. 6d..
Constantine and Eugene ; or, an HyenThe Exiles of Damastus ; a Poem. By
ing 4t Mount Vernon, a Political DiaJohn Cochrane, Esq. 890. 48.
logue. By Junius Secundus.
3s:
The Improyisatore.
In three Fyttes. ' A Political View of the Times; or, a
With other Poems. By Thos. Lovell Dispassionate Inquiry into the Measures
Beddoes. 12mo. 5s. ©
and Conduct of the Ministry and OppoSition. _8vo. sewed,
*
POLITICS AND POLITICAL ECONOMY.
Obseryations on the Report of the SeAn Essay on the Production of Wealth.
lect Committee of the House of Lords,
By R. Torrens, Hsq., F.R.S.
880. 12s.
relative to the Timber ‘Trade. 2s. 6d.
boards.
ர
ம
Journal of the Visit of her Majesty the
The Restoration of National Prosperi- Queen to Tunis, Greece, and Palestine.
| ty Shewn to be immediately Practicable._ By Louisa Demont.
8yo. 3s.
;
Syo. 3s. 6d.
“Statement of the Question, of Parlia.
The Liberty of the Press and Public mentary Reform, with a Reply to the Ob-

Discussion.
870.

By Jereniy Bentham, 1980.

15.

J

History of the Causes and Effects of
the Confederation of the Rhine; translated from the Italian of Marquess Lu. 010288மறர். By J. D. Dwyer. 890. 12s.
Essays on Money, Exchanges, and Po=
litical Economy. By Henry James. 8yo.
10s.
Rules proposed for the Government of
Gaols, Houses of Correction, and Penitentiaries.
S8yo. 9s. boards.
Letters to Mr Malthus, on several Subjects of Political Economy.
By John
Richter, Esq.
890.
9s. boards.
ச

Thoughts on the Criminal Prisons of
this Country. By George Holford, Esq.

M.-P: 8vo. Qs.
Maror, presented to his Sicilian Majesty and the Allied Sovereigns, reflecting

Political Facts
8yo. .10s. 6d.

_. Two

Letters

hitherto

unpublished.

to the Right Hon.

the

_ Earl of Liverpool, on the Distresses of
Agriculture.
By the Right Hon. Lord
Stourton.-.8yo,
3s.
>

jections of the Edinburgh Review.

8vo.

35.60.
» An Inquiry into those Principles re‘spectine the Nature of Demand,-and the
necessity of Consumption, lately adyoGated by Mr Malthus.
4s.
Vol. IV. of the New Series of Han-»
sard’s Parliamentary Debates, from the
opening of the last Session to the 2d of
April. .
:
உ
‘A Series of Tables, exhibiting the Gain

and Loss to the Fundholders,

arising

from the Fluctuations in the value of
Currency, from 1800 to 1821. By Robert

Mushet.

8vo.

7s.

ம

Residents, and Non-Residents ; an Es<

say on the Hlective Franchise, with Re-

ference to the Original‘and Common Law
Right in Residents.
4s. 6d. boards.
Essays on the Formation and Publica-=
tion of Opinions ; and on other Subjects.
870. . 8s.
A Complete Collection of the Treaties
and Conventions at present subsisting be~

tween Great Britain and Foreign Powers.

-2yols. 8yo.

1.1, 4s.

ட

இ

-
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1 An Essay on the influence of the Price from the most Eminent Writers,
ja,
of Labour on National Wealth and HapElements of the Art of Packing, as ap. |
piness, &c. &c. Bya Magistrate. 8vo. ,
Hints to Philanthropists; or, a Collec- plied to Special Juries, particularly in
tiye View of Practical Means of improving: Cases of Libel Law. By Jeremy Bent.

Babi

the Condition
of the Poor and Labouring

Classes of Society.

By W. Davies.

a

ர

8vo.
*

fs Few Doubts as to Opinions entertained on the Subjects of Population and
‘Political Economy. - By P. Rayenstone,
M.A.
8vo.
158.
,

An Apology for the Freedom of the

Press. By the Rey. Robert Hall, A.M., of

Leicester.
ice
An Exposition of the Relations of the

_ British Government with the Sultan and
“State of Palembang.
By Major W. H.
Court. 8vo. 8s. 6d. boards.’
Analysis of the Talents and Character.

of Napoleon Buonaparte.

_

8yo.

8s. _

Essays
on the Present False and Unjust
‘Standard: of Value ; with an Appendix.
By the Rey. R. Cruttwell, LL.B. 1s. 3d.
Observations on the Present State of the

ட்

ham, Esq.

870.

105, 6d.

' The Declaration of England against the
Acts and Projects of’ Austria, Russia |
|
Prussia, &c. 3s. 6d. .
பழு
ee
பாட்ட
|
|
Sacramental Addresses and Medita.|
tions, witha Few Sermons interspersed, |_

By the Rev. Henry Belfrage, Minister of
the Gospel
in Falkirk.
Vol. 11. 12mo,}
5
5s. 6d. boards. ச
ட
| Christian Religiow contrasted with Pa. |

gan Superstition.

Christian Essays.

Wilks.
to

2 vols.

12mo.

8yo.

3s. 6d.

By the Rev. S. ¢,
14s.

.

The Claims of the Established Church |
exclusive Attachment

considered
before the
year 1820.
_ Grotius

and

Support,

in Bight Sermons preached
University of Oxford, in the
By G. Fausset, M.A. 10s. 6d)
de Veritate Religionis Chri

Police of the Metropolis. By G. B. Mainwaring, Esq. 8vo. 3s. 6d.
mee
_ tiane, with the Notes of the author, L
Observations on Certain Verbal DisClere, and others, translated into English,
lish
putes in Political Kconomy. 3s.
. _
12mo.
6s.
gat
cote
The Elements of Liberty. By Harrison
The Scripture Testimonies to the Di-)
Wilkinson. 870.
‘
வல்
vinity of our Lord Jesus Christ, Collected
The Principles of an Equitable and and Illustrated.
By the Rev. George
Efficient System of Finance ; founded Holden, M.A. 890. 10s. 6d.
|
upon Self-Evident, Universal, and InvaSermons, by the late Rev. Joseph Bret.
riable Principles. By Harrison Wilkinson.
land ; to which are prefixed, Memoirsof

» 8yo.

ர

The Whole Proceedings before the Coroner's Inquest at Oldham, &c. on the.

body of John

Lees, who

died_of Sabre’

his Life, &c.

2 vols.

8vo.

Lid.

Twenty Discourses preached before the

University of Cambridge in 1820. By
the Rey. C. Benson, M.A.
8ர0. 18

Wounds received’ at Manchester, August” -boards.
கிண்ட
அனி
16th, 1819. By J. A. Dowling, Esq.
_ Scripture Testimony to the Messiah,
890.
12s. boards.
_
ட் By J. Pye Smith, D.D.
Vols. II. ani
Report of the Manchester Committee,
ரஹா. . 870:
மன
alae

with the Names of the Sufferers, an Account of the Distribution of the Funds,

&c.

870.

9s.

:

Remarks on some Fundamental

Doc-

_trines in Political Economy. By J? Craig,
Ksq., F.R.S-E.

8yo.

7s. 6d. boards.

An Essay on the History of the Eng-

-®

lish Government and Constitution , from
the Reign of Henry ITI. to the Present
Time. By Lord John
Russell. Post 810.
10s. 6d. boards.

Aphorisms, chiefly Political, selected
௬௪

» The Church and the Clergy, exhibiting

the Obligations of Society. By G. i.
Shuttleworth. 8vo. 8s.
i
Hebrew Psalter. By Vanderhooght
12mo.

்

ஆ

A Treatise on the Coyenant of Works.

By John Colquhoun, D.D., Minister,of
the Gospel, Leith. 4s. boards. ._
Lectures on the Book of Ecclesiastes |
By Ralph Wardlaw, D.D.

18s. hoards.

\

2vols.

8%

: ந

. The Theological Lectures of the

|

.

8

.
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.

George Hill, D.D., Principal of St Mary’s » Rey. Isaac Taylor, of Ongar. 2'vols. 6s.
College, Aberdeen.
Edited by the Rev. half-bound.
டி
டு
i
Alexander Hill, Dailly. 3 vols. 890.
The Book of Common Prayer; with ©
"1.1, 16s.
்
:
Notes, Explanatory, Practical, and HisLetters on the Nature and Tendency torical. Selected and Arranged by the
of the Gospel. By David Russel, Minister of the Gospel, Dundee.
12mo.
5s.
boards.
'

An Inquiry into the Books of the New

_ Testament.

By John Cook, D.D!,

Pro-

| fessor of Divinity in St Mary's €ollege,
- St Andrews.

Svo.

-19s.

|

An Exposition of the Book of Proverbs.
| By the late Rev. George Lawson, D.D.,
| Professor of Divinity in the Associate
Synod, Selkirk.
Portrait.
12s.

2vols.

12mo.
்

chant.. By Richard Steele, A.M.
3s. 6d.

:

The Book of Common Prayer, in Eight

Languages.
4to. 1.2, 10s. boards:
A Sermon, preached in the Chapel at
Lambeth, Noyember 12, 1890, at the
Consecration of the Bishop of Exeter. By

the Rey. E. Goodenough, D.D. 4to. 2s.
_ The Infant's Progress from the Valley

With a’ of Destruction to Everlasting Glory.

The Religious Tradesman’ and Mer-

18mo.

Right Rey. Richard Mant, D.D., Bishop
of Killaloe. .L.1, 16s. boards, medium,
and 1.3, 12s. on royal paper.

Royal

:

*,

Mrs Sherwood.

12mo.

4s. boards.

By

The Liturgy of the Church of England

—

explained, her Worship and Doctrines
Recommended and Vindicated. By Hen-

Lectures on the History of the Week
ry Jenkins. 12mo. 5s. boards.
| of the Passion of our Blessed Lord and » Mhirty-six Evening Prayers, as used
Saviour, Jesus Christ. By Daniel Sand- in her own Family. By a Lady. 4to. 5s.
ford, D.D.
12mo.
7s. boards. ட்
True and! False “Religion practically
|
A New Edition of Dewar on Personal
and candidly considered. By the Rev.
and Family Religion. Greatly enlarged,
» G. Scraggs, A.M., Minister of Union
with an extensive variety of Prayers for Chapel, Poplar. 12nio. 7s. boards.
Families and Individuals. 8yo. 8s. boards. “ A Series of Sermons on the Christian
Sermons on Infidelity. By the Rev. Faith and Character. By the Rey. J. B.
_ Andrew Thomson, Minister of St George’s Sumner. 8vo. 10s. 6d.
,
Church, Edinburgh. 18mo. 5s.
__ Part I. of Select British Divines. By
Two Discourses on the Unity of the the Rey. C. Bradley. Royal 18mo. 2s. 6d.
‘Christian

Church,

her

Divisions,

and

their Removal. By Thomas M‘Crie, D.D-.
12100. 88.
site.
ம்
Tracts on the Divinity of Christ, an

on the Repeal of the Statute against Blas“‘phemy. By the Bishop of St David. 8vo.
12s. boards.
,
The Village Preacher ; a collection of
Short Plain Sermons. By a Clergyman
of the Church of England: Vol. I. 12mo.
5s. boards.

4?

Meditations on the Scriptures.

Rey.

Richard

Waland,

A.M.

By the
2. vols.

10.
85.
_ Thoughts on the Essential Requisites
for Church Communion, Baptism, and.
the Lord’s Supper, as connected with
Christian Missions; in reply to the Rev.
S. Greathead, F.S.A. 12mo.° 5s. boards.
Letters to a Young Clergyman. By

Stevenson Macgill, D.D.
12mo. 6s.
boards.
:
Picturesque Piety ; or, Scripture Truths.
Illustrated by 48 Engravings. By the

___The*Religions and: Religious Ceremo-~

nies of all Nations, Christians, Maho~
medans, Jews, Gentoos, and Pagans; with
100 Engravings.
10s. 6d. in red, or 15s. |
on royal paper, boards.

A Course of Sermons for the Festivals
and Fasts of the Church of England. By
J. H. Pott.

8yo.

*12s. boards.

Christian Morality Indispensable.” A

course of Twenty successive Sunday Even-

ing Lectures. By the Rey. Thomas Scott,
B.D.

8vo.

7s. 6d.

)

A Selection of Psalms and Hymns for

Public Worship. 12mo.
boards in red, 3s. 6d. ©

3s.

Or extra

Vindicie Hebraice ; or, a Defence of
the Hebrew Scriptures, as a Vehicle of
Revealed Religion. By Hyman
Hurwitz.
870. 9s. boards.
Sermons, by the Rey. Isaac Miner.
vols. 8vo. L.1, Is.
9

2

Essays on various Subjects, Religious

and Moral.

boards.

-

3 vols.

t

8vo.

L.1, ls. 6d.

்
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Nuptie’ Sacre ; or, an Inquiry into the -rical and Chronological order.
Rey. George Townsend, M.A., of tae
Scriptural Doctrine of Marriage and Di2 vols, 8vo. Lil,
ih
vorce, Addressed to ae Houses of Par-= College, Cambridge.
ச © 165:
5s. 6d.»
8yo.
liament.
Nine Discourses on Important Subj
The Thirty-nine Articles of the Church

delivered in St Mark’s Church, Lee

By the Rev. William Wil-

of England.

68s.

'8vo.

son, B.D.

By the Rey. W. Morton. * 8yo.

*

உ

By Edward
cessity and Predestination.
°
8vo. 7s. 6d.
Coplestone, D.D.

lation Asserted and illustrated. By the
Rey. John Jones, M.Ay S8yo. 10s. 6,
boards.
.
Sermons, by the late Very Rey. Wil.
liam Pearce, D.D.; Dean of Ely. 8yo,
12s. boards.
ச
ae
Discourses adapted to the Pulpit, or to
the use of Families.
By the Rey. Rd.
ward Atkyns Bray.
8vo.
8s. boards,
Correlative Claims and Duties. B
the, Rev. Samuel C. Wilks, A.M. | 8yo,

Sermons, by the Rev. Dhomas Boys,

A.M., of Trinity College, Cambridge.
10s. 6d. .

870.

8vo.

6s.

The Chronology of our Saviour’s Life.

By the Rey. C. Benson, A.M.

‘An Iniquiry, chiefly on the Principles

of Religion, into the Nature and*Dis- cipline of Human Motives. By the Rev.
s
S8vg. 10s. 6d.
J. Penrose, M.A.
' Speculum Gregis ; or, Parochial Mi~
nister’s Assistant. By a Country Curate.
os.
ச
George

Hughés.

8v6.

12s.

Practical Reflections on the Psalms;
By the _or, Short Daily Meditations. . By Mrs

Sermons on various Subjects.

Rey.

10s.

Sheriffe.
2vols.
12mo.
12s,
Seventeen Sermons of the eminently
pious and deeply learned Bishop Andrews,

6d.

boards.
4
Discourses on the Application of Chris=
ianity to the Commercial and Ordinary
Affairs of Life. By Dr Chalmers of Glas=
_

gow.

vo.

8s. boards.

«

-

The Temptation of Christ in the Wil-

derness, considered 4s a Guide

8yo. 10s. 6d.
ot
Sermons, by the late Frederick Thrus-

ton, A.M.
80.
12s. boards.
;
Practical Sermons. By Abraham Rees,
D.D., F.R.S.
Vols. ILI. and IV. ° 8yo.
1.1, 4s. boards.
,

்

to us in

the Knowledge of our Christian Calling.
Bythe Rev. Jonathan Tyers Barrett, D.D.
a = St Peter’s ் College, Cambridge. 12mo.
ட்
The Cottager’s Monthly Visitor.
I. Part I.

Deism compared with Christianity. By’

Edward Chichester, M.A.
3 vols. 8y0.
1418
j
Sermons and Miscellaneous Pieces. By

Vol.

the Rey. R. W. Mayow.

3s.

_A Cothparatiye View of the Presbyte-

of Church Government. By Joseph Turn-

the death of H.R.H. the Princess Charlotte. Svo. Witha Plate. 5s. 6d.
and Responsibility.

s. 6d.

Miscellaneous

Subjects.

12mo.

.

Thoughts

on

Clayis

3s. 6d.

‘The Book of Enoch the Prophet, an

Apocryphal Production. Translated from
an Ethiopic MS. in the Bodleian Library.
By Richard Lawrence, LL.D. 8vo. 9s. 6d.
boards.
a

The Old Testament, arranged on the
Basis of Lightfoot’s Chronicle, in Histos

Apostolica } or, a Key to the

By the Rey. Joseph

Apostolic Writings.

12mo.

Diyine

7s. 6d.

. Seventh Memoir respecting the Translation of the Sacred Scriptures into the
language of India. Conducted by the |
Brethren at Serampore.

bull} B.A.
12mo:
3s.
Beauties of Sincerity; being Extracts
of upwards of 120 Sermons, preached on
ப்ப

12mo.

Intimations and Evidences of a Future’
State. By the Rey. T. Watson. S8yo. 65.
boards.
:

rian Congregation, and Independent forms

ப்

¢s. 6q

boards.
i
The Moral Tendency of Divine Reve. |

‘An Inquiry into the Doctrines of Ne-

_

Mendham, A.-M.
3s. 6d.
‘
Part I. of Practical Lectures upon the
Gospel of St John, comprising the first

six Chapters.

Pitman, MA.

By the Rey. John Rogers
8yo.

13s. boards.

A Short Examination and Defence of
certain expressions in the office of Bap-

tism, and in the Catechism of the Church

of England.
3s, 6d.

By

a Clergyman.

970:

|

NEW. PUBLICATIONS.
The History of Religious Liberty, from
\the first Propagation

of Christianity in

‘? Britain, to the death of George III.

By

‘] Benjamin Brook. 2 vols.
Syo. 1.1,.4s.
boards.
soe
A Plea for the Nazarenes ; in a Letter

to the British Reviewers. » By Servitus.
6s.

Plain Discourses, Doctrinal and Prac-

tical.
tion.

Adapted to a Country CongregaBy the Rev. Charles Hardinge,

AM.
12mo.
A Summary

6s. boards.
of Orthodox

Practice, according

Belief and

to the Opinions

and

Sentiments of the first Reformers By the
Rey. John Prowett, A.M. 12mo. 3s. 6d.
boards.
:
A Charge delivered to the Clergy of the

| Archdeaconry of London, May, 1821.° By

) Joseph Holdon Pott, A.M.
870. - 9s.
boards.
;
The Great Period; or, the Time of
| Actual Justification considered, in Dialogues and Letters. By the Rey. T:
Young, of Margate.
110.
68.
_ Scripture Antiquities.
By the Rey.
1gmo.
5s.
‘} John Jones.
Sermons, adapted for Parochial and Do

mestic Use. By the laté Rey. J. P. Hew-

lett, M.A.
Svo.
10s. 6d.
The Doctrine of the Scriptures respect-

ing the Divine Trinity, Regeneration, and
Good Works.
By Sam. Noble.
Illustrations of Biblical Literature.

the Rey. James Townley.
1.2, 2s. boards.

Biblical Fragments.

By

3 yols. 8yo.

By M. A. Shim-

melpenninck. 8yo. 7s. 6d. boards.
Private Devotion ; or, Prayers principally intended for the private use of

Christians. By Joseph Jones, M.A. 3s»

_ Liefchild on the Christian Temper; or,
‘Lectures on the Beatitudes. 810. 7s. 6d.,
The Hand of Providence manifested,
ina Faithful Narrative of Real Facts, illustrative of its Punishment of Vice, and
‘Reward of Virtue. 12mo. 6s.
A General View of the Doctrines of Re=
generation in Baptism. 8yo. 8s. boards.
Sermons on Important Subjects.
By

BP. L, O’Beirne, D.D., Bishop of Meath.

890. 10s. 6d. boards.
Familiar Sermons on several of the
Doctrines and Duties of the Christian
Religion. By the Rey. W. Barrow, LL.D.
870. 105, 60.

|

_

a

3385

The Sacred History of the Old Testa=
ment,

abridged for the use of Children?

By Ralph Barnes, Esq. 12mo.

4s. bds.

Lectures on the Temper and Spirit of
the Christian Religion. *By M. Allen.
870.

8s,

Prophecy illustrated.» By T. A. Teu=

lon.

18mo.

ச்

3s, 6d. boards.

‘TOPOGRAPHY.

A Treatise on Topography, in which
the Science and Practical Detail of Trigo<
nometrical surveying are explained ; to<
gether with their application to surveying
in general.
க
Historical Memoirs of the City of Ar~magh for a period of 1373 years, By
James Stuart, A.B.
Illustrated. with

Plates.

890.

18s. boards. ”

Glasgow. Delineated ; or, a Description
of that City, its Institutions, Manufactures, and” Commerce ; illustrated by a
Map of the City, and thirty-three Engravings, in 12mo.
4s. 6d.*boards.
Denmark Delineated; or, Sketches of
the Present State of that Country ; illus
trated with Portraits, Views, and other
Engravings from Drawings by eminent
Danish Artists. . Part I.
Royal 870.
10s. 6d.

A Popular Account of Kenilworth Cas-

tle, with an engraved Plan, intended as
an Historical Introduction to the New

Noyel by the Author of Waverley, &c.

By J. Nightingale, Esq. 12mo. 18. 60.
The Topography of Athens, with some
Remarks on its Antiquities.
By Lieut.
Col. Leake. With Maps and Plates. 870.
1.1, 10s.
Rome, Naples, and Florence ; Sketches
of the Actual State of Society and Manners, the Arts, Literature, &c. of those
celebrated Cities. By the Count de Stendhal. 80. 10s. 6d.
°
The Picttre of London for 1821.

18100. 6s.; or with 100 Maps and Views,

9s. bound.

*

Nos. I. to XIV. of Excursions through
Ireland ; containing Topographical and
Historical Delineations of each Province?

By Thomas Cromwell.

Royal 8yo.

Qs.

6d. each.
Sketches of Manners, Scenery, &c. in
the French Provinces, Switzerland, and

Italy. By the late John Scott, Esq. 8yo.
12s. 6d,

”
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Views.of Society andl Mannersin Ame-_ _ A» Bibliographical, Antiquarian, ang |
Picturesque Tour in Franceand Germ
By ate Rev. T. F. Dibdin; F.R.S. Sy. aye
Country to a Friend in England. 8vo.
with 140 Engravings. 8 vols. super-royal
DescripStatistical, and
An Historical,
*. *
தி
tive Account ofthe Philippine Islands ; 8702 140,710

fica; in a Series of Letters from that

founded on Official data. Translated from

the Spanish, with Additions.
Walton, Esq. Svo. 12s.

* ஆ

Sketches of India. By a Traveller, for
8yo,
6d. boards.
:

By W. . Fire-side Travellers at Home.

௪
VOYAGES AND TRAVELS.
ரர, 1.) ஷம் 772310. 157.) ஊம்

Travels in South Europe, from Modem
Writers. By the Rev. William Bingley,

M.A., &c. 12mo. 6s. 6d."boards,

An Account of the Interior of Ceylon,
Nos. I., II. II., 1V., andeV. Vol. V. of ்
and of its Inhabitants ; with 'Travélsin
the Journal of New Voyages and Travels.
that Island. By John Davy, M.D., F.RS,
4s. boards.
3s. 6d. each, sewed.
1.3, 13s. 00.
"A Narrative of a Journey to New Bri-, 4to.; with Engravings.
boards.
Plain
vast
the
in
tain. A country so called
Vol. V. of M. de Humboldt’s Travels
of the Missouri.
By Mr Ellis.
9s."
to the Equinoctial Regions of the New
Vol. Il. of the Tour of Africa. By
Continent, during the years 1799, 1804.
Catherine Hutton.
Svo. 12s.
Translated by Helen Maria Williams. ‘
Journal of a Toyr in France, Switzerland, and“Lombardy. 2 vols. 12mo. 8s. 870. L.1, 4s.

A Second Journey through Persia to

Constantinople, between the years 1810
and 1816. By James Morier, Esq. Royal

4to. With Maps, coloured Costumes, and
other Engravings. 1.3, 13s. 6d.
Journal of a Tour in the Levant. By
Wm. Turner, Esq. 3 vols. 1.3, 3s.
History of Voyages into the Polar Re-

gions.

12s.

By John Barrow, F.R.S.

:

890.

A

A Narrative of Travels from Tripoli to
Mourzouk, the Capital of Fezzan, and

from thence to the Southern extremity of
that Kingdom. By George F. Lyon,
Capt. R.N. 4to. with a Map and 17 coloured Plates. 1.3, 3s.
,
Travels in Georgia, Persia, Armenia,
Ancient Babylonia, &c. during the years

1817, 18, 19, and 20. By Sir Robert Ker

Porter, &c. &q

4to.

1.4, 14s. 6d.

A Narrative of the Chinese Embassy,
from the Bispeter Kang Hee, to the Khan
of Tourgouth Tartars, on the banks of
the Volga, in the years 1712, 13, 14, and

15. Translated from the Original Chinese. With a*Map. By Sir George Tho-

mas Staunton, Bart.,
&c. Svo. 18s.
Journal of a Voyage of Discovery

to

the ArcticRegions, an hie Majesty's Ships
Hecla and Griper. By Alexander Fisher,
Esq., Surgeon, R.N. 8vo. 19s.0 .
Recollections of a Classical Tour through
various partsof Greece, Turkey, and Italy,
made in the years 1818 and 1819. By P.

E. Laurent.’

4to.

L.1, 18s. boards.

Italy.

By Lady Morgan. 2 vols. 4to,

L.3, 13s. 6d. boards.

Craven’s Tour through Naples.

L.2, 15s.
Travels

in various

d

4ம்.

Countries of the}

East. By Sir W. Ousley. 4to. L.3, 13s
6d. boards.
'
Vols. I. and II. of Excursions through |

the Province of Leinster.
lume.

14s. each yo.

Notes relating to the Manners and Customs of the Crim Tartars, written during] a Four Years’ Residence among that People. By Mary Holderness. 12mo, 5%

boards.
- A Voyage of Discovery into the South
Sea and Behring’s Straits, for the purpose
of finding out a North-East Passage;
undertaken in the years 1815, 16, ll,
and 18, in the Ship Ruric, under the
command of the Lieutenant in the Rus

sian Imperial Navy, Otto Von Kotzebue.
3 vols. 8yo. L.2, 5s. boards.
:

A Voyage to Africa, including a part.

cular Narrative of an Embassy to onedf
the Interior Kingdoms, in the year 182.
By William Hutton, late Acting (00

for Ashantee, &c. ; with Maps and Plate
8yo.

The World in Miniature, third Diti- | :
sion, being Turkey. In 6 yols. 12m

a

L.2, 2s.

Vol. III. of the Tour to Africa.

lected from the best Authors, and 51].
ranged by Catherine Hutton. 870. 154
18

ae
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BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS,
WITHIN THE YEAR 1821.

- BIRTHS.

Janvany 2. The Marchioriess of Blandford, a daughter.
3. At Upper Belgrave Place, London,
Mrs Charles Graham, a daughter.
— At Leith
daughter.

Mount,

Mrs

Glover,

a

— The lady of Robert Grant, Esq., 4th’
light dragoons, a daughter.
— At Edinburgh, Mrs Tyrie, wife of
Mr Tyrie, shoemaker, was safely delivered of a son, being her first child, in the

48th year of her age, and having been

married upwards of 21 years.
6. The lady of Major James Harvey, a

son.

7. Mrs Wishart,

York

Place,

Edin-=

burgh, a daughter.
' — The lady of William Baillie, Esq.,
of Polkemmet, a daughter.
*

8. The lady of Woodbine Parish, Esq.,
jun., London, a’son and heir.

10. The lady of John Campbell, Esq.,

of Stonefield,a daughter.
—The lady of Major

Moodie,

royal

engineers, a son.
11. The lady of Captain Charles Menzies, R. M. Artillery, a son.
.

12. At Maulesden, near: Brechin, the
lady of Colin Gib, Hsq., a son.
*
— The lady of J. N. M‘Leod, Bsq., a

son. .
14. At Anack Cottage, Clapham, the
lady of Alexander Grant, Esq., a son.
15. Of a daughter, the lady of Captain
Langslow,*(Bengal Establishment,) her
fifth child. The saat

was born in Africa,

the next in Asia, and the thirdin North )America.

71

18. Mrs Trotter, Abercromby Place,
Edinburgh, a daughter:
— At Schivas, the lady of Alexander
Forbes Irvine, Esq., a daughter.

19. Mrs Thomas Kinnear, Great King
Street, Edinburgh, a son.
— The

lady of A. Maitland. Gibson,

younger of Cliftonhall, a son.
்
20. At Holland Lodge, Newington,
Edinburgh, Mrs Coloriel Walker, a son.

21. At Lerwick, Shetland, Mrs James

Yorkston, a daughter.
ச்
25. In Charlotte Square, Edinburgh,
the lady of the Lord Justice Clerk, a
son.
28. At Edinburgh, the lady of John
Scott, Esq., a daughter.
— At Baberton House, the lady of Ar
chibald Christie, Esq., a son and heir.

31. Mrs Macmicking,

of Miltonis, ® 4 |

son.
February1. At Aberdour Manse, Mrs
Dr Bryce, a daughter.
i

2. The lady of Captain Robert Ander-

son, 91st regiment, a daughter.

:

— The lady of Lieutenant-General Sit
John Heron Maxwell, Bart.,a son.

3: The lady of Captain George Simp-

son, E. I..S., 2 son.
ப்
-— The lady of Wm. Stothert, Esq. of
Cargen, a daughterge

4. The lady of Lieutenant-Colonel Ken-

nedy, a son.

aie

5. At Havre, the lady of Wm. Davie:
son, Hsq., a daughter.

|

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, tc.
9. At Dundee, the lady of John Max‘well, Esq., a daughter.

8. Mrs

W.

a
Buchanan,

Edinburgh, a son.

$39

Duke

்

Street,

— Mrs Blackburn, of Killearn, a son.
4. The Countess of Cavan, a daughter.
6. Lady Compton, ason.
~
»— The lady of Major Alston, a daugh°
and on Monday the 12th, of two daugh= ter.
— At London, the lady of Dayid
ters..
Charles Guthrie, Esq., a daughter.
11. The lady of Sir James Dalrymple
Hay, Bart., of Park Place, a son and heir. « _ 7. At Great King Street, Edinburgh,
— Mrs Mackintosh, of Raigmore, a Mrs James Lang, a daughter.
15. Mrs Miller, of Frankfield, a daughdaughter.
:
— The lady of Major Ord; royal artil- ter.
lery, a daughter.
16. At Kingston, Jamaica, the lady of
— The lady of Captain Charles Hope the Hon. Wm. Shand, a son.
ள்
17. At Madras, the lady of Captain
Reid, Esq., of his Majesty’s ship Driyer,
Macqueen, a son. ~
ason. *
ம்
:
‘
18. The lady of John Anstruther Thom12. The lady of Colonel Hay of Westson, Esq., of Charleton, a daughter.
erton, a son.
5
19. The lady of W. Macdonald, M.D.,
14. At Edinburgh, the lady of J. G.

10. The lady of Anthony Maxtone,
Esq., of Cultoquhey, a daughter.
— The wife of Wm. Crombie, cardingmaster, Mile End, was delivered of a son,

Lockhart, Esq., a son.

of Ballyshear, a daughter.

-

— In Gloucester Place, London, the
lady of John Lawrie, Esq., a daughter.
15. The lady of Major G. Cunninghame, B.S., a son.
— Lady Hariet Drummond, a son.
19. At South Richmond Street, Edin-

— Mrs Douglas; Drummond Place,
Edinburgh, a son.
20. The lady of Arnold Thompson,

regiment, a daughter.

23. In Russell Square, London, the
lady of Thomas Denman, Esq., M.P., a

Esq., 81st regiment, a daughter.

— The lady of John Watson, Esq., of
Upper Bedford Place, London, a son.

21. At St Andrews, Mrs Lee,a daughburgh, Mrs Bege was safely delivered of
ter.
.
a boy and two girls.
22, The Countess of Airly, a daughter.
— The lady of Captain Robertson, 88th
20. Mrs

daughter.

— Mrs
daughter.

்

Macalister, of Balinakill, a

Gordon

Forbes,

Towie,

a

ai. The Right Hon. Lady Harriet

Paget, a daughter.
‘— Mrs J. S. “More, Great King Street,
_ Edinburgh, a daughter.

29. At Lockerby House, the lady of

Henry Douglas, Esq-, a son.

93. Mrs Mackintosh, of Nairn Groye,

a daughter.
்
27. At Marygold, Mrs Murray, a son.
— The lady.of Major Menzies, 42d
regiment, a daughter.

Lately, A woman, in the neighbour-

hood of Modena,

was delivered

of five

children, three boys and two girls, which

le

ட

ர்

survived the birth for several hours. The
same woman had four other deliveries of
twins each time.—Gazette de France.
- — Mrs Mackenzie, of Strathgarve, a
daughter.
Maxcn 3. The Countess of Hopetoun,

a son.

son.

;

25. Mrs Mowbray, Howe Street, Edin-<
burgh, a son.

— At Madeira, the lady of Robert

Wallas, Esq.,-a son.

26. The lady of John Mansfield, Esq.,

Edinburgh, a daughter.

-

— At Rosefield, ‘the lady of Peter

Ewart, Esq., a son.
‘
30. At Bombay; Mrs Henry Oakes, ason.
31. Mrs Macleod, jun. of Cadboll, a

son.

்

Lately, The lady of Captain Alexander

Scott, of the Lady Lushington Indiaman,
a son.
— The lady of Captain Archibald Buchanan, R.N., a son.
€
— Mrs M‘Culloch, Shandwiek Placé,
Edinburgh, a-son.
ள்
Apnit 1. The lady of Colin Campbell,
Esq., surgeon of the. horse brigade, on

the Bengal Establishment,.a daughter.

- 8. The lady of George Sinclair, Esq.
younger of Ulbster, a daughter,
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4, Mrs Hood, of Stoneridge, a son.

et. Mrs

7. At Brodera, in Guzarat, the lady of

Lieutenant-Colonel Mackonochie, of the
a
Hon. East India Company's service,
.

°

10. At View

Forth,

Dalrymple

Nelson

Edinburgh, ason.

5. The lady of Captain James Haldane
Tait, royal navy, a’ daughter.

son.

1821.

REGISTER,

Edinburgh,’ the

St

re

27. The lady of Captain Poppl

R.N., ason.
28.

The

ல்

lady

gs ene

of Lieutenant-Colonel

Wylly, royal fusileers, a son.

* — Mrs Cunningham Graham, a daugh.
fer. *
J

29. The lady of R.«W. Brandling, Esq,
lady of W. C. Learmonth, Esq., a daugh- «of Low Gosforth, a son.
:
May 2. At Springfield, the lady of
“ட ந Newbattle Manse, Mrs Thom-. James Inverarity, Esq.,ason.
Ei
son, a daughter.
3. At Lochnaw Castle, the lady of Sir
11. At Ruchlaw House, Mrs Haw-

ter.

:

*

thorn, adaughter.

— At Balbegno Castle, the lady of Captain Ramsay, a son. |
13. The Hon. Mrs Hore, a son.
— The lady of C. Lennox Cumming
Bruce, of Roseisle and Kinnaird, a daughter.

ர

14. The lady of R. Macdonald,

Esq.,

of Staffa, a daughter.’
?
— At Kilgraston, the Hon. Mrs Grant,
a daughter.

®

ர

19. At Duddingston Manse, Mrs Thomson, a son.”
20. The lady of Captain Campbell; of
the 9th lancers, a son.

— The lady of Captain Fulton, R.N.,
ason.
.
21. At Rozelle, near Ayr, the lady of
Alex. W. Hamilton, Esq., a daughter.
— At St Petersburgh, Sultana Katte
Gherry, a daughter.
:
— The lady of the Rev. George Burdon, rector of Falstone, Northumberland,
a son.
வ்கி
;
— The lady of Sir James C. Anderson,
Bart., a daughter.
.
22. At Edinburgh, Mrs Walter Cook,
a daughter.
‘
23. Mis Robinson, "No. 70, Queen
Street, Edinburgh, a son.
._

é — Lady Macdonald Lockhart, adaughTr.
=
- 25. At Nenagh, Ireland, the lady of

jane

Dempster, Esq., M.D., a daugh-

era 6
— The lady of Hugh Rose. 1980.) of
ilravock, a daughter.
:
26: At Vienna, Lady Stewart, the wife

of the British ambassador, a son and heir.
— At Nelson Street, Edinburgh, Mrs
George Hogarth,ason.
-

: — At Houstoun, Mrs Sharp, a daugher.

4

Andrew Agnew, Bart., a son.

' 4. At Stirling, Mrs Robert Balfour,

உடு
R.N., a son.
5. ‘At the Grove, Edinburgh, Mrs Bonar, a daughter.
6. At North Park, Mrs Campbell, a

daughter.

7. At Leith, Mrs Dr Macaulay, a son.

— The lady of Robert Inglis, Esq,, of.

es
Kirkmay, a son.
— Mrs Forbes, of Culloden, a son. +
8. The lady of Henry St George

Tucker, Esq., a daughter.
:
10. At Craigleith House, Mrs William
Fleming, a daughter. »
1
12. The lady of Duncan Campbell,
_
1950.) 01 Barcaldine, a daughter...

— The lady of Captain Robert Ramsay,
a daughter.
Ri
13. At Great King Street, Edinburgh,
Mrs Craig, a son.
்
nee
— The lady, of Lieutenant-Colone
Lindsay, 78th Highlanders, a daughter.

15. The lady of Alex. Fraser, Esq,, of

Thavies Inn, a son.

39.

At Bargaly,

the

டு

ச

lady of John

Mackie, Esq.,.a sop.

19. The wife of Captain Dacres, B.N., .
a daughter.
1
22. Mrs Captain Forrester, of Craig-

annet, a son.

1

ப்

— Mrs: Renny, Castle Street, Edin-

டர
SETS,
burgh, a daughter.
23. At Aix, the lady of James Skene;
2
Bsq., of Rubieslaw, a daughter

24. Mrs Brewster, Dublin Street, Edin-

burgh, a son.

ன்

.

— The lady of Major-General Balfour

of Balbirnie, a son.

edie

25. In Charlotte Square, Edinburgh,

cela

Mrs Alexander Wood, a son—'At Boyle, Mrs Colonel Farquhatson, a daughter.
ச

«

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES,
27. At Young Street, Charlotte Square,
Edinburgh, Mrs John Brougham, a son.
— Mrs Murray of Murrayshall, a son.
29. The lady of the late Captain Coll
Macdougall, 42d foot, a daughter.
JunE 2. At Camberwell, Surrey, Mrs
Dudgeon, a daughter.
*
3. The Hon. Mrs Stewart Mackenzie,
of Seaforth, a son.
— Mrs Fordyce, of*Ayton, a daughter.

— At the Manse

of Kinghorn, Mrs

Paterson, a daughter.
4, Mrs Miller, of Glenlee, a son.
5. The lady of Captain Forbes Macbean, royal artillery, a son.
ச
— The lady of William Moir, Esq., a

sons

&c.

941

i

24. The lady of Captain M‘Culloch,
R.N., a daughter.
;
-*26. Mrs Gordon, of Cairnbulg,a son. .
27. The lady of John Paterson, Esq.,
captain of the Hon. Hast India Company's
ship Repulse, a son.
ச
,
ப
28. At Brompton, Mrs Mackenzie, lady of Thomas Mackenzie, Esq., a son.
30. At Madras, the lady of Lieutenant-Colonel Foulis, Madras cavalry, a

son.
Jury 2. The Right Hon. Lady Green-/
ock, a daughter.

6. The lady of Kenneth M‘Leay, Esq.,

of Newmore, a son.
'
7. At Millfield Hill, Mrs Grey, a
daughter.
.
— At Stenton Manse, Mrs Balfour
Graham, a son.
— The lady of Major-General Kenneth Mackenzie, a son.
i

7. At Crossmount, the. lady of Captain
ewart, a son and heir.
:
8. Mrs Lockhart, of Castle-Hill, a son.
— At Ballinaby, Mrs Campbell, a son.
8. The lady of Lieutenant-Colonel
10. Mrs Macgregor, of Glengyle, a son.
. — Mrs Campbell, of Dunmore, a Tyron, 88th regiment,’a son.
— Mrs Horsburgh, of Lochmalony, a
daughter.
4
ச
:
'
12. Mrs Pearson, of Myrecairnie, a son.
» . 9. Lady Frederick Bentinck, a son.
daughter.
10. At Warriston Crescent, Edinburgh,
13. The Hon. Mrs Thomas Erskine, a

daughter.
்
14. The lady of James Cathcart, Esq.,
a son.

__— At Kindeace House, the lady of
Charles Robertson, Hsq., a son.
— Mrs Hamilton, of Sundrum, a son.

17. The lady of Colonel Renny, late of
the 15th foot, a daughter.
— At Pisa, in Italy, the Right Hon.

Lady Blantyre, a daughter.
18. Mrs Bethune of Blebo, a daughter.
19. Mrs Burn Murdoch, of Gartincaber, a son. i
’
— At Woodside, Mrs Richardson, a

son.

20.
band,
—
'
21.

;

The lady of
royal regiment
At Manar, Mrs
The lady of G.

்

Major Younghusof artillery, a son.
Gordon, a daughter.
Macpherson Grant,

Bsq., of Ballindalloch, M.P., a daughter.

— At Edinburgh, Mrs Robertson, 75,

Great King Street, a daughter.

— Lady Dunbar, of Boath, a son.
22. Lady Buchan, a son.
— The lady of Lieutenant-Colonel

Gordon, 5th dragoon guards, a son.
' . 28.-At Bonjedward House, Mrs Jer=
don, a son.
:
௪

Mrs

Barclay, a daughter.

-

f

— The lady of Andrew Spottiswoode,
Esq., Bedford Square, London, a daughter.

%

14. At Fraserfield, Mrs Forbes, a son.

— At Manse of Boharm, Mrs Forbes,

a daughter.
.
16. The lady of Major-General M‘Nair,
K.C.B., a daughter.
:
17. The lady of Sir Alexander Leith,
K.C.B., a daughter.
_— At Birkenbog, Mrs Marquis, a son..
.— At Cannobie Manse, Mrs Donaldson, of twin daughters.
<
ey
19. The Marchioness of Lothian, a
daughter. _
.
‘

— At Castleton, Argyleshire, the lady

of Neil M‘Lachlan, Esq., a daughter.

— The Right Hon.

Lady Catherine ;

White Melville, a son and heir.

20. At Edinburgh, the lady of Michael

Riddell, Hsq., a son.
Bae
— The lady of G. H. Freeling, Esq.,
General’ Post Office, London, a daughter.

22. At Hambledon House, the lady of

Charles Scott Murray, Esq., a daughter.
93. At Annan, the lady of Wm. Little,
Esq., a son.
3
றத ப்த
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96. At Dumfries, the lady of Alex. A.
Harley Maxwell, Esq.,.a daughter.

24,

27. The lady of the Hon. W. J. Naன்
bon
pier, a son.

— The lady of Captain Coulson, R.N.,
க
*a son. ©
28. The lady of Sir John Hope, of
i
a daughter.
Bart.,
| Craigiehall,
30. Mrs M. A. Fletcher, a son?
— At Langton Manse, Mrs Brown,

2

daughter.
31. At Culduthel House, the lady of
,
John Windsor, Esq.,a son.
Lately, the lady of Karl Poulett,a son.

Aveust 3. At Hutton Hall, the lady

of Colonel C. Bruce, a son.
4. At Bombay, the Hon. Mrs Buchanan,

a son.
. 5. At Constantinople, Lady Strangford,
a son.
6. The Countess Brownlow,

At

daughter.

a daugh-

'
tert
7. At Stranraer, the lady of Captain
John M‘Kerlie, a son.
8. At Aberdour House, Mrs Gordon, a

:
‘
்
- daughter.
9. Mrs Ballingall, Newton, Auchtermuchty, a son.
— At Calais, the lady of Major-Ge:
neral Beatson, a son.
— At Madras, the lady
of Major

Parkhouse,

—

At Hopes,

Mrs

burgh, a daughter.

— The lady of Captain George Edward Watts, R.N.,ason.
_
17. At Lamington House, the lady of

Peter Rose, Esq., a daughter.

18. Mrs Hamilton Dundas, a son.

— Mrs Major Campbell, a daughter.
_ 20. The lady of Liewtenant-Colonel
Sir Guy Campbell, Bart., a daughter.
— Mrs Mitchell, Garnethill, a son.
= The lady of Major L. Stewart, 24th
regiment, a son.
24. The lady of Norman Macleod,

Esq., of the

“Bengal, a son.

Eon.

Company's service,
்

்

a son.

ட

:

,

9. At Edinburgh, Mrs Cathcart, a son.
10. The lady of Captain A. D. M‘Laren, Berwickshire militia, a son.

— At Nagpore, the lady of John Sawry

Kecles, a daughter.

Mrs D. Maclean, a son. — The Viscountess Duncannon, a son.
15. Mrs Blackwell, York Place, Edin-

Hay,

art, R.N., a son.:

_ partment, a daughter.
11. Mrs Tod, Borrowstounness, a son.
12. The lady of Warren Hastings An-

is
London,

Setdonys

6. Mrs Dennistoun, of Colgrain, a son,
— At Inchdairnie, Mrs Aytoun, a
daughter.
— The lady of Captain Houston Stew-

Impey, EHsq., a son.

Square,

Mrs

— The lady of the Hon. and Rey. L.
Dundas, a son.

George Cadell, Adjutant-General’s De-"

derson, E'sq., a son.
13. In Brunswick

j

— The Hon. Mrs Peter Ramsay, a gon,
28. The lady of Gilbert Laing Meason,
Esq., of Lindertis,ason.
~
ee
— At Longniddry House, Mrs Drysdale, ason. . ~
்
30. At Durie, Fifeshire, Mrs Christie,
a son.
’
31. The Lady ‘of Thomson Bonar.
Esq-, of Camden Place, Kent, a daughter.
September 3. The lady of James
L’Amy, of Dunkenny, Esq, advocate, a
son.
்
:
— Mrs James Smith, of Craigend, a
son.
5. Mrs Duff, of Carnousie, a son.
— The lady of Kenneth Bruce Stuart
Esq., of Annat, a daughter.
}

'

11. The lady of James Greig, Esq.; of

13. The

Right

Hon.

்

Lady Eleanor

Balfour, a daughter.

்

15. The lady of Sir William Milliken

Napier, Bart., a son.
— At Warriston Place,

*
Edinburgh,

the lady of Captain Ross, a son. ~
16. Lady Charlotte Seymour, a son
and heir.
i
20. Lady Mary Fitzroy, a son. *
22. The lady of M. Stewart Nicholson,
Esq-, of Carnock, a daughter.
,
27. Mrs George Robertson, 28, Albany
Street, Edinburgh, a daughter.
ர
— At Kilbagie, Mrs Stein, a son.

— Mrs Chancellor, of Shieldhill, a'son.

28. Mrs Burnett, Queen Street, Hdinburgh, of twin daughters.
ies
29. At Tours, the lady of William Gil-

lon, yr. of Wellhouse, Esq., a daughter.

— The lady of Lieut. William Cochrane Anderson, royal horse artillery, ason-

|
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14. At Kelso, Mrs Dr Douglas, a
daughter.
*
:
8
— The lady of Joseph Hume, Esy.,
3. The lady of H. Brougham, Esq. a
Right Hon. Lady
;

ள்

M.P., a daughter,
15. The lady of John Horrocks, Esq.,

daughter.
4, The lady of Stair Stewart, Esq. of
Physgill, a daughter.
. 5. At Pittrichie House, Mrs M‘Kenzie, @ Son.
7. At Clark’s Court, Grenada, the
lady of John Ross, Esq. a son.
8. At Bengalore, the lady of Captain
A. E. Pattullo, 4th Native Cavalry, a

a son.

16. Mrs Hunt of Pittencrieff, 4 son.

— The lady of Charles Adams, Esq.,
a daughter.

19. The lady of Captain D. Mackenzie,
late of the 42d regiment, a son.

17. The lady of George Mercer, Esq.

‘of Gorthy, a son.

18, The Viscountess of Arbuthnot, a
son.

20. At Negapatam, the lady of Alex.
Fairlie Bruce, Esq., a son.
22. The lady of Duncan Campbell,
_ Esq. of Maxwellhill, a son.

24. The lady of Col. Macdonald, a
son.
25. Lady M‘Warlan, a daughter.
27. Lady Emily Drummond, a daugh-

24. The lady of Sir~I’. Lauder Dick,

of Fountainhall and Grange, a daughter.
— The lady of John Graham, Esq.,

ter.
29. The Viscountess Cranborne, a son

younger of Feddal, a daughter.

25. The Honourable Mrs Wardlaw, a
daughter.
27. The lady of Major Purvis, a
daughter.
4

and heir.

Mrs Ramage Liston, a son.

— The lady of Alexander Norman

Macleod, Esq. of Harris, a son.
30. The lady of Sir William Jardine,
Bart. of Applegarth, a daughter.

— The lady of the Attorney-General,
a son.
99. The lady of Col. O’Connel, of the
73d regiment, a son.
௬

— In St Andrew’s Square, Edinburgh,

. Mrs Graham, a son.

Novemser 1. At Langley Park, the

31. Mrs Oliphant of Rossie, a daugh-

lady of Captain A. Lindsay, a son. -

ter.

2. Her Grace the Duchess of Rich-

mond, a son.

்

4. The lady of William Wrixon Becher, ,

Esq.,

M.P.

daughter.

(formerly

Miss

O’Neil,)

2

்

Lately, The wife of a labouring man
at Claditch, near Inverary, was delivered
of two fine boys and a girl.

Decrmbrr 1. At Kelso Manse, Mrs

Lundie, a daughter.
:
— Lady Campbell, a son.

— Mrs Stainton, of Biggarshields, a
3. Lady Elizabeth Hope Vere, a daughdaughter.
:
]
ter.
5. At Netherley, Mrs Silver, 4 son.
— The lady of William Fullarton of
6. The lady of Lieutenant-Colonel
Ross, of the 4th Dragoon Guards, a Skeldon, Esq., advocate, a son.
5. Mrs Ogilvy of Parconan, a son.
daughter.
6. At Kilderrie, Ross-shire, Mrs Gal11. Mrs Snodgrass Buchanan of Cun- :
Tie, a son.
. ningham-head, a son.

12. In India,

Lumsien, of the
lery, a son.

the lady of Capt.
Bengall

T.

Horse Artil-

13. The lady of €. G. Wynne, Esq-, a

daughter.

:

-

20. The lady of G. Scott Elliot, Esq.,
of Larriston, a son.
21. The lady of John Robertson, Esq.
of Foveran, Aberdeenshire, a son.
— The lady of Major James Harvey
of Castlesemple, a daughter.
— The lady of William Plomer, Esq.,
a daughter.
22. The lady of Major-General Sir
Patrick Ross, K.C.M.G., 4 son.
23. The lady of Captain W. Cunning=
ham Dalyell, Royal Navy, a son.

son.

—

.

7. Lady Cochrane, a daughter.

8. The Right Hon.
Pack, a daughter.

Lady

»

Elizabeth

9. The lady of the Rey. Samuel Rof-

fey Maitland, a son.

*

OcrozEer 2. The
Worphichen, a son.

ப
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9. The Countess of Uxbridge, a son

10: Robert Haig, Esq., Dublin
i
yess
Eliza Chalmer, ee
11. Captain the Hon. Edward Cust

.

;

au

and heir.

10. Lady Berridale, a son and heir.

M.P., to Miss Boode.

11. Mrs Kirk of Craiglearn, a daugh=
ter.
:
12, At Orchard House, Mrs Kell, a

son.

ர

Siu

14. Lady Lowther,.a son.

to Miss Mar.

15. Mrs G. Moncreiff, a daughter.

ல்

am

18. James Cruickshank, Esq., to the
Right Hon. Lady Ann Letitia Carnegie.
19. At Dunkeld, William Ranken, Esq.,
Eskmount, to Miss Cargill.
22. John Macmillan, Esq., surgeon,
R.N., to Miss Mary Ann Lamont. ,
. — At Wytham Abbey, Charles John
Baillie Hamilton, Esq., to the Right Hon.

16. Mrs Wedderburn, a son. — The Duchess of Bedford, a son.
17.. The lady of Major Mackenzie, of

,
the Scots Greys, 4 son.
18. The Countess of Athlone, a daughter.
;
| 19. Mrs Crawford of Cartsburn, a
daughter.

,

12. Neil Maclachlan, Bsq., Mingary,
Mull, to Mrs Campbell, tee of Male
‘
colm Campbell, Barmalloch. » »
17. At Dudwick, Stewart Leith, Esq,

14

௪

ஓ]. 1] 18037 08 கோர். 060. 5140]10ஐ) ௨. Lady Caroline Bertie.
24. Captain John Ross, of the Hon.,
daughter.
92. The lady of the late J. C. M‘Leod,
East India Company’s Service, to Miss 5
Rose.
Esq., younger of Geanies, a daughter.
— Mrs Smart of Cononsyth, a son.
25. At Edinburgh, Robert Cadell, 180, '
24. The lady of William Dalgleish,
Bookseller, to Anne Fletcher; eldest
Esq., of twin sons.
"
:
daughter of George Mylne, Hsq., Howe
26. The lady of Major Martin, a Street.
்
ட
daughter.
30. Wm.: Moncrieff Taylor, Esq., of
27. The lady of Sir George Clerk, ' the 75th regiment, to Miss Armstrong.
Bart., M.P., a son.
31. Colonel J. F. Burgoyne, Royal Hn28. Mrs Scott Moncrieff, a daughter.
=
gineers, to Miss Charlotte Rose.
29.

The

Right

Hon.

Lady

Ellinor

~ Campbell, a son and heir.
— Mrs Joseph Gordon, a daughter.

30. Mrs Gloag of Greenhill, a daughter.
்
0

Lately, Wm. Russell, Esq., advocate,
Edinburgh, to Miss Du Fresne.

Fursruary 1. Charles Charteris, Hsq.,

.
of Cullivait, to Miss Diana: Reed.
— John Marshall, Esq., merchant,
Wately, in the parish of Linkinhorne,
Glasgow, to Miss Sanderson, Edinburgh.
Cornwall, Mrs Elizabeth Pet, aged 43,
2. Lord Viscount Cranborne, to Miss
of twin sons. The honoured sire is upon | Gascoigne.
t
the verge of 80! .
|
— George Mackenzie, Esq., Dingwall,
|
5
to Miss M‘Rae.
6. The Rev. John Bennet of Bttrick,
January 1. Robert Kirk, Esq., of to Miss Singer.
Craiglearen, to Miss Jean Farries, Close- * — Captain Robert Deans, Royal Navy, 1
burn.
ழ்
;
to Miss Clay.
‘
— At Edinburgh, David Hay, M.D.,
— At Cawnpore Bengal, Lieut. James
to Miss B. Augusta Walker.
Wright, 24th regiment, to Miss Campbell.
2. Joshua Henry Mackenzie, Esq.,
8. Thomas Lumsden, Esq., of the Kast
advocate, to the Hon, Helen Anne MacIndia Company’s Military Service, t
kenzie.
. Miss Hay Burnet, Elrick.
4. George Wilson, Esq., younger of
10. William Frederick Chambers, M.
Glasgowego, advocate, Aberdeen, to Miss
D., to Miss Mary Fraser.
ப்
Agnes Dyce.
்
12. Alexander Cruickshank, Esq., of |
8. At Glasgow, William Wallace, Esq., Keithock, to Miss Mary Cruickshank,
,to Miss Crawford, Ballindalloch.
Langley Park.
யரா
ந
9. Major-General Robert Douglass, to
13. Capt. Robert Cuthbertson, to Miss
. Miss Packer.
Agnes M‘Kissock, Knockormal.
்
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1

19. At Prestonpans, Mr Robert Hislop,
to Miss Ann Sydserff.
20. At Edinburgh, the Rev. James
Walks
to Miss
Madeline Erskine.
.
1. At Aberdeen, P. Macarthur, Esq.,
ட்ட
to Miss Ann Galloway, GlasOW:

24. William Lawson, Esq., of Lang-

hirst, Brocks, Northumberland, to Miss
Clark.

26. Robert Ferrie, Esq., of Blairtum-

mock, to Miss Cochran.
— At Florence, Viscount Tullamore,

to Miss Beaujolis Campbell, niece to the
Duke of Argyle.
— William Clerk, Esq., of Gaupy, to
Miss Adamson.
— Captain Alexander Renton Sharpe,
R.N., C.B., to Miss Hay.
Lately, George Drummond, Esq., of
Dumcryne, Dumbartonshire, to Miss Alfreda Louisa M‘Lellan.
Marcw 1. At Aherdeeny the Rey. Patrick Cheyne, to Miss Eliza Annand.
2. At Edinburgh, Andrew Fyfe, M.D.,
to Miss Charles:
9.Lieutenant Grant, late 92d regiment,
to Miss Watson.
10. Lieutenant-Colonel James John-

stone Coclixane, 3d regiment of Guards,

to Miss Wiltshire.
17. At St Vincent’s, Lieut. Cox, of the
22d Light Dragoons, to Miss Magdalene
Sutherland.
19. At. Edinbureh, டட
Augustus
Borthwick, M.D., to Miss Kinnear.

— John Fraser, jun.,
j
Esq,, of Achna-

gairn, to Miss Malton.
20. The Hon. Edward Perceval, to his
cousin Miss Perceval.
— At Guernsey, Fitzhubert Macqueen,
Esq. ., to Mary Christina, relict of Captain

James Dalrymple.

21. The Rey. John Geddes, Paisley, 10
Miss Thomson, Oatridge.
23. Lieutenant-Colonel
A. Mackintosh,

Rome, T. Wyse, Esq., Ireland, to Leti~
tia, daughter of Lucien Buonaparte.
$. The Earl of Dartmouth, to Lady.
Frances Charlotte Chetwynd Talbot.

— His Excellency Colonel, Maxwell,

C.B., to Miss Douglas, Green Croft.
9. William Mackenzie, Esq., W.S., to

Miss Wauchope, Niddrie Marischall.
—

Captain

Francis

Stuart,

Royal North British Dragoons,

of

the

to Miss

Jameson, Alloa.

14. The Rey. William Pegus, to the

Countess of Lindsey.

16. Adam Ferguson, Esq., late of 58th

regiment of foot, toMrs Margaret Stewart,
widow of George Lyon, Ksq., of Bucklersberry, London.
— At Borrowstounness, James Cowan,
Esq., M.D., to Miss Margaret Todd.
21. Maxwell Gordon, Esq. to Miss
Jane Steuart, Steuarthall.
்
23. At Cowdenknows, Dr Ninian Hill,
Greenock, .to Miss Ramsay.
— The Right Hon. Heneage, Earl of

Aylesford, to the Right Hon. Lady Au-

gusta Sophia Greville.

_ — Christopher Capel, Esq., of Prest-

bury,'to Miss Forbes, Craigievar.
24. At Camphill, James Monteith,
Hsq-5 to Miss Thomson.

25. At Everton, Liverpool, the Rev.

Joseph
vans Beaumont, of Haddington 1
to Miss Susannah Morton.
.

-26. George Macneal of Ugadale, Es: 3

to Miss Loring.
— Sir William Dick, Bart., to cane
line, relict of Lieutenant-Colonel Alexander Fraser, late of the 76th regiment ~
of foot. *
27. James Hay, Esq., of Seggieden, to
Miss Stewart, Urrard.
— The Rey. Thomas Dimma, Queensferry, to Miss Laura Grierson.

— Arthur Nicolson, Hsq-, af Lochend,
to Miss Jack.

Hon. Kast India Company's Service, to

28. Dr George Macdonald,
Margaret Crawford, Cromarty.

to “Miss

Miss Sheriff.
௮
24.. Major William Power, of his Majesty’s 7th Dragoon Guards, to Miss Anne
Horner, Edinburgh.
_ 29. Gilbert Monro, Esq., of Brighton,
St Vincent, to Miss Ludford.
— At Edinburgh, William Young, M.
D., to Miss White.
‘Apait 4. At the Palace of Canino, near,

ton, to Miss: Vetch, Hawthornbank.
— The Rev. Abraham Home, GreenJaw, to Miss Anderson.
— The Rey. Charles Ritchie, Kirke
liston, to Miss Reid, Ratho Bank.
— Joseph Philip Bartolini, Esq., t
Miss Johnston, Lathrisk..

30. The Rey. James Traill, Hadding-

— At Scarborough, Archibald Gibson,
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to Mrs Macghie, wi-

Glenburnhall, to Miss Marjor
‘
Thomson.
:
Hg Masel
23.
Patrick
Cross=
Robertson,
‘Msq-,
Esq., of Tri
_ 30. James Marjoribanks,
four, Perthshire, to Miss Blin Waloud,
hall, to Miss Hunter, Glenormiston.
l,
28.
Thomas
Baldock,
Esq.,
to Mis
Towerhil
of
Esq.,
Ralston,
— James
' Charlotte Ross.
to Miss Lilias Smith, of Bankend.
— Captain Robson, of the 16th regi.
— Peter Forbes, Esq., Lieutenant of
the late 95th regiment, to Miss Philp, ment, to Miss Knox.
29. Dr Hugh Caldwell, 91st reoi
Dolls.
to Miss Newbigging, பம்பு அதது
Lately, At Beer Regis, Mr Robert
86,
— Robert Douglas, Esq., of Srathen~ Shepherd, Methodist preacher, aged
dry, to the Hon. Mary Sydney Douglas,
to Miss Catherine Singleton, aged 27.
e,
30. At Aberdeen, the Rev. Wm. WilLangdal
May 1. The Hon. Charles
to Miss Maxwell, great-grand-daughter kinson, to Miss Margaret Annand.
— Captain James Murray, of his Ma‘of the Earl of Nithsdale.
2, At Bdinburgh, Arthur Mower, Esq., jesty’s Ship Valorous, to Miss Tucker.
— At Barking, John Campbell, Hsq,,
M.D., Cambridge, to Miss Steuart.
to Miss Shuttleworth.
— The Rev. John Ramsay, DukinJune 1. The Rey. Charles Watson,
field, Cheshire, to Miss Lang, LinlithBurntisland, to Miss Boog, Edinburgh.
4
gow.
— Donald Horne, Esq., W.S., to Miss
- 4, William Murray, Esq., of RoseJane Ogilvie, Chesters.
- mount, banker in Tain, to Miss Esther
2. Sir Roger Gresley, Bart., to the
. Mackay, Torboll.
7. William Hepburn Gordon, Esq., St Right Hon. Lady Sophia Catherine Coyentry.
Vincent, to: Miss Macleod.

Esq., Edinburgh,

dow of the deceased Thomas Macghie.

8. Captain Frederick Maclean, of the
6th regiment, to Miss Amelia Harrie
Benson.
‘
— Lieutenant Charles Douglas Clap-

— In Trinidad, Herbert Mackworth,
Esq.,'to Miss Anderson.
:
10. The Rey. Robert Smith of Dreg:
horn, to Miss Moleson, Brechin.

perton, Royal Marines, to Miss\Johnston,
Dalton Hook, Dumfries-shire.
;

11. Dr William Cumin, physician,
Glasgow, to Miss Ann Johnston Ker,
Kerfield.
:
12. Robert Montgomery, Esq., of Craighouse, to Miss Haldane.

_ 10. Captain George Berkeley Maxwell,
R.N.,

to Miss Clerk, Bownham House,

Gloucestershire.

.

.

—

George
Rankine, Esq.,
a sas to Miss
டக்க

side,

younger.
Kello.

12. James. Fairlie, Esq. of Bellfield
and Holmes, Ayrshire, to Miss Fairlie.
15. R. A. Chermside, Hsq., M.D.,
10th Royal Hussars, to Miss Williams.
18. Stewart Chisholm, Esq., surgeon,

late of the Royal Artillery, to Miss MacCrae, Ardintoul.

19. John Tidd Pratt, Esq., of the Inner Temple, to Miss Campbell.

14. The

Lady

—

Catherine Harris, to

Lieutenant-Colonel

Bell, Deputy Quar-

ter-Master-General at the Cape of Good
Hope.
்
16. Captain W. E. Grant, Military
Secretary to the Forces, Barbadoes, to
Miss Hanson.

,

க

18. Major Hugh Stewart,
ment, to Miss Ann M‘Coll.

=

75th regiபல

“19. The Rey. Benjamin Mardon, Glas-

gow, to Miss Isabella Cairns, Peebles:

— Thomas Gifford, Esq., late of the

—

Hon. East India Company's Service, 10
Miss Scott.
‘
daughter of the Harl and Countess of | — Alexander Allan Mackenzie, Hilton, ;
_—

Captain

Frederick

Fitzclarence,

ith regiment, to Lady Augusta Boyle,

Glasgow.
க்
21. At Dunse

Manse,

்
Lieut.-Colonel

James ap ae of the Portuguese service, an
ajor in the British service, to
Miss Trotter,
*
iia
:
baa: John Andrew Onniston, Esq-, of

to Miss Downie.

— William Waring Hay, Esq., W-S,

to Miss Jane Frances Gregson of Blackburn.
ம்

24; At the Island of St Christopher's
John Wilson, Esq. Captain of his Ma- |
ப்

ம்

NY

<

|
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jesty’s Ship Salisbury, to Miss Caroline
Constance Fahie.
26. At Montrose,
Hunter, of the Hon.
pany’s Naval Service,
28. At Bath, John
Esq-, of Fingalton,

e
Captain William
Hast India Comto Miss Knox.
Maxwell Logan,
Renfrew, to Mrs

Cathcart, widow of the late Hugh Cath-

cart, Esq.
Jury 2. At Madras, Lieut.-Colonel
Marshall, to Miss Gascoigne.
3. Wim. Macdowall, E'sq., advocate, to

Miss Elizabeth Christian Dundas.

— John Harding Walker, Esq., M.D.,
to Miss Duncan.
'_ — Colonel Hugh Baillie, of Mortimer
Street, Cavendish Square, London, to,
Miss Smith, Castleton Hall, Lancaster.
— Spencer Perceval, Esq., to Miss
Anna Eliza Macleod.
8. George Taylor, Esq., of Dublin, to

84:7

- 30.Lieutenant-Colonel Archibald Watson, Bengal Light Cavalry, to Miss Seott.
— James Graham, Esq., of Richardby
House, Cumberland, Captain in the Scots
Greys, to Miss Hlizabeth Jane Saurin.
Aucusr 1. In the Island of St Vincent, Pemberton Hobson, Bsq., to Miss
Margaretta Jane Carmichael.
— ‘The Hon. Edward Hervey Hawke,
to Miss Elizabeth Ramsden, niece to the
Marchioness of Hertford.
:

2. Captain Spear, Royal Navy, to Miss

Grant.
்
4. The Right Hon. the Viscount Kelburne, to Miss Hay Mackenzie.
5. Capt. J. G. Cowell, of the Royals, to
Miss Ormsby.
¢
6. At Glasgow, M.S. Pinkerton, Esq.,

to Miss Lang.

8. Dr Lushington, to Miss Carr.

— Sir Francis Sykes, Bart., to Miss

Miss Thomson, Fairlay.
gic
10. John Kirkpatrick, Esq., advocate,

Villebois.

to Miss Glas.
:
!
;
-— John Sinclair, Esq., of Barroch,
to
Miss Margaret Learmonth.
12. Andrew Scott, Esq., of Larchgrove, ட

four, to Miss Charlotte Augusta
Hamilton.
5

— At St Helena, George Watson, Esq.,
surgeon, to Miss O’Connor.
்
13. Carlyle Bell, Esq., W.S., Edinburgh, to Miss Cunningham.

Pole.
௪
10. Lieutenant-Colonel Charlewood, of
the Grenadier Guards, to Agnes Marga-

to Miss Celia King.

.

— Hugh Montgomery Campbell, Esq.,»

to Miss Hale.

c

16. At Durham, Robert Rattray, Esq.,

W.S., to Miss Dagnia.
— At Cannanore, Capt. W.

of the 7th regiment, M.N.I.,
Hunter..

17. Captain Hyde Parker,

Hardy,

to Miss
R.N.,

to

Miss Caroline Evan.
— James Playfair, Esq., merchant in
Glasgow, to Miss Jane Spiers, Greenock.
22. Captain J. Robertson, 14th regiment,

. 24.
“field,
25.
East

to Miss Steele.

Alexander Paterson, Esq.,of Smith=
to Miss Agnes Wallace.
்
James Head, Esq.; of the Hon.
India Company’s Service, to Miss

Cecilia Lindsay of Balcarras.
27. Lieutenant-Colonel Sir T. Noel
Hill, Bart., K.C.B.,

to the Hon. Anna

Maria Shore.
்
30. Henry William Stephen, Esq., to
| » Lady Frances Bentinck,

-9. Evan Baillie, Esq., jun., of DochBaillie

_ — Lord Charles Somerset, to Lady

Mary Poulett.

— William Stuart, Esq., M.P., to Miss

retta Lady Campbell, widow of Lieute-

nant-General Sir James Campbell.
11. Captain Gair of Fortrose, to Miss.
Barbara M‘Iver.
*
13. Captain Arch. Fullarton, late of

the 38th regiment of foot, to Miss Janet,

Robertson.
4
— At Kilmarnock, Capt. John White,

of the 3d Ceylon regiment, to Miss Janet

Begbie,
14, C. Bannerman, Esq., of Kirkhill,
to Miss Anne Bannerman.
15. The Rey. David Wauchope; to
Miss Anne Wauchope of Niddrie Marischal.
ane
3
-— T. Buller, Hsq., to the Right Hon.

Lady Agnes Percy.§
—

The Baron Stanislaus Chandoir, of

the Empire

Crichton.
— Captain

of Russia,
Baird,

to Miss Lucy

3d

regiment ‘of

Guards, to Lady Anne Kennedy.

16. James Auchinleck Cheyne, Esq., of

Oxendean, W.S., to Miss Margaret Blair.
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Natural Philosophy

16. Alexander Robertson, Esq., W-S.,
;

in the Institut

Belfast, to Miss Glennie, Avedon bo
18. Charles Doyle Straker, Esq., to
17. Mx James Ballantyne, Whitehope,
Miss Catherine Cornelia Story..
to Miss Anne Henderson.
*
24. In the British Chapel at Leghorn,
90, William Arrot, Esq., of ManchesJohn Christie, Esq., of Hoddesdon, in the
ter, to Miss Isabella Joanna Gardiner,
County
of Hertford, to Miss Falconer,
:
Edinburgh.
— James H. Markland, Esq., of the
— John Brown, Esq., of Netherwood,
pune: semble, to Miss Freeling.
;
‘
to Miss Anderson.
ate
apt. George Digby,
R.N.
— Thomas Alston, Esq., merchant,

to Miss Katharine Alison.

Mae We

,
Glasgow, to Miss Thomson.
_ Pp. J. Macdonald, Esq., apothecary

to his Majesty’s Forces, to Miss Eliza
Overton.
— R.H. Reardon, Esq., 66th foot, to
ச
ச
Miss Cunningham.
— William H. Kerr, Esq., accountant

in Edinburgh, to Miss Ivory, Dundee.
21. Arthur Robertson, Esq., distiller,

Ormiston, to Miss M‘Robin.
27. At Glasgow, Lieut. J. Pollock, of
the 5th regiment, to Miss Clelland.
_ — At Seton House, Dr John Fletcher,
Edinburgh, to Miss Agnes Seton.

Christina Adam.

daughter of the celebrated Mr Mungo

— Thomas Dunmore, Esq., commissary-general, to Mrs Stirling, widow of
' the late Robert Stirling, Esq.

—

Alexander Murchison, Esq., M.D.,

of Jamaica, to Miss Copland, Aberdeen.
10. Charles Stuart, Esq., of Rothsay,

to Miss Leake of Barnes, Surrey. *
11. Duncan Campbell, Esq., Kilcho-

.

man, to Miss M‘Neill.

15. Captain George Thomas Gordon,

cavalry, upon the Bombay Establishment,

to Miss Margaret
Aberdeen.

Catherine
‘

Macleod,
os 2௮

6. The Rev. Mr Anderson, minister of

16. John Hyndman, Esq., advocate, to

7. At Vogrie, John Cockburn, Esq., to

Miss Macrae.
12
17. The Rey. Dr Dewar, Glasgow, to
Miss Susan Place.
.

Dunbarny, to Miss Thomson.

ர
Miss Eliza Dewar.
8. John Campbell, Esq., of Lincoln’s

292. William Mercer, Esq-, W-5.,

்
Inn, to ட Scarlett.
the Residency, Nagpore, Capt.
— At

Miss Maxwell, Paisley.
23. Captain J. Thornton,

gal Native infantry, to Miss Duncan.

24. W. Robert Keith Douglas, Esq.,
M.P., to Miss Irving.
_
— Edward Cromwell Desbrowe, Esq.
to Miss Kennedy.
ப

'H. A. Montgomerie,

ம்

_ 10. At Weghorn, the Hon. Arthur Hill

Trevor, to Miss Irving.

‘12. Colin Campbell, Esq., of Deme-

15. William Stewart, Esq-, Royal Artillery, to Miss.Bendyshe. .
17.

At

Kilmarnock,

Esq:, of Lisbon,
Brown.
— Wm.

James

to Miss Mary

Finhie,

Anne

த
Knight, LL.D., Professor of

}
-half-pay

—

78th regiment, to Miss Helen Smail.

டனர் Bene

rara, to Miss Rose.

;

. of the Hon. East India Company's light’

‘

Park.

:

6. John Hay, Esq., younger of Smith.
field and Hayston, to Miss Anne Preston,
8. Alex. Mackenzie, Wsq. at Kinnahaird, to Miss Macdonald, Urray.’

— The Right Honourable the Earl of

;
Kintore, to Miss Louisa Hawkins.
— Sir David Erskine of Cambo, Bart.,
to Miss Williams.
Srrremser 4, Captain James Paterson, to Miss Davie Erskine.
. — Henry Meredith Warter, Esq., of
' Sibberscript, Salop, to Elizabeth, only

ee

— The Rev. Hector Allen, minister
of
Kineardine, Ross-shire, to Miss Stewart,
Ocrozer 1. Alfred Harvey, Hsq., of
Bristol, to Miss Innes, Pitmedden. ©
2. Major James Hackett, of the Hon.
Bast India Company’s Service, to Miss
Gledsdale.
்
3. Henry Sibbald, Esq., W-S., to Miss
Edmund.
4. Robert Renton, M.D., to Miss

i

25. William
‘Miss Hepburn.

Herries

;

Ker, Esq.,
்

|
பழி

1

— Captain Donald, late Royal West
India Rangers, to Miss Jemima Baxter.

— At Edinburgh, William Johnston,

Esq-, to Mrs Reidie, widow of Dr Reidie,
physician, Brechin.

,

—
‘

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, &c.- 96. The Rev. John Glegg, Inverber; vie, to Miss Ann Scott, Benholm.
— At the British Ambassador’s house
in Brussels, Colonel Berington, to Mrs
Dickinson.
29. The Rey. David Wilson, Stranraer,
to Miss Stewart, Cairnsmore.

30. At Arbroath, William Kidd, Esq.,
to Miss Ouchterlony.
, — James Walker, Esq., of Dover, to
Miss Grant.
— Sir William Johnstone Hope, M.P.,
to the Right Honourable Maria, Countess
of Athlone.
carat
F
Lately, William Fraser, Esq., of Ma-

dras, to Mrs Mary Turner.
Novemser

3.

Alexander

Dudgeon,

Esq., brewer, Leith, to Miss Park, New'

castle.

5. In Westphalia, his Serene High-

ness the Duke De Croy, Prince of the
Empire, Peer of France, and Grandee of
Spain, to Miss Maria Dillon.
6. Major William Steuart, 91st regiment, to Miss Kennedy.
— Captain Alexander Gordon, R. N.,
to Miss Gordon of Park.
12. The Rey. John Eadie, minister of
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Mrs Morris; widow of the late Hugh
Morris, Esq., Glasgow.
ட்
26. Andrew Sims, Hsq.,, Lieutenant
R.N., to Miss Mary Anne Torry, Peter=
head.
27. John Eaton, jun., Esq., banker,
Shrewsbury, to Miss Mary M‘Lean.
29. The Earl of Wilton, to Lady Mary
Stanley.
;
30. The Rey. George Dickson, North
Sunderland, to Miss Stark.
December 1. John Staig, Esq., of
Dumfries, to Mrs Salkeld, Carlisle. _
3. My A. Henderson, bookseller, Glasgow, to Miss Hutcheson. .
;
4. Wdward Stanley, Esq., of Ponsonby

a Cumberland, to Miss Mary Dou-~
glas.
௪
10. Henry Salmon, Esq., banker, Fal-

sre

to Miss Christiana Morgan,

Kirk-

caldy.
— Capt. James Arthur Murray, R.N.,
to Miss Harriet Coupland.
A

— Col. Sir Henry Hardinge, K.C.B.,
to Lady Emily James, widow of the late
J. James, 1180.
‘
— The Rev. James Brown, Kilrenny,
to Miss Ann Ranken.
14. David Scott, Esq., W.S., to Miss
Dun, to Miss Helen Scott of Newton.
Theodosia Anderson.
15. Lieutenant-Colonel Chisholm, R.
17. Captain James Pearson, of the
A., to Miss Chisholm, Fasnakyle.
— Lieutenant-Colonel A. Hogg, of the East India Company's service, to Miss
Agnes Richardson.
:
Hon. Rast India Company’s Service, to
— At Aberdeen, the Rev. Patrick For=
Miss Dinwiddie.
;
்
— David S. Napier, Esq., to Miss “bes, D.D., to Miss Mary Glennie.
— At Peterhead, William Bruce, Hsq.,
Dixon, Knightswood.
16. George Russell, Hsq., younger of surgeon, R.N., to Miss Jane Hutchison.
— At Lyndhurst, the Rev. C. W.
Hayston, to Miss Mary Walker, Collesie.
Wodehouse, to Lady Jane Hay, sister to
19. The Rey. Archibald Bruce, Stirthe Harl of Errol.
ling, to Miss Banks, of Craighead.
18. At'Eling, Hants, Captain Aitchie
90. Captain, John Hobbs, of the Royal
son, R.N., to Miss Munro.
Engineers, to Miss Maitland of Fair— At Parklee, Robert Welsh, Hsq.,
girth.
5
writer, Edinburgh, to Miss Mary May.
— Alexander Hutchison, Esq., of Pe— The Rey. Alexander Wood, ministerhead, to Miss Hutchison.

— Mark Sprot of Garnkirk, Esq., ad-

ter

of Rosemarkie,

to Miss Agnes Wal-

ker, Muirhouselaw.
*
yocate, to Miss Harriet Hill.
20. At Sulhamstead, Lieutenant-Co99, At Arbroath, Alexander Hutchin=
son, Esq., of the Customs, to. Miss - lonel Sir Henry Watson, C.T.S., to Miss
Anna Rosetta Thoyts. Mudie. ©
23. At Rome, Capt. Robert Manners
— Major James Denniston Brown, of

the Madras artillery, to Miss Noble.

23. John Viscount Glenorchy, to Miss:

Bailie of Jerriswood.
:
26. Robert Baine, Esq., Greenock,to

Lockwood, to the Right Hon. Lady Julia

Gore.
— John Lucius Charles Van
Fisq:, to Miss Caroline Hislop.

Baerle,
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of the Hon. Hast India Company’s Ser

Colquhoun

vice, and civil surgeon at Palamcattah,
4. At Bath, Mrs Maria Maxwell wie
dow of Adam Gordon, Bsq., formerly

Stirling, Esq., of Law, to Miss Helen
Calder.
‘
:
29. At London, A. R. Irvine, Esq., to
Miss Margaret Farquharson.
Lately, at Glynee, near Lewes, a man

Collector of the Customs, Portpatrick. i

5. At Madras, Miss B. Hunter, கஜ.
ter of the late Mr James Hunter, mer.
chant, Edinburgh.
(
6. At his house, Pimlico, the Rey,

of the name of Taylor, upwards of 70
years of age, toa woman between 80 and

90 years old! The happy couple were
attended to church by a male and female

David Love, aged 85.

— At Naples, after a long illness, Mrs
united ~
friend about their own age. The
3
John Cumming, eldest daughter of Wil.
ages of the four amounted to upwards of
liam Magee, Esq., of Belfast.
300 years.
7. At Limerick, in consequence of her
— Mr George Clerk, bookseller, Aberhead-dress taking fire from a candle which
deen, to Miss Helen Thomson, Dundas
she held in her hand, the widow of Dr
Street, Edinburgh.
:
Kelly.
DATES Ets ke ஒ
— At Ayry Robert Davidson, Bsq., of
Drumlay.
January 1. At Pittenweem, Robert
Edie, Esq., late paymaster of the 2d bat8. At Guynd, aged 77, Ann Ochter. |
lony, relict of the deceased William
talion 63d regiment.

— At Sanquhar, in the 88th year of
her age, Mrs Nicholas Murray, relict of
Mr James Leslie.
—*At Edinburgh, Mrs Catherine Ran-

Milne, Esq., late of Fullarton and Bon.
nyton.
த

nie, wife of John Swinton, Esq., of
Broadmeadows.
— At Edinburgh, Mr William White,
Solicitor, Supreme Courts.

Biggar.

— At Edinburgh,

Gray,

Jane

Boston,

’

— At Bath, Captain Robert Cuthbert,
RN
—

2. At Edinburgh, in the 87th year of
her age, Miss Grizel Gray, second daughter of the late William

Mrs

relict of the late Rey. Robert Paterson,

At

London,

Lieutenant-Colonel

John Handfield, of the royal engineers.
— At Clerk’s Bridge, Cork, Mrs Mary
Shinnick, dged 104 years.

Esq., of

Newholm.
— At Lunenburgh, Nova Scotia, at
— At Montrose, in the 76th year of the age of 72, Miss Cheyne, eldest daughher age, Mrs Mary Gairdner, relict of * ter of Charles Cheyne, Esq., formerly
William Douglas, Esq., merchant, Leith.
merchant in Edinburgh.
e
— In Rose Street, Edinburgh, Mr
11. At Thurso, Alexander Sutherland
Alex. Wallace, in the 80th year of his
of Wester.
28
age.
;
12. At Edinburgh, Mr Peter Megget,
— At Hamburgh, Mrs Ross, widow of
late Lieutenant of the 4th, or King’s —
Dr Colin Ross.
Own.
|
்
்
— At Castle Howard, William Par— At his house in Brompton Grove,
nell, sq.) M.P.
:
‘
at an advanced age, Sir John Macpher்

இட மி Bath, General Wm. Monro, of
Ansham House.
;
:
_ — At ‘Glasgow, John Falconer, Esq.,

late merchantin Hamburgh,

son, Bart.

— AtSundrum, John Hamilton; Esq.,
of Sundrum, in the 82d year of his
age.
— At Crayford, Kent, Wm. Thomson ட
5
M.D., aged 42,

—— At Madras, James Chalmers, Esq,

7

writer.

-

— In Hanover Street, Edinburgh, Dr
Peter Fair, of the Hon. Hast’India Company’s Service.
ட

‘

— At Edinburgh, Mr Robert Dick,

— James Topping, Esq., of Whatcroft

_

Hall,
—
aged
—

in the county of Chester:
ua
At Aberdeen, Mrs William Ranmie,
90.
ச
At Inverness, Miss Margaret Wat-

rand, daughter of the late Robert Warrand, Esq.

13. In his 11th year, George, souof

Mr

G. Asten, farmer,

near Ipswich.

of Martlesham

He was the youngest 0
>

BIRTHS,

MARRIAGES,

twenty-eight children by the same parents ; and it is a remarkable coincidence,
that the youngest daughter died last year
on the same day of the same month, and
at the same hour.

— General

Gwynn,

Colonel of the

King’s Dragoon Guards, and Governor
of Sheerness.
— At Dundonald Manse, Mrs M‘Leod,
wife of the Reverend Dr M‘Leod, minis=
ter of the parish.

_ _ 14, At Edinburgh, Lieutenant-Colonel
Thomas Hill, of the Bengal Artillery.
— At Bellshill, the Reverend John
Brown, minister of the Relief Congrega-

tion in Falkirk, in the 41st year of his
ministry.
— In Dublin, A. A. Hely Hutchinson,

youngest son of the Honourable A. A.

*

Hely Hutchinson.:

— At Boulogne,

Lady Ann Digby,

sister to the Earl of Cassilis.
— At Craigflower, Mrs Isabella Col+ville of Ochiltree, relict of James Wedderburn Colville, Esq.
— At Leghorn, George Oswald Sym,
in the 29th year of his age.
15. At London, Lewis Fraser, Esq.,
youngest son of the late Simon Fraser,
Esq., of Ford, W.S.
— At Hamilton, the Rev. Dr Alexander Hutchison.
16. At Tullymet House, Dr William

Dick, of Tullymet.

த

“17. At Trinchinopoly, William Camp-~
bell Scott, Esq., of the honourable East
India Company’s service.
18. At West Grange, near Edinburgh,
Charlotte, only surviving daughter of
Dayid Millar, Esq., of Ballumbie.
— At Dublin, Lady Castlecoote.
— At the Manse of Abercorn, Mrs

Meiklejohn, senior.
19. At Hamburgh, Mrs Klopstock,wi-

dow ef the illustrious author of the Messiah, im the 74th year of her age.
— At Fareham, aged 89, Joseph Gilbert, Esq., who, in the year 1772, accom-=
panied Captain Cook in his second voyage

round the world.

Ae:

pee

— At Hasling House, Buxton, John
Gillies, Esq.
:
20. At Davis's Cove, Jamaica, Richard
Dickson, Esq.
ட்
21. At Newtonstewart, William Dill,
Senior, Eisq., writer.

enh:

&c.
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21. At Bellericay, in the county of Hs-,
sex, Mrs Douglas, after a very lingering
and painful illness.
— At his»house, St John’s Hill, Mr

William Bruce, late banker in Edinburgh. ்
— At Edinburgh, Mr Pietro Lottini.
22. At Aberdeen, aged 68, William
Copland, Esq., Advocate.
'— At Edinburgh, aged 85, Mr John
Ferguson, late merchant, Dalkeith.
— In Bath, Mrs Wilson, relict of
George Wilson, Esq.
— At Banff, at a very advanced age,
John Russell, Esq., of Balmade.
— At Hooley House, Surrey, Thomas
Byron, late Lieutenant-Colonel in the 3d"
regiment of Guards.
23. At Portsmouth, suddenly, Sir
George Campbell, -G.C.B., Admiral of

that port.

24, At Grangemouth, Mr John Lorn,

ship-owner.

— At Arbroath, Mr David Kirkland,
Rector of the Grammar School of that
place, in the 83d year of his age.

— At Aberdeen, John Urquhart, Esq.,

of Craigston.

— At Fort Augustus, Arthur Buchan-

பூ

an, Esq., Barrack-master of that place.
25. At Watterstein, Mrs Bethune, widow of the late Reverend Wm. Bethune,
minister of Durinish, Isle of Skye.
— At Warrieston Crescent, Edinburgh,
James Rose, Esq. Depute-Clerk of Session.
26. Mrs Stephens, mother of Miss Stephens, of Covent Garden Theatre.

— At Carlisle, aged 40, David Carrick,

junior, only son arid partner of D. Car-

rick, Esq., banker im that city.

— At Edinburgh, Mrs Elizabeth Bell,
wife of Nicol Milne, Esq., of Faldonside.
— At Claremont Park, Esher, Colonel

the Baron de Hardenbrock, Equerry to
his Royal Highness Prince Leopold.
28. At Campbelton, Captain Donald
Campbell, Paymaster Argyllshire militia.
29. At Edinburgh, Miss Jane Myrtle.
— At Cheltenham, Patrick Maitland,
Esq., late of Caleutta.
.
— At Glasgow, James Marquis, Esq.,
late merchant there.
ம்
— In Morton Street, Leith, Mr John,
Anderson, shipmaster.
30. Mrs Brand, wife of James Brand,
Esq., Cashier of the Banking Company

Aberdeen.
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. $1. At the Manse of Kiltarlity, the Re்
°
that parish.
_ Lately, The Countess Dowager of Lin-

coln. °

:

Colquhoun, Lord Clerk Register of Scotland.
Frsruary 1. At Panmure House, Ca-

nongate, Mrs Margaret Geddes, wife of

(53
Mr John Geddes.
2. At Greenock, Mr William Cameron,

:

surgeon.

— At the Manse of Snizart, Mrs Mary

‘M‘Leod, spouse of the minister of that
்
parish.
3. In the Island of St Lucie, John

Alexander

At Dalvey,

oe

merchant, in the 72d year of his ace. .

— At Logiegreen, Charles Steuart
Esq., writer to the Signet.
a
— At Rockdale Cottage, near Perth
Mr William Rhind, factor to the Right
Honourable Lord Gray, Kinfauns Castle,
— Near Falmouth, Jamaica, James,
Fraser, son of Mr Fraser, St James's
“Square, Edinburgh.
7. At Quebec, Mrs Kerr, wife of James
Kerr, Esq., Judge of the Court of King’s
- Bench, Vice Admiralty, &c., Province of
Lower Canada.

MCall, Esq., of Cocba Nut Point.

-— At Colombo, Alexander Cadell, Esq.,
Paymaster-General at Ceylon.
:
— At Konnigale, Ceylon, of the jun-

— At the Manse of Gifford, Hast Lothian, the Reverend James Innes, in the

gle fever, Captain Alexander

— At London, John Dunmore Napier,
Esq. of Balkillrain, Stirlingshire.

of the 2d Ceylon regiment.

88th year of his age, and 61st of his ministry.
—

At London,

Mrs

Millar,

— At.Stirling,

ன்
cis Main.
5. At*Kinell

House,

Perthshire,

9. At

Stewartfield,

Cornelius Elliot,

Esq: of Woollie.

— In London, the Reverend Dr Nicol)
minister of the Scotch Church, Swalloy

Street.

;

்

— At Blackford, Miss Jane Trotter
. Mortonhall. °

the

Right Hon. Lady «Ann Place, daughter

of the late Earl of Aberdeen, and wife of

Edward Place, Esq’, of Skelton Grange,

10. Major James I’. Cowper, of th
royal artillery.
அதி
— In attack, at night, on the ரிம்
camp at Zoor, on the coast of Arabis

whilst gallantly defending himself agains)

ச
Yorkshire.
— At Muirton, Miss Louisa Watson,
daughter of James Watson, Hsq.
— At Grange Toll, near Edinburgh,

seyen men in front of the lines, and afte
receiving thirty-five wounds, Captall

can Cummin, superannuated officer of
Excise, grandson of George Grant, Esq.,
of Tullochgorum.
— At Leith, Mrs Jane Stewart,wife of

down House, Box, in Somersetshire, Joli

within a few weeks of 100 years‘old, Dun- -

' Mr Robert Liddell.

6. At Lanark, Bailie Alexander Blair,

merchant, in the 86th year of his age.

-— At Sandygdte, near Mid-Calder,
Adam Turnbull, Esq., M.D.
ட்
— At Hingolee, Lieutenant Thomas

Fleming, Adjutant Ist battalion Berar regular infantry.
௩,

|

the 70th year of his age. -

— At Edinburgh, in the 92d year of

of the deceased Mr Fransister, daughters

Macbean,

Alexander Mur

8. At Greenock, John Laird, Esq., in

— The Princess Caroline of Bavaria.

her age, Mrs Margaret Mary Nimmo,
reliet of the Reverend John Gibson.
4, At their house, near Pinkie, Miss
Jean; and, on the 28th, Miss Ann, her

Mrs

yay, in her 81st year.

wife of

* William Millar, Esq., of Star, Fifeshire.

உ

6.

— At Edinburgh, John Stenhouse
Esq., writer to the signet.
ச
ம்
_ »— At Tranent, Mr Andrew Blair, corn.

:

— The Countess of Clermont.
— The Right Honourable Archibald

1821.

Esq-, of Daley:

of

minister

D.D.,

yerend Ranald, Bain,

REGISTER,

Charles Parr, of the Bombay Europeat

regiment of infantry.

லட்

— At Dr Langworthy’s Asylum, Kin;

Randall, aged 104 years, upwards of !
of which he had been ® patient in thal
institution, enjoying good bodily health
and working regularly in the garden, um
prior to his death.

til a few weeks

— At Edinburgh, Mary_.Crichto
Kyle, wife of Hugh Watson, W:S. | : (
— At Govan, Mrs Pollock, aged 9 a

mother of the late Rey. Dr Pollock.

11. At Edinburgh, the Right Hono’ ;,
ee
able Lady Abereromby.
wy
ந

ட்

EK
BIRTHS, MA
11s At Richmond, aged 90,
Dr Adam.
weer
ன் on Ex- Mew

்

2 நட்த ததவ நிவி, மடமான் ‘Willian Popham, many ye
' son of Sir George Clerk. |
் India Company’

in

6 — A pathy ‘Thomas Macdonald; Esq-,
14 At Hamilton,Mrs Hume, wife of
—
formerly of Hind Street, London.
Hume, M.D.
— In the patch

~ — At cher house,

of Blane Win

| Coots; of Woodhouse, Esq.; in
year of his age

ட விம் Edinburgh; John Campbell,
Esq., Receiver-General of his Majesty’s

in the Schoolhill,

Aberdeen, the Dowager Mrs Russel of
த

Captain’ "Andrew

_ 221. at Sidmouth,
Lei

ட, Maxwelltown, Mrs Marg
விக்க.
.
for Scotland.
Customs
Wood, relict of Mr Robert பர்க்க
— At Billesden, in Lee

Hugh Phipps, aged 103y

மல்க

Kags

Aberdeen, George Gorn,

— At

late farmer in the Moss Side of Duis,
க

res

Clark, about the 60th year of his
age, _ —'In George Square,
Aue dea cf daesecansey,
baal Small.

கதவ

= At Perth, ந கண

15. At Calcutta, of the cholera morbus,

t
|

அ

|

ரை

in the honourable East India Company’ s in the 42d year of his age.
“civil service, Edward, youngest son of | — At Rockingham, county of Roscom-_
the
in the ssth year of his a
the late George Millett, Esq.; East India mon, in
King, of B
right honourable.
_ Director.
— At Milnfield, near Calinsbargh, na, brother of Edward, Earl of Kin sto
of V.
and uncle of the present E
» Lorton, Lord Howth, &e. His charitable

Thomas Fowlis, Esq-, aged 82.»
Irving wife of
16. At Balcarry,1

donations in the town of Balliant alone,

_Lieutenant-Colonel George

for many
rtaiy’Daymple_ forms
— At Eanes

+ lamented death.

Hay, younger of Park
i)

ae

yen

— At London, aged 7rae Eevee
Joseph Benson, formerly of St Edmund

| Hall, Oxford.
;
— At Brompton, at the extreme age
‘of 101, Mr John Heward, carpenter..

ர் பம yenerable man worked

foie
years in

employment of the Earl of Carlisle,
wal
to ked
his labour, a distance

nd di

of three miles, till he was 96, and was |
generally இடக்கை வா.
eG

: ட்

ட son of
sq... pero:

At

and at the period of his’
re

Net

Roe

Pa

ச

ஆ அத

:
Jol ey,

er > 1.2000, ‘ee

ந

க

4

|
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aged five years and three” months, chil-

dren of Mr John Spéirs, merchant, Glas‘OW.
ஆ
x
ர
டி 27. At Glasgow, Miss Colquhoun, of
:
Garscadden.

எ

eldest brother of his Majesty’s Attorney.
“General. ~ ர
eT
Meets:
28. At Cowbridge, Glamorganshire,;

1

37, Alexander Jaffray, Esq., of Kine
wells; Aberdeen.

்

ம்

— At Markinch, Fifeshire, Mr Mal- * — At his*house at Charlton; Thomas
colm Gray, (late of the 22d regiment,) Longlands, Esq-, in his 79th year.
in his 84th year, one of the followers of ~ — At Bombay, Colonel John Griffith,
Viscount Chetwynd, _ lery at that Presidency.

— At London,

-aged 84.

Fs ~ Commandant of the 2d battalion of arti.

்

the immortal Wolfe.
:

.

ன்

— At Tunbridge Wells, the Right

Honourable

Theodosia,

some of the most eminent artists of the
day always'met with a hearty welcome at
Llandysilio Hall, whenever they visitéd
the romantie vale of Llangollen.
— At Guntoor, in the East Indies,

pire, the title of Elector falls to the

ல்

Jamaica,

ae

William

Gardner, Esq., aged 79.
ae
— At Paisley, George Hoge,

Esq,

merchant, Antigua,’
7
— Mr Robert Callender, accountant in
Edinburgh.

— Killed in a duel with Mr Christie,
Mr John Scott, editor of the London

Magazine.

ட்

28. At Bellabeg, Mrs Stuart, daughter
of James Gordon, Esq., late of Croughly.
— At Edinburgh, in,.the 12th year of
his age, Ilay Campbell Tait, son of Crau-

ford Tait, of Harviestoun, Esq.,W.S.
Lately, At Stenhouse, Margaret Clark,

i

Jones was a great admirer of the arts, and

“There being no longer any German EmKingston,

ah

Hall, near Llangollen, Denbighshire. Mr

Dowager Lady

Monson, in the 86th year of her age.
— of apoplexy, the Hlector of Hesse,

ground.
" — At

3

— Thomas Jones, Esq., of Llandysilio

*

William Adamson, Esq., of the Civil Ser*-vice, Madras.

— At Paris, Mr Naldi of the Ttalian
Theatre Royal.
4
பி
— At his house, near Edinburgh;
the

|

celebrated Herman Boaz, in the 84th year

of his age.

Mr Boaz, by universal con-

sent, had long worn the chief laurels of |.

legerdemain, being at once the most ex‘pert, most various, and most graceful in
the performance of his tricks.
|
Manrén

2. At Florence, Wm. Robert

Broughton, Esq., Post Captain in the
‘royal navy, and Colonel of marines.
— On his passage home, in the 27th

in the 108th year of her-age. ear of his age, James Carnegy, Esq,
-— At his seat in the county of Ros- * late merchant in Malacea, and third son
common, Arthur French, Esq., M-P.

of the late Patrick Carnegy, Esq., of
Lower.
=
ட்.
— At Kandy, in the island of Ceylon,

— John Cranmer, of Much Park Street,

“Coventry, aged 107.

4

‘

— Inoneof Dovy’s alms-honses, Exe-

Ensign Archibald Montgomerie, of the |

ter, Mary Heath, a&ed 100 years; six

45th regiment of foot.

ae

months after the death of her sister, Bli3. Drowned in the ship Guadaloupe, |
zabeth Heath,
in the same house, at the
on his -passage from Jamaica, Mnsign’
தேவு: NOB. VeaTeM Rian Rest
_ Alexander Amsinck,. 92d regiment, oF

_ — At Paris, aged 60, M. Marictii, Ex-

‘ Conventionalist, who voted for the im-

ட

es

Highlanders, in the 19th year of

age:

5

:

prisonment of Louis XVI. உ.
.
= At Moor Park, Richard Alexande
— In America, whither he proceeded Oswald, Esq., aged 36.
abate
about two years ago, Abraham Thornton,
— At Madeira, Captain John Murray,
whose trial for the murder of Mary Ash- Lee second. son oe the late William
ford, and the singular citcumstanées ari-

sing from the appeal of murder, are well
an
to-our readers. _
:

—

At London, the Richt Honourable:

the Earb of Malmesbury,

in the 75th

_ year of his age.
வ At Exeter, ‘Georges Gifford,

Esq.,

farray,°*Eisg:,

of Polmaise

2"

*"

8

— di
சை aged 58, James Watt,
M.D. p>
ந.க!
— At Montrose, Mrs Major Gardyne,

. 4. At Linlithgow, Mary Martin, relict
of Alexander Jamieson, in the 99th ye
of her-age....

gibt

அதிக டை

பட்டய
ம்

1
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4, At Edinbureh, David Pringle, son

of the late James Pringle, Esq., Lam-

»

-pikewells.
— At Coldrain,
Coldrain.

"5.

Robert Greis,

Esq.,
ore

At his house, Broughton

of

Street, !

Edinburgh, Mr Thomas Goodsir.
.— At Bellfield, in the 86th year of
his age, Mr James Stalker, long a teacher
of English in the city of Edinburgh.
6: At Crossmount, Mrs Janet Butter,

spol
and.

of Captain John Campbell of Bore-

surgeon in

— At Monaghan, the Reverend

Mat-

for above 40 years

Pres-

thew Trumble;

~ byterian minister of that congregation.
— At Haddington, Mrs William Veitch,
in the 87th year of her age.
— At Moffat, Mrs Alison Tod, relict

of the deceased William Ewart, sq., of
௯

Aldershaw.

8. At Camlarg Lodge, Ayrshire, David Woodburn, Esq.
ச

9. At his seat at Ham House, near
Richmond, the right honourable Wilbraham Tollemache, Earl of Dysart, Viscount

Huntingtower, &e.

6

M‘Intosh, Esq., of Far, in the 89th year
of his age.
23
௭௮ John Hillman, Esq., of Leitrim, in

the county of Londonderry, at the age of
116 years.

12. In Frederick Street, Wdinburgh,
Agnes, only daughter of the late Dr
Alexander Murray, Professor of Oriental
Languages in the University of Hdinburgh.
‘
— At Banff, the Reverend
A. Gordon,
in the 63d year of his age.
13. Jolin Hunter, Esq., Vice-Admiral
of the Red, in the 83d year of his age.
= Miss Anne
Cramond Boswell,
youngest daughter of the late Dr Bos— At Edinburgh, Mrs Christian Baird}
Telict of Mr George Callender, surveyor.
_ 14. At Johnshayen, Mrs Isabella Milne,
in her 91st year.
;
_— At Gilmore Hill, Robert Bogle,

_ Esq,

— At Harlstoun, Mrs Johnston,widow
of the Reverend Laurence Johnston.
— At Edinburgh, the Honourable Mary Duncan, youngest daughter of Viscount Duncan.
4
16. At Belmont Place, Kelso, John
Broomfield, Hsq.,of Belmont Farm, Ber-

wickshire.

tat

— At Stratford Place, London, Lieutenant-Colonel P. Douglas, late of the —
Honourable East India Company’s’ service on the Bengal Establishment. .
17. At Elm. House, Haddington, of
apoplexy, James Cockburn, Esq-, in his
68th year.
— At Wynberg, Cape of Good Hope,
Colonel John Graham of Fintry, late of
the Cape regiment, Commandant of Si-

— At Paris, Major-General Randolph
Mariott.
.
— At Far, Inverness-shire, James
“-

355

well, physician in Edinburgh.

7. Mrs Euphemia Clerk, relict of the

late Thomas Dallas,. Esq.,
Musselburgh.

&e.

ம்

mon’s Town...

— At
Boulogne-sur-Mer, Duncan
Monro, Esq., of Culcairn.
dougall, late of the 42d regiment.
— At Edinburgh, Miss Jane Charters
il. Mrs Janet Macdonald, widow of Hardie, second daughter of the late Dr
the late Captain John Murchison, of the
Hardie, minister of Ashkirk.
North Carolina Highlanders.
— George Tate, Admiral inthe Rus— At Madras, of the cholera morbus,
sian service, Senator, and Knight of St
Mr Robert Stevenson, a native of KilAlexander Neyskoy, &c. &c. in the 76th
mharnock. Mr Stevenson was resident at
year of his age.
,
Manilla when the late shocking massacre
— At Paris, that distinguished ornatook place, and escaped the poniard of ment of French literature, M. de Fonthe assassin only by flying to a convent. ~ tanes. He was born at Niort, 1761.
— At his house, Manchester Square,
18. At Meiklewood, Mrs Graham of
‘London, Robert Dalrymple, Esq.
Meiklewood.
யு
12. At London, the Countess Dowager
— Mr Andrew Laurie, late upholsterer
of Essex, in her 87th year.
in Edinburgh.
.
— At Spring Garden, Alicia Sophia
— At Quebee, Benjamin Joseph FroBaird, youngest daughter of Sir James
bisher, Esq:, Provincial Lieutenant, and

lo. At

Orleans,

Captain

Coll Mac-

G. Baird, of Saughtonhall, Bart.

Aid-de-Camp to his Excellency the Earl

ந
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of Dalhousie, Governor-General of the
Canadas.

/

19. At Chowringhee, in
tenant-Colonel Archibald
* the 26th regiment of native
— At.Edinburgh, Mr

relict of John Simpson, Esq., of Br
Hall, Durham.
்
ர்
ப்ட்
27. At Gatehouse, Alexander Brown.

India, LieuCampbell of
infantry.
Peter Ross,

Esq:, of Drumshangan, aged 58.

த

— At Tangwick, in Shetland, James
Cheyne, Esq.

— At Woolwich, Davidona’ Frances
Stuart, youngest*daughter of Major John
Sutherland Sinclair, royal artillery,
— At Edinburgh, Lieutenant-Colonel
Thomas Inglis.

— At Edinburgh, Mrs Jean Gray
Gloag, wife of Mr John Gloag, late merchant, Edinburgh. *
்

burgh, Mr David Willison; printer,
ய At Edinburgh, Mr William Mas.

writer.

த

20. At Torbreck, Alexander

Esq.

*

]

— At his house, in Craig’s Close, Rdins

Fraser,

a

son, writer.

lth

of Craigs.

geon, merchant.
.
— Colonel Sandieman of Denfield, near
Arbroath.
:

— At

yeomanry
—

At

Catherine Jean

Trail, spouse of Alexander Airth, Usq.,

a At Leith Links, Mr Robert Dud-

Hennins,

3

— At Montrose, Mrs

+ 28. At London, Miss Beatson of Pitteddie. ¢
— At Meadow Place, Edinburgh,
Haddington, Lieutenant John |
Lieutenant Donald Grant, of the InverAdjutant of the Hast Lothian
néss-shire militia.
்
cavalry.
2
— At Slateford, Mrs Janet Cox, wife
Wigton, Cumberland, Sarah

of the Reverend Dr Belfrage.
;
— At Glasgow, Mrs Jane Melville,
spouse of James Sym, Esq.
்

21. In Portman. Place, London, Michael Bryan, Esq., author of the Biogra-

phical and Critical Dictionary of Painters
and Engravers.
23. At South Shields,
Marshall, aged 101.

Mrs

Hannah

_— At Edinburgh, Miss Isabella Webster, third daughter of the late Reverend
John Webster.
்
ச
24, At Shrub Place, Edinburgh, Miss
Janet Wood.
— At Cairnie, Fifeshire, Mrs Dalyell,
of Lingo.

25. At London, Mrs Wylie, mother of
Dr Wylie, of the Madras artillery.
— At Paisley, the Reverend Dr John

Findlay, of the High Church, Paisley, in
the 41st year of his ministry.

ஸ்

Johnstone, at the advanced age of 110.
She was a native of Scotland. ,

— At Whitburn Inn, Berwickshire,
after a few hours’ illness, Samuel Ander-

son, Esq., of Rowchester and Moredun,
banker in Edinburgh.
:

29. At Dinapoore, in India, Colonel
Alexander M‘Leod, C. B. commanding

his Majesty’s 59th regiment.

4

— In the 66th year of his age, after'a

lingering illness, Wm.
Newlands.

.

Allan, Esq., of
ப்

30. At Edinburgh, Mrs Joanna Pringle, relict of Alexander Hay, Hsq., late
of Mordington.
:
4
31. At Loanside, Andrew Stein, Esq.
— Suddenly, at her residence in Stratford .Place, London, Mrs Elliston, the

wife of Mr Elliston, lessee of Drury-lane

— At Stephen’s Green, Dublin, Mrs
Theatre.
4
Plunkett, wife of;the Right Honourable.
‘— At his house in Pall Mall, London,
Thomas
W. C. Plunkett.)
_
Sir
age,
his
of
"in the 82d year
— At Johnstonbank, near Ecclefechan,
Charles Bunbury, Bart.
ம
Mrs Sunderland. ,
மி 1. At 3 Ann’s Jamaica, Tho— At Hdinburgh, James Bonar, Esq.,
mas, younger son of Mr William ArmSolicitor of Excise.
ச
strong, Edinburgh.
்
2
26. At Ranby Hall, near Retford, Ge— At Elchipore, in India, Mrs Ogilneral Crawford, by whose death the Dowvie, wife of Captain Duncan Ogilvie, 2d
- ager Duchess of Newcastle becomes again regiment Madras native infantry, 4
a widow.
daughter of the Reverend Dr Duncap,
- — At Merstham House, Surrey, the Rathor.
é

— At Brighton, Sir Charles Edmon-

ஆகு,

Right Honourable Lady Ain Simpson,

|
|
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&c.

stone of Duntreath, Bart., M.P. for the
8. At Dumfries, Mrs Margaret Corson,’
county of Stirling.
|
wife of the Reverend Andrew Fyfe, mi2. At Edinburgh, James Gregory, M.D.
nister of the Relief Congregation there. '
Professor of the Practice of Physic in the
— At Schwerin, Duke Adolphus FreUniversity there.
derick, of Mecklenburg, after a short ill3. At Drumnin House, Argyleshire,
ness.
John Maclean, Hsq., of Boreray.
9, At Aberdeen, in the 32d year of his
— At Banff, Mr John Massie, mer=
age, Mr John Waddel, of the Academy,
chant there, aged 60.
Elgin.
—
— At Dundee, Mr Thomas Maxwell.
t her ‘seat in Hampshire, in her’
—AtLondon, Charlotte, second daugh- ’ 52d year, the Right Honourable the Dow=
ter of the Right Honourable Sir James
ager Viscountess Gage.
Mansfield, knight.
:
்
10. At Cochin, East Indies, George
4. At Stratyrum, Fifeshire, Mr Joh
Brown, son of the late Reverend John
Falconer, a corresponding member of the
Brown, Falkirk.
Caledonian Horticultural Society, and
* — At Cananmore, Hast Indies, Cap-=
_ next upon the list of that Institution, for tain Gilbert James Blair, of the 25th na“obtaining the medal for long service, ha-= tive infantry.
்
ving been gardener to the present proprie12. Sir John Charles Richardson, Bart.,
tor for 38 years. This is the first death , Commander in the royal navy.
. that has happened at Stratyrum in the
— At Bath, Alexander Oswald, Esq.
course of nearly 39 years, the family con13. Suddenly, at Greenock, the Reve=
sisting of ten persons, besides five ser- ‘rend Kenneth Bayne, minister of the
Gaelic Chapel there. °
vants, in the farm and garden,with their
— At Bogner, Mrs Troubridge, sister
families, in which there have been fifteen
children, thirteen of whom have arrived’ of the late Admiral Sir Thomas Troubridge,
Bart.
at the age of majority.
— Lieutenant-Colonel Frederick Wal=
— In her 89th year, Viscountess Pery.
ter Gifford, Commandant of the garrison
தீ. At Dumbarton, John Gray, Esq.,
of Bombay:
Sheriff-Substitute.
— At Nailore, Dr Cordiner, surgeon
— At Gallanach, in Argyleshire, John
in the Madras Establishment.
Macdougall, Esq., surgeon in the Hon14. At Dumfries, Mrs Johnston, wi=
ourable East India Company’s service,
dow of the late John Johnstone, Esq., of
son of the late Patrick Macdougall, Esq.,
Violet Bank.
of Gallanach.
3
— At Edinburgh, Miss Marion Hun6. At Coats Crescent, Edinburgh, Lieuter of Hunterston.
tenant Colonel Robert Swinton.
~ — At Charleton, near Montrose, Mrs
' — At Paisley, Wm. Pinkerton, Esq.
Susan Scott, relict of the late George’
— At Mount Stewart, the most noble
Carnegie, Esq., of Pittarow, in the 78th
Robert, Marquis of Londonderry.
year of her age.
e
— At Dalkeith, Mr John Dalziel, son
— At New York, James Thomson,
of the late Alexander Dalziel, of Skeds~
Esq-,
merchant
there,
late
of Glasgow.
bush.
(
— At London, James Bartleman, Esq.;
— At Fellowshiphall, in St Dayid’s,

Jamaica, Margaret Darby, a free black

woman,
‘years.

at the

adyanced

age
;

of

130
;

— On board the Walsingham packet,

on his passage from Jamaica to this coun=
. try, Alexander M‘Larty, M.D., Director
of the Vaccine Hstablishment of that
Island.
,
்

‘7. At Applegirth, Sir Alexander Jar-

dine, Bart.

்

— At Edinburgh, Miss Barbara 110004
fite, aged 78 years.

in the 54th year of his age.

:

— At Dalkeith, Mrs Ann M‘Allum,
wife of the Reverend D. M‘Allum, M.D.
16. At the College of Arms, London,
in the 81st year of his age, George Harrison, Esq., late Clarencieux King of
Arms.
. — At Aston, Sandford, the Reverend
Thomas Seott, author of the Commentary
onthe Bible, the Force of Truth, and

other valuable works. ~~
—In-camp, at Sevendroog,

in India,

a
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Major James Balfour Watson, then in

27. At Edinburgh, James Harrowar,
Esq., of Inzievar, advocate.
— At Sheal House, in Kintail, at the
advanced age of 112 years, Ann M‘Rae,
widow of Mr M‘Rae, farmer:
This remarkable old woman: never was 10 miles
distant from the place of her birth,
28. At Crieff, after a short illness, Mr
© John Tainsh, writer— At Maybole, My Adam Niven, late.

the command of the ist battalion 4th regiment native infantry, Bombay Hsta7
ம்
plishment.
9, At Balgone Cottage, James, the
youngest son of Lieutenant-Colonel. D.
F
Forbes.
— At Rio» Janeiro, in his 77th year,
Field-Marshal John Shadwell Connel,

*Couneillor of War, and Knight of the

-

Order of the Tower and Sword.
« - ly one of the magistrates of that place.
— At Edinburgh, Mis Euphemia |
‘21. At Edinburgh, in the 96th year of
Clark, spouse of Mr Bremner, Solicitor of
her age, Mrs Violet Pringle, daughter of
Stamps.
;
the late Lord Haining.
— At Lochbank, after a short but se23. At Frestonpans, Francis Buchan
vere illness, Mrs Hannay, relict of the
Sydserf, Esq., Collector of the Customs
deceased James Hannay, Hsq., of Blair<
there.
தல்
ga
ih

innie.

— At Tweedhill, Mrs Mary Richard-

30. At Mauchline,
nald, writer.

sons relict of the late George Logan, 1380,
of Edrom.
i

>

— At Kilgraston House, the Hon. Mrs

J. C. Macdo«

_ — At Raddery House,, aged 18, Miss .
Sophia Fowler, eldest surviving daughter.

Grant of Kilgraston.

of James Fowler, Esq., of Grange and

— At Stirling, Miss Elizabeth Tovey,

Raddery.

daughter of John Tovey, Esq.
24. At Roseau, in the island of Domi-

nica, John Reéay, Hsq., a native of Dal-.

mellington.
.
— At Glasgow, Miss Janet Baird,
daughter of the late William Baird, Esq.
— At Edinburgh, James Easton, Esq.,
Ws.
்
— At his Villa, near Chelsea, Alex.
ander Stephens, Esq.
25. At South Coats, near Edinburgh,
Mrs Jean Stewart.
— At Aberdeen, Mrs Anderson of Dee-

bank.

Mr

We

ook

‘Lately,
wynd.

at London,

Viscount

Chet«
்

May 1. At London, Mr John Grant,
eldest son of the late Mr. John Grant, of ~
Polnicol, Ross-shire ;—and, on the 28th ultimo, at London, Mrs Grant, his spouse,
— At Clifton, the celebrated Mrs

Piozzi, formerly Mrs Thrale, in the 82d

year of her age.

— At Leith, in the 75th year of his
age, Mr Robert Liddell.

" — At Brechin, in the 88th year of his

age, Mr George Fotheringham. .—.
— At Stockton-on-Tees, Charlotte,

26. At Ambleside, in Westmoreland,
David Erskine Dewar, Esq., of Gilston
the infant daughter of Colonel and Lady
House, Fifeshire.
iB
Charlotte Macgregor Murray.
— At London, Henfy
Hope, Esq., late
' — At Edinburgh, at the premature
of Harley Street, in hie. சடன். ‘
age of 32 years, Major John Farquharson,
— At Kippax, Yorkshire, the Hon.
of the 26th regiment of foot.
—~
்
Mrs Cathcart.
ப்
2. AtLondon, the Hon. Charles Stuart,
— At Bellevue, near Southampton, “brother of the late, and uncle to the pre=
aged 88, Admiral Sir Richard Rodney
sent Lord Blantyre, in the 78th year of
Bligh, G.C.B.
his age.
'
— At Belfast, in the 46th year of his:
— At Dumfine, parish of Luss, Paage, the Rey. William Neilson, D.D., trick M‘Auslan, in the 105th year of his

M.R.LA., &e.

age.

27. At the Manse of Kilchoman, the
3. At Florence, James Wentworth
“Rev. John M‘Leish, minister of that. Murray, Bsq., in the 25th year of his
parish.
: age.
4
— At Old Melrose, Mrs L
i
4. At Leven, in Fife, Mr John Mackay,

of Lever Legge, Esq.

ree, mie

surgeon, Edinburgh.

;

BIRTHS, MARRIAGS, &. © ©
4. At his seat at Newbrook, in the
county of Mayo, aged 56, the Right Hon.

ச

மலடு.

eldest daughter of Sir James Grant Sutiol
of Prestongrange and Balgone;

Lord Baron Clanmorris.

5. At the Manse of Grange, the Rey.

13. At Edinburgh, Frederick L. Mait-

Francis Forbes.

land, younger
of Rankeilour.
_
ப்
6. At Aberdeen, Captain Wm. Gordon,
_— At New York, the Rey. David
late of the 1st regiment of foot, or Royal * Williamson. aged 58 years, a native of
Scots.
ட
Hifeshire, Scotland.
்
—'In the Colony of Demerara, Thomas க 14:44 Resolis, the Rev. Robert Arthur,
Duncan, Esq., Coxton.
ம்
minister of the united, parish of Kirk— At Belhaven, Mrs Christiana Wil- ‘michael and Cullicudden, in the 78th son, wife of Thomas Haig, Esq.
year of his'age, and 47th of his ministry.
_— At Ayr, John Wilson, Esq., for” _ — At Edinburgh, Mrs Barbara Dun,
many years publisher of the Ayr Adyer= in her 90th year.
'
tiser.
்
15. In the neighbourhood of Bristol,
— Arch. Smith, Esq., of Jordonhill, Dr Callcott, the celebrated Musical Comபர 72ம் லா.
poser.
gt
க
7. At Coldstream, aged 63, Mrs Turn— John Bonnycastle, Esq:; Professor
_ bull, relict of Ma Turnbull, Lechouses. - of Mathematics in ‘the Royal Military
— At Sandbed of Dalswinton, William
Academy at Woolwich.
Howatson;, Esq:, of Hazlicbrae, W.S.
். அ At Lisnagregan, near, Randalstown,
8. At Edinburgh, Mr Andrew Wood, ‘in the 119th year of her age, Prudence
ape
Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons, Hare.
‘in the 80th year of his age.
— At Cumberwell, Surrey, in full pos— Near Calcutta, aged 68, Colonel
session of all her faculties, Elizabeth
Colin Mackenzie, C.B., of the Madras
Horser, widow, aged- 105 years, 56 of
engineers, Surveyor-General of India.
which she had been maintained in the
~ 9. At Atherb, John Bruce, weaver, | work-house,
16. At Bodnod, Denbighshire, John’
aged 113. He never slept a night out of \
Forbes, Esq.; of Bodnod, formerly Caphis native parish of Old Deer till aged
tain in the 40th regiment of foot.
102; and was never but once more than
— At Plymouth, Lieut. Cosmo Came10 miles from his place of nativity.
He
wrought regularly at his business till up- ron, of the 11th regiment.
— At Edinburgh, Lieutenant Lockwards of 100 years of age.
hart Gillespie, of the Royal Artillery.
11. The Hon. Mrs Maule of Panmure,
17. At Dunfermline, the Rev. James
at Jenny Mount, near Belfast.
— At Apsley House, the Marchioness Husband, D.D., in the 70th year of his
age,
and the 46th of his ministry.
” of Worcester.
— At Eyemouth, James Todd Home : -—.In Campbell County, Virginia, aged
121, Mr Charles Layne, sen: He was
of Wedderburn, Esq. .
born in Albemarle, neat Buckingham
12. At Madras, Lieut.-Colonel Samuel

county, inthe year 1700,
widow aged 110 years.

‘Dalrymple, C.B. of the Madras artillery.

— At Marshall Place, Perth, Mrs Ann
Maevicar, in her 78th year.
13. At Younston, in the 80th year of
his age, Wim. Stewart, Hsq., of Grains,
— At the Manse of Mid-Calder, Mrs
Sommers, wife of the Rey. Dr John

Sommers.
—

ae

Laurence Dalgleish, Hsq., of West

Grange.

ன்

ee.

— At Edinburgh, Miss Mary Ballan-

tine, eldest daughter of the late Patrick
Ballantine, Esq., of Orchard.

= At Prestopgrange House, Margaret,

He has left a

18. ‘At Loodeanah, Captaim George
Rodhey Blane, of the Bengal engineers, .
aged 30.
இடி

—

20. At Glasgow, in the Sist year of his

age, William Wardlaw, Esq.
:
— At Inverness, after a short illness,
the Rey. Alexander Fraser, senior minis= ௭

ter of that place, in the 70th year of his
age, and 43d of his ministry.

21. At London, the Right Hon. the

Countess of Chatham.

— At St Kitts, Mr Samuel Steel, Ase
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9. At Edinburgh, Mrs Erskine of
‘
்
த
்
Dun.
_ — At Edinburgh, the Rev. Alexander
Stewart, D.D., one of the ministers of .
Canongate, in the 57th year of his age,
and 35th of his ministry.
— At Portland Place, London, Lord
Sheffield, in the 86th year of his age.
|
_
றி தழ012 வரு 09085, 1190. 1 லட.
|
Coldstream Guards, second son of the late
George Douglas of Cayers, Esq:
— At Serampore, near Calcutta, Mis

sistant Surgeon of his Majesty’s Ship
Salisbury.

இட

‘

ட் near Sheffield, Mx Wim.

Woodhouse, aged 95, 66 of which he was
a steady member of the Wesleyan Methodist Society.
"— At Manse of Insch, the Rev. George
‘Daun, in the 71st year of hisage, and
81st of his ministry.
ge
29. Mr Patrick Dallaway, ironmonger,
Edinburgh.
௪
த”.
_— At Houghton-le-Spring, Michael

Patrick Russell, youngest son of Patrick
Russell, Esq-, W.S.
Prot

“Carey, wife of the Rey. Dr Carey.

30. The Hon. Morton’ Eden, brother
to Lord Auckland, in the 27th year of’

— At Greenock, Mr John M‘Kinnon,
writer.
்
— At Glasgow, Mrs Catherine Gordon ட்
relict of the late Mr John Buchanan, merchant
.
<
்
23, Thomas Birch, Esq., of Bond,
Street, London, banker, aged 78:
— At his house, London, Dr Robert
Willis,
:
:
்
24. At the Manse of Old Monkland,
the Rev. John Bower.

31. At Aberdeén,

Brands, of Ferryhill.

:

:

:

his age.

|

Miss Ann Caroline

்

— Mrs Mary Lion Dennistoun, wife.

of John Alston, Esq., of Westertown.

— At Glasgow, John.Buchanan, Esq.
late of Ladrichmore.
.
்

-

Lately, In the West Indies, Colonel.
Clarke, of the 5th regiment of foot.
— At Caerwent, near Chepstow, Mon=
mouthshire; at the age of 107 years, ”
Charles King, a labourer.

— At the Manse of Luss, the Rev.

Dr.John Stuart.
;
;
— At Elgin, Patrick Duff, Esq., Town
Clerk.
i
— At Glasgow, Mr'George Buchanan.
— The Rev. Mr Brownlie, minister
of ae second Associate Congregation, Falkirk.
்
— At Hawick, Mr William Freeman,
surgeon.
;
i
்

— At Nelson’s Gardens, Bedminster,
near Bristol, at the advanced age of 105

years, Mr Giles Vickery.

é

— At her house, in the Crescent, Bath,

Lady Dunalléy, mother of the Earl of '
Charleville, Lord Dunalley, and the Hon.

F. Prittie,
—

25. At Nicolaef, Captain Samuel Mof-=

ee

_At Exeter, aged 82, Tuady Mary

Hamilton, great-aunt to the Earl of Le-.
yen and Melville, and aunt to the Har! of

fat, Imperial Russian Navy.
ட
— At Dundee, Miss Christian Sandie- Northesk.
7298
man ; and, on Saturday the 26th ult.-Mrs
— At Paddleton, Mrs Stanley, the,
. Hlizabeth Sandieman, relict of the late
Dowager Queen ‘of the Gipsiés of the
David Ramsay, merchant in Dundee g Counties of Wilts, Hants, and Dorset:
both daughters of the late David Sandie=
Her Vagrant Majesty was in her 101st |
man, also merchant in Dundee—the for- me yeas,
mer aged 74, the latter 76 years.
poy
— At London, Viscountess Pery, aged
- — At Dunfermline, Dr.Stenhouse 6f 89.
We
ட்
‘

. Comely Park.

— John Campbell, Esq., of Conduit
Vale, Blackheath.
26. At Park, Robert
Goyane, Esq., of
]
© Drumquhassle, in the 72d year of his
age.
e
At Whitehouse, Isle of Man; Daniel
M ‘Queen, Tisq., of Netherwoodbank.
28. At Portsmouth, Lord F.. Thynne,
son of the Marquis of Bath...
— Mrs Hamilton of Mavis Bank.

:

— At Brussels, aged 86. years, Randal,
thirteenth Lord Dunsany, Second Baron

of Ireland.
:
:
:
Junn 1. At Perth, Alex. Greig, sen-,)
manufacturer,

—‘At London, the Right Hon. the
‘Earl of Stair.’ He was the sixth நிய,

|

and succeeded his father, John, in 1789.
His Lordship’s titles were, Harl and Viscount of Stair, Viscount Dalrymple, Ba-

“ron of Newliston, Glenluce, and Straus
‘

2

|
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raer, and a Baronet. His Lordship dying
without issue, is succeeded by his ne, phew, J. W. H. Dalrymple, now Earl of
’ Stair.

4

het

ச

+e

— At London, the Right Hon. John

ப

“961.

7. At London, the Countess of Mex=
borough.
்
— At Mullingaum, in the Presidency
of Madras; of spasmodic cholera, Assist=
ant-Surgeon. James Stewart, aged 92

Baker Holroyd, Harl of Sheffield, in the years.
ட் டர
86th year of his age.
;
ன்
— At Calcutta, Alexander Campbell,
— At Bath, the Right நார. ரர” Esq., of the firm of Goold and Campbell,
Campbell, Lord Cawdor, Baron Cawdor,
son of the late John Campbell, Esq.
of Castlemartin, county of Pembroke.
cashier of the Royal Bank.
ச
— At Dumfries, ‘Capt. Hugh Patrick=*
8. At Banks of Troqueer, Robert Halson, of the 4th dragoons. .
liday, Hsq., of Banks, aged 68.
:

— At Newington, Edinburgh, Mrs
Janet. Dickson, wife of the Rev: Dr

— At Hawick, aged 86, Mrs Agnes

‘Hardie, relict of the deceased William
M‘Crie. .
ake
ந் Moncrieff, late minister of Annan.
2. At Glasgow, Mr John Cross; teacher .
— Mrs Cunninghame, relict of the dea
of mathematics, Superintendent of the
ceased John Cunninghame, Esq., of Port
Glasgow Observatory, and. Member of Glasgow. ©
the London Astronomical Society, 8௦,
‘* — At Tain, Mrs Mackenzie Ross of
— Robert Innes, Esq., of Henley-upon=
Aldie,
‘Thames, formerly of Gottenburgh.
9. At Alloa, James Lawrie, Esq.,
3. At Auchrossan, Argyleshire, Jane brewer.
டசி
்
Campbell, spouse of Andrew M‘Farlane,
10. At Caleutta,in his 30th year, PeHsq., of Ormidale.
rd
ter Suter, Hsq., Assistant-Surgeon in the
4. At Stranraer, John Fergusson, Esq.
service of the Hon. Hast India Company.
— In Edward Street, Portman Square,
'— At his mother’s house, at SouthLondon, Sir George Douglas, Bart., of gate, Middlesex, in the 40th year of his
Springwoodpark, Roxburghshire.
age, Charles Pasley, Wsq., late Major in
— At Stafford Street, Henrietta, wife - the Hon. East India Company’s service,\
of Robert Boog, Esq.
and Charge d’ Affaires at the Court of
= At Edinburgh, James Jackson, Esq. Persia.
one of the Honourable Commissioners of
— At Rosehall, William Munro, garExcise for Scotland.
dener there ever since 1747. As he was a
— At Penzance, Cornwall, Miss Agnes
married man with a large family when
. Colquhoun, eldest daughter of the late
he first came there, and had been em=
Lord Clerk Register.
ployed as a gardener elsewhere’ for seve=
$5. At Cullintra, James.’ Maxwell,
ral years, his age at that time could scarce=
Hsq-; surgeon, formerly of the 27th regi-<
ly be less than 30; and he must there
ment.
்
:
fore have attained at least the age of
. =— At Inglismaldie, the Hon. Alex104.
7
ander Keith, son of the late Marl of Kin— At West Wemyss, Fifeshire, Robert
tore.
;
Fenning Barker, Hsq., of Nantwich.
— At Edinburgh, Miss Margaret Knox
11. At his house in Newington, EdinBeveridge, relict of Mr James Beveridge,
burgh, Captain Robert Stuart.
— At his father’s house, No. 20, George
writer in Dunfermline, in the 83d year of

her age. =

Street, Charles Hope Stewart, aged 16

ears.
— At his house, Beverley Lodge, near
Colchester, Lachlan Robert Mackintosh, ட் 12. At Fife House, Whitehall, Lion-=
_Esq.; of Dalmunzle, Perthshire, in the
don, the Right Hon. the Countess of
60th year of lifs age.
|
:
Liverpool.
age
்
— At St Helena, Napoleon Buona— At Glasgow, Thomas Arnot, Esq.
parte, Ex-Emperor of France, after an
— At Dunfermline, Mrs Anna Ged,
illness of six weeks.
:
‘aged 93, the last of the ancient family of
‘6. At Port-Glasgow, Hugh Milliken,
Ged of Ged and Balbridge, and relict of
Esq., aged 83,
Mr John Buntine.
+

t
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12. At Kirkaldy, James Swayne, Esq.,
writer there, and agent for the Fife

Banking Company.
8:
— At Poonah, in the East Indies,
Mrs Keith, lady of Captain James Keith,.
Assistant Commissary-General.

13.. At Iyy Lodge, Alexander Dalyell,

Esq., aged 36.

-

ne

14. Mr George Hadaway, of the island

of St Vincent’s, second son of the late
Patrick Hadaway, Esq.
‘
if

15. At Castlelacken, in the county of

Maye, in the 74th year of his age, the
Right Hon. James, Lord Baron Tyrawly.
16. At Edinburgh, Mr John Ballan-

tyne, bookseller to the ee

Scotland.

— At Bonhill, John, Todd, sen:, Esq.,
late of Levenfield.
‘
— At Hermitage, Leith Links, Miss
Eleanor Primrose, daughter of the de-

ceased Sir Archibald Primrose of Dunipace, Bart.

*

ந

youngest son of thé late Rev, Jolin Scott,
of Kinelaven, Perthshire, killed in the
decisive

America:

battle

:

of Carabobo,

8?

in

South

' 25. At the manse of Dunscore, the Rey, ழ்

Cunningham Burnside.

— At Montreal, after a very short ill<:

“ness, Mr James Gillespie, aged about 34,
a native of Aberdeen.

தடக்

Lately, on board the Duke of Kent

packet,

on

his passage

from, Lishon to.

Falmouth, the Right Hon, Lord Clifford.
- At Highbury Place, London, aged 69,
James

Stuart; Esq.

டக்,

. Lieut. Andrew Smith Shortt, of the,
11th regiment native infantry, aged 20
years.
5
வரில்
At Stephen’s Green, Dublin, in the
88th year of hisiage, Mr William Gilbert,
laté of Dame’Street, bookseller.
— Joseph Austin, Esq., aged 86, many

years proprietor of the Chester and New.

* = In Kendal, in York, Marion Chris °

‘castle Theatres, &c., and the last remains

ton Lodge, and daughter
Maclean, Esq., of Coll.

scaid.

tina, wife of George Lloyd, Esq:, of Hutof Alexander
Be

17. At Greenock, in the 27th year of
his age, Walter Ewing, Esq., M.D.
— At Malta, Mr John Monro, of his
Majesty’s ship Cambrian, of Glasgow.
*

18.-At Shawfield, Robert’ Cleghorn,
Esq., M.D:, physician in Glasgow.
8

= In his 80th year, Dr James Carmichael Smyth.
;
19. At Craigie House, Mrs Campbell,
wife of James Campbell, Msq., advocate,
— At Hdinburgh, John Syine of Cart-

more, Hsq., W.S.
p= At Dunfermline,

;

ing actor mentioned in Churchill’s Ro—
rose,
last,
aged

;

4

He

At Buenos Ayres, Archibald Prim"
aged 26 ; and on the 10th of July
at Cape Henry, St Domingo, Georgé,
24; and at the same place, on the

28th January, Allan, aged 22, sons of”
the late ‘Allan Fowlis, wood-merchant, —

Glasgow.

‘

— At Hanoyer, A. Herschell, Esq.
well known in the musical world asa
profound and elegant musician, and*bro= ,
ther to Sir W. Herschel, the celebrated :
astronomer.
;
்

.
்
j
— At Fosterhill, in the parish of Tile
Helen Anderson marnock, Mrs_Janet Fleming, relict of
Spence, daughter’
of Mr George Spence.
Mr Robert Nelson, at the very advanced. ,
~— At Abingdon, Janet, third daugh-~ age of 93 years.
Pe:
Jeep
ter
of the late "Gilbert Gordon, Esq., of
Halbeaths, Dumfries-shire, and wife of

Mr

ioe

ல

of Abingdon.

த

— At Montrose, in the 78th year of

his age, Captain Robert Graham, late of the Excise, after a long illness,. றி

—
At Madras, Mrs Bru
ife
— At his seat, near Clonmell, in Tres
- William Brace.
Be ச்
A ஆ ‘land, Sir Thomas Osborne, Bart.
20. At London, in the 78th year of
— In London, Captain William Hadhis
age, John Forbes, Esq., of ee in
den, of the 6th, or Nnniskillen regiment
Strathdon, Aberdeenshire, and formerly
_ of dragoons.
a
na
of Bombay.
— At Brussels, the Right Hon. Rans —
_ 22. In North Richmond Street, Mr
dall Plunkett, thirteenth Lord Dunsary, ©
James Cunningham, merchant, Edinthird Baron of Ireland. =
burgh.
‘
:
4 Fa
"At her father’s house, Granby Row,

24. Captain James Scott, of the British

Legion

in the Columbian “service,

and

of
Dublin, Elizabeth, eldest daughters
John Duncan, Hsq., merchant; and: at

த்

-
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in Beresford Strect, Miss
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* 12. At Edinburgh, Patrick MDougall,
—
taht
— Mrs Elizabeth, relict of the late

Elizabeth Duncan, daughter of the late . Esq., of Soroba.

படத்
William Duncan, Esq.
Jury 1. At Edinburgh, Miss Moore
Grant, youngest daughter of the late Rev.
James Grant, minister of Laggan.
2. At Perth, Mrs Jean Stewart, relict
of the deceased Lieut. Robert; Menzies,
of the late Ross-shire Highlanders.
3. At Kilbryde Castle, on the 21st ult.»
Susan Jane, the only daughter, and on
this date, Colin, the infant son of Sir
Alexander Campbell, Bart.
4, At Baltimore, America, Mr James
Neilson, son of the late Mr Gilbert Neil3
' son, merchant, Edinburgh,
் அ At Touch House; after a short illness, the lady of Six Henry Steuart, Bart.,

Soe

of Allanton.
ae

on

At Canaan, William Wilson, Esq.,

John M<Aulay, Esq., of Leyen Grove,

Dumbarton.
4
eon
— At St Ann’s, Barbadoes, Mrs Cum-=

ming, relict of C&ptain Cumming, De-

puty Assistant Quartermaster-General of
that island.
i
ey,
2?
— At Glasgow, Thomas Amot, Esq.
13. In London,
Sir Watkin Lewis,
aged 85, the father of the Court’ of Aldermen.+
°
_ = At Kelso, Robert Nichol, Eisq., of
Hdenbank, late merchant in Kelso.
15. At his house in Stromness, John Loutit, Esq., of Banks, merchant in”
Stromness. *
தம
— On his way from Penang to Madras,
Captain Lumley, R.N., of his Majesty’s

ship Topaz.

.
6. -At Biggar, James Wyld, Esq.
_— At Gloucester; Miss Helen’ Col-

16. At Newton, Roxburghshire, Mr
Andrew Hunter, late merchant in Leith.

- quhoun, fifth daughter of the late Right
17. At Blackburn, near Ayr, Captain
Hon. Arch. Colquhoun, Lord Clerk Re- _ William Robb, of Blackburn.
‘

்

gister of Scotland.

?. At Kingston, Upper Canada, in the

26th year of his age, Claude Scott Browne,
Lisq.; Assistant-Commissary-General,
8. At Havre de. Grace, in France, Rear' Admiral the Hon. Francis Farington
Gardner, aged 49.
— At Kingston, in Jamaica, John
Napier, second son. of Macvey Napier,

W.S

9. At Stepends of Urr, in the 77th
year of his age, Joseph Gass, Hsq., late

provost of Dumfries.

-

-

ag

— At London, William Douglas, of
Orchardton, Esq.
;
10. At Carlogie Cottage, Aberdeenshire,

Mrs: Garden Campbell,
Glenlyon.
|
.

*

— At Chelsea, Captain Duncan Mac<
bean, late 7th yeteran battalion, in the
53d year of his age.»
18. Dr Hague, professor of music in
the University of Cambridge,
ட்
— At Glasgow, Mrs Marshall, of Ar-

chonnell, relict of Wm. Marshall, Esq.,

writer.
1
— At Edinburgh, Mrs Susan Hamilton, relict of Patrick Anderson, W.S-.

— At Longtown, Cumberland, on his
way to his resid@nce, Bellinter, (Meath,)

Ireland, aged 56, the Right Hon. John
Preston, Baron Tara, one of his Majesty's.
Privy Council.
ழ்
:
19. At Peterhead, Mrs Milne, reliet of

of Troup and Mr George Milne, Mains‘of Elsemount.
:
உ. — At Surat, John Morison, Esq., Cols— At Thurso, James Anderson, Msq.,
lector of the Hon. Hast India Company’s

Collector of Excise.

.

at

14. தீம் Mountgerald, Miss Mary Fra

ser Mackenzie, daughter of Colin: Mac<
. kenzie, Esq., of Mountgerald.
3

— At London, Captain Robert Boyle,
ட் the 42d (Royal Highland) regiment of
02.

.

;

5

— At Rothsay, in the 83d year of his
age, James Anderson, Esq.
— At Brighton, William Grant, Esq.,.

of Gongalton.
e
a
== At Barnhill, Thomas Dunlop, Esq.

revenues at that place.
'
' — In Spanish Town, Jamaica,a negr
woman, named Mary Goodsall, aged 120

years.

os

_— At Dublin, Licutenant-Colonel John
Campbell, of the 2d royal veteran bat-=
talion. ,
3
க
்
‘
— At Barnhill, parish of Terregles, Mr
William M‘Kenzie, senior, insthe 73d*
year of his age.
்
si
— At Bowershall, Leith, Mr William
Brown, nurseryman.

ர

ay
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19. At Murraythwaite, Dumfries-shire, sister of the late Duke of Richm
Mrs Murray, velict of the late William , relict of the late Right Hon, Thon
fe
;
Murray, Esq., of Murrayfield, aged 75. nolly.
26. At Forfar, after a few days’ illness
— At Bertram House, Hampstead, in
Peter Ranken, Esq., Sheriff-substitute of
his 84th year, George Gibson, Esq., for
Forfarshire. ~
se
:
merly of Rotterdam.
.
:
27. At Valencia, in South America, of
— At Gosport, ‘in the 38th-year of his
the wounds received on the 24th June,in
age, Major W. Bennett, royal engineers.
the battle of Carabobo, ‘Thomas Tlderton
20. At Cromarty, the Rey. Alexander
Macleod, minister of the Gaelic church Ferriar, Esq., eldest son of the late Dy
Ferriar, of Manchester, colonel in the
there.
Ft le
:
Columbian service, and Adjutant-General
— At Negapatam, East Indies, Alex.
of the army of the Apare.
Arthur Duff, Esq., younger of Mutirtown,
— At Corfu, Wm. Hamilton Campof the royal regiment of foot. — bell, of Winton, Esq.
— At Geanies House, in Ross-shire,
— At Erriboll, parish of Dumess, |
Captain Alexander Clarke.
—At Edinburgh, Mrs Margaret Smith,

James Crawfurd M‘Leod, younger of
Geanies. °
— At Paris, Prince Maurice de Broglie,

Bishop of Ghent.
21. At Bervie, aged 80, Mr Alexander

Thom, manufacturer.
22.

At

Broughty-Ferry,

Mrs

Pitbladdo.

I

eae

Ann

Maxwell, relict of Captain Charles Bell,
23. At Como, Mrs Oliphant, of Condie.
— At Lausanne, in Switzerland, Mrs’
Kelso, the lady of Arch. Kelso, of Sau«
chrie, Fsq., county of Ayr.
:

widow..of S{iomas Smith, Esq., one of

the Principal Clerks to the Bills,
.
28. At Edinburgh, Mrs Craik, of Ar.
bigland.
பந்தல்
29. At New Galloway, James Murray,
Eisq., late of Manchester.
i
— At Berwick-upon-Tweed, Mrs Ogle,
_
of Gainslaw, widow of Robert Ogle; Esq.,
of Eglingham, aged 62 years.
x
— At Mold,

— At St Martin’s’ Cottage, near Montrose, in the 54th year of her age, Susan=

—

ment, of the cholera morbus, Lieut. Wil-

liam Innes Orrok, of his'Majesty’s Royal

caldrum, in the 83d year of her age.

— At Musselburgh, Mrs Allan, widow

Cottage, near Inver5

I

Maxwell

31. At Aberdeen, the Rev. John Ram-

— At Edinburgh, Mrs Margaret Gra=

,

Portobello, William

say, formerly minister of the Gospel at ;
Strachan, in the 90th year of his age.
Lately, at his seat, Piner-Groye, Middlesex, Sir F. Milman, Bart. M.D.
F.R.S., in the 75th year of his age.

ham, relict of Alex. Bower, Esq., of Kin-

—— At Mousewald Manse, Mrs Janet

At

of Dayid Allan, Esq., historical painter,
Edinburgh.
்
ie
Saeed

— At his apartments in Chelsea Hoss

Richardson, wife of the Rev. Jacob Dick-

pital, aged 76, Thomas Keate, Hsq., sut-

gering illness, Mrs Sarah Henry, wife of
James Pindar, Esq., of Townhead.
:

late surgeon-general to the army.

son.
:
26. At Hamilton, after a long and lin-

— At Castletown House, county of
Kildare, aged 77, Lady Louisa Conolly,

oT

Morison, Esq., advocate.”
]
— At Edinburgh, Mrs Catherine
Grindlay, relict of Mx William Burnside,
of Flask.
;

Scots.
;
_ 26. At Springhin, Douglas, James Ha~
milton, Esq. .
ல்

— At Viewfield

|

Esq., of Anchinvole.
— James Hamilton, Esq., senior, of
Mavisbank, in the 78th year of his age,

24, At Rutherglen, Lieutenant-General John Spens, of Stonelaw.
_ — At Trichinopoly, Madras Hstablish-

House, London.

ச

30. At Greenhaugh, Govan, Alexander,
eldest son of the late Alexander Wallace, '

na, wife of George Farquharson, Esq.
— At Seasyde Cottage, near Aberdour,
Mrs Moubray, widow of Robt. Moubray,
Esq., of Cockairny, M.D.

ness, John «Noble, Esq., of the India

at the advanced age of

86, Captain Jeremiah Martin.

|

geon to that establishment for ‘upwards
of thirty years, surgeon to the King, and

_— At Bath, the Right Hon. John

id

Campbell, Lord Cawdor, of Castle Mare j
tin, Pembrokeshire.
;
்
.

:

ன்

தல்
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Caroline Amelia Hlizabeth, ikon of Bri-

tain, and consort of his present
ட்ட
King George the Fourth.
வு descendant of the Pro- 3
7. At Lisbon, Lady Maria J. Macdo-

— At Cheshunt, Herts, aged 79, Oliver

Cromwell,

ட

tector.

அரனே
1. At the ‘Roadie
‘Kensington, the celebrated Mrs

bald.

— At Bonhill Place, Mrs

aged

ene
Inch-

Robertson,

85, widow .of the late Captam

a

Robertson. ‘
_ — At his house, Charles Street, Berke~
ley Square, London, the படப் Hon. Lord
Suffield.
— At Inverury, Mr Ji ames
ணப

late merchant in Banff, aged 89.
2. At Glasgow, David

பமல்

‘accountant of the Royal Bai

1180.

— At Aberdeen, Rabat G பண
Esq,
at the advanced age 0783.
. — At her house in London, Mrs Mar=

garet Alison, widow of Captain Robert

Tumbull.

“8. At Hdinburehi ட.

Sandilands,

Esq., of Couston, WS. .
4. At her house,
ன் x Street, Mrs
Janet Christie, widow
John Weir,

Ksq-, writer in Edinburgh.
_

— At 24, London Street, Aenes Primrose, wife of Mr Peter Macdowall, ace

countant.
— On the coast of Africas Hospital
Assistant'R. S. Gillespie, Esq.
5. At Lochbank, » pear Dumfries, Ro-

bert Haining, Esq.

— At his renee)

Leeds Castle,
in

the county of Kent, General Philip Martin, in the 89th year of his age.
— At Glenogle, near Lochearn-head,

Mr Samuel Lindsay, in his 62d year.

6. At Laurencekirk, Mr Charles Stiyen, snuft-box-maker,“aged 68.
— In the island of Jamaica, Mr Thos.
. Ker, youngest son of Gilbert Ker, Esq.,
late of Gateshaw. —
— At Dumfties, Mrs Colonel Pleydell.
— At Newliston House, Mrs Hog, of
Newliston.
,

— At Edinburgh, Hugh Bethune, Esq.,

of Queenslie, late mer chant ini London.
— At Petersham, the Hon. Clementina
Elphinstone, daughter of John, the.
eleventh Lord Elphinstone. — At Glasgow, Mrs வ Robertson,
wife of Francis Garden
7. At
பட பார்கக London,

nell, widow of Lieutenant-General Alex=

ander’ Macdonell, of Lochgarry.
— In consequence of the loss of the
Lady Lushington, Indiaman, wrecked
near Coringa, Mr Henry Jister, son of
the Rey. James Lister, minister of Auchtermuchty.
— At Arcot, W. Cairo Lockhart, Lieutenant Sth Madras cavalry, son of the de* ceased Major-General W. Lockhart, of
his Majesty’s service.
8. In Thames Street, Limerick, Lieu-

tenant-Genéral Daniel O’Meara.

— At her house in Lower Grosyenor
Street, London, after a short but severe
illness, i in the 41st year of her age, the

Hon. Mrs Ryder, lady of the Right Hon.

Richard Ryder, brother to the Harl of
Harrowby.
9. In Dover Street, London, the Dowager Countess of Mexborough.
'— At Rome, in the 80th year of his
age, Sir Walter Symot, Knight of Ballymoyer, in the county of Armagh.

. 10. At his seat, Ashley Park, Surrey,

Sir Henry Fletcher, Bart.
11. At Peterhead, William
Esq.

Wallace,

12. At Demerara, Patrick Macintyre,

Esq.
tie At her house in Grosvenor Street,
London, the Dowager Countess of Ely.
— At Maybole, Wm. Adair Goudie,
Esq., surgeon*there.
. 15: At the Manse of Foyeran, Mrs
Gordon, widow of the Rev. Dr Gordon,
one of the ministeis of Aberdeen.
16. At Banff, Major John Cameron, of
his Majesty’s late Scots Brigade.

— At Edinburgh, Mr Benjamin Halt

Cooper, merchant, Drummond Street,
17. At Redside, near Carrington, Mr
James Abérnethie, farmer, aged 81.
*— William J. Waldie, Esq. + of Queen
Street, Cheapside, youngest son of George
Wallie, Ksq., of Henderside Park, Rox~
burghshire.
* 18. At Granite Place, near Aberdeen,
William Duguid,

me

Esq., formerly

North America.

of Bal-!

*— At Camden Town, Lieutenant Sa
muel Smith Ramsay, R.N.

.
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| 49. Marearet, ; daughter of the

late

widow of the late Alexander M'Konochie,

James Henderson, Esq., of Enoch Bank.
— At Bangadore, in the Nast Indies,
Lieutenant mest Hepburn Leith, third,
gon of Alex. Leith, Esq:, of Freetield. — At his brother’s house of Whitehill,
Roxburehshire, Thomas Milne, Esgq.,
்
“ரந
i
Dryhope.
20. At Petereulter, the Rev. David

Esq., one of the Commissioners
Majesty's Customs in Scotland. Vea

eS
.
“Aberdeen:
— At Paisley, James Weir, 17 months

of the Royal Medical Society of Rdin.

29. In
the wife
M.-P. for
— At

is:

Portland Place, London, Anne,
of Sir James Graham, Bart.,
Carlisle.
Kinchurdy, Mrs Grant, relict

of the late J. Grant, Esq., Kinchurdy,

‘30. At London, James Robinson Scott,

ஆ

Gillatly, minister of the Shiprow chapel, _ERS.E., F.L.S., late Senior’ President

old, known by the name of the ‘* Wou-

derful Gigantic Child.” When 13.months”

burgh, Lecturer on Botany, 60.

31. At Bourdeaux, Madame Moreay. |
widow of General Moreau.
4,

old, and he continued to increase ever
since, he weighed five stones, his girth

— At Perth, after a long and painful
illness, Captain Duncan Dewar, late of

inches.
He was born in the parish of
Cambusnethan, county of Lanark. —

— At Kingston, Jamaica, Mrs Mary
Mackie, widow’of the late Robert Macடகர
ஸ்ப
்
Bi
— Lately, at his house in Cecil Street,

‘
;
round the neck was 14 inches, the breast, the 21st regiment.
31 inches, the belly, 39 inches, the thigh, ~ — At Portobello, Mrs Wardrobe, of 1
' 204 inches, and round the arm, 41} Charlotte Place, Edinburgh.

91. At-Peterhead, Jane, eldest daugh‘ter of the Right»Rey. Bishop Torry, in
the 29th year of ner age.
22. At Gayfield Square, Edinburgh,

Limerick, David Stevenson, Esq.

* |

|

— At Copenhagen, ata very advanced |
age, Admiral Winterfeldt, the senior of
ghee
93. At Demerara, ’of the yellow fever, 4 the Danish Navy.

Miss Jean’ Brodie.

Lieutenant-Colonel Nooth, C.B., of the

2ist Royal Scots Fusileers, eldest son of
Dr Nooth,.of Bath.

24. At Edinburgh, Jane, eldest daugh-

ter of the late Thomas Wharton, Esq.,
and of Lady Sophia Wharton.

25. Mr Bartolozzi; (son of the celebrated engraver,) himself in great esti-

mation.in
the same
raged 641.

line as his father,
7
t:

26. At Barrowmuirhead, near Edin-

burgh, Anne Fraser, wife of Major A.
Rose.
:
i
*
27. At Viewfield House, near Dunbar;
Mrs Burnet, spouse of Mr Burnet, of
Viewtield House; and, on the 13th, at

the sarfie place, Miss Henrietta Lawson,
her sister.
pd
ie
— At Baccagunge, Beneal, Charles

-— At Bath, in the 75th year of her
age, Lady A’Court, relict of) Sir P. லி
Court.
.
:
கி
_ “At her house, Shrubbebill, new’

‘Worcester, Lady Tempest, relict of Sit
Henry Tempest, Bart.
— At Southampton, Sir Henry Wil-

|

liam Carr, K.C.B., Lieut.-Colonel of the
3d regiment of Guards.
et

Serremper 1. At London, Wm. Kin-

naird, Esq.,

senior

‘Thames Police.”

Magistrate, of the /

baa

» +2 At Gooty, Chittore, Peter Brucé,
Esq., First Circuit Judge on the Madras j
Bstablishment, second son of the late
James Bruce Carstairs, Wsq., of Kinross |
and 'Tillicoultry. ©
உ அல்ப
of
_ 4, At Edinburgh, the Hon. Margaret
Drummond, relict of George. Haldane,

Chapman, Wsq., Judge and Magistrate.
Hsq., of Gleneagles. —
வ
28. At Madras, ‘Lieut. James Hamilதமிம் Dum Dum, near Calcutta, John
ton Wardrop, son of John Wardrop, sur- “Forrest Tod, M.D., ‘Assistant-Surgeon i
-geon, Falkirk.
the Hon. the Hast India Company s jee
— At Ormiston, Mrs Jane Ferguson, vice.
்
|
daughter of the Hon. James Ferguson, — At Haverfordwest, aged 92, Mr |
Lord Pitfour.
Robert Rees. This veteran served in the
29. At her house in Warriston Cres- fleet under Admiral Hawke, and after’

cent, Mrs Ann Margaret M‘Konochie,
௩.

being engaged
in the reduction of Belle- ர

1

Takes

act

aay

L

ச
‘
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a
a
௪
neers in the service of the Hon. the East
21. At Aberdeen, in the 80th year of
.

௬

India Company on the Bengal establish-» his age, John Ewen, Esq., who was one
ment.
ல
of the most respectable publi¢ characters

—
‘thew
11.
18.

At St Helena, of apoplexy, MatLivingstone, Esq., surgeon.
At Wellhall, Thomas Boyes, Esq:
At Ormly, Caithness, Capt. Donald

ofthat place for thore than half a éentury. With the exception of various sums
left to the public charities of Aberdeen,
he has bequeathed the bulk of his pro-

Sinclair, late of the 30th regiment’ of:
foot.
:
14. At Cult Manse, Elizabeth Hunter,
wife of the Rey. Thomas Gillespie, minister of Cult.
Rei
ம்
15. At Reidside, hear Carrington, Mxs
Jean Wilson, aged 70, relict of Mr James

-Abernethie. —

a

eco

_

At Edinburgh, Miss Grace Suttie,

perty, perhaps 15,0001. or 16,0001., to the
magistrates and clergy of Montrose, for”
the purpose of founding an hospital, siilar to Gordon’s Hospital of ave een,
for the maintenance,and ‘education of
boys.
24. At Knowhead, Mrs Isabella Tod,

relict of the late John Whittet, Esq., of

Potterhill.

eldest daughter of the late Sir George"
25. In Bridge-road} Lambeth, Sophia,
Suttie, Bart., of Balgone.
Cede
wife of Dayid Allan,*Esq., Deputy ComJames Hay, Esq., missary-General to his Majesty's forces,
— At Edinburgh;
W.S.
‘
*
anid of Portobello, near Edinburgh.
— At the Manse of Kilearn, the Rey.
_ James Graham, minister of that parish,
in*the 86th year of his age, and 54th of
his ministry.
உ,
ல்

— At»Berhampore, Bengal, David
Morrieson, Esq., third Appeal and Circuit Judge at Moorshedabad.
aig
27. At Dalguish Housey Perthshire,

16. At Wakefield, Mrs Cleghorn of Charles Steuart, of Dalguishy Esq.

ட

* Stravithy.

:

48. At Belfast, Major Andréw Pati-

— At sea, off Corsica, on his passage

to Italy, for the benefit of

ealth,

. son, late of the 29th regimemit, in-which

Henry Davidson, Hsq., advocate, second

much credit to himself, in man? of the
engagements of the late eventful war—

28. At Millbank, Edinburgh, James
Neilson, Esq., of Millbank, in the 69th

he bravely served nearly 24 years, with

son of H. Davidson, Esq., W.S.

latterly of the 8th Royal Veteran Bat-

year of his age.

Esq., of Barns, .Kinross-shire.
— At George’s, Square, Edinburgh

soldiers who were engaged on that me- *
4
snorable day.

29. At Auchintroig, Stirlingshire, in
talion;'
_ 19. At Graysmill, Slateford, Mr Wilthe 88th year of his age, Willam MacLauchlan, Esq., Lieutenant on the halfச
ச்
liam Belfrage, aged 72.
He servedtas
pay of the 25th regiment.
*_ At Paris, John Astley, Esq., proprietor of the Royal Amphitheatre, West-. a gentleman cadet in the Scotch Greys
at the battle of Minden, and is believed
minster Bridge, aged 54. = ®
to have outlived almost all his fellow20. In his 85th year, Henry Burt,
Miss

Eleanor

Rutherfurd,

of | — At her house in Weymouth Street,

daughter

the late John Rutherfurd, E'sq., of Ed-

்
gerston..*
— At Paris, aged 85, the Archbishop

of Paris, "Cardinal Talleyrand de Peri-

London, “Cassander Agnes Lady

il

ton, widow of Sir J. Hamilton, Bart.,
and mother of Sir C. Hamilton, Bart.,

Vice-Admiral and Governor of New-

. ஜீறயறு ரவர், and Sir E. Hamilton, Bart.,
*
,
gord.
_. கமறரரகள, நரக 1 வரவர, எம்ப 02 Rear-Admiral, and Knight Commander
|
of the Bath.
e late William Ramsay, Esq., of Barn|
— Miss Colquhoun, of Camstradden.
ton, in the 77th year of her age.
|

|

|

» 21. At, Craigrothie, in Fife, Mr David

Martin, road-surveyor.

At Groom’s-hill, Blackheath; Mrs

Campbell, wife of Colonel Campbell.

Ro— Miss Isabella Helen Sangster, only © — At his house in Castle Street,
pate

daughter of the late Mr John Sangster,

Widewall, Orkney.»

|
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bert Boyd, Esq

"—-#*

of Drum.

At Hatington Park, Warwickshire,

8
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_

ilroth, aged 95 years, relict 68 the late

~

»-. > » Colonel Macilroths

31. At London, Major-General Sir Au-

® gustus Homstedt, K.€.B.,aged 68.

10. At Restalrig, Alexander Duncan,

9

Esq.,W.S.

Novemser
& At Antigua, Wm. Cath|

4

1821...

2

Lady Elizabeth Stanhope, sister of the
Earl of Chestenfield.

REGISTER,

.

:

11. In the island of St Lucia,

Mr

cart, Esq., fourth son of the late James
Cathcart of Carbiston, Esq.
— At Surinath;
W. A. istic: Esq.,
_ member of the Supreme Court there.”
— At the Leys, near Dollar, James
Bréwn, late of Killin, surgeon, R.N.
2. At Bellfield, Miss $t Leger Duncan.

-Alex. Houston, jun., son of Mr Alex.
ouston, manufacturer, Glasgow.
ve
In’ Newhall Street, Liverpool, dward Simon, aged 104-years and 22 days,
He had begn employed as a-labourer in
the docks near 70 years.
His mother
died aged 103 years, his father 104 years,

sen., merர

a2. At the Manse of Ruthven, the
Rev. George Donaldson, ofminister
that
his age,of and

g. At his housé, No. 11, Bank Stfeet, and ‘hisebrother 104*years,

aged 65, Mr Daniel Forrest,
chant, Edinburgh.
i

79th year
4. By Shipwreck, near Eyemouth, on parish, in the
his passage to London, aged.31, Captain * 42d of his ministry.
—

William Grant, of the Perseverance pac~

ket of B&nff, second son of the late Lieu-

At Lochee, near Dundee, the Rey.

of Noranside, Forfarshire.

13.

Flockhart,

+

James Dunlop, of Househill, Co-

lonel of the Renfrewshire Militia.

Esq., of Baronald. *
a
7. At Weymouth, Charles Kerr, Esq.,

— At Chester le Street, in the county
of Durham, in her 80th year, Mrs Wea-

late of Abbotrule.
.
— At Findhorn, aged 64 years, Mrs
Isabella Davidson, wife of Robert David-

therley, relict of the late Mr Edward
Weatherley of Garden House.
— At Edinburgh, Christopher Mod-

son, Esq.
_
8. At Ayr, Robert Robertson, Esq-, of

bray, Esq., late cashier.of the Edinburgh
Friendly Imsurance Offices
aoe,

Duncanziemer.

ச

—

92 At Elgin,in the 79th year of her
age, Mrs Helen Anderson, relict of the,
Rey. James Thomson, late minister of

At Greenock,

John Lamont, Esq.,

surgeon, R.N. *
ae
௪
. 14. At Edinburgh; Robert Bruce, Esq.
of Pitteadie.
5
அவம்

Aberlour.
ர
.
— At Madras, P. Crawford, Esq.;M.

— At Edinburgh, Mrs Mary, Hunter,
in the 78th year of her age.
*,

Newfield, Ayrshire.
— At Pootookghur, in Bengal, Ensign
James Campbell, 4th regiment of native
infantry.
:

of life, Dr John Barret, Vice’ Provost of
‘Trinity College in that city.”
்
| — At Aberdeen, Lieutenant William
Bothwell, R,N.
Sty
ay,

D., son of the late Major Crawford of

15. At Dublin, at an advanced period

| — At Annan, Miss Dalgleish, eldest
daughter of John Dalgleish,
Bsq., of Presy

— At Madras, Peter Scott, M.D.,surgeonof the Male Asylum there, and assistant-surgeon in the Hon. East India

Company’s service.

:

_ 10. Mrs Margaret Parlane,

spouse of

Dr Chas. Stuart, of Dunearn.
ட
— At her house in Belfast, Mrs Mac-

~

Londony aged 70, the Honourable Mrs
Mill, widow ofsthe late John Mill, Esq., ,

James Keyden, minister of Fettercairn.
Baronald, William

At Cannanore} East Indies, James

blishment, son of the late-Rey. Dr Dun‘can, rector ofWhalton, Northumberland.
— At Edinburgh, Miss Mary Graham
Bogle, daughter of the late John Bogle, '
ச: ட
sq., of Kirkcudbright. .
— At Fintalich, Thomas Keir, fsq.
“— In Cumberland Place, New Road,’

the Hon. Hast India Company’s service
on the Bombay establishment.
— At

,

5;

Johnstoh Duncan, surgeon, Madras esta-

tenant Francis Grant of tHe 45th regiment of foot.
்
é
*— At Baroda Camp, Captain Robert
Macfarlane, 4th regiment grenadier battalion, a native of Monteith, Perthshire.
5. At Bombay, aged 49, P. C. Baird,
Esq:, M.D., Superintending Surgeon in
—

;

©

tonfield, and late Provost of Annan.

— At Jamaica, Breyet-Major Masson,

of the 50th regiment.

௬

16. At Ennis, in Ireland, Lieut. John
Crabb, 40th regiment.
:
>

«+

|

௧

*
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*

>

16. At Longforgan, the Rey. Adam
Cairns, minister of that parish, in the*

64th year of his age} and 28th of his*ministry. »
17. At Ormsary, Alexandér Campbell,

Esq., of Ormsary.
3
is. At London, Rear-Admiral Burney,
F.R.S., in his 72d year.
_
20. At Newton-tpon-Ayr, in thes7th
year of her age, Mrs Janet Alexander,

widow of the late Bailie James Reid}
Newton,

— Miss. Ann Coats, of Blantyrefaym ந்

in the 74th yeaf of her age.

21. At Castlecraig, Joanna Charlotte,
daughter ofSir Thos. Gibson Carmichael,
of Skirling, Bart.
f
=
_ — At his seat, Thortonhill, Buekss Sir

Thomas Sheppard, Bart., aged 76.

—,At Muttra, in Bengal, Capt. Andrew Christie, of the 6th native infantny,*
eldest son of Andrew. Christie, Esq., of

‘Fertybank.

rs

| 22. At London,

James Wilson,

Esq.,

F.R.S., Professor gf Amatomy to the Royal
College of Surgeons.
ட்ட
1

~ — At Mary’sPlace, Stockbridge, Edinburgh, in the 87th year of her age, Mrs
Susan Steuart, relict of the Rey. Alex-_
ander Dayidson, late minister of Stenton.
23. At his house in .Russéll-Square,

London, in the 88th year of his age, the
Right Honourable Sir James Mansfield,

5

*

571
Px

i

26. At Glasgow, in her 96th year, Mrs
Mary Graham, relict of Mr John Graham .
of Kilbowie,,Dumbartonshire.
*
27. At Edinburgh, Mr Luke Eraser,
date one of the Masters of the High School,
aged 85 years.’

— At Dover, on hemway from Canada

to France, for ‘the benefit of her health, -

Euphemie Ladin, wife of Deputy Assist-

ant Commissary-General Maclean.
— At Glasgow, William Ferguson,
M.D.
சு
ரத்
*
28. At‘Gavin, Lochwinnoch, aged 67,
Mrs Margaret Jamieson, relict of the
late Mr James Fyfe, merchant, PortGlasgow.
»
4
— At* Woolwich, @Licut.-Col. James

West, R.A.

ee

ட்

— Mrs Fraser, wife of Thomas Fraser, Esq., of Woodcott House, hear Reading, and of Banniskirk, in the county of
Caithness, who served, during last year,

as High Sheriff for Oxfordshire.

— At Meerut, Major-General F. R.
Hardymap, C.B., Colonel of his Majesty’s 17th regiment of foot, and Com=

mander of the 2d division of the field
army in Bengal.
ஆ
29. At her house, Leith Walk, Mrs
Jean Ritchie, relict
of Capt. John Roberts
of Carronfiats. -

30. At
Dysart, the Rev. William Billerwell, minister of the Relief Congrega-

late Chief Justice of the Court of Common
Pleas.
Pri
*
24. At Pennyland, by Thurso, Alexander Paterson, Hsq.
பூ.
f
:
New Rattray, Robert Birrell,
« Esq.; late Provost of Kirkcaldy.

tion there,*in the 66th year of his agé
and the 42d of his*ministry.
்
— At Dalyell Lodge, John Dalyell,
Esq-5 of Lingo.

daughter.of Mr David Sandieman, late
merchant there.

life in the house in which"he died, the

_— At Craighouse, Miss Colquhoun,
eldest dauglter of the late Humphrey
25. The Rey. William Dunlop, Jate Colquhoun, Hsq. உள்!
:
pastor of the Presbyterian Congregation _ — At Bankfopt, Mrs Jean
Hay, relict
of Strabane.
5 of Alexander Robertson, Esq., ohe of the
— At Aberdeen, Miss Jane Ogilvie, Principal Clerks of Session.
5
in her*90th year.
*
Lately, at Harwood Lee, near Bolton,
— At Dundee, in the 67th year of her Mr "Peter Crook, aged 79. It is remarkage, Miss’ Catherine Sandieman, youngest
able, that he was born and lived all his
26. At

West

Wells,

family of Crook having rented the farmh
near’ Corsham, *he occupied from the Rev.
Formby,
of Formby, and his ancestors, for up-

Wiltsyaged 71¥Lieutenant®General Kerr,
formerly of the Hon. East India Company’s service.

௪

-- 60 ஏங்தூறற075, 18 011௦ 1985 Indies,

of 4 bilious fever, Capt. Thomas Binny,

of the 11th dragoons, aged 30, son of
Thomas Binny, Hsq-, of Maulesden.
ந்த

wards of 100 years.—At the age of 71,

Peter and his seven sons afforded an in=

teresting spectacle to their neighbours ;
they were all employed in mowing the
grass of his fem, the venerable father
leading, and followed through the sward

னி

*

—

ஆ
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* by his eldest ‘son , the second following

- him, and the others in regular rotation as
to ages the youngest, aged 22 years, clo-

sing. . They all survive their patriarchal
«
father, and are all stout robust men.
Lately,
At Nancy, in Lorraine, aged 87,
Miss Jean Rollo, daughter of the deceased

* James Rollo, Hsq. of Powhouse.

Decumaer 1. Ather house, 60, Queen-

Street, Edinburghy Mrs Ann Dunlop.

2, At Edinburgh, Charles Hamilton,
of Faitholm,
Eisq., aged 56 years.
*
— At Douglas, Mrs Hawthorn Thomson, relict of the Rey. William M‘Cub௪
bin, minister there.
3. At Rutherglen, Mr Vijilliam Dic.

kieson, late Provost of that hurgh. _
— At London, Lieutenant-Colonel
Andrew Hamilton, ’ged 33 years,

18 of

which had*been devoted to the service of
the army, most of them in foreign climates, and scarcely one in
his native
— At

London,

Mrs

dow of the late ncaa

Fitzgerald,

Coen

wi-

Fitz-

gerald of the Life: Guards, who fell at

Waterloo. =
=
ம
்
4. At Edinburgh, Adam Scot Elkiot
of Arkelton. =~
bs > ae
— At Edinburgh, Mrs Margaret Alston, wife of Mr Dassauyille, surgeon.

— At Stratford, the Right

_

Hon. Lord

Henniker, LL.D.
F°RaS., &c.
® — Mrs Dickson, wife of James Dickson, Esq., of AntonsHill.

— At Greenhill, the Hon. Sir John

Stuart of Fettercairn, Baronet, one of*the

Barons of his Majesty’s Coes of Exchequer.
— At Ayr sMiss Mary Elizabeth M*Ewan,
daughter of George M‘Ewan, Esq.
Grenada.
Pepe
5. At Brighton, James: Perry,

1160.,

REGISTER,

-

1821.

ae

76

*

%

ர்

5

—At Edinburghs*Mrs Stewatt Cun‘nin ame, wife of Captain James Hal.
dant வ ஙு...

-

8. At London, of apoplexy, John Ring,
Esq., surgebn.
*

— In the Manse of Halkirk, in Caithness, the Reverend George Cameron, mi-

nister of

that parish, in'the 88th year of

his age, and the 53d 6f his ministry.,
9. At Portobello, Mrs Ritoda Mu

ie,

Wife of Dr J. Mudie, late of Alford, Lin-

colnshire.

+

7

— At Gallowhill, near Strafhraer, Pa.
trick M‘Kinnel, Esq.
*
:
— At Edinburgh, Mr Thomas Ferguson, aged 78. ‘This géntleman has bequeathedsthe sum of 11-100 to each of the
four following institutions: The Maeda-

len Chapel,

the

Royal

Infirmary,” the

Trades Maiden Hospital, and the Chari,
ட
"ty Work-housé. ©,

11. At Edinburgh, Miss Barbara Moir,

eldest daughter of Andrew Moir, Bsq.,
late of Otterburn.

Bes

:

— In Moray Streety Leith Walk, MrKnox, late*of Firth.

’

— At Arbroath, Miss»Gleig, daughter
ட் the Reverend George Gleig, minister
there.

:

ச

12. AtBumtisland, Mrs Helen Sipe

son, wife of William’

Young, Esq., dis

er.
்
்
_ —At Grayeraig, Fifeshire, Lieutenant-

Colonel Andrew Bethune, of the Honour-

able East India.
a

திக்க service.

Ate Brighton,

Phoebe Hassel, aged

T11 years. His Majésty had for the last
seven or eight years allowed the deceased
10s. 6d. a-week.
ப
)
_ — At Montrose, Mr Edward ,Greene,
merchant, in the 61st

year of his ager

— At Hermitage Place, Leith, Lieute«

nant-Colonel Lauriston, of the Honour«

proprietor and editor of the Morning ®able Kast India Company’s service.
Chronicle,
in the 65th year of his age.
~ At Palermo, Captain James Ander— At Ayr, William Allison, Esq.,"of son; of Glasgow, Paymaster in the late
Whitehill.
;
King’s 3d
an Legion.
5
* — At Bowerhousegmear Dunbar, Mar— At Barbadoes, after an illness of three
garet Carfrae, datighter of the Rev. Dr® days, Liéutenant-Colonel John
pass
Carfrae.
யூ
‘
C:B., of the 4th or King’sOwn xegiment.
13. At Lisbon, Dr Wiymne, Fellow of
“— At Hillhouse, Berwickshire, Archi* bald Sommerville, Esq.
the Royal College of Physicians of Edinae. ட் ள்
ப
arles Berr

து Agu
cmnbangh நீ
80., 0!
rin:
I

in the 46th Sear of his

4

oe da

7. At St John’s, Newfoundlandy Mis

Cross.

8

‘

burgh, ard formerly surgeon to the Chester Infirmary.
Ra

14, At

Edinburgh,

Miss

Margaret’

Maxwell,*datghter of the late SinW -

Maxwell, of Calderwood, Bart.

ச

௬

உப

—

சு

ச

ரீ

உ
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14. At Wellhouse, aged 64, years#Wil-

liam Millar, Esq., of Wellhonse.

4

.
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20 At St Andzews, in the 57th year of
her age, Miss,Elizabeth Stevenson, sister

|

— At-Down, near Dunbar, Mr John vof David Stevenson
, Esq., formerly of
Skirving, late farmer, Westfield, at the
¥
London. +
_ advanced age of 90 years. _
= In Jamaica, MyYs Blizabeth D.
= At Penrith, R- Story,
in the 83d year of his age. *

Ksq., M.D.,

Chrichton, wifeiof William Lambie,,Esq.

— At Whitehill, New Deer, the Re~

— \At Brawlbin, near Thurso, Mr Sin-

yerend

clair Sutherland, distiller.
— At Edinburgh, Mrs Carruthers, re-

lict of the late John Carruthers, Esq., of
Holmains,

-

and

Comb, Esq., brewer.

Leith, Matthew

' — At Kirriemuir, Capt. Charles Far-

quharson, aged. 78, eldest"son of James
, Farquharson, Esq., late of Coldrach.*

* — At Echt House, Sir Harry Niven

Lumsden, of Auchindor, Bart, aged 37.
— At Glasgow, Mrs Brown, relict of

* the late John Brown, Esq., merchant in
Glasgow.
‘
— At Jamaica, James Porteous,

minister of the

22. Mr William Graham of Bambhill.
«— At the maiise of Crieff, Mr John

15. At Edinburgh, Isabella, Wife of
John S. Ramsay, M.D.
:
:

At Yardheads,

Bunyan,

wite of Mr Korman,"bookseller,

daughter of Sir Robert

Laurie, Bart., of Maxwelton.

=

John

United Associate congregation there.
21, At Stirling, Mrs Mary Muschet,

Gregory, late of Edinburgh, in his 85th

ம

*

ச

4

year.

- At Glasgow, Mr James Greenlees,
as a bookseller in that city,
long’known
and who was afterwards induced, by cir=
6 a, temporary appear= —
cumstances, to
ance’ on the stage, in several first-rate
;
characters.
*

— At Edinburgh, in the 62d year of
his age, @homas Henderson, Hsq., the
்

ie

fe

City Chamberlain.

_ —

Mrs Gordon, wife of Captain J. M.

Esq.,
so
a>
Gordon, R.N.,
;
+ . “8 — At Greenock, Mr Wm. Watson,
16. At Castlemilk, Lady Stuart, widow * bookseller, in the 77th year of his age.
of Sir Sohn Stuart, of Castlemilk, Bart.
— At Tulliallan
manse, the Reverend
— At Lessendrum, Maurice George David Simpsop, in’ the 82d year of his

of Bonhill?

- Bisset, Esq., of Knighton, Isle of Wight

and Lessendrim, Aberdeenshire.
‘
— At Woodside, near Hamilton, Mrs
Isabella Miller, relict of the late John

Dykes, Esq., of Woodside,
= *
— At Broughty Ferry, Frances Emma,
wife of the Reverend H. Horsley, Pre-

bendary of St Asaph, and daughter of the

late’ John Bourke, Hsq., of Ballygley,

county of Limerick, and Balyeck, county.
of Tipperary, Ireland.
‘

17. At the Chateau of Epine, near Pa-

age.
௧
28. At St Andrew’s, New Brunswick,

Robert Pagan, Esq., in the 72d year of

his age.

:

க

;

24. At’ Hastings, Mrs James

Elphin<

stone,wife of Lieutenant-Colonel Elphinstone.
\
:

— At New Galloway, Mrs Agnes Man-~

son, wife of John Murray, Esq., of Tro=
quhain.»

த

\

.

ர

— At Tophill, in St Hlizabeth’s, Jamaica, at the advanced age of 124 years,

‘ris, the Countess of Lisburne.
'— At Daly’s Town, county of Galway,
the Right Hon. Dennis Bowes Daly, after a fortnight’s illness. For upwards of

Ann Rochester, a w

ledge, Hsq., island of St Croix.
18. At Mount Lodge, Portobello, Col.

Lauder, Berwickshire.
aay
26. ‘Ai Allghquhoich, near Mar Lodge,
Jami es Harden, Esq., of Knock Inch.

‘of colour.

She

“enjoyed her healt
the week prece~
ding her death, le:
a family consist<
ingiof 153, being five sons and two daugh=.
forty years Mr Daly represented “the ters, 58 grandchildren, 68 great grand=
county of Galway, in successive arlia- children, and two great-great-grandchildren.
ments.
*
ye
ண்
— Athi® house, Musselburgh William . , — At London, Mr Henry Beaumont,
Scott; Hsq., aged 70. _
கட்டப்
aged 35.
a...
4
— AtGlasgow, Miss Catherine M‘Neil25. At Bonnington, Mrs Margaret
ledge, daughter of the late James M‘NeilLauder, relict of the late Bailie Lauder,
* Francis James Scott.

i

இ;

௬
a

\

~_

~
ட
?
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atre, andyplayed the same charact
Mr Garrick was*then performing
ட்
a7. At Slatefield, Mrs Charles Camp, don, and with nearly as much eclat.
bell, at the advanced age of, 102.
‘Lately, At Paris, after afew days’ illness,
on,
26: At Glasgow, Alexander Miller, Esq.

98, At Aberdeen, William Davids
on,
Esq., Advocate, son of Robert Davids
டு
Esq.,,of Balnagask.*
a
— At Witham, after anf illness of
few hours, the very Reverend J. J! effer=
of
son, Archdeacon of Colchester, Rector
the
/Weeley, and Vicar of Witham, in

>
ஏ
*
county of Essex.
— At Tobago Street, near Edinburgh,

the celebrated Colonel Thornton, late of
Thornville Royal, in the county of York.
— At Greenock, of the small pox, in
the 76th year of his age, Mr Wm. Maeleod of Stornaway, but for the gréater
part of his long lite a planter in Jamaica,

— At Holloway Head, near Northwich

at the extraordinary age of 121 years, Mr
John Maddock.
He retained his facul
,
Mr James Dewar, buildergaged 70.
ties to the last.
Archi30. At Ballewn, Strathblane,
—*At Markethill, aged 104
years
bald Edmonstoney Esq., of Saag
பு a
— At Kensington Gore, Barbara, el-* Matthew Macpauiandi 4
worthy man, who retained the use of his
dest daughter of William Wilberforce, faculties
till the latest period of his lifé..
in
Esq., M.P.
— @n his voyage home from India
— At her ‘house,in Berkeley Square,
Captain Robert Sanderson, of his Majes.
London, Maria, Countess of Guilford,
ty’s 98th regiment.
fe
widow of Francis, late Earl of Guilford.
— At his house, in Qtleen Ann Street,
31. At his house, Bonnington Brae,

John Cheyne, Esq., surgeon in «Leith.
Lately, In French Street, Southampton, Mr F. Guion.

He was, at ail early

part of his life, an the Edinburgh The-

London, in his 71st year, Sit Wm. Young,

G.C.B, Admiral of the Red, and*Vice-Admiral of Great Britain.
At Bath, Viscountess Mountearl.
க

க

@

.

Asrrcrompy’s, Mr, spéech on parlia-

Awful

mentary réform, I. 143.
Atbeona transport, the loss of, IT. 87.
Achilles} whale ship, runs against «the
powder magazine, Dundee, II. 185. |

destruction

106.

I. 7.

en

உ.
௫

Baker, Sir Robert, resigns his office of
head magistrate of the Bow-Street police, II. 166.
*

90,.91,97.

Banks, Sir Joseph; biographical account

Advocate, the Lord ; his speech, in re-

ply to Lord Archibald Hamilton, 7.

3 6.
Agricultural distress, I. 156. Report, Tf.

டல்

பாகி

of, I. 301.

Viceroy’s

troops defeated, 2b. San Martin enters
Lima, 282:
Establishes the constitution, ib. Battle of Calabosa, 283. Complete triumph of the independents, ib.
General congress, ib. State ,ofe affairs
in Buenos Ayres, ib. Brazil, ib. Revolution at Bahia, 284. At Rio Janeiro,
ib. King returns to Hurope, 285.
St
Domingo, ib. United States, 286.
Axmy estimates, I. 48.
ட்
Association, the Constitutignal, proceed-

“ings Yelative to, II. 25.

Scientific eminence of, 2b.

His yarious enterprizes in the prosecu-

்

Althorpe’s# Lord, speech relative to the.
timber tradepI. 161.
America. State of affairs in Mexico, I.
* 278. IturBide joins the insurrettiénary™
bands, 279. Independent forces range
themselves under Iturbide, ib. Arrival
‘of O’Donaju, ib. Cortes called, 280.
Death of O'Donaju, 281.
Peruy 7b.

Flattering condition of, ib.

நுதிதி

B.

On the subject of

_ econbmy voted by the House of Com‘mons, I. 78. Various addresses to, II.

280.

at Whitehayen, II.

*

Address'to the King at the opening of”
Parliament,

6

Attorney-General’s speech, in opposition
to Lord A. Hamilton, I. 19. Speech
, _ onthe Constitutional Association, 1.173.

tion of knowledge, 302.

sident of the

Royal

Chosen pre-

Sogiety,

303.

Knighted, 7b. Wlected a member of
“he Privy Council, 7s. Named a mem-=
ber of the French Institute, 304. Agricultural pursuits, 2).
Dgath of, 2b.
Description of his form and expression,
ib. THis will, ib.
Bankes’, Mr G., animated speech on mo-

ving the address in'the House of Com=

mons, I. 7.
ce
Bankes’, Mr, motion for an address to

the crown, on the subject of fetrench=

mentiand economy, I. 78. Opposes the
catholic claims, 122. *
ழ்
Barcelona, siekness and mortality at, IT.
182.*

Baring’s, Mr, complaint respecting the
manner in which the public accounts

were made up, I. 43. Speechsrespecting the currency, 153. Reply to Mr
Ricardo, 155. Speech respecting the
timber trade, 162.

ச

க

«

.

A.

.

க

மாடு

\
கு

உச

*

௬

“INDEX.

reagh, and condemns the Queen,,J. 28:
Speech relative to the
Association) 172. .

ச

Constitutional®
*

-

Browne, Mr

்

175.
h
பிம் address
ணக
டட எட் Karl
in the House of oe
Majesty
to his
Nera
க
ன
௬:
த
-Bennet’s, Mr, motion for reduction of
the Quarter-Master-General’s officein
Speech on the army
Scotland, I. 57.
estimates, 59.™ Speech on the state of

agriculture, 159. Speech relativeto the
timber trade, 161." Respecting the Io-

nian islands, 176. Motion relative to
libel in the John Bull newspaper,
dence

John

Speech on the close of the eviagainst

Bull, 183.

டம்

the conductors

க

of the

_

Lord*W., motion relative to

Sicily, I, 107,

க

ச

Browne# Colonel, attempt to assassinate,
at Milan, I 88.

James; seconds the address

in the House of Commons, I. 8.

Beacon newspaper, particularsrespecting,

‘a

Speech relative to the John Bull news-

_ paper, 184. *

Bathurst's, Earl, speech relative toGtam-

"182.

ச

ன

Bathurst, Mr C. B. supports LordCastle-

pound, 14140

.

Re-

marks respecting Ireland, 7b. Opposes
‘the grant to the Qteen, 28.

*

Bruée, the Robert, steam packet, destroyed by fire, II. 166. ** *
்
Bucharest, earthquake and other misfor-

:

tunes at, and in the neighbourhood of,

5
:
IL f43.
Buckingham, the Marquis of, his speech
* in support of the catholic questigh, I.

.

;

ர்

130.
Budget, 1.68.

_

உ

Bull, John, the proprietors of, summon.
ed to the bar of the House of Commons

for breach of gee
of for libel on

* ley, 11,55.

,

I. 482., Trial

Luady Caroline,

Wrottes-

Fined andimptisontd, 60.

Buonapatte, Napoleon, death of, IT. 1130

a

of his body, 114.

Funeral,

115.
vy
Bernal’s, Mr, remark on the navy esti- «
mates, 1. 46.
டஃப்
ர
Burdett’s, Sir Francis, motion relative to
ர்

Biography, politieal, I. 289. Mr Grattan, 2b. Harl of Sheffield, 294. Sir
Home Popham, 295:

bury, 297.

இ -

Remarks relative

lLefeb-

சாகு

+—-—— literary, 301.
Sir, Joseph
Banks, 2b. President West, 305. Mr’

Arthur Young, 309. Mr Hayley, 319.
Volney, 320. Birnie, Richard, Esq. appointed head

magistrate of the Bow-Sireet police, im

the room of Sir R. Baker, and knight-

ed, II. 167,
:
Birth-day, tHle celebration
of his Majes-

ty, I. 105. Disturbances on the occasionat Edinburgh and Glasgow,z.
Births, list of, 11. 338.
ச்
7

Bourdeaux, the Duke of, the baptism of,
II. 107.
}
y
ட்
Brougham’s, Mr, reply to Lord. Castle-

reagh,

I. 24.

Speech respecting the

Queen'sen
acquittal and the motion0 for
provision, 30. Speech regpecting the
Queen’s law expenses, 32. Reprobates

. the conduct of ministers respecting the
Queen's case, ib. Supports Sir James
Mackintosh’s motion, 100. Reply to
Mr Lambton, 144. Motionrelative to
the - Constitutional
*

ர

Association,

169.

at Manchester, 178.

to the editor of the

John Bull, 184. Judgment of thé.”
Court of King’s Bench on, Il, 14.
Correspondence between and ‘Mr Cans

Barl of Malms-

Kellermann, 298.

vre, 299.

‘the,proceedings

4 ning, 110,
°

*

து

ர

1.8

*

«

Cs

ப

ஈ:

Calcraft’s,
Mr, speech inreply toMrCrece

~ vey, I. 48. On reducing the army, 54.

|

Calthorpe’s, Lord, observations on thes
affairs of Naples, I. 90.”

‘

Cambridge, improvements at, II. 280. .
Campbell, George, G. C. B., particulars
with: regard to the death of, II. 90.

Canning’s, Mr, speech on the affairs of
ல
I. 104. Correspondence between and Sir Francis Burdett, II. 110.

Cantre, Louis, projects himself into the
crater of Vesuvius, II. 99. «
ம்
Carlisle, MaryAnn, trial of, for blasphemous libel, II. 42. Guilty, 44. Finéd

and imprisoned, 47.—For seditious libel, i. Disagreement among the jury;
- 49
2
த
Cartwright and others, judgment on, Il,
16.

த்
௬

*

*

உர

ழ்
» INDEXs
Carnarvon, Harlof, moves the Gramhpound
disfranchisement bill in the House of
Lords, I. 139.
,
Castlereagh’s, Lord, speech at th opening of Parliament J. 10.
Speeth re-

specting provision fpr the Queen, 7...

- 13.

The erasure of the Queen’s name

from the Liturgy, 2

Motion for pro-

vision for, 24.. Reply to Mr Western,
25—To Mr Hume, 2b. Motion for
reading the report ofthe committee re*
lative to the Queen’s provision, 32.

Speech reSpecting the address

from the

presbytery. of, Langholpie, 33. Speech

disapproving of Lord A. Hamilton’s

motion relative to the order

in council

directed to the Church of Scotland, 39.

Speegli relative to Mr Hume’s*resolution on the army, estimates, 49. Supports the army estimates, 54. ,State-»

ment relative fo, 56.

Reply to Mr

Hume respecting sinecure garrisons, 588
» Speech in opposition to Mr Hume, 63.

“Opposes the repeal
of the
duty on malt,
67. Speech on the subject of economy
and retrenchment, 79. Reply to Sir
James Mackintosh on the affairs .of

Naples,90. Speech respectingithe state .

of Europe; 106.. Communication re-

speéting the Russian army, 7).

Reply.

to Mr Stuart Wortley, 2b. Speech on
the Catholic question, 120. Défends
‘thet House of Lords fi altering the
transference of the Grampound elective
franchise, 141. Manceuvre for getting
rid of the bill for mitigating punishment
in cases of forgery, 150. Speech re-

*specting breach of தடம் the John
Bull newspaper} 182., Action for win-

dows broken at the acquittal of the
Queén, II. 76.
ite
Catastrophe, an awful’ ones at Carville
colliery, near Neweastle, II. 183.
Catholic question, I. 111. Petition ffom
the English Roman Catholics presented
to Parliament, 112.

Cavendish, Lord Gebrge, ‘supports Mr

Western’s* motion for repealing the
» . malt tax, I. 66.
ச
Chancellor’s, the Lord, reply to Lord

Darnléy, I. 40. Opposes the Catholic
bill, 132. Speech against the disfrahchisement gf Grampound§ 140.

3377"

Cheshire, improyemenis at, II. 286.
Chetwynd’s, Mr, motion for reduction, I.

57. Speechton the distress of the coun~

‘
try; 64.”
Christie and Trail, trial of, for duel with

Mr Scott, II. 60. Verdict, not guilty,
65.

Clarence, the Duke of, grant to, I 177.
Cockburn, Sir George, speech in reply to
"Mr Bernal, 1.46,
Commeneial economy, remarks relative
to, I. 160. Notices, II! 183. Woollen
cloth milled, II. 283.
Chamber of
Commerce at Manchester, ib. Mechanism, great perfection it hath reached
at, ib. Rapid risqof Sincapore,
ib. Re-=
தர் niarks respecting
Canada, 284.
Constitutional Association, motion respecting, in Parliament, I. 169.
Coronation of George IV!, hotice of, I.

189.

Full particulars of, II. 117—

40.

-

i

Coroner’s inqueston the body of Mr John
Scott, 11. 100. "Verdict, wilful murder
against’ Mr Christie, 101
Onthe

body of
On

Robert Dalrymple, Esq. 1b.—

George Francis, shot in the riot at

the Queen’s funeral, 165. "Of Richard
Honey, shot
ஙா.

ச!

against

*

*

ச

ன்

௪

occasion,
2)

‘

miralty Board, I. 47.

Cuddie, Mr, particulars respecting his
death, II. 109.
௧
Curwen’s, Mr, speech on the state of natiopal industry, I. 152. Speech relative
to the agricultural interests, 158.
*

D.

Darnley’s, Lord, speech
Queen,

௫.

*

the same
ர

County Clare, a process-server beaten and
robbed in, IT. 182.
Courier, observations on the King’s visit
to*Drury Lane, II. 96. Creevey, Mr, his speech’ on the motion
for a committee of ways and means, —
ர். 48. Speech relative to the navy es-*
timates, 47. Motion relative to the
army, 48. Motion relative tosthe ex-_
pense of the*office of Secretary of War,
57. Motion for reduction of soldiers,
- 688 Objects tosthe repairs at Barbadoes, 65.
ம்
E
Croker’s, Mr, speech in support of the Ad-

Charitable benefactors, II. 102.

Chester, Bishop of, his speech
Catholic emancipation, I. 130

on

I. 39.

respecting

the

otion for an address

+
°
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௫

to the Crown, 80. Supports the Cathodicsbill}132:
ட
Davies’, Colonel, speech, complaining of
lateness in laying the estimates Before
Parliament, I. 44%

Motion relative to

the army estimates, 53. Motion fespecting officers on the half-pay list,
59. Speech on the barrack department,

GO,

க

னது “ச

Dawson, Mr, proposes reducing the army,
I. 57.
Deaths, list gf, II. 350.

௬

௬
:

' Dexterity, whale ship of Leith, thesloss

of, II. 185.

i

Edinburgh,

|

disturbance at, on th

bration of his Majesty's birth ae
105.

Improvements at, 987, * 7°”
Elizabeth ,sher Highness the Princess, the
i
death of, II. 101+

Ellenborough, Lord,

his speechsrelatiye

to the Queen, I. 40. Approves of the:
measures of Go¥ernment in referenc
e
to Naples, 90.
Speech concerninethe
| Policy of Austria,M01. Speech tela.
tive to thestimbér trade, 164,

Elliston, Mr,

prosecution

of, for Tepre=

sentatign
of Marino Faliero} II. 77,
Ellis, Mr, his speech in Justification of

Disturbances at the funerakprocession of
Mr Canning, respecting the Queen, 7,
the Queen’s remajms, II. 163.—In a
16.
**
க
/
Douglas, Isle of Man, 186.—At Edin- *rmierants to Quebec, sailing of, IT. 107,

burgh, 105.—At Glasgow, 2b.

Dolby,

trial of, fog libel, at the instance 5

of the Constitutional Association, II.
52,

Lumestic events, I. 188. Popularity
"of
the King, 7b.” Coronation, 189. Death
of the Queen, 190. ” King’s visit to
Igeland, 192.—To Hanover, #, Dis-

turbed state 6f Hxgland, 2b.
2
Donations from the King to the charita- .

*_ ble institutions, Dublin, I. 159. _

Donoughmore’s, the Earl of, speech #in
favour of the Catholics, ¥. 126.
க

Erskine, Lord, against Lady Erskine, ‘Tl.
murdered,

to Mr Creevey, I, 44.

Reply to Mr,

ய்
II. 190.
Hxchequer’s, the Chancellor of the, reply

Bennet, 59. Reply to Mr Western ret
specting the malt-tax, 66. Speech in+

reply to Mr Curwen,
budget, 2b.

Dublin, tumultuary proceedings at the
meeting of the county of, I. 5.

"Duels,

fought between Mr John Scott

» and Mr Christie, II. 99.—Between Mr
Brittlebank and Mr Cuddie, at Winsten, 189.—Between two ladies, 186.
Dufour, Dr, the death of, M. 186.
Dugdale, Mr, presents a petition
from

Birmingham relative to the difference

of industry, I. 151.
Drury-lane, the King’s visit to, II. 93.

>

*

F.

Ferguson, Sir Ronald, his speech relative
to the libelin the John Bull newspaper,
T. 185.

4

i

Fife, the Hatl of, dismissed frofn his place
near the King’s person, on account of
his vote fot neat the malt tax, 1. 6%
Speech respecting his'dismissal, ib.
Finances,™. 42. Mr Maberley’s motion
relative to the sinking fund, 2b." ComMhittee of ways and means, 43. Navy
estimates, 44.
Army estimates, 48.
Otdnance estimates, 60.
Budget, 68.
Address to the king on the subject of

'
J
]
1

»

economy and retrgnchment, 78.

E.

Eadon, Major-General, horrid and bloodHints attempt upon’ the life of, IT.
Karl Moira packet, loss of, with an
im-

_ mense number of passengers, IT. 145.

Earl of Falconbury whale
by, cut through by

68. Opens the

Exeter, improvements at, Il. 287.

Donegal, prosecution respecting the, of
the marriage between the Marquis and
Marchioness of, II. 67.
ச

ries

இ

a2.

Evans,yThomas,sinhumanly

ship, of Grims-

the ice, IT. 185.

Earthquake at Buchtest,

TI. 143.

Fine Arts, II. 804.
2
Fire, the destruction of the Caxton print-

ing-office, Liverpool, by, I. 91. Am *|
alarming one at Sunbury distillery, near

|

Edinburghy 99.
:
Firé-damp, fatal acgident by an explosion

of, II. 108,

ம

்

Flindel, Thomas, trial of, fox libel
the Queen, Ik 30. Guilty, 33.
prisoned, 34:
.

t
is

௬

௩
3

*
ச

|
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>

Folkestone, Lord, speech respecting pro-

Gouldstein, Manasseh, trial of, forforging

1
relative to the malt-tax, 66..”
France, state of, I. 194. Opening of the
"Chambers, ib. King’s speech, 1b. Result of the elections, 195. ‘Provisional
“*six-twelfths, ib. “Stormy debites, ib.
‘Explosion in the*palace, 197. Me8sage
from the King to the Chambers,7b. De-bate on, 198. Neapolitan affairs, <b.
Seditious moyement at Grenoble, 200% .
Motion for keeping order in the Cham- .
ber, ib. Debate on, ib. State of the

1
4
67.
Grampound, disfranchisement of, I. 137.
Grattan, Henry, biographical account, of,
+ 989. Descent, ib. Ente
a féllow
rs com° mower at the University of Dublin, ib.
Repairs to England, ib. Spends the re-~
. quisite time asa student of theMiddle
Temple, ib.4 Becomes a Member of the
Irish House of Commons, 290. Eloquence and popularity of, 2b. £50,000
voted to purchase an estate and house

church’ establishment, 203. Debate, id.
Loi des Donotaires, 205.. Debates on,
ib, Trial of the conspirators, 206..Budget} 207. Financial debates, ib. Motion
for continuing the censorship on the,
journals, 209. Close of the Session, b.
Death of Napoleon Buonaparté, 210.
ழ்
ஈட
த்

Flood, ib. Blected to serve in the Bri~
tish Parliament, 291.
Death of, 2b.
*Character, 299.
;
Greek revolution.
(See Turkey.)
Grenfell’s, Mr, speech relative to Gram-<
pound, I. 137.
Grenville’s, Lord, speech in support of
“the Catholic bill, I, 134.

vision for the Queen, I. 28.

corn trade, 202.

Speech

Motion relative tothe

es

Gi

for him and his heirs, ib.

Rivalry of

Grey’s, Earl speech at the opening of

ah

Parliament,

I. 9.

tholic question, 126.

Galetta, the squadron and crews in the
harbour of, destined to plunder Chris-

_

*

Speech on the Ca-

H.

tian vessels, completely destroyed by a
tremendous tempest, II. 106.
)

i
.
118ஜஜவூர், 19தம்ம்,

expedition, 7. Captain Franklin’sland
journey, 347. —Kotzebue’s yoyage, 350.
Discovery of New South Shetland, 361.

Hamilton’s, Lord Archibald, motion of
censure on Ministers, for erasure of
the Queen’s name from the Liturgy,

African expedition, 7.
Burckhardt’s
travels to the’
North of Egypt, 353..
Belzoni’s researches in Hgypt,*356.

Council sent to the Church of Scotland,
35. Speech relative to the malt tax, 66.
Censureg Lord Fife’s dismissal, 67.

' Geographical discoveries, IT. 346. Parry’s
*

Prussian dollar notes, II. 65. Guilty,

Lyon’s journey to Fezzan, 352.

New

Hanover, the King’s visit to, I. 192. Par-

359. * 2
Gilbert’s, Mr Davies, motjonrelativeto the
elective franchisejof Grampound, 1.137.

ticulars of, IT. 167.
்
Harris, James, Earl of Malmsbury, bio~
"graphical account of, I. 297. Birth, 7b.

Glasgow, disturbances at, on thetelebra-

Makes an early*thoice of the diploma

tion of his Majesty’s birth-day, II. 105.

Glenorchy, Lord, supports Lord A. Ha-

tic line, 2b.

*

milton’s motion relativg to'the Order in

Gooch’s, Mr, motion relative to agricul-.

tural distress, F. 156.
ச
Goulbourne’s, Mr, speech on the ‘army

estimates, I. 56.

பு

ww

Reply to Mr Hyme,

ர.

Decorated with honours

bythe King of Prussia and the,Prince

of Orange, 298. Rewarded with a Bri-

Council sent to the Church 6f Scotland, “,

I..36. *
Going, Richard, Esq. shocking murder of,
II. 185. Funeral under military escort.
ab.
ஞ்
Zee

of, II.

I..14. Motion relative te the Order in

Fraser's tour through the Himmaleh,

Musical Féstival at, 190.

7”
the, execution

1

tish Peerage, ib.

death, ib.

;

Marriage,

:

ib.

His

Harrowby, Lord, remonstrates
against
the language used by Lord Holland,
in characterizing the Hmpegor of Rus- _
sia, I. 89. Speech on
the Catholic

* question, I. 131.

Hayes, Mr James,
left by, II. 102.

உ

extensive

donations

Hayley, Mr, biographical account of, I.

* 319.

His death, 320, *

*
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H

eygate 4 s,

Aldererman,1. வணி

, reprreprobating
த
த

ae political course taken by hér Majesty, I. 13.
“one

Hobhouse’s,

Mr, speech in support of

Lord A. Hamilton’s motion for censure
on Ministers, I. 17.
ப
ris
௫

Hohenlohe, Prince, pretends to work miracles, IJ. 112. Particulars respecting,

ib.”

*

Holland’s, ‘Lord, speech, af the opening

௫

1

*

be placed* over the river Weaver,i,
Foundation
of Carlisle canal basin laid.

"tb, Bridge begun over the
Alne
L.40,000 granted for erection ofib,
ல்
bridge acrgss,the Conway, ib. Proposed
erection of three new churches in Leeds,
/

287. New jailin Norwich, ib. Progrest”

of ‘the hames and’Medway canal,
if, *
Bridge near Abbot’s mill erected, ip,
Proposed alterations in Exeter, 4h,

of Parliament, reprobating the conduct + * New-building for the Isle of Wight in-

of Ministers’ regarding Naples, I. 9.
Speech respecting the Holy Alliance

and the affairs of Naples, 88.
to Lord Harrowby; 89.

Reply

Holroyd, John Baker; Karl of Sheffield,
biographical account of, 1.294. Friend |

to commerce and national industry, ib.
Created Lord Sheffield, ib. Made a
British Peer, 295.
Death, i. Cha-

‘stitution, 2b. Progress of, the Melville
Monument, 2b. Collegeo Edinburgh
288. Union canal éompleted, 7, ikon

'

bridge over the Tweed, ib., Suspension

pier at Newhaven, 822 A new light.
house im the Shetland Isles, ip. Inprovements; in science, 323. Aino.

» mnomy, 2).* Physics, 328.

Metedrology,

336.
HElectro-Magnetism, 338.,,
'_racter of his works, ib.
சு Ionian Islands, debate respecting in Par. |
Hombourg’s, the Princess of Hesse, visit
iament,
L473.
y
to the Queen Dowager ofWurtemberg,:
Treland, the King’s visit td, I. 192, Par. —
Il. 88.
*
்
.
ticulars of, IT..145.
்

Houseless poor, close of the institution
for the season, II. 106.

Hume's, Mr, reply to Alderman Heygate
respecting the Qteen, I. 13. Reply to
Mr S. Wortley, 31. Activity and resolution as a combatant on matters relative to the finances, 42. Complaint
respecting the estimates, 44. Resolution relative
to the naval service, 7b.
Numerous motions on the various es-

timates, 47—80. Motion respecting
the Ionian Islands, 173. Speech respecting the grant to the Duke of Cla~

rence, 177.
‘i
nm
Hunt, John, trial of, for libel on the
House of Commons, II. 50.
Guilt 5

ab.

Sentenced to imprisonment in

tle

House of Correction#52.
Huntingdon, improyements at, II. 286:
Huskisson’s, Mr, speech on the mod of

presenting the estimates, I. 44. Reply
to Mr Caleraft, 55. Speech ‘tn vindication of the honour and good faith of _"

the British Parliament, 66.

I.

*

Improvements, and

establishments,

mg
IT.

284, Local acts passed, ib. © Drainage
of the Hau Brink, 286. Suspension
bridge over the Menai, ib. Bridge to”

Isle of Wight, improyements at, IT. 287.

Italy, state of affairs in, I. 229.

at Lay-

Allies, 2).

of the

.The King of Naples Yields to them,
230. Austrian

2b.

army

,

passes the Po,

Naples thrown into the greatest*

agitation, ib. Conyocation*of an extra-

+ ordinary Session of Parliament, 231. ‘
“Speech of the Prince, ib.+ Rejection of
the propositions of the Allied Powers, ,

» ib.

Military preparatfons under un-

fortunate

ணட

கன்

ib.

Line of

_ defence, ib. State and arrangements of
the army, 7b.

March of the Austrian

army, 232. King supports the views of
the confederates, 238. General Pege’s
imprudent conduet, and ultimate de, feat by the Austriaus, 234. Dissolution

of the Neapolitan army, #. Confusion
at Naples, 235. Letter, of submission

to,the king; ib, Austrians enter Naples, _
236. King re-established, 237. Austria

immures the Neapolitan patrioty m
strong German castles, ib. New Con=
in Pied- stitution, ib. State of affairs
mont, 238, Discontents,4). Disturban;

ces ogcasioned by the students* at @uAbdication of the king, 241. Dismay

rin,7b, Revolutionary fhovements, 239.
of the chiefs, 242: Méasures of the Regent, @b.

Spanish Constitution proக

.

Ami.

val of the King of Naples

bach, 2b. Measures

*

1

:
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elaimed, ib. Agitation exeited im the
’ north of Italy, 243. Duke de Genevois
as king, adheres to the Allies, ib. His
proclamation

in

opposition

to! the re-

volutionists, 7b. Deep dismay occasion‘ed thereby, 7b. Dissatisfaction of the
“."military chiefs at’ Alexanduia, ib. Con-

chising of Grampounf,

on

the

national
6

ing up of the Congress of, II. 243.
Lefebvre, biographical account of, I. 299.
Rise in the army, 7b. Attains the entire confidenceof Buonaparte, ib. Creatéd Marshal. of France, ib. Advises
Napoleon’s ,abdication in 1814, 300.
Embraces again his standard in 1915,

de Carignan, 244.
He retires: to Florence, 1b. Fluctuations, 7b. Defeat of
the Constitutional troops, 245. Charles

Felix takes the teins of government,

246.
‘Treaty for the occupation of the
kingdom, by 12,000 Austrians, ib.
Ivy-bridge, a réspectable farmer killed at,

tb. Spends his after life in a species of

disgrace, ib.

His death, ib.

Lethbridgé, Sir T., supports the motion

by a fall from his horse, IE. 184.

for reducing the grant to the Queen,
122:
*

.

*

Pro-

“Laybach, documents issued at the break~

tempt shewn by the allies to the Prince

ஆ

I. 140.

tests againstshe tinfber trade bill, 164.

Lawley’s, Mr, speech
*& trade, 1.152. @

Leviathan, whale ship, of Hull, penetra-

De

tedby ice on eachiside, IT. 185.
' Limericé&, horrid and barbarous occur-

Jamaica, ‘state ‘of, Wes:

rencé'at, IT. 110. Outrages in the coun-

ty of, 180.,

List of county meetings, at which loyal
.

இ:

‘

King, speech

K.

'

உ”

of the, at the opening of

Parliament, I. 5. Speech at’ the close
of the Session, 186. Popularity, 188.

» Coronation, I. 189. II. 117" Visit to
Ireland, I. 192. II. 445. To Hanover, I. 2b. II. 167.
Receives the de-

putation from the city of Dublin, II.

©

91. Visit to Drury-Lane, 93.
King’s,’ Lord, motion rélative to the Bi-

shop of Peterborough’s
questions, 1.4179.

examination
ea

Knatchbull’s, Sir E. speech
the agriculturists, I. 157.

relative

to

_

ர.

.

Le
ச்

*

Lamb, Mr, his speech on the motion of
provision for the
Queen, I. 29.
Lambton’s; Mr, motion for parliamentary

reform, I. 141.

Complains of"the in-

* difference of the House, 14/4.
Langhole, address fyom the presbytery
~ of, to the King, containing gross
;
ப்ள of the privileges of Parliament,
+ 33.
:
ட்

Lansdowne’s, the Marquis of, speech relative
to the Queen, I. 41. Speech on
the Catholic bill, 136. Speech relative
to Grampound,
trade, 164.

10.

*

On the timber
*

. Lauderdale, Earl of, opposes the disfran-

addresses to the King were yoted, IT.
92. Of new publications, II. 310. Of
births, 338. Of marriages, 344. Of
deaths, 350.
Literary fund, anniversary of, IT. 107.
——-— intelligence, II. 294. United
kingdom, 295. Welch literature, 300.
France, ib. Modern Greek, 301. Gertman, 7b. Lithography, 302. Ancient
manuscfipts, 7b. Greek literature, ib.
Russia,'303.
New South Wales, ib.
Littleton’s, Mr, respecting the petition
from Birmingham, I. 152. _
Liverpool, Harl of, speech in reply at the

opening of Parliament, I. 12. Amend-.

ment on th® motion for an address to.
the crown relative to economy, 80.
Speech in reply to Karl Grey regarding
Naples, 85. Reply to the Marquis of
Latisdowne, 101.
Speech'on the Catholic question, 135. Supports the bill
relative, to Grampound, 139. Motion
relative to, 140.
Liverpool, destructive fire at, II. 91.
Local Acts, IT. 284.
~
Lochrin distillery, Edinburgh, bursting
of a steam-boiler at, If. 103. Dread=
ful consequences of, ib.
, Lockhart’s, Mr, speech relative to Grampound, I. 137.

Londonderry, the Marquis of.—(See Cas~
tlereagh, Lord.) *

London’s, the Bishop of, speech in opposition to the Catholic bill, I. 128.
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Milton, Lord,-replyto the Solicitor-Ge-

Lushington’s, Df, indignant and decisive

speech

I. 31.

in reply to Mr Holme Sumner,

neral, 7. 22.

.

-

ர

tary, 55.

ட

On Parliamentary Reform, 143.
Mocha, report of Captain Lumley relat
to, II. 176.
Moran, Michael, Halloran,
Michael

Fitzgerald, Michael,

,

|

ட் for Be

der, II. 8. Moran found not guilty, 9,
Halloran and Fitzgerald puilty, 7,
Sentenced to death and dissection, 10,
Mountaineer, the, a steam vessel, launch.
_ ed at Greenock, II. 99.
டர

Mackenzie, Mr, seconds Mr Western's
motion for repeal of the malt tax, I.
. Moving Bog of Kilmaleady, report rela66. Remarks on the John Bull newstive to the, II. 140.
.
paper, 183.
Murray against Rundell, I. 83.
Mackintosh, Sir James, his speech on
Musical Festival at Glasgow, II. 190.
Lord A. Hamilton’s motion for censure
Speech™relating "
on Ministers, I. 20.
*
to the Chuyeh of. Scotland, 38. Moக
N.
tion relative to the affairs of Naples,

90. Speech respecting the declarations
of the Congress at Laybach, 107.
Speech respecting Sicily, 109. Speech
on the Catholic question, 118. Mo-.
tion for mitigation of punishment in

cases of forgery, 146.
Macnamara, John, and Molony, Thomas,
trial of, for murder, II. 4. Guilty,
Sentenced to death வும் 0188001101,
ட்
80.

Maitland, Sir Thomas,

motién for cen-

sure on, I. 173.

i

Manchester, motion in Parliament rela-

tive to the proceedingsat, 1.178. Cham-~

ber of commerce established at, II. 283.

Improvement of mechanism in, 7b.

Manilla, horrible affair at¥ II. 105.
Mansfield, the Harl of, strongly opposes
2
the Catholic bill, I. 127:
Marriages, list of, II. 344.
Marryatt’sy Mr, speech on the timber

trade, I. 162.

~
findings, ib.
Martin’s, Mr, reply to Mr Hume, I. 31.

Speech relatiye to Grampound, 137.
Martin Luther, commemoration of the
ee erected in honour Of lle,
Melville, the late Lord Viscount, founda-

tion of a monument’ to the memory of,
laid at Edinburgh, II, 105.

ச

Naples.—(See Italy.) Circular dispatchto

his

Majesty's

ministers

at foreign

courts relating to, Il. 241.

த

National industry, state’ of the different
branchegrof, I. 151.*
* .
Navy estimates, I. 44.
New discoveries; II. 346.
New publications, list of, IJ. 310.
Neweastle, tremendous gale at, II. 188.
Newport’s, Sir John, speech on breach of
privilege, I. 38. Speech respecting the

ப

|

Irish reyenue, 43.
oil
Newton-House, seat of the Harl of Darlington, awful and melancholy occurrence at, II. 189.

Northumberland,

)

improvements at, I.

286.

Norwich, the Bishop of, supports the Ca* tholic bill, I. 131.

-Opposes Mr Wallace’s

motion on the navigation laws, 167.
Martin, Daniel, and others, trial of, for
various distinct crimes, II. 12, Various

|

tions made by the Upper House, 141,

M.
Maberly, Captain, his speech on parliamentary reform,I. 14:8.
Macdonald, Mr J., supports Colonel’Dayies’ motion on the army estimates,
J. 54. Motion for reducing the mili-

Reprobates the

of the Allied Powers, 106. Motion re, lative to Grampound, 139. On altera.

.

;

க

6

0.

]

O’Brien, trial of, for conspiring to excite
disaffection,

II.,21.

Not guilty, 2-

Ordnance,estimates, 1.48:

,

*

8

ச

P.

4
6
:
Pe ;
Palmerston, Lord, points out 4
of errors in Mr Hume's calculations, a
Moyes

49.
*

army

the

9

estimates,

1

erin.

INDEX. *

Motion in opposition to Mr Creevey,
_. 58. Reply to.Colonel Davies, 59.
Paris, horrible crime committed
in the
centre of, II. 166."
'

Parliament, opening of, I. 5. Kifie’s
speech ib.
Address to his Majesty,
moved in both Houses,

ib.

7.

Debate on,

Passed, 13." Numerous petitions "

presented, 13.° Motion for censure on
Ministers for erasure of the Queen’s
name from the Liturgy, 14. Debate
on, 2b. Negatived, 24. Motion for a
committeé relative to provision for the
Queen, 2b. Communication “from the
Queen, 25.
Motion. for adjournment, .
ib. Negatived, 30. House goes into
a committee, ib. Motion for a grant
of 1..50,000 to the Queen, ib. Debate
on, ib. Report bgought up, 32. Re-

ர்
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. House of+Lords relative to the allied
powers and the affairs of Naples, 81.
. Motion in the House of Commons, 90.
Animated debate on, 94. Negatived,
100. Sir R. Wilson’s motion respecting the affairs of Naples, 101. With-

drawn, 105. Motion of the Marquis of

Lansdowne,

7b.

lenborough, ib.
‘tion on’

Motion of Lord El-

Negatived,

ib.

Mo-

the state of the nation, as con-

nected with events passing in Europe,
ib. .Motion-for papers issued by the
Congress, 106.
Discussion on, 7b.
Motion on the affairs of Sicily, 107.

Negatived,110.

Motion in the House

of Commons in fayour of the Catholics,
112. Debates on, ib. Passed, 126.
Bill brought into the House of Peers,
ib. Debatéd on, ib. Negatived, 136.
port read, 1b. Motion for reducing the
Motion in the House of Commohs rethe grant to 1.30,000, 7.
Original அருவம்: to the disfranchisement of Grammotion carried, 33.e Motion on breach
pound and transferring the elective
of privilege, ib. Marqui§ of Tavistock’s
franchise to Leeds, 137. Debates on,
motion of censure on’ Ministers, 34.
ib. Carried, 139. Debate on in the
Debate on, ib. Negatived, 2b. MoHouse of Lords, 2b.
Carried, 140.
Lord Liverpool's motion for the transtion for the restoration of the Queen’s
ference to York, iba Carried, 141. Moname to the Liturgy, ib. Negatived, ib.
tion for reform, ib. Debate on, ib. |
Motion relative to the Order in Coun» Negatived, 144. Motion for a limited —
, cil directed to the Scottish church, rereform, ib. Negatived, 145. Motion —
lative to the Queen, 35.
Discussion
for the mitigation of punishment in
on, ib. Negatived, 39. Discussion
in,
»
~
case
of forgery, I. 146. Debate on, ib.
the House of Lords, respecting the
*Carried, 150. Manceuvre of Lord CasQueen’s -allowance, 7). Bill passed,
tleréagh to get rid of the bill, %. Mo41. . Motion relative to the sinking
tion therefore ultimately negatived,
fund, 42. Committee of Ways and
ib, Motion relative to the state of naMeans, 43. Mr Creeyey’§ motion, 43.
tional industry, 151. Debate on, 152.
Propésed reduction in the naval serMr Baring’s motion, 156.
Negati+
vice, 44. Mr Hume’s resolutions, ip.
ved, ib. Motion on the state of the
Navy estimates, 45: Debate on, @
agriculturists,
7b.
Committee
appoint~
Carried, 48. Motion for a committee
d, 160. Motion relative to the timon the army estimates, ib. Negatived,
er trade, ib. Debate on, ib. Passed,
ib. Mr Hume’s resolutions for reduc164. Motion,for revisal of the Navigation in the army supplies and establishtion laws, ib. Motion respecting the
ments, ib. Negatived, 49. Army esConstitutional Association, 169.
19
timates, 7b. Colonel Davies’ motion
bate on, ibe® Motion relative to the
* relative to, 53. Negatived, 55. NuIonian Islands and Sir Thomas Maitmerous motions and divisions, 7b. Ordland, 173. Debate on, ib. Negatinance estimates, 60.
Debate on, 7b.
yed,
177. Motion respecting the grant
‘Garried, 64. Motion relative to the
to the Duke of Clarence, 2b. Motion
duty on malt, 65. Carried at first, but
in the House of Lords relative to the
finally lost, 67. Husbandry horse duBishop of Peterborough’s questions,
ty repealed, 68.
Budget, ib.
Mr
179. Debaté on, ib. Negatived, 182.
Hume’s amendment, 78. Motion in
* Motion relative to a libel in John Bull
“favour of economy, 77. Session closed,

ib.

Meets again, $1.

Motion in the e

newspaper,

ib.

Debate on, 89,

Car=

ரஷ
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ried, 186. 508401 01086 நர Commission, i. Speech’from the Throne, 7b.
Parliamentary papers, II, 198.» Public

discovery of the murderers of Richard
Going, Esq. IT. 184...
க

Progress of geographical discovery in the

income of the United Kingdom, ib.
Expenditure, 199.. Funded debt, 200.
Redemption of public debt, 202. Trade
of Great Britain, 203. Of Ireland, 7b.
Nayigation of the United Kingdom,

204.

Reports

ears 1820-21, II. 346.
Prosecutions and miscellaneous cases, IT.
67—86.
.

on foreign trade, 206.

Rast India trade, 217.
Report on the
state of Agriculture, 223.
Report on
* the Poor rates, 235. * Report.on the
subject of weights and measures, 240.
Parties, conflict of, at the commencement
of the year, I. 3.
1
Parnell’s, Sir Henry, motion relative to
the staff of Ireland, I. 57.
Peterborough, the Bishop of, his reply to
Lord King, I. 180.
we

tion for censure on Ministers,

while excluded from the Liturgy; 25.

Debatesin parliament respecting proyision for, ib. £50,000 a-year voted to
her, 32. Motion for restoring her name
to the Liturgy, $4.
She accepts the
sum yoted to her by Parliament, 41.
Death noticed, 190.
Particulars of,

Piracies on the West India seas, IT. 188.
Plunket’s, Mr, motion in favour of the Ca-

II. 159. Her will, 160.

tholies, I. 112. Speech on moving the
second reading of the Catholic Emancipation Bill, 121.

.

Poetry—Linesinmemory of his Majesty’s
coronation, II. 363.
Lines to the memory of a late distinguished character,
366. Napoleon, (from the Frenchy)

Egyptian

tomb, 373. Lines written on hearing
that the Austrians had entered Naples,
374. On Greece, 375. Lord Byren to
Mr T. Moore, 376.
Portugal, state of, I. 227. Assembling of
the Cortes, ib. Provisional junta dissolved, ib. Regency installéd, ib. Pro-

ceeding$ of the Cortes, .

Arrival,of

the King in the Tagus, ib. Precautions
of the Cortes, ib. Landing of the King,
228. Makes oath to the new constitution, ib. Names a ministry, ib. Re*
"ர dissolved, ib. Departure of the
Russian and Austrian ambassadors, ib.
Popham, Sir Home, biographical account
of, I. 295. Birth, ib. Naval enterprizes and adventures, 296. His death,
297.

:

9

Funeral, 162.

R.

Rains, an account of heavy, II. 196.

Redesdale, Lord, his speech against the
_ Catholic bill, 131.

368. Lines written by Lord Byron, on

the death of his dog, at Newstead Abbey, 370. To the rainbow, 371. The

for era~

sure of her name from the Liturgy, 14. ,
Declines any arrangement for provision

Piedmont: , (See Italy.)

maid's remonstrance, 372.

Q.

Queen, remarks respecting the, I. 4, Mo-

Religious intelligence, II. 289.

Receipts

»
*

of religious charities, ib. Premiums
offered by the Church Union Society,
ab. Number of the Wesleyan Methodists, ib. Socicte de la Morale Chretienne, established at Paris, 290.
Proposed floating hdspital for seamen on
the Thames, 7b. Schools in the West
» Indies, ib. In Calcutta, ib. In Madras, 292.
In* Travancore, ib. Baptist mission, 7.
New translations of
the Scriptures, zh.
2
Report of woollen cloth milled, IT. 283.
Reports on different branches of public
economy, II. 280.
Ricardo, Mr, his remarks on the sinking
.fund, I. 73. Speech on reform, 143.
Speech relative to the currency, 153.

On the state of agriculture, 159.
' the timber trade, 162.

Ridley, Sir M. W.

On
.

his speech respecting

the timber trade, I. 161.

:

Princess Elizabeth, the death of the, IT. + Robinson, Mr, his speech respecting the
101. Funeral, i.
~
;
erasure of the Queen’s name from the

Proclamation by the Lord Lieutenant of
Ireland, offering £2000 reward for the

Liturgy, I. 16.
of Lord

Defends the conduct

Castlereagh,
18

99.
.

Speech

on

ச

INDEX.|
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agricultural

- and

ரின் 18%.” Speech re-

__ specting the timber trade, 1614,

Royal Society of London, proceedings of,
1920-21, If. 252,

=
- Edinburgh, 263.
- ———- Institute of ட “proceedings of,
தகட்க
_ Russell’ s, Lord ‘oun reply to Mr Ss.
©
Wortley, I. 31, ‘Motion relative to
_Grampound, 12. Motion for reform,
க்கிக்

: “Russell, ர ர

ted by the-fall :

ம ee: of a stack of

டப

மர். ன்

a

i. Scarlett,’ ‘Mr, supports the motion for cenes sure’on Ministers, 1.22. Speech rela=
tive to the Jolin Bull, 185. Speech in
_ _ explanation, 196.
i Science, improvements ins
டட
years 1820, 1821; IT. 323, 345.

ispeech, 70.’

Bets
க்க a! ae
| Shea, Timothy ) trial of}: for various of-.

Found guilty ofhorse-

_ Shetland Tsles, டப

81, 11265.

Shropshire, tumultss among the colliens in a
+ II. 92,

Sidmouth,
ட

only ‘opposes: the கம்

நய்ார். 136.

‘Sinking Fund, motion relative to, I. 42.
- Sineapore, rapid rise of the. station of, IT.
283.

Smith, Mr

!

மனன்.

Reply to thé த.

Foreign ‘relations,

218.

Report on thy subject of internal’secutity, i. Disturbances, 2197 Murder ~
- of Vinueza, >. Morillo appointed Cap~ tain-Generalof Madrid, 220. Finances, ©
4b. ‘Farther Dees | ee Close ee ;
~ the Session; oe
speecli,
_

King retires to. the ace aoe

டர்

ah. Fermentation of) arties rises higher
-and higher, i. 4@hreatening moye=,
ments at Saragossa, 7. Riego sent in~

்

—

Violent clamour on ac-

count of, 2b. Plague at Barcelona, ib:
Refractory state of the principal cities,
tb. Sitting of the extraordinary Cortes, .
223. Proceedings of, ib. Address to .
the King, 224. ‘Sanitory ‘cordon, 226. -

Conflicting and insurrectionary move-

ments, ib.

ணவ, poisoned by angle,

~ ed from the Port of Leith, 11.103. One
launched at Greenock, i. At Perth, ib.

Anticipated improvements by, 104,
Stewart, Mr James, and Stevenson, Mi;
quarrel relative to the Beacon newspa=
per, 1175.
>

St David's, the Bishop

Societies proceedings of, IT. 252. oval
Society of London, i.-Of Edinburgh,
Royal Tnstitute oF France, 271.

of, opposes the .

Catholic bill, I. 132

Suicide, an’ extraordinary case of, If. 99.
Suniner’ 's, Mr Holme, speech relative to
- provision for the.Queen, I, 31. Mo-

‘tion for reducing the grant to her Ma- —
Jesty, 32.0)

Sunbury, an alarming 4fire at, IT: 99.

Sussex’s, the Duke’ of, speech on the Pee =
tholic Bill, T. 129.
Sykes’, Mr, remarks respecting the tim- |
ber trade, I, 161,

;

TI. 143,

263:
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thie ம் Steam vessels, the number to be Saag:

Seott, Mr John, death of,in consequence
of a wound received ina
i
duel with Mr
Christie, II. 99.
Seven-Acres, horrible act of atrocity ‘at,

_ . fences, IT. 10.
| stealing, 12.

்

ல் 216. Nominations

ininistry, 217.

- to exile, 229.-

Sie

i

ம்.

ற.
a

Foti dtor Generale speech, in opposition to _ Marista
the Marquis of, motion of ~
no
Lord A. Hamilton’s motion respecting
_censure on ministers for their conduct’ =
' the Queen, I. 22. Reply to Lord Mil‘in the case of the Queen, I. 34. _
்
ton, ib. Speech against the motion for Tierney’s, Mr, speech at the opening: of
| “mitigating punishment~in cases of forParliament, I. 8. “Remarks respection
: gery, 146. Speech respecting the conprovision for the Queen, 10. Speech
stitutional ’ association, 172.
on the motion for, 26. _ ‘Speech on the
‘Spain, state of affairs in, I. 212. Dreadaffairs of Naples, 99.
» ful ferment at Madrid, 213. Meeting
Timber trade, I. 160.
” of the Cortes, 214. King’s speech, 68. ‘Times, xemarks
in the, on the King’ கரம். (
Dismissal of ministers, 215.
Inter_ sit to Drury-Lane, II. 96.
Eee
change of messages வன the King” ‘Tortosa, great
ட்டு
ரா. 183.
VOL XIV PART il,

ணை

ந்து

886

“‘Prials: under special commission at Lie ஸ்ர, Constantine Francis Chasselé
- De, ldographical account of, 1, 320°
“merick, II. 3—12.
ட பபற
for libel, 11. 80. Thom
dell, for libel against’ the Queen, 7b,
Rev.

Richard Blacow,

for ditto, 34.
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